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WELCOME

The National Computer Security Center and tMe Institute for Computer

Sciences end Technology are pleased to welcome you io the Tenth Annual National

Computer Security Conference. The past nine conferences have stimildated the

sharing of information and the application of this new technology. IVe are

confident this year's conference will continue this tradition.

This year's conference ;heme -- Computer Securitj,." From Principles to

Practices -- reflects the growth of computer security awareness and a maturation

of the technology of trusted systerms. Our next major challenge is to understand

how to build secure applications on these trusted bases. The efforts of the

National Computer Security Center, the Institute for Computer Sciences and

Technology, computer users, and the computer industry have all contributed to the

advances in computer security over the past few years. We are committed to a

vibrant partnership between the Federal Government and private industry in

furthering the state of the art in Computer Security.

The great challenge of the future is for us to build upon the bases we are

now developing so that new applicalions can emerge. We must understand and

"record" how we build on these foundations in order to secure end products. To

be successful, we need your help as you take back to your places of work ai

increased awareness of where we are and where we must go.

6A, ES H. BURROWS PATRICK R. GALLAGHER. Jt,---
SDirector Director

Institute for Computer Sciences National Comptter Securit', Centcr
arid Technology
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DEVELOPMENTS IN GUIDANCE FOR TRUSTED COMPUTER NETWORKS

Alfred W. Arsenault

National Computer Secarity Center
Ft. George G. Meade, MD

Abstract single trusted system. Networks of this typo
have a single trusted computing base, referred

The Technical Guidelines Division of the NCSC to as tliO Network Trusted Computing Base

has been working to produce guidance for (NTC3) . The NTCB is partitioned among the
Tr~usted Comiputer Networks that would be network components- in a manner that ensures

analogous to that provided for stand-alone the overall network s~ecurity policy is

comnputer systems by the Trus~ted om-ut-er enforced by the network as a whole.
iysgtom EKvaluation Criteria.- This paper
discusses the. latest events in that develop- The implication of this is that these networks
ment. the Trusted Network _Interpretation can be evaluated, using the concepts embodied
(TNI), 11ow the TNI camec to bie, what its in the Trusted Computer System Evaluation

implications are, and what lies ahead. Criteria [4) (TCSEC) as the basis for the
evaluation. The words in the TCSEC may not

Imtroduction apply directly; they must be interpreted es
necessary for the network context. Addition-

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the ally, these requirements may need to be

current status and future plans- for guidance augmented by other requirements, such as those
jn the area of trusted computer networks. The for "other security services" like Communi-

National Computer Security Center ("1the Con- cations Integrity, Authentication, Non-
tor") hlas been working on this problem since Repudiation, and Assurance of Service. How-
late 1983; earlier staqles in the development ever, it is important to re~alize that the
can he sceen in the proceedings of the Nevw fundamental concepts of network evaluations
Orleans Works-hop [1) and in the draft Trusted are those described in the TCSEC; new concepts

Nctuork Evaluation Criteria [2], or "Brown are introduced only where essential to

Book"l. In April of 1987, the center distri- understand the TCSEC in the network context.
bated for review the draft Trusted Network
Interpretation [3], or "ITNl". Networks for which no meaningful evaluation is

possible are addressed using the "intercon-

The N1W Philosophy nected accredited Automated Information system
(AIS) view.",2  The inte rconinected accredited

comments received on the Brown Book led the AIS view is an operational perspective. that

Center to bielieve that it did not reflect the recognizes that parts of the network may be
right approach to network security. There- independent~ly created, managed, and accre-
fore, it was necessary to reexamine some of dited. Each MlS is accredited to handle

the early results, and to take a different sensitive information at a single level or

approach to developing net ;ork guidance. This over a range of levels. In this view, the

mew approach is uctually a marriage of some of individual ATS may be thought of as "devices"

the early recommenidations. it involves the with which neighboring components can send and

r-Ilizat ion that, although not all networks receive information. An interconnection rule

can be evaluated and assigned a single rating, must be enforced to limit the levels of

smole call. Specifically, the working group information communicated aeruoýs the network.

responlsible for prodnzýing the TNT believes
that the reference monitor concept1  is The difference between these two views is

appropriate for certain network systems. simple, and it is a major one. When a "single
T1hese systems- fit whlat is called the "1single trusted system" (or a component, as will be

trusted s~ystem view" - that is, they can explaiined later) is evaluated, the result is a

accurately be regarded as an instance of a technical statement about the strength of the
system. This statement is made (usually)
without regard to the specific environment in

1IBy "reference monitor concepi" we mean strictly the concept
of an abstract machine that mediates all accesses of subjects to
objects. We do not mean to imply "reference validation
mechanism",, ',security kernel", or even "Bell and Labadula model".

2 Fcr the purposes of this paper, an MIS is any system which
is used to create, piepare, or manipulate information in
electronic form.



which t lie syt elll will be u}'c'rated, and al I ,act M S, document at ion leql I reLent Si, and how
systems with the same rating meet the same to dcterminc which s-,evices are nieeded in a
Critelia, No such statement can be made about particular application.
all "interc-onnected accredited AlS"; all that
can be provided is technical gu-idance to an Appe ndix A discusses the evaluation of
acor-editor about certain rules to follow in compolncent s. Appcndi x 13 provides the technical
hooking up comlponents. The technical state- rat teonale behia ad the IZ e-t it ioned NiTC1
ment provided by an evaluation is ruch approach. Appendix C discusses considerations
stronger thall any interconnection rule, and involved in the Interconnected Accredited AI!:
leads. to mulch more confidence that the system view. There is also a list of acrcnym* used
will behave properly When it is installed, ill the document, and a glossary of term,;.

Why Is it an "interpretation" Relationship to ISO Work

It is a simple statement of fact that the An effort is underway to extend the 1.10 Open
TCSLC actually contains; two things. First, it System lnter'connect ion (OS1) architecture by
contains the general requ i rements fol a defi ning security-rel at ed architectural I
tI ;tred systeim OF ANY TYPE. Second, it elements which (an be ap)pl ied in the
contains an interpretation of those require- circumstances foor which protect ion of
nests for general-purpose operacing sy:;t.ems. Communim Cat ions is required [5] . There is
.In soec ways, it is unfortunate that these two considerable overlap, between the OS] Security
things are so tightly interweaved throughout Addendum and hart I1 of the TNI. Since at the
the document, but that is the way the document time of this writing both documents are
was written. Since the TNl is an interpre- evolving, it is difficult to exactly define
tation of the geneial i rcq•lemenlt: for the relation-ship. Howevel , some of the
nctworks;, it is on the same level as the security services identified in the ISO

tereawn" fonr gnilr5>)-,I' fn r'rT ing pl~nilonlu aNre a(ldressed,( i n PA It I at) tile TN1
systemls ill the Scie. i'chalt is, it is iluch whilU iLhtIlM-- alU ,idU, ,!S.t!d ill Pall t •. Tblu
miore than a "Guideline". However, the TNI is p1.inciple difference is that the ISO work is
an "I sterpretation" rather than a "Criteria" primariIy collcelned with Functionality,
because it interprets the general require- somewhat concerned with Strength of Mechanism,
rents, which have already been stated by the and rarely concerned with Assurance. The ThN,
TCSEC like the TCSIKC before it, is ver-y concerned

with Assurance.

Structure of the Document
Part I: The TCSEC Interpretations

The TiN is divided into two parts, plus three
appendices. Part I of the document contains As its name suggests, Part I of the TNI
the TCSEC interpretations. For each require- consists of the interpretations of the TC.SI'C
rent in each cla.ss, tlie requirement is stated requirements. The working group, has gone0
as it appears in DoD5200.28-STn. Then, the through the TCSLC, class by class and
interpretation of the requirements is s.;tated. requirement by requirement, and asked, "what
Finally, rationale is provided--an explanation does this mean when the context is a network,
of why the interpretation is as it is. For rather than a general--Purpose operatings;ome Ie -'Inenelt s, (eXamle of accept able "

0 eqlliret amile system " ? Pa Prt I first r-es•!tates the
mechanIsrams are also provided. requiremnct, as it appears in Do) '5200.20-

STD. The interpretation of the requirement is
Part 11 contains the requi rement s for security then stated, followed by the Ra-ciondale for the
servJ.ces such as Communications Field Interpretation. In certain cases, the
Integrity, Non-Repudiation, Continuity of Rationale also includes examples of mechanisms
Operations, and Network Management. Part II that may be used to satis-fy the requirement.
includes discussions of general assurance These examiples are meant to be just that; they

i



are not meant to be prescriptive. As an example, consider communications
integrity protection against message

This interpretation makes explicit what is nodification. A functionality decision is to
implicit in the TCSEC: that tile Criteria can select error detection only or detection and
be applied to mandatory and discretionary correction. A strength of mechanism decision
integrity policies, just as it can to would involve how strong an algorithm to use
mandatory and discretionary secrecy policies. in imulementing whichever were chosen.
That is, it is permissible for a network Assurance decisions would involve what level
system to support a secrecy policy, an of software engineering would be involved in
integrity policy, or both. building the services, whether or not to use

formal verification, and what level of testing
The evaluation system for Part I of the TNI is to use.
identical to that for the TCSEC. A single,
digraph rating in the range D to Al is For each of the security services described inl
assigned to the system. This rating is a Part II, requirements are given for each of
technical statement of the amount of trust Functionality, Strength cf Mechanism, and
that can be placed in the network system. It Assurance. These requirements are distinct
carries the same meaning as the digraph rating from one another, and may be met
assigned to a general-purpose operating system independently. For example, it may be decided
that has been evaluated against the the TCSEC. to implement a very strong mechanism with very

low assurance, or a very weak mechanism with
Part II; Other Security Services very high assurance.

Why Other Security Services?
The Evalulation System

Past II contains additional network security

%,i-d cutthi•Lr zu[ [ileUied ill Psit I. The security services- described in Part II are
Ther-:e concerns are what differentiate the nct as strongly intertwined as are those in
network environment from the stand-alone Part I. It is not possible to assign one
computer environment. Some concerns take on rating (e.g., 'Zl') that adequately reflects
increased significance in the network how well the system provides each service.
environment; others do not exist in stand- Furthermore, the services in Part II ere
alorne computers. Some of these concern.s are generally not provided by the NTCB, but are
outride the scope of Part I; others lack the provided by hordware/sottware that is external
theoretical basis and formal analysis to the NTCB. To try to assign them a rating
underlying Part I. Since introducing these that is one of the digraphs assigned under
services into Part I would destioy the Part I of the TNI is not practical, since in
cohesiveness of the criteria for a class, they many cases the rating assigned is much more
are treated separately in Part II. subjective. Therefore, a qualitative rating

system must be used, instead of a
Criteria Form: Functionality, Strength, and hiera:chically-ordered system. The evaluation

Assurance system used in this document involves a tople.
A system is assigned three rotings far each

Functionality refers to the objectivo and service: one each for Functionality, Strength
approach of a security survlce; it inicludes of Mechanism, and Assurance. Ratings normally
features, mechanisms, and performarce. come from the set of (Not Olfered, None,
Stren,,gth of mechanism refers to how well a M.•.imum, Fair, Good); however, in specific
spicific approach may be expected to achieve cases, ratings such as "plesent" or "approved
Žts objectives. Asstrance ;-efers to a b.sis for tie with data up to SECRET" may be
for beliaving that the functionality will le ascigned.
achieved; it includes taja er resistance,
corroct aces, verifiability, and resistance 'lihe difference between "Net Of fered" and
against circumvention ol b~pass. "Nonu" is that a rating of None states that

the system sponsor attempted to provide the

3



service (either Functionality, Strength of the TNI, The TNI states that assurance 01
Mechanism, orl Asuurance) and failed encryption techniques will be provided by tilre
completely. A rating of Not Offered merely National Security Agency.
imp] ies that tile sponsor did not attempt to
provide the service, as (s)he did not consider Protocols are a set of rules and formats whicl'
it important. Since either rating indicates determine tile communication behavior- betw,,en
that a sys;temn doe not adequately provide a entitits ii a hetwork. ManIy network security
service, the only appreciable differenlc to services ,iie implemented with tile help e.f
tile potential customer is that a rating of protocols. Failure. in the protocol themelore
None may indicate a poor quality of work in results In failuore o'f th,' service. I'lotocol,
the system. influence all rati ngy; thcre ore l'unctioenality

factors, strength cf Mechmnism factors, and
Assurance factors involved.

Selecting Security Services

Not all security services will be equally General Documentation .- aquirements
important in any specific anyvironment; nor
will their relative importance I'e the same Documentation is required for Security
among different environments. The system's services, Just As it is for thle N'TCD. In
accerditor (or the potential customer) must fact, in many cases, the documentation should
decide, based on the threats to he encountered be contained in the same place. hor example,
in Ir s/her 5peci fic environment, which guidance to the system or component
security s;ervices are important, and which are administrator concerning security services
not required. (S)lIe can then decide whether should probably be placed 1i1 the Trusted
the rating achieved by a specific product is Facility Malnual. If a componrent tupports
adequate for the projected environment, user's, guida'ce to those users should be

,inrarcr 2n te Il n c-emite, C.1rt

required by lPart 1. Docunrerrt.rti ni L'e)lie:VIllii rj
General Assurance Approaches the design and test ing of a security service

may 1)' placed with tile Test Documenitation and
There iare a nuLmber of factourn t hat involve tile Design Documentation required by Part I; it it
Assurance ratingo; of sevoral security is not located there, then it must be provided
services. These assuranice fautors include separately by time network sponsor.
Such thing.; as Selvice dcsign arnd
implementationi, service test ing, design
specificationl and verification, and Specific Security Cervices
configuration management. When a service is
implemented, thie rat ing for these general Tne three categories o1 security service";
ansurance factors is combined with the rating addressed are Commurlicat ions Integrity, Denial
for tile service-specific assurance factors to of Service, andtL Trarlsmi!ss&ian Security.
produce one overall As-;urance rit i ig for tlie Commurni cat ijoe. I ntte gri t y is furtlher bioken
service. down i t o: Arithent icatioul, Comneun i cat ioni;

l'ie] d I ntey iity , and Noui-reirud it ioni. Denlial
of Sýelvice containl; the requ i I vnim-lit a' for

Supportive Primitives Cent inu it y of C('prat I urs, [rut oco l-basoed
P'rot clt i on, arid Network Marrlge'merlt .

There ale two mdianti niis/as.urice echniques 'Irallsi llssioil Security i ncl 1 uder Dat a
that apply across, a wide range o1 services. cent ident i -lity, Traffic Contidcrittiality, and
Thsc;e arie en1ocrypt ion and protocols. Select ive Rout irig.
Encryp'tion is a tool for protecting data from
comelorlise e01 modifi cat ion at t a L7) . The I n Part 11 , Alit limnt icat ion in conlce-r,,ned with
anly:..i y; of encrypt ion algoritims and what t lie ISO work tolls Peer hnt ity
i mp I erientat i ors is quite different Irom the Authenticatioon or Data Origin Autherittication,
analys is o1 most oh the Other lequirements in dej)( nding Oil wimether thei- service is



connection-oriented or connectionless. This Taxonomy of Policies and Components
can be contrasted with the Authenticati
required in Part I, which is strictly t..- For our purposes, there are four basic types
Identification and Authentication of human of policies that systems or components can
uset's. enforce. There are mandatory access control

policies, discretionary access control
Communications Field Integrity refers to the policies, supportive policies, and application
protection from modification of any or all policies.
fields involved in communications. Non-
repudiation provides unforgeable and Application policies are those that apply to
undeniable proof of shipment and/or receipt of specific programs; they provide security in
data. addition to that provided by the TCB or NTCB

partition. An example of an application
It is accepted that one can never completely policy would be a database management system
protect against denial of service, that provided access control to the record or
Furthermore, the TNI does not attempt to field level, while the TCB provides access
address protection against such attacks as control only to the granularity of a file.
cutting a communications cable, or blowing up Application policies are net relevant to the
one of the components. The TNI does state TNI; thus they will not be addressed.
requirements for detecting service levels that
have fallen below pre-established thresholds, Supportive policies include idertification and
and for detecting the fact that access to a authentication policies as well as audit
component is unavailable, policies.

Transmission security is a collective term for Given this taxonomy of policies, the TNI
a number of security services. These services breaks the universe of components into four
arc al conccrncd with tha secrey c, f c . O'le _labb uuisiSL of those
information transfer between peer entities components that support mandatory access
through the computer communications network, control policies: the TNI denotes these 'M
While physical security can also provide components'. A second class consists of those
transmission security, it is not explicitly components that support discretionary access
addressed in the TNI. control policies; the TNI calls these 'D

components'. The third class suppcrts
identification and authentication policies,

Appendix A: Component Evaluations and these are called 'I components'. The
final class supports audit policies; these are

The main body of the TNI takes the view of a called 'A components'.
network as a single trusted system. This view
can be extended somewhat, and a trusted
network can be regarded as a collection of Evaluation System
trustud components. This is an important
extension, as in the commercial marketplace it Whenever a component is to be evaluated, the
is doubtful that many vendors will provide componen- sponsor is responsible for
complete systems. Thus, we would like to be completely defining a target network
able to assess the trust provided by different architecture; that is, an architecture in
types of components. Thrre are twe advantages which the component is expected to be used and
to being able to do this: first, it allows for which its security features will work as
for the evaluation of components which in and stated. Once this is done, the component can
of themselves do not support all of the be evaluated against those requirements that
policies required by the TCSEC; second, it apply to it, in the context of rhe stated
allows for the reuse of the evaluated target architecture and policy.
component in different networks without the
need for a re-evaluation of the component. A component is evaluated against the



requirements in Part II as stated for any is an I component that has been given a C2
service it provides. No furthet rating for I. We wish to compose these two
interpretation is necessary. components to get one DI component that is

rated C2 for D and C2 for I. In order to do
A component is evaluated against some subset that, we must insure that the DI component
of the requirements for a given class ir Part preserves the Network DAC Policy of the D
I. It is evaluated against all assurance component. Furthermore, the DI component must
requirements, plus those feature requirements preserve the Audit interface(s) used for
that apply directly to the policy it enforces. exporting audit information from both the D
In general, the component is evaluated against component and the I component. If the DI
the Interpretation as stated in Part I of the c o m p o n e n t p r o v i d e s
TNI. In some cases, it is necessary to Identification/Authentication support services
reinterpret the requirement to place it in the to other components, the Identification
context of a network component, rather than a Interface of the DI component must be defined
network system. and a protocol established for this interface

which is able to support the Network I/A
The range of ratings that can be assigned to a Policy. If the DI component does not provide
component depends on the policy(ies) it Identification/Authentication support services
enforces. For example, a M component can to other components, it may only be composed
receive a rating in the range Bi - Al. A D with other components which are self-
component can be rated from Cl to C2+. (C2+ sufficient with respect to DAC.
indicates that the component enforces the B3
DAC requirement, and provides C2 assurances. The TNI gives composition rules for
It is not correct to assign a B3 rating to a D interconnecting all possible combinations of
component, as that connotes a level of component types, most of which are similar to
assurance that no D component can provide.) the one above.
An A componcnt can receive a rating of C2 or
C2+, and an I component can be rated C1
through C2+. Appendix B: Rationale for the Partitioned

NTCB Approach

Composition Rules Implicit in the partitioned NTCB approach is
the view that a network, including theSince a component is defined to be any part of interconnected hosts, is analogous to a single

the system, some components are made by trustec system, and can thus ,e evaluated
composing other components. For example, a using an interpretation of the '±CSEC. Put
communications subnet is a component of a another way, networks forn an important and
larger system; it may be composed of packet recognizable subclass of ADP systems with
switches: front-end units, and gateways that distinctive technical characteristics which
are components themselves. (This is an allow tailored interpretations of the Criteria
illustration of the fact that the definition to be formulated for them. Appendix B
of component is a recursive one.) In general provides the background and rationale for the
it is not possible to guarantee that a partitioned NTCB approach.
collection of evaluated components will result
in an evaluatable trusted system. However, it
is possible to define a set of composition Appendix C: The "Interconnected Accredited
rules so that the result of composing trusted AIS" View
components maintains the ratings assigned to
the original components. The interconnected accredited Automated

information System (AIS) view is an
An example of the composition rules provided operational perspective that recognizes that
in the TNl is illustrated as follows. Suppose parts of the network may be independently
that there is a D component that has been created, managed, and accredited, Each AIS is
given a C2 rating foi D. Suppose that there accredited to handle sensitive information at
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a single level or over a range of levels. In each component, the overall network will
this view, the individual AIS may be thought prevent information from being sent where it
of as "dlevices" with which neighboring shouldn't go.
components can send and receive information.

The interconnected accredited AIS view differs The Global Network View
from the single trusted system view in that,
here, one does not regard a network as a In many cases, networks can enforce the
single trusted system, and therefore one does interconnection rule and still expose
not assign a single rating to the network. An information to an excessive risk of disclosure
example of where the interconnected accredited or modification. There are considerations
AIS view is necessary is a network consisting other than the interconnection rule that the
of two Al systems and two B2 systems, all of accreditor may wish to take into account when
which are interconnected and all of which may deciding whether or not to permit
be accessed locally by some users. It is easy interconnection of components. Most of these
to see that, it we regard this as a single considerations are based on a knowledge of all
trusted system, it would be impossible for it the components in the network. As one
to achieve a rating against Part I of this particular example of these considerations,
document higher than B2. This might not be an let us consider something called the
accurate reflection of the trust that could be "cascading problem". Cascading occurs when a
placed in the two Al systems and penetrator can take advantage of network
interconrections between them. Any single connections to compromise information across a
rating assigned to this network would b- range of security levels that is greater than
misleading. the accreditation range of any of the

component systems he must defeat to do so.

Compone-t connections and the Consider the following example: there are two
Interconnection Rule clas- T? systems one (System A) proc•scng

SECRET and TOP SECRET information, the other
Networks like the one described above can only (System B) processing CONFIDENTIAL and SECRET
be addressed in terms of whether or not they information. A penetrator is assumed to be
obey an interconnection rule. Each component able to overcome the protection mechanisms in
that is connected to other AIS communicates by System A, causing TOP SECRET information to be
means of a particular IO device, which has a downgraded to SECRET; have it sent across to
device range associated with it. The System B at the SECRET level; and then
interconnection rule involved is one that says overcome the protection machanisms in System B
simply, for two way communication, the device to downgrade it to the CONFIDENTIAL level.
ranges of the two I/O devices must be TOP SECRET information has thus been
identical. For one-way communication (i.e., downgraded to toe CONFIDENTIAL level.
with no acknowledgement whatsoever), the According to the environments guidelines (61,
device range of the receiving I/O device must the risk of this requires at least a class B3
dominate the device range of the sending I/O system; however, the penetrator has only had
device, to defeat two class B2 systems.

This interconnection rule must be enforced The T11I describes two heuristic algorithms for
locally by each component of the network, determining the presence of cascading
Decisions on whether to send or receive conditions. One, which is very simple, is
information can be made by a component based lairly conservative, and sometimes indicates
only on its accreditation range and those of the presence of a cascading condition when in
its immediate neighbors. In many cases, it is fact nione exists. The second is much more
not necessary for a sending component to know complex, but it tends to be more accurate in
the accreditation range of the component that determining cascading conditions.
is the ultimate destination of the message.
If the interconnection rule is enforced by There are several ways of remedying potential
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cascading conditions. In most cases, using a System Evaluation Criteria in Specific
higher level of trusted system will suffice. Environments, CSC-STD-003-85, 25 June 1985.
In other situations, mechanisms such as end-
to-end encryption will solve the problem. In For More Informationz
extreme cases, the accreditor may wish to
actually disallow the connection. The author can be contacted at the following
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CONSICERATIONS FOR SECURITY
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Gaithersburg, Maryland, 20899, USA

I. Introduction to OSI Security
A minimum set of desirable security

The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) goals in OSI identified by the author is:
computer network architecture has given
computer network designers and implementors I. Protection of data against
a common vocabulary and structure for unauthorized modification.
building future networks. It has also
given network security designers a 2. Protection of data against
foundation upon which desired security undetected loss/repetition.
services can be defined and built. This
paper discusses several goals of security 3. Protection of data against
in the OSI architecture as well as where unauthorized disclosure.
and how the security services that satisfy
them could be implemented. 4. Assurance of the correct identity

of the sender of data.
A. Need for a Security Architecture

5. Assurance of the correct receiver
A standard security architecture is of the data.

needed in OSI in order to begin the task of
implementing security services in As a memory aid for these five basic
commercial products so that not only can security goals, the following five terms
one OSI system communicate with another, starting with the letter "S" have been
but also it can do the communication with selected to represent the security achieved
the desired security. The security goals by satisfying these goals. They are,
and services discussed in this paper are respectively:
predicated on the assumptions that
sensitive or valuable data are being 1. Sealed
transmitted between systems in the OSI 2. Sequenced
network, that changes in the network 3. Secret
between the systems could be made by an 4. signed
unauthorized person or persons in order to 5. Stamped
obtain or modify the data, and that
security services are to ne available in Achieving these security goals in the
the network to prevent the unauthorized OSI architecture will assure that data
disclosure of sensitive data and to detect being transmitted from one OSI system to
(and report) the unauthorized modification another will not have been modified,
of data. disclosed, replayed, or lost in the network

without the sender and/or the intended
For this paper, security is defined to receiver being notified and that the

be the protection of the confidentiality participating parties in the communication
and integrity of data. Privacy, often have been correctly identified.
combined with security or confused with
security, is a social issue regarding Other security goals that have been
protection of personal information from identified (11) as being desirable include:
undesirable use and is not discussed in labeling of data according to its
this paper. Security is often defined as sensitivity, source, etc.; not disclosing
including protecting the availability of the identities of the sender and recipient
data but is not included in the scope of of data, and the quantity of data
this paper. exchanged, except to each other; providing

security audit trails of network
B. Requirements for Security communications; assuring the availability

of communications under adverse conditions;
A large number of potentially assuring that data inside an OSI system

desirable security goals in computer cannot be transmitted using covert
networks have been identified in the information channels, even of very low
literature. The OSI Implementors Workshop bandwidth; proving to an independent third
Special Interest Group in Security (OSI party that a communication did occur and
SIG-SEC) is establishing a desirable set of the correct contents were received;
security goals for implementors of OSI and obtaining explicit authorization for access
the resulting list of desirable services to to a system before making a connection to
implement. This SIG is sronsored by the U the system.
S. National Bureau of Standards and is ope;,
to anyone interested in 051 security. C. National Bureau of Standard's Role

NOTE: CONTRIBUTION OF THE NATIONAL The National Bureau of Standards (NBS)
BUREAU OF STANDARDS. has fostered the development of the OSI

NOT SUBJECT TO COPYRIGHT. architecture and the implementation ofcommercial products implementing the
standard protocols defined for the
architecture. NBS has had a program in



computer security since 1973 and has ii. Security Perimeter around each User
fostared the development of nume:ous Process
security standards [7, 8, 9, 10) since that
time. It has assisted in the development A security perimeter could be drawn
of several security standards in the around each user process which provides
banking community [4, 5, 6] and the high granularity security (Figure 2) since
information processing community [1, 2, 3] each user process provides its own
through the American National Standards protection anu nothing within the OFI
Institute. It is now supporting the architecture needs to be trusted. However,
development of an CSI security architecture this requires that all desired security
[i] via the ISO/ TC97/ 7021/ WGI and the services be implemented in every user
OS SIG-SEC. process or program. While possible, this

approach is contrary to the goal of OSI for
11. OSI Network Security Perimeters performing services in the layers of OSI

A useful notion in the development, rather than in each user process.

implamentation and use of security in a
computer network is that of a security P
perimeter. This logical structure in a
computer network is the equivalent to a 7 7
physical structure in a secure facility 6 6
such as a bank vault. In actuality there 5 5
are multiple security perimeters around 4 4
highly secure facilities where a principal 3 3
of "security in depth" is practiced. 2 2
similar analogies can be drawn in computer 1 1
networks. For simplicity in this
discussion, a single security perimeter Figure 2: security Perimeter around each
concept will be used in which each OSI User Process
system will have a security perimeter. The
overall goal of OSI security is to
communicate data from within one security c. Security Perimeter around Upper
perimeter to another. Loss of security Layers
within a perimeter is beyond the scope of
this paper. A security perimeter can ne drawn

between these two extremes around the upper
A. One Security Perimeter around Network layers of the OSI architecture. Different

granularities of security result from
If a security nerimeter is drawn selecting different nilcement of the

around thc entire network (Figure 1), security perimeter. in actuality, a
either because no sensitive or valuable hierarchy of security perimeters will be
data are ever communicated in the network, imp~ewented, each providing security
because no threats are believed to exist in against a different perceived threat. A
the network, or because security it seaurity perimeter has been drawn at the
provided through non-OSI methods, then no transport layer (layer 4) of the tSI
osI security services are needed. Many architecture (Figure 3) for subsequent
networks are presently being operated in discussion in this paper
this manner. This is acceptable as long as
everyone and everything inside the
perimeter is "trusted." Trust implies that P p
no intentional or accidental event will
occur which will result in an undesirable 7 -7

disclosure, modification or loss of data. 6 6
A simplified definition of trust is used in 5 5
this paper with trust being a binary valued 4 4
parameter (i.e., multi-level security is 3 3
not considered). Trust can also be assured 2 2
within the system through the use oi a 1
"Trusted Operating System." This system 1
assures that adequate security is provided Figure 3: Security Perimeter around
within the security perimeter. Upper Layers

P User Processes P

7 Application Layer 7 D. Negotiated Security

6 Presentation Layer 6 One goal of OSI implementors should be
5 Session Layer 5 to provide maximum flexibility for users of
4 Transport Layer 4 an implementation. An implementation
3 Network Layer 3 should provide for negotiation between
2 Link Layer 2 users in selectir an optimum set of 0SI
1 Physical Layer I services, includ.. ,g security services.

However, security may be somewhat unique in
FLgure 1: One Security Perimeter around this regard in that some organizations may

networkc- not desire to negotiate certain security
services, especially if the negotiation
could result in security less than some
predetermined minimum. Other organizations
may accept negotiating away all security
services if those services are temporarily
causing functionality or throughput to drop



below a minimum. Some organizations may
add to the basic security services provided osI SECURITY SERVICE PLACEMENT PRIORITIES
in standard implementations and not desire
other organizations to use or know about High (H) ; Medium (M); Low (L)
the additional services.

OSI LAYER CATEGORY OF SERVICE
An extensible security architecture is 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 SERVICE

desired which will provide for these
special services without causing an 1. IDENTIFICATION/AUTHENTICATION
unacceptable overhead on those not
requiring these services. I _IMILiI_IHI A. Data Origin

III. Placement of Sdcurity Services in lILIMI _ I _ HI B. Peer Entity
the 0SI Architecture

2. ACCESS CONTROL
A. Security Addendum to the OSI

A-r!chitecture I I_!MILIIIHI A. Originator
Authorization

A draft security addendum to the OSI
architecture (11] has been developed by Ad LLILIMI_4KIHI B. Peer Entity
hoc groups of the American National Authorization
Standards Institute (ANSI) &ad the
International Standards Organization (ISO) 3. INTEGRITY
TC97/ SC21/ WGl. The draft security
addendum presents a glossary of computer lIHl.I A. Connection (w/wo

security terms, describes a number of error recovery)

security services for OSI, and presents a IiHIJJi.u B. Connectionless (wo
matrix of where in the seven layer OSI error recovery)
architecture the security services may be
located (See Below). It then presents the L t I _ i_ C. Selective Field
rationale for why the security services are Integrity
placed in those layers. Recent work (12)
defines an authentication framework for the 4. CONFIDENTIALITY
layer 7 directory service for which User
Agents are authenticated before they are A. Connection
granted access to sensitive information in .I . e
the Directory. IHIMI I I B. Connectionless,

While the draft addendum satisfies the _ I I _iI C. Selective Field
goals of definirg a number of security _

services and discussing where they could be _ D. Traffic Flow
placed, the addendum is not adequate for an
implementor desiring to implement security 5. NON-REPUDIATION
in the OSI architecture. First, it would
be too expensive to provide all security iIl_ LIHI A. Originator
services at all possible layers allowed in -
the addendum. Second; if one implementor LLIJI I B. Recipient
chose to implement a service at one layer
and another implementor chose to implement C. Factors in Placing Security Services
the same service at a different layer, the
goal of compatability between peer layers Many factors must be considered in
of OSI would not be achieved. Finally, selecting the layer(s) for implementing
standards for implei,,enting the services are selected security services. First, a basic
riot currently specified. set of security services to be implemented

must be chosen. Second, a minimum number
B. 0S1 Security Categories and Services of layers should be chosen in which to

implement the services to minimize the
The following security categories and number of layers affected by security.

services are defined in the draft security Third, use of existing services of a layer
addendum to the OSI architecture. The OSI may be utilized by the security service if
layers in which the services could be a proper layer is chosen. Fourth, the
implemented are shown in the matrix next to overall cost of providiny the selected
the services. The srvices need not be security services will be minimized if the
implemented in all of the layers that are layer is properly selected.
specified. Fifth, a set of primitive security

functions need to be defined and
implemented (hardware, software, firmware)
in such a way that they can be performed at
one or more layers of the architecture in
providing the desired security service.

D. Primitive Security Functions

OSI security services could be
implemented utilizing a set of primitive
functions similar to the ones below. The
primitive functions would be called with a
set of parameters enclosed in [)
and return the results enclosed in ()
following execution.
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I. AUTHENTICATE [ID; AUTHENTICATOR] E. Initial Recommendations for
jRESULT; STATUS) Placement

This primitive verifies that che Based on the simplifying assumptions
AUTHENTICATOR does correspond with the stated at the beginning of this paper, the
claimed ID by searching the local Secure transport layer (4) of the OSI arChitecture
Management Information Base and responding was chosen by N9S for initial
with the correct RESULT and STATUS. implementatiov, of a selected subset of

security services. This layer was chosen
II. AUTHORIZE LID; TYPE; RESOURCE) after several years of participating in the

(RESULT; STATUS) development of standards for security at
layers 1/2 [2], layer 4 (13] and layer 6 of

This primitive verifies the the OSI architecture by the accredited ANSI
authorization of ID with the indicated TYPE Technical Committee X3TI. The layer 1/2
for access to the requested RESOURCE and standard was developed for protecting data
sets the correcit RESULT and STATUS. in each link of a network. However, it

does not provide security from one OSI
III. ENCIPHER [PT; LENGTH; KEYNAME] {CT; end-system computer to another through a

LENGTH; STATUS) general network. A layer 4 standard was
drafted to provide security for all data in

This primitive enciphers plaintext a layer 4, class 4 connection. A layer 6
beginning at PT for the indicated LENGTH standard was drafted to provide security
into ciphertext beginning at CT for the for selected fields; of data specified by an
indicated LENGTH and sets the resulting application in such a way that it need not
STATUS using the KEY associated with be unprotected even at the intended
KEYNAME. destination.

IV. DECaPHER [CT; LENGTH; KEYNAME] (PT; Early development of the layer 4
LENGTH; STATUS) standard was facilitated by an early

definition of services at layer 4 and the

This primitive deciphers ciphertext existence of standard protocols and
beginning at CT for the indicated LENGTH implementations of layer 4. It was also
into plaintext beginning at PT for the facilitated by using existing services of
indicated LENGTH and sets the resulting layer 4 for security purposes.
STATtTS using the KEY associated with
KEYNAME. IV. Protocols cor Transport Layer

Securfty ServTces
V. COMPUTEMAC [DATA; LENGTH; KEYNAME]

(MAC; STATUS) A. Integrity Service

This primitive computes a Message A connection integrity service
Authentication Code (MAC) on the DATA of protocol has been defined for class 4 of
indicated LENGTH using the KEY associated the transport layer (4) of the OSI
with KEYNAME and sets the resulting STATUS. architectute. The integrity service can

achieve two security goals, sealing and
VI. VERIFYMAC [DATA; LENGTH; KEYNANE; sequencing, and assures that all data in a

MAC) (RESULT) connection are transferred from one OSI
security perimeter to another without being

This primitive computes a Test Message intentionally or accidentally modified,
Authentication Code (TMAC) on the DATA of lost or repeated. Such security is
indicated LENGTH using the KEY associated especially important in Electronic Funds
with KEYNAME and sets the correct RESULT to Transfer (EFT) transactions. EFT messages
indicate if TMAC is identical with the are vulnerable to modification; deposit and
input MAC. withdrawal messages are vulnerable to loss

or repetition. While present EFT security
VII. SIGN [DATA; LENGTH; USERID; standards specify security services at

KEYN•(•E (SIGNATURE; STATUS) layer 7 of the OSI architecture, , wide
variety of other applications could utilize

This primitive computes a SIGNATURE on similar security services if they are
the DATA of indicated LENGTH for the user implemented at layer 4.
indicated by USERID using the KEY
associated with KEYNAME and sets the The integrity service protocol
resulting STATUS. utilizes the sequence number provided by

layer 4, class 4 service. This is a 31-bit
VIII. VERIFYS1GNATURE [DATA; LENGTH; number defined as 4 octets in the header of

USERID; KEYNAME) (SIGNATURE; each layer 4 Protocol Data Unit (PDU). The
{RESULT;STATUS} sequence number is provided by layer 4 for

resequencing the PDUs if they arrive out of
This primitive computes a Test order and for flow control on a connection.

Sionature (TSIGNATURE) on the DATA of The integrity service also utilizes the
indicated LENGTH for the user indicated by existing layer 4, class 4 mechanisms for
USERID using the KEY associated with recovery from errors (i.e., lost or
KEYNAME, compares it with SIGNPTURE, and modified data). Connectionless network
sets the correct RESULT and STATUS. layer (3) services can then be used if a

class 4 integrity service i5 provided arid
used at layer 4.
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The PDU integrity protocol specifies C. Peer Authentication Service
how an electronic data integrity seal,
called a Message Authentication Code (MAC), The two communikdting transport lay-"rs
is computed for each PDU. The seal covers are called peer entities and must perform
both the user data and the header equivalent services in order to
(including sequence numbers) for data communicate. Simplistically, what one does
stream integrity. The seal is typically a the other must check and/or undo. The
32-bit number that is computed using security protocols that have been defined
cryptographic functions on the PDU to be to date at layer 4 will assure that the
sealed so that its integrity can be peer layers are mutually identified and
verified when it is received at the that a connection between them is a current
corresponding security perimeter (layer 4 connection and not a rer.iay of a previous
peer entity). If any part of the PDU has connection. This protocol relies on
been accidentally or intentionally crypt.,Iraphic procedures during the
modified, including the address and establishment of a connection. Once a
sequence number, the test value computed on connection is established, data intended
the received PDU will not match with the for the peer layer 4 can only be used by
seal computed by the transmitter on the that peer entity. It can be accidentally
transmitted PDU and transmitted with the cr intentionally destroyed, delayed or
sealed PDU. If the value is not correct, misrouted, but it cannot be used by the
the suspected PDU is discarded and a unauthorized receiver if encrypted.
retransmission is requested. If the value
is correct, the PDU is accepted. Sequence Peer authentication is performed by a
numbers are also verified to assure data connection procedure often called a
stream integrity, three-way handshake. using proper

cryptographic procedures, a
B. Confidentiality Service challenge--response-verification is

perforined by both peer entities of a
Data can be protected against connection. Random numbers are used in a

unauthorized disclosure in a network with standard procedure to assure that both peer
encipherment (encryption). The ISO/OSI entities have the correct key and that a
security addendum calls this a replay of a previous connection is not
confidentiality service. Enciphering is a being attempted. The user data is not
transformation of data into a form that is signed with this technique. The personal
not usable or readable while preserving the identities of the users of a connection or
information content. The resulting the applications using a connection are not
ciphezLtexL is tidlliýted. The authorizad involved in this service. It merely
receiver must perform the correct inverse assures that an entire stream of data is
operation, called deciphering (decryption), not replayed to an unsuspecting recipient.
in order to obtain the original, usable,
readable form of the data. Typically, a V. NBS Laboratory Implementation
cryptographic algorithm, implemented in a
computer with either hardware, software or A. Local Area Network Environment
both, and a cryptographic variable called a
key are used to perform the two required The National Bureau of Standards
transformations. A requirement of this initiated an experiment in implementing
service is that something be kept secret or these security protocols in the transport
available only to authorized communicating layer of several computer systems in a
parties. Details of this service are local area network environment. The
beyond the scope of this papar. experiment was to determine the ctdequacy of

a proposed ANSI standard for the securityThe confidentiality service requires protocols, the ease of implementation and

that the user data of a PDU be enciphered impact on the operation of the network.
before leaving the security perimeter of
the transmitter and be deciphered only The network was based on one of the
after entering the security perimeter of IEEE 802 standards often called Ethernet.
the intended receiver. Other portions of Six personal computers were used for the
the PDU need not be enciphered since they experiment. Ethernet circuit boards were
contain no user data. If enciphering is added to the computers and connected
performed only on the user data, the together using coaxial cable. Software
addresses or identities of the supplied with each Ethernet board was used
communicating parties are not enciphered to provide layec 1, 2 and 3 functionality.
and hence a monitor in the network can A transport layer protocol that was
determine who is communicating and how much implemented on a time-shared mini-computer
data in being communicated, even though the was used as the basis of the experiment.
contents of the data cannot be determined. Null layers 5 and 6 were used. A simple

layer 7 application was used to demonstrate
The OS security architecture connections and data transfers among the

specifies a traffic flow confidentiality computers.
service at layer I to protect against
traffic analysis if this protection is The National Bureau of Standards Data
desired. Encipherment at this layer would Encryption Standard (DES) was used for the
protect all data on a communication link, cryptographic functions. six circuit
including the addresses of the boards each containing DES devices were
communicating entities. However, it would obtained from two companies and plugged
be unprotected in all intervening gateways. into the six personal computers. These

boards were used by the layer 4 security
services. Cryptographic keys for each of
the six computers were manually installed
in the computers for demonstrations. No
automated key management was performed

]) during the experiment.



B. Lessons Learned While only a smell subset of the
possible desirable security services were

The difficulty of converting a selected for discussion in this paper,
protocol aesigned for a time-shared, there is a need for research in providing

additional services and for standardssingle-uper, event driven personal computer activities for specifyinq implementations

wns not anticipated. Even though the of them. The National bureau of Standards
programming language was the same on both is seeking interest and assistance in
systems, it was found to be very difficult providing these necersary activities.
to convert the program from one system to
another. A completely new system interface VII. References
had to be developed in order to use theservices of the transport protocol. [1) ANSI X3.92, American National
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software implementors and vendors have to Standard 46: Data Encryption Standard
support the enhanced security functions as (DES), National Bureau of standards,
a basic feature of their product in future Gaithersburg, MD, 1977.
products in order to gain the desired
security and user support. The interface [8) Federal Information Processing
to security enhancements has to be trusted Standard 74: Guidelines for Implementing
and integrated into the product or security and Using the Data Encryption Standard,
will often be bypassed. National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg,

VI. Summary and Conclusions MD, 1980.
[9) Federal Information Processing

A security architecture is needed as a Standard 91: DES Modes of Operation,
fundamental part of the OSI architecture. National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg,
standard security services must be defined, MD, 1980.
standard security protocols aust be
developed and standard security interfaces [10] Federal Information Processing
for applications programs mnst be Standard 113: Computer Data
specified. Optional security services must Authentication, National Bureau of
be defined and standard implementations Standards, Gaithersburg, MD, 1985.
must be available to be used on an optional
basis. All security services need to benegotiated but with provision~s for default [11) ISO 7498: Proposed Draft Addendumnegoiatd bt wih poviionsfordefult Number 2 - Security Architecture, ISO/
services and enhAnced, user defined Numbe 2 - S it u,
services. The user should not be aware of TC97/ SC2I/ WG1, 1986.
the operation of security services otherthan the need for providing initial [12] The Directory - Authentication
thformanthone for phserovidin i ,til sFramework, ISO/CCITT Directory Convergenceinformation for the service (e.g., the set Document #3, ISQ/ TC97/ 2021/ NG4, 1986.
of services required, specific parameters D
for the service if default parameters are (13) Transport Layer Protocol Definition
not acceptable). for Providing Connection Oriented

End-to-End Cryptographic Data Protection
Using a 64-Bit Block Cipher, X3TI Draft
Document forwarded to ISO TC97/ SC20/ WG3,
1986.
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components that do not int-erfaceo d irect ly) .
Further, there may be policy dictated at the T raft w Analysis
system level that is over-and-above the
po)licy that exist.s at tire individual Message Length's
component level and it must be ensured t hat I~ei I -laisniti sioni Fre(Iijnncies
policy is supported. Finally, there exists' a af Message L'oXiitertts -Source arid Desinations

Po] icy a t thle system level a s t o i t S lxati. ig Message Strain' Momlii cation
interface with the Outside world, anid i~t must- - lacietceI
be ensured that thit systemn level pol icy a s -lintesilig-Aihetcr

supported by the componlents that intercface -rstak(Misontinng,lInscrting, Repflaying)
with the outside world (eg, ext-ernal lntegrity
subjects) . Protectiori Mecliatit-si Itntegr ity' (Soled ying D ata. Overwriting)

- Ortiering
When al comipone~nt is ulpgr aded, - Mtisly Damls (Deleting. Il~psiitcatiiig.

decomposition canl be used ito reduce network -Overwriting Aliciiig ordler o ldaia orli)Ick)

reacceed itat.ion cost s Decompos it ion canl Spiiriiiii Asstietitiin Itileititiii Denial iii Mesasige Service
also b e used when subsequent- e':pan1si onl
(component-s) , concateniationi (two o r moree-Itsad sNc-ae

systems pILuS a gate way) , and extension LMrtnriti -ch lIn ig Ste-sages

(addi tion of protecol layers beyond those listniat Physi)cal Attack
presently implemented) of the syscni occur. Figure 5 Scnisitivity Attacks Siin siito

SENqSITIVITY AND CRITICALITY THREAT -M~ismijttrariiig

An excellent discussion of sensitivity Figure 6. Criticality Attacks
threat and mechanisms can I~e found in Voydock
and Fonit [G6j . Its studying sensitivity ati d
criticality threats-, at is disc vered that
they differ significantly (see Figures 5, 6,r
and 7). Treating sensitivity and crit-icality Sensitivty:
separately may have an) e~conomgic advantage inl
that when data are stored anid be ing -Coimntiniis windoiw
commun icat ed, the ( i r seas it ivity canl L-C -intorriatiriristolen for eneriry exjlutltttin
Proteoct ed w it h enc r ypt- io ai. Once that is -Dletectioin olirticlt, nii recivery iiice gitie
accomplished, we can odd russ ct-it ical it y. -Ssistcolagertlt tIlaralrvsitdiit'i~isrin ~s

PROTECTION IMCIIAIISMS Cii l~

The mocha nismrts ertip] o yed a gain sit -- tiliciitiis (up toi cleating anl incitkltt) toniisitIItiiir Writitiw

sensitivity anid critical ity attacks depend to -Nilitliftiiý crisis resliitnis us a sisiatlcr% 'titiow dtrlnrig crisis
a great dog cee ott the protCct ion envi ronmen-t - Sipltisticatctl agent tior integrity atri'ck

aft orded by physical pi-ot oct. i nn, arid t lie -onoh" Niiiittiistiiateil sen for tlen-al ort service threat
ear ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ CKFC ar0c on ccC n-(lasei' e 'cr cxi its, ba-cit oni tiltrcticiri w it'lmisirrs

cl crac n aces conit rol S i pl11ace at.vilitti/iiiailt eti
(Figure 8) . I f eticoditrig i S u Sed a s a
nisochan isin, t he distance (link or od)must -______________ ______

be determined, or tha1t. part Of the. t otal Figure 7. Attack Chraracecristics
System ovee. which it is em1pl.oyed. FinalIly.
alt~hough resistance is timc i itimary cuoice for
sensitivity protect ijis, dat-ect-ion, as well as _________

recovery must also be considered far
critical ity Or for the prot~ect-ion of the )'itoical Sectintcv Aliccts Choitces D~etecrtion Mechsnuriisrn

i ntog ri ty of son-sit iv it.y Inic ianii n is Metliznurmiti Alltl isrtiiri lie it -Mollitfrcattion D efecttion (tites
(MesvIg Itnirt-girt C N wle.

Sellssit i v I t. y meolsa 11 i stis atI e getter1 a] I' - lin l.e1,vel Mlessage itittcttt Ciodcs)
known so arec not itemnized lier-e. - -r thi S I.[ni rIn Enil -T Critcal M1issitin ModsicI
paiper-, it. i s i tmer t anrt, to i denl i f y rieclian i sits -Assiviatint Lecvel - ttilinisiin Staisti1cs Modiel
emp]leyed aga inst thle criticalit-y to tioat .- Systml'aiiii Stintl
Threse arc presented its ti go re 9, it c-Iii Zed - Secrtyiri)ctre lierial ol Service
accord inrg to whet her detecrt-ion, recover y, or(0lsit:itAilrals
res istaisce i s t he ob,,jecti ve. ItectI%0y McclKiInitstis

SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS . olsstllsri
irite -urstiirtfionlity Rq-pattiti l'tivrss

'Tr ad itL i eisa 1 aecir it y factor c; ons idot i'd -~cil (b~itt 1'1ii) I'ii e-
in moniol ithic compuer-c synt emns a I so a pjl I lytclit -Ah~ Sii-iioSltIIteayiv
whltes devel opi ritj ;3 dli stc i bet ed sece it y - Automati~tedl At~idi-ttg litcktili asiil Issisit Itli)
ar chi tectere c . in1 acid at i or1, r esen tcset a arsd -I iicalantI/it koletitit ltc)[stiiig
pract it ionel is anertl wet k sect r it y lIs avc Hesusratise NlesliMIititt
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complexity that must be considered in access required labels, required transformation ot
control. In the extreme, each individual labels from the form used by the sending
user must know the identity and access system to that used by the receiving system,
characteristics of each of the oth, users and an agreement as to mechanisms to be used
(including himself) , hence the rniarre. and their placement in the the communicating

systems.
We have historically performed document

access control based on a so called Security Models
hierarchical N-squared system. At an office
level each person must ;now the authorization As discussed by Crosland and
of each person in that office because they Schnackenberg 19], the distribution of
are in close proximity. Documents are passed security funct ions and features across a
between offices through a local security network complicates the system design and
officer. At higher or-ganizaticnal levels, formal specification. In centralized
documents are again passed between organiza- systems, TC1 requests are mediated by a
tional security offices. At an agency, single component, and thus can reasonably be
corporate, or service level, both documents represented by a single state transition.
and security clearances/authorizations are However, for a network the trusted base is
passed. At a national level, clearing distributed and disjoint, so that actions at
agencies exchange information. That is, an one trusted base interface affect remote
N-squared p'oblom is addressed at each level trusted base state and remote trusted base
of the hie.archy, but only with the elements interfaces. For example, when a host or
at that level, terminal user requests a connection for a

session, the local trusted base software
Bridges and gateways can link networks, coordinates with the remote trusted base

Networks or linked internets can connect sipporting the destination device, arid
individuals, organizations, or agencies. As possibly with network management to determine
a starting point, information can be if the session is authorized. The states of
controlled in the historical way. However, two or three trusted bases are changed as a
the power of data processing allows the result of a new session being created ane the
number of hierarchical levels to be reduced session creation event is visibleI at the
and perhaps eliminated completely, t hereb; external interfaces of two trusted bases.
dealing with the N-squared problem. Thus, a single TCB request can cause the

distributed Trusted System Base (TSB) to
The Casending Problem undergo multiple state transitions. There

are two approaches that can be used: a)
The r.etworking of systerirs introduces the ignore the concurrency and dist-ri bution of

cascadir.J prebIem (,ee [ /f; , wsirh is ire furtie: 1 -and t t arid,. t ...... ... ..
increase in exposure (the range between the they all occurred atomically or b) d1escrihe
highest classification of -ta and the lowest the interaction between the remote TCBs.
user clearance) in interconnected systems.
For example, if a TOP SECROT/SECRET system We have taken the latter approach with a
passes only SECBET data to a SECRET! hierarchical node1ing methodol ogy. First,
CONFIDENTIAL system, tihe TOP SECRET data has model each elementary component using the
mow been exp:iosed or contaminated at the techniques developed for central rzod
CONFIDENTAIA, level insteadl of just the SECRET systems. Then model a system composed of
level. As more and more( interconnections are- componernts dealing with tirnly the subjects arrd
made, ill general, the hriqeirest level will be objects visible ill the external communica-
exposed at t10e lowest level. therefore, tions. Reducing thie comf lexity atlowý
ei thier a.ll high level dot a must bIe pirotected model ing state transitionee, When the system
at a hi rgh (Al or 1S) protect-ion level or irrore itself becomes an elementary component, this
secure (hut less flexible) modes of operatsour process iC repeated. Meccarisms similar to
(e.g., de.dicated or system high) mrrst be deadlock avoidance in "!aSrsociatiorm

used. mechanisms assure the absence of mute Ul ly
conflicting secur it.y state transitions.

Thie Secrrity P'olicy Problem
Covert Channels

For each of tho i nnt. ie.t ; am eactn of thIe
serrsit ivity ai:d cm iticality levels in the The covert shiarirel analysis problem is
hlel areChy, dif!.clerot el ro cic , mrighl exist also discussed in Crosland and Schinackenberg
(prt iIa Ii y because of diftcreolt threat, 19] . In a stand-alone system the covert

inechiari i suis, acud obje ct iv'.;) . 1 et a t rusted channels tend to be between processes under
base (or the urit uist ed pl Otect i Cii the cent re) of air oper atin eg system. In a
equivalen ) , ,el iCy s a slat emennt nte wor k, h )wevel, thel e may be few
(mathrrratlea)i or forrma I 1 y wr it ten) of interprocess covert channels. 'this is due to
security mot ivated const rail s (such as the limited resources available to processes
discieti onary and mandator! access ortrolsl , liat reside within the network servers. The
Tirhre aic tlt. coer ra niiIs to be yi aced on major covert channels aae between processes
tt1i modificat ion and/eor dissrremiination of data than res i do r ir attached hosts and
(inrrludirrj coirtiIl eldl a) ; thie lint intiorr, woikstat icns, arid signal each on hoe using

corir o1, or terminatlior of puocessos; and/or nrtwork resou cens. Altiroughi thie network canl
thle assigrni,,e.t or use of systemsr resourceS. detect penn ible usage of tllins- covelt channel,
Pol icy mapping ( cc [81 for exaiiple; of I re rihetwom k is riot able to reasonably
Policy ai .}lia1rg) iS tiln( estiarlisirre t 1l a clisrinaIe it. ''lhe host along with the host
comm1rour intercorrrc iror I IJ] -cy beit w.' nt two front end has tihe r e.SoIrsibi iity to rest rict
comMrnlr,icot. ilig (211 it iH-:;, e"ach witO1 irrr ('r 1.ly accuss to (ir Cloern) tin( covelt chairrre .
diffent fel ticrer it. icierti f ics lealt
co'rr nirruiirt in ;, 0 (rn , If it i l!er cor';l main1ts,
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Protocol Issues Jnterfsrence with mission operations.

The lnternational Standards Organization Figure 12 depicts an approxirmateOpen System Int~erconnect io.n (1,SO/OS]) seven relationship between the ISO model and the
layer protocol reference model [10] has commonly accepted plotocols inherent to DoD
gained wide acceptance, unfortunately communications. The lack of strict
however, not before the Government had compatibility of layers at level 3 and above
already d,-awn up some very lirm procedures is illustrated here, but in fact varies, not
for handling data in, communications and only in people's minds, but froe' application
networks. The Doll has made a commitment to to application. Summarizing the primary
move in the direction of the seven layered differences, Doti) has historically divided the
approach in its future planning a:nd network layer into sublayers and iln addition,
development, while at the same time ISO has there have not been well defined layers above
begun to deal with some of the sticky the host-to-host interface.
problems that are typical to the DPol
applications (e.g., security).

Figure 10 illustrates the functions Mechanism 1 2 3 4 5 (O7
present at various layers and how
intercommunication of these functions Confidcnihity X X X X
actually takes place at the next lower Access Control x
layer. The h igher level protocols are Pcer 'nlity Authlinticaiiit x x
present at the communicating nodes where the Origin Arrlrenirici1ion x s \
applications reside. The communicating nodes Notnrcpudiation (OriLii/[)clivcry)
and devices within the network itself Criticaiiy x x
communicate to one another through the first Trailic FIow Scunty * *
three layers.

Peer Entities Pcer t'nt1ty (x and * = ISO jC issil inillc tio n:,,
1. Physical layer * = Ideal 1"1111 our perspective)

1:;M()DEMSj 2. Data Link Layer }iuc]l
Figure IL

PRocV-SW- sFY: N~rWIRK AN A "I - -Security Irmplementation Iy Protocol L.a) er
T WO-E•INIUFTD M DE 3. N etw ork Layer

N"14-: PR_(: q.- .WE_ WORK VI ISO MIiir C I, ) Funcriunl D1t) Pronc.l J I quiS aI- hm 1AS NITIWORY C2OMM PRO*CESSES;I 4., Tran.rFor Layer

p'-l;o ph n I r:t AM, X 40W
115 S S. Session Laycr 6 RlISt;NTA11 tIN (Na,, Ml.) VIii cP ,n Ini

ArPLIICA'IO'ItS FR•OGRAMS']' 6. Prescenlalinon S. SI-'SSION

t4aycr IlAi' ( lot ' P I'. I A t'A S, L.D)P "i'
T"RAN.M.AlIION OFb R.IIVQJE%•'S :i f4 "rRANSIXORITUIA, RYQ)Ui 4-JlRE klt i-11 l•t:RI-1-. 1 7. Applica3tionMII 

NIN1I0 Sk-S5NIOIN LAYiA . R ,IVI'I -S4lae It~~ 'I[ IIM ISO [I

3 NI-IWORi 0 HI rX21-g I5 ,I

Figu; 10. The ISO/OSI Protocol Reference Model Nor'r" At

AIXi IF igu re 11 i J lustI ates I. he,_ pout nti al 2 IBATA LINK 1m.1. 1ii ('oil IIIt'.C. X ý1 .lRNIXo22
secur-ity implementations as proposed by the K RS212crrXI11)111W
ISO Draft Securi ty Model 1l1 ] . End-to--end I I'IYI('AI. lN,,, CII sit IXS II;
encryption can be accomplished in the network kN___2A.4_'_A.4___

layer (3), the transport layer (4), or the
prescntati on layer (6) . If there as a Figure 12. )ol} P'rotocol,
choice, the higher the layer, the greater the
protection. In the protocol traffic analysis The specific standards written for
problem, if no mechanis;ms were employee1, it military use are addressed in the third
would be desirable to do the end-to-end column of Figure 1?. Tnio; is a rixture of
encrypition at the netwonk layer (3) first, civil standards and military specifications.
the transport layer (4) second, and finally The military is miq s•ting to the civilian
the presentation layer (6) . (Note that the X.25 and IEEE 802 standards, while at the
session layer (5) as. defined by the 13o same time commercial versions of TCP and II'
}<eference model will not support encryptionr) exist in the marketplace. ISO e.quivalent

standards (illustrated by the far ri ghttN'twork service reqousts might very well column) are striving to encoaipass the
be covert channels and therefore one would features and characturi stiCs of tIte
want to minimize networ k .ervices by equivalent miIitary protocols while main-
int.ercornectring trusted bases whcer only t ai 0in9 a strict adlelrence to their model.
routing was required or enforce a- limited The bloD has said el.at if the ISO efforts are
bandwidt I, in the use of those services. The successful, DoD will eventually adopt the ISO
Draft 0S3 Reference Model on Security ,nodei s.
proposes the availability of many network
services by which a user can employ security ARCHITECTUPRA. APPROACH
or ignore it. Thisý is contrary to the Del
idea of having continuous security protection Based on the u:. lsitivity and criticality
mechairisrns in force that have minimum requirements in mission-c•itical networks,
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and conls i de iring t.h aboveý a a scu Ss I oilrS 01 f lt~ ea l~
threats, mrciran i smas and protocols we have SYsNw~l (Talusted) Tutd
de~velopcd a funct ionial doscr ipt.ion for securec
neotwo ks . Theý furction~s area highlighted in
this 5section.I'

The pal otLoco layer choices we hnve :1iIlol lC1sle
comm itted to0 i I ou I ar.ch itLectu r.e are Diaittr illI I' crxpaaunil
presented in Figure 13. (aa

Figurc;11t 13.i Protoco 1..11 Hoisti lisAcaietr

E -ncding." 3.la e Nhysical Prot etionig(Li*Sytm Lirutd

CONSE proeto aaeians.hrei s ror

Distributed.Secuei i Sechanitysmst(,

Futhr applicatio Sssin Laer nodn

sener Ahianorcevrscn 7e Ajiauthetctd nte lce prah 1]teei

Figure~ter are nodsco fore ahie sec!it thisArcitttur

E Evec din wep thcn Physicall prot~ect edo arear poiton. 1711 cenTr)e kCodstibtionle

aOSE strong io mechanism agint hnerna attac is fucknadaoewanetfiain

crthtpyicalit protection. crnnpto checksumsfor

timey's. VLo cirypt io of sernsprtive dat ecanp be inluin anhc Hprd/onrd ositi on to~o
mployedio at- all ptnt-imes excenpt dring delwt ig ikcmauiainsadt c
computrationison theidat oritoepcses huand asaiesurce forDm iiutc betwen oese

Fur he a p - ic, L . n f enc d conDi trolbfunction estani ishes secure

oomlSuch emphalis rocuatsstimpe burden -on. c Figure ion throughtgatew ayseten nt andars
cWvth crtychannelhic cminakiums and/or proecton networkan hroidep. Aevltough fohew Bnather
andheter io mechanisms, siiictor nc eplsuchan proguram withic lmnso the secure rn-ed ll
b eeno CdingWapproach for lsensitivityprequies slements aepen teslen s hnd-hesold sat/r estaort
thatdertaind lecevels of l protoo r~ean in ctie modlhe whlncfirs cppominh u[on thernetwork o
cldeve rcs oreo esg ar, whenbeing noemevredch sof shecurityis nosts

be garaneeddaysoi eaislatrviolaited. Thswask another important conceti
Figurer are nhows our arhtcua isplemente byl th tlce prgrm

Tosoven wthin sensitivity probtected 'aisaiu;, Distiuio acngtheseo kapobiistiriballons
dastaron mencryptidm agoisolventhercntalatckity epnstion, anf tir netwrka imal sentifcurity
prosen all datain ao e e ncoe usitiv . ngd os awetiad io impat. ackpaese. fntin
cryptographity cproectioum an auhentcatis on.arfclttd iceec aaiiyci

crtclthrug cradn hie rufsed ior isdt addest all alWs hadaptati e otothe oad, fornctmions
th ot systemsLe rather ofar sniive netwoks where sevcudng al upgrade/downgad adosimonitor

em Ioyd L al tllcs exelt ilin dalwih ig rskcomuict on ad 22ac



positions can exist to keep uon W In t11 L.0--

traffic in a high risk environment. .]E

Multi-Risk Internet Communication
Zt'l l"1C

In our proposed architecture we needed E:LInl[ li -- [Ditse
to reduce the risk of interdoma in
communications where high exposure and/or
high-risk connectivity potentially exists. A Nut'_ L
concept was proposed in which three modes of
connectivity are established and supported by A'so(timn lvP li, -t
tile access control fu.tction0 (see Figure 16) A

o A direct trusted exchange to low risk holE Pair
domains controlled only by the access o Ind t) hnr l'w -)'ptiII hy (".issilit.h lt .rvel ani
control rules o AIocrtioj/Scnsioi I.e~cl F" scvce

NJst jjq tiroide (l'issi I acItioi I .,,%cl lr Node Paiir iii (Clear Flat Ii

o An exchange where extra-domain authen - Al,. i I rsar1d 1 ]ej tI iotcteleI I)y Ciyjri*griphie Ctiecek. umii
ticatiori must be performed manually by
the security monitor prior to allowing
an association in medium risk Figrire 17. Associatio Level Services
connect ions F

o A monitored and verified exchange by a SUM.ARY

manual (human) guard in an The proposed approach to nr •ork
upgrade/downgrade monitolr position for security outlined in this papoer separat toe
high risk connect ions sensitivity requiresont (protect ion of

SAssign Donmin Vuhera~ihilily classified information) from the criticality
* Ads live Mcanin nl :ec d oii Trust i"equ i rement (i ntegrit y of operat ions and d
* Aeindsaoptive M anOlIi protection against denial of services), This

Two-way Cn"Ilunieirt . oecision has resulted in the ability t.o use i,
I High Risk , encrypt. ion and covert channel protect, i oi
I 'lpgianl/Dowigrii~lc '-l)itiiiaiit ' nmechan i nsms to solve thie qons itiv it y (ro n 10111

N"Monitor ........ in host commuuicati ons and data storage
L problems, leaving only the criticality

-- -- iitrcll/Vrrificd -xcliange problem to be addr essed. ilowever , the,(-iral~ki crit- ical itv oroblem can geo:erally be solved
' i n"nRisk, i kS ith deteCtion and recovery

Securniy . )McaiiRn.. approaches (existing primarily in the host
proLected domain) which are far loss costly

Access L than resistive (formal model) mechanisms.
Coinuol Manuilly Autliciiired Exihainge

For initerconnoct ed hosts/networks, we
have found that difierences in security

I)iccL .utist.d policy and dlifferent levels of risk may beI owy R isk ,-._-
*oIIIin confronted head-on by moans of

-. ecnc position. Increased exposure must he
considered ill assessing and determining

]:l]'ire 16. NMuliIk-RiNk Iiicinc't ConUhiiouicalion iequired protect ion levels. Int er face p lt Z.Cy

must be established and supported both from a

Association Level Services mandatory arid a discretioniary perspective.
The reference monitor concept trust be uised to

In Blacker, once data are delivered to control access at the network, component, and
the host, protection ceases to exist unless individual user levels.
provided by the host. We have proposed an
approach in our architecture that has, at a t4e have Iopooscd arc hitcctural concer'ts
minimum, tIre Blacker level of protection, and for compute: networks that emphiasize
for sensitivity arnd/or criticality, sta,'dal dizat son, shai ed functi olns, a!,d
protection all tile way to the device o0,1') rt i Ol with pl anned networks. Out

interfacing with tiho user. This association solution uses end-t.o-end p-rotect. ion fel

level protection (Figui o 17) provides key criticality arid sensitiJvity with associatrioei
distribution for sensitivity encryption, level protect ion as an added servi cc. Theic
critical ity encodin-g, ideirt i ficati on, arid Fr oI.oseod fuoct :ons 1 o be per foIrmud (a
authentication s ight ul, to the miscsoprocessor su1 (1 set of blat ker louncti ona] it y) includei,-
that intel faces with tihe uses, assuming the secur it y rloulit.er ,i,:,t t f Cata. ion authbentI-
approps iate cnci plti i nl hai dwa:c r s p:eserit . cation, key di st r hut i on, tOtewor k cent 1 01
A communicat. ion. though initiated thilough a uLperade/ dowsig adu, ai:d s;tart./rest.art.
host, can be piote cce I from that host and its
other users. Associated chips and/or-
algoritihims titsot be contained in the ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
microprocessor . Al 1 security services
(security monitor, identjtfication autilent i- This effort begani withi a complete survey

cat ion, Key distribuotion, etc.) wit hill tie of tile literatute on iletwork sccuritv,
network become pait of this association level especially the results of tLie Now 0 lCails

protection. Conference !3] . 1lose oS f tie concepts s

I)r2setLted (tore are a t esult of choesintr a
conpiat ilhI e set of tile tLi i deas- r csultingtrg
f rom that con fr's once, ill combinliat O (il with
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much of the work that was done associated 1U. International Standards Organization,
with Blacker as well as the model of Biba. Draft Int-ernational Standard 798: 9 Data
In addition to papers referenced ill the text, Proccs sing - QpenSystem Interconnection -

we have borrowed ideas from C. Meyer and Basic Reference Model, 1983
S. Matyas [14], G. Popek and C. Kline [15],
M. Schaefer and 1). bell [16], I). Denning [17 11. N1925, International Standards Organi-
& 18], and S. Walker [19]. We wish to thank zation, Workn~g Draf~tAddendum to ISO 7948 to
D. Branstad for review and assistance. Cover _Secority Architecture, ISO/TC 97/SC

Copenhagen, June 19-28, 1984-
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A SECURITY MODEL AND POLICY FOR A MIS LAN

Pcecr LoScocCo

Office of Research anti Devclomincot
National Computer Scectnity Center

of its current connections. When the lliJ receives a packet
I. BACKGROUND from a host, it will first check t(le level of trust of tile

Tile ilevel secure loal area etwo M host. If the host's level of trust checks, the BiDI will use
The multilee scr ohiaentwrk (MS I.AN) tie secturily alsbel provided Iby lie host. If not, die 111l.1

to which this sccutity policy nnil model apply is a bioadband thl ssig a label treflectsle level oi the cIr

cable bus LAN that uses Trstnsmission Control coine assign a label that reflects .hc level OC the cirent

Protocol/Internet Protocol ('TCP/IP) and Carrier Sense connection.

Multiple Access (CSMA/CD). ilic LAN is capable of

having hosts that range from singlc-lcvel, untrustcd nmachines Rwith 2 anl I 3 together statce that all communscation

to MLS syltcns with classified and conpartmented datIa. with the LAN will he in aceoid;inc with the Doll sevrity

Every host on the LAN will be connected to the bus via a policy. Rule 2 prevents a B1M fionn tiansmitting data fiotn

Bus Interface Unit (DII]). a host whose security level is eitlhr too high or too low.
It also assures that a packet front a host only gets sent to

The L.AN is still only in te design stage. As the hosts who arc cleared and have a need to receive it. Rule

design changes, the security policy or model may also inquire 3 prevents a BnU fiot delivering packets to ai attached

changes. Both were written with this in mind and should host who has neither the requied clearance or t haed to

be flexible enough for most situations. As it stands now, know. Furthermore, this rtle allow hosts t , have a

the model Gloes not totally describe some aspects of minimutm security level placed on them for incoming packets

communications on the LAN. hliese shortcomings have been and guarantces that lpackets arc only delivered to the l,osts

noted and will be corrected in futiie versions. to whom they are sent.

1I, SECURITY PO.ICY A BIL) can only enforce Rules 2 and 3 if it is able to
make decisions on whether or not to send a packet to, or

Thie MI-S IAN will imrplteient a security policy basetd receive a packet froni, another 1111) based on the address of

on thn Department of i)efensc (Dol)) Secmnlty Policy [t]. that packet, its secir;ty level, and the clearance and need to
That policy states that a per'son, or richinrc, nmy not be, know of each of the IIIU's. The security label of a packet

granted access to classified daua unless that person, or identifies its security level ani must cnicctly renet tie
machine, his the proper security clcaiaoee and has a need to packecrs ciassi-icatimon ani anvy applihchle compartnments Or

know that data. There arc also provisions for special handling restrictions that might apply. A I1I.'s clearance

handliog restrictions (or caveats) to be added to data, these and need to know are determined fiorn access contiol tables.

restrictions must be obeyed wvhenevcr the data is accessed. nte access control tables contain the niandatoiy nd

In the context of tfe MLS IAN, this policy pettains discretionary access control (MAC/lAC) 12] informnation Coe

to the 111U sending, and receiving a packet. All data oil tte each DIU and BIV pair. They reside on the PAC and nrc

L.AN is transmitted in the foimu of a packet. A packet set up and maintained by the Network Security Officer

contains the data to be conimiunicated as well as that data (NSO), the only riser permitted to actually sign onto tie

needed to deliver it. 1This includes everything front addresses AC. The NSO is responsible for ensuring that each host's

and other header information to the security label. There entries in the tables properly reflect the secu ity levels,

are five basic rules the LAN must enforce to assure the compartments, and handling restrictions of data that reside on
o) policy is foillrowed, that host. lie is also responsible for ensuring that the

tables properly reflect which hosts can communicate at what

Rule 1: Packets on the LAN imust be pioperly labeled levels to provide which services.

to reflect their security level. To start communicating. one host (l11) woiild send a
request addressed to another host (112) specifying the security

Rule 2: A BIU may not tuanstit a p\acket unless it level and type of connection wanted. Ill's BtU will

is authorized to (ho so. recognize this as a connection request and reroute it 1o tile

AC. Rased on the access control tables, thle AC will
Rile 3: A DIU may not deliver a packet to a host determine whether t(le connection should be approved. Ill

unless it is authorized to dto so.

Rule 4: bPackets delivereded to a host nust not have SHOS

Rl4;been altered. 1 hot-itF1 aeF S

Rule 5: All security-related events must be logged to

provide an audit trailI of any security

violations that nmight occur. BtBSY I

Rule I states that all packets Must have a security

label while they are within the security perimeter of the f
LAN. Within this peritneter are the MIrs, the cable bus

itself, and a spciai! host called the access controller (AC) 3

whose function will be explained below (see Figure I). The

security label must correctly reflcct the packet's classification

and any compcartments or handling restrictions that might

apply. Clearly, many of the DIU arid AC functions most

contain a high level of trust. AC
It is the jib of the Bii to enforce Role I. The BILI

must always know the certified level of trust of the hosts to

which it is attached. It must also know the security level FIGURE 1: SECUnITY PFRIMETER
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is tnotlied if the conncction is noI in accoidancc witlI thO S = scnsitivity level,
MAC/t)AC policy, and 112 is sot contacted. If thl C corrpartrr.cnted information set, and

connection is in accoidance with the olxficy, howevcy, tlie A, II = handling restliction set.
scrds tie request to 112 1 fr appiovMal or disaflpiovat. 112
then sends either a connection acceptance Or rejection It is tie sensitivity level, S, which iniicates the

addressed to Ill. IHowever, 112.'s IIl) reroutes this back to data's classification. The r:nlge of possible values for S

the AC. If the connection is to bIe olpned, the AC logs come fiom a set, IS. lucre cxists a ranking function, R,
the opening in a table, inotilcs lt I, anid instructs tire t~v which pl.,ecs a definitc oideriig or ttie elle nts of ES.
in vol veil It U's to set thlie ir cireent ciinert staIns to The possible sensitivities, as orrdecd flona lowcst to hiighrest
icflect the poper hosts and levels. by R, arc: Unclassified (U), Encrypted [or Transnitesion

Only (MF1O), Restricted (W), Contideinial (C), Secret (S),
lire sccurhty of tfie conneclirin now tests with the IIIU. Top Secret (IS), and Prograns and Control ('PtROG).

The AC is not cont:clcted again tinii tie connc-ction is closed
or a sceority-relevairt event oncuris. A packtl rcaching a It is the comipartment set, C, that contains t(ie
1I31, either floma one of the hosts or the IAN, is accepted need-to-know access coitrol inrorotation. All possible
or rce.icc;ed according to the levels of the coinnection as set elements of C are drawn fions a set, EC. Unlike ES, this
by the AC. In this wa-,y, the I.AN gimantces that only set is riot hierarchical. Each element, Ci, represents a
authotized packets enter and leave the security perimeter. compartment into which a given data unit can to be placed.

A null C represents data which is not corrpartmented.

Rules 2 and 3 cainnot be ploperly cnforced without
Rule 4, and both dcpend on n cotni icintions with the AC. The handling restrictions set, 11, also diaws its
It is imperative that these packets not be taripered with elements Fromr a nonhierarchicrt set, El[. As its name
because unauthorized connections could otherwise occur. implies, this set contains a set of restrictions which most be

adhered to when handling a given data unit. As wIth C, aFortunately, Role 4 can be enforced using itic pliotl ulI erscrsn adig et cirs
authentication and cireryption tecdiniqucs. null 1 represents no handing restrictions.

Rule 5, strictly speaking, will rot increase tile security All possible data security levels conic froom what
of the LAN. Rathel, it is included to increase tIre is called tIre Classification 3et Space, dcnotcd C-Space. C-
confidence that the 1.AN is secure and the probability that a Space is derived from tire three sets: ES, EC, and Ell. It
security breach will be deteced and the responsible party(ics) is defined as tIre Cartesian product:
identified. C-Space = ES X P(EC) X P1(1llt)

'Die auditing capabilities of tire LAN will be ill tie
Plt'' and the AC. The Bil1 wvill rcport to the AC, and tire where PO represents the power set or set of all possible
i. oration will be stored therc for later review by the subsets of tire respective sets.

A partial ordering of C-Space can be achieved by
111. SECURITY MODFI. introducing the concept of security nrionminace. Given any

two sCcurLity labeIs, Lx arid L,. such that
This model is a mathematical description of the secure Lx = (Sx,Cx,lix) and Ly = (Sy,Cy,1 ly),

operation of the MI.S LAN. A model of tIrc LAN must
include three separate things: a lIltJ, tile AC, and the Lx is said to be dominated by Ly if annd only if
crnnmunications between a collection of B1lk's and the AC.
Tbc opentlion of tire LAN is said to be secure if the five R(Sx) is less than or equal to R(Sy),
rules giveir above are being eniorced at all times. Cx is a subset of Cy, arid

lIx is a subset of" Ely.
hlie model is in two parts. Thc first part introduces

some epts and functions needed to nathrentatically restate l.et there be a function, dcnrinatc(l.x, L.y) where
tile r'. jven above and ultimiately does so. Some of the Lx and 1.y arc elements of C-space, which returns true if
corcr ,'ere bonowed from tire model specified by the and only if Lx dominates Ly.
World, Military Command anrd Control Systenm
(W WM i i "The Formal Model for Secure Data Let there be two functions, labcl(p) and s-
l)istribru in the WWMCCS Information System (W!S)."[3] label(p,l) where p is an clement of P and I is an clenrent
These concepts have been modified to reflect the actual of C-space, that lead a lablx' from, or set tire label of, a
differences between the operations of a system-high network, packet.
such as WiS ntnd a truly multilevel network with hosts of
varying see1  : levels. lie second part of the model Several concepts and functions need to be
describes th. 81IU's cred the AC with a system of introduced before send-packet, rcccive-pockct, connect-open,
interconsruiu-,ating state machines. and connect-close cart be defined.

A. ... enratical Restaterient of Security Rules [=cre exists a set, B, defined as:

Before the rules can be stated matherratically, B ( I b is a Ii1U on tire LAN }.
some definitions need to be introduced. The security labels
of Rulc I have to be lorrrally defined. Four Funetions are B is necessarily nonempty. It must it least contain air
reqnired to describe Rules 2 and 3. lirese functions are: element, B-AC, which represents the AC's B11U.
send-packet, receive-packet, connect-open, and connect-close.
To be complete, one must postulate tile existence of two Let there be a function, id(), that returns a b,
rilore functions, unaltered and audited, that guarantee tire an clement of I, which is the JIM that executed tire
enforcement of Rules 4 and 5, respectively, function. This function allows a W31U Io determine its own

identity.
Assume there is a set, P, of packets which

contains all the potential packets on the I.AN. Rule I Two functions exist, mode and s-rrode, which are
dictates that a classification level tnust be assign-d to cacti defined as follows:
p, an 'lement of P, to identify its security level. This labcl
can I,. describcd as v 3-tuple as foliows: modc(b) - rctuins current operating otode of b, an

element of B
Level = (S,Cll) 0 if packet labels from the attached host can

be tiusled
where I if packet labels from tire attached host

cannot be trusted
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s-modc(b, in) - sets currenti BIU operating mode bI - the 131U for whiich tlic chccking is being
b DI13U to bc set - an -element of 1B done - an element of IB,
nin 0 or I type -the type of connction in question -

0 if labels fromi host '.re to be trusted anl elcement of 1,.
I if labels fions hlost are not to be nrsidaO thle outbound acccss interval of the

connection in question - anl elcment of
A IBlUs operating mode mnust be either 7cro or omic. Al, and
Authorization for s-inode to be CXeCCtCd May Only COmeC ail the inbound acccss injterval or thle
from the AC. connection in qucstion - an element of

Al.
For each bn, an clemecnt of B, 'here is niln access

control sct (ACS). ACS's reside onl thre AC and aic M~andatory-access(b, type, aio, ýii) returns true if and( only if
uniquely idcntifiablc by b. The ACS contains all of thc therce xists anl element of b's ACS,
MAC infoiniation tli.-t the AC will need to determine if b's
participation in a given connection will violate the MAC a 0 (, (minIi, inaxl), (niiis2, niax2)),
policy. Mathematically, anl ACS is a subsct of ACS-space
dcf-ined as thc Cartesian prOdUCt:. such that

ACS-space - (T X At X Al) t ye

where T istestof all connection tyivcs and A]is tire domlinate(mnsaxl .minxsi)),
set of all access intervals. T and Al are definecd as follows: donlinate(nsinaii, maain2),

T - (t I t is a connection type ) and donsinate(inax2, max(aii)).

Al- (ac (anda dninntl~a2) is asuse l Discrctionary-access(bl, b2, type) returns true if and only if
c-spce ad drninte~2. a)).there exists an element in bI's DAS,

At prescent these are only four elements in Tl.
They are remote access, R; file transfer, F; mail, M,- aild = M 0
control, C. Type C is reservcd for conoinunica-tioi wvill, thre
AC. As thre need arises, more elements mnay Le added such that
without effecting the model. b - b2 and

'[he components of ca-li acce~ss interval a.re tire t - tyIpe.
nminimuml and maximum security levels that a packetUsn nanaoyccsaid(irtitryaest
beclonging io a particular connection may be and still pass Usissbl nt mor endlortey-i descib what iscrtomr-eant byta
through the BIU. The second and third comlponents of cacti authorsibled coonne ction. l A dnescribe wfhat is, matbyp nsil

lentof thc AC'S icinsuz 0, Ui- nI0 yoo~ilig 11 eatoie ewc w IU' tgvnacesitrasi
of and coining into the host, tlhat packets may flow through the mandthoryze aend dsrtionry atiesn achess iunceedal for
a TtIU. Each clement of anr AC'S reprecsents a iffren cct tea hadaost anew funcrtiontr o en-ok rhetckrs astucced valr
range of security levels at which a given host may participate wahe iot- is nsbew tofunthorizoe a onnetion. atru is afied
it, a connection of a given type. In pinacticc, thre minHim11um we is folos:psil oatoieacneto.I stcic.

level of all incoming packets will usually be (sUfollows

T" functions exist, min() and niaxI,), which ta.kec opcn-ok(bl, b2, 1, nil, ai2),
an access interval as ani argument and return its respective whr
minimum and maximum security levels. Thely are defrined as whr

follows:(hi, b2) is a subset of It,

if (at ,a2) is an cilcolen! of Al, t is an elemient of T. and
then inin((al,a2)) -at and ilia ((a1, a2)) = Q2. (ail, ai2) is a subsct of Al,

I-or each b), an element oif Bi, there is also a retuirns true if aind only if
discretionary access set ()A'S). IlAS's also residle onl the
AC and are uniquely identifiable b~y U. The l)AS coniains ilandatorY-acecss(bl, t, ail, ai2),
all of the DAC inlformationl that thie AC will tieed to discretionary-access(bl. b?, t),
dete rioinc if b's prxit icipatiOn inl a given con o ccl ioni wilt mandatory-acccss( 1s2, t, 2i2, ail), and
violate the l)AC policy. Malthematically, a l)AS is a subset discrctionary-aecess(b2, hI, t).
of DAS-space defined as tire Caitctsiati pmodluct: It is imlsi)rtulnt to note that a ic tuoi value of title licte

DASspae 1 X ),does not mean that a. coitinictioii has h~eci established
DASsrxce (I X ).between b I atnd b2 but only that such a conneC~tionl Would

where 13 and T a.re as above. If a 11111, hI, has a IlAS nIot violate the MAC/t)AC policy.

thlat eoi,tairis anl element (b2,t), discietionary access of type,ApcktmyeitoiheIN nl iftws
t, o IIUb2 cold e ganed o Ii.transmllitted through nil auithorized connlection In mlinlaging

Witli the ACS's and IMS's, tire AC hias all of all of its host's coilnect ions, a lIll-U assigns a creniii tl y
th~e n sary.cce-ss control in formiint uueta h unassigned connection n umbher to caict connfect ion it

nccuriysplry isno atltcj ]ion to muist i thake the establishes for its hiost. It is imipo rtaint toI r0 te t hat tflie t sssr

scureity spolicying otviltdhe NC adI SO moinurttae gica[th 111tU's inlvolved in a Conniection lilay refer to that coniuilecion
Mcarein s pcifirgtes arc sipl atdnforcetd ll oet t h with a dIiffe rent connliection tluintievr. 'Ihiesc c(Iil ectionl

MAC/IAC poiciesarc ropery enfiednuilliers arc elemtents of a set, Cuonllectiolis, lellOteil by CN.

Two functions are defined to dlescribe tile access niic ofdme pait (l' cncins, plrei Iic jis a(n elcme i(lilfl It yr
checking done by the AC f -or one 131LU. TheseC hllild.tioils, eni air ielementir (If, en),wecbi.l ~clc f1 n

mantlatory-aceess and discr tioniary-aecess, -aie as follows. l s-i eeeto N
i ct tinctec aI it itiClitI i1cw-ciltik ). willei h) is airt

islandito ry-access( 1rI 1, type), a i o, a i) a nil dcletent of B, flint ass igtns air unui rsedI conniectOion 11(11111he it ii
discretionary-access(bhI, bs2, type), tire 1111., U. Thuis futrction is used inr the Openiing oIf'

whereconnect ions.

he11re is ce rtains ini i linatio lulkpt at esc i y litIt) for
acllh l5I trtK eniril)C on ect ioin. Ii is jinluItdeS thle co~lillectiti, ii Ijic,
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thle oliher tIU involved, and the aiccss intervals. The let there be a function, set-state-infoQ, that is to
following functions cxist to retrieve this infoinalion: be used as a convenient wsay to set and rnset the state

information described above, It is defined in terms of the
cl(tb, cn1) - retu ins the tut icnit connection type last four functions defined above and i; executed exclusively

a : an element of T if the connection exists at the request of thle AC.
NULL : if there is no connection

Set-state-info(bl, cnl, b2, cn2, t, ail, ni2) ->

cb(b, en) - returns the current 131U connected to trie if and only if
hl : an element of II if the connectiont exists
NULI, : if there is no connection s-ct(bl, cn, t), s-cb(bl, cni, 1)2),

s-ccn(bl, cnl, cn2), s-caio(tl, cn, ail), and
ccn(c, cn) - returns the connection nuit)ter used by s-caii(bl, cn, ai2)

the olher BIU
cill : atn element of CN if the connection and if

exists
NULL. : if there is no connection t = NULL, b2 = NUl.L, cn2 - NULL, nil

= NULl., or ai2 = NULL. then t = N11I.I.,
caio(b, c) - returns cunenr t outbound access b2 = NULL, cn2 = NULL, all = NULL.,

interval and ai2 = NULL.
ai : an element of Al if the connection exists
NULL : if there is ino connection The second condition exists so that all of the status

information is reset whenever any part of the statis

caii(b, cn) - ICtoras current inbound access information is reset.
interval

ai : an element of At if the contection exists lhe AC must keep track of all open connections.
NULL : if there is no connection When a connection is opened, the AC records the event by

entering all of the pertinent information in the connection

where table (CT). The Cl" is defined as a subset of Connection-

b = the lIU in question - an element of B and ic which is the Cartesian Product:

cn = the connection tnumber in question - Connection--space-(1) X CN X 11 X CN X T X Al X AI).
an elenict of CN.

-lie AC uses the function add-connection to
Five functions exist to set this connection status record the opening of a connection in the CT: This

information in a 131U. Each of these functions has three function makes two entries into the table, one for each fill
argontents: the B1U, the connection number, and the involved iBoth entries contain the same information bht
information to be set. They ate executed exclusively at the re.arranged so thait .clt Wt.J's status inforJ'rci.or rcrwcicu. -

request of the AC and return true if and only if the Tlhe definition is as follows:
information is properly stored. The five functions -are
defined as follows: add-connection(hl, cnl, b2, cn2, t, all, ai2)

s-ce(b, en, t) - sets the current connection type returns true if
b - BIU to be set - at: element of i1
en = connection number on the 131IJ to (hIl, col, b2, cn 2 , t, ail, ai2) anti

be set - an elenment of CN (1)2, cn2, bl, cot, t, a12, ail)
i = new connection type - an element

of ]" or NULL. have been added to the CT. 'The reason that the access
intervals are reversed in tire tmi triplcs is that if two B1tu's

s-c:(bl, cn, b2) - sets tire current DIlU are communicating; one's outgoing traffic will be the other's
connected to incoming.

b = LIU to be set - an clenment of 13
cn connection number on the DIU to be set -- The AC oses the function del-ccnncction to delete

an element of CN entries in the CT. UnJlike add-connection, this function only

b2 - other BIU - an element of It or NULL effects one entry in the CT. When a 111I1 notifics the AC
that it is through with a connection, the AC calls this

s-ttn(b, cnl1, cn2) - sets the connection number function to remove that nll11's eniry. 'Ihis function must he
of the other iM1U called twice to completely close a connection. dcl-

b 1 3l.J to be set - att elenernt of B connection(it, col) retulrns title if a triltlc in the fitnt of

coil - connection number on the 1311) to be set - (bI,cnl,bcn,t,aiI,ai2) is removed fromtt the CT, ahcic 1), Ce,
an element of CN t, ail, ai2 need not he specified. Since the oitiered oair

cn2 - connection number oil the other t13U - att (hI, cnl) uniquely determines one of bW's connections, it is
elenent of Ci or NUI.I. unnecessary to compqtletely specify ithe ti-ple.

s-caio(b, en, at) - Sets the Current outbound It is n'ow Ipssible to define senid-packet() anti
access inticval receive-packeto. Iloth of these frntteuions return true only

b IIIU to be set - an elemuent of 11 when their respective tasks have succcssfully been cotupletctl.
et = conrection nuimber on the DIU to be set - Each takes five argguments (lefined as follows:

an eleorent of CN
ai new outbound access interval - an element st - source 1i111 - an elerrentil of II

of Al oi NULL sen - source Illl.r's connection nuitber - ain
element of CN

s-caii(ib, cn, ai) - sets the cut ntt inbound d1 = destinttion lltl - air eleirent of Ii
access intcival den - destination itliYs connecti tn nutmbtier -

It llIU to be set - an elemcent of I a.n element of CN
cn - connection nunibIr oni the lIIu to be set - packet - the entire packet being sent or

an clenterit of CN received - at element

ai = new inbound access iurtcrvat - a elenreiet of P
of Al or NUI.L

It is implicit in the definition of both fnctiolios tlrat sts, scn,

NUiIo values indicate that fle conliection is being dh, anti dien projfirly reflect tile sitrce a ietl estiiat ion
ternilt.'led. aiddless of the packet. I hrey arc lasscd as seiarinte
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arguments for easier reference and understanding. tile AC adds thle connection to tlhc CtY

Dctinition of send-packct(s~ti scrn, A~, den, packet): In closing a connection, Owi, nction takcin also
depends on which thIU's are invnts'cd. A 11M1 considecis a

~ Iconnection -toscdl Witen its ha;f is closed. The It AC closes
[mode(sb) - 0 and its connections by tcsctt ting its s tatins in oininat ion a nd

cb~sb, scn) - db and noti fyii hg the A C to dele te ttile connfection hio a the CI 1t
ccri(sb, scn) - den andi tis b~ccn assumecd that the ottict fitl) wtm'ld initiate the

domninatc( tabcl(parket), in iz( eaio( sb, Non))) closc of all coninections involving (lhe 11 AC?.
and dominatc( niax(caiti(sti, sell)),
label(paxcket) I A DttIU clos i ng a con nect ion withI thc 1t-AC imnst

notify the It.AC so that instil oct ions miiay be is s ile to rcs ct
or [mode(sb) - I and thle IIIUL's stat us. Whten con finnmat ion lias aliiivcdt ha t tilc

cb~sb. son) -dt) and other Bit)3 his been reset, the 11 AC icscts its statuis
ccn(sb, scrn) -dcn and information and notifies the AC to delctc the conntection
s-labcl(txacket, ntax(caio(sb)))1 fiomn the (-I'. A ItIU closing Connectliots that do nlot

invsolve tile 13-AC ilitis t opcin a connectitoni withI thle IB ACl
or db = 'fl-AC' notify thle A C that the coninction is cloisintg, i cset its stattns

iii oinmat ion %kfe n insliticted to do so, and~ close thle
or sb - 'B-AC' connecction with thle 11-AC. *1 lic AC deletes cacti ha-ilf of

the connection as it is closed.
Ihnc scnid-pacel(sb), sen, d~b, den. packet) Tr itte
Else senid-paeket(sb, sea, (11b, den, packei) ->False iThe following constants aic used in connect-openr

rind connect-close:
1)efinition of rceceivc-paockcl(st), son, (1t), lien, packet):

B-AC - Ilie AC's 1111t.
If [id() - dh and

unaittrcd(packet) and C - A type of connectioni used for eontiot
Icb~db, deli) = sb and informantion.

ccnkdt, den) = ser. anld
dominate(labet(pacect), mini(eaii(dii, den))) and Control-At - The access inteivat used ill a
domlinatc(max(ecsii(dii. den)). ltabel(mxcket))] connection of' typec C.

or
sb) - 'fl-AC' SLT-STATE.INIO - I'acket ii)sti iieting a 11111

0r to set its state inro ritlat on. ]lii. state
db -'fl-AC']]. information is contained its the packet.

then rcceive-packet(sb), sen, (11), den, packet) ]' Ttile OPEIN-REQ =Packet icqllesting the opeiling
c~st; receive-Mxcket(sb., sen, db, rtci, packet) ->False of a connection. The necOeSSaiy

hifoi a.--log. *.- ilc jt ile paicket.
wlteic 'fl-AC' is tile AC's nit; andi uinaitterd is the function
WhiCh returns true if and only if thle packet -arrived Ot'E"N-ACK - tacl,et notilyilig rrceiver that
unalteredl. tlr. proposed connection has been accepted.

Finally, it is possible to (lef-ne conncet-opeit and 0111 N NAK - Packet inotil'yingiip cceicr thiat
connecct-closc. Each retturns true when a connection hlas the pfoposedi connection has been refused.
actually bcen opened or closed. Bolth ftinctions are defined
recursively in termis of eacht otlte-. OPENED) - Packet notifytr'g reei~ver that a

connection filts been openled.
When opening a connection between two 1111)t's,CL ED - ace noiyg rcivrtt

what actually happens depends on which Bili's are involved.CW D - Pce noiyg rcivrta

When the fl-AC is thle ticqoesting DIU1, it generates a new current contnection is closing.

connection number and informis the otheri 1t1tJ thati aTh pamersocnet-ena:
conncctirnn is being opened. ihe other Btlt generates its Teprieeso onc-pnne
own new connection number, sots its stile information. andlb i eusigcnetoe lneto
transmits its connection number in !tte process of notifying b. i c~isigcjnc-pn-eeeto
the B-AC that it Ss ready. The It AC now tias the
necessary information to set its ownt state iniformiation. cnI paranmeter in whtI-.b connection numober
Wtc lin fnished. the 11-AC notifies tile AC that the fo bI is to Ix ireoirned - elenment of CN.
connection has beein openedl so that the AC may add it to b2 - biti connect-opecn requested of - elemtent
the connection table. Any 11lt3 waitiing to open a "n of B3.

conecton parameter in which connection number
cneto %With !hie B-AC sends a.ii open reqilcst ;o the D1- ft h2 is ito be retutrned - element of CN.

AC, and thte fl-AC then proceed~s is if it initiated thle open t . type of connection - elenient. of T.
request, following the stepe given abtove. aio -outbound Al for bI ýiiboutsd for b2)-

No DIU1 can go directly to another 13111 to request .. element of Al
an open connection. The AC, through the Il-AC, must be aii - inboutnd At for bi (outbound for b2)
consulted for all such requests. The ireluestitig Bill1 (hI) clemensn of Al
must open a connection with thle 11-AC to ask the AC for
permission to open a connection to another DIlIj (1)2) (ftii The definition of connect-open followvs:
which bI has alrcady assigned a connection nunsbcr). If' tile connicct-open(bI, cot, b2, cn2, t, aio, aii)
AC denies tlte request, then H-AC closes Ihe connection. If
the AC approves tile request, then li-AC opens a separate /* Connection from the 13-AC to any 13111U
connection with b2 whio is iitforined of thme bi request. If IF (bI - 'Il-AC')
b2 rejects thle request, the 13-AC notifies WI mid both Th71EN
connections are closed. If the request is accepted. however, ciil = inew-eni(ti)
1)2 is instructed to generate a connectioti ntimbcr, set its send-p-ickct(bt. en I, b2, cn2. 'SEi-Si'AiE-INFO')
status information, and report back ta the B-AC. 11-AC ircecive-pticket(bh, crnt, b2. cn2, 'StI_-STA1I'-1NF0')
sends the b2 connection numbeir to bI with instructions to en2 = ncw-ecn(b?)2
set its status information and report bmack to lthe B-AC. sct-statc-info(b)2, cn2, hI, ent, 'C',
Since they now consider tlte connection betweei Ithem open, 'CONTtROL-Al% 'CONTROl -At')
bI and b2 both close thteir coinnection witht the B-AC. and
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sen 1 ic~c (i' -ii?, ill, cr1l, 'OPiNI 1-'iii) Set siteiifd il, i, 'NOIi L, 'NIiLL., 'NULL ,
T~CCi'iVCiiiC(('kii?, C112, hIl, ciii, 'OPL'NiIIV) 'NULL, 'NULL')
set-sutet-in t~(I'1, ciii, bK, CIO?, '(', dcle coinIcct it'ii( III, cliii)

'CO0N IROL -Al', 'CON IROI1-Al') coliftict sciis( K, cii?. hi, -III)
'(d-CoNl 11 101-All~l' , ',,CION 0 -A') .",

Selld j'Acite(I'i, cil, b2, iC12 'Cl 0>11I)'

Ciiiiiiectionii fioinl ny 11111 to tiii; II AC 4/tecCivc-Imicie~,iii cnii h2, tni' '(' SI.W1)'

1A Si. 11~ (1,2? - 'It AC)) Collneci-nlen( hi CIO, 'It A",C I', V'C'

l1ii N 'CONiROI Al' CON IROi Al)
Send iiickct( Id, 'NUIl', W', 'NU!LL', 'ol'UM-RL Q') Connictiicniii(Li? CIO LIt AC',r1 Cli,''
trcceivc-Ixickei(bii, 'MIi L', 1,2, 'Nt ii I', 'OI'EN-RI-Q') 'CON VIL 1 .Ai' 'C ON I 1,01.Al')

contiecl-iiiie(b2i, Ill, 'C', 'CONIR (31 Ai', 'C'ON VIOL-Al') Senid-iackeif( i'i, 3 11 Ii1 AC' C1i.1 C OIilO')
sciid-i';c~ct(ii2, cnii> 'B AC' ctiti,'('I )SViVi))

LILS r* Coiiiicciioii foi any oiiict iwo 1111's /ieccive-i'~cice(hi CIO 'It Al," ciii, 'CL. W0-))
conniect oiwnr(bLi, Cull, 'Ii -AC', CIA, 'C", Cieee i-c-pakei(b2, ii>, 'It AM", %ii16 'CL10511)'

'CON IROi-Ai', '(tN IROL-Al') send p;icCII('ii-A(', CIO-, li'l, cii), 'Si.i-S'iAlI:-iNi 0')
senid-vl:eki( i', c113, 'BiAC", CIii, 'OIlU-RiQ') scndiiimcCIc('Ii-A(', cii~i, i'21, ciio, 'S11I-SI Ali1-iNi C')
rcc~cive-packei(i'i, CIiO, 'it AM", ctil, 'OL'lN-RI. Q') icccie-IxichL~c('il AC', CIiO, Ill, ci'). 'S11-S.A"ITN! 0'

i:( opnoIl 2 ,al )rccecive-iijckcir('LiAC', cn6, Ill. cn.5, 'Si U-S I A1) EM C) '
TIipru-i Ii? I ~ niNi set-siaciu-iiifti(l, ciii, 'NWIL,' LLi', 'NULE!,

conniisec-ne(' li-AC', cnii, b2, cii6, 'C', 'NUL!L', 'NILL.1')
'CONTROL -Al', '('C)NlI{ (i-Ali' set-siacii-iiii'o(hI?, cii?, 'NIL!Li', 'NILL'i, 'Nt lEE,

seiii-ixickei(I-A(-, CIO>, b2, Clio, 'c)I'i-N-RI Cy) 'NIILL', 'NULL')
rcccivc-gxi~cet('il-Ac?, CIO>, it?, ui), '01'iN RE'Q') scrid-Ixickeit(bii, cr3, 'Li-AC', CIA, 'CLOiP.5]')

Senid-mliaeI h?, Clioi, 'iIAC', COi> lZISI'ONSV) sciid-iiacket(ii2, cr5l, 'il-AC', ciih, 'CiC)SViV)
receive-paciLei(h2", enh6, 'Il-AC', cii>, RiISI'OMSL) rccieC-iV~it'LC(bl, c0i, 'li-AC', ciii, 'CI 0511)'

II: (RESJ'ONSE = 'Oi'IN-ACIC') teeIcivc-ipiicIel(lC, CIiO, 'Li-AC', ciif, 'CLOSELY)
THIEN dCle-eoiiiiectiioii(il, CIOi)

ciii niic-cii(l'i), cii2 - tiie-cii( ii) dei-emniirteioii(12, cii?)
senid-pid~tac ('1-AC' CIiO, b2, ciif' 'SEi-S iAITI:-NFO'' coiirtt-cLOse( hi, cr3, 'li-AC', ciil-)

receivc-Iackei('I-AC-', CIO>, b2, Clio, eonrieci-ciose(ii?, cr6, 'li-AC', cr6i)

set- sial - in fn( Ii, cr2, Ill, cii L , I, ni.:6n)
serd-pcickct(ii?, cn16, 'i-AC', cii>, '0L'ENVIV:)) let therle lie a sei, V., whinch is the sot of nil1
rcceix'e-paekei(b2i, cubi, 'Li-AC', CIiO, 'Oi'i .NI1 Y)) piisiUihi cvefts thiat oiccuir orf Iieiena~ Siiiie ic Ci'news
senld-paekIet('Bi-AC', CIi4, Ii I, ciol, 'SET I-SIVAT-IANil-0' of, L wouild IVticliies suich as opecning a Connectiiuii,
rcccive-pacL'c l'l-AC', ciii, hI, cii), deiivcrniig a packel, or a new host aidecd in the IAN.

'SiUI-STA1I E-iNEO) Soiie of iiicse events aiie seccitii ii clated and, as such, need
%iset..tae-inhiotii, Cii .,,-ullW ,C12 t. ciio, all) itl UC M;iiitiic. 11 iuse hJ;ig t'6:uIl aii fli -~l (;,

sentl-iaeket(Iil, cii), 'II-AC", CIi4, 'OI.iNEll)*) iiuioirtilxry Ilauded packet aiiives ai the Bllt) (it at the AC'
receivt-plCkeL(iii, cnIi, 'li-AC', CIii, TOiEMi:L)) (a coretictioi requeSt is dcnied).
null-correcti I i(Ii I, C-Iii b2, cii?, I, a in, all)
coiinect-elosc( IiI, CIO, 'II AC', Cii0) Let there exisi a Iiirctiiir, secniify-rICxC-auii( e),
cii iiect-eloxe(hi2, Clio, 'BI-AC', cri~i) wlic re Ci is all celienicii of F: that dec I rtiine s if aii event is

ELSE sec:tii i i dcxi t- Let flite re alo lie a In iict ion, an ci ill ),
connenct-einae( it?, cab, 'ii -AC', C0i) tiiat causes filie timie, i'iaice, anti involved iii'iities of thiat

sen'-pcke( 'i- C'cIiA, Lii, viiO, 'OI'I N-NA IC) event in lIe Loggedi iii audit files locatet il (ts e AC.
reeecive-paclcci('Li-AC', CaO, Ill, cii), '0IEMMAR')
corneet-closec~ ii -c13. 'IiAC', CIii) It is nlow ixiss We)I to preseni rncilieuiaiicali

HS cord itionis thlat riillist Iii'idt to uiie ifV IC five sccirity in ics :tiie

sCInd-I\ackIc 'It-AC', ct-, LCIiO, 'OPEN-NAT K') h iiig enflorced. SiliieLLy slivaiiig, Rule 4 is ncsai

ree s-- cii~i('l-A',cii', IAi, ('0, 'COi'1N-NAK') lieccuse it Can bie inivpiid foint Rule 3. It has Iveci,
conriiei-ctise( hi, ci.'li-AC', cv)inelodeci in eipliazize fiii iniportanre tif paickets -artiving ati

cii).ci4)thiiei destinuation un-iliered- -l lie live security liltles Zil as
follows

'Ili pan nicleuc_ nf cc iiiect- close ai c:
Rule 1: I'i n.] 1), ini clement of 1', ilicic exists iil

ll - nil i wishing to coel citc s 1,otiol i of a1 coiiic nec I i , anl eleminct of C-space, SIMIcii that 1ah11 :(ii)
crl - Ilil's e;nni ectio 10aam unbe to 1 it clisedi
Li2 . Olicrf 1111L) invol-ved in Coniiiecticin
cr2 - Li2's conn-,clnt iiioyi Vilxcr Rl : Fray ) tteeeto 1'ca l

of' CM; anid p, ieI in leniot of* 1', 1' miay
Huel~ deftiliti in i of connicei -eltse! lti lisxt sni it p oI ellci if' iiid only 'if- sc lii

connicci-cnseWii, cr1, V2., en?) T[li'2c.l i ic(ici) c icii)

]IF.- I lA' Rule 3c For aity, 1), an eieentseiiof 11; cii, anti eieiieni
If I EN tit' CM, aiit p, an ce Icurit (itio' 1; I) maty

set--suciie-iuufn(iil, ciii, 'NP ll,', 'MULii, 'Ml1iii), deLiverr al p reccixed onl cn if ,aiiil only if'
'NUL' 'NIA')rece ie-paucket( cli( , ell), cca)( 1, ci.), ii, en1,

del-ico micli ni( Ii crii) 11) -> ']I'itc.

1:151?IF (I? - 'tAC')RutlI 4: For any) IiI aiid b2?, ci" iiieiiis of LIt cr1 andl
'I'l ''N cii?, ecimenis (if CM; Isd 1), anl ieliemeii of'

send- paickei, 1)I, ciii, W.?,kcii2, 'ClOSE!)) p1 ~if eev-ak~iCl,12 n i)-
receivt.-lfckdt(iil, cfii, 1)2, cr2, 'CEOSEP ) 11c, reehen ualckecdp hI, Tiifuci? e)-
scud~- xixukct( h2, cr1-, hI, ciii, 'SF17-Si-AlE-INMFO')Tre tiiiuiiiiclL)-> ]rie

receive-nekel(CI?, CIO?, bl, c,.i 1, 'SLA-SlAl I E INI-O') Rule 5: Fo nIt alc, ciC~citieis of, E, if' seeuii ity-

icndeciv-ixeet ii, cniii1, I.cii, 'CiOSLO') relc'-ani( e) -> True, theni audlitc) -> Trtie,
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-11, nire LAN Model (5) audit - Sectri iy-iclevanti cvcnts ate

III iIIOde hung (Ilcsen 5VIC opr ciattill of t1e 1LA N, the logged ill thelie IU.

seen re o;prrt tori of file Iliti) nil iI lie AC needs to he 0 cic -Pccý,l tci'IdI
tietet jicti. Inch waill lie desctribed als B Collect iiio (11' a5taiC (6)e dttaiher - ak1'0i ilvr.it
macli in's. 't11e states anrd the C c rIils 01it1 (Is CitSC athsatacedlio t
lIe s'.'ee 1 ticewi witl i Ie de set lied. 1 ic coimn ica tlelions (7) SCllti - l'ae~kc t aK te nd 15lii!tedI 111rt

bevc~ !WeC Ic hse(C dViF t wS'ilt le Oii tic nritoe itch i t 1'C t io Comllt Th o)tlie br's
description of thle total o'pI.iation t'i thle ILAN. At titto
point, thiere shouild 1We aii otic I itiri witichirlie scetinit)'- (8) ehltarrg-anridce I lite olX I.atrigi
relevant pa~ints caiir Il pitascr. nitde of, tire lilt) is chanlged.

Ij. The II ( 9) reIsttt- Fa1iir I -1 Air attemtpt is
madei ito re par t art 111ti Y C;e fail Ir ii ti AC'. lI hi,

Tlie 'ilist device itr' ire ttsct iecd is rte, ]m r alttempit tray of iray itot succeed tlh~dr;onl rite nitrille of
TheC maui fst ticitn irof tire tit ) is tit sendt iiitol I~ c Nce tire failuie.
plc Lets foir tire attached host. Toi tit, thris, tire 1111.1 inosr lie
abte to esrablisit, mnirrtairr, air t' is CU conr tOI~ inls. It tiriust (1o) (tisettllicci - Ilire 1lift) is
tic Milte in distingirishr to whinch Connrectioni a pa~lck bettnrgs eleerricatty diseotiriecrtl ititr tire [itr. 'Ithis swiirtj hapisirssI
mrs swicl as wlireirer that packet is irriiiitler t tich seot or after alny fnitrtiei is detected osga!idls urs 'tfAielIcter or nrrt it
rececived. 'fhe ilt] ro11st heatic1c tti tit this Fori ally numbtrr r has lice"r sreeessfRilly tclxmrl ei to tire AC'.
of connrections. lrnited onlt) by its owrr phrysiceal resosrtees (if'
tinsc 0 Oflte at tachiet tinst. It rrulst Ire ANCt to Coill) Ill, Lri icr te I). Mostr of rile ecvl is thrat eCari eC hiSNi
witih ttte AC~ throurghr tire li-AC' matt resl'itlit tor tNS( stale tiaItsitiorts arIe tle iesrrtt of, some till irt itir titl1 oe of,
COmmiiiintti isstICtl tlitoilgti tire AC'. F initaltly, tire lull1 1tr11st tire CS NI's. 'I ir eventi s rule as 1>1t 'll.s*
realize wlirrn a sectr ity-retevarit evenlt orrstcctried and
recotil tlirtt evetnt iii an aurtit log.O iet o r iehs ( I) extes;ltitl-ilrtttll - A ttst,e'I, ir:si

allivc I'lomtile fOsor ltier~ Iti.i
'lie 11leruvitt of, liItU is Ili cl l'y] (2) ny-SI-le piktta i

describing the life tOl tcirh corsiectiorr, h t btit III unrtit art~~c iveti tetlirsatewCN ~tirrtt i
death, tirar a lilt) rirslliatles xviir a separate State tinciaetiru. arie rques: w SN ohnli.

a1cir of threse state Imiichii irs, cillesil Cornfnect ionr Sr sire
Malchities (('SM's), tIotiets throse t'unrctioiis ill tire 1111,1 tlinta k(3) atr~ir-iet(I A 'Sk iris sjirateti
establuishi, tostiirtiin, aind tireni cloise a pa tvietrisui Cotnn ectaion. thatsirotrme cclit treedis atudirinig.
tnuctrdd in Otis frirc-tititati!)y is nil tf' -. re securiity cireckirig(') tiltirt-teevn jt artrl
tirat is done for that connsecitirr. care(te ari file ;I~in fire tax ie than ~ sirir 11tresrtd

lauie see (aSNI' file it) tisc vet, tinl- Iri hnrileI ir vi r

enitire orperatitin of' tite iti.I Somrre furruct orratlire CS tir
iuotecli are tlire IlIt it' nhitrtlitv1, corioiimcir-t ''-;Iib I tie (5) ctic \C e-i r10 ' A t SMý has 1, ns.l

mnetwort' (i alatre itrist11 Os ilili i 'ItUs C Iatrirli Y. A trhrt I aRl~cte is iesrdy, to bc, d"tv\i1r1 tsr Itt: I'rrsi
sepa r[atcc State trirrchrin e, eslle ten ile lilt! Sa:le Ni ichir nc(l I
does lins for each oh' tire ('SIt's. 'lire iISNI rak~es tlire iinttt (6) sendii icr - (SNI k1%' sigrrsicn

toi tite IIII arid dectides Ito whitch cronnlec tiosn it I-C ittpas an tI i'a ar piairce t is readly toric ieSCrll[i o tsr tiC tier stir k.
thlen passes ifto [t ite ('SM hriirrllr lint cornnectionr. It' a
('SM is triot curimrenstly active tri itantite rte irnprut, tire lISN (7) ciair rster~-A ( -SNI lasi
itnit iates 0i1c that call. sirsinated ttr~rt Ilic AC' has it eiresic ci a mrotic clrsinge fir lthe

lire teat prrrpxse tof' tire UISMI is ito trttdel
tire iilrysicajl oiterations of rthe 111. Whlent inipuit Crimes inrto - d)tiscrrriecirct-It A 'SNI Itss
tire 131111, tire ltSM Chrecks thal irtpitrl, senrts it rto a ('SNI fit str'rraiet thrat lhre AC Ira' retiriestet r tir llt!. P tM r C Iicatlit'

ade'cisitir ('rr Ndrat actiton it) take, wslits Nio a lesiowila, arid diacnnctiise tsl ft h till) ieIrs,

takes aections rrppii ipate ito that te~iiontiic (see V:igil e 2) () rrn'-1- ertt f(t li -i

state It as be en riestlt 5iItleed

niactirnj mIrhit "Wl.. f. trrtv
na I I I5 an art oe tirtts i le horst tit tictss1s1!I. xk5(5 tisritstrtýt O~r Iotl

itlicilcrr'lfor itile liti.

itSi CiM~t~t~i ON ACHINE v i rrAtCiMiN,!iS srltKi
--S C-dM hilt j i r)I% i-rr irstttisssrtemi inr. Iirs -i.q qx

a. lHire ssties foi rite flSM are 1!s fttttrvs: ' all state reset - tiel at ts p'.t teeml

(1) wat ii lireC ii.SI 555115 ItrI irnputt t-orircted I'to r 1 e1C rirkll airri l'cgtrr, tttktritirt.
tts tire lilt,! fitirrilir trewtk Itirc itrtclsrct hos t tt'l, t*I C t ,I" (Sec igrim"le 3 for a' ttSN slare kiis-gsmti troid I ij;ttr 4 it:! a
tire ('SM's. iISNI sisir tirrtait itrr tartrk.)

(7) 1stl-xerttirtt lire lUlllii 1ýtllý lslcvy ' iteXartltis inipiut hiornl tire tserA'a-sk in rlie tiosi It ttj'gct fitl' C. 'lrr sietrePsi' st).o srtt

In u or t i it a diss d I0I il.. B t1 (1 1 ins !,ccIt Ioi tix ivrit'o er ill a1 ciitlreci rtri, . 1! .It tin 31 '1,-ersi tn
diripitt in ioeN-. t is trot aireIC thartir ilt IIIs 1rar is rririarirs15, icrrreirr, ilihcid toi a horst ittI is

in tiotic )Ile, tosei!s seerir ty [tirCl'. irlvs tire racket irt,'rler. l'Si-Tk.pct of .1 '(,1c'rtl, rrtctr sitri liris to ie AC.re iret

(3 asl-CNi-1:illpirt is Ir.tsstt N a ille t rsiridic- all titree ~s As a slath, lir SN is

to rite apploiristre ('SNI. 11' :irene as lirt CSNI as'ailsrltC- toi cfllttiisdtlb' MotrelC t'rt1itrif~ic'rt itrar fire IiSNi. Us% sl~res aic
irsrrdkc tire irlniot, it tstat i.ý erIereri thast s-l1Ii s'xas- tirr. ti rilrt$

-1. spw ()l lii: ek ins (ris is tire srtatsse tI
osf a C Sie is Ceilesrc 'ol stich t'tc'N -lpl A ti~cs'trtiiitri tire ('SNI. W~ Ici tIe il'till is titt Iitry in rlite crrcci
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(9) wa~il sc2i stal1 tell) - A host f 11 host

iiCetioni is aItiiilt to k~ ni.c't oit cloiscdi I lic L'.Ski k
til) I '* 11F m l AC t, ill! I cT it (ti Set ti i csrt the(

10) [-S-1I P1 1
CONNECS / S (10) set 51t1t11% - Tuek AC has

nVlI AC-sxtu.-sc .1ti

9)N m- 4)ri scW ~ C t n~ tats of (the- CSM L1L 1 wlas twen stiecessfluly set.
-- ~wiir---S2 *llIC BSN iS Signaic0 to notify uivý AC.

1 7 ~ (12) (),i~- lue or l'olttlir at2jIlijIc

-1 /G L . cvcns hriss jist OC1rccIu Ill fin h CSMI: R packet hans mitv-

L AUD~IT ttCa hlo heklCiVCrCed, I tviekCI jiy'. -'iiiPCt! thatt Cnluliol it cW0 D Scll', Rs conn fleion ha~s eeIv tCl fi~ll ()Ii i hats 11c;ctii ilicitL
ý/All foist cCneitS nulist bc auuditcd, aind the I(SM ii. signaledt

13sh S7AIL DIAGRAM(2) s.i-itlt-A Ciiiciii s
liicscntly in j'iv't.css. ile ('SM is ws'itin;g i'iom innuit fiot

I N A 11S I h l1Ct%%% k m tte hlost.

I 501' 1 N N5 J NI j
1) t C 14) ciccd iict-suiii - A poact~e lims

R us CI V oI5 C 1, itillived ait the Illu foioo (thc attlalclic h(;t,. iti1C packet isi
1. e?~ I N I- z c~eckeii with iccspec t 11) 4cc']iiy !o) (It'ic'Ii iRc it- ii -11.,Iy jbe

I II NI S1.l sen out iMC hist conecton

H (I~c tC ill iilt~i fl I ) se iid ill this Coi it CC) i. 'I lie IISNM i%
ii Isigiialcd TO) Sild it 011 Oi l 0 The IlC t'0' ik.

__________________ l -(1) check-lus-i clivcry - A packct

3il t I 78 1)10 11III 12 hasL. si~ived at 01e liltIt iim Itic imtwvi k Il Olbs statc, thec

CIII ~ ~ ~ ~ -_ CKi-9 S .1Cl '~IT pacixet iz heeclecd 6vi~h ics ~il to isccitiy to, dctciriiine ii' it

Il II) S 4 s -nt ~~ I! x (17) deliver - A v112tcet has N! ct,

-I'i i 1 I j 4 (IC117161- tel 10i tiC'.)C ill thi n ITlit n i If l ie ISNI is

7 11

I1Il, !All___ 2 I ZV le.CciSd tiotice., eithecr I'toilI a host ill the A( -', fli~i thle
____________________________. Iilj Ciii ICoitcn icttioti hla;- bieen closed. 'ti IWOS is s ignaile d to

notify t11e atItachied hiost.

I112 '1 -1. 155 I Si S]AII IiH'ANS*lI 1 XIii
(19) notify AC-cioscd - 'lie cmictet

dceie ilics Tie tick s litC of' (tic CSNI connection Ins lscen close(]. IThe AC is neiii'ied aio that tlie

(2) senld olxiel ieq I'i h il lIt just 11 ttsmylcrst

('2.CC iC, .I Comil1.OlliiI OeI CII ICICStI Fiom1 its [ICICIICd 1101;t. (20) niotity lost-not 4''.Wirt:.iz - ' li
(1 le ljS Nt is sii:l'dI Co i c , o :cii is2 e i SIt) tic AC tioi host his at tc niptd to scn unil ti niIhotiI2 Ill fitin.'!0 till(t (inl

a~~~11 iioal he nt xsn Il'. -1he1 11b5 NI is ( g'~ Ii toi l1oi ' tlif fie ]lost of
the criolt.

(3) siclivki * tI ip 1 1C(t - "Ilie fill I jnmi

it eCu's I it C00iiclCioii olij'l Ictlliisi that file A C hlas (21) SCIId(I- a IId II - Thie I1)1, lia'
epovlhf( .C d. 71ble 11-SN- is %s 12iliCd to 10 lie h 'I Ii : iis jleilst iti l etei%-cd aI m.sten f [om filte AC to hegiri semiin ius *.icaht y-
TITll ill ached host5. 510 r'd fllliit dt.' ta. 1*ii.' ItS I is s iji:iiext to si d ~i. I;itsc t 0 C

au1dit data2 -

J.) %%-,tt lijlc - I itlici thle 01 ugitllltiog

lit i-, wSo tig to- ai w-2IlllilS tiiiii w0 AC, ort tile teceivluli; (2.2) wcait oti-tOSc il liht I-c li HIL!

lilt. is xsiefoi l iejsisii'e i lowl ii ailtcicicd lio~t is teit'iy to ,;cnc the -C2iooit 11202. I li( ('SM i' M%it h
fiii Coii fit lation That t1hC A C es 'o td 0rl'C.-iv it.

(5 nolliI\'A( lljcil-act, - 1 tie rcCc;viiih -.

]ffll11 l;~JiS tC iscil uIplhov.1l k;lii liC 2ithe :111iei host tint (?> IlOiif A *t.* auditlii 101 1u hi~i 7

111,7 :IjItlC~lI1,w' tiny tie _111c~i. I i liSNI is signwiledit Ila hii't ileflhC Iliwl its niilIlt ti'ls wei 1:,aot) tdbý lie ( 551

iiotify the AC. signals the ItSNI !o notifY thec A('

() lliyiostiiIli' nck - I lie (2'4) niltify-Ak. audiit !ei.i 11i1 puiiit

il 'l l: ilt.) its jiist Lme~svicd 2ICippiS)t hom1 ithe AC' tlit files have -c cn cotupleti y sent to tiCe AC. -Hic ItSNI is
1102 w0s1 ledti (lliiCi~li n1:1) Ic o)5'ii~lc 'le11C I1N is sitialeii to tioii iy the AC.

(7) utiitii-AC-oicxii-inkl - 'Ilie 5 hin -Ilc it]hBrzvd
Ieceih.ilig lilt< has jlit teccivehi %%,)is thatl its aitticlied hist(5) :inl-1lehlt ttsrcs'i

ias i~lIeftid Ili( pio~c l'CIcolilcct oil. *file IISMI is signiaicki a t eq,.cst [tom It.,; AC To c~nirlati its o[C -athp mog iodt 1 lic

it) otilify Olie AC. 1M Slaet 'dosi

. l ikitiiy Ilol li~tiih1ii.ik - Thle (2?6) niliti'5-AC-iosolc dii~tliyel - 1Iec

01 l);lialting 11111 Ii isl lls~~it s wo [ii tiat ttc fi 'I\)SCCd opitiating tItiiic (if OTiCP I~ Ilai% jpst 'i21'Ci dil.it2Cst 'Ituc

siilli.luh, t"', somle oiixlibnown lcas~ml. hias Ielel IcClisil IiSM is sirnaled to niotiify Oxe AC'
'like lk~j'l is Suiii1:1lii ill 1oi1ilY ITS iliti~lisCOlost115.
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(27) disconnect - A disconnect request state has been successfully completed.
has arrived at the BIU from the AC. Tlae JSM is signaled
to electrically disconnect tie BIU fion the network. (18) audit-full - The BISM has Il

realized that the audit files are nearing capacity and is
(28) death - 1The connection has been requesting that they be sent to the AC. t his is one of the

completely closed and the CSM is no Ionger tcdcd. "tac entry events to tile CSM.
CSM is tcrinorated.

(19) aldit-aeq - A packet has arrived
d. The events ihat ciuse CSM state at tihe DIU from the AC requesting the PIlUs audit

transitions are as follows: information be sent to the AC. This is one of the entry
events to the CSIM4.

I) host-AC-opcn - The lIlt) has
received a message from its host requesting a confcctiOf to (20) isore-audit - Audit inforn;ationa
be opened. Thiis is one of tie entry evcnts to the CSM. has been sent from the BIV to the AC, but there is still

more to send.
(2) AC-host-opcn - The BIU has

received a packet from the AC i:aforaminog it that another (21) chanoo-req - A packet has
host wishes to open a connec'ion to it. This is one of the arrived at the DIU from the AC requesting that ill] to
entiy events to the CSM. change its operating mode. This is one of the entry events

to the CSM.
(3) host-AC-open-ack - The 131IJ has

been notified that its host has accepted the proposed (22) disconnect-req - A pacLet has
connection. arrived at the BIU from ttae AC instructing it to diconnect

itself from the bus. This is one of the entry events tI the
(4) host-AC-open-nak - Tlhe lIf hais CSM.

been notified that its host has not accepted the proposcd
connection. (See Figure 5 for a CSM state diagram and Figure 6 for a

CSM state transition table.)
(5) AC-host-open-ack - Thea Iit hlas

been notified that its host's connection request has becn NOTE: There is a significant dcficiency in the CSM as it
approved and will be. ope:ned. has been described. It has been assianed that a connection

already exists when communications occur htrtcen the li-AC
(6) AC-host open-nak - lahe hilt) has and another BIU, but in reality, a connection would actually

been notified that its host's connection request has not ben have to be opened and then closed for such a
approved and will not be opened. communication to take place. This is, however, reflected in

the definitions of connect-open and connect-close and (tocs
(7) set stat rcq - A packct ls ahutd ia c:at:ic any of- tie total I-AN ItinCtinO1astty to I: lost.

at the BVU fr",m the AC requesting that the ItlUfs
connection status information be changed.

(8) fiona-lhost - While involved in a 2. The Access Controller
c'onnection, the DIIJ has received a message from its hostaddressed to that connection. The second device to be de~scribed is theAC. The AC has the primary responsibility to ensure the

(9) from-net - While involved in a secure operation of the LAN. Since the tIU's turn to the
connection, the lIlt) has rcci'ed a t1acket fini the network AC for decisions regarding the petiiiissi'iliy of host-to-host
addressed to that connection. connections, the AC must be capable of making those

decisions. The AC must, therefore, know what is happeniig
(10) not-auhori-zcd - Lither a packet on the LAN at all times.

faoun the network or a message from the ]lost arrived at the
nu and cannot be passed through it. connection tables and is rcaaiins;tlc I'm setting and r-sCtting

the connection status in the 11hLls. It handlcs the LAN(11) closed - Tlhrce thiags can muse audit files. Tlue AC is also the nahineiaae thiougb which thiethis event: a host notifies its Bill that tile Current NSO issucs commands such as iostraactiaag a IilU to chanAge
connection is over, a packet arrives at the D31U signifying the olaerating modes, send audit data, break contiections, and
end of the connection, or fhe closing of the connection was actually disconnect itself from the bus.
just audited by the BIO.

Thie AC is aodedlcl similar to the llIJ.
(12) kill-con-req - A packet from the There wiil be a stte machine, called the Access Contrntlca

AC just arrived at the IU instructing it to close that State Machine (ACSM), that descrires the actual operations
connection, of the AC (Figure 7). These generic olprations (such as,

sending and receiving data finns the nctwork, auditing, alid
(13) DIIJ-AC-slart - A packet just accessing tables) are describ~ed indepenidetnt of any particular

arrived at the. B-AC from some other DIU requesting a network connection or NSO command.
dialogue with the AC, usually regarding the opening or
closing of a connection. This is one of ttae entry ccnts to Thiee will alsa be iistsntialios of atother
the CSM. state machine, the Cotnticetin , Statc Machine - Access

Controller (CSM-AC), to manage specific iindividii:al
(14) AC-ltIU-start - A message just Communications with a ltllI or flre NSO. thcsc CSM-AC's

arrived at the B-AC from the AC initiating a dialogue with signal the ACSM when they nced soaae action pirfoiaied.
some other DIU, usually regarding the opening or closing of
a connection. This is one of ithe entry events to the CSM. a. "lia states firl the ACSI lire as follow,:

(15) BIU-AC-end -The lVU-to-AC (1) wait - [lhe AC 'tails for inllst
conamunicalion has ended. from the network, the NSO, or one of the CSIM-AC's.

(16) AC-BIU-end The AC-to-tI (2) pass-to-CSM-AC - lott1at is
communication has ended. checked for paoper format. The data is alicia passed to the

appropriate CSM-AC. If there is no CSM-AC available to
(17) clone - The action in thae cuct met handle the input, a state is cntccad that will spaw'n: one.
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"1 ATK10 20 'LI MOD Z. ENTFACCSM AC CSM AC) SM

2tSEND AUDOIT AUDIT FULL IS .*TA TT

NEýýR COMNCTO MACHINEIllCONET'

3 DELIVER 2 FEND EVOI DNUIAI' MCHE 40CMMIClO
OPEN REO O~5 PEN RI1O -

FIGURE 7; ACSM COMMUNICATIONS

IE CHECK HOST r14 CHECK NET ) sav-S-C e
DELIVERY SED stintjation of' a CSM-AC is createdC, and tIIC input is

13 WAT INUT 0 0/ ~passCed to it.
N 0(4) alidit - Sccurlty-rcicvant evCnts

II 17 DELIVER c0- 15 SEND occurring in the AC ire logged in aud~lit filecs. This includeCs
0.* __entering audit data received from 'ndividiral 131Is.

r i12 AUDIT 00(5) acccss-rabics - Eittier the MAC,
Ic21* ,, NIEY 11OST DAC, or connection tables arc readl froni or written to.

19 NOTI-
0

Y AC NTAT

I CLOFED 11t NOTIF ACH (6) flet-olutplut - DaIta is sCent to the
I oo~ STATUS SE,~i IOl B-AC' for transmission. NS utlt - Te SO I

lOST CLOSED 0 10 SET STATUS not[~c of some. event, clihcir the coriteto foeo i
requests or some problem wvitth tile LAN.

0 3 WAI SE "' 1 (8) disconnect - The AC is no longer
5 NýlIE AC ~ TAU RE' NOTIFY HOSTAUSRE !,S in control of die network. Eithecr the LA N continues

OPE ACE os'OPN OlEoperating as it was wthen thc state "as entcred with no

4 WAT OPN ~further opens or closes, or an altcrnatc AC is notificed to
- 0assumei thc AC's responsibilities in the case of a redunidanlt

7~ ~ NIEAC , <INOTI IY HOST AC. In the second case, the assumptnion has been made
APNNO O~IPENAJ that the( two, or maybe more, AC's have beeni kept

11 ZI -> I idantical.

0 .Ib. The events that cause A CS 1\ state
nnDITITJ transitions irc as foiiows:

FIGRE5:CSI S AE DG(I ) inpult - A message has juIst

arrived at the AC from either ttie AC or the NSO.

7 11 t 0 1V~jT II fJOjitp (2) new-CSM-AC - There is no
IA,. II I t )!Ill . CSM -A (-C c riently expe cti nlg tile laist received m essage;

0 1 A L.A I. I IT I) 0I therefoie, a state must be entered to spawn one.-

0(1,) I T II TN I- , 'II (3) a~ccess-reli - A CSM-AC has.flp II 1. R. k I signaecd a requiremient to access one of the tahics kept by

__Kh K I(4) alldit-recl - A CSM-AC has

_ _ I AI 4 6 7l i a 9 1 l .1141 11' ý'

STAI~' --__ 14I signaled that some event needs to he auiltedt or ta

-j NE -),.NR BiDs aEudit information needs to be saved.

All (i 4: (5) audit-full - Tlie List5 event audijted
10 151PoI, 7 P1(1, 'J-~ -(-- -j1 m'ise . tile a d t files to be lar ger t a so e threshold.A-l I -I N < J j - . 1  _1 1 c-~ ealise ldi et.al s m

N\lI 110 01151II N M KI `

011111 U'IN N/Ik b; ~1 (6) net-output-reql - A CSM-AC has

WASIT SI cA! 11S 111 s41 ~1 2 i-naiei that some message needs to be sent to a lBtU.
I 1SIATIJt-i I-- IL

(II Al SA 'LIS 511 IlIJI ih 24(7 NO-outpult-ieq - A CSM-AC has
AUD I I jl 2O Ai4. signaled that somec message needs to be, sent to tile N
%%Al INI-l I - It_ 1 4,11 Jlj

II c I 51N~ I -jil- (8) done -The action of tile cuirrent

SDl 11,1II ~l 1 (9) reet- lile iptoi) ACSM
\III I A(I CI I-I wa-s unreadable.rectnpl

N\ll1 I115 Ni) IIII Al f 4 il Ctietl
"INI? AlIllI I lb() AC-Elisconneet - lile AC ha!
NVAI, Ill SINDl At DI! 22 instructed teB- ACto disconnect Itself" from tenetwork.
lýll Al AlI I111

NIIA lTISI NI (i ~ilC - 10

.L(L A l N011111 Cl II 2o c u r e in th le A C

i) lit LIJ] _ 12) tcset - The AC ha~s .11155 bee.

111,111 l CSSI '.1ATI IIIANSIII RN TAllI I activatcd alnd is -issulming control of file L.AN.

(See Figure 8 folr art AC'SM state Eliagiralll andlligligre 9 fo.r
allt ACSM state transition tabie.)
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2 PASS TO ýis closing. Therefore, two scps1rtct CSM-AC's will he
C~ir-AC CSEspawnd, each entering this slatc only once.

5 ACES Ac 3 SAWN(8) wait-status-sct - After instructing
TA13LES A, N CSM-AC tile mBu to change its status information, the CSM-AC vn~its

0 E 5  
for confirmation that thre information his beecn clhangcd-

____ -T"T R[ Lt E (9) notify-tiost-opcn-ack -Thle AC
________ 4 AUDIT and thc recipient host hive approvcd a I st's open request,

% FS an.] the status information in the rccipir , hlost's 131TJ has

ld) 0 also becin set for tire connection. The A' SM is signaled to
Nr U notify thre requesting host of this and to opect its sta tus to

6 NE AC I G 0N H C it IS-be set for the connection.

lO0) updai,,te-coninect ion-tabile - A
FIGURE 8: ACSM STATE DIAGRSAM connection has just been opened or closed, and the AC's

connection tables are updated to reflect this.

N A1 m I) audlit - Tlic action pcifoimied

pWC00T0NJ lSj durring a CSM-AC's life must be audited before its death.
U EI EE 11 The ACSM is signaled to reco0rd Soneic aditahle event in tile

E TC SI'TT0OO C I U ' Csadtfls
V S S 1 T SR

(R E 1 (12) nlot ify-BIiU-scnid-audit
r* AE U U N' condition has arisen, either a IIIIU mecssage or an NSO

*' C Q L T T N request, that reqrireis a 13113 to send its audit data to tile
E AC. Thle ACSM is signalcd to notify thie DIU that tire AC

TURR C'
T.F is ready to. receive the audit data

-QO 0 (13) -ait-aiidit-dita - The CSM-AC is

STAT 1 23 415 6 78- 101 12 %vaiting for a BIU to transmit Somec audit data.

2 W-T 5 4 __6 7 _ 8 (14) store-auldit-data -Thc ACSlA is

-PASS TO CSMV-AC 2 _3 1 __ 1 81 sign):rled to store a BItYS audit data in tile AC'S audit Files.

SAWNI C4-A 3 (15) riotify'-BII.J-cliangc-niodc - A

AUDESSTABE 1 request has Come [rum thle NSO to change the operating
V~ES TBLS j _ __ 8modec of a BmU. The ACSM is signaled to .instruct thre itlU

NETOUTPUT 6 to change its operating mode.

DISCONONTCT 1281 f ] + H Isd (16) m-ait-niode changed - The CSMI-
I DSCONEC j8 AC is wasiting for confirmrations that tile 13Wl. changedi its

FIGURE 9: ACSM ST ATE TRANSITION TABLE operatir.g mode.

folw: C. The states for the CSM-AC are as (17) nolify-lthti-discolrnectcd - A
follsvs:request has comec fro~ni tike NSG to diseoninect a 13113 fronm

tne I-AN. Tlr ACSM is signaled to inStruct tice IlIu to
1I) bsirthi - This is thec initial state of disconnect itself.

thre CSM-AC. What action the AC takes on entry into tile
CSMI-AC is determsined hy the reason it was spawnd. (18) not ify-NS(Q-ItiU-d iscornen ctc;d - lie,

ACSM is signaled to notify tile NSO tirat tile 1311) has been
(2) gc1-M~AC/D)AC-iri'o - T-le AC instructed In dlisconnect itself froon thle LAN. [ here is no

needs to make a decision ab~out a connectiosn open reittest actual confirmation front thle LAN that tire disconttect
and must consider thre pertinent MAC and I)AC infornsaticn. actually happenred; titerefore, tire NS() should probhably verlify
In this state, the ACSIA is signaled to retrieve this the disconnect for Ihimself.
info rmsation.

1)notify-NSG-AC-auriit-fujl - -1lire
(3) clieck-open-req - Thie openl ACSM has noticed thiat thle last Piece Of aurdit diata ealiscri

request just rececived is checked against the MAC arsd( DAC the AC'S audit storage area to grONA ;larger than sonice
tinformation Just retrieved. threshroldi value. -1lic ACSM is sigitalcd to inotify tile NSO

(4) furrxssrd-cpeti icqI - I lie open oftsfa.

recClucs has been approved try thre AC, aird tire ACSMv in (20) updxate P AC-table - Ti.e c NSO
signaled to forward tire reqtiest to tile reccipient lost.S bias instructedi tire AC tiiat a bost's l)AC taible is to be

upd~aterl, and tire ACS%4 is sigrirricr to rirakec tire etilses
(5) %%rrit-Opcir - 'tire AC is maiting 

lgs

for a response to the forwatrded open requiest floit thec (21) Ilpi-xiae-NIAC-t~labc - Ilire NS(0
recipient host. IrrM, iristructeul tire AC that 1' irost's MAC tablel is to

(6) otif- b~t-oc 1- naktipdaied, and tile ACSMI is signaled to nmake tire clrattgcs.

reqluest in qurestlion has breen dteniied cii re r iy tire AC cii b Jy ( 22) ii ct ify- NSO- tar Ie uxipdsrted . 'lire
tire recipient host, and tire ACSM is Signaled to notifiy tire ACSM is sign~aled to tnotify tire t'S() that ile iertrreslen
requesting host. clianzes have been rnadeý.

(7) send-satais-irifri - A erririrectirir (23) irotirv- Ilt )-cuirrectioirýkitl IM - itrec

be(`twee Iwou hosts is ;lbont" to ire rijucireu Or cursed, and trle NSO has instruicctd thiat a erriiect in be te i rrirraite I hre
11111's need to be instructed to cihange their connection status ACSM is signaincd to notify oirc uf tire litU's trr kiil tire
infornmation. Thle AC.SM is signaledi tn jsiuntrii each one of Connrction atI its cnd. lO coirIIpIetehy kll anir ctivec
tile mIU's to change lidhs informration. Illis state will be connection, two separate CSMI-AC's needi to hc SI),jwndj - )rite
entered twice during a connection Opening: tire first t0 set for cacir lI[J.
tire recipient ho~st's fItIII and tle seconrd for tire reqiiresririg
host's hIIPJ. During a clo,,C, each BIP wili nirtity lire AC: it
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(24) wait-closed - Tie CSM-AC (See Figure 10 for a CSM-AC state diagram and Figure It
realizes that a connection w"s just killed and is waiting for a for a CSM- AC state transition table.)
DIU to send the connection closed response to the AC.

( 2 5 ) d e a t h - T l h e t a s k t h a t t h e .. . . . . . . . . . . . F. F. N O T I F Y ,
CSM-AC was spawned to perform has been completed and 1o BR A-D

audited, arid the life of the CSM-AC is terminated. HAN ,,

Al 9 NOT 14SO
d. The events that cause C'SM-AC state . ' 0,o AAUDIT FULL

transitions are as follows: N0 ,
17 NCTIFY BIV , .2 GET MAcII

1) host-AC-open-rcq - A host is DISCONNECT 23 NOT. lU

requesting permission to open a connection with another * AC- A CON. KILLED•pi

hos.I31 CHECK
(2) host-AC-open-ack - A host has 12 NOT. BIU O•PENRE

just accepted a connection oltsn request that had been SEND AUI "
forwarded by the 1B-AC. 24 W IT FOR 2

(3) hlost-AC-opcn-nak - A host Iras AOPEN O
AUDIT DATA A -

just refused a connection open request that had been
forwarded by the AC. h-

(7SEND FF'AC ArOE

STATUSTINFOATWAITOope Equet iI•: en (4) not-authon hzed - A connecdTonhi
request ed to pass te MAC and DAC cheeks. 1 WAIT N

AUDIT DATA 4
(5) stat-set-n I - Tre AC has received

eonfirmation that the Status information of a 1Ut. was t NOTIFY BEO A 8O WAITO SA

Successfully set. 1hIis event oceurs when tire lit)U inI4
oueslion was tire recipient of thle open request.20UDT

(6) stat-st-2 - AC has received A TE A

inrrfirationleia thI stfts dinfioesmaro of aId neU woSuccessfully set. This evenrt oceirrs whren the II111 in at 1I A1 10 UPDATE
qucstion wstile originator of an open! request osr is irs the MCT2L O AL
process of closing its end of a conncction. oA

(7) closed - A lilt) hras notifred tire 22NT.BPAE~AE -S 11 AU DtT A- -21 MOECHNE

Thi I f HI GE-

AC that its end of a connection has been closed.

ctrtrll Ihappteni as thro rcuil of a normial close or froms thre
request of tire NSO.DET

(8) NSO-kill-cretion - e NSO has NSO ( ;IET,
hans reqtuested that at BI(J close its end of a connection. I 0(4RV1-0 CS~t-AC SIMlL MAtrIrNE

(9) ft t J-AC-arrdii-flrtl - A lill) has
notified tle AC thrat its audit files are frill arird trees to lie
sent lottile AC. Hr 1!i? 'l s BN Al ANI NI N~'A

Ii ) 0 FF
5
I I I NI I 7 risr\ s iIi I

req uested th at a i lU sen d its a .d it Files to ti re A C . A A1 A I T, "1 '
C AI I )

I T A k I

(11) audit-data hIr input just N o I N 1'ý IEP' I k

BIUt
receivedt was ttiaridit daota. F'] 'tF F

(12) audit-sent - the tIllU has F. ( . A c(13)ed ti ta NS -iiennc-tl 'lse It. ( [ -"i•l: M 'L .•-k•-t''
nformed le AC that all of its audit data has been sent. -

( 1 ) N S O -d isco rn ne t- BIlU - T he ... -IH~ 1.2- -17 2 1 2 1 7• ' J

has requiested that a BIU Ibe disconnIc~ted f`10ir1 tire LAN-) .itSA(IA J -J Q-iL ! otj_,'\" iu 9 31

(14) NSO u-xaie-MAC-table - 1,he (IiAI lie N2 y
1A~ Oil'. \i 7NSO has requested that a change be made to a host's MAC 4- -- - 6) "TA

tables. I Ni S. ll', I F) 1

(15) MN )Irth( . t;c-l)AC-tiablc - 'Itc Ni!] It i ' I _ -i (Il N A .-I"ý 1I
NSO has requestesd that a citge be n:idtt Ia host's hIAC IArI ,

(16) t'S -lane ktIro e - r iT ii ) ll SF NI, Al '1 1 41 TJ
tables. ?• I___ -- -- -_

(1) NSO-changc- IIIU-mode - lie .

NSO has requcsie d that a ilU-'s operating uo&de be changed. F--l NI 1--1 I HAI AN 1 4 11
%SIlll A IL 4IFATA I

(17) lil J- rmode-chaiged - hlie AC hIrs F ,-received confirmation that a 1It11's operating rrode has been NI11IFN I'I F

changed. v (i NO. ( liiti 111F .FI 1 1 41
(18) AC-audit-full - lIre ACSNI hIa. V•.llA• 11A( rAIF" I - ' J.

just signaled that the AC's audit ditLI storage arCa is ir t in76 I . ,'1' 4 1 1 2IAIN 4 1 21l

cap ;acity and that the. NSO C ieds tir be ir,,oFe t Nir NN(F I Nut I it ,Al ii_ ' 2:)I.. I
tIltI (IN ittll 2F 41) 44

il9) donrie - 1 tic action in the eriorerrnt lFtF. '2stat, h as been r succcssfully co m pl,:te cl. - - 11 ISM - 1

3I IF I NM A, -•liI PNSlIIFNTAll I
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NOTE: The same deficiency exists in the description of the
CSM-AC as that in the CSM. The CSM-AC does not

amcount for the opening of connections with 1,iU's with
which it commun;cates.

3. The Btus

Thc bus is the last part of tile &,AN that
needs to be modeled. The bus is tie cable that connects
all of the BI1's on the LAN. WXVhen a 13IU wishes to
transmit a packet, it broadcasts it on tile bPs. if all goes
well, it arrives at every PIU orn tile bus, including the
sender. The destination !IU accepts tire picket, and tlre
rest ignore it. The bus never guarantees that the packet
sent is the one received. That is the BlUs problem.

The bus is modeled with htc assumption
that there is a bruffer at each interface to tire bus. Wetn a
BIU wishes to send a packet, it writes that packet into the
buffer at its bus interface. 1he propeity of the bus is to
copy the contents, not necessarily correctly, to every other
buffert. When sornethrig is w'rilten into One of those
buffers, the Bit]t at that interface treats that as a icceivcd
packet It is up to that 131U to determine if that packet is
correct or even addressed to it (see Figure 12).

[ TiU B[U 2 
EýN

I(.;URl- 12 rliF tiUS

IV. SUMMARY

"Tris patper is a first atteispt at snecrt-ying arod thcnr
modeling a security policy for an MIS LAN. It describes a
policy that gives the reader an intoitivc feeling of what it
means for a LAN to operate securely by putting forth a !ist
of rles that must be obeycd along with motivation for each
rule. It then tries to forttalizc these rirlcs. :inrally, a
fairly lerghry description of tfie LAN wass presented by
describing each device on thc LAN wvith intercommunicating
state machines.

Since this a first attempt at tire model, therc arc
naturally some asp.cts of tire LAN that have not Ixen fully
specified in the model- Also no forrmal proofs have been
attempted. WhIat is hoped, howcvr, is that there is now a
foundation which will evolve into a fully-specified MILS LAN
model that is provably secure.
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SECURITY IN OPEN SYSTEMS

ARFPORT ONN_ FTE
STANDARDS WORK OF ECMA' S

TC32JTG9

T A Parker
ICL Defence Systems UK

ABSTRACT
4. WALKTHROUGH

TC32/TG9 is a recently formed Task
Group within the European Computer 5. THE AUTHORIZATION
Manufacturers Association standards MODEL
body (ECMA). It has been tasked
with defining an application-layer 6. RELATIONSHIP TO THE
framework for Security in open DoD EVALUATION
Systems, a framework which will CRITERIA
ultimately lead to the definition
of standard security support 7. CONCLUSION
applications that communicate in
the OSI environment using standard 8. REFERENCES
application-layer protocols.

This paper reports on some of the 1. INTRODUCTION
early work of TG9 completed mainly
during 1986. It describes an TG9 is a Task Group of Technical
informal secure systems model or Committee 32 (TC32) of the European
framework, in which security is Computer Manufacturers Association
supported by a number of discrete (ECMA). Its responsibility is to
security "facilities". Tue paper develop a framework for the
then goes on to report on some of provision of logical security in an
the detailed work that has been Open Systems environment and to
started on analyzing requirements develop standards for security-
for the passing of security data related services and protocols, or
around a distributed system. It protocol elements, as required for
addresses the topic of access this environment.
authorization and offers a uniform
approach which caters for a The work of the TG9 group addresses
spectrum of access control schemes the ISO application-layer view of a
ranging from capability systems to distributed system. It is aimed at
access control lists, developing standard security

applications and standard
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS communications protocols both

between the applications themselves
The other malor contributors to the and between them and the productive
work of TG9, of which this paper is applications with which they share
only a part, have been J Kruys the system. In some cases it is
(NCS, Netherlands, and TG9 envisaged that standard protocol
convenor), D Roberts (British elements will be developed with
Telecom, UK), N Pope (GEC, UK), D which existing application-layer
Pinkas (Bull, France), and A C Gale protocols can be extended.
(ICL< UK).

The world of the TG9 framework is
0. CONTENTS one of end users in control of

entities that communicate via
1. INTRODUCTION Application Service elements (Ref

1). The generic term application
2. THE SECURE SYSTEMS is used in the text that follows,

MODEL to denote one of these entities; so
ira TG9 terms a file service, an

3. SECURITY FACILITIES
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office mailbox, a print spooler, or illustrative rather than
a UNIX operating system offering definitive; it leads naturally into
general purpose computing the second part of this paper
facilities to its users are all (Section 5) which covers one major
examples of applications. aspect of the detailed work being

done within TG9. The topic is that
The TG9 group is primarily of access authorization.
concerned with the ways in which
applications interwork rather than Whereas authentication relates to
how they are constructed the process of proving claims of
internally. TG9 therefore identity, authorization relates to
concentrates its efforts on the process of controlling access
network-wide aspects of security, by already identified subjects to
only looking inside applications in already identified protected
order to establish what externally objects*. The paper aims to show
communicated security data they may that existing ad hoc authorization
need (or at least benefit from) in methodologies can be fitted into a
order to do their own job. This unifying framework in which
split between views of security apparently quite different
external to and internal to techniques appear as different
applications is fundamental to the parts of a continuoucly varying
approachi and is further discussed spectrum. In particular the two
in Section 2. authorization approaches

characterized by capabilities and
In either view, security is access control lists are shown to
obtainable only via the be extremes of this e:pectrum, each
implementation or a variety of of which has ita advantagc andg
control and monitoring functions, disadvantages. See also References
the requirements for which are 3 and 6.
determined according to whatever
security policy is defined for the *Following normal security
view. TG9's secure systems conventions, active entities
framework identifies a general set requesting access to other,
of these functions and divides them protected entities in the system
into elements, each one having a are referred to in this paper as
single coherent role to play in the subjects and the protected entities
provision of the total security as objects.
picture. 2. THE SECURE SYSTEMS MODEL

These elements are referred to as
Security Facilities and they are 2.1 Overview
described in Section 3. The
framework must also show how these In terms of the open systems
elements interact with each other Interconnection (OSI) model, the
and consequently which combinations level of view addressed here is
of elements are appropriate to form application layer. The security
standard security support entities described communicate
applications; this is a major area using os0 services of sufficient
of current activity for TG9. A security to satisfy their needs
walkthrough of interactions that (Ref. 2). These needs take the
could occur when a user logs on to form of guarantees, to some
a system and attempts access to an acceptable level, that
application is given in Section 4. communications between them and
The walkthrough should be taken as with their peers are confidential
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Figure I Network and Application
and unmodified, and that each Security Policies
communication is with a known and
identified peer entity. Figure 1 shows a number of end-

users wishing to access a number of
Section 2.1.1 introduces the two network applications, policed by an
level view of security necessary to Application Access Security Policy
distinguish properly between the (AASP in the Figure). One of the
network-wide se.2uritv pclicy for a applications is shown with its
distributed system and tne internal details revealed; it is
individual security policies supporting a number of protected
support by the applications Application-specific Objects (ASOI
residing in the nodes of the to AS03 in the Figure) being
network. Section 2.1.2 shows how accessed both by end-users directly
the concept of a "subject" can and by other applications in their
change according to the nature of own right, (viz: User 3 and
the accesses that are taking place. Application 2) both being

constrained by the same
2.1.1 Internal and External Application-Specific Security

Application Views Policy (AASP in the Figure).

There are two fundamentally it is the support of the AASP that
different levels at which the is the prime concern of TG9, since
security requirements of a it is in this area that the
distributed application network can distributed nature of a system is
be addressed: most apparent, and standard

protocols are required to
- at the application access communicate security related

level, concerned with information (e.g. the subject
access to protected network identity and access privileges
objects like productive and discussed in Section 5) between
supportive applications; applice ions running on end systems

of different kinds and origins.
- at the application-

specific level, concerned 2.1.2 Indirect Access and
with access to objects Proxy
supported by network
applications, like files Xn some cases an application may be
or documents. accessed by another application

(for example Application 2 in
These two levF of view have quite Figure 1) rather than directly by a
different requirements, reflected user. There are two possible
in different security policies extremes:
tailored to the different kinds of
protected objects involved and the - the initiating application is
different components of the network acting on its own behalf;
that are responsible for their
support. Indeed entities that are - the application is acting
considered protected objects at one on behalf of another subject
level can become accessing subjects (e.g. a human user).
at another. This is illustrated in
figure 1.
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every secure network. They should
The first situation may be used for be viewed as a shopping list of
example to restrict access to items from which a choice can be
objects held on one application made appropriate to the security
(say a File Service application) to policy and level of security
requests coming via another (say a quality required for the network.
Database Service application). It However, by identifying the full
is entirely appropriate for the list, the framework causes
Database Service to act with omissions to be made evident and
respect to the File Service as a any resulting security weaknesses
subject with its own identity and intentional rather than accidental.
access privileges. In this way
end-user access to a protected The following security facilities
object (in this case the database have been identified:
files) can be controlled in terms
of the route and method used to 3.1 User Sponsor
access it. This kind of control is
important to commercial When a human user logs on to a
organizations (Ref 9). distributed computer system using a

(possibly remote) authentication
The second situation might occur facility (see 3.2) there is a
for example when a user wishes to requirement for local functionality
transfer a file directly from one that sponsors that user to the
application to another. The user system, which controls the user's
reauests one of the applications to access to local applications and
initiate the transfer on his or her which monitors subsequent activity.
behalf. This application is acting The User Sponsor is the entity that
as the user's proxy and must provides these services.
convince the other application that
it is legitimately so doing before There are two major security
the transfer will succeed. responsibilities that fall outside

the ambit of particular productive
Hybrid cases can also exist in applications. Firstly the User
which the initiating application Sponsor jis responsible for the
uses its own privileges in monitoring of a user's access to
combination with those given to it local applications and which
by the calling user, monitors subsequent activity. The

User Sponsor is the entity that
References 6 and 7 discuss proxy in provides these services.
more detail. Reference 7 examines
the protocols involved in such There are two major security
situations. responsibilities that fall outside

the ambit of particular productive

3. SECURITY FACILITIES applications. Firstly the User
Sponsor is responsible for the

At this stage no assumptions should monitoring of a user's continued
be made about the degree of presence: no single application is
distribution of the facilities; in a position to time-out a user
this might vary from being a single after a period of prolonged
central network application to inactivity since the user may well
being an aspect of every have been fully active in other
distributed supportive or areas.
productive application. Neither is
it suggested that all of these Secondly, the U-er Sponsor also
facilities need be available on
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seyves the user: it organizes the entities, including assurance of
user's relationships with the their identities.
various security facilities that
come into play before, between and - The subject must have been
after his direct use of individual authorized to communicate
productive network applications, with the object. Association
There is one instance of a User management must be sure either by
Sponsor for each active end-user. the context within which the

request was made, or by
User sponsors are further discussed explicitly involving appropriate
in Reference 8. authorization facilities (see

3.6), that this is the case.

3t2 Authentication Any security weaknesses
inherent in the communications

The Authentication Facility acccpts route chosen must be reflected in
and checks subject credentials, the access privileges of the
communicating its conc>'zions to subject. For example links on
other interested hecurity which there is no cryptographic
facilities. The subject involved protection shoald not be used for
will either be an end-user via his highly confidential data traffic,
or her user sponsor, a non-security even though the accessing subject
applicdtion acting as a subject, or may h2 cleared to access such
a non-security application coming data.
on-line anA making itself available
as an accessible network object. 3.4 Security State

Notice that the authentication The security state of a distributed
result iv a proof of identity at an system represents the current
instant in time. Assurance of the condition of the subjects and
continued validity of the mapping objects in it.
of this identity must be provided
either by other means (e.g. time If a user is successfully
out by the User Sponsor), or by authenticated then his or her
continued reauthentication in each condition, as recorded in the
subsequent data transfer. security state, changes; the same

happens when a current file access
3.3 Association Management is authorized or revoked or when a

user logs off. The Security State
When a subject accesses an object Facility (SSF) is a passive
a data exchange takes place. To facility that serves to hold a
provide the means by which this can record of the current security
happan, an association is state.
established between them, and this
must be established and maintained The SSF should not be confused with
in a secure way. There are three audit trail collection: SSF keeps
aspects to this: the current state, not a record of

state changes; however changes of
- Association management is security state will often be also

rEsponsible for ensuring recorded in an audit trail using an
that the underlying Audit Facility (see 3.8).
communications are as
secure as is required by
the communicating
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The 5SF is an abstraction a single security management
rersnigtesaeinformation entity, then special requirements

of all of the elemental security aiewe omncto ae
facilities. It is therefore place between two security domains.
clearly likely to be highly In particular if a subject in one
distributed, with components in domain wishes to access a protected
every node of the distributed object in a second domain,

system.additional rules are required which
system.reflect the complex and varied
3.5 ecurty Atribtestrusted relationships that may
3.5 ecurty Atribtesexist between the different

The security Attribute Facility security domains. Domain A may or
provides appropriate subject- may not trust Domain B to
related access privilege data (such authenticate its subjects, or may
as a user's security clearances and do so only to a limited degree,

groupmembrshis) fr aleadySome objects protected by DomainA
gruphntmaembeship ecs) for already may be so sensitive that no extra-
autentiated acsubjctsl daan object domain access is permitted under

relaed cces cntro daa (uchany circumstances (Ref 4). Also
its clsiiainadacs-Domain A's view of the meanings of
iscnrllasiisatientis for protected particular security attributes may

contol-ist ntres) or roteteddiffer from that of Domain B3, and
objects. A close relationship finally, there may be a need to
between the authentication facility change cryptolographic keys at the
and the security attribute facility border between the domains. All. of
is Anvisaoed- particularlv with .

respect to subject related ofanIntC iL doLUb uqir taileisupor
privilege attributes. The data o nItrdmi aiiy
structures needed for both
facilities are very similar, both 3.8 Security Audit
beinU related to the structures
defined by CCITT and ISO forThsfcltprvdseuiy
Directories (Ref 10). TG9 has Thmiistfacilityprovidesrecuri fty e
provided input to this work in adinse ftratorsuwith farcordie ofthconnection with its proposals for us fthe sys ecurIty faiite ofe
security controls (Ref 11) responsibility of other active

A.6uthorization security facilities to transmit
3.6 audit information to the Security

The Authorization Facility uses Audit Facility according to the
accesr context, subject access adtplc o h ytm
privi.ege attributes and object 39Rcvr
access control attributes to 39Rcvr
authorize or deny requestedThsfclt isaiabe oa
accesses by subject to objects.Thsfclt isa iabeoa
The concept of authorization using system administrator to take
privilege pand control attributes is immediate corrective actions.
further discussed in Section 5. These actions may come from a

specific demand from the system
3.7 inter-Domain administrator himself, or mnay be

the result of events coming from
if a security domain is defined as the audit facility (alarms or

that part of a distributed system security faiolitiens. rfo te
to which a single security policy scrt aiiis
applies under the responsibility of
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3.10 gyptoqgrahic Support 1. The User Sponsor is activated
which connects the user to an

Provides application layer Authentication Facility and
cryptographic functions used both mediates the authentication
by other security support dialogue between them. The choice
facilities and by productive of Authentication Facility may or
applications to secure data in may not be made by the user. The
storage and transit in the user authenticates himself or
following specific ways (see Ref herself and the Authentication

Facility notifies this to the

- communications confiden- Security Aueit Facility.

tiality Similar notification actions
- communications integrity occur also at other points in this
- data origin authentication walkthrough but are, from here on,
- non-repudiation of origin omitted for reasons of clarity.
- non-repudiation of receipt

2. The Authentication Facility
4° WH�O9UGH�iinforms the Security State Facility

of the successful Log-on, naming
The follcwing gives an example the User Sponsor involved. The
walkthrough of a user approaching Sponsor's identity i' sufficient
the system and accessing an object infornation to locate it.
controlled and supported by a
productive application. The 3. The Authentication Facility
walkthrough is provided for asks the Attribute Facility for the
illustrative rather than definitive authenticated user's accessSpurposes and not all the facilities privilege attributes (poscibly
are involved. tempered by the euthentication

method used) and passes them to the
At the beginning of this Security State Facility to be
walkthrough it is assumed that the remembered.
system's security facilities are up
and running with secure links 4. The user selects the required
established between them. the application.
productive application of the
example is already in service and 5. The Association nanagement
authenticated as an accessible Facility is prompted by the Ust-r
application object. The terminal's Sponsor to set up an association
user sponsor is also authenticated between the loca2 and remote
as legitimate (but no user is yet application entit ea on behalf of
present). This implies that the user.
identities and addresses of these
entities are now known to the 6. To do this, Associatior
Security State Facility. Managrement refers to the Security

State and the Attribute Facility to
A human user sees that there is a obtain privilege and control.
computer system in front of him or attributes relating to the user,
her. No other information i the service and the quality of
available (in this axample). Thi asrociation.
user depresses a terminal key, puts
in a magnetic badge or otherwise 7. Association Mranagemenv calls
stimulates the system. an Authorization Facility to check

the user's right to access the
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remote service. Association Fijure 2 shows the converisations,
Management then sets up the between the security facilities
association with the required numbered ustnc the numbering of the
qualit'1 of underlying security. walkthrough description. The

arrows point from initiator to
B. Having set up the responder in each case. All

association, appropriate changes facilities may converse with an
are made by Association Management
to the Security State. These
changes may include further
tempering of the user's privilege
attributes based on the security ..
quality of the association.

9. The User Sponsor informs the 4 -• 1
user that the connection to the I
application has been made. . ._

10. The user uses the newly I -
escablished association to transmit 1 ..
a first request to the application I , 7 - I
to access an object supported by . " . :.c •

31. An Authorization Facility in I]

the productive application refers 2
to Security State, specifying the ,
association, so as to obtain both .
identity and access privilege --
attributes.

12. It then obtains the access
control attributes associated with
the object in question using an
Attribute Facility within the
application and uses them, in
conjunction with the accessing
user's privilege attributes to Audit Facility or Recovery
check the legitimacy of the access. Facility.
The access is shown to be
legitimsate.

13. The user accesses the cbjcct!



5- _ _ _The rules of the authorization5 2IIAUSIIORIZATION MODEL policy are applied to values from
5,1 Vhunda3entak tULOFe four ca, egoricss and the

re.sýult is e,5sentially either
In the real world, authorization "access permitted" or "access
rulings are made in the context oi denied". The algorithm
characteristics. possessed by .hle representing the rules is typically
parties involved, the state of0 tie complex, involving complex
world at the time, and the kind of corbiriations of multiple elemonts
access requested. friom etch (-atcgory. One of the

tasks of the standardlzrtion
In the computer world ws use proicess is to bring some structure
similar concepts. The to this coetplexity in a v.ay that
characteristics of the parties prescrves at far as possible its
involved arqe represented by data generil applicability.which can be categorizted as Notice that authorizatioafollowsh attributes canl be long lived or

short lived. For example
5.1.I Authorization attributes clearances and zlassiftcations tend
associated with the subject to be static in natrure, and
(pri •viqe attribu.es) therefore long lived. A capability

on the otoer hand may be granted to
For example the subject's name(s), a subject for the duration of a
its role in the system and its session, part of a session or ior a
trustworthiness. Indeed any single access.
attribute is a candidate for this Typically, authorization attributescategory, provided that it is are held as tuples, of which one
associated with the subject; in part is the attribute's value andparticular a name of an accoesible the other is one or more access
object can be an attribute types associated with that value.
associated wich a subject. For example, if an object has

associated with it an attribute5.1.2 Authorization attributes containing the name of a particular
associated with the object (ont-rl subject, paired with an access-typeS ... ...es) value of "rend", there is anFor example the object's narn2(s), obvious authorization rule thatits role in the system and its coulh be chosen to apply, under
degree of sensitivity or required which presence o the attribute
integrity. Once again any grants the subject read access to
attribute is a candidate for thiscategory, provided that. it is the object. Such an attribute
asseciated with the obJect. In would l.-ok remarýtably like anparticular a name of an accessing access control list entry.
subject can be an attributeassoclated with an object. Not all attributes require this

treatment however; foat e>)amp.p a5.1.3 The context within which the subject may have an attribute wlich
request is being made defines its security clearance.

Such an attribute will under wanyFor example the time of day, the policies automatically becommunications route involved, or associated with read %ccess since
thin is fundamental to the conceptthe accesses currently being made of security clearance. Such anto other objects by this and other

subjects. association could therefol-e le made
imp. icit.Access contexts are not furtherconsidered in this paper, but are 5.2 illustr•atve eamples

under study within the TG9 group.

5.1.4 The kind of access being 5.2.1 If we imagine an object-
requested name/access-type tuple as aprivilege attribute (i.e.Fr equsted associated with a subject), withFor example: read. modify, use, object-names also being associated

witn objects as co:itrol attributes,

and couple these with an
appropriate and obvious
authorization rule we obtain ubat
is essentially a capability.
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5.2.2 If we imagine a "clearance" 5.3.2 When subject names are held
privilege attribute and a at objects for use as control

prclassifilcation' control attribute, attributes (e.g. in ACL entries),

and couple these with an day to day maintenance of the
appropriate authorization rule we authorization policy is made
have a label-based scheme which is difficult for systems with a

appropriate for supporting a real volatile population of subjects.
world National Security Policy, conversely, when object names are

held as privilege attributes

5.2.3 If we imagine subject name associated with subjects (e.g. as

as a privilege attribute and a Capabilities) maintenance is

subject-name/access-type tuple as a difficuit for systems with volatile
control-attribute and couple this object populations.
with an appropriate authorization
rule we obtain what is essentially Maintenance is therefore clearly a

access via an Access Control List factor which should influencechoice of expression of policy, and
entry, to define a standard for all

5.2.4 It is easy to devise more systems based on one or other
sophisticated variants of example approach is consequentlyinappropriate.

5.2.1 in which the object-name
becomes an object type with more Furthermore, a practical system is
than one objoct possessing a given likely to require an authorization

'type' attribute, giving the policy which uses multiple

capability a wider applicability, positions on the attribute

It is a small step further to spectrum. Figure 4 illustrates the

consider this 'type' attribute as point

becoming a security label, and so
arrive at example 5.2.2. A similar
bridge could clearly be made _.
between 5.2.2 and 5.2.3. 

b 0 
t 

3bt

Thus clearances are revealed as .. A. "j
generalizations of capabilities anrd Cp..---- ----- .............

classifications as generalizations
of access control list entries.

Fiqure 3 illustrates this gradual

merging of one concept into
another. it includes also a bridge
between 5.2.2 and 5.2.3. Typically- high security systems

might use an ACL approach for their
discretionary authorization policy

A !J CI and a clearance/classification-

m- attribute approach for the

•,.I rr i .......... mandatory policy. A subject

__ •- .r.A...... •passing these tests can then (for

.2.2 C•A M 5!At r FAD..J ......2performance 
reasons) be given a

35.2.-3 I• .....~?l ~ ABJA~ s ACr',A temporary capability which

5 .... subsequently independently grants
5.3 •_•__• g•a3•C S JAC" .. the requested access.

Te 3 ¶A5.3.3 
In a large distributed

system, responsibility for control
of an authorization policy might be
devolved to a number of different

5.3 Observations on the centers. In particular, it will

examples often be the case that control over
the introduction of users to the

5.3.1 The ease with which a networP will be exercised by a

capability mechanism can be different authority from those that

transmuted into a administer the individual services

clearance/classification mechanism on the network. The former could

and thn into a conventional acce-s be considered to be the A-ubject

contrc list mechanism argues for administrator of the network, and

the u- ilness and appropriateness the latter the object

of the underlying attribute administrators. On system with

framework. multiplr cooperation authentication
services there may be more that. one
subject administration authority.
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It is useful to examine the A discretionary authorization

authorization attributes that each policy is in contrast thought of as

authority controls. In general it a policy based on individual user

seems obvious that subject identity, with users being granted

administrators should be or denied access on the basis of

responsible for privilege who they are rather than what

attributes, with temporary clearance attributes are associatea

attributes of either kind being with them.

allocated by object access control
logic as implemertation expedients. Under the authorization framework

This fits in reasonably well with of this paper these differences are

the real world perceptions of these revealed as superficial; tha labels

attributes. It is entirely of the mandatory policy and the

appropriate *or a subject subject-user identity attributes

administrrtor to allocate user associated with capability or ACL
approaches are merely variations on
the same theme. Indeed, if under a

user may assume and specify which mandatory policy users possessed
department he or she belongs to. unijqje non-hierarchic individual
It is also appropriate for an caveat clearances, the clearances
object administrator to determine become equivalent to user-id's and
an object's ACL entries and the corresponding classifications
security classification. simplified ACL list entries.

5.3.4 There are three levels at Another distinction drawn between
which standardization might be mandatory policies are centrally
appropriate: controlled, in contrast to the

discretionary policy approach of
Level 1 - Define standard protocols control by ownership. In terms of
for the passing of subject-related the concepts of this paper, the
privilege attributes, confirming difference lies in the allocation
the definition to include only the of access to the priv'kege and
means of protection and control attributes treated as
certification, the occasions when projected objects. Looked at in
attributes are transnitted, and how th4s waV it becmes anmArent that
they are obtained. a variety of choices of

Level 2 - The definition of a set devolution/centralization of
ofve standar -ttibution types athn contrn] is possible, depending on
of standard attribute types within the authorization policy associated
which the values used in real with the attributes. This reflects
systems will fit (Ref 5). the real world requirements

Level 3 - A set of standard exemplified by security manager,

attribute values common to all sub-manager, department manager,

;oniformant systems. team leader, or individually based
control policies.

Level 1 standards would seem to be
generally useful. There are A third difference drawn between

parallels for Level 2 standards mandatory tatd discretionary
within the Directory proposals of policies is that of rigor. In

OSI and CCITT (Ref 10), and a general, mandatory policies are

degree of commonality with these expected to provide stronger

would be of value. Level 3 protection for two main reasons:

standards may be appropriate for afew widely used attribute types, - mandatory policies are usually
particularly as used in protocol implemented within an architecture

partculaly a usd inprotcolwhich makes a clear distinction
interactions with and between ween rusted coe di untrse
security support services. between trusted code and untrusted

code. Policy control is ensured to

5.d Mandatory versus be exercised only via trusted code,

Discretionlar making evaluation easier and the

authorization Policies level of assurance consequently
higher.

A mandatory authorization policy isofte deinedas poicy ase on- mandatory policies incorporateoften defined as a policy based on the concept of flow control

security labels, with users (exemplified by the *-property of

possessing clearances like SECRET, Ref 14, hut more generally treated

and trotected objects possessing in Ref 15). This protects the

similarly named classifications systef malis leakage
(e.g. Ref 13). system from malicious leakage of

sensitive data to less sensitive

environments by untrusted :Trojan
Horse' code.
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In principle however there is no Reference 12 includes a section byh

reason why a discretionary policy TG9 which sows some of these

should not incorporate such facilities combined into possible

features; in practice it is standard security applications.

operational flexibility that This work is continuing within TG9,

determines the acceptability of and the group is looking towards

constraining the software contexts the definition of standard

within which control over the communications protocols to and

policy is exercised, and it is the between standard security

granularity of the authorization applications.
policy that determines the ease or
difficulty of policing information The paper has also described an

authorization data structure whichflows in a way which retains an suprt--vret f-uhoiato
acceptable degree of usability. supports a variety of authorization -

mechanisms ranging from

6. RELATIONSHIP TO THE DOD capabilities through label-based

EVALUATION CRITERIA schemes to ACLs. It forms a basis

(Ref 13) for moving forward to develop
standards relating to the kind of

It is not the task of the ECMA authorization data that is required

group to lay down criteria for to be passed between application

assessing the strength of security entities in order to support their
in a distributed system, but the access control policies.
framewrrk does provide a basis upon
which such standards could be
constructed. The major aim of the
work however, is the definition o"
standards which will make
independently designed network
components able to work together in
a secure manner.

The authorization model shows that
the concept of mandatory versus
discretionary control is an
oversimplification; there is a
complete spectrum of approacnes of
which the policies described in the
DOD criteria are only two examples.
Reference 9 lends further weight to
this point.

In other respects, the framework
and the detailed standards that
grow from it will where relevant be
developed to be compatible with the
DOD criteria, The ECKA group
regards the DoD criteria's
requirement to separate trusted
code from untrusted code as being a
fundamental one, and the framework
helps to define this separation by
enabling trusted code functions to
be identified and categorized.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The paper has described an
application layer security
framework which enables a
distinction to be drawn between
network-wide and local application
security policies. A set of
elemental security facilities has
been defined and an example given
of how these can work together.
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APPLYING THE ORANGE BOOK TO AN MLS LAN

Dan Schnackenberg

Boeing Aerospace Company

Mail Stop 87-06

P.O. Box 3999
Seattle, WA 98124

This paper presents an overview of Boeing's multilevel MLS LAN OVERVIFW

secure (MLS) local area network (LAN) and a discussion of the

issues that have arisen from applying the DOD Trusted Ou. MLS LAN is unique because of the number of

Computer System Evaluation Criterial (commonly called the services provided within the LAN. Figure 1 illustrates the
"Orange Book") to this MLS LAN. Our MLS LAN has been ibjectives of the MLS LAN program. The MLS LAN provides

designed and developed to meet the Al criteria of the Orange both a back-end (host-to-host) network and a front-end

Book, interpreted for a local area network, and is currently under (termitial-to-host) network, as well as interfaces to analog video

developmental product evaluation with the National Computer and high bandwidth digital stream (e.g., digital sensors) devices.
Security Center (NCSC). A three node system is operating in Wavelength division multiplexing is used on the 5iber optic trunk

our development laboratory to support integration, testing, and to support simultaneous transmission of digital, analog video, and

addition of new capabilities. This three node system utilizes stream data.
prototype hardware, however, the initial product package is
currently under development. The current capabilities include-

Interterminal communication

Our developmental product evaluation with NCSC began 0 Terminal-to-host communication
in late 1985 using the Orange Book as guidance in lieu of a * Reliable host-to-host communication

network criteria. The current evaluation approach is to use the 0 Host-to-host datagram service

draft Trusted Network Interpretations (TNI) 2. In applying these 0 Control of the physical circuit switching for analog

interpretations, ensuring data integrity and preventing denial of video and high speed digital devices
service become issues. a Comprehensive network management

r---- ----------------------------------------- ---------- *

low Multilevel Secure Local Area Network (MLS LAN)Terminals -Other

networks

Phones
Workstations

Host ><
computers rip

Phones

Video
monitors

Cameras _ ,___I_ Cmo rs
Phones L ----------------------------

•,•..,=. , ... _- H INetwork
Printer optic manager

Tape " u
SecurityData base j administratorsystemM LA y Da

Figure 1: MLS LAN Systemn Diagram
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Future products are in varying stages of development, devices meets the Al criteria by itself, however, the MLS LAN
They include- as a whole provides the features necessary to meet the Al

"* File transfer support criteria. Most of the Al criteria apply directly, without
"* Simple Mail Transfer Protocol significant interpretation, to our MLS LAN. The following

"* End-to-end encryption paragraphs discuss issues arising from the application of those
"* Gateway to lthe Defense Data Network criteria requiring interpretation.
"* MLS LAN bridge

"* Alternate media access methods Discretionary AeiAjiittoJ
"* Extensive voice services

"* Network mail In formally mapping the features of a packet-oriented

* File server network to a Bell-LaPadula-like model4 , discretionary access
"* Database server control maps nicely to the requirement for correct addressing and
"• Printer server delivery: only the sender of a packet and his protocol processes

The system is based on the DOD prozocol suite, with full are permitted to write thle packet, and only the addressee

protocol support. within the LAN for TELNET, Transmission designated by the sender and his Frotocol processes are permitted

Control Protocol (TCP), User Datagramn Protocol, and Internet to read the packet. The packet source and destination map to the

Protocol (IP). The IEEE standard 802.4 token bus protocol is discretionary access control matrix of the model for the packet

used at the link layer. object. In a connection-oriented system, the connection can be

viewed as the object. For duplex communication, both
The MLS LAN provides controlled access to the network participants in a TCP connection or TELNET session (and their

medium by a variety of devices, including terminals, hosts, protocol processes) are pennitted read and write permission to

workstations, and video and stream devices (and eventually voice the connection object. One-way communication is achieved by

devices, printers, tapes, and disks) all within a multilevel providing one of the participants with read-only access to the
eniViIoinuicat. Gui rieiwoik n-faIdaaiienki1t wurkSiatiiuz pluvidcs CoMIrrrLion. This approach is used in our network to provide

centralized management of the network, while the Secure data transfer from lower security levels to higher security levels.
Network Servers (SNS) provide protocol processing and access

control for the attached subscriber devices. Each device can be
configured to operate within a range of sensitivity levels; and discretionary access control mechanism. The process requesting

terminal, workstation, and host interfaces can be configured to a passively opened socket may specify a remote socket,

support multiple concurrent sessions each operating at a different indicating tna, the requesting process wishes to only

sensitivity level. communicate with the remote process connected to the specified

remote socket. Our network supports this feature and also

Within each SNS, a significant amount of software is permits the requesting process to specify the remote host without
required to support the range of user and security services. One specifying the full remote socket. This is an extension to the

of the Al design objectives is to minimize the size and TCP upper layer protocol interface supporting a capability

complexity of the network trusted computing base (NTCB). To similar to the specification of user groups for discretionary access

meet this objective, the software within the SNSs is partitioned control in operating systems. The NTCB services passive and
into both NTCB and non-NTCB components. Non-NTCB active open requests, and provides the addressing and delivery

software provides protocol services, including TELNET, most of functions at the link, network, and transport layers, which meets
TCP, and most of the host-to-SNS protocol. Non-NTCB the interpreted requireme-tts for discretionary access control.

protocol functions provide many of the data integrity features For our physically circuit-switched services, we provide
addressed in the TN). The NTCB functions ensure that non- standard discretionary access control mechanisms. Users control
NTCB processes supporting different user sessions cannot circuit-switched devices and channels through the network's
interfere with each other. Reference 3 provides a moe detailed terminal interface. Users may reqluest ownership of devices and
description of the software security architecture. channels, and may request that devices be connected to channels.

When a channel is allocated to a user, the user is given the
PAPP.YI.__rj'IGLE TNI

opportunity to specify a discretionary access control list for the
channel. This list identifies the set of users permitted to connectIn applying the criteria, our MLS LAN is evaluated as a

single componeni. The MLS LAN comprises multiple devices: receiving devices to the channel. This mechanism is similar to

one or more SNS and a network management workstation. Each providing an access control list for files in an operatirng system,

SNS c;ontains one or more microprocessor. None of thzsc except that the only right that can be passed to other users is the

right to rcceive.
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Qbje&R•us Tru1sed Path

Within our LAN, we meet the standard requirements for The draft TNI requires a trusted path only from users to

object reuse: each storage object is set to a predetenirined initial the NTICB. This is supported at our terminal user interface,

state before allocation to a non-NTCB process. The more ensuring that users are not spoofed by an application programn

difficult aspect of object reuse in our system is controlling reuse masquerading as the NTCB. For host interfaces, there is a

of distributed objects. One of t0 objects supported by our MLS similar problem: the host needs mechanisms ensuring

LAN is the TCP connection. A connection is necessarily communication with the NTCB. This mechanism must support

distributed between the two SNSs providing the connection communication of labels, user identity, and addressing data

object. From one connection to the next, the connection name is between the host and SNS. Initialization and closing of the

reused. For example, if a connection between sockets A and B interface and user sessions are communicated using this "trusted

is closed, and a new connection between the same sockets is path." The NTCB software that demultiplexes packets from the

opened, the new connection will have the same connection name host implements this trusted path by scanning the protocol header

as the old connection. The problem is ensuring that prior to to determine if the packet should be sent to a NTCB or a non-

reuse of the connection name, all remnants of the o01 connection NTCB process. By sending packets with appropriate headers,

are removed from the system ensuring that old connection data the host is assured that the packet is received by tile NTCB.

does not enter the new connection. This problem has led wo the These headers are also used by the SNS to mark packets from

development of a session management protocol for initiating and the SNS's NTCB. The SNS NTCB tills the headers preventing

terminating connections. This protocol is used between session non-NTCB software in the SNS or a remote host from spoofing

managers at the two SNSs involved in the connection. Session the host.

ntanagers are NTCB processes that control access to the

connection objects. The major complicating factors in AOi
supporting this type of distributed object are (1) bit errors cause

lost packets between the session managers; and (7) remote NNSs Audit requirements in a network differ signiiicantly from

may have been shut down or rcinitializcd duihng the cxc:uhion of those in hosts. The Orange Book requirement that "introduction

the protocol, causing the session managers to lose of objects into a user's address space" be audited must be

synchronization. Our session management protocol addresses liberally interpreted to make sense in networks. For our

these problems. connection-oriented services, the user's address space could be

interpreted as including the address -pace of processes supporting

Identification and Authentication the user connection in the SNSs. This would imply that all

packet deliveries would have to be audited, creating significant

Identification and authentication of network users are audit overhead for the network. A more reasonable approach has

required at the terminal interfaces to the LAN, however, users been taken, requiring that connection events (creation and

gaining access to the LAN through host computers are assumed termination) must be audited, but not individual packet delivery.

authenticated by the hosts. Identification and authentication of

hosts was determined to be not essential in the LAN ,s_. nvrJU

environment. An SNS attached to a host will likely be

collocated with the host, so that physical security f,, this For operating systems, off-line diagnostics are sufficient to

interface can be assumed. Host identification can provide some meet the Orange Book system integrity requirements. Systemn

protection against cabling errors, howex -r, authenticating the host integrity requirements have been eCatended in the draft TNI to

provides little assurance that the host is the expected host and include mechanisms detecting loss of components. The 802.4

has neither be~en pcncrratcd, nor replaced. token bus protocol used in our MLS LAN provides the capabili'y

for SNSs to detect loss of a neighboring SNS. T'his information

A more teasonable requirement is for the network to detect is forwarded to the network management workstation and

disconnection of hosts and SNSs, and to forward this information displayed to network operational personnel. Each SNS is

to the nets,.,rk management workstation for display to responsible for detecting loss of subscriber devices. These

operational personnel. Our network meets this requirement, capabilities support both the system integrity requirements arid

providing network operational personnel assurance that they will the communications integrity requirements of the draft TNI.

be notified if the network configuration changes. This capability,

plus physical ,;ecurity measures, provide reasonable assurance of C.m~rqnmications Ipn--riy

the authenticity of a host's identity,

Our MLS LAN provides several communications integrity
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features to protcct against transmission errors. Each SNS the users of that component. Tiic remainder of the nctwork

incoiporates mechanisms providing assurance that (1) the remote rccovers automatically and continues operation. The exception is

session manager initiating the session is valid, (2) delivered loss of the network management workstation. When SNSs

packets do not contain errors, (3) packets for connections are cannot communicate with the network management workstation,

delivered in order, and (4) packets are not lost. they are designed to automatically shut down, which is required

to meet the Al criteria. The security administrator is prcvided
Remote session manager authdntication is implicit, the capability to override this feature and pcrmit the network to

Because the network can detect loss or addition of an SNS in the cotneide-ad dewnthntormngmntoeI

lin laer rotcol eah SS tat s crretlyon-inecanbe continue in degraded mode when the network management node
link layer protcol, each SNS that is eurrendy on-line can be faiis. This can be used in environments where continued

presumed valid. The security and network administrators are
notified when SNSs enter and leave the token bus. An SNS operation is more critical than loss of audit data. Audit. temsmnal

iuser login, circuit-switched services, and name service are lostmust be on the token bus to transniit data inteiligibly. Thus when operating in degraded mode, however, terminal and ho~st

mechanism provides network administrators the capability to userating inmd uniade o ver termins and hon

montorthenetorkconiguatin ad ientfy he ntrducion users can still communicate over existing sessions aiid can
monitor the network configuration and identify the introduction initiate new sessions provided the user does not require the name
of bogus SNSs. If network operational personnel adequately service feature. Design of a hot spare approach for network

control the addition of SNSs to the token bus and physically s
management, with automatic switch-over is in progress, but isvalidate the authenticity of SNSs when they are brought on-line, not planned to be part of the initial product.

then the risk of a bogus SNS (and session manager) is minimal.

Several mechanisms are used to ensure that no user, or
Protection of user data against modification is provided Svrlmcaim r sdt nueta oueo
parotecithin ofhuer data against m cartioyin ipro d group of users, consumes an inappropriate share of the network's

critical resources. At the lowest levels, within our MLS LAN's
communication software. Our implementation of TCP places the executive, a time-sliced scheduling discipline is enforced for

communication integrity features outside the NTCB, including non-NTCB processes. This ensures that each process has
checksum, timeouts, retransmission, and packet sequencing. sufficient access to the CPU. NTCB processes are given as
These features provide high assurance that the user data * 0u V ---------- while non- TCB processes

delivered is the same as the data transmitted, assuming that (i.e., those supporting tser connections) are provided an equal
active wire-tapping is not present. Additional features are share of the CPU, Each memory manager within an SNS uses
provided by NTCB hardware and software, including a 32-bit memory quotas to prevent processes from using memoi'y
cyclic redundancy check at the link layer, the IP header exhaustion to deny access to other users. Because multiple

checksum, and error-detecting memory in the SNSs, as well as subscriber devices can be connected to a single SNS and the
features in the NTCB-to-NTCB protocol to ensure that NTCB SNS has a Imaximunt mumber of concurrent sessions that it can
data is delivered with high integrity, support, each subscriber device is allocated a maximum number

Currently no protection is provided against active wire- of sessions that can be used by that device. Terminal users also
tapping threats (e.g., playback and message modification) within have quotas limiting t6e number of concurrent sessions they are

our MLS LAN. The SNSs and transmission medium are permitted. Finally, each SN3 is provided a limit on how long it
assumed to be physically protected. We plan to address wire- can transmit when it has the token, ensuring that no SNS

tapping threats in future products through involvement in NSA's transmits continually, denying access to dte trunk to other SNSs.

Commercial COMSEC Endorsement Program (CCEP). This "token hold time" can be used to allocate priorities to SNSs.

An SNS is given access to a higher percentage of the trunk by

Denial .Qf Servic being assigned a larger token hold time. The token bus protocol

ensures that each SNS is provided an opportunity to transmit.

Denial of service protection within our ML.S LAN includes Each of the quotas (menmory, sessions, and token hold time) are

tiechanisms for (1) identification of the loss of components, set by the network administrator and can be modified on-line to

(2) continued operation in the presence of component failures, reflect changes in priorities. Loss of service (denied access)

(3) notification of network operational personnel when because of resource exhaustion is an auditable event, which can

component failures are detected, (4) on-line reconfiguration of be monitored by administrative personnel. These mechanism.s do

the network, and (5) network management controlled limitations not prevent denial of service, but they do alert administrative

of resource utilization to ensure that one user does not consume personnel to denied access and provide administrative personnel
excessive amounts of critical resources denying service to other the capability to prevent resource exhaustion by single users.

users.
Network performance data is also accumulated and

Detection of the loss of components was discussed in the displayed to the network administrator. This provide': the
system integrity paragraph. Loss of a component affects only capability to determine when components of the system are
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becoming overloaded causing degraded service to users. The

network administrator can resolve the pioblem through

rcconfiguration of the network or modification of quotas ~o
provide the affected users a larger share of the network

resources.

STATUS

The developmental product evaluation of our MLS LAN is

nearing completion. Most of' the required documentation has

been de.ivered to the NCSC, and with the release of the draft

TNI, many of the uncertainties in the evaluation have been

eliminated. The major issue remaining for the evaluation is to

determnine the impact of the latest TNI version.

SThe product development is also nearing completion. The

major remaining tasks are (1) completion of the product froni the

existing advanced development models; and (2) completion of

product testing. Production piototypes are expected to be

completed during the first quarter of 1988. The prodact testing

effort is underway.

11] "DOD Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria,"

DOD 5200.28-STD. National Computer Security Center,

Ft. George G. Meade, Maryland. December 1985. pp. 41-

50.
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Computer Security Center, Ft. George G. Meade,
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L3] D. D. Schnackenberg, "Development of a Multilevel

Secure Local Area Network," Proceedings of the 8th

National Computer Security Conference, September 1985.

14i D. Bell and L. LaPadtila, "Secure Computer Systems:
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The MITRE Corporation, Bedford, MA, July 1975.
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ABSTRACT

This paper explores the differences between components of the system. System components
monolithic and distributed Trusted Computing include both data objects and active com-
Bases, using as an example an actual system ponents of the system; but a given component
new in the final stages of development. For may play both roles at different times in its
each of the differences discussed, the lifetime. For the purposes of this di'scus-
approach taken in the system is briefly sion labels are assumed to be associated with
described and motivated. The paper includes a component at the time it is created and to
a description of the security policy of the retain their initial values for the life of
system and its cor.-:espondence to the Bell and the component. As is usual, components them-
LaPadula model, selves have components, leading to a

hierarcnical structure that spans 'system' to
individual variables and program statements.

1. BACKGROUND The granularity with which a system protects
information is determined by the level(s) of

The need for trusted computing systems components that carry labels. All current
which process data at multiple security lev- MLS systems cease explicit labelling at some
els is widespread in defense related pro- point in the component hierarchy, with the
grams. Such systems have been an active result that lower level components inherit
research area for over ten years, with tie implied labels.
result that worked examples of tightly cou-
pled*** multi-level secure systems have been Each active component of the system,
demonstrated [Fra83, Whit74]. A set of cri- e.g. a process, a service, a subsystem, has a
teria for the architecture of multi-level domain of execution which defines the set of
s-stems .. a. b•en . establ il-.hd by tte DoD Corn- data objects to which it may ootentiallv be
puter Security Center [DoDSbJ. These cri- granted access. "Access" has system-specific - S

teria, known popularly as the "Orange Book", meaning, but current systems focus on "read
also address the assurance that must be pro- access" and/or "write access". Read access
vided that the architectural cr.iteria have describes any -system defined interaction
been met. At the highest Orange Book between components in which information flows
category, Al, formal specification and verif- from a data component to an active component,
ication are required at the design and policy while write access describes the converse.
levels. The domain of an active component can be

further broken down into read and write
The requirement for handling data at domains, which will normally be expected to

multiple levels goes beyond the usual operat- overlap. Active components interact either
ing system concern of local users sharing by sharing data objects across domains (e.g.
local resources; it is also being imposed on a shared file), or by exchange of data
a current generation of embedded distributed objects between domains (e.g. a message sys-
systems. Even though no worked examples of ten or input/output).
secure distributed systems exist, the same
criteria are being applied in the belief that A system is MLS if all interaction
such systems are a natural extension of the between components preserves, with some level
previous work on tightly coupled operatinrg of assurance, the confinement of data objects
systems. This paper reports on the security to the read and write domains of active com-
architecture of one of thu first secure dis- ponents with compatible labels. A confine-
tributed systems, to be attempted: she issues ment fail.ure is known as a compromise. The
raised, the approaches taken, and the lessons eompatibility of active component labels and
i arned. data component labels is determined by the

following d,.amain conftnement rule:
1.1 Terminoloqgy and Basic Concepts A componenet (either dctive or data) may

poientiai ly receive information from
A Ilulti-Levcl-Securte (iL.S) computer sýys another componenr marked at any level

tem protcts-information en the basis of "dominated by" its own label, where
security la-olwv•h hich arc attached to the "dominates" is a system specific partial

.' dotr:LnL of aoe2 a. This implies that
* nbis paper prts•lnt the opiinio of its t label of an activ(: component must

authors, which is, not necci;.aarily that o[ dominate the labecls of each data com-
Unisys or of thu Department of Defense. ponent in i.ts' read domain. and also that

the label of an active comesonent mus~t btx
** i rmn;arly Stat ,a Dove)onip.nt Corporation duidi ated by the label or each data eon-

ponent in its write deoa in.
*** Tight7:/ couplud is used here in the sense The d nmain confinemer: tiule res.t.ates the

that tI.. system can be mod.ellea as a b~sic prop•eities of the wcll-known Pell and
sing)le st.te machine. LaPadula model [BIP7G6]: the sple security

proportty and tane *--proeprty.
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c. Parts of the security state may be because it may be expensive to implement
replicated at several devices in order and difficult to verify. Further, It
to increase system availability. The may not be required to support TCB
system security constraints must then correctness.
assert consistency of values for all
replicated components of the security 2.3 Trusted Protocols
state regardless of where they are
stored. A distributed TCB will need to trust

some of its protocol interpeters, possibly at
kithough not normally viewed as part of several different ISO levels, for any of the

a system's security state, the types and following reasons:
operations defined within the TCB can be
viewed as data values of a distributed TCB a. To impl:ment the trusted path concept of
which are replicated everywhere they are the previous section. Trusted path
used. The best example of this is the type could be incorporated into the services
that defines the values held by security offered by interpreters of standard pro-
labels; if this definition varies from site cocols at the transport level and below.
to site within thi TCB then a meaningful In the absence of such a standard, a
definition of policy enforcement is not pos- system. specific end-to-end protocol
sible. Likewise the operation that computes layer can be inserted at the transport
the partially ordered comparisons between level using cryptographic authentication
labels must be implemented with the same techniques. An example of the latter
semantics at each site. This view of types approach is given later. The design
and operations as data is derived from an verification costs for these two
object oriented [Gold83) model of computation approaches vary considerably: verifica-
and it reduces the distributed TCB concern tion of standard protocols is quite dif-
that similar things be accomplished in simi- ficult, but given an acceptable fonmal
lar ways to yet another data consistency con- model of encryption, end-to-end imple-
scraint. This data changes so slowly that an mentations of trusted path that do not
automated protocol is not usually used to guarantee delivery are substantially
guarantee consistency, but rather consistency easier to verify.
is addressed by trusted distribution of
software. b. To implement system level atomic state

transitions. If the system's security
2.2 Trusted Paths between TOE Components relevant integrity constraints are not

very strong, this may not pose a prob-
Within a single domain TCB, it can lem. Otherwise it may be necessary to

always be assumed that TCB local data have design application level protocols with
been defined by trusted code and that parame- the goal of taking the entire system
ters passed in a procedure call have been from one consistent state to another.
sent by trusted code. When reasoning about We will see examples of both cases later
the correctness of a single domain TCB, one in this paper. Application leve± proto-
need not question whether internal communica- cols defined for this purpose can be
tions is being spoofed. exceedingly difficult to verify.

A distributed TCB must provide trusted c. To provide system level concurrency con-
paths between its distributed domains in trol. Protocols such as the two phase
order to achieve similar assurance. This commit can be viewed as implementing a
usage of the term "trusted path" is a distributed lock mechanism. For the
strengthening and generalization of its usage most part, concurrency controls are use-
in [DoD85]. As used here, a trusted path ful to help in achieving security
offer:s the following guarantees: relevant atomic state transitions, but

they are frequently also useful in con-
a. A message received from a trusted path trolling non-security relevant transis-

ozjginates from a trusted source. This tions in the system. (Recall that our
property can be supported in stronger definition of security does not address
form by authentication of the exact denial of service.)
identity and security attributes of the
originating component. 2.4 Hierarchical Trusted Computing Bases

b. A message received from a trusted path Distributed TCB components may be imple-
contains the same value that was sent. mented as applications softwere on devices
This guarantees that message data have which also support untrusted applications, in
not been modified by untrusted entities. which case a local reference monitor is

required to prevent interference with trusted
c. If messages have security labels, then operations, In addition, if the distributed

the label on a received message has the TCO components handle multi-level data, the
same value that was sent. This guaran- local reference monitor must provide a
tees that message labels have not been multi-level-secure environment. So a distri-
modified by untrusted entities. buted TCB may be implemented as a hierarchy

of TCBs in which the system level TCB relies
d. An optional property is the preservation upon correct policy enforcement of local TCBs

of message order on pairwise trusted for its own correct policy enforcement.
paths. (This property also prevents
replay of messages.) It is optional



It is important to note that the domain such as trusted paths between TCD components,
confinement rule constrains the domains of are new to distributed TCIs (or at least have

active components from containing data com- been implicit in previous models).
ponents with the potential for compromise,
regardless of the actual compromise that the The increase in complexity that results

component might cause in a less constrained from distributing a TCB forces increased

domain. The actual behaviour of the corn- reliance on architectural arguments for secu-

ponent could be compromise free in the less rity assurance, due to the weaker assurance

constrained domain, depending on it's inter- possible from formal arguments. Perhaps this

nal logic and its actual (as opposed to is only more evident for the distributed TCB

potential) pattern of references to other case than has been the case for single domain
components. It would even be possible for a TCBs. We have always relied on architectural
component to be compromise-free with respect arguments for hardware assurance of domain
to its domain in one given state, while caus- separation, and for locally reliable storage

ing compromise in domains with other states. and transmission of data. Analagous func-

An active component is called compromise ticPs in a distributed TCB may be implemented
correct if it is compromise free in all pos- in software, but they are no less complex nor
sible domains in which it can function as easier to verify.
part of the overall system. Compromise
correct components can be exempt from the The following subsections explore the

domain confinement rule without changing the five primary differences that te have been

MLS-ness of the system. able to identify as requiring extra attention
when building a distributed TCB. Briefly,

A Trusted Conpitinq Base (TCB) is the they are fragmentation of the TCB domain,
set of system components which, in order for trusted paths, trusted protocols, hierarchi-
the system to be MLS, must function correctly cal TCBs, and fault tolerance.
in the roles they play in the system archi-
tecture. In principle the TCB can encompass 2.1 Fragmented TCB Domain
all of a system's components, but it is very
costly to provide assurance of confinement In a monolithic TCB the concept of a
using this approach; since each component, secure state can be expressed by an
and each interaction between components, must integrity constraint on the values held by
be examined. In other words, each component security relevant data objects within the
must be compromise-correct. In practice, TCB's domain, for example that current
this approach is limited to small dedicated accesses of subjects to objects are con-
systems with a static set of components. For sistent with a security policy based on the
larger systeiis, particularly those which are security labels associated with those sub-
open to the introduction of new components by jects and objects. All components of the
untrusted users, a better approach isolates a security state are immediatoly available and
small subset of components into a Reference stable in their values. It is possible for
Monitor (And72) which enforces the domain the monolithic TCD to guarantee that the
confinement rule. The TCB then becomes the security state changes one well defined
reference monitor components and a small set step at a time and that after each change the
of trusted components which are compromise security state meets it's integrity con-
correct. straints.

In order to prevent untrusted components In a distributed TCB the security state

from interfering in the correct execution of of the system, rather than being collected
reference monitor code, it is customary for a into a single protected domain, is distri-
reference monitor to have a privileged buted across various devices of the system.
domain of execution which includes not only Maintaining integrity constraints on a dis-
the domains of all subjects but additionally tributed security state is complicated in the

contains objects not in the domain of any following ways:
subject in the system. These reference moni-
tor private objects normally contain signifi- a. It is difficult to check the system
cant portions of the system security state security integrity constraints at a sin-

such as labels, clearances and passwords. In gle device, since remote components of

some implementations, reference monitor the system security state are not

private objects are not themselves labelled, obtainable without delay and are not
guaranteed stable. It may still be pos-
sible to assert meaningful integrity

2. WHY DISTRIBUTED TCBS ARE DIFFERENT constraints, but this situation causes
an overall weakening of the constraints

This section discusses the difference that can be asserted.
between a traditional monolithic TCB, where
all TCB components share a domain and commun- b. Instead of a totally ordered sequence of

icate by shared variables and procedure state transitions, a distributed TCB's

calls; and a distributed TCB, where TCB com- state history is only partially ordered

ponents are distributed over a network and due to the possibility of concurrent
communicate by exchanging messages. All of transitions at different devices.

the classical TCB security issues must be Again, it is still possible to state

addressed by a distributed TCB; but some meaningful integrity constraints, but a

issues, such as formal verification of careful analysis of potential interfer-

correctness, are made more difficult by dis- ence between concurrent transitions is

tribution of TCB components. Other issues, needed.
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The relationship between the system Although, not required by the security
reference monitor and the reference monitors policy pi esented in U' is paper, de-nial of
of Jndividual ievices can be subtle. The service is of serious concern to ra-ny endc
local TCIJ'. interpretation of subMects and users of trusted system..s, iln s:onle cases of
objects bears no nccessary relationship to highet concern than :..ecurity policy enforce-
the disLributed TCD's interpretation. This mont. A trust-ed di:,tributed sys.tem cannot be
jis particularly true it tne system TCB does allowed to sAhut down when one of its corn-
not vlo. referenc.e monitor data scructures as pon,-nts fails_. The system must continue to
as objects which are labelled and subject to provide at least pa-rtial policy enforcement
acce,-s controls. In a distributed TCB, sys- tor as long as p:.sible.
tern level rci'efezece monitor data i.si likely to
be application level data to the local refer- The clssstcal rejiabilitý technique of
ence monitor. Another example of the cogni- repl uating data and processing can be
tire gnu between local and systom TCBs is app lied to distributed TCDs;. As sientioned
that active comiponents viewed as ui.nrusted previously, one result of such replication is
with respect to local policy way weil be tho necessf•ity for synchronizing protocols to
trusted with respect to the ryscem policy, nanage uipdates to(" replicated security
e.g. system level access control decision relevalnt data. Another complication is that
making and system level audit data recording, device level secure initialization and /or

recovery becomes coi.plicatted by the necessity
Clearly there is a need for some "glu," to synchronize the stae of the local TCB

"to tie the various coaponents of a distri- dita with the system TClB state.
buted TCB into a consiutent cystem level
reference monitor. One of the mos.t important
such ashesives is th,:e globri'.y consistent 3. A IRZEAL EXAMPLE OW A DISTRIBUTED TCB
representation of security Labels an6 their
comparisons. This wa&- identified earlier as Each of the issues raised ir the preo. -
a form of integrity constraint ove: repli.- ous foction has been addresscd in the design
cated data. Consistent laoolling need not for a classified syst's nc's in thu final
Ilearn identical "Iabellins, except for the stages of developincit. For the purposes of
external representation ef labels that are this paper we will call this system NRM,
exchanr-jed over a network. Labels internal to which stands for Network Reference Monitor.
a d•vice may have inrcreased granularity as The following description is greatly simpli-
long as ]omomorphiso is maintained between Lied ½ order to focusL attention only upon
internal and external forms; iae. a well the s,,ecurity architecture of the NRM.
dq, :Žtine'Cd ma'ppingbtee aebs.t Caa
preserves the domirance relation. Tbis free- NRM consists of a foxi ly of devices
doam to increase label granularity cat be which, when added ,o a packet switched net-
quite useful, particularly in the azea of wcrk, collectively enforce a security policy
added compartmetris and subcompartmunts. orr the exchange of mes.sages between hosts oil

the network. Uncryption is the basic domain
2.5 Fault 1jolf-rance separation mechanism of NRMI. The device

typer in this family consist oC the follow-
Unliks. a monolithic TCB, which i.s either in(.-

.. n service or out of service, a distributed
rlCB continues to enforce a securit:y policy e. Secure Networkl nterfa-:-e (S14 One ot
when some of its c, inponi-ýnts are n-at in -ier- these devices interfc-es each network
vice The normal case f-(r a discrjbuted sys- host to the natwark. It is transparent
tern is that somethingj is broken somewhbure. beca:use it presents a host interlace to
I 0n consequenca, a distxrih-uted TCB must sup- the network and a network interface to
por:t "fail-';ecure" properties in its design, the host. 'lhl:. device only passes mes-
verification, and arch)tccture. Fail secure 3age-; to or fromn a host after a NPM
properties assert that no compromise occ'rs security policy check described below.
even when some coatfronents are unavailable. A SN.I en:t ypts a messece befc;rc sending

it to th' netwvrk or decrypts-; a message
Desirablei security prop-erties are fie- ael iverr"d from the ntve,ork using a key

quently "satuty' propartioes; i.e. properties that is shZ ':d only by the source and
that •ssert the pres:ervation of a secrre sys- destination hosts ca the j5.W•je This
tem state. As long as ihe failure states of key, in association with other security
she computtat.io4 ao secure, one need( ',ot sho'.w related dace, estnblishes a hidirec-
that a commiputation makes progress iam order to tienal crIVy, tyr pir connection between

swhat it is secure. This .)brervoz ion the two hor;z. A 3141 Can nanage a large
allows r-J'e sidEsteppi;ry of a numlaer of known seo of crypt-graphic conncotions.
aifficuil: verification prol-i.sms, such as ter-
minotion. In a diutriouted TC3, tho granting b. Fr!y Control Ce1-_#r (1:CC) : This device
of An access request )mmay involve a chain of generates a ne, key to be used for each
actions by difierent co-m.ponents. I f the new cryptographic connection and
chain is breke, by comnonemit f.ilure ec coam- secomely distributes a copy of this key
mumication failre: the result is denial of to the source and destination hosts
sarvice, hot comp.romise. End- to-end checks associated with tile connection.
which do lIot requiae reKson~ie'1 about %he con-
current interaction of couponnts ,may sutffice c. Security Control Center (SCC): Wher, a
to damonst:ato f jp .- securcrmer-i without host rends a "essage through a SNI, amnd
guaranteeinq actual d,- ivery of a servi,;e, the SNI does not currently manaae a

cryptogr•aphic Connection between the
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source and dcs-wtinaton hosts of the rues- Finally, the /_-componehit states:
sage, the SNI requests tile establishment
of a new cryptographic connection by Only the System Security officer can
scndiin a request ecenege to an SCC. change the security relevant data in the
The SCC mediates this reqcust by check- SOC's databases.
ing for ilo] usioon of .noe candidate
message's security level in the security 3.2 MODEL AND CORRESPONDENCE
ranges of but), the sou,.)rce and destina-
tioe hosts. SCC mediation alio includes in order to meet the Orange Book
a check that the message's.- source and requirements for an Al class of certifica-
destination hosts are included in each tion, it is necessary to demonstrate that the
others discretionary access control design of the system ,as expressed in both
lists. If both of tile above checks are the Formal Top Level Specification and the
passed then the SCC dire-cts the KCC to Descriptive Top Level Specification, is con-
establish a cryptographic connection sistent with a formal mathematical model of
between the, two hosts, security. For thie NR system, the model that

was chosen is the Be) ]-LaPadula model, modi-
3.1 NRME SYSTEM SiCUPI['.TY POLICY fied where necessary to more precisely

express the NPI1 security policy. This sec-
The NRM System Security Polsicy has com- tion describes the correspondence between the

ponents that jointly cortrol the establish- model and the NRM system design.
mcrit and use of crypto connections betweean
pairs of hosts. For the NRM s-ystem, the 3.2.1 Subjects and Objects
range of security levels associated witih each
host indicates the range within which that Tlhe subjects in the NRM System are
host can communicate (i.e., -end or receive hosts. A host is defined to include sub-
messages) . Each crvyto connection esta- scriber hosts which are directly attached to
hished by the NEIl Systa., has associated with SNIs, NRM control nodes (i.e., SCCs and
it e single security level. Taous, a connec- KCCs), or the internal host within each SNI
tion must be establish, f for eac-h level at whose function is to coordinate with the con-
which a pair of hoets wishes to coomumiicate. trol nodes.

By first cont.:oliing access of hosts to The NRM System objects are the connections
connections, and then controlling the use of between pairs of hosts. A connection indi-
those connections by rhe hosts, the Ni Sys- cates tie potential for two hosts to communi-
rt C Ili CLIULetixly cectrls the U U-o i teloeýI t- dL ca LI-1 wiIIii Cacti oilie-1r1 by""A ycteruci
i ieC info•rmat.ion bet, -un hosts. To accom- messages via their SNIs. Each connection is
plish this, a security policy has been uniquely identitied by a host-pair and a
defined with mandatory and discretionary com- security label, e.g.
ponents to control the access of hosts to ((hostl,host2},label)
connections, and an ente'echy* compo),nent to
control the uce of those connections. A
fourth component, the deltii componwnt, writ- 3.2.2 SecuLty' Level
Uet, /li-component, limits chances to the: SCC's
se:curity relevant databases. In the NRM system, security level is

defined exactly as it is in the Bell LaPadula
The manda.tory coiponent of the NRM Sys- model. That is, a security level is a pair

tern Security Policy states that: _
(classification, set-of-categories)

A holst may have current access to a
crypto connection only -f the security where classification is totally ordered, and
level of t-hat connection faIls within categories are not ordered. Security levels
the socurity-level range of that host. are partially ordered by the 'dominates'

relation.
Tin-: discretiot.a.v component of the security
policy, states t'-OL.

3.2.3 Access Modes
A host may hav: cut rent access to a
crvpto connection only if that host had The Bell-Lal'adula model identifies four
discretionary permission for that con- types of access which a subject may have to
nection whe'n the access was first an object: read, append, write, and execute.*
approved Iln the NRM sys;tem, sending a message via a

connection is viewed as an append to the
The estelechy component of the security pol- connection-object, while receiving a message
icy stares tnat: via a connection is viewed as a read from the

connection-object. Since all connections in
A ho.st may ;c-nd or receive messages over NRMI are two-way (send and receive), write
a crý pto connection only if it has access, which includes both 'read' and
currert. acceus to that crypto coiinec- 'append' capabilities, is the only mode of
tien. access applicable to NRM connections.

---- nt&Ici-y: t't roilizatios of form-giving * Note that 'read' means read-only,

causu as contrasted with potential 'append' means write-only, and 'write'
exist'nce. (Webster's New Collegiate means read-and-write. This awkward usage
Diet i onary) has historical origins.-
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Consequently, write access is the only access discretionary coiiponent.s satisfy the Bell-
mode implied in the NMI System's current LaPadula security properties, while the /\-
accesses and discretionary persissions. component and the entelochy components have

no direct counterparts in the Boll-LaPadula
3.2.4 Current Access Set model.

Rather than being stored in one central Sim_•ýpc _ecurity Prperty
location, the N]ZN System Current Access Set Since the mandatory component requires tnat
is distributed among the SNls, and is imple- the connection-object label must be within
mented as connection state records stored at the range ol the host, thei maximum le'el of
each SNI. the host's range (i.e., IS for that host)

dominates the level ol the connection-object,
3.2.5 Access Permission Matrix thus -.atisfying the simple security property.

In the NRM system, discretionary permis- *-ProportY
sion is defined for pairs of hosts, e.g. By the mandatory com.pionent, subjects which

(hostl, host2) have single-level ranges can only have
This represents discretionary permission for current access to connection-objects at that
hostl to have write access 'o any connection level. This is sufficiently restrictive to
object which has hostl as one end point and satisfy the Boll-Lal'adula *-property. How-
host2 as the other endpoint. This form is ever, note that subjects which have multi-
equivalent to a set of discretionary permis- level ranges can have current access to
sions as represented in the Bell-LaPadula connection-objects at any level within their
model: for a permission, (hostl, host2), the range: which is a violation of *-property.
equivalent entries in the Bell LaPadula In other words, multi-level bosts are trusted
model's Access Permission Matrix would be all subjects. The N]M mandatory component is
entries somewhat more restrictive than the *-property

(hostl, ((hostl,host2},]abel), write) in that the *-property allows trusted sub-
where label is any security level defined in Jects to have write access at any level dom-
the system. inated by the subject's levcl, whereas the

NRM mandatory component limits such access to
The Access Permission Matrix is only those levels which are in the subject's

represented in a SCC data base as a set of range.
Access Control Lists which represent inclu-
sion or exclusion by host name and inclusion Discretionary Poli_cy
or exclusirec by named group. For d N•l syystem 'J.hiL componient o0 tce Nl<N security policy is
which consists of a single domain, the Access expressed in such a way that it is only at
Permission Matrix is centralized, since each the time the access is granted by the SCC
SCC in the domain has a complete copy of the that the system ensures the existence of dis-
discretionary permission databases. However, cretionary permission. After this point it
in multi-domain systems, the matrix is dis- is possible that the discretionary permission
tributed across domains, with each domain can be invalidated in the SCC, while the
having only those entries of concern to the current access is still active (i.e., a per-
hosts in that domain. mission still exists in the SNI's table).*

Other than the revocation issue, this com-
3.2.6 Level Function ponent of the NRll policy is identical to the

Bell-LaPadula discretionary property.
The Level FunIction (f) of the Bell-

LaPadula model is a triple of functions: /j\-1LroDperty
fS = Maximum security level of a subject Although the Tranquility Principle focused
fc = Current security level of a subject solely on changes to an object's security
fO = Security level of an object level, a more general statement of the prin--

Two of these functions are meaningful in the ciple would be that changes to the security-
NRM System: the fS function and the fO func- relevant data of the TCF cannot be made
tion. Rather than store only a maximum level except by agents which are trusted to violate
for a host, and then also store an attribute tranquility.** This is in fact what the /A-
which indicates if the host is trusted, the component addresses. In the NRM system, the
SCC data base contains a range of levels for only agent trusted to change the security-
each host. Untrusted hosts have single level relevant data is the System Security Officer.
ranges and trusted hosts have multi-level
ranges. There is no concept of hosts chang- Mote that this is very similar to the
ing their "current" level, so the fC function situation whiclh exists in some operating
is defined to be the same as the fS function. systems, where a user's current access to
For objects, the fO function indicates the a file is not revoked when and if the
level of a connection, i.e., the label com- discretionary matrix entry is deleted.
ponent of a connection identifier Instead, the user will net be aware that

({hostl,host2),label). discretionary permission has been revoked
until he tries to access the file at a
later time after giving up his current

3.2.7 Security Polic access.

As described above, the NRM security ** Note that inclusion of such a principle
policy has a mandatory component, a discre- as a required property of the model would
tionary component, a Z_\-component, and an address the problems pointed out by
entelechy component. The mandatory and McLean in System-Z.
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.'It el cchy 3.2.8.3 1nd if i Cat ion:; t t e lDi ;cretieQlary
The enitclechy property wa:; added to the NIZM Matrix-_
security policy 1i)manily because of the dis-
tributed nature of the system, because the In thie "CC, t rallactit ions have been
decisioni-makiny deucribed in the property is defined for adding or removing entries from a
imp]lemented in software, and bccause this set of relationl:; which implement discretion-
decision-making is crucial to the enforcement ary Access Control Li:;t.r;: Include-Host,
of security ill tile sys•tcm. In an Al operat- Exclude-Host, Group, Include-Group, and
ing system, the analogous mech•anism would be Exclude-Group. l'rom tile point of view of
tile McIllmry-mapping hardware, which is usually modifying tile discretionary matrix, these
considered to be outside thie scope of the transactions are somewhat obscure in their
Bell-Lai'adula model and formal specifications results. i.'or example, adding a host pair to
thereof. InI the NItN system, the enforcement the Include-iloit relation will re:;ult in that
of entelechy is tile primaly charter of the host pair beinJ added to tile (abstract) dis-
trusted software within the SNIs, and without cretionary matrix only if the same host pair
the correct enforcement of this property, the is NOT an entry in tile Exclude-IHost relation.
decision-making of the SCCs would be .of lit- identifying a host as a member of a group may
tle, if any, value. add or delele entries from the (abstract)

discret ionary matrix, depending on what
3.2.8 Rules of Operation entries are currently present in the

Include-Group and Exclude-Group relations.In tile 130l1-La~adula model, tile( possible
state changes of a system are described by 3.2.9 The Basic Security Theorem and Induc-
'rules' which correspond to specific actions tion Wyi1othess q-
whiich are performed by the NRM system. This
section identifies and briefly describes The formal specification methodology
those actions. being used for the NRM system is the Formal

Development Methodology (FDM), developed by
3.2.8.1 Modifications of the Current Access System Development Corporation [SchS5]. The

Sot FDM specification language, Ina Jo, permits
tile description of a system as a state

In the NRM system, modifications to the machine. The theorems generated by FDH
current access set are accomplished by each demonstrate that tire system starts in a
SNI as updates to its connection table. secure state, and that eacti state transforma-
Adding a connection to tire table is tion preserves security, as defined in the
equivalent to adding all access to tile Current criteria arid constraints of tile specifica--
Access Set. iemovinn a connoctinn from the tie,, 'ht, in 9 -cry cimi,- l t- the a nr.rh

table is equivalent to removilng an access. described by Bell and LaPadula in their uis-
The SN1 adds connections to its table only it cussion of the basic security theorem. 1n
they have arrived via a trusted path from the [BLP76], Bell and LaPadula state that "...the
SCC via tile KCC. Removal of permissions is basic security theorem establishes the
done either in response to a command received 'inductive nature' of security in that it
from tile SCC (again, Ol a trusted path), or shows that tile preservation of security from
as. part. of an IlRi replacement mechanism when one state to the next guarantees total system
the table is full. security." (p. 20) Based on this, it can be

argued that verification of the NRM specifi-
3.2.8.2 Modifications of Subjects, Objects, cations demonstrates that tile NRM ,ystem

and Levels design is secure, as defined in the Bell-
LaPadula model.

In tile SCC, two of the transactions
which tile Security Officer may perform are 3.3 FAULT TOLERANCE
Create-Site and Delete-Site. Create-Site
accomplishes the addition of a subject host. The NRM system has several strategies
Tile addition ot a new subject to the system for continuing to provide service to applica-
implicitly adds to tile system all connection tion components; when a NRM component hai:s
objects which have that subject as one of the failed. These strategies include load shar-
endpoints. Conversely, thi transaction ing, redundant security data bases, the con-
Delete-Site involves tire removal of subject tinuation ox existing service in the absence
h1osts (and implicitly their associated of a control center, and secure recovery of
objects) froin tile SCC's database. The secu- failed components.;.
rity range of a subject is established when
the subject is added to the system, and can- NRM is organized into control domains
not be modified once it is established. The which partition the SNIs of the-system:-i•e.
only way that a subject's range can be each 5N1 belongs to a control domain and nor
changed is to delete tile subject, and then SI1 is in more than one control domain. Each
add the subject with a different range speci- control domain has several redundant SCCs and
fied. several redundant KCCs. The SCCs of a domain

share the domain workload according to a
The level of a connection ls an integral static assignment of SCCs to SNIs as a pri-

part of the identity of the connection, and nary server. In the event of an SCC failure,
all possible connections between subjects are the SNls which vicw the failed SCC as t .air
viewed as existing as long as both subjects primary server will redirect their service
exist. Thus, it makes no sen e to change the requests to an alternate SCC, again according
level of an object, and na provision is made to a static assignment of secondary servers.
in the system for accomplishing this.
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Since domains are disjoint, minimal data The more critical region is the SCC data

base information is shared across domains base, in which only a single data base update

(primarily the identities of other domains is permitted at a time. A two phase commit

and their control centers). Inconsistency of protocol serves as a distributed lock to

this small amo-nnt of data across domains assure this. It would have been possible to

results in denial of ser,,ice, not compromise. define finer granularity regions in the SC(

Within a domain, SCCm maintain identical data data base, say at a file or record level. We

bases which must be updated concurrently. In decided not to do this because the SCC update

order to assure data base consistency across rate is very low and there is little to be

SCcs., a two phase commit protocol [Gray7R] is gained from increased concurrency in the

used for data base updates which synchrc iizms region.

update requests. No updates are allowed
unless all SCCs are availatle. This pro- Beyond the synchronization concerns of a

cedure prevents most possible causes of data domain, there remains the difficulty of

base inconsistency, but is not proof against assuring the correctne -of a domain level

awkwardly timed failures during the execution operation that is d .tributed over several

of the data base update protocol. We assume devices. Crypto connection establishment is

that such failures are disabling, and that the riost important of these, and the NRM

the potential inconsistency will be identi- design relies upon control over cryptographic

tied during a secure recovery procedure wl.ich variables as an end-to-end check upon connec-

compares data bases with other SCCs. A much tion establishment in which all known faihure

more detai.ed di~scussion of the SCC design to cases ace compromise free.

assure data base consistency is in p;eparaetion. Revocation cf ex_•sting connections isa

different matter. For the reasons given in

En the case where all SCCs of a control Section 2, it is not possible to verify revo-

domain have failed, the N'im system continues cation in the presence of all network

to serve application hosts using in place failures. Instead a number of increasingly

crypto connections, but no new connections painful heuristic procedures are employed

can be established*. For important or fre-
quently used connection( , the SCC keeps a 3.5 _racimnted TCB Domains

list for each SNI of a set of connecticirs to
be established at the time the SNI is in'- The 11RN1 depenas for its correctness on a

tialized. consistent interpetatlon of security relevant
typcs, operatios.s, and data across all dis-

Perhaps more difLicult than continuing tr-'buted corponents. 'tne NRN method for

to serve in a degr"aded configuration is the assuring thIs consistency begins with the

problem of recoverin- a failed componeint controlleo distribution of software releases.

without disturbing the system. URM has been Fc-cn software relea.e has a cryptographically

designed so that each control center estab-- derived checksum which is checked when it is

1 ishes consistency with the other control installlcd zt a i1Riz. site. Operational

centers in its domain before beginning to software has access to the version number of

honor service requests, the rebus'; currently in execution, and
•elease nusoc'Ls are compared between sibling

2.4 CONCURRENCY ISSULS SCM. when an ,CC ms initialized.

'M domain can be viewed as having I.E LOCA TC`B:;

se. :; ittcul regions with respect to con-
_01r: activitie- in the domain. This means One oQ the cosýt ;ubtLe i';sues in the •U•R

",RM system operations must not over- design revolved aro,:nd the decomposition of

-Cec in time when they involve tho the systei,, TCB into sets of trusted corn-

t)cal region. Actually, in the ponelts that ex-ccutc o5 •ifiarent URM proces-

improving system efficiency, the sots.- ach ouch precsi:z.-or needs a local TCB
allow,; certain race conditions in to provide isolation Leteen the trusted and

t are !ail-secure, untrujs;ted function:; that it supports anu to
p.ov1dc controlled sharing of data between

The mont common critical regieo in a trusted components.

domain is a crypto connection: S,ýbs at each
end can concurrently reque.:st establishment One of the earliesot 11P11 design decisions

from different SCC,-s. The resulting race has was that communicitions; between distributed

four cases, two of which permit communication NRM components would take place over NRM

over the connection and two of which do not. crypto connections. nsc -) the consequences

It was decided that synchronization of SNIs of thi-; deccision is that message traffic

to prevent this race had too high a cost in betkeen iJM components; carries security

network traffic and reduced domain workload label:; just ] ike those carried by subscriber

capacity. Jrstead the broken connection is host mescajes. All uiE-log between a SCC ar.a

repaired in the salm way as any other: by a Slil is conducted at the highest level

repeatrlg the connection request. authouized tor th,; subscriber host atttched
to the Sill. This convention requires tha'
the local TCO be able to send and icceiv.e

messages at multiple security levels, and to

The actual '3y!;tem upon which NRM is keep messagc data soearated by level ,ithin

modelle'l has; an alternate service the local ptocessor.

capability in this situation. This
capability is not described here.
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The security kernel, for the SCC and RCC 4. FUTURE ISSUES
processors has a traditional security archi-
tecture based upon a secure MULTICS model. The NRM system design surfaced and dealt
In addition, this kernel defines and enforces with a number of important issues that dis-
an integrity policy [Biba77] which is iso- tinguish distributed from monolithic TCBs.
morphic to a dual of the traditional comprom- There are a number of issues that were not
ise policy, i.e. the integrity labels are dealt with in the NRM design, either because
drawn from a completely disjoint set of they do not arise in the INM application
labels. The ordered part of the integrity domain, or because the NPMB design sidestepped
label is used to support internal trusted the issue. The following sections provide a
path arguments which assert that high brief overview of some of these issues.
integrity trusted components can receive data
only from other high integrity trusted con- 4.1 Alternate Connection Models
ponents. The SC('.XCC kernel does not define
a discretionary poli-y, but the unordered The NRM model has been influenced by
integrity compartment.3 are assigned in such a current communication protocols which rely
way as to create incomparable integrity upon positive acknowledgement and retransmis-
domains for different TCO subsystems. This sion as the fundamental mechanism for assur-
convention enforces a least privilege discip- ing reliable delivery of messages. This
line on the application design. mechanism requires data flow in both direc-

tions bevs.ren the hosts involved in the
3.7 TRUSTED PATH PROTOCOL exchange of a message. This is the fundamen-

tal motivation for the RP4M convention that
Originally, tbe 14MR1 desic-n was based on read/write is the only mode of access of a

the use of TCP for transport of messages host to a cryptc connection.
between distributed trusted components. We
found TCP lacking for z nulber of security In anticipation of applications which
related reasons which are described in this use a different set of protocols, such as a
section. trusted reliable network layer, it would be

possible to define read-only and write-only
TCP is not a message stream, but a byte access modes to a crypto connection in direct

stream which may deliver bytes in different support of one-way connections.
blocks than those that were sent. The NPM
desion adds another transport layer called 4.2 Globally Shared Local Resources
Network Support Protocol (HOP) whose purpose
is to block and un' lock messages. NSP imple- 'r', D•V0'! o con..der . ub.crib. r
ments a massage stream. hosts to be the subjects ot its policy. If a

host is multi-love), it is responsible for
TCP connections ars single level. The the separation and label ing of its interrid!

NRM design adds a security label to all out-- storagje objects. Nibm will as;sume that mnes-
bound messages ..nich is bound to the message sages from such a host are correctly
text by a cryptographic checksum. Upon labelled. When a uistributed system is con-
receipt oa a niessaqrl, the checksum is recom- sidored in which the "subjects are local sob-
puted and, if it co:,mpares with the transmit- jests esecuting on a given host; such as a
ted value, the m.essage is asqIgn,-d the user or a process, and ithe objects are local
transmitteu label. The pjrocu:ssing to accom- resources on a pos:;ibly dlt!erent host, such
pliuh this is orjanIze- into yet another as a tile or mem.ory negient. a new set of
trans;p.ort layer protocol calle the Trusted issues arise. Forcmost among these issues is
Path Protocol ( IP'I'). liP transforms 165P's the requirem. t 'or local "lCBs at e, ch of the
singj:te level messaue stream into a multi- distributed hosts which must coordinate pol-
level message strea., icy decisions with each other. A trusted

multi-levei network such as NRM must be
The security label added to mt-ssages by assumed to connect the local TCbs. Correct

TPI' inciude:; an integrity component so that a policy en! orcemrent must rely on end to end
high integrity receiver of a 'Il' message can arguments invo)ving Loth the local policies
know with high coniideuice that the sender of and the network policy.
the Th�O�:T3  ,-a.; label led high in integrity.
'1 uu at Is! e:; the ! ;onrce authentication In this envi ronziei' ni'b'-r of tradi-
requirement tor trus-•ed pathu.;. tional issues beco-o m- Ilicult:

The cryptegtoraI'l c checks.sum app] ied to a. SuLjuct nami:'g co! - ns.
whic.h;a-.10S by '11-i' is; comnputed u!,ing a variable
which is protected in a local TCB kernel b. Object naming conventions.
domain. 'hih; variable is shdred by all IISP
hosts which communicate using TPIP, and is c. identification and authentication.
initialized and updated by trusted manual
distributioni. 'the check made upon receipt of d. Audit-
a lPP mes;sage detects, with o high degree of
confitc:ce, unintentiondl or m.alicious modif- 4.3 Multijc Tcd Interaction
ications to message data*.

I:i a distriluted world, it is possible
s*-ince Till, is at a higher lcr'l than TCP, to view th'L orld a's a partia!ly ordered set
which computes its own untrusteo of abstract ne, isen, which Is exactly what
checks;um, d :tection of unintenitional has been done lur communication protocols in
modification sh,-uld be quite rare. the ISO model. tr e:ach abstract service a
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sct of data objects and end-point entities [Gray78] Gray, J. N., "Notes on Database
can be defined for which it might be reason- Operating Systems," in "Operatingable to define a security policy. NRM, for Systems: an Advanced Course,"

example, it; essentially a security policy for edited by Bayer, R., Lecture Notes
ISO Level 3 network service (as closely as in Computer Science, Vol. 60,
one can map IP into the ISO model). It would Springer Verlag, 1978.
be absurd to define a security policy for
each abstract service, but it is probably not [McLI87] McLean, J., "Beasoning About Secu-
possible to adequately address the security rity Models," Proc. IEEE Symposium
needs of oistributed applications at the or, Suc..ity and Privacy, :EZE Com-
level of a single abstract service, peter Society Press, 1987.

In the end, the security architecture of [Sch85j Scheid, J. and Anderson, S., "The
a distributed application will require both Ina Jo Specification Language
vertical integraticn of TCBs that are nested Reference Manual," TM-(L)-
and rely on the policies of lower level TCBS, 6021/001/01, System Develonent Cor-
and horizontal integration of TCBs that poration, March 19o5.
interact with each other as peers i.n provid-
ing true end-to-end enforcement of an appli- [Whit74: %;Titmore, J.C. et. al., "Design for
cation leve' policy. Muitics Security Enhancements,"

ESD-TR-74-176, Honeywell Informa-
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k22 CaIks- £&aQ

.IfLtXLo(uct qn tnis concept we .not tully aieveloped,
let alone integratea, into conventional
software oievelopment processes such as

T.ihis paper reports on a triree year project testing ano, conf iguration management.
whi-rr at th~e time 01 this conterence will be
p- recisely one year ldo. n ihe project is an 2. The limitations of existing tools was
ambitious ei tott in the £ jelas 01 lormal. especially unacceptable in the context
specification ano veritication, soltware o1 the oievelopment o1 large distributed
enigineerinq SUPPOLt, aria security. Th e re systems.
are two primary goals ot the project. TheP
tirsi is to buila a shoQrt tern workbench to 3. Fault tolerance aria real1 time pertor-
support formal spec it ication ana veritica- mance are issues which were not
tion of secure aistfibuteo systenis in a adaressed in existing systems.
software engineering environment, arawiflq on
existing tools ana techniques wherever pos--
sibIl e. ,he second goaJ is to oesigri a long aa md
tern workb.encn which signiticanitly aoivances
the state-ot-the-art in provicing integrated
support tor the oesign at secure aistriboted The project is a joint eftort of tour comn-
systems. The project is structured in three panies which bring an interestinig mix o1
priases: studies, short-term workbench ano talents and experience:
long-terin ciesion.

bytek - specitication anu verification
ot secure systems such as the
NASA RAP 14,5]

- huse tool. enhancements to clas-
sical 831. [6,71

tI&ns~~xt~sfl- nathembtical talent

'ibeI)Ljet i ment o tll ca intheORA - experimental Ulysses verifica-
The r-.ectis santto ill ga inthetion system

aeveloj. ~nt o1 tarsal systems that was pepr- - Ada verification contributions
ceiveu L 'the RAUC secure systems commiunity -Silos specification ana verit ta-
in early _ot. At that- time there was ongo- tion [b]
ing work devoteo to the diesign ot secure -extraordinary depth o1 matheniat-
aistributed databases aria secure- aistributed ical talent
operating systenis but there were no projects
ievoted to the aevelopmrien at formial. specit- Ca -dstbte dtbsewr(S-
ication ano verification tools to Lacilitate 1. hJIJTIBASL, LL*4/DLIII)
the builaing us. such systems. -design support ano software

aevelopnent. tools (tibU, PV)

btLaeQLXf.vlication LkdDq"_qy I(CA-A'h - Verlangen verification system
[9 ,1OJ

-sottware development experience
Exist.,ng tarsial tools were- aeticient in a
number at ways:

1. Far the most part, the paraigns for
tormal specitication ano Vetsitication he project is wiviocd into tasks as tol-
were oivorce tram otter aspects at the lows:
rsoitware uevelopment process. 1sIL4 [I-
31 is a notable exception. jt tries to 1. Temporal properties stnuy
match the neeais Of sontware nevelopent 2. Database consistency study
.in a numb~er at ways. most inijortantly 3. Fault tolerance study
it has a concept iot hierarchical 4. Survey of existing tools and setho-
nave]iaporent tnat matches ti c software dologies and exploration o1 enhaice-
engineering layering approach to con- tments
s uter ano network architecture, but 5. Shoit term workbench

b. Lonto term tools design
sidl. ___scon o7. Aaaptive policy specification

this work was supported by Air a orce Systens
conanatdi, home ir Develropent center (1Ant)a e n
uroer -ontract e 30602-.6-C-0263.
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Lotr the near-terra ano the lono-term tools
plosnts to iat siould be able to hanole security proofs.

The maj or req ui rments. for these proof s is
As of this writing, June 1907, study tasks to identity the sets of events ano traces
1, 2, anut 3 are completed and work unuer lor each process. The set of events shoulo
Task 4 is in progress. include error iessages, such as the failure

to meet a real-timte requiremoent.

Any scheoulers that arbitrate amrong non-
Task 1 was leo by Eaward Schneider or ORA. ueterministic choices fiust be trusted. Nor-
Yanja de Groot and Dianne Britton of RCA ATL mally these scheoulers Ehoula not receive
Labs contributed to the stuoy. We summarize any classified information on which to base
uelow some of the highlights of the repxort, their scheduling ciecisions. kowever the use
"Temporal Properties o1 Distributec Systemas" or scheouling priorities anot time-
till. requirements in a real-time system will

sometimes use such informnation. Such
scheoulers must be shown not to leak thisOur model of computation consists of a col- iniiormation.

lection of processes that interact only by
passing messages. The only state shareoi
between any two processes is the communica- .gr9. We've been successrul in speciry-
tion chaninel between tnem. A process is a Ing liveness an the context o1 Verlangen.
sequence of actions consisting of a mixture The resulting constructs are simple anu the
oL communications arid internal computing. theorems are as amenable to proof as are the
The model presumes that the communication is theorems we'ye encoontered in rrmal specat-
synchronous. A process will be cescribeci as ication or security. Thius bothi the near
a set of traces, where each trace is a pos- term ann long term tools can be expected to
sible behavior of the process as observed deal with this aspect of progress at the
over a finite perion of time. Thus a trace highest level or specification. Other
of a process in an environment is a finite aspects of progress such as fairness pose
sequence o1 input anti output actions, greater problems. We expect the specirica-

tion language for the snort term tools toThe various kins of temporal propertiei s support speciEication ot fairness but sup-
port for verilyinq such properties nay have
to await the lono term tools. such support

t security will probably involve enhancement of the
* Progress (deadlock, livelocK, starva- onuerlying logic witn temporal constructs.

tion, liveness, fairness)
t Determinism (Concurrency control and

race conoitions) bjvnv•_zrae• jnis Requirements teno to be
* Real-tine performance (resource allo- oeterministic and a nonueterminanstic pro-

cation and scheduling) perty c. n usually be transformed to a oeter-
* Fault-tolerance (restart, recovery, ,i nisti property by adding the conoitions

reuonfiguration) under wl ich the property is to hold. The

jiggest chclleno- phesenteu by nonuetermian-.tcurity We have developed a non- ism is ih: siciyino ano verifying deter-
interference mooel of security in the con- ministic transactions in the nonueterininis-text of a Rated tvent System (RIi). An Ri tic environment or a system of concurrenthas as ito ingreolents a set E or events, a processes. Mechanisms of serializatility
set T of traces, a partially ordered set L from the natabase worlo seen appropriate for
of security levels, and a function ivl which dealino with this probleld ano we expect the
maps E to L. basically the monel says that parauigm ann tools of thc short tter work-
tor an arbitrary trace t and level 1 the bench to support these mechanisms. The long
events in the trace of level I or less are teint design may go further in sdpporting thie
not alfected by other events in tne trace. rocel of seria-lizability as well as particu-

i ar m~ech ani sins.
Verification of security is complex in a

system with many processes. This complexity To the extent that race conuitions Flight
is manageo by inferring noninterference for lead to unp)reoictability where prec~ictauil-
the entire system irom prools about eoch or ity is needed, they neec to be avoineu by
its constituent processes. In oroer to make usp of appropriate concurrency control
this inference from constituent processes to iecllarviss. At the design lrvel, It woolo
the whole systexi, each process must sEtisty, be userul to have support for iuentitying
in addition to noninterference, two addi- potentiel race conuitions.
tional properties: Determnnisni ano Univer-
sality. Determinism asserts that the output
ot a process is uniquely determined by the kea4-a•tm- L_ ur•<leLent_ Real time require-
state at the time of its invocation ano ments or uistributeo systems can Le o.ait
Universality asserts that tor any state witti only ilninally at tic sIwciIic'tion
either all inputs are accepted or none are I rvel. onle can introntuce constructs to
accepten. expres•s tlhe time requirei,;ents. Verification

that these requirements will be met can only
be aeterr,,inec at a very 1ov, level ol iiiple-
nentation. Trhus i± these requirernents arc
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taken into account in the tueory o0 the
specification they have tile elifect ot intro- As part of our work in this stuuy we experi-
ducing more nonoeter.minism and thus nega- nienteo with constructs to specify uatabase
tiely impacting the veritication of secu- seriazizauility using a two level speciti-
rity. cation. We introcuced the concept at a

state rmachine trace or history to solve 1.
we found that the requireo justitication in

.gLlk-'ltaflfn¢_( R_(1xients Fault toler- 2 was similar to uatabase serializamility.
ance can be aesignea into a system. 'ihe
issues that need to be consiocrec in such a Cosigi alj9 ecuriLy As mentionen ear-
design are: lier, a unified approach to ciatabase con-

sistency ano security was established. Both
can be expresseo in terms of database con-

1. The failure model - tie type ann amount straints. 'Thus security requirements can be
of irilures that the cesign is to specified and evaluateu with constraint
tolerate, ruechanisms alreaay available in some eata-

base management systems.
2. Failure uetection - schemes to uetect

tailures we explored various issues involvec in the
ma 'tenance ot consistency or a distributed

3. Fault confinement - limitation of the catabase in a perilo us environment ann the
efoect of a fault conflicts between concerns tar consistency

anu concerns for security. We propoeed tile
4. Verification -- tile correctness of the concept of flexible evaluation ot oatabase

scheme, consistency with the specitica- constraints as a means of addressing both
tion moeel, assurance that the iniple- problems. We suggest three kinds ot ilexi-
mentation meets the reliaLility bility: deferred evaluation or constraints,
requirements of the roulure nouel, alternative actions in response to a viola-

tion, ano a more general notion of a con-
straint - one which allows ror exceptions.

s_&2: Datauaseg gonsi sten_•_c•tuy in the case at deterreo evaluation of con-
'ihis stunoy was leo by Alejandro Buchkiann ot straints some upuates are allowed without
CCA. barbara blaustein and Uspen Chakra- consistency checking. The new cata is
varthy o0 CtJA contributed to the stuay as marked as unreliable. At some later time a
aiu ban hi•rJ•irn and bax' twre ot ,%ttek. A process checKs for consistency ano restoresL
Lew highlights or the report, "Latabase Con- it if necessary by deleting some or all o1
sistency ano security" L12l follow. the mnarkec data. This approach could be use-

ful in resolving contlict between the needs

The stuny involved interaction between secu- of security and consistency when consistency
rity and verirication at sytek arin, database constraints span security levels. 'the
oesign at CCA. We discovereo that at the potential ilOw ot information between secu-
specitication level consistency, inteqrity, rity levels would be avoioeo or re(uced by
ann security can be exl)ressei using the meterring evaluation tron upuate time to
s}pecitication analog of oatabase coin- say the end of the day. 'he same mechanism i
straints. In another respect the require- coule be useful in battle situations where
mertn of sjrcilyin9 catabas;e concerns such security leaks are at seconuary concern cox-
as serializability has lee to a productive pared withi real time requirei,.eits. In this
uevelopxiient in our adoapation oa ijuhi. 6erl- case the checking of security conztraints
alizanility is a property involving tlre wouLt be ueierreu.
oruer oi executing trans.nctions ani is thus
intrinsicolly proceoural.

'Iask 3 -PrIDl v " L'._flgf-

jju_jtilevel p1c•Gdl•tiQons In the ilLt par a-
nign,, the Id ace iar c'cal ing wi th proceourai 'alis task was led by Douglas deber oa ORA.
constructs is in tie miz;'pings betwcen level.- A few hi(hl ights of the ropert, "veritica-
.i z. iultilevel specification. Unior- tion or_ Fault 'l'olerance" 113], tallow.
tunotely, althouoh lilti liar an interes;tinrj
l(OOa of mu] til evel specitication, the con-- 1n tilis stoMy we were concerned with a
cei:t ha. not been wo.tkeu out ix' suilicient ceclarative, rather than ;iroceoural, aeti.i-
detail to sup;port the uevelopient at such tion 01 1iFailt toleralice anr what steps must
secir mications. '.aiere are two i rtan' tot bi" taken to prove that a systemi Cesign in
issues in a mult.iavel speciri cation where fact las, such fault tolerant proper ties.
thie lower level ir.'l eentb the upjk.r lcvCl. l.Can tiime to railure, a cuoii.on weasuoc ot

lault toleraerce, was not appropriate in this
1. 'ihe jroceourah aspects at. thi ixijOlerien- crntext s;inc it aepenes on the operating

taLtIen xsjrinmS neon to be expr esLible environnieut ot the system, not the orsign.
in the (oecliaotive) language or the tie ur alt insteao with the concept o0 "auolt
lower level ypecii matlon ann scenario." 1, fault scenario is a hLstory or

a sys-tex, 's interaction wltx its enviroriment
2. 'ihe yresux'jtion or atoaicity as; regarus whicxx inclunes not only its inputs ann Out-

the upper level state--crianring opera- puts, but also a uescri;tion ot Ii]ouxes. I.
tions nnees to be justilieu in ligjiht or systex."'s onviyonment will oeterxiine whetnLer
its violation in the I wer level
spec ilot oii.
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or not a particular lault scenario occurs, -4 .• txitiing I n.z aDi; flQ~j~ojgg
usually in a random way. T'heretore, a
system's environment "assigns" probabilities
to each, tault scenario. Wuean time to
failure is aetermined by the probabilities This task is leo ty Lan hialperx of byLek.
ot taulL scenarios for which the system is 1,11 memebers oi the tee,, are contrlbutors to
not "tolerant." the stuuy. We relori t here mai nly or) work

cone at Sytck.
our treatment o1 1 0ult tolerance in this
stuuy was only minimally concerres with
strategies, uesigns, onu alogoriLtitis useu to A kQoL1J br 5Qt2LD LI 9v 1kU )lZtLi_
iziplenent 11olt tolerant systems, ann only Dkats b~y ster, For tic short tern tuol.s we
then as examples to show why a particular expect to aevelop a distributed system
nefinition or lault-tolerance is relevant. SpeciticaLion language (oSL) to tea] with
we consicered veritication of moult toler- the issues which conlront us: object-
ance to be a proof that a systcm (oeslgn sup- orienteo uesign, concurrency, anu hierarchl-
ports a given set 01 truir scenarics. We cal tesion, we are tamillrn with h1:.. as
have not dealt with tne problems ol insuring enisanceo by tre use tools 17] ano with Va.:-
that a system meets thie requirements ot its langen il] anti these will serve as a basis
desi ann. ior our nevelopent of 1.L.

our oietinition or irult tolerance is similar Aspects of object-orienten cesign ano

to the noninterference nerination o1 secu- spcification of concurrency have been

rity. In essence it says that the system worked out in Verlangen. We have thought

behavior in the presence of a given tault about how to reoaily the concept or an H1A-i
scenario is the same as the behavior in the mocule to be conpatible with Verlangen's
absence of the Laults oi that scenario, class ann process concepts. Such an evolu-
where behavior is aetined in terms of inputs tion of hOW seems natural anu nonprob-
and outputs. 1 ernati c.

h.ethods for imoplei.,enting tault tolerant sys- We are experimenting with the I:-i concept ot
terns are oitrerent tronm the access control specification levels. h!DN envisages a
methods ror implementing security because hierarcnical development where each level or
laults are not external events ann theret ore the iiet'tci:v represents a 5L5tt Iiiii

it is not possible for a system to neciue In the hfiun concept a lower level macnine
immeniately whether they are fault events or imlplements the next higher level. the con-
not. cept is similar to what is used in computer

and network arclhitecture. Levels are to be
Fault tolerance is usually implemented by tied togethcr by jniplementatiori mappings.
redundancy. ther efore one simple way to These mappings preserve the specification
speclify iault tolerance is to speciry the constructs, i.e. types are mappeo to tyIes,
redundancy o1 state intormation in the state-variables to state variables, opera-

oesign. A design is iault tolerant ii it tions to operations, etc. Mappings 1 or

correctly maintains the re(iunoancy as an operations involve proceoura1 constructs;
invariant even in the presence ul the speci- all tne other mappings are expressco in a

Lieu taults. uecl rative language. typically the napping
images of the nonprocedural parts oi the

Our approach to specirying fault tolerance speciiication will be characterizen by
involves specifying a set C ol rault necreasing lvels o1 abstraction. Tneoreti-
scenarios. With this approach it woul u be cally, the I 4est level of specirication

usetul to have a way or specitying a grace- will involve types and other constructs

jul degradation property to the eoiect that which correoponu cirectly to the ingreoients

jault scenarios only slightly worse than ou the target higher-ordier language (hW).

those specitien will not reduce the systemi Ii the mappings are also expressible in the

to chaos. Gracerul negranation can be ICL, the multilevel specitication coulo be
demined in terms oi1 limiteo interierence, converted cirectly into cocne in such a way

Then we can use the same approach to specl- that the layers o, tue speci ication become
lying graceful uegradation as to lault layers of the implementation. In practice,
tolerance. A set of raults C' thiat incluues this perfect mapping itom sj*pcillcation to
the laults close to those in c is nej inen. code is unlikely tor at least three rea-.ons:
An appropriate invariant crL C' will result
irom a weakening o0 the invariant Lot C. 1. hestricting the spocilicataon et mir,,-

pings to implementarle constructs may
we experimentec with moueling an example ne too constricting.
using ;LI.i. It was po•ssible to s}ecily a
particular redunuancy uesign but it was also 2. 'The specilication is likely to tollow
clear tlhat miore suplprt otr the concept )J. tile impecratives of .oretool sycciicutieon
history or trace was callen tor. ano venriiication ann these are not the

same as the imper atives or eliinlemit
couc cons~tructlon.

3. Furthermore, the ijl-1 concept trat the
s;pecificatiorn is comiposec or level.s
which axe complete machines seems to be
unnecessarily rigid.
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ldex erthe] ess, the 3 'Lro 6luct 1 ciilo pi [t o~ut a]
eonfuistS ih into thu: spec il. i t- Lion snoul o reusatil ity- teat ur name-ly it -,an bei

I.ý tu the spectx Li eatui o to (iii t closer to tuc Iun ta lii n 0 ic [Ct tic yrevý ocr.t comj'ipetc-
coot 1C ave thoc! it con] ti wit-hout sulch coi-- n'h5C It ('Mi1 fl0u 1 Wants to1 L!5, al oii-
si Lr oct: b. ihuL3 some imnpi crenitati -,D iý;;UL I ercrst. pr on:.ý aiiai rinq 1 inou ao re ut I Ile tPLh e
can beý aciur ensc wi to such) spCCXi. a otions, spec urca Lioni anu !trct ~u I OfC0 an ill cI(?

prokyrI am, iI. in or.] y neeuary t o r eto r itev th e
lo~w lcv,-1) cooc in th,, new 1aixguao~e. The, InV

iiipln~(itt)Ju wiul have thle- sane'ý rcntxn'e11
t~r51. ~t~fl~V&&AL~t§LtUX1tJJSJ-P0ttflg ano testino supi 'u tt io O iitl. a.; cilo fthe

uti unrcei standt ani substcri be A 0 the wioil y ott qinal. 'Shou I iftt 1 car, b tie 00 as- zt 1-hi \At
I1(l (I hel. icl. ti rat tile economilical oev elopnielit tor, icca p~royr, ass.
o! -eiiable software ueopnds- on1 a ueveloj.-
ierit processý whieni pays attention t-o inainte- Thisý kiric ol. partial reu'cobal i ty 1.v-ptlais to

narncc r eusahil1 fy, ant. extonoaibil.f y. %-je 01 icr greater proi.! no than a tor e ti i0trn
bel irve Li'at ohj ccl-orerietec aes-i gn is 01. rousanall a ty. bat c.' oL/us )jn'til1t ut Mil C11
curren~tlry the best S'ig paraoiion lro sup- reo, sa b ilitZy of CoUC 1ii the Uitlttt ILU UP ))1 0t-'1
pot ting thecse goals. ui roctly. A persulasive cjraiiiii.1 langua~jos. kitb~ough) til -. po
caste is lit)0cC by bert~rand Heyer L141 ieratlan is cocried by ,onov anoý- at~t i,,t.L

live been i-tid~e to entor-.e a stan-nc':. soci- asN
we also !-utneribe Lo thle bel act that. r eusev.-- Aec, there is neuod reason to tcrlxeve that
Illity or Itooirny4ies specit icatiu~n J)rograillanni( languiagesý, I e natural5

reus-tsailiu.y iate( inl turn, that this .aluires languages, are uestinedl to be with us in
£initi~ specifiacotion Lu, interilaces. Th1us we abondance. 'ihe Lit L paradligm. attcmntrý- to

cctwo some'hat aitterent requi ~e~lefra- J~r live wi th this real ity an], ill so a0inu inial fry: those of t ortiit vera ication aino ott err; poss' .it Xi] ies ot mrite success. than)
rnos", 0i 1 ornial sp1c] t Catio1 o1 ar~teri aces [ataca~iyn1s which as~~ethat rea~litLy Will
to suppor t eva] ution 01 s~o! tware. Ve (.i ;Jo culannoC to acconumoaiatc thorni.
bellvt PoeUiat toral ver it. ice Lion placys onl1y

Smail part 'n the cuevcloprent iii r clia.l e Fur us,, i-itt c suggestsý an mit ri uino clircK-
stepSs. ewF et tainl1y, given the curreaLnta Lionl Ior the. scearo it ed abo-ve. (fur
if on)iv)al wve it ication, the other l: .50 c e ~ltrt ot istwal ol to' ojve n onefj(rous

ae cv el opnsent process are more in),xr tant (ea . chos cc:; con~etpinrocj such Linsasi
in the sense that if thos~e are talulty the mnultip~le jolter ajtance, genrr- 'c tyneeý,
verir nean ~on can be renoelc bjio ikuL at i polyncrphic,, t:YposL, zlnci stni a tvpO c'hcrekmno.,
thcsfc are oonc we]ll, .9 rul ty verli icatjion These caoacef-S hall'e a1irk'U t llyk~een ilsIetx
Will not ao~gr ad theirI impact. line res-;ut thle udesgn of k-lte. 1urtheritorfe, Ea tell
oi these& hel icit is, a conin-i tent to poy niucnl contains; the rucdimn)ents ort formalspcitic-

* attention to software engqineering not, only Lion ian a par ac.jiga that uses inihor Ltsince to
tor thle usua;lz reas-ons, but alo su a an sunean t hier~arch1acal cico ej~lopmrnr t trk.fi
integral aoj oncE 01- rorinal. vertfication tine sipecitacati en to .ooe. TO the ex'tenti thalt
as a process that can benef it irty ow we can abioc by the alccý.sions mucin Lii--
tformal fitthiods. lel , our language ceulo eventually Ioe ireon~-

p~orcicva into turdc ezs an e-ýnhanceinonr .. 4ý L
Tibe~ret ore, in tnis task, beosines, r e iew ing cour~se, tbuings are not) likely to jo -0
exis:tingq verification systerms such as Gypsy smootaly syo a co~Ioin-setý system thton Im Eit--
[15] 1 hlM , 1:1EL., 1161 , oan ve crzinves! ano tel , is 1 liid y to- i nvol vi' cha nges t oiL Ic
specatl ication r~arauiynts suchj as C-1;1: 1i171 we as we.) 1. N over thne-lo it the msarriage goes'
are exyploring OiLn crent aspect" or softwaret well, we will have a s-htar r tern workbench
enqiant-i ring. OKA is, looking at Akio support, n.ehp og1mcscni
coy xronments. CCA is invwesta cjat~inyj bbt'o iab il e thian we hzd a rig-ht to eý-'cet whenn
caesign systemis. RCA in looking at corn. > we wrote ouf p~ojoysal in Aprl 01r br
gjur ation nRranaen1ý!ien. I

Sytek is involvena Jre a sorviey 01 sot Swans
engi neering eiivi rriniient s. Many oif thie tooli S tPlwjtt§Qfl
we h ave inves;t iqatito co ncent rate or, or t cci
Support tot: thle ucv elopent. ot coos-. The
pruoutction (., sr. ctlicatLi on is oni y etcn- Untier] yino this[ pr.'rject is the LoI ica th,,t
t ad to cone oeIlcpii t.m.- nta;rai.;- anl eny irojiiniunt ot-o ocaovt aping sec oreC is
which enpipasis es the ic ctiot as uscnn but~ci syctemls which ime) uues b'oth toirrel
prouno t and pre ci ci aly oine that pe~rmits,, a imethods3 anti tr aclitiouil sott.w are enti neer ito] A
trauiual hierarchical ocol.iopmoent tol. Canl be oeCveltxC-o. Id-Uthough the- ilc)lret is3
spýcitteation to coce. Littel, [It-] still tar: oiml v mci cateo, our initiail work
o~evolojed by InteVractive Sotisare Lairc upportýs optinmism in this reg-ara. I- ur thor-4
inc - 1o Santa Jbarbara appears to be an ideaýl L-ut C. it apjpe.u*i;ý that the art cijit at. this
ehol cc. it achieves the iesi lrea devel papsen typc cox tevelopvent in the conitext1 itt1
goals. by supp~orting a rich ieiori 01 CljeCcl. autaeýrsing the necsz 01 s'-Ccune att bt
orivntedi cilyn anti progtaair~ng. FurtLher -- sysýtems can [ave a bc net ici a iirma ci onl the
more, it achieves a crucial tori'- 01 ilex t- StrCct-h-atill t oriiial. StCii in -iron.
Lility in that it has a tots. ol. tariret

langquagej, incelcprncxncc. The sys-tez:t canl
aicconinioua:te a-ny proor aimling I anguaqai that.
can hie calico, romn CL Thos an title]
siwicit ication/progr asi has an interesting
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Sl'lCIFICAl ION I01OR A CANsONlc('AI.M(lNtl(E1IR AI ION A(CCOUJNTING 1001-

('jottrulet Security 01 icc, M 1/055
*1 lie Aerospatce (ot lion atiort

P.O. lBos 92957
Los Angeles, CA 9t(XK19

The ritmed ('ot'ni/sr'.Sy. tntt IEvaluattton C'ritiriti incluides ltre reqiti ietierit lit i how TCCS would be used during the development of at Jrtject which was subject
dse:;in docuen ii ii tot arid Source codie of a 112 (ir higher c las COlpttltt'e Yttt sy tem lieto thle regrlineit eens oit I -TM)-51)-2167 1, I )fený(Se,Swmin S,Sfiwtire Ievi-Iop''nn-n.
kept tinder cortligur atioil maittagetleitcnit duip dev-elopmtenlt and toatnlenatlee of the Ibis does trot meani that thle NCSC wil ett equn that secui it coniputl etsystemis be
systemn. Furthet miore, newv releases ol evaluated systems that are submitted to the developed to this government standard, hut this stnaitu~id is well known and is
National Computer Security C'enter (NCS(') for ic-evaluation ats the satitte class similar tot thle software dtevelopmiinet cycle used by nuiny veidotns. The Appendix
(mitiranttance of rattings evaluatioin) lutst have been kept under cotrftgut allots contains tite Blackus Nauro Feign hot thle s iltipe grattaitta tifl(C'S; these calls
conutrot sincerIte previous evalulationt. As anl aid to esalutatiiiintf otlter would typically invoke a patrticul ar intteractive fu neltion which woul

t
d thcrn prompt

Configuration actinitiillg systetts lot use til developmtent of a secure systern, It r[lie user for the infot tiatiiit requited to comiplete the operatiton. On soilc systetms,

eeonittirli Test anid Code- Conitrol Systemt ITCCS) has been defineud. This papsct a ecomtmtand processor would have it, be itnvoked iiit 'I on tidier systems. thle
drscr ihes. tle sysletil. 'This system is litt initetnded to be built, mi ce it is not fully functiotns cotuld be called front the tip level conmmtand intetpretef. T he intenit of

detined lidew itt in tile draft guuileltile, titr does it have all the fiinctiotality tof sotme including the syntax specification is to shosw What pal[t Isfi alt inistanice oft 'CCS
existing systenis. Rather, the TCCS is presented ats a re~terence standard that a are depenideist on it~s inmplementation and vliclt delsenid on flie itpeitiliig systemi.
product that is unider considerationi tor develotpmtent or Irureliase can hle comipared
against. Th le use of' I('CS, or a sitirlar tool, as ain integral part of (itte sotftware 2. lixistsg systemiis
deveeliipttenr cycle is deset ihed.

1.InrdutinA tnumtber cit sof-tware dlevetitpers have created the kitid sf autirculed doc'umetic
contrtol facility chat plitlier contiguration accoutintg itqitieis. lest, bothIlo iloii

source code arid fromn the other docutmentts involved itt ttre devehitptent oft
Ilire Act ospace Corpotrartill has preparect a dratfpt tud~ile n 2 

on1 contfiguirattion silttrvare arid laiardsare, call be entered arid nuidi fled ontly tltirrrgl .ist oll the
ita fcrei or itl'2'rating system soft aore arid iotmpu ter hardware that describes automi ated systent, al though alty progpranmtrle rail get at working corpy of thre

Itie nimiiiti t crniutpiattalu maniagemenet 'l torticrq tiired at the B32,133 atic Al curreirt des'eloptmenital confligurations for pturlptses (if rmoidifying lthe source code or

rcceolrinivrds htighrer Irs els of efftott fll all systemts subrlrttd lto tile N('S( Itir cide oir docuenrirt trusit be dclone otnly by picisirunel switht lxinittissin to titakc' suchi
evalli rtiiii. As part itt the reseaieilh eiclnurted dut irig pireparalitit uof tlie' (flat( updtiaes. I lie exatmptles dliscissc't tbelows ate tattiiilvy dettndeitt tilt tire

guideltine, several exsist ip automieiiacd cirnlIgitt shu i-cttUItl I gig systertis were discretiotnary access cointrol ntechaniirrs tl rtheit exstst rg systemt, but cacti systori

esamintted. TWOt sWete r-urrt lto be itt c-tmmotin liSe' at'd ;lso siificietit foir the records whit miade, cacti upilac; iii addilitirn, a riasiin for update mtay be askrd fotr.

re-tillmenided level itfcodinru rat run accolunting. 'These were the Soiurce Code Irs addition t)l tile existir p ystemls deser died here, most citoritrtrciat database

Conrottil Systett (SC(S1 shi-ich rnts uncter tile 111115 olperating sysleir, aitd tilt mrtraagernent systertus (I)tIS) c-alt be usedl tor citrifgilraition accoutintltts by

VAX DI ICiCMS (Codle M aitaperierit Syslciiifotiliite library systeuti, whinch r iuns creating a tfrout ertd inroccssor itiat inter!faces tit tire query langua~ge poi iesslir iol

under tire tigiptal IEq u itillc n itt CIporaltl VNIVS operating systc tr. Boithr requiiire tire DB MS. If a D)11MS is usect, thenir t tiust have isiSly read or write aecess io tile

tire use ot addirtinat prilpratllis, iruuth ill tile case ill S('CS arid VAX DI fC/NI MS record,%, and at: uldates nmust be made thiioupti its quie y language.

(Motdule Main~fipetrn't Syslelli) ill thle caseC of ('MS.

To miot ivare the list oh general Woul [ticonts gtisen below ill seeloin 3.1, a ieseripriisti

Mlajor caszutes ofi tic'se utilities ate irisrpotrarcd intoi tire spt'cification of I CCS. of twit siltirlit systs'ti5is pts-i'rt tinhee. I dlte tile I11ix0 N, system, tire mole uitility',

'ICC'S is intended as aI refeerence standard against whichi curt' can etitipae antI tilt' ecliiiciis aidmin. gept. pr% allti diittI Which cittliliCt iserie S0itu iCeo'tde

priisltc' ris contintgutration ac'ciiiriIi nip tits It itiw' call pen otto tile samrie Contritrr Sy-steri pinniside a bastc tinirttput trrn acclurni:iirg systeti. lie Mordule

opelal.ItIIit as are it'rfur Iltt-c by' a turretion ini 'Ic 'CS by using at tinis a few batsic NI ,riaicrirlent Sy-stiri (VAX I1 5i,'M Ni) aid ('tde NIarageririen Sy-stcit I VAX

liiicto (its i the pnitlttsd sy-stemr, arid it thre dalitasew cnii res contain I ii ('tCNM; whssiichi lull unrder tile DI-(' V MS lilirar lip sy-steill ptoiistits sitrilatt

aipirtixttimattly rthe saitic inuoiiritriin Itirt a' 'CC'S directory- arid its tie% tootairi, lacrlittcs. Il taict, NM1S is moidelced ,rtret matke' and has% air almorust idtruricat sy-irax.

[telt'l that >sysirl woultid al low art apt1 1 111arc es-e ofi configutiratrion imanapcigement il

be applied lit) develiiptic'ir oit a sec ute ciiipiiter syslt'em.-2. 1

Thfe SC'C'S sy-str tilt gonig ndei lire Ir I N xI ti per aling systeml lIlt-re ate severCAl
1.1 1 iiryirniiiano (if Pa I tir gtidj relctrerrees tnit. Itnrrcluidinig air1 iscrvit% arid at rrxiti:al5 . 11wc stepis of

'I Ilie tI'.[It u1lsrt 01111 til tIII 1llýIs trig %ecclioni Sectiiton 2 deseri rbt's tle t urnictitial irI Conrfiguratrion actiiiiiltiig tiiColiiitjdoittp lto tire li0 t)clc' step' dcrihenbtd tn DOD1

oi S('C:S s, glit mali-, ;ii thcn thilt oft V AX Il ('C/'IsIS %,~ loll '~~S A 8l1) 1 sO 7 I t tluiire a set ic'' of lit rititn cafls troth r ite iipct.1itig systdlir slilel.

tecoiirririeid c-tt teasir'tat necithecr sy shin girit titls is dc'scrIdled a tIlt' endC C lioiril of atilc'dliit t% ct'itd , s tiplit noitr Junoclitio At tilu ts;iirr. it is ptissiilc-

sicLhonr 2 Sectitoi 3 Ilis IsI Suuis'clii0n, 'Ilire flrs iteci lies;: tieSll'sitrat arid hi u'e the' (is tier -goup,. siirlti liiti)Ccritiii se:ticire pirii idt'd bY I h1itst  to l'iilirtlct

fuiiicrtiil.ittty o IL:nr ba,isi call 11'1i lC'S lint' st'Ctitrc 1s es 1 11r.1niiiri - i ntes the diic'criii N lit .iddirtirr a iisl of Itipirt idcrifti rs is creaited lIt sIL iccy whit ma~y

hit tIlt, Sy Sttiti Aj,ainfill, tis us t ii lc'su,ic it i' miirriticctii(flti' 1CcS t- uipidate eca It cle'mrentii l be priic\cs'd by Sccs Sortie pirotectlion strategies arc

irlilicinitcrtei. hut1 it ,i 1irwla,i is 1icilig cx jjt,iltii1 Ili losc' it 1111 ,i patil 1 .iii dis~tc ii'ttteltiw

doc's tlilictr1 111.telii'tw arid It\ opi1s'.ittiip! syit li. titt iiid l1%:ist' tinli poihesize

Ilutis 1 ('('S 55tirljil lJt' iriieritr'i! u it Intt,ilcti arid risuttgs)y1ic1r1 In 01r0lc I (ii ntational~r ritipoises, cat entry- ill tie directorty is rc-terred toasin c-criicnt.
toi ciirilmicr it it 0l-c' priidicr lmntr cis.iltii.irc Sc-c 11ill 41 (1csi l-ili\ti0tte1tt1ritWiuica t xltiiltscridiiýil sigtr

tkin~t1 o huh~u F1/iti ittic' -11 tt0ifiId let L spcties [Ill\ is Ji 1ess ClcitIC'it) A% cit hr

'A\ uiatdiili 1it~lt iI'~iiti-t~.j,.-ili,tc tsrads'. ti ,i elc'ris-trr, ;a ticS fciic.Wiriii It thtrr elementri is creit'tm c 'c sC
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calli each new generation a delta. 1..ch eiiiN~c' stored ia is fileV by SCCS. anti SCCS prce. kS's 'liC capability to spi:cilIy a solvivsa: !)ofIdf by the Vay at ttsstf;'s an
the file name ts pre fixed by s.; amy CiOes added t-i the dtire lutry that di' nAitimeet fill NCC. Ide ictitiltat ion iuii'hcei (Silt) it, each iiliti. u4 ~The tricS I inction. 'Ilieu ointe
requairemient are ignoredi by thre SCCS tunt ti )n calls. )!. nmarber oitu aguniena iiitay Ci..' A,8" aiiy vetrsion taf Z! t,'; ti1 tout ICC code 71c Fy Spec I y Iiig 01it appi :' t ales SI I).
be specifiedi wlicit admit: -s called. 1Ilicsz a~gutitents :t 'scity patiaseteis ti;::I 'i iii s h 'c[i c sRilll tsleccl t . 3adSi niitc

af feet die file, and may be changed bT, n ulicqusent call ITo aiiilxpw Tot examrple. Ri stiw.of til ,kc.liRe ters isi ii 1.iii hit %ltict tahy (I ai tLs 13 arl iii cIi al Iii

one such parameter inidicates whethet lici hi % a -i. rsy he e recicIli ao n elcitteit in.'crmeti ib y .i t'ci'ei ii 's" acti JI)I si atids toi Rvtc.isc :.cvel I - Te Itituectt
'use aloitgii argunicist is used Ito create dife e-ii ivatctit ol at: access Loiiitl at itt ýy ,a g' ut i:'i t itt ee thiicle atc ctdxiii i ai ie

lasting logint names oif isets whit cait att;riy tile dclii utictirtin to the el.iel Itus eittiei waill Tie ivfl'Ze .t laiitiiii[ i ulith bss'lanitchie, iwl tile sulite
creating either a new genciatiti (d -li) or aI -variut istuach. .Settu, fite %- flig kiiueuiuu u ,rr i' atIuitgt ditteciiit ;tru.etu liiI cacti 1xtSsittl t~itdwauc

Causes a Praompt lioi MIR (Mtid ctitua.tio Requuso) I~i sitihets tio t., issued: oil anyb e eii'agluiu atOnt, a1 eAt-l psIT tt s1"ii set iie I cI ptiti at d.eices. or tii sioiie tlith:
kilidlitc. Thle odmin functiioi is also used to chuanige any (lties oi pjaranict-'cs - re...lita sCatji st tsad i t.tc einitrau.I.ec

hi artich, (lite S stands tor fthe sequies.:e iii utica. Sti aighit ot Wild is rles dci tue how

During thle initial writing of source code, the progilamnier 1,ceeti the Code iii his to spc., try tl:8 peisicuhat SID) desirtcot wluct i at isCalled. 1; soi SIl is speedl ted

owat directory until it will ectmpile tatd pzise a few Simnple unit tests. Thec initial t1iten Sic iatesit telase ;tfult Itvet as providecd. A hieretli roust b,' e.:jst titty ntiiied :its

release, or initial delta, of each Code nitidule is itisertid intotirie SCCS 'luteý:wiy cy ait at gutrsent ITo get o itt it) tlie tCttievcit. bThe Sit) of (tie cesutlitg cati to decli I!

nmeans of the adntin -n function. 'The pragraitinier may updrc eacit -,uibI "iiduti' altso affected bay tife Sitl tie 'bs g-I -e is called. A Table slIowutg thle ncitlc-s is

by using the get -e functioni which indicates diia ttie motdute setil be edited, and pros ide I in Itt,; aesci poia atf tire gt'l fntitnt sit i the Wit.' '" 1'rigsoiniirtr' a

titer the coitpleted dicountent will he a crciseed intoititrte diteetory using fthe delta M~~,t'

func-tion. As long as thre nioduicteliing edited was extiteted froit The SQ'S

directoty usitig gel -', it can he i ettinted lit) the I ibi at' using detia, atnd atl Twit s esilsus itay be iticorimratira' umt , if te gil I t 'i" .~ntu it. s)Li itying the
ntecessary update inot otiatuitn will be enrtered with it, including thle MR nuttier if nriist rceuti'.,eciience tilat oife ucacti Itraisci. le tiuser whitl executes this wilt he

odixin -ft, has been ctailed it, set tire v flag. lbite yei futtctitot can be used isl extract notifiedk tit 11i 1 C0tustlicting 10ititttttatitiIS allt ittilst tiaitillc these iisteiactively.

a copy of any docunuent. hut after it is edited it canniiit be reenicied into the

directory. Get is usetul for printit ng tiut Copies of doctunents, t tinning test 'Ite tu nctioin ;tcs- atlows, herI ciutitigitil atitit awkkit, s ince it extractIs itihar [tiat [ton t Ikl
compilations whencomsne otlher nodule is being niodified, tir tit alltsw nuire tItan the s. files iii tire S('CS directoty and pfiiils thremi. Ic.s can he used tis quickly
(tne teami member to work oin rthe Same diocunment sinice the project rmanager eati cet col hc itoeo w npl ar aus uha atioi e ae
then use get -P and ditto tit) enter rthe final, approsed Changes, fat niany SCCS tiles, or mnaty % iluies fll litie tsr twit tiles. 1,arpe riits p aI alsi

be creatted atid processed usitig ait edtit..
W hensc cede- ts to be resedmike can ho usedl to generate a test build. This

function looks far a file namted muittfite an thre eurtent directity aito ui~s tto 2.2iAeadsteM

a new version (if the file nanied oin die rust line. Stitee this ris usually an -
'blite etutfil gi alios accitutitnilwssstet Catleted VA~5X lUCsCNt S' is ;lsist usel to tirack

exeentalsle file, it cebeks to see whether atit rte object files seedled by rtie lotader to a history ot cachti est tite stisred !n a CNIS directory, but CMS dioes signifteantly
create this execatable file ate upl t0 date, Whlichi is otnly true if rite s ource filstie nreadtgadcoseteknttnS 'S os.I:exmliandiirs
up to date. In other wards, rho makefuie gives tire deperdenic'es of an executable used directly it) modify a file in a C'MS directiory. tiny tardier use tif thatt tile by
file, and niakes sute lire last titoditied! date at tiny file is tife sanme or earlier thatan ('MS generates a wartiitg nilessage. Any fil"esanloed itito a CNMS doteetoiry by'
that of .'ny file that depen.'s onl it. When such is nut the ease, the content~s oif sther thtan the ('MS utility wilt cause ('MS itself to is\sue a warning titessage wlitei
mu'kejilc specifies; what action to take, or if no dection is listed, se~arches a list of it is invoked for that dircritry. Ciilcrsxisc. the prttvess ot ctritigurattiti
default actions. For examtple, if kernel~o. an object file, nmust be updated beca~use account ing is sin~itar to Thai used witl) S1C(S.
keroel.c is newer. then mauke wilt aiuttomatically run the C l~angu:tge compiler on
kernet~c. If the source files ace kept iltsirte S('CS directory, thren o(tait nmust geti bThe ('IIS CRLA'll1, 1.11h1 AU' funtict~n causes at diCeerisy Iii lie set up. atid initial
thn needed source fliies flosit there. A .11ttAtLT enrry in the make file can be losgging tis starr vThe pritjeci imasnager enieis each elettent antoisi r lte dteetry by
used to apply gut1 to all needed sisuice files if any tif tire object files require uii-ng thre ('MS (RiiA''b fliNlN uticrtios. Cise must Ri SIRVI, tin ekeitienti
updarting.

(,f a Ihi aty to miodafy it, avid at can be puit back sints the library titit . by using rThe

RI 1ILA('h functiosn. If somneosne else has RVSFlihiV d an. elemneut betwieei the
Another conrcepit that is useii ir integrating. and testing siiftw,.ee as that osf the oi~ginal prtigrammer's RL-.:Sih:RVh and It1 t'ACL caflls, a %k aiurtig is Issued tlt

software builid. tDurinig the Tesiting phase ol sutftwiare development, a subsystemn of botth ptiigiamniers arid rte occurrence is lavgged. 'to get a snsItte11 Copy ti ltext.
mitlxcan be integrated into a single executable load moodule and rested such as a ptrogrami souirce. the I LI1(11 lancrtiti vAilt genci ate rite latest g'zneiatitin.

hlowever, while that testing gia's tin Somse tif the source riles mawy still be under or aity Npet. ified geriscatitn. tof an elcticrist. butt %%ill nioi alttist a nitdified ctipy tot
deveolrispent. Testing a softw-are build acquires a stable set of files. SCCS aid b etered iiotelb it .i ae SiIWI ntciticnb ue aaui i
make eans haindle this fii otte of two ,,ays: extithi slix'.'ificatittit aaid bratwicliata. If Ilk) inlttiniti,aist abount eatii cele~itiit Toi life. li hi .i
souree fates will be modlified during the testing. even tIII corttct itntior s) tatactic

emrisix Ioen the uruakA'faiu that ceateie the build edit 51k'.'if>' on thin get funcTion that NIMS" is atritis idntcttru i al C.to ci cri dov if iTo usnitg tike dertlult iiaitit ttuktjii.
only deltas nmade by tIhe testing stairt date LSe it) be iticuded 'Thus, the satire if its tirsr defatilt ilesci iptttt i tile D[SCR 11' \hIN \IS, nit in tlie kuricit (itiecltit

debugging will fr' altiwved during the testing. ,htile ahe develoipmentteiani

continues to work tin the sotin c code sit it wilt a isteract csricci[Iy wxitli[ a later lest% býit leten~cs itetwee, itCCS itid i. C~>(N IS ti'l tfx'. ctt1icel loltg isit ixate buiildis In
build, then ciheat b dcneit iif the stuiute Code cdi lie split ii'tt' tIt (i.roi U inix1 

Il a build muist he elttelc d~cxci nbd iii a niiaeJda'. ii e lse ecih elemuent tit he

bianches One branc.h scill tinty citntain the tutnti debugý,ging cbaniges% mtade by used ira a build muiti he retracsedl t~ititi tie SC('S ditecitti> usinig galc. ',laced fin
the testing teatm, while the othiet ttbsiin ii %kIll ciotain cliatige aitaie by the anitolier diiectiti> , and tire oinktjihu theta ira> rtee tIt thtese situtie filtesit, cireate

develotpnment team. When nesting as l'muaisid. ali Ltinoges titade doting testing cthe exctabttt htt uilit In C'MsS. trte piixess fti suetectog tint> a subseit ii soutie
nmast be iaieiirmiraicd with the cart tnt dcettsiinicil learn etode, it cs. ItIcIu dItig sWite %uIt cli ate niti thle motis en a acii, a' as toatcitre by Tile use (ti

[the chits arid grsup tictiisIi A)i %ee hlssx tis% is itiks. tinle iliust uiicýistaiid tile
('515 citICIANt itt gctictaititis atid sa aait' tetiI getitarttitl oft a I'l Ic citcstiilds
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ito a Ui In' x~l i/frh. Getter aI'toll s tile niisi nItty imnticitrtcd fir ascend ispotder - CMIS deve lopitic t, tit throng It mincros fiii 1)1 DIM S rutriing on tire developmnirt system.
;itsti lia,i tice cajtabi liy t' tif cict iil{ . .iik1,1(tst tttt'iiictit Io tiC t ashy ISCoci Ittot by It tire developmtent stat tis consitteriinp buying a system for cont gir tltio
spck tiiip ingii t[le RIZIT 'A(L 'I:I iictiii v ill iIVlat atite. t ot extiriplc, it erie acciulntinig. this pi ivides a checklilst tit fuinctiiiis ito look for.
RESI K~ts geniertion 3 (i ;Iit elemerit, their petotills, a

RI 'I .LACEIJ'AR IAN 1-.this wIt I cl cate geneliatliil 3T' hw I wtili isten he 3.1 kSIUooIljLIfV( 1
devseloiped scli~irately Ii tri peiici aiirii 3. The fir st litile this is used. 'tic equiivalenit 3.3('SlicinitScitatii

of atit SCCS blnhiiii delia is% ci cated. liiaiictic~s thelicriseves cail thive hi aticties a 'the I unton rls kit thre lest and Code ('stlt 'l Systemi (1'CCS), and their ~SCCS arid
capiability that SCCS does noti have. CNMS equitvialentit, are sunrirrricied fin Table I. A mortre cerinplete deser iptiori of

cacti fiinctiton is given betiiw. 'The futictitin natise s ftn bold tn'e, and argumntel

ate iniiajticrs. Nit cisrti tl arguientst1t ate speci ficdl. bith becaiuse diffecrent sysernis
A grotult canrlbe deliiiett within a CMkS dttiictitty, usinig (lie ('MS CRiiATl' ifilein thesec using differetit syntax stylms. and because the basic TC(CS systemn
GROGI' auth CIVS tN SL'Tl ELI :L~lsli iunctlions. A group is cismposed itt at I dser ibed here is a tiujisital systenii, sufficient for cortlipur atari accounting but
geiseraltions, includinis %-i ar iiit penietatons, ot all elements rinsertedinto ittilre ptssup. withnio added fuicitionaliry. Ilt iwcver, if TCCS were aciually implemented,
Grosps callitic i nncluded ssittus tither gioups. Gi tiips carsb tie cltried w iti a cssitideraiioris isf ci ficiency arid poitlability niughut require addititonal aiyut ireits.
non -ciiipty tintcisediton sit thaut thley' have sver lappirsi itierliberstup. ITle *Sctp irliryn~n - Ci eate a directory, or its equivalcist ill the
D)ISCRIP II'lIN tile used by NI hIS call specify the gioliprini nilei ai CMS I lL1Cl I crct prug system envirislilient. including ac:cess control
fuisction onl thu actionsis of it' ia (telieciit'cy rule. 'In its woutld (lien fetch the trisst intis iunction . 'Inle initial access cisitrid should be set with only read
recent generation ill acti incurber tt group, includinag ait vai i aius. This is ritt -access ito thc: project italaiiger , itt tile entire grtoup if the operating
all that useful during dt-s'eltspiseit sit, e. as was mienitioined above, tile tmost recent system allowes for thle grolup concept. Only' tlie TCCS kernel shiould
gener titits mlay be changed [I)-ly t develtopmtent learnt dunip thle colurse tof testinrg have direct w'ole access Itt the tiles. T ine Creator iof tile dir ectusry. arid
a build. I Inuwever, onice all var ialis ai e remoitved atid thie C'MS librhry' tics thisse teans enicrsers whose). naruies appear ton [tie access cusutrot list
stabilize'd. aI ('IS I LICII lunction oil a griup nani" might be useful. witthint each eleriucri, shisuld be allowed tol use the save futiction.

enter r/emrnc;rJ/enuoiie - Murs%, e n existing file rinto thile cnitisfuratioil
A niuire interesting cane is thle ('MS class, which consiyts ott' pee:ified genetatitlus accountiiiis directisry as tile initil text of a discuntent. siource code, or
of sisine subset tif ec iCIItieit. lIi (heINS CRFIA't'I CLASS fuiictions, topelhier with hiuar y datia celetieii. I niitiall on iily thre ptiograrii manager would have
the, C'MS I NSI RT CI :N-lZAll' N lunidiots caii he used to specify' thie exact save eapl-itilily to die file. TIrle enteir funictions sioluod ;ýronpt far -he

elerinents of a sisftware buiil d, ansd thle Di1 SCPt I l'ION file can then icfer to tile user ideioi Iicalioll of all learnl tietitters wshio will also have salec

eut ite class by' using the IGC 'N1 R AlVIN -cIcassIsa iiiej qualifier tin either thle eapibiltity'. Ifte ssiCpeuatiog system islcs noi have apimup niectianismn,

source otr actionls ine of a dependency' rule. 'I his itiakes tile dependency' thieir triter sbiu Id alsoi prtoitpt for;Il users wtio have read (actually

descriptuion files qunite sitittle when usinig MNtNS wuilt ('MS since the build can bie copy) access 'The triter tunctiiin miay be reused withotut thiefi/e-name

delimed within [the ('MsN dirrettry' and contrrolled by' tile pitittJonii -i lict ofuItn os~tt il tlo lals

qutlity assurance teamn. 'the inakiiji/j-i'rquiiied by tnint SCC(S can hr rriuchli iitse *edit eie:.triefennc-Retrieve a copy isf the specified

conmplex when it is required io describe a software build tot intermnediate testing. version of thle element, arid place it iii a file of r
t ile samne nanic in die

user s cunnrit udirectory for eduifit. Thle default when only the
eleitient namec is specified is the latest version of an elentent. One

2.3 'Thle Bind Conceit ntay also specify an earli er version or a brarw'h version. Thec syntax of
Cite thing that SC('S and l~I('s('MS lack is a way to entoice that a ecsange to one an earlier tir branch version depends on die canting convenhioin used
part of tile library requires a cLuatue to tither elemnitts. Foir exampitle, if approval is by rtie sat's functioir If wottre diin1 tite edittor is availabte onl thile

received to ctinage tile alpiotrittr which ittsplenieiis' a pairticular fautction. sy stern, this should act as a sort of pi eprtx'essn'r which reconstructs.

includun.' aI etrige in the colde, mutoe rthanijust thie Code elerrient itself mwust be the ifesied version without any of the 'TI'CS header rsatecial

ch~anged. 'itice tns chiange Iasa been nude tit the funuctional reqijurenicirts of the norniall~y stored with it.

systeti. [lie tipr level dticunieiits needf not be chringed. But the code elenient, the a vane l6st_( u e lemlents - vave the tile that was extracted with the edit
Top Ilevel D~esignt entries, ally- intermretdiate enutres involving a decrCipriNuof, howll function back into tile 'I 'CS ditectory. I* last_of_,rimenr' is a single
the s >51cn funictionai l spc it Icat tltns are filet by sosftware. any itiruniertis that elemnitt narine, their vale shonuld iroifistnile1 user usf tile versionr
addtess iisv, the s ilmfijinctioiis' inter 'tlly, and especially- thle test dixumneni atitin num rber to be giisen Iti the new% vervit in and tihti promitpt fsi any
mid test Cisde itself nmusi he chatiged. In existing sosftware lifecycl,! nuodiels. this niodilk~ationk to that default. Ithis is hlow a new br-anch would be
requirenient is niet by niapping each nmajor fuuctiisn of the sy:tccni doWn to each rnitimred If hisipqfj'lcei nisi is a partacular seisitsn specifier. sale
tutwor level in dile rip druwo devctopnient of the systenm '[his canl he dune witl dcterriniae that it dix's roal arcady e xist, and that it is a valid

mianually. hut cosuld he irntisijxraied :tisl the configuration ..,ceournting system a, a descendant of the elementri natnwo in thle cnttrcsjxsnding edit functiton.

.series Of inks~k bet,%een eleriemts; calmtiie in o'ie elemenrt wouild tot onl',y prilnpi and a~ssi-' rha' vvrsionseiertthnw mio.Itooroe

fur thle change authtsiiatiist naniber that icqitired dile Change, but would then lead brandies ate to be merged, then all versioin% of elenment are spesified
rustnijc Ilbra % oa iing tecagsIIupdatceeyhgwad in /,I~cofsli'm. n/3, all changes firsni die latest cotmmornn riost version

Itme leel tliuroni.pioiptng or tle uthizaionnumer ny imetheare appliedl. ani any conttradicttiins are signaled to date utser. If thfe fist

elrie~nta is accessed until a respiluse is inctorpitrated into tile elertieit Currenti c tisnias veroi spsecitiers that doi not arise front die sainke eteenit,.

systeiti cart do ithis ottly by adntritp c(-nutiitelits tos eleinrtt s that ate intciided tko thteti an errot Coinditinin is sigitatled and nit usther action Is taken.

renaind the tmanager or lrbraiian to imace die responses.%. cop) /'uet.~siV' - creatle a pritaleA ist cortpilal-le lfie, bated
onl the specitied versiosn of e/enient, ss hich dtx's non have sufficientt

3. A f'aasoni-;il S)Ic l iritii niati' in toi be edited and reencrced into1 the libracry.-

audit u'h'reiesu list -7 'te ji i0jeLt IriaIlajger, 01i any isne with read

IleI 11Crequiremeintis an h ardu et t oikaecniuinpoii ilege to) tile 'tCCS dnit'cioty .can direct orntertiatiusn about the
tie ('EC urd he tanardtest insofwar estfigictisnelements% spccilied toi be writteni as a r-eport ito the itetininal. a standard

nitanageilielitt- 9descritbe dile funt ction, tItn an auiottated cottfigiiratiiin A'coaunting ourtput device, iw a file- TImiees/nreail/istcan be a hei/dnaunuor

bsyssllishtrald pro'ide. Itsertntlte sojqI ytmsdsmbdi i ndnanie. Ithe audit function pturit'tsi the user for tile tinfoiiatuon
pifes% urs seclittn. suggests a u%(it table s,'iala fur nit itinterictis e sN sletun These required and uses a default fourmtal foe the output. One useful report
teit rns tnldbAe iniiple nicniitd asp ir utit aI kiest iper ating s) skcein undcr



would be the list of elemrents specified In tire 1,rritdfnlrrnr 01liiiirtiiiiii. build, and piroccsed by generate. Since thre coniceplt of a build is new, possible

The format canl be dependent (ir; tlire outIput device. -If sent to at tile. irriplemrerrrations toil thle build dese I [plotr ate! given heltION'. III tire operat Ing system

the reportl cart be proiessed wit ita word iliocessoi or lot r'rritte. directot y blink dloes not tonitaini sut i itiert tutorirli..iriii abirni Iliis Tti irajiltfaiti lie

'There sihtotld he a defirri tot rtrat. easity sprli ted by tire user. whiichl fitl lrrtrtiorrality 0It 'ICCS, thirCI a directory daim file wcouldi be Inirtltt ,tredl wvilli,,,

will piroduce a repoit tin tire samte torm ai iTshart produceer by geicraeri' tire rthe 'ICCS diierrory . Inle riteditreItic ie% kcratedl w~it I elemienits ate being

(sceebelow). T-his wvill allowtirec systetint Iiimie tile t7 Upoesd oit lo i 1 rwthnrt CSdreir, n eee tte ie

wrilnirentent fiii an afuroriared totol for cottrpatt tig a, rrewiy genreratediJ~rrtdrg i itldtacr das i eti ie litttitn i iirr u

versiofi witit a pr evitous vet i.io lit rite systeiri Iti systeri Crasihes, wirerreciI art1 dCIniltt-ilt INci being I'locessed rlite aeriall

*build liriliniinre - Specify a subset of versitiris (ift elerirents rirar cart processinrg sihoiulti he dirtic ii t) tettill~ir aty cor its [iirte tile, titer. rite riarite chainged

tita he nanred with, a Single bitildnitatile. Tire desti iprive intormratiton it cotrpier ott of 1uiru'cssiiig. I iris wonuId also it10 diluy fu111.r10t itto tie thin red

is kept within tire 1'CCS directory. rather titan emenrally . hetirir oemrrpleritirn.

.IIlink bindnatnte - create af listo ittenletieits which all nmust be changed,

or at teast antnotated, wheitever tite citetmett is changed. III at till .3.2.2 ilenireit FilIc Coittents 'The actualt contencrts (if etch celerieril tile itnusi allowts

doiwni tree sbtuctul e des'elimirrrrct this is tire: equivalent iii ;r sublitre rthe iecreartion oft atl venrsioits Ii titt clirreiri, tciin n Vttti earlier stns%. It trie sesterit is

ofithe code sane litre. 'uris is in coni~wttiI1 a build, vsiru'i is a used truly) whien ;r mitjor ;iritd ijipto.A ticti, ittge rt-ed tic r ceo tied, Then tire

snrapshott of a subset of nodes, ionue rot whiucti is desendantiri it arty ineftfit'ency tiltr resuhlts i rThins rqntrertifeotri IS nut) rrrt1031ii a ItsinCe ('CS wotriti

olirer, ti at par ticulart pouint 11, rite tievnpiol'reirr cycle. Alsto, a hbind uist' tiy af sml runI iccertratge t rin T ta c dlveirpttetrt lesitut et. 't ire cet unit flli

includes ti~e norrestnuirdirtg stibricie ill rite docuerniltationlitcre: desigrit requires sitrire kitni of delinlifiirg chlaar ,cttli tIr di lerti uiCrte rie ir tied s-arjatite

documnents, arty related CM plan douterirten(s), riser titIii litat nteiit:'r' itrugril tieldu. ltUttgas ittyilt'IL tutuli-ili liiirg cit trcict , suc tit s t0,1 ral )) (Still), atl

ranutral entries, test docietntteis Such as, lund tittal andt accelirarrct'est (tire beginnitnrg of ecjLh rrnvet t 1101 [.trilter (11.111 di tier cut eiu,u trCiers ii natl seeritirt

pint.II_ It sirotrd also include tire te-st cede ielt.1 At a mitt rirmirr ititle wv.1 iiniri tmizn priblenlts caused by' I taxiing tirirrr resetrsedi eiar,rcrers.

/inidninitr tire designates rthe entirite devetoprmenrt tree Shrtinld he

ideterified. Subsidiary biinds ctuild be ideteirfitetd for varitous srtbgrimlps

of Tile deveilopmient eant, ofi fotr Test builds. or for valiant versrions Thrat A tuuitiber oft freltds are neqttvi it'd lilt ofiiginital t'xt. is cniricrd by titter, sholtid he

ate depenident tin diifferenrt harrdt''are configurttitons.- ditiiitrir'ti. A filIt ci onta.ininrg a litsrit is1 sI-n who;it ariillowetd to stir' tlints tile

generate rnakcfrl' - create aI new ioa
1 rtlouile rising- rlite precedece shoturld be rincluidt urtless tire riper at tug s Swillt aiccess coirtiitn is srifftcitentr tlt Thiis.

Informtratiotn fii nreirk'lc. 'This tilt'eiouId speetiy a bittiritnirare as tlire I-or ettCA'l CI to saii, rlite infoittniatitirt requir ted it) tiie,-th're news sariritrri ftirim aI

source for a tariget executable nilouxeI, intdict'itng ainy versirrs ot his,ý test it, rilir it ed. 'tIns hris bceer C0titritriltty irtt11 clU'ttrtr't 1i) specL tyr igf sshichi

source friles witfhin fre build That rue newer thrart tire target titlist tic lilies au:Te ti' dle iterer, .ultd Wsherk to Ail aifri N (11.1unt 14%-c beer addetd i.e.

recitripi ted. If not ticket IC is speCriicti. thenI all soturce lanrguage tiles irtsrt int tots flit ar litre n'itii llt inittuge tire bise test to rite ctn i siltrest, It titt' wsay

wsiiithin rte TCCS dir, cruiy %-cr] d be uised to twit10 aI riot anIt ttilt r tinl fillfit ll %ui'' n tti utsttkes it tilitTootsit itI %iri w its , tinmsis, OwnS itii Irs

executable file, if tliltr is ptissible. As a side ettect. ar'ptiI itiPl(o whichi aussl nridIm that \ tIs li'tl diestrlifies rititigi's% To 111.rr rest. If ir is nth Sot obitousis v% ir.r

S(uuut'c rrc in'ouis wnere r ecriripilict, arid whichr library sir oibject tire hasct'est is. seicihi tilgi itecuir it u sets sire atloeet To cicaeri na rites tot

Modinules hid been tIoIjjf red sulIte last genteraition, is pripdeeti. v '1tiol flivi rile blnhi a ý, ri get'i ir i n urnhat lis news e toiciitionl is itased tirl

sittitlt be. Tilleritd Whet'n tlcilt tdit iiripy tint tiri Itt ursed, e'ach tielra is applied in

3.2 tImrletmintration I i'rii is order rut the original test itt ci care tifle nesw Test, arid %%tent %ae Is, used tire nlew tile

3.2.1 tlile StrIu~c trite The irriplerrcietat ron tif 'ICCS depend~s tin Lire unteic)inytg shounld he comrpared it, die bise rest anid a new delta field created. A rirncksunii

operating systemn and its file structuiiŽ it tire file systemr aillows tilt rcairtlir trf a field eall be used for Cata integrity.

subduec-toiy. then eachi 'CCS database woiuld be in its own srrbdrreettrry If

access control can be applied at the diriectotry levet. then trie 'lCCS dleertory 3.2.3 tHund Specrtc:iearrrn 1 wit ntsutrtds rut specity rug tire brad die prsssibie: tire list

should ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ntiii aridrea ritesioderanedirdenyontwhynidsiccesitotid.daaIn tiren I ts.110 Tllricritriut. y n a listIIthelis inchor.dilisrit l t'hit iitŽnt

write permuission denied to everyoine. iHies wiitmin the '1CCS driecitiry shoruld )tt! related tol a partlreultru elrireirt is created. N'hlen the titirtaper rirstkes tlie link

be modified by the 'lCCS funtctrions S~itire systemrs ailliw this by giving ifie cortitriatid W-0 .1tirate%% Ii/rn I'it Primttirli for rite cot'ient, (ii the hind. It rthe

TCCS functioirs spreeiatl privilege. sif rilarj t(, sull-ibstr prirenege (in Untixs. Orfiti Itrinrhtalr' alir ady errists, it piomttrri.itooi additriris Air appirriultre toiinrtt is tin I

systems nray not allow this. stt the write petirinissntt would have lith e placed till be

the individual files. nril zan2,nriinre:4nm5

since thet TCCS is n', ','rt foir stoiring both Source r(id and doc'umentattion. thre files 1ci.rrg tisire t iii ft ete'd ideir rn't rite olensir ii tra it ill sidei echnedi

shoutld be: able to handle all ASCII ciraiaeteis Al~trghnu IT is intended thrar rbibjeer1g %IIICIltl CC101(I ie11 U0s

mrodules be kept outuside tire! tCCS direcjtriy. rsing thre generate functirnto Intl eedn iclo.a oainni1LTT blo il al-il 3[! ,Ue

retrieve the siource bitout rite director)t betorie comilnat ioni. Thiere shoulid stril I en a In ri%%thte a depirdetc trietiAnnd elitalrun situ be. nt thi iii tire Unrrlrike ) nat it ue d
waty to store binary' data '1ins is tuld allilt tnt di;urucnmtitriti thtra includes tihe ii' sirs. tuhaa ciiiganeion air , e c ure ti ita obe dueiipr n% Ic tn ike ntioa isii.fIi'.~

outpuit of graphic systenis, sat IN astiles tf'r a laser printer iir output furort a

graphics wotklstatiion or C'At) system; It the tiling systeml doixs flit fravc a feature detine up iii he tiltaids thle risri Iilnn I.eqn ,,in-St,,-/5 rJi -itlirin. and d~nn

that hanrdles binary data tidier tiran ribjeen triles-tire I "'S shoruld inrid rt t iier aid n rid , tire sh- ieu as s nan d ir l ~ape trinde t a ir cirrrarig tirt saire alet el i

tur',ctieonalrty Several technriques% are 3anlaulfat or Ithis i itdI ,,Ico ,iacd~g aietti

wituid ptttgt'up 'ii rThe Stirtnnart' Retlitetienois Ins unirert rund dots i rte Trlee

What fries are stored in the 1 ('CS ditectriry alsoi depends (in wii~t tire riperatreg To tire codte drnrunriciritlii ti .. jr stalgun ]ii rte test Ciole is r ad oth) ;tripag~irn'

systeur alltiws, A suggested set stirald iriid Crayretl i ahnnn ideinj) Iys tirrfe testdo tinstreticitriii. arid a citangi. in tire resi do, unrrertarrrn s'.oiuid

element. I rn ritatitf ion houw tire tar ira ge ne[t .tiiir and uptirres might ioc pitiltagatre sideways i%) rthe rest ride. an~rd a~I'n up Ito thle still" are test Ill 'i An

bandied in given below. I cift ha ildtratre %un d he stirrer
1 

in ai tealt ate file %%110 incpithfl ra li iedpnd~ nIbidAudb

Wo~ulId include the elertient niattic and specriterrtiiirtrnstli si v,1r1,1 getter111 ititt i

winich branch is toi he itinlirded iil tiata hurii 'I Iris i rut d be ci eared 1it tire call nTo
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possNibly by Errting other leant oiteitbets revise portions of cacti doixtinl mer it - 1 lie. QIiliy Evaiiittioti Plan ivili in-. lttle Moii titter tineiritc testable build, lThe
process involved inl doin [istis is striaiglitfl wVard. Tule miatiaget allcowsil ea li Qir i i Assurance teait nmermber, create inn

1 
ejle.i rhat de-scribe these hrtl\ irsarnd

mtenmhers ss'ho will revise a section to have rwad access to the appropriate 1i,-(lreuedtsssngapodreimarothtecibdbv-Te

elemients. T hen trie teamr mtemiber uses cop)- to get a copy tif thle elenment, Iti gnrt ucini w ocet il nenchicbld.' i ul rito

editor to do rite rewrite, and gets apptroval i1 rlite tuanaver lto reinsert the cnb sdt ipiytelaelsb rmn ulmnsfrtets ul%

doumtoent. The protjecr mnatager uses edit to retrieve rlite documtent, utser rte editor Once tire wholti huilid coriupi ics arid lotads, rite tests are ruri and arty cirrls iii
tinconsistencies are noted.to replace rite. changed sections with rthe aptiroved triles Irotin his directory, rites

saves the tnoodlifed documient. lDuring rite edit/save oiperation rtie database is
locked so that no one else can esecure anr edit functioin on that elemnert. It every Erroneous test result, require decbuggring atid mtodiftcation. Sinece all the tmttulnes
learn member were alloiwed to use edit then each documsent would base to be ate under cotnftguration cttnrsri, debuugging is riot as% stimple at tsis stag,: as at
broken into many smsaller documents sit that several team members could each earliet stag'es. Each plrogialnnter mstin mrake sure tit ainy changes% made do soti
work on one section at a tiute. This is feasibie oto source citde, bar nor desirable affect other nmodulies. Again, copjy, edit and save are used to reportgrarit, unit ti-sr.
foe- documientartion. When lire new section is saved, rthe autormated r0Ii and tepltada nodules. Orre a build lies saccesslully oete us tests, rthe (Cl nicet,;
astomrtdea:y notes what changes were nmade and who made rite changes, arind appitives all mtidutles invotlvedl. Atry ftrrtlict changes to a nmtdule requires

CC1I aittpirovl and a M I nuntheeas justiliareaitn.

Once- the docuntents are ready, tire CorrIitgurariort Ceutirol Board (CCIHI reviews
the requirements dtcunments. Any changes they require can he entered by the 4.4 S-,steri nirte-..tton rind l-estingj-
tram manager by using edit atid save, giving thie minuntes rif the CCtI meeting as Once all inrermsediare buridcs are lttttsitd, rthe entirie syser'itiintmy be tested. If rthe
rthe reason for the cisunge. systems is to run onl the develoitmsent systeni. dhim is fairly easy. Ir is slightly itrote

difficult it thre system is being erisus cuompiled to antother cotnputer. Tule Quaility
4.2 Futnctionual Specification Assurance learn uses build or generate to create a test systent, inciuding,
At the next phase ofcdevelnpmnset, several documents are created. In each cave. compilitig tire rest routines. Thle tests, are mu., any anomtalies are rntted, and rthe
the same procedure may he used for text documents as was used for rho reports are sent back to thie mianager for dispositon. This shotuld be rite first tiilte
- equiremends documenst. Thiu,,, new darahase elements are placed iii the systens for that reruitreirreuts rind ftunctiotnal specifications are consideteru for triodtriti tiioti.
the Software Requairenct sSpectftcationn, the Intertjace Reqi~uremnerits Some ntajor requtiremnctt, such vritsitnitig or cupaicity, nuay not be oete by rite
Spec'cficatiaon, the Software Ce'nflguruiton Atuitgragenue Pians, and rthe .Softivar' sysNtetit. In such a case, either lie renuirentent trust ite looscued, io- a mtajotr
Qualtty Eviluntion Plan. At trie Al lesei, rthe ereifti aion Plan is included. knelt redesign mtay be reqtuired iortir le systest. Any change ilt requtremrentrs. design or
eletincarsh~ould he linked to its atpprttpririt' hinrds by the protject nianager. In each etude nunsi be aiuititisd by trie CVil. Any cihattge tot requtrentents tirspectilteatitti

c:tu' ePitir, cipy, edit, and save arie used its those. Every ulive oif save prtrutnspmsrspoiae hruh(t:dsg ndcd.;ry(lm otepctcto
foir a MR number titthe docuntent hais piesvittusly been approuved by rthe C01I. rir design must be prirp~qagaritiriutritithrie cotde. 'I lie t t muites, fii s pr', srus:at is

easy stite requit reisients (-;n he traced tip atid dotsn trie chatin of ditutunueti ititn ls
4.3 D~ev'elopm~ental phrase croiss references to other docunseitis and cideic sgliucrs witihin each dritabase
Dluring rthe develtipnental pihase, the nitidiles identifted during rthe functtuonti elettient.
speetfucation phaise ate frilled otie. first sithi either graphical representations of thle
aigorir huts to he used eg. flow clintou. tir testsual re ruesentatiotns such its 4.5 P'rodurction l'hase

Prorannrig Iesio ltugage(l'~l~. I tie ciseof extrilrejrestttrrts, ite Once rthe final build paisses all tests, arid alter rte NCSC tearnt etsttpiecsl testing
tunic techniques otay be used as tior otiher dittotetit. !t-ur giphilcai and approves rthe design and inupirenteistri rn rthe cttu Iigurat urn atccounttintg
represNentations, especially titeuse i'rtuduced tin at separate device such as a CAD) database is- iretived fit teleresce putiiiiss. A cleuai Lilpy, withtutu any htistoricai
worksrarron, rthe coipy. edit, and save functionis cart be used over a darta, is matnde ofi all[ relevzont dricuitteirs. All tdesign tdocunments,. such as lirtsschrtrls
commnusicatitons line conne!ctinrg rthe wortkstatio~n wvith the mrain ctirtpu rer. It such and '1)1. -deseripttilts, and all souritce etude susidc le rte ;tisti eopiped iii a Itortni
a communecations line is uotr lea- -,Ic. the-n sonic kind oif cornsuor uteriuss.,ucli as st ripped tof all histisorical data. ( ettrratit is used to prtiduce psrotductiotn colpies ill
a fltippy disk tie trape wiil be use,. in i titer case, the graphical repteseotaitirns rthe santeni froittitris--Iltee tu griitt oirt osntcdie;i
ntay still be kept under ctttultguratuti cointroli by rthe autrromated totol. crtntitues fromi nthis ciheckrpoint Ii he L teen stptes ott all codle rid drcuen irstatio

nue stored in ra news dritabrise kept lsy' rite citniigrrirtliri accutin s g tootl . rand tint tug
Whlent coding sarttub Cioisfigrmaionc Identtificattion cotites iriti play withtitrie niamiing the man'iternanc-e pnse ally' ilariges ito codte, sNieui ilL at int:.. des igs, itt niiss hi>
arid numtbetring o!t iriduec 1 Flits ertlt ersi ly he enflorced by the protjecr runsa.ger even requiti I coseir. it approved by- lie: ('II, ate entered itor tile rirtibase usintg
using rthe entier funcrtion- Eacl new eleminct sluouid tlsoi be liniked ititi irs cr1it. 'Ilite litik fruntit. lion is user1 it) dese the tire e~iittnsliip:. iietsceu rthe uiser
aiprfopi tate bindls. 1 est nitidir ev are rist geiner nil'J ilt rlite simnple tests used by- mniattrts antd manirtsetirtnte tuit~ttnus, rite tiperritiotnal test suite, atid thie code stturce.
the priogearnritts to itnit test these rout sles. A ty-iirral Sequsettee of tuitractirtas
with rthe ICES riitnbrise ivit I proc ax liiilows. 'Ilite tmitiger roleers ni citric Ilte fsuncions, audrlit c!ud gne-rieite' cail he used il ipi. iside Ilu, fariclily iio inert ait
segment, giving tire litst line o trite mondul incitl udintg Iti: souds Icnirmte ratd calling 1fi iivltetdt irtge secrtien h yttt e hnbtrgptvred ie
seqitenoce as described in rlite interlace dineutment, -'I lie manaitgcr aisit entrr arr r bink a udtti furie n crti lie tinvitked tit list all eleitic its lint iris- keen) added it rthe tiode
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1982. <directory name> is a single identifier that satisfies the local of'erating system

syntax for naming a commiton group of files. In a trce style dircetory filing system,

this would be the name of a subdrectory. In a flat file system, this would be the

common prefix that all files in the group use.

<filenane> is a single identifier capable of spccifyrng a contiguous text or binary

file. In a tree stauctuied airectory tiling system, tii> would bca j(pxssibly

aohreviated) patiname. In a flat filing system, it would be the full name of the file

unless the operating system allowed part ot the prefix to be assumed.

Al 'IA'EN )X - Kickui'-Naur Ss'nt;ax (rsf'l'('S

linplem.enrtalnr Independent I)efinitiors <name> is a d&fault text string that the opciatming system r.ommand processor

<session> <sessiin body> end would recogmze as a valia argument to a function call. The name should be

<session body> .> <"mipty> passed litac, as a text suing identilying the TCCS clenient or buildnamne to be

I <session body> <function invocation- processed.

<fanction invocation> :. <setup invocation> <element specifier> is a valid riarre, as al-ove, plus whatever additional text is

cenmer invocation> required to specify a parti ilar release or level of a main or side branch of an

I<edtt invocation> element.

I<save inivlcatiinirir

J<copy invocati(n>

J<audit inv'ncation>

I<build invocation>

I<gencrate irivocation>

1<ltik invocation,

<setup invocation>s setup <directity name>

<enter invocation> enter <eleinent> I ilrtnairre>

<cdit invocation : edit <clciicit specifier> Ittjenasic>]

<save invocations save <list of eleiietts>

<element;. <ralue>

<clelmnt list> - -list of leleilciis>

I rldiranie.

I <bliudiratne>

<ihst oh elcrentss ce <lerlrcnt specifiet >

I-list of elements> <cleiiimt specifier>
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* I understand that floppy dis;ks may Several steps can be taken to improve

not be removed from the secure the plight of nomi tecr security managers:

area.
Ensure that all system planners

" I understand the Red/Black separa- arc trained in computer accurity
tion reqti i rements for the system, and that they know to cons;It wit h
(Simple led/Black separation guide- computer accuri ty personnel early
lines were recently declasnified, Ir. the system planning process.
and should be posted near the If more systems Vol low the rules,
system.) the job of enforcing the rules-

be-omes easier .
Morc wide:;pread emphasis on such simple
rules would improve computer security Increase the staffing of field com-

practice in the DoD, especially in those puter security offices. This will
situations where users must begin using a be a difficult step, but it is a
system without first having had any formal necesv.ary one,.
training. Users cannot be expected to
know the prodigous number of rules that Ensure that computer security
constitute DOD computer security policy, managers are adequately trained,
Therefore, emphasis should be placed on and give them frequent oppor-
those few rules that counter the major tunities to update their training.
risks.

Give computer security managers

The second management action fun- the rank and recognition their
damental to improving DvD computer position warrants. Support theia
security is improved field support. The in taking punitive action against
day-to-day computer security war is being systems that operate without
fought in the field. Yet, with the accreditation or that do not cam-
increasing number of computers being ply with approved approaches.
introduced into the DoD, the people in the
field are fighting a difficult battle and Some ef these improvements ihi
need reinforcements. training and field support will be dif-

ficult to implement., but efforts must-
The key people in the field are the begin. There is a final recommendation.

computer security managers assigned that is easier to implement an'] that
throughout the DoD. Their role is t- should produce near-term improvements:
oversee the implementation of policy, the National Computer Security Center
Unfortunately, the staffin.; of these offi- (NC:SC) should expAnd upon its continuing
css has not increased commensurate with assistance to field support personnel.
the increased number of computers being The NCSC is al.'eady providing substantial
used for classified processing. Some assistaee to the field via sucn means as
Major Commands with thousands of travelling training teams. The NCSC could
classified systems have only one person provide further assistance, however, by:
assigned to oversee computer security.

Conducting a six-month study of
An important part of a computer field computer secnurity management

security manager's job is to coordinate offiecs to determine (1) the state
system accreditations. Their review of of computer security in the field,
accreditation packages is often the only and (2) what field computer
independent examination of a system's security managers believe is
security. Yet some computer security needed (by both themselves in
managers do nov have the training or particular and the DOD in general)
resources to do their joh. Since these to improve DoD computer security.
people could rot hegin to do the larger
job of system certification, typically Sponsoring the development of
system buyers, developerj, and integrators additional simple management and
are relied upon to evaluate !:eir own training tools to improve computer
wo rk. security practice. (The NCSC his

already made some useful contri-
The result is that every year some butions in this area, such as a

DoD computers are placed into operation one-page summary of personal com-
without adequate security oversight. Some puter security rules.)
systems are operating with no accredita-
tion at all. The accreditation process: is Encouraging field computer
definitely not a meaningless paper pro- security management people to
cess. Compu ter secur i ty managers ofter, attend annual NCSC conferences in
"find problems during their accreditation order to meet each other and to
review, and system security is usually im- present their views and exper-
proved through preparation of an aceredi- iences.

tation request. The accreditation process
might benefit from some streamlining, but Just as field personnel can benefit from
it is an essential process noneLheless. NCSC knowledge, so can NCSC personnel

henefit from field experience.
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CONCLUSIONS

A brief examination of user environ-
ments in the field shows that:

Dedicated mode operation is the
most common mode.

There is occasional ineffective
use of computer security safe-
guards.

These findings suggest the need for a more
thorough study of the state of' computer
security in the field. Furthermore, the
findings must be taken into consideration
before new policies or technologies are
applied in the field. In some cases the
findings represent problems that can
readily be solved, but in other cases they
might represent fundamental environmental
limitations on what is achievable. System
managers must be able to distinguish these
oases. Technological improvements can he
harmful if they result in a false sense of
security.

DoD computer security can benefit
greatly from improvements in training and
field support, which would help us to
batter manage and use systems. DoD per-
sonnel at all levels should be made more
informed about computer security, and com-
puter security managers in the field
should be given the resources they need to
d,; t.heir job. 14uw that an improve-cd ^"un-
dation of computer security policy arid
technology has been e;tablished in the
DoD, more attention should be placed on
ways to improve practices in the field.
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HISK ANAILYSIS AND MANAGEMENT

IN PRACTICE FOR THE UK GOVI,;RNMHNT

THE CCTA RISK ANALYSIS AND MANAGEMENT METHIOIO.OGY: CRAMM
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Mr Rodney Clark - IBSI App) ied Systems Ltd,
20 Upper Ground, London, SE.1 9PN, England

IN £RODUCTION THREATS VUl.NERAHII.) TI ES ASStI'S T
1. The paper describes a risk (analysis and) ANALYSIS
management methodology for Information Technology
(IT) Security developed by the UK Government RISKS --
Central Computer and Telecommunications Agency MANAGEMENT
(CCTA) of Her Majesty's Treasury, with the
assistance of BIS Applied Systems Limited. The !T
Security and Privacy Group of CCTA i.s; the National COUNTENMEASURES
Authority for adr'ising British Government
Departments on all aspects of the protection of 11
Systems handling unclassified bit sensitive data.
The methodology, designed for the ientifioation
of jus;titfied security measures for both current and and ineorpar-atng related 'sub-componentcs' sch as
future 'I" systems processing Government sensitive

-at IL. - .- Ma 8 ss b th e countermeasure costs.

subject of five sepa-ate trials with systems or
differerit environments. An automated su;pport tool 11MG APPROACH

is now being produced, and comprehensive training 3. An a National IT Security Authority for
in use of th methodology by non expert,.. i5 being Government Departments, CCTA wan invited to mount.
prepared- and manage a project trj identify or develop a risE

EXTENT OF THE' PROBLEM management metthodology which would meet thiitecni
mandatory requirements. These inr luded:-

2. hler Majesty's Government (IMNG) Departments 'able to deal with HMC Operational arid
have recognised the general concept.s of risks'be to e with of all
management for some time arid implemented them in a
pragmatic and relatively subjective manner.
However, by mid 1985 both Departmenits and the 'ble to encompass all technical (eir Hardware,

Government. Security Authorities identified the rieed Software, Communications) and non-Tecirica)
to develop a unified approach te risk management (eguPhysp
which was threat rather than vulnerability driven security
and which siould be applied aieoss the wide range 'compatible with existing Ceveroint ]l
of 1NWG s;ystem types to identify more accurately 'compatl withne';
nece.ý;ss-ry countermeasures, provide justification Security guidaneu;
for spend and be understandable to non-technically '!,itable for usc during the development of'
expert general niariagers. With tire rapid expans ion
of IT arid the high coat of dev:lopmcnt of some , ytem, in I I a t as
secure systems it was not considered to he viable existing insta I.:-tions'
to continue with a significant probability of 'easy to use, after training, by starr wilti
unjustified speed err security and/or without high IT but not necessarily Il security experience';
confidence that all ju:,tified countermeasures had
been identified. It was also recognised that the 'able to be used such tit reviews carr be
approach would need to cope with tire complex carried out quickly enough to evnsure thrat
situations where many threatfs could impact mare
than one asset, many courrtermersure: could courrter rn'sult:. aire riot overtaken by cliarige:, in the

more thin one thireat, aind m:rrry countermcasures could system' ,

protect more than one asset. It wa;r agreed thii tt
risk management should be put on a much tore formal 'able to br used with ii automater support tool
and structured basis to dpal withi these problems:, II. "ih firat task was to exaimri c evx stilrig
tlising as a hrasehoi nt tire ma il ri:oiipone.nts of"c rJ:k

anal yrsJis ý,id man~nagrmeot as showin oo tire tradition:r methrodulooi:; to detreriir if aiy met tire 1iM(
simple model:- reouircment:;. -everlil mcthodulogien; were identified,

but irone iret l i) the mar.lrtory reqi:ir.remcnts . Wti 1sft
at first glr•ie(: Anriucrl l.o::s f xpect:ricy (ALE) brs:;rd
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quantitativc approaches seemed attractive, it boundaries or' the review to be agreed and later
became evident that the inevitably subjective way for the questionnaires and guidelinesto be put into
in which figures are attributed, particulsrly costs perspective. It also provides sufficient detail,
for data asset.s;, could produce an unsound base arnd for instance on the number of 'dat- owners', for
inconsistencies between similar reviews. Also the review to be scheduled. Stage I then continues
these methodologies typically did not offer much with its major function - the determination of
support for countermeasure selection with a qualitatLive values for asseta, both physic•l and
consequential need for the reviewer to have IT data - The CI(AMM documentation provides detailed
security knowledge, coupler with the fact that advice on how the reviewer should schedule, conduct
analysis could be lengthy. Existing qealitative and record interviews with. data owners and
met hodologies3 were insufficiently rigorous, did personnel res'ponsible for physical assets, and to
not cover all main components of risk management review results with system or project management.
or were not. sufficiently far enough advanced to be A carefully structured questionnaire enables the
of use- Therefore it was decided to devise a new reviewer to establish the :selection of qualitative
methodology following a qualitative approach, hut values, without 'urer bias', for the four possible
wherever possible taking quantitative input, and impacts -- disclosure (of data assets), modific,ition
containing no 'hidden' logic. (both accidental and deliberate), unavailability

(of data as,;siets) and destruction (of phy.s;ical or
5. Accordingly, a "manual" version of the data assets). This selection is aided by detailed
methodology has been produced and as of May 1987 'common metric' guidance for data valuation
has successfully undergone five separate trials covering such issues as, political embarrassment,
encompassing both administrativc and operational, commercial confidentiality, personal privacy,
and existing and planned, systems. Comprehensive financial and legal. Physical assets such a:;
documentation - including management guidelines, hardware and air conditioning plant are first
the logical design specification for an automated valued on the basis, of replacement or recon:rtrucLion
support tool, and i.n outline of" the training cost:; - which are thenconverted onto che same
course required for its use, have already been qualitative scale as that used for data assets.
produced. Iletailed amendments are being An advantage of the methodology i:n tirat time and
incorporated in the documentation, further 'beta' resource wastage can be avoided where all v;jaues are
site trials to 'fine tune' the methiodology are in low. In these circumstances what is in effect a
progress, and work har started on the production shortened version of Stage 2 would be used to check
of an autosated support tool and a comprehensive whether there are any threats, vuln,rabilitics,
training course. CRAMM is new the 'Preferred' or combinations thereof, which are of sufficient
methne'noncyv For the fritish Government level to iustify preater than b;aseline protection
Oncias:;stfed but Senrit. ive 'atra'. for low value assets. If the value of sIl assets

is low and only baseline protection is justified,
OVERVIEW OF THE METHODOLOGY then a raeview will move directly to Stag" 3.

Only where asset values are medium or high is
6. The methodology comprises a staged, or modular, Stage 2 recommended. At the end of Stage I, as;
approach. The fJrs-ýt two stages address; analysis with the subsequent two stages, there is a
of the risk and the third and final one address;es comprehensive mao-tgement review.
management of' risk through the implementation of
countermetsures. Each starge is supported by Stagc 2
ques:tionnaires and guidelines and sets out to
ansqwer one m. jor question. Simply suated these 8- The extent of the security needed by r, :;y:;tem
are: - relate:; riot ju:;t to values of a:rset:; but also to

the levels and nature of threats to which tile
Stage I : is there a security necd asove sy:;tem could be subjected and the I ikely
a certain baseline level? vulnrcrabilitie:; of the system assets to those

threats;. The first part of Stagec 2 is croneerneu
Stage 2: where arid what I. thie extent of With evalusting the dependency of a system or
the security need? potent ias :;y:;tem en certain groups- of a.ssets, inot

,ill of which are vulnerable tr, the same :totertjtil
Stage 3: how can this need bh met? tfhre;,ts. Tilen twenty-two generic threat typc:;,

for example firc, water damage, system infiltration
At the compl]etion of each stage there if; a arid nlt:;rre of resourcees, are us:;rd ;:; trioit to
fermn;)l mari;gement review. ss:;cs: the qua it-ative threat and vulnerability

levelsa per re)evant as;set grouup, u:;ing pjilrtr of
Stage 1 s1tructored qucntoiruairr , i's incorporatingr the

h<rrowIr1edge, of I1MG Sencr'i ty expert:;. As far a:;
7. lre ftr :;ft. :,:rci of Stage 1 is, tire important 'o:;sible qurstiorr.'; are fer.rud so asý to pronmpt a
tr:rk of precisely determining the rlrrt.tree ,nd lye:;' or 'rto' an:;wer to avoio 'l,:;', witti eirca l
houndariar• of tir," s.ystem uider -eview, and it:; answer' afforded a p.rrticular score; total scores
variou:; comport'rit.: . This: is accompl)ished by thfi per jucttijoitrrt ire indicate a high, nredrum, or
acqo Ls itiort of itt! t'rm tien on t0t, r ue:;r community low thrre t or vulrne'r;,t)iljty.- Ior ucr l rel1?virrt
and tile t'.rtitv:r' in which ticty u:;e, or will u:;e trhe a:;:;et group, tfr' combination of assut vitlut adrd
:;yslcm - together with an out)Jire .ay:;tcnr aa.':;:;mcnt:: of the levels- of vulterabiliticai and
corfigur.rt tion uiii •gon. 1hi:; infurm,,tiot i :; threal.:; ;jrc used i.o caleiuate a sccu.jity
rrltt inteth 'rom interview:; witih :liritor inistalltion requirement hIe ri'n;k) number on r scale of one

or project rrllria,'r:;, ;tnth u;er tintrrger:r asrin theiri (|)ar;el to'') to hive, for each of the four possi ble
s0_a|T, rird Js. esseritr in frovidinhg the r'viewern impacts, (ic' di:;colsure , mrrii fication, nr;rivil]-
with tir e urdrrr:rstAindnnrg reccs-ary for the :;pr'ctfic ability ;,rrr d(.::tructiorr). At. tire cud of Stage 2,
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management has a clear view of the levels of the first real ri:nk man-igemiit. ta:;k tackled - tiet.
threats to, vulnerabilities of, and tinos rl:sks of establishing the boundaries of the system under
to, particular asset groups. The expression of review. Experience ha:s s1hown this to be an
risks in a numcr-ncal form enables direct. eatenlag important tasK and guidelines are given to a d the
to count ermeasurus in Stage 3. The completed process. The typical modern system frequently
analysis of ri:sks, ie at end pf Stage ?, is interconnects with other systemn:s which therir;elves
reviewed in detail with manager' ant before mevinrr are coirnectod again to Further :sytem:;. It is
t.o Stage 3. important to establisth therefore up to whilch point

one is aiming to provide a socure ay:;tem.
Stage 3

13. Tire importance o0' the daita can now be assessed
9. Stage 3 determines how the identifird security by detailed questionnaires dir. ted at tire owners
need can be ioet, ie eounterimeasrire selection- and users of oata. They arc as;ked to rtnte what
"faking the determined levels of risk, it the the effect. on the nrganisation woula be if the data
security requirement nurmibers, for each asset were to be disclosed, modifited, made unava irbilo
grouping, countermeasures (covering all aspects (loss- of service), or destroyed. "lire reviewer is
of' security) are selected from a large 'library' aided in recording the results of this process by
which is referenced by, among other things, a series of guidelines which enable him to place a
security aspect (physical, software, etc) and is value on the data appropriate to th(i manrer in
further annotated by type, eg reduce risk, reduce which it is used. For example, if the dat.a
impact, detect. If the review is of a current contains details of legal contract-s, lie will ask
installation, details of existing countermeasures what tie effect would be of the orgaisration beang
are now recorded. (This activity is deliberately in breach of contract. Would it be sued? 'or
kept until the end of the review to avolo how much? What would the effect of the publicity
prejudging the effectiveness and/or justification be? Tile guidelines will relate this to a scale
for existing countermeasures). A comparison is of 1 to 10.
conducted to ascertain which additional
countermeasures are to be recomnianded, and which 1i4. This approach t U establishing tihe ispor'Lance
existing ones are not justified. As the list of of the data to the oreanisation has been found to
countermeasures is produced, it is annotated with have three important advantages:-
likely levels of cost (from information held in
the 'library'). Then ceots specific to the actual (a) users can much more readily associate
or likely equipment types can be added, and a with values appropriate to the systen;
further management review is hold. they sre not forced to use financial

va 1 ue.si;
10. If management is unhappy about some aspect,
eg the likely overall cost is outside the budget, (b) the relative values that have been
"what if" questions can be dealt with (for example, established could, if Jiustified, be
weat would be the effect of removing one very easily adjusted to an orgfanisation's
sensitive f'ilc?). In other words a parameter can own perception, vitho';t in any way
be changed and the'. methodology "re-run". The affeeti ing the working, of the
final step is to determine when a furtner review methodology;
should be carried out-- Much of the information
gathered during the first review can be used in, (el tire use o, common guidelines helps
and thus greatly speed up, subsequent reiews, to prevent user bias.

PRPINCIPAi. CtAMM CONCEPTS 15. Asset vailuation is comple-ted by listing the

Stage 1 replacement or recontiruucti.on costs for hardware,
software and environmental facilities. Thin

11. Stage 1 introduces the first of several enables cumplcte understanding of the importance

concepts us:ed in CRAMM, that of a bantlirue level of the syster,; to be obtained anrid a decision can

of countermeasures which would always be applied now be maue as to wirather it Jrrstifi es a full
to any system. You may think of them if you wish scale review, or whether ail abbreviated approach

as a 'code of good practice'. For, example, for could be asei. Thin facility (which is iacorpara•tod

ether than truly s;ingle user systems the within tire mc-thodoeoly) avoid:.; creating :situations

requirement for a user to identify himself to the in which a great deal of time and money is spent

system during log-en might be defined as a inventigating, tire risks to a system which contains

bass)line countermeasure. The need for such simple nethlng of great value.

countermeasures is based on tire premise that asn
systera aust be of some value to the organisation 16. Stage 1 is completed by a comprehensive

(or why have it?), arid therefore needs a certain review with management to apree the information

level of control. collected. At this stage discussion usirally centres
on the extent _of the configuration and the user's

12. Further protection will on)ly be required perception of the imrportance of the system. These

if tire importance of the data to the use(-r or tihe are unemotive topics arid consequently agreement
valrue Of, say, the hardware merits thi:;additior. can uaerilly be easily reacired.
The principal function of Stage 1 is therefore to
c:rtablsnh these values. As mentioned however, Stage

Stage 1 initially estrablisires the scept of' tile 17. The primary function of Sitage 2 is to
review, and detailn the system Configuratlon and the evaluate tire level of trrearts to, and extent of tire
manner in which the system is used. Only when a vulnerabilitie:r of, the system assets. However,
clear picture of the total system hasn emerged is anothe," importanit concept of thie methodology is the
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reeognriI ion that different tnreats may :ippl y to Physical access corrntermeasures, for example,
different partsi of thie same, system. Similarty, addr':rs several threats. (wilful dama,,e, t.heft,
vulnerability may not be the same at all points- etc). -This ovcrl;ap irrdicatss. that. thliec type, of'
In practical tee'ms though it would he prohilritivcly countermes crc are likely to be e:o'ential.
expensive in time and erfurt. and indeed
uraiceesairy to explore the level of threat against 22. aLoving selected the courticrrrleisnre group:n,
every individual asset. Therefore, using CRAMti, the revir-rer then hts access to an extensive list
asscts are grouped in a manner ,p•3roprjate to the of' several hnoired conte-measurrer: '(arrangerd riJder
thirra t . tire threat of liirc, for exampleC, i the.r- group:i) each ot 'arici hazi been 0as ignerd a
likely to vary by physical location and it is rating of between 1 (very low, or bausrline ) and
therefore appropriate to evaluate this threat 5 (very high). 'jirese ratings correspmnd to tire
against all the asset:?; in one room or small score calculated when dot-iiig , the seeurit.y
building. However, by comparison, if syNtem requiremerrt, ;,nd t.htul the reviewer can easily
infiltr;rtion is being considered trhe the total select the appropriate countermeasures.
system could be regarded as the- appropriate group
of assets since it. is normally not practical to 23- ior an existing installation, thie sine list
separately protect different. parts, cf the same can now he uscri to examine the previously
system against this particular threat type. implemented countermeasures. These are then

comprred ;rg;ringt thos;e identified as necessary by
18. The second part of Stage 2 estailishes tire CRAMM and reeonmcrndations made where there are
security requirenrent (measure of risk) of each drzscreparrcies. While normally the rceonimendartiorrs
group of assets by relating together tile value of will address tire requirement for additional
the assets (including data), tihe level of' threats countermeasurcs, this is by no means always the
to which it is, likely to be exposed rind the case. Io some instances in our 'beta' trials,
degree of vulnerabil ty. Tire first of these iras recommendations have been made to consider
been oxprerssed on a scale of 1 to 10 :rird tire removing countermeasures which did not seem to be
other two on a high, medium or low basis. A justified-
matrix is used to link the three factors togethier
and express the result on a senile of 1 to 5. CONCLUSION

19. The significance of dividing tire system into 221. Thus to conclude, the main CRAMM concepts
asset:; or groups of assets becomes more apparent are:-
when it is appreciated that the security
requirement figure will be used to determine the - baseline level of countermeasures;
ltevel of couritelreasures. Henicc in asseot with a
ihigh value ansociated witih it may have a hiigher - 'rommon metric' grijdance for qualitative
security requirement than an asset of" lower value valtration of data assets for tire four
but the a;;re threat and vulnerability rating. The major impacts;
correct level of protection is theri:fore
est.ablisihed for all p;rrts of the system, Blanket - no presumptions made as to tire nerd for
coverage, which frequently result.s in under or previously implemented counterm-asures;
over prrrteetion for partiolar assets, is avoided-

- qualitative a'.messment of threat types
Stage 3 against specific groups of assets;

20. Stage 3 is concerned with establishing tire - rqulitative assessment of the vulnerabilities
cont.ermcassuren rnecessary to meet the security of these specific groups of assets;
requirement calculated from the analytical work
onf the first two stages. It therefore moves - combination of qualitative valures for
positively from risk raaalys;is to risk *rr.rrragemerrt.- assets and threat and vrrlnerarbiliity rartings
This is an area which appears to have received to form numeric indications of risks;
relatively little attention in otier
methodologies, yet the task of selecting - m:atching numerji indicationnof risks to
couortermeosuresq is a formidable one. For example, specific countermeasures;
a najor irnstallititoi or network may require several
hundred countrmeas.ures to he implemented. Thiese - for an existing installation identifying
could range from procedures for assigning passwords, not only justiried but also unjustifind
,o cieck controls over input data, to enecyption, Countermeasures.
ta finn extirrruishers in the gerreral offlice. Tire
range is enormous, making selection extremely We feel that thes-e were needed to meet tire originally
difficult. specified criteria for a methodology f'or the UK

(iovernrent.
21. Stage 3 tackles thins problem by grouping
counterrmcarunes together (countermeasure gerouprjs) 25. Indeed, the 'manual' methodology has been
and relating the:se to threats-- For example, produced and tested and it is evident thiat, with tire
procedural controls; over ;ysterm programmers will use of tire autarmeted suppo! tool to considerably
relate to thie threat of systerms infiltration reduce review time, it fulh rin tire pr-cified
(unrauthorised accer.s). The Firnt step, thieroForc, requirenents. Particularly popular with trial ;ite
is to :select tire appropriate countermeasure groups Staff hsis been the 'common metric' guidance for
for each threat . At this stage a crinniderable establislhing qualitative data values, and the
degree of overlap i:I likely to be observed, production of i istsn of specific eountenrmeasýrrtes
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26. It in1 now clear that. information co)oleLed
during a review could be used to identify
pairticular evaluation needs ana 1.o construct

security policy and requirement documents. indeed.

the methodology wi'l c invAluable to management
in prescent inrg easily rind, rstandrdable 10reult. in

lhe form of courntermeasure lists justified in

accordance with tlre real security need (and for

existing installations identi fying countermeasures
which may not. he justi.Ftied and could be rcmoved -

probabiy with coat saving and easing of

oprariontil] .onstraint.)- MAnagement will thius
he able to consider submission:; for money spend

on s•ecurity supported by a logical, properly-

constructed and justified case.

ROBIN MOSES

CCTA

29 May 1987

It should he noted that the CCTA methodology,

CRAMM, is Crown Copyright.
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A PANEL DISCUSSION ON

RISK MANAGEMENT: A PLNN FOR rUE FUTURE

Dr. Sylvan Pinsky
Senior Scientist

Office of Research and Development
National Computer Security Center

9800 Savage Road
Fort George G. ',eade, Maryland 20755-6000

(301)859)4485

ABSTRACT Robin Moses and Roger Clark from the United
Kingdom, Gene Troy of Martin Marietta, and

The federal government and private Kurt Schmucker of Productivity Products,
industry have a long-standing interest in International.
conducting computer security risk analyses.
Analysis is part of the larger, more
comprehensive "risk management" process which
describes the types of approaches and methods
that address all activities leading to cost-
effective safeguards for automated information
systems. Numerous computerized tools have
emerged over the last 3 years to assist
analysts in completing the risk management
process. Each of these models deals with only
one aspect of the total process, such as
vulnerability assessment, threat assessment,
or annual loss expectancy calculation.

There is a significant interest and need
in the computer security community to have
effective tools, techniques, and guidance for
cr•pleting th- risk- -,-nagcmcnt proccss. The
National Computer Security Center and the
National Bureau of Standards have jointly
sponsored forums for exchanging ideas and
presenting approaches to risk analysis. These
two organizations have identified the major
issues in risk management and have embarked on
a plan that describes the steps necessary to
resolve the problems, lays the foundation for
developing a comprehensive model for risk
management, and provides guidelines for
conducting the process and selecting effective
safeguards for computer systems. The
cornerstone of the plan resides with the
construction of the conceptual model of the
risk management process. This model will
describe the interrelationships of the
components of risk management (e.g., threats,

threat frequencies, vulnerabilities,
safeguards, risk, outcomes) in a formal way so
that we all have a common understanding of the
risk management process. This conceptualiza-
tion will help explain where alternative
methods or approaches fit into the overall
process.

The panel activity will begin with a
presentation of the elements of the road map
for the future of risk management. This
discussion will include the conceptual
framework, the creation of a risk management
laboratory and testbed, case studies, data
acquisition, model development, and related
topics. Panelists will have an opportunity to
critique the plan and present alternative
recommendations. The panel will conclude with
a 15- to 20-minute question and answer
session. ranel membership will consist of
Stuart Katzke of NBS, Sylvan Pinsky of NCSC,
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Dan Craigen

Rfesearch andI 'lecliiology
I. 1). Sharp Associates Limited
265 Carlhig Avenue, Suite 600

Ottawa, Ontario KiS 2E1

CANADA

Telephone: (613) 236 -9942

(IPSA Conference Paper CP-87 512 21)

Abstract One Immutable requirement of our project is that both in -

EVES and EVES must have a sound nmathematical basis. We
This paper reports briefly upon the progress of the maintain that every verification system should be able to ox-

m-EVES research and development project. i- EVES hibit such a basis; otherwise, one must question the mathemnat-

is a prototype verification system being developed, ical proofs arising from trie system. For example, many of the

under contract, by I.P. Sharp Associates Limited. current (North American) systems do not check whether de-
clared functions are well-defined. An clemeitary example of an
ill-defint-d function is tie following Boolean function:

1 Introduction Russell(x) is defined as not(Russell(x))

The major goal of the ni-EVES research and development project Such an ill-defined recursion allows one to prove thme theo-

is to design and to imipleniet a program verification system rein "FALSE" which dthn throws into doubt any pretensions ot

which satisfies the following requirements: "e'rified software. While such poathological examples are easy to

*The system is to be based upoi sound mathematics, recognize, we have to be concerned about the subtle occurrences
0 of such events. Another paper [Cra 86b] discusses in Imore detail

* The system is to include state-of-the-art techniques in tht- soeic of the gen-ric streigu,.his and weakncsses of current verifi

orem proving, workstations, compiler;, and existing math cation systems.

ermatics. Of course, even with such a mathematical basis, there imay

ba unsounduess. As an examiple of a different kind of unsound-
* The system may be used to develop programs required to ness, consider the incorrect (or inconiplete) implementation of

satisfy NCSC AI+ and UN/Canadian equivaleimts. the verificatioii system "tself. Note, however, that th- presence

Oum project is divided into two distinct l)hases. n the first of the mathematical basis opens the door to the possible verifi-

phase, we are to develop the in -EVES environment; im the sec- cation of components of tme verification systeii itself; its absence

oid phase, we are to develop EVES. completely negates suehi a possibility.

m-EVES is to be a research and pedagogical environnient Currently, our project is focussing upon the in EVES envi

that emphasizes program verification concepts. The system will ronment. It is expected that the rystein will be completed by

handle a new programming and sl) eciicatioxi language (called November 1987.

ni -Verdi), a new prototype thie)r-ni prover (called mui NEVER), The ni EVES developiment has generally followed two streams:

suidry workstation ideas, and will lhve a production quality , The design of iii Verdi and its underlying iiathlematies.
comtniler for in Verdi.

The essential roles of the in EVES enviroimuent are as follows: The developiment of the ni NEVER theorem prover.

"* To be used for instructing our clients about program vern- In the remainder of this paper, I will discuss briefly each of

fication techniques; these streams.

"* To allow us to test yario•s unproven ideas biefore commvnit-

ting to a design for the EVES emviromiicmt; and

* To obtain feedback froni the various decisions we have al- 2 m-Verdi Development
ready made. This includes (lecisioni rcsp)ecting Miathleniat-

ics, language and prover capabilities. The major requirement of thc, i Verdi language design is that

m Verdi support the development of verifiable software. By

EVES is to be the production quality verification environ verifiable it is meant that rigorous, mathematically sound proofs

miient. EVES will handle a dialect of xi Verdi (called Verdi), (that a program is in colsoliarice with its spccifications) arc

which will have significantly stronger specification and programm possible. To attain the goal of verifiability, the requirements

tiing str-uctures; and will include a state-of .the-art theoreni were rcfined to include the following:
prover (called NEVER), a collection of specification and pro-
grain analysis tools, and, of course, various COmiiilers for Verdi. * A formal semantic (description of mu Verdi miust be pre-of cr vis m esented, and

'•n th-is jiapf-r, I do not want to spend time discussing the rather ,,,gt hly
history of the EVES project. Another paper [Crai 6a] discuss.s the history * A sound logic, for reatinning about in Verdi prograins, numst

of the project aml th,( -vtluitioit of owu thotighus be dhvehulold.
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I lie III Verdit hliiigiage ivns designed 1 tiiswally IN at "pIn Hl f of iti afixed t yl) . I'l'ii Exp'ress5ions nre chilallit~y, i tusp aility, eviii

concepit" liliigili99. \%i(' walt;A it. ) tishow fiaht ligjoiiiii iiwuii'c niationi of a oluiitlilit., ('viidiiit~io oif a v~litiiiiii,(Vlitiiioa

iiidatlic, voii1ld l)I. diwl'5eliiii to Siji I. Iii veliitiatioii 1 aoce'ss tini iitlicsii'.e eXpres!sion. evallutitionl of a1 finliet iiii appjuicaitilll.

adli ilIliingluage:. lisedit s a pillt tI fthilt Inovei a s. As nti-tii evalloitjioii of :i 1u1ist1d~ i',iiii 'alivitiit o111 f vo l til1 aild

dlis'ipliijitiiit. iif EVES, si xii w il ;ie tliq Ialligilg'I Wil-li )nori- A Command is a lii \'oiii stliteia(' Which'l dvl~iiiil(.5 iOF' )

Illci (lcislil of illi1 Itn dihas le-di, ito liiiglip'igi- Witi 1i is iplitc fl-t O it te vahii(s asoiSSi'lted illwti ;I jitigralil ' (bitivabili'" and

f(lit (.I-l-l. froilo i!s Pasc-al htiasi foib~lis, cvviii t luigh n ai iiiiyo iiitlii' viliitiii-'ii a Iiii ilotificl. The iii Veci~li co'isiiiano'is .Id exit

s:1ani - oiciipts ate( foliiwl, it was it iiiai t.1-1 of difit ri-t. piaclkapiiiy (fioiii ;I loop), re lilt'it(faioiia pl(ttiis'dac), abort. (I plie iittinii)-

andi apiprojilimlti siiiipliicjal t'll. Assignment comman.id, Annotation, lirocodure call command.

1 1 ass i ie-mi'le I, at. th -i d it iiiif ti. I .:1iji, :o iex a liiiu ill i Vi-ri i Conditional command, Loop command, wiii I It(e B3lock command.

Iirograiili. Thlis 1 iiogriioi Ina lii''i xi-ci-iti- iisillp tit, Il EVE v.i Certain1 In vei'r, ol iiiti iet s liii- unei sodt-iy fur specifying fiiiic
virl a i wi-lt. as it etXisted inl ealsI 1987'. Sinc- tha~t. unvi( onii 'ut tioii' i iihixltiunshisps '1' aies-:e thle Initial cials , Pre con -

wa~s j' -iciniplet e ( fr 'Xaliljiple, theii Well folict- i e. o a~ f p ~lotrd l' di tion,* Post col0(1it ion , Mea sure conad ition (I ised ii Pirooi fs

5iiis noit- ytet. iiillip'livia'ti-d), it. is ioissul d.- thalt ;ii errior iiiay li:ixi, Of ticiiiiii 0Lti ; 10i Well doleiiieibiss (if ret'uiisiv( funvtioiis), In-

slipped thlisugli. I reiiindial th ri'iahir abu-It Iiiy u-i 'ii iis e in var iant (of a Iiloop) andii Anno t~ation (Iin Vcrdli's eqtauivaleiit oif

lii i'iits re'latinug toi I liiioiiuid iless. (Iiiio'Vece, this ex;1i iiji ileI: ilso ld ii tlii (Pvi-'s-f co lillinal l). ISluL 871 ii sctisses iii deutail tliii' proo f tlit,'

PI 00 .. (ip i I5( i~v all ii. Vc(i-i ii oiihi ck andi mio wilil foriliiei hiss iiitiisi(aiii gfniti(lmiiig.

'rail-s were iiiico ivlI 'ii.) A Package ii ii t::i~' og. tIv si- seijuiIi e Oif (IIIciniat u Is ~and
A ii ili Vt-rdi coilipihe i- ls 1 uvcii i in iicineio'it~d oil a VAX /75(t rist rio Is t1.1 availabilityv ot certaiii syniuiols iii t~lui mseint-eie. A

Ilikin iii g VMS:,. TOXi' villouilie t !o Iv a( trcgit I~iiii tv Of Itle i oj ipiler, Pack age ii ay be utsedl to suj ipprt. ii fotili it-ioli lidiiug aid 11li

Ilt't Coiui Ci'iitrilItor',Iii hei S ti '(CC S S) of K irlsirrll ii U Ili s tm-act ii i.

vvi'sii.V is lcieuig- uiscol. As aI resutil, We' airic now onei (if t lie (fiew) Aui Envi ronment. is itsedf tii iiitroilumce syniiliols wh'ichl will foiruii

sit 's t hill- is iii the po asitliiiin of be-hing, illii to (xvec ite verified coIi'. a liiikhi- tweiii tIiie i:i Verdi purogl-omii aiii the( progiullNoii s aiuuv

As at ease iii po iint., ii Sinii jl uiei I version Of the a Flow. Modtulatoir it ll i';. Sytalhls dsii my also lie iiitrt .t r~ued toi support. tn' t-x icessil ii

Was vemit iii, col ipij ied a ill tle-i i executed( onl thei VAX, uifzstieeifcat~ioi us. Tlie Environment liets ;sl, i mi-i tif I Ii( ax ii iiit ic

Ili tIhe flol iwiiig sal oac tii a , I have inl-(clude alil edited si-ct iol aisis toi ;Ii) lii \iri i iisgi aai. TI ii Environment will jinciii , Il't h

(if HtIi- iii Verdi tiefi ci ce ii ianiuual j~ra 87) wI midi plresenlts it brief 'lleitication o~ if rclitnt es wIiliu' i Cnilhi it lih iii ill-Ili ieiit diii iIll

uivixv iew of t1l hin'lugulinge. Ve'rdi biui tare eu'uciad tii its" exee iitioimi axudI it, abhility toi ii od if

2.1 ni Viurdj Overview 2.2 Matliciuatics and( Extensious

A decla;ratfhuio is, Itsil lii iiitriuulie ai sit iif liciiv syiiliils, tii a vii 'lh' stIl'oiiiitl buasis iif tilli- laIiigtuago' is ilescribied tisilig a foiiiu of

ChuIl~iiltr ad~ i i ti pil'isc Iible Iiiopet uts Ito ithvose syiiil ails. ill V.irdli lDeaotatothan Sviriauiniits. TIer a-rclr tno read sitrp rists ill tliii-. ]art

reiujirves ihi'ci:,,rtiemi Is-folit us nuld iisaillowxs i lii' reiler-Iiratio of iiftlii' work.

iif sytiuluuil. lieilt' livi- diiit-l'onit. kiliiis iif S)'liiiio.s: ciiiistaiit Alxichi tmcile ilit.(-rstuing liroillenii aros'- withi theii d-voIopinieiit
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Var iO..metssage l.msae, il-me.ssage(: iet

JO op vat eO~message: mossage

var cl..message, C2ýmessago: message

VOL sO..mossage, sli-mnssago, st-mossagc: Gequeiicosxessagc

cowitt emptyjitessago: sequencoejnessage

function tack-message (et-mossage, sO~nossage) : -cqforce-message

function ltead-message (sO~message) message

function tail~mel~sage (sojitessage) :scquence-mossage

axiom pragma (rule, name - 'boadjtack..message")

all. sO~message. et-message:
head-inessage (tack-message (eO-messagen, sO..message)) =eO~mo-sLnagc

axiom pragma (ruale, name = "tail-tack-message')

all sO-messagO. et-message:

tath~moznage (tack-messago(ejssg,0mesa))=O ms;tc

axiom pragma (rule, name ="sqneqaiyneag)

all sOkmessage, sl-message:

implies (and (sC-message <> emp'ty-nossago,

si~mcssage <> empty-mossago),
(sOmessage - sl~message) =

and (hoeadmessage (sO~mnssag0i a head-message (sl-message),

toailmessage (st-message) =tail-mcssage(ncsg))

axiom pragma (rule, ntame = "tack-equal-empty mersage")

all SOjitessage, e0-message:

not (tack-Inessago (eOnmossage, so...ntssagc) =empty-mossagc)

F iulct ion size-mess;age (sO-meosage) : ordinal

axiom plagma (rule, ntame 'iz.Ial.mcsg)

all sOinessage:
implies (s-mossage ''erpty-message,

ordinial't (size..message (taii..mcssage (so..message)),

saze-message (sO..m-'ssage))

functiofl lengttntessage (So..mess;age): int

,noasilre s ize-nessage (sl~messagro)

if si)rvessage empty jitcesage,

then 0
else plus (1, lextgttimessixgo (tail..moss age (sO-message))

end if

end length..r-essage

axiom pragina (name - "length-is-non-nagative-message')

all s0-messzngo: init'ge (lenguthmesssge (so-message), 0)
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'ai'rt'p(A e toi I Iug' tl Ix Iiixt".; flit stiIbsoijt II vito of' SO JIwstt' IMn'S'V zig tOtd Tr f CI

in ticits th; t.t satisfy tltt I iv"k" Itii v(oIutot. "r't''t I ~I itS!agtxs" is S C o t'Itiaii fIn' t a I utI fl I It it 0 i !

t'xt'o) it tha~t it. ox tiiWt&'La to t't 'xtli't-1ts whiCh tin 110( Sifstisfy tin' "ok'' p i-cticai c.

Sincet holttl i ahss' ftxtw tiol s arei dt'Iiitoi ro'nx-vurivy, wt ii inst sh ow that the ido(i, ill fart.,
that' xi it' Stont' fiti~ciirin Set' ISaa 871 ftor the piionf nhiigat if nis airisilig froxin r(t'r I ra Vt' flixii

T.101 ix hth ili Linls. Fuxrtlitr, ili boith ilisattt ceýS, a It'xiitl towa. c(is 'j iini. 'i'i ii first st'jte ii. i acill

pxroof, ilititodarecs Lii'' Itltit it"ixgits lxI.igti V'itstg 'I' t'Stt(- se ionl st-ep, prove,

risiti a ili ill Ne'vet' app lyinig its lOWIi tiiig adsio m liftti aiiiioli tce'nhipiiiji it'oL reit-iltr the i or

function accepted-.messages (sO-jzessage) : sequence-.message=
measure ordinal ival (length..moasage (nO-message))
begin if sC-xessage = emnpty-message

then empty-message
elseif ok (headjitessage (sC..messsage))

then tack-miessage (head-tmessage (sOuxessage),

accepted-messages (tail-message (sO..message)))
else accepted-messages (tailniessago (so-message)) end if

exid acceptadjuxessages
Vuse tilength-is-next negative-message11

I jove )

function rejected-mtessages (sO-mressage): sequexice-message=
measure ordinal' val (leng-h-message (so-message))
be-gin if sO-mxessage = empty-mtessage

then empty-message

elseif not (ok (head-message (sO-siessage)))
then tack-tmessage (head-message (sO-xessage),

rejected-messages (tail-message (sOixiessage)))
else rejected-messages (tail-message (sO-jxessage)) end if

end s'ejected-inessages

Vuse 'length-isnon-negarive-message' }
{!prove I -

'PTt' fitliiwitig ftior cioxt is a hitiot it'iat'whichni speifitiis thatf. t'vt'ry 'tlti'lelti tif at s'e

tp1cit'tit xiiiist. satisfy tO
t
t "o," pt itt(lit'iltt'. Tliv atioiilt I ttif. fotltows flit-ti s~tal(. l;t i's ht l l

trivial t'x.axiijie oif a prottf oif a spotificatititi plz etiiilt. ()lst'rvi that ti p 1 rconf tif -,;tt'

function security-property (sO-message): bool =

measure ordinal' val (length-message (sO-message))
begin if st-mossago = emptyittesaage

then true
else and (security-property (ta-il-message (sO-mesnage)),

ok (head-mxessage (sOitiessage))) end if
end secur sty-property
Vuse " length- i s-jon-iegati ve-jiessage'
{!prove )

axiom pragxxa (name = tace~pted-message-sequence-is-securell)
all sO-message: security-propert'y (sccepted-.messages (sO-tuessage))
{! prove-by-induction )

I i gi'x'if andst~'x';u' w eill lit ti( i xiftc htofi'x t i pollii ovq i fVl i t tI l li'i fllv to iihut P iflli

~ixigttai's hif' ilit twill Le tilStl %%itS it t'iixxli't fitx' plt' 111 i toxtiltir ti iis;I t' x l ipolln ii stint'

poiti xi t tit'l.

prog var down, reject, input: ajport

prog var nuribex-of-mossages-read: int



rThe following tin-cc funlctinirs Itie lia'] t~o specify and annotate the niailn pruOgrAuii.

function pre-.conditiun (down, i-ject, input): bonY

begin and (port-history (dow;., = empty-miessage,
port-Thistory (reject) =empty-message,
port-history (input) =empty-mnessage)

end pre-condition

function postsocndition (down, reject, input): boo].
begin and (port-hintory (down)=

accepted-.messages (port..hi~story (input)),
pnrtjhastory (reject) =

rejected-messages (port-history (input)),
length-.message (port-history (input))=

number-ofrnessages)
end pust-condition

function loop-invariant

(down, reject, input, nunber-of.-essages-read): boot

begin and (port-history (down) =
accepted...essages (port-history (input)),

pert-histcry (reject) =

rejected-messages (port-history (input)),
ltingthrmseaage (port-history (input))

nutnber-.of-messages-read,
int'ge (ziumber-otmessages, numberuof..messages-read),
int'ge (number-of-messages-read, 0))

end loop-invaiiant

['~nIt1~xc~::p~r(cedu-re-. TI;v n;lnett;;m~il tru.ig!;! forwuri'A Tht i:'';~'

Ofthu proceduret ojiirqui'd two lixiiiiaIs. iuWl1i1lnig one Pni iiiAi to 11iiiiiit ;111( i1iaxiiit , %'I/.

"IMINiNT ANI)-MAXINrFl-PiKQUitII(MEN1'S". The "cnj;.l'iry-suilstituict ste n-l rsults iii
the el;epbciniieit of Ltp Jnstory(iinj;;ti '' by ani ('xpiissi'i it is ;ijiiattc wit]h. As ;. poinit
of ii ten-st, iii a hi;ter - ';rsiTt: iif thle systeiii, Whetn the ;irc Vet had11 be-ni aItg 1ilunii ulWit i;

fniw~iruI ruincs, the pr1oof of Li' tiiNiti piroci-dirn was reduced to three.( ste-ps shlire theltiv tnn111s
didi not 1have to i~ce ixjicjitly ;;ssiuiiisl.

main prog procedure flow-modulator (isvar down, mvar reject, mvar input)
pre pre-conidition (down, reject, input)
post post-conditiun (down, reject, input)

begin

pvar eG-eessage

pvar numbur-of..messagos-read := 0
loop

invariant loop-invariant (down,

reject,
input,
number-ofmessages-read)

mecasure ordinal'val (minus (number~ofjnesaages,
number-ofmessages-read))

exit when nutsber-si%.messages..rea~d = number-of-messages
itipuu-port (input, etinessage)
number..cf.messages-read := eplus (nuniber_ o f-mes sages-read, 1)
if ok (eQ-message)

then output-port (down, e0-nessage)
else output-port (reject, eO-inessage)

end 1if

end loop

end f~otmrodulator

ituse "about-nusiibereof-isesr~agcs'

V) use 'tIININT-AND-MAXINT-REQUYREMENTS-"}
4! Flv )

4!equality-sabatitute port-isitory (input'1)
4! prove )

end micrujflow..modulator
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The Bell-LaPadula Computer Security Model
Represented as a Special Case of the

Harrison-Ruzzo-Ullman Model

Paul A. Pittelli

ABSTRACT Specifically, suppose we have a BIP model which consists
of the following entities.

Currently most computer security models are classified 1- {s, i1,2, ,k})- set ofsubjects
among the three types; access control, information flow, and 0 = o;.j 1,2, ,n}- set of objects, recall E n0 - 0
non-interference. Within the realm of access control lies the
classical BellI-LaPadula model. A BLP model consists of a set of L = {It t = 0,1, JT --set of security values forming a
subjects and objects, three security level functions, and a lattice under the partial ordering > referred to as the
discretionary access matrix together Arith a set of rules used to dominance relation Without loss of generality let 10 and
manipulate the current state of the model. Security in this IT' denote the least upper bound of I, and the greastest
model is dependent upon the satisfaction of the three lower bound of l, respectively.
properties: simple security, discretionary access, and the * fS:E : L -- function yielding the maximum security
property. An ttRU model consists of an access matrix and a l L a functi
finite set of commands which act as matrix transformations. level fora subject.
Here security is determined by looking for the existence of an fC:E =ý L -- function yielding the current security level
access right. in a inecific ceil of the matrix We define a specifc for a subj-ct.
IIlI.U iodel (called the Bobc model) and establish a fo0O =4 L -- function yielding the security value of an
correspondence between the Bobo commands and Bc rules,t.
also between the Bobo and BLP states Furthermore we
observe that this correspondence is security preserving in the R = {append,write,read,execute} -set of access rights.
fact that a BLP access triple is secure if and only if that access M k x n matrix with in, C R representing the set of
is contained in a specific cell of the Bobo access matrix. discretiona~ry access rights that subject s, has to object o,

We now begin showing how to inc.arporate the BIJP
Introduction model into an IIRU environment. First we define the following

components ofan ItRU model:
The purpose of this note is to show that the BelI-LaPadula = s s~c~ar~d tSTJU isOlTI.Correspondirig to each

model for access control is simply a special case of the not so
well known tlarrison-Ruzzo UlIman model. The IIRU model hich sects is tobetSef where S slot bl
consists of an access matrix together with a finite set of security values. That is tog. t r STh = {l r 1, fs(s,' ) al 1a
commands that are used to manipulate the matrix. In order to Forily veluents oI. come from th p tdevelop a model equivalent to BI,11s, we need to exhibit Formally the elements of S1 come from the cross product
deveo d hat m el equivalentic to th ruwes needtoexspace E x ", but for ease of notation we will write thecommands that are "identical-'to the HIP rules elements as silt. Thus silt will denote ari IIRU subject

Before we begin defining the commands, we must first Furthermore we reserve the subject soil to be a systemn
exhibit a correspondence between the "subjects" and 'objects" subject. Thus So = aol r} and ST0 = {T} The pin pose of
in the B1,11 model and the "subjeets" and "objects" in the tlUR 90iT is to let the system know at what level an object is
environment. The reason for the above quotes is that subjects currently classified as will be formalized later
and objects are disjoint sets in BIP, whereas the set of subjects O = S U 6 where 0 = {ojl,: oj c 0 and u c OTJ} We relins:
is contained in the set of objects under IIRU This distinction, to each object o a set of values 11, u c OTj} whici
though seemingly small, is well wortli renmembering However, represents all the security values that o, could assuome.
a key factor of the BIP model is the use of the functions That is {lu: u cO0' flu z L lu
fs,f, and fO. These functions associate a security value to a
subject or object, which allows one to compare subjects to A {active,own,r,a,w,e}setofgeneric access rights
objects. P = (P[s,ol), p x (p + q) matrix where PIsol C A for s c S

The preceeding paragt'apn indicates sonic of the differences and o uO. llere
we need to consider when relating 1L1, to tlt The major
concept in this new model is the notion of a subject(object) I
represented by a set of entities. Defining a subject a.s a set of P = ST and q = OT
sub subjects allows us to implement the multilevel capabili'ies 0 j
ofa ll,I, subject in an access iatrix T.ikewise an object viewed IP is simmiply referred to as the access matrix
as a set permits the use ofan upgrade command
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Primitive Operations: columns corresponding to the octihlicrs of OTl 'lie cehl-of each suhnratrix are all IIvoiptx

In the MY.' model the roeli all-w for ilh creation and
deletion of objects as well as the insertion and rciuval of asr (2) op delete object Ot
access right from a cell in the access matrix M In the 1IRU This operation removes from the matrix P all those
model there are counterparts of these actions which are termed subinatrices PIJ for 0 5 i s k. Recall that k is the
primitive operations Because of our particular example there cardinality of S, the set of l.P subjects.
is an additional operation: delete a proper subset of tie set 01 = (3 op = delete objects ojl,
{ojl,: u t 0Tj}. This last primitive operation will provide the
means to implement an upgrade command. This operation removes a subset of columns front each

Given system state (S,O,P) we define a primitive operation op atrix PP p0i i to It, specifically all those column

as a function op:(S,O,P) ; (S*,0*,P*) where: corresponding to a) where I lýI

(1) op = create object o0l1, (4) op = enter x into PStX,o1 u]

where 0/10. We have for all I P 1,; This operation inserts x into a subset of positions of the
a niatrix P,3 defined by the various values ofx.

S*= S, 0* = 0 U o9l}), (5) op = delete x from PiS,.ol]

P*[s,ol =- P[s,ol for all (s,o) Vt S X 0 This operation deletes x from all entries in those columns

P*[s,oll = 0 for all s e S. of P, corresponding to I where lu > 1.

(2) op = delete object 0,

where Oj C O\S We have for all I E L; Commands:
S*= S, = O \{o11., An HtRU command is simply a conditional IF (expression

P*[s,o =Pis.ol for all (so) c S x 0*. 1) THEN (expression 2) where expression I is a boolean
(3) op = delete objects ojlu, function and expresgion 2 is a sequence of primitive operations.To implement the RIP model in an lIRU enviroonrenit we will

where ojlu e O \ S. We have for all I $ l", use the following coroiiands. For ease of notation let Sc

S* = S, 0* = O \ {o)}, requesting subject and x a orember of the set {r,a,w,e}.

P~is,oi = i[s,oj 1,0 I ) S , A*. (1) Conoi.ind GlVE(Sr,Ss,x,ajlu)

(4) op = enter x into PLS,,o,l, IF" own i ls•itl,oiil for aoy It, and
, active i Plas0l-,olil

where x c A, S, Q S, and oil itO \ S. We have for all 1,1t TIIF:N enters into PIS,,lI.with TINetrxit [•olI
with I if X = (2)Command RESCIN[)(Sr,S,x,olu)

IF own F Plsrlt,ojlal for any It
=TIIEN delete x front l'lS,,ojluJ.

I U > and I if x = a (3)Command GENERATE(Sr,oIj)

1) 1 
T if x = active IF TRUE

0 if x = e or oivn TiIEN create oiject oja',,

S* = S, Q* = 0, enter active into I'lSa,oilul,

enter own into P[Sr.o4Ji.-.

P*is,ol = P[soJ forall (s,o) x (Wtirel (41 Coromand DlEST'OY(S,,ojl,)
PJ*[silt~ojll = Pls~lt,ojll O {x IF own i PlsrliojIul for some It

(5) op = delete x from I[Stlul, TI1 EN delete object. 0.

where x c A. We have for all l,It with I, >' 1, (5) Command UPGItAI)E(S,,oj,l I.l)

S* = S,O* = 0, 1IF owtnlirit'I oI J Qfor :mre It, and

'*[s,ol = P[s,o} for all (s,o) t: (salt,oj) active C l'[s01T,OIJ

i,"[slt,ojlI = Plstlt,oJ1 I\{x}. TIHEN deleteobjectsotI,,
enter active into PI' So,ojlr,

As an aid to understanding the effects of the prriitive

operations on the iiatrix P, it is helpful to consider that there Note For the rest of this p,,per the sets S, 0, access iratrix I'.

corresponds to each subjectobject pair (sOr) P suhlirtrix P, and the five commanrds deFr, ed above will coriptise that whn,-.

whose rows are indexed by SI, and whirse crlrirrr, are indeted will hie called the Ilrhri model

by 0'1'• The consequences of applying the priirtive oper atimns

can le surrirari-ed as follows.

() op - create obniectlrr EQ uLivalence to 1I1,lP:

This operation cl cates a set of miatrices {ln3- 0 - i _ II. The mcthod that we will tu;e to exhibit ait" eq ia!
where P, has rows corresponding to elemients in I'), nrd hIetwe tr' the MY,,' and l~obo Mnodel s is :xr two frId pr ocrt'-s Vi

we n•ill iaive a theoremri that will show rxery statle of a BIl. '
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model is achievable 1) the Ilobo in'd'l Secondly a
ccriespond'nce between the stat,. tian-,it...i- ff lhc two models Rules 1-5. getrelease reud/append/writelexecute

will he drawn by i'lip] lis,tinti c;ilih 111,; Mate transition It is unnecessary to inipleinent a getor r aye' corninand
together with its counterpart Hobo state transition, in our Bobo model. In BLP, a snbject has to request get access

3state is achievable by to an object so that the * property is never violated However in
Besides showing that every belI state' s h ientif the Bobo model the enter access primitive operation assures

the Bobo model, the theorem below ilntstrates how to idrentify that the * property will not be violated. Thus a subject in the
the BI,P set of secure access triples in the IssU environment. Bobo model obtains access to an object whenever the owner of
One of the hypotheses of" the theorem is an assumption en the the object has given him the desired access by executing a
initial access matrix PO. We assume that for 0 S i S k; GIVE command.
1 •j • n, t c STfi u P. OP;

factive} if s = so and[ = f(o) Rule 6: give read/append/write/execute

I .This rule corresponds to the command GIVE. The rule

P~lsl.o115  = •{owe} zfs~m,-aJtedo, checks to see if the requesting (giving) subject has the

otherwisn authority to "give" another subject access to a specific object
This is accomplished by the command via the condition that the

In order to, see that this is net an unreasoriuble assuinptioi, requesting subject have"ownership" of the object in question
consider what happens when we generate an object o., Suppose Furthermore upon a true condition, the given access right is
in the BLF model subject si created object o, at level fo(oj) = 1. granted so that the BIP * property is not violated. (e g. If s, is
In the Bobo model this is accomplished by issuing the command ranted w access to ot, then w is only added to the set in
GENERATE(Si,ojls). Upon execution of the command we see positiins (slt,oll forall tEOT2 .)
that the sutmmatrices P. are all empty except when a = i in
which the matrix Pj c' .tains town} in every cell. Also there is Rule , rescind - read/append/write/execute
only one entry in Poj wyhich is nonoempty and thst is The command RESCINI) performs the inverse of GIVE
POsOlT.ojfo(ej)l {activ'e}. Thus we see that if the system as does the rule rescind in the BILP sense. Again the conditioii
knows who created each object then we can generate the initial teststssthe authority of the requesting subject vie "ownership'
matrix P0 by a sequence of GENEFATE command,. hlence our and upon valid authority removes the specified access from the
assuniption on the matrix P0 can be made without loss of subject's access columns.
generality.

Theorem: Let M,f be a state of a 1Il.P model with subjects Rule 8,9 create,delete object

{s , 5. .,m} and objects {o0o2,.2 o. lcet 0 be the set of all Commands GE'NERATE and DESTROY correspond to
possible secure triples (s,,,x) completely determined by M and f. the rules create and delete resymeu'tively GENERATE creatcs,
iDciunc a Iuho access matrix '0 to be, for < -- i S k; 1 j Sn; an object and defines the initial "owner" of the object to be its
tj S'IX,; u c Of,; creator. DESTROY checks tor"ownership" for authority to

l{actioe' ifs, -so'idt = fo~o delete the object from the system.

P0 loll. (on if Rule 10: change subject -current-security- level

P ijil '-- 1 Ion} (f j There is no need for a comenand which changes a

} otherwivse subject's current security level The reason is that the Hobo

Then there exists a sequence of coinnmands clc2, ,ksuchthat model defines a subjectS, to be the svt {sjlt: t r ST,) Thisallows
;S0,OO,l0)=tlSl,OtIlP ... •(Sk,Ok,pk) and osoX) C 144S X E a subject to work on an object oj~l in tcide x if and only if there
Pklsft(s),of't(bo). is sonic t c ST, such that x c Pls,ltojiul. Thus the command

automatically changes a subjects current securit) level to
Pf u For every object os we perforn the following acconiodate the desired access to an objectSiippOsc s1d is the c'-eator efo1 ,

then for all x E mrn issue the command Rule 11: change object security level
GIVE(Sd,Sx,ajfotoj)), fori= 1,2,..,i. The coninmund Ui'GIRAI)E performis the function of
Since the set of subjects, objects, and access rights are changing the security level of an object. In ll' the reference

finite sets then we have generated a finite sequence o] monitor needs to verify that the new level is a valid one and
commands say cic2,...ck which transforms (S0,PO00) • that the requesting subject has the authority to changem the
(skOkPk)" function f0 . This is acconmplished by the "own" access right and
Claim r" so r [ xmklsfc(s),ofo(t)l, the delete objects primitive operation. Furthernmre suppmsc
Pf: Suppose(solx) c P 0 that object o, gets upgraded froa level 1. to 1,.. Notice that

(fs. > o(f(o and (Sl > foo) if x = r because ofthe printitiveoperation enter, ifsubject s had acces,
"c x to olit then a, will still have access x to ol, provided that the *

(s > f (o and f,(s = f (o) if x = w property is not violated This implies that -he UPG'RAI)l-
XCmru and 0 i 0 command automatically caneel,. all current accesses tha!t

o ( to) > 
1
c(sd, if x = a violate the * property at an objects new security level

if x= e
GIVE-S,m.Si.xjf.a(oJ)) is executed, where sd is the
cre'atornrofu )4et Hit-hinarks:
x e lkl sftflsl),iu~fttoli]t.

Even though the llobo miiide- can simtulale the Il-I'
Now we need to show that all the' pos ihh• litate model, thterit' arc several chariacteriitics tI hat lit bee crrale o

transitint.; in the HI.P' todel are atiunahlu it this mit Settiig to acviipih this 'he first and moist itiupomlamut is the riii
Helei ii ng to I II we find thai there art' 11 stale' idea ifin acces tIight clled " " "ii liC'hcl od-lcerutaimis
trauSitmlistrules) For each rule we will testahlish an RtrI i ct-iI orritai-

tree structure folr the objects calh-d ;t hiera•rchy fluo•'ver thc-
i(ltalrent cuunluand aniiior a reason wits- tihe rule is sat shed hwumac iirhy of obmtts is nmot rclattd in t "Ol- sýtul it% of thy itode'
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but exist,; merely becaus, of' th application of BIXI to tIlh sentences, Thai is, fihe IBollo iildcl is not a lool o|siltion
Multi,; systwu, Thus we see that die only coiteept ofownwrship systei' hui we will show that th, noldel is "'
ofan objet in llT. lies in 1ht Give function for rule 6. Inorder
to implement this Give function it is necessary to use in "own " It, no ond co)is a cher ownersipi the

access right. The Bobo model is conservative in the fact that conditi Sinct a b ho on r objert i is d e

the only subject who can have 'own" access to an object is that Ceodition Since a subject who owns an objecth is deemed

object's creator. IHowever if there i.s need for groupownership of reliablend the onw , coanonand in question is the GENisEyRATE'

an object the conditions of the GIVE command car. be changed reliable with respect to that object So we can ee the bnterint;

to aecommodate this feature. of the own access right by the creator of the object givini-

The other new access right in the Bobo model is "active". himself access 'l'herefore, all the commands in the Bobo mode!
The purpose of "active" is simply to let the reference monitor preserve safety which implies the Bobo model is itself"safe".
know the current level ofan object. This feature then allows for
the upgrading of an objects security level.

The use of sets for representing subjects and objects Conclusions:
creates more responsibilities for the reference monitor in the
Bobo model In particular, since a subjectcan work at any level Besides an attempt at unifying :ornc of the existii:.
he dominates and an object can assume various security values, access control models, the bobo model reveals an interestini
then it should be the job of the reference monitor to inform the point. This is we see that the lIlRt model is a very general
subject at what level he is working and the value of the object access control model Moreover one can appreciate the elegance
that he is accessing. of the model by the fact that the complex 11,1' model can be

The last remark that we wari' to make concerns the form defined by an access matrix together with a set of five

of the access matrix P. The easiest observation to make is that commands. Teing able to incorporate the three functions f, f,

the submatrix whose rows and columns are indexed by the fo, the B[,lP discretionary access matrix M, and the set of all

subjects is completely empty. This reflects the fact that current accesses b into the matrix P, allows one to see the

subjects are not allowed to access other subjects in the l1I,P interplay between the different security levels and the *

model. Also the method of giving subjects access rihts creates property Also note that we have only dealt with the rules
defined by volume 4 of the liell.LaPadula model. A currentalot of redundant information That i.. if the reference monitor topic of discussion is whether or not the rules constitute a part

wants to check to see if subject sE has access x to object ojlu then of a B1,11 model. This is no concern of this paper so we dp not
the only cell necessary to examine is P[stlu,ojlul. attempt to imply either case. Hlowever what we show is how

the rules of any BILP model correspond to commands in an 11It U
model. Thus if any more rules me adudtudo Lh: th itis g LP

Safety: model then a new command can be added to the Ilot0o model
accordingly in order to preserve the equivalence. Even though

This section discusses the concept of safety as introduced implementation of the HI,1 model might be simplified by using
by Hlarrison, Ruzzo and Ullman Intuitively a "safe" security thi Bobo model, the intent of this paper and follow ons is to try
model (i.e. protection system in IIRU terminology) is one which to unite all the existing access control models in one
will not allow unauthorized access to objects. The following framework; ma)be that ofthe Ilarrison, Ruzzo, Ullman Model.
two definitions formally state the idea of safety.

Deft Given a protection system, we say a command -
leaks generic right r from configuration Q = (S. 0, P1) References:
if a, when run on Q, can execute a primitive
operation which enters r into a cell of the access 0) Bell, l.F. and LaPadula, L. .1. Secure Computer
matrix which did not previously containr. Systems. Vol. IV. Unified Exposition and Multics

Def. Given a particular protection system and Interpretation MITRE Corp. Tech. Rep. MTI
generic right r, we say that the initial configuration 2997, 1975.
Q,, is unsafe for r (or leaks r) if there is a
configuration Q and a command ax such that (2) Harrison, M. A., Ruzzo, W IL. and Ullman, J. D.

(1) Q Qby a sequence ofprimitiveoperations, Protection in Operating Systems
Communications of the ACM, Vol. 19, No. 8,

(2) ot leaks r from Q. August 1975

The first observation one can iaake ig that any system
which utilizes the primitive operation enter will most likely be
deemed unsafe. Harrison et al. make the convention that to
check for unauthorized leakage, we need to eliminate from
testing those subjects who are actually authorized to give (leak)
rights. They tise the term "reliable" subjects to mean the set of
subjects who are authorized to grant the genet ic right r of an
object to another subject.

The general question of whether or not an arbitrary
protection system is safe was shown to be undecidoile by IIRL'
Hlowever ifa specific model consists ofcoimiands which involve
only one primitive operation (inoio operational in II ltW
terminologyv then the questioni of safety is decidable Our Bobo
model happens to live in the middle ground of thu previous
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COMPARING SPECIFICATION PARFU-DIGMS FOR SECURE SYSTEMS:
GYPSY AND THE BOYER-MOORE LOGIC

Malt Ketufmann"
William D. Young

The Institute For Computing Science and Computer Applications
The University o! Texas at Austin

Austin, Texas 78712

The Gypsy Verification Environment (GVE)41  
is one of two The following is a fully specified Gypsy implementation of a

systems endorsed by the National Computer Security Center for use in factonal routine. The entry and exit asseilions in the definition of r give
meeting lhe verification requirement- for an Al level evaluation as its specification Notice that the function fact is a specification function

oullined in the Trusted Computer Systems Evaluation Criteria
3
.? Gypsy against which the code is verified.

has been used extensively in secure systems specification and scope factorial_examuple =
verification projects including the Encrypted Packet Interface

4, Message begin
Flow Modulator". Honeywell SCOMPb, Honeywell SAT

7, and AC.CAT
Guard

8
. The Boyer-Moore theorem prover has also seen extensive use function F (n: integror): integer =

in the security arena. It has been used as a component of the HDM begin
verification system9 

on KSOS
10

, SCOMP, and SACDIN'
1
. e N go 0;

"exit result - fact (N);
Yet the ways in which these two systems are currently used in var i: integer : 1;

secure system development efforts are quite different. the GVE is result := 1;
utilized as a fully integraled verification environment. The Gypsy loop
language is used for constructing code and specification, verification result :- result * i;
conditions are generated and proved in the GVE proof checker; and, in if i = n
some cases, the Gypsy code is compiled and run. The Boyer-Moore then leave
system, on the other hand, is used only as the proof checker for else i := i + 1
verification conditions generated from specifications written in some high end (if)
level lana',- -,ý such as Special. This is true despile the fact that the end (loop)
Boyer-Mo. logic contains a fully executable functional programming end; (function F)
language. The Boyer-Moore system has been used not only to state and
prove theorems in traditional malhernatical domains such as number function fact (n: integer): integer =

theory and recursivA fiinl.n therv, bhit aflo to scpenily ad- prve the e n
-oriectness Of a microprocessorl( araj is tnir• used to prove the .Xit result =

correctness of an operating system and a compiter3. A main contention if in let(

of this paper is that the Boyer-Moore logic can also be used effectively then 1

as a specification language for secure systems, particularly at the moidel else n a fact (n-l)

level. fi;
end; (function fact)

This paper invustigates the viability of the Boyer-Moore 'ogic as a
specification language for secure system modeling efforts by comparing end; (scope)

it to Gypsy on a significant example. The example we chose was the
Low Water Mark ilem. a simple secure system which has been used Gypsy is fully described in

t 
and a methodology for using the language

in two differe s, ,1
4
. 15 for comparing verification systems. At least effectively is documented in

2

three differer:i -y specifications for this problm have been
publishedt4.t6. I soCciTication differs from each of these. Using a The Boyer-Moore Logic
non-interference -;tascterization of security, we specified the Low
Water Mark syste. Gypsy and in the Boyer-Moore logic. The key The Boyer-Moore logic is a quantifier-free construclive first-order
security theorem was proved in each system using the associated proof- logic with equality and rules for defining recursive functions. The
checker. We compare the specifications and proofs in the two language is a minor variant of Pure Lisp

18 
and consists of variables and

languages, point out the a'ntages and disadvantages of each system, function names combined in a prefix notation. Predicates are
and investigate the ad,, !ity of defining a hybrid anguage which represented as boolean-valued functions. Though untyped, the logic
combines most of the ad , ,,tages of each. supports a restricted version of user-detined recursive data types (the

"shell principle') Despite the absence of quantifiers in the logic, the
'TWO LANGUAGES system allows one to prove lemmas that are, in effect, treated as

universally quantified statements.
Gypsfy

A Boyer-Moore specifkcation of the factorial function has the form
Gypsy is a descendent of Pascal. It is a tinified programming and Definition

specification language with facilities tor exception handling, data (ZPROP K)
abstraction. and concurrency. The specification component of the
language contains the full expressive powe; of the predicate calculus
Specifications may be written as Floyd-Hoare style program annotations, (0O. ( NZQAL N 0)
algebraic-style axioms, or state machine descriptions. (NO MBER? N))

Gypsy is a procedural language but contains a sizable functional Definition
component. The specification described in this paper is written entirely (FACTORIAL N)
within the functional subset of the language. This is typical for abstract =
specifications. It lementations are usually given in a procedural style. (IF (.EROP N)

1
(TIMES N (FACTORJ.AL (SO•l N)))).

SuppOrted by ONR Contract N00014-81 .K-0634 and Departmenn of the Navy Contract
N00039 85 K-OO85

"7 t ,other is FOM, wh;ih will not be discussed iurttitr in this later.
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The Boyer-Moore definition principle guarantees that functions accepted ot the process. A read involves no change of levels for the object; a

by the Boyer-Moore system are total. Thus, (YrACTO••A.L N) is defined write causes the object level to drop to that of the process. Reset

evun f K is not a numeric argument. This contributes to a specification cat,ses the object security level to become system high and the value of

style which is quite different than that used in Gypsy. The logic is fully the object to become undofined.
described intg. 20.

Cheheyl, et al. require that the dorniates relation on levels be a

The Main Differences total ordering 'or simplicity.' However, Rushby23 has shown that the
system described is insecure if the levels are only partially ordered.

The primary differences in the two languages are summarized NON-INTERFERENCEbelow. NNITREEC

1. Syntactically the two languages are quite different- Gypsy syntax
is Pascal-like mixed infix/prefix notation; the Boyer-Moore logic The security model for our solution to the low waler mark problem

uses a LISP-like prefix syntax. is a non-interference model. Thu notion of non-interference assertions
was developed by Goguen and Meseguer

2 4
. 25 and elaborated upon by

P. Gypsy provides procedures, including concurrent procedures. The Rushby2r. It provides a powerful and quite general mechanism for
Boyer-Moore logic is purely functional. descn'bing security policies. Non-interference has been applied

3. Because of the procedural aspects of the language, the semantics successfully in the proof of certain security properties of the Honeywell

of Gypsy2t is significantly more complex than that of the Boyer- Secure Ada Target machine
27 .

Moore logic. The Bayer-Moore logic has a simple applicative
semantics; in a certain sense, an interpreter for the logic can be Process p, is said to be non-interfering with process p, (denoted

defired fairly easily within the logic. p, 1-4 p2) if no instruction issued by p, can influence the future orrtput ol
the system to p2. A non-intederence security policy is simply a set of

4. Gypsy encourages a top-down development style by allowing the assertions which characterize which interferences between processes in
programmer to leave implementations pending. This pernmits a system are prohibiled (alternatvely a binary relation on processs). This
references to and proofs about routines which are not fully notion can be rendered more amenable to formal treatment by the

elaborated. In the proof (domain, them is no enforced constraint following observation: for any sequence of operations seq,
that lemmas be proved before they are used. The Boyer-Moore (seq) View (seqlp,)
logic encourages a bottom-up development style since functions I V' P2 = V'CWp2
must be accepted before they can be referenced. Top-down where View 0(seq) is the complete picture that process p has of the state
development of proofs can be accomplished in the Boyer-Moore of the system. and seq/p is the subsequence of seq obtained by deleting
framework by adding lemmas as axioms and then later redoing the those instructions executed by p.
proof. However, this is counter to the paradigm oa proof
development in the Boyer-Moore system; it is assumed that Our non-interference policy is a simplification ,I the DoD MLS
lemmas will be proved beore they are used. policy. Processes have associated levels which are related by a total

5. Gypsy data typing restricts syntactically the passing of 3rguments order. Process p, may interfere with process p 2 only if

to routines. However, there is at present no guarantee that )evel(mp) !5 level(p,. That is. the se'rurity policy is characlerized by the

routines will be defined even for arguments of permissible type. following set of non-interference assertiens:

The Gypsy Verfticattn Environment supports partial c(prrecne.s (P1 \ •P2 - level(p1 ) c Ip-vel(P2).
proofs; that is. proofs of termination nmst be pertormee outside th(
system. The Boyer-Moore definition principle guarantees that all We notice that it is only the levels of individual processes that are

functions are total. Arguments which are not of the expected type relevant to security. Consequently, to demonstrate that security is

are usually treated as if they were. Thus the Boyer-Moore function maintained in the system it suffices to show, for an arbitrary process p.

vrAJTOx.,, above treats a non-numeric argument as 4f it were that no instruction executed on behalf of any process at a higher level

zero. can affect p's view. That is,

6. The Gypsy specification Ilnguage contains the universal and Viewp(seq) = Viewp(seq/level(p)),

existential quantifiers. The Boyer-Moore logic is constructive and where seq/evel(p) is the instruction sequence purged of all instructions
quantifier free. Lemmas involving variables are regardea as executed on behalf of processes at levels not dominated by level(p). It is
implicitly univer-ally quantified. To obtain the effpct of an proved in

2 7 
that this po;icy implies both simple security and the "-

existential quantifier it is necessary to provide a 'witness function" property. Thus, it satisfies the constraints of the low water mark
which computes the required value, problem.

"THE LOW WATER MARK PROBLEM THE SPECIFICATIONS

The Low Water Mark problem was introduced in'
4 

and used there In this section we give the Gypsy and Boyer-Moore specifications

for a comparison of four verification systems. It was recently revived as of the non-interference policy described in the preceding paragraph. For
one benchmark problem for a more extensive comparison of verification readability we write all Gypsy code in lower case and all Boyer-Moore

systems roported in
1
s. In the context of that study, two distinct solutions code in upper case. Enough elaboration is given here (we hope) to give

to the problem were coded in GypsylS, 17. We describe 3 third solution, a clear idea of the nature and details of each of the two specifications
coded in Gypsy and In the Boyer-Moore logic and fully verified in each of The reader interested in the complete set of definitions and lemmas is
the two systems. The method of specification follows the referred tole. The Gypsy version is described in detail in

29
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non-interference approach described in the following section.

Cheheyf, otal. descrie the Low Water Mark problem as follows: The Main Date Ixn"s
"The notions (data types) of process, object, slate, and instruction

The example system has at least one data object and three operations*

READ, WRITE, and RESET. The operations are used by several appear in each specification. To avoid entanglement in syntactic details.

processes having various Wised security levels. The system is required we give only an outline of the main data types here, namely sta;e, level,

to satisfy the simple security and *-property. For simplicity the security and instruction sequence (and relevant auxiliary types). We refer the

levels are assvmed to be linearly ordered. reader to23 if more details are desired.

...The low water mark idea is that the data objed has a security level Security States. Let us begin with Gypsy. In the Gypsy spec, an

that can decrease but not increase except via RESET. A decrease in object is arbitrary; the object type is declared to be pend~ng. Similarly.
level occurs when the object is (totally) rewi`ten by a lower level the process type is pendiring However, the types object level .map,
process. The new level of ihe object is the level of the calling piocess. object value._map, and process valuesmap are declared in order to

specify a security state with the following (Pascal-like) type declaration:

The Bell and LaPadula simple security and *-properties2
2 

are following
requirements: for a process to read an object the process level must
dominate that of the object; to write, the object level must doatinate that
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type securitystate - Shell Definition
record (values read: processvalues-map; Add the shell STATE of two arguments

object level: object_level map; with recognizer STATEP
objectvalue: object_valuomap); and acceasors PROCESSES and OBJECTS

The three types referred to in this record are declared as mappings. for Actually no restriction Is made on the components of a state, because of
example, one such declaration is the weakness of the Boyer-Moore type (shell) mechanism. Instead. a

predicate rROPER-STATEP is defined which restricts the class of "states"
type processvalues map = for the theorem ultimately proved Thus the following function (predicate)

mapping from process to value.sequence; returns r (truo) exactly when its angument is a slate whose components

where one declares are respectivly a list of processes and a list of states. (Thus the
functions PROCESS-LISTP and O-JECT-LTSTP are defined first;

type value sequence = sequence of value-type; however, we omit their straightforward definitions here.)

Thus, the values read by process p are obtained by taking the
values red component of the state and then applying the resulting Definition
mapping to the process p: (PROPER--STATEP STXE)

state.values~read[p3 (AND (STATEP STATE)
(PROCESS-LISTP (PRCCESSES STXTE)7)

The Boyer-Moore type declarations are quite similar. except that (OBJECT-LISTP (OBJECTS STATE)))
there are no "mapping types'. Let us begin with processes. Thus, for
example, the values read by a process are a component of the process This kind of treatment of states is necessary because the sequence of
rather than the result of applying a function to the process. The following type constructor of Gypsy (used above in the declaration of
syntax is simply a declaration of a process as a record type with two valuesequence) has no real analogue in the Boyer-Moore logic.
fields. Thus if (PROCESSP X) is true, then (PRoc-NAME X) equals the
value of the first field and (VALUES-RnAD x) equals the valt;j of the Levels. The notion of level is specified in each 13nguage as a
second field. Conversely. if ProcName and VelRead are these two function (which is left undefined) However, as mentioned above, we
respective values, then x - (PROCESS Procralme Valaead). :.e. chos3 to have the function depend on the process in the Gypsy version
PROCESS is actually a function which constructs a process from a name but on the process name in the Boyer-Moore version.
and some values-read. functlon process level (p: process):

Shell Definition level type = pending;
Add the shell PROCESS of two arguments
with recognizer PROCESSP Declaration
and accessors PROC-NAME and VALUES-READ (PLEVEL PROC-NAME) = funspecified]

(Remark for readers familiar with the Boyer-Moore logic. The reader There is one other difference in the handling of levels by the two
may notice that we have omitted declarations of the type restrictions. versions. The Gypsy version (which was done first) used the integer
default values, and bottom object from the following shell definitinn In ordcring fun,.ion uwdu, iou odCr irie leveis, thus treating level type
fact these are rnone, ZERO, and none, respectively. Similar (see above) as though it were the type of integers. This had the
simplifications will be made in the other shell definitions presented advantage of allowing the Gypsy simplifier to contribute its built-in
below.) knowledge of integers (and their ordering) to the proof. However, the

Boyer-Moore version was undertaken wi~h the goal of allowing an
In the Boyer-Moore specification, it was convenient to choose to access arbitrary total order, DOMINATES, with the axioms for a total order

the values-read as a function of the name of a proa ss rather than of the included. This was indeed accomplished, and no other axioms were

process itself. An advantage to this approach is that it is absolutely clear needed except that the "system high" level is the greatest level:

that the level of a process does not change during the execution of (DOMINATES (SYSTEM-HIGH) L). (A similar axiom was added for the
instruct;ons; however, this is also a disadvantage since the model is less Gypsy proof as well.)
general. At any rate, in the Boyer-Moore case, one reads the values
from a process name as follows: Instruction Sequences. The notion of instruction is defined as a

record in each language, with fields corresponding roughly to the type
(VALURS-READ (GET-PROCESS P-NAME STATE)) (i.e. read, wrte, or reset), process, object, and value. (Of course, the

where VALUES-READ (defined above) is an accessor for processes and value field is not necessary for a read instruction; it is s;mply ignored.)

GET-PROCESS is a recursively defined function: type instruction,_class - (rd, wrt, ret);

(DEFN GET-PROCESS (P-HAME PROCESSES)
(IF (NOT (LISTP PROCESSES)) type Instructioncl.

F record (class: instruction-class;
(IF (EQUAL P-NAME p: process;

(PROC-NAME (CAR PROCESSES))) v: object;

(CAR PROCFSSES) V: value-type)

(GET-PROCESS P-NAME
(CDR PROCESSES))))) Shell Definition

Notice that this function is necessary in the Boyer-Moore version Add the shell MAKE-INSTRUCTION of four arguments

because the Boyer-Moore logic does not support mapping types. That with recognizer INSTRUCTIONP

is, functions must be defined in the logic rather than being data objects and accessors TYPE, I--PROC-NAME,

(such as the object State.valuesread in Gypsy). .OBONJ-,AHE., and I-VALUE

So. we have defined the notion of process for the Boyer-Moore The notion of instruction sequence is declared as a type in Gyosy
version The notion of object is similar, and we omit details: but is defined by a recursive function in the Boyer-Moore logic (again,

because there is no sequence type constructor in that logic):

Shell Definition
Add the shell OSJECT of three arguments type instruction sequence =

with recognizer OBJECTP sequence of instruction;

and accessors OBJ-NAME. VALUS, and OLEVEL Definition

We may now define a state to b3 simply a record consisting of a (INSTRUCTION-LISTP LST)

list of processes and a list of objects. %
(IF (NOT (LISTP LST))

T
(AND (INSTRUCTIONp (CAR LST))

(INSTRUCTION-LISTP (CDR LST))))
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& atatel object value(o2)
Definition = atste2.object_valueeo29));
(WRITE LEVEL 0 V ST) end; (process_vlew identical)
(IT (DO•NATES (OLEVEL 0) LEVEL) where the funiction could read returns the sot of objects that can be

(STATE (PROCESSES ST) read by the given process:-
(REWRITE-OBJECT function could read

(OBJ-NAME 0)
V LEEL (BJETS 5)))(p: process;V LEVEL (OBJECTS KT))) state: securit.ystate): objectset =

ST) begin

whore (REWRITE-OBJECT O-NAME V L OBJECTS) returns the result exit (all o: object,
of replacing the value of the object named O-NAms with v and the level o in result
with L, in the given list Of OBJECTS. (We omit the recursive definition of if£ process level (p) ge
REWRITM-OBJECT.) state. object level [o]);

end; (could read)
II remains to define vurgo. The "values read" component of the

new state contains, for each process P. the sequence of values received
by v as a result of the READ instructions executed on its behalf In our lemua purge..proserves_procesa._view
model, this is the only information that a process can obtain about the (inseq: inst ructionsequence;
system. Thus, the following are the definitions of purge. Notice that the state: security state;

Boyer-Moore function is defined for a much broader collection of p: process) ,

arguments. The type-free nature of thn logic and the requirement that all processview identical

functions be total requires that PURGE be defined on arguments which (p, interpret (inseq, state),
are Intuitively quite different than the intended "argument types." interpret

(purge (.nseq, processlevel (p)),
function purge state));

(inseq: instruction sequence;
1: level type) : instruction secpqence = And now the Boyer-Moore version:

begin

exit result Definition
if inseq = null (instruction sequence) (PROCESS-VIEW-IDENTICAL P-NAME ST1 ST2)

then null (instruction sequence) (
else if 1 ge (AND (EQUAL

process_level (last (insaq).p) (GET-PROCESS P-NAME (PROCESSES ST1))

then purge (nonlast (inseq), 1) (GET-PROCESS P-HAME (PROCESSES ST2)))
<: last (inseq) (OBJECT-NAMES-AGREE (OBJECTS STi)

else purge (nonlast (inseq), 1) (OBJECTS ST2))

fi (OBJECTS-IATCH-BELOW-LEVEL

fi; lrPv. r r-

end; (purge) (OBJECTS STI)
(OBJECTS ST2)))

Definition where OBJECT-NAMES-AGREE retulmS T (true) when the two object lists

(PURGE INSTLIST LEVEL) have the same names (in the same order) and
OBJECTS-MATCH-BELOW-LEVEL implies that the given object lists

(IF (NOT (LISTP INSTLIST)) agree when restricted to objects below the given level:

INSTLIST Definition
(IF (DOMINATES (OBJECTS-MATCH-BELOW-LEVEL LEVEL OBJS OBJS2)

LEVEL
(FLEVEL (IF (AND (LISTP OBJSl) (LISTP OBJS2))

(I-PROC--NAME (CAR INSTLIST)))) (IF (OR (DOMINATES LEVEL
(CONS (CAR INSTLIST) (OLEVEL (CAR OBJSI)))

(PURGE (CDR INSTLIST) LEVEL)) (DOMINATES LEVEL
(PURGE (CDR INSTLIST) LEVEL)),% (OLEVEL (CAR OHJS2))))

(AND (EQUAL (CAR OBJS1) (CAR OBJS2))
OUTLINES OF THE PROOFS (OBJECTS-MATCH-BELOW-LEVZL

LEVEL (CDR OF 7S1) (CDR OBJS2)))

Tha main lemmas for the proofs are similar, in each case, the (OBJECTS-NATCH1-BLLOW-LEVEL

idea is to proceed by some kind of induction on the lengtn of the LEVEL (CDR OBJSl) (CDR OBJS2)))

instruction list. However, in order to obtain a sufficiently strong inductive (AND (NOT (LISTP OBJSl))

hypothesis it is desirable to prove a somewhat stronger result than the (NOT (,ISTP OBJS2))))

main theorem (which was called "System Is Secure" above), from which Thus we are brought to the Boyer-Moore version of the main lemma.
the main theorem follows Immediately. The stronger result says that the
given process has the same view of the two relevant states. namely the Lemma (PURGE-PRESERVESPROCESS-VIEWV.

ones obtained with and without running the purged instructions. (IMPLIES
(AND (PROPER-STATEP ST)

function process-view identical (INS¶CRUCTIOw-LISTP INSTLIST))
(p: process; (PROCESS-VIEW-IDENTICAL
statel, state2: security_state) P-NAHN

boolean = (INTERPRET INSTLIST ST)
begin (INTERPRET (PURGE INSTLIST

exit result - (PLEVEL P-NAME))
( statel.valuesaread[p] - ST)))

state2 .values read [p]
( (all ol: object,

ol in couldread (p, statel) In both versions. there are two main sublemmas used for proving
if f ol in couldread (p, state2)) the inductive step of this lemma, i.e. for proving (roughly) that the lemma

£ (all o2- object, remains true when one considers one more instruction on the given list
02 in couldread (p, statel) of instructions. 1the first lemma treats the case that the added instruction

-> statel.object level[o2) has a level which is higher than that of the given process (and may
w state2 .object_leel [o21 therefore be purged):
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Tho Main Theorem function interpret
(inseq: instruct ion sequence:

Following the simple security and *-properties mentioned earlier, state: security_state) : security state

we imagine executing instructions which request reads, writes, and
resets, where 'illegal" requests are ignored. Thus a process may not exit result -

read an object at a strictly higher level or writeto (or reset) an object at a if inseq null (instructionsequence)

strictly lower level. Let us begin by staling the m3in security theorem in then state

eacht of the two languages. We will then give definiions of functions else singaestep

used in these Statemernts, including interpret, which runs the given (last (inseq),

instruction sequence on the given state (to return a new state), and interpret (nonlast (insej),

purge, which iemoves all instructions whoso level exceeds (tie level of state))

the given process In the Gypsy version, one considers the equality of fi;

the values read by a given process in the lolowing two states: tihe Slate pending

obtained after running the original instructions and the state obtained end;

after running the purged instructions. In the Boyer Moore version, we
have chosen to consider these two processes rathlrer than just the valoes
that they have read, since a process is merely a name together with Definition
those values. Either way, the definitions of the purge tunction guarantee (SINGLE-STEP INST ST)
security of the systemn because the purged instructions have no effect on -

the process's view ot the system. (IF (GET-OBJECT (I-OBJ-NAME INST)
(OBJECTS ST))

leina system Issecure (IF (EQUAL (TYPE INST) 'READ)
(inseq: instructionsequence; (READ (I-PROC-NAME INST)
state•: security_state; (I-OBJ INST ST) ST)
p: process) = (IF (EQUAL (TYPE INST) 'WRITE)

[interpret (inseq, state) values_readfp] ( (WRITE (PLEVEL (I-PROC-NAME INST))
intarpret (purge (Inseq, processlevel (p)), (I-CBJ INST ST)

state) .valuaesreud[p]]; (I-VALUE lNST)
ST)

Lemmna (SYSTUM-IS-SCCURI). (RESET ([LEVEL (I-PROC-NAME INST))

'THPLIES (I-OBJ IJN1T ST) ST)))

(AND (PROPER-STATEP ST) ST)
(IUSTRUCTION-LISTP INSTLIST))

(EQUAL (GET-PROCESS Definition
P-NAME (INTERPRET INS1'LIST ST)
(PROCESSES (INTEtRPRET INSTLIST ST)))

(GET-PROCESS (IF (NOT (LISTr INSTLIST))
P -NIE ST
(P-OC S-•-S (31'C;Lz-sT.--

(INTZIPRET (PURGL IN,',.LIST (CAR INSTLIST)
(PLEVEL P-NAME)) (INTEP"RET (CDo INSTLIST) ST ) ))

ST)))))
(he auxiliary read, write, and reset functions take a security stale

The function interpret takes a sequence of instructions and an together with other appropriate arguments (such as process or its level,
initial state and returns a new stale It is in turn defined in terms of a object, and value), and return a new state However. th, state is
"single stepper" which interprets a single instruction. Notice that the unchanged if tIe relevant levels are inappropriate F-or example, here
Gypsy definition of interpret rearsively decomposes the instruction are the two definitions of write. Notice that tIre Gypsy syntax is richer in
sequence from the right while the Boyer-Moore definition works from the that its with construct allows a convenient notation for updating
leit. Gypsy Syntax Supports accessing sequences from either end, specified fields of a record.
Doyer-Moore's LISP-like style strongly tavors recursively decomposing function write (p: prucess: o: object:
lists from the left. I he Boyer-Moore version of interpret"runs" the given V: value type;
instructions in the reverse of the order in which the Gypsy version "runs" v: vsluetype;
the instructions, state: security state)

security-state =
function singlestep (i: instruction; begin

State: seCurity__state) exit result =
:Securityistate - it process_level (p) le

begin state. object level [o]
exit result = then state

if i.class = rd with (.object valueto] :=v;
then read (i.p, i.o, state) object-level[o] :l=
else processlevel (p))

if i.c]ass = wrt else state
then write (i.p, i-o, i.v, .tate) fi;
else reset (i.p, i.o, state) pending

fi end; (write)

Li;
pending Riecall below that PROCESSES picks out the PROCESSES fiold of

end; the given state, and similarly for OBJECTS.
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greater expressive power of the Gypsy language, the specs ar(, cloerly
lemta quite similar lfo the two versions of the Low Water Mark example that arepuxvoble _Lnzt ruction praoervos~rocess _view presented here."=-

(a: instruction;
p: process; The issue of types deserves furthor commont Consider the
atatel, etate2; securitystate) - following (incorrect) statement of the main theorem in ttre Boyer Moore
not pirocess_l-evel (a.p) l logic. Sadly, an earlier versiorn of our specification contained this

& processlevel (P) misstaterenirt. The reader is invited to find the error before reading&process v lw _ident ical further
(p, sUtetl, orate2)futei

-> process viewidentical Lremma (SYS7LM.IS.SLCLIfL).
(p. singlestep (a, statel), state2); (IMPLIES

(AMD (PROPER-STATEP ST)
Lemma (INSTRUCTION-LISTP INSTLIST))
(PURGEABLE-INSTR-*PRESERVES-PROCESS- VILW). (EQUAL
(IMPLIES (GET-PROCESS P-NAME

(AmD (PROPER-STATEP STI) (INTERPRET INSTLIST ST))
(PROPER-STATEP ST2) (GET-PROCESS P-N"AM
(INSTRUCTIONP INST) (INTERPRET
(PROCESS-VILW-IDENTICAL P-NAME ST1 ST2) (PURGE INSTLIST
(NOT (DOMINATES (PLEVEL P-NAME))

(PVL"ML P-NAME) ST))))
(PL16NUL (I-PROC-NAME INST)))))

(PROCESS-VIEM-IDENTICAL The problem with this statement is that GET-PROCESS is defined so that
P -NAME Its second argument is (expected to be) a list of processes, riot a state
(SINGLE-STEP INST ST1) In fact, the two sides of the equality above are actually both provably
sr2)) equal to r (false), under the given hypotheses! An analogous error in the

G)psy tex would have boon caught by the type-checker. However, the
The other lemma treats the other case, i.e. where the added instruction problem of matching formal sperificalions to intuitive requirements
is not purged: remains a central issue in program verification research.

nonpurgeable _singlesteppreserves_proces sview Proof Manapement
(p: process;
a; instruction; The Gypsy system allows one to defer the proofs of lemmas
statel, state2: securityjstate) = during a proof session. This capability is amenable to a top down proof

processlevel (a.p) le process level (P) style which is quite natural. T"re Soyer-Moore system allows one to add
& process_view_identical (p, statel, state2) axioms, which enables one to have the same top down capability to

-> prOcessngiew_.._id entical some extent; one simply assumes seemingly necessary lemmas before
(p, single astep (a, statel), proving the main result, and then one goes back and proves those

supporting tacts. Howevar, that strategy is awkward with the Boyer

Lemma Moore system since even: histoies are totally ordered

(NONPURGEABLE-INS TRUCU71ON-PRULSERVES- S er
PROCESS-VIEW) Style of Interaction with the Prover

(IMPLTES
(AND (PRODER-STATEP ST1)

(PROPER-STATEP ST2) The foyer-Moore prover is much more powerful than is the Gypsy
(PROCESS-VIEW-IDENTICKL P-NAME STi ST2) prover, and thus allows much larger proof steps and is significantly less
(DOMINATES tedious to operate. Even though the two verifications discussed here

(PLEVEL P-NAM) each contain about thirty lemmas, the Boyer-Moore prover proved each
(PLEVEL (I-PROC-NAHE INST)))) of those lemmas automatically (occasionally with some simple hints

(PRoOESs-ViEW-IDE•TICAL supplied with the statements of the lemmas), while the Gypsy prover
P -KAE required considerable tedious interaction in order to prove many of the
(SINGLE-STEP INST STI) lemmas. However, the powerful heuristic; and nile-based rewriting
(SINGLE-STEP INST ST2))) capatilities of the Boyer-Moore prover a;so make its behavior somewhat

unpredictable and also quite difficult and frustrating to control at times,
Both proofs use a number of additional subsidiary definitions an-i though it prints out useful information to help discover what additional

lemmas. However, the Boyer-Moore system certainly provides a much iemmas are needed. The level of interaction is not the only significant
more powerful level of automatic support. difference in the style of interaction It is much easier with the foyer

Moore system to modify an existing proof and replay the resulting
COMPARING THE TWO METHODOLOGIES definition and proof commands But as mentioned above, the Gypsy

system is much more flexible about the order in which one gives proofs.
We compare the following aspects of the Gypsy and Boyer-Moore

methodologies: Soundness
"* Spaclfication style

" Proof management The Boyer-Moore logic, as described completely in2° and Chaptei
of09, has simp'e and well-understood operational and denotational

" Style or Interaction with the prover semantics in which every proved theorem is in fact true. Unfortunately.
the same cannot ho said of Gypsy. Moreover, the Gypsy system does" Soundness inot have a mechanism for ensuring that 3al lemmas have been proved,
nor does it guarantee that circular arguments (in which lemmas use each

Spe!fcation Style other for their proofs) are not constructed Finally, there is empirical
evidence over 15 years for virtually bug-free performance of the Boyer-

Gypsy is a rich language in that it has sets and functions as first Moore implementation that has not been matched by the Gypsy
class data objects, first-order quantifiers, and an expressive typing implementation.
discipline for user-defined ypes The Boyer-Moore logic does not have
these features. but its ýol;. treatment of recursion and lists, along with its CONCLUSIONS
capability for introducing data types with the so called shell principle,
allows one sufficient specification power. Gypsy also is richer in that it
has procedural constructs, though for high level specs (such us the Low Despite certain shortcomings, we believe that the 1Boyer-Moore
Water Mark example) users of Gypsy have found it advantageous to use logic provides a reasonable specification altemative for secure systems.
a functional style. in spite of the different notions of data type and the particularly at the model lev' Soundness of the logic and the care with
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by Honeywell. This marked the beginning of che minimum acceptable level is 80%.
the current three phase development described
below.

B. Reference Monitor
LOCK is the third phase of a continuing

project previously called SAT. The SAT The reference monitor model
project, begun in 1982, was a research effort (see Figure a) is inherent to the design of
to design secure computers. Phase one (SAT- secure computers. In the model, the
0) yielded the high level requirements reference monitor acts as a guard betwsen
specification in 1983.[HONE83] Phase two people and information. There are three
(SAT-I) yielded the intermediate design properties the reference monitor must
specification in 1986. [HONE86] Phase three possess. The ideal "guard at a key desk"
(SAT-II), later renamed LOCK, will yield a analogy best explains how this model works.
detailed design specification and a secure The first property is that the reference
microcomputer prototype by 1990. monitor must always be invoked; (1) the guard

must always be on duty, and there must be no
I1. TECHNICAL APPROACH way to obtain a key without being confronted

by him. Second, the reference monitor must
The LOCK project goal is to be verified to operate correctly; (2) the

develop a hardware-oriented solution to the guard must be responsible for doing his job
computer security problem of providing correctly. He knows that one has to have an
multilevel security (MLS) for general identification badge and must be on the key
computers. (MLS provides the ability to access list. Finally, the reference monitor
process different levels of classified must be tamperproof; (3) there must be no way
information so that only properly-cleared to hinder or affect the proper operation of
users may access it.) The heart of the the guard. One cannot get the guard confused
solution is the separate security-enforcing or substitute a guard of one's own choosing.
module called SIDEARM. The SIDEARM will be
designed, built, and then integrated into an
existing microcomputer. The security
enforcement will be highly assured to allow REFERENCE MONITOR CONCEPT
certification at the highest level (Al) 7 -
defined by the Department of Defense Trusted ..
Computer System Evaluation Criteria.[TCSE85)

A. Prolect Goals

T1OCK ir a very ambitious REFERENCEMONITOR
information security technulugy development
project. We wi-h to provide a foundation for
current and future secure information
systems. This paper establishes the goals of
both the base technology and its extensions
to address a myriad of computer and A REFERENCE MONITOR MUST BE
communications security problems. LOCK
provides the basis for the solutions. We 1. ALWAYS INVOKED
count on industry and other projects to 2. VERIFIED CORRECT
extend and apply this base to reap the full Figure a 3. TAMPERPROOF
benefit of this technology.

The ultimate goal is to
produce the SIDEARM as a standard product to C. Alternative Solutions
retrofit into most existing computers and
incladed or offered as an option in new There are essentially two
computers, like a coprocessor. ways to implement the reference monitor

model. Previously, the method of choice was
LOCK strives to produce to implement in software, thereby attacking

very secure computers without severely the computer security problem at the
impacting performance. This work should set operating system level. This approach has
standards for a new rating, possibly A2; met with four serious problems. LOCK is a
however, the minimum acceptable level vill be hardware-based approach that attacks the
Al. While meeting the requirements for at security problem at the machine level. Both
least Al, the functionality of the LOCK is implementation methods are described below.
desired to be equal to that of the unmodified
base computer. Although this is very
feasible, certain security-related 1. Software
limitations may be necessary to meet the
assurance requirements. The traditional

approach implements the security kernel in
Preserving performance of software, resulting in a poor instantiation

the machine is another major concern. The of the reference monitor model. At system
design team is striving to achieve 90% of the boot-up, all of the security-relevant
speed of specified benchmarks when compared information, tables, etc., need to be loaded
to the unmodified computer. The performance from memory into the reference monitor. To
area is one that has severely affected do this, the reference monitor has to be
previous computer security projects. With bypassed, thereby violating one of the
the hardware approach of the security module, reference monitor properties.
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ABSTRACT

Progress has been slow over the last 15 years in the
relatively new field of computer security. Every initiative
started from scratch to develop a secure computer. First
prototypes, built in software, were slow and difficult to use.
LOCK is a technology research and development project to build a
hardware-based Reference Monitor module. This module will be
generic and thus reusable on many different computers. Full
advantage will be taken of inexpensive generic cryptographic
modules currently in development.

I. HISTORY AND SUMMARY Current systems, and most of those under
development, attempt to provide multilevel

There is an immediate need for computing security in software by redesigning the
facilities to handle data at different operating system. The purely software
security levels for users possessing approach has four serious disadvantages
different levels of clearance. These compared to the primarily hardware approach
multilevel secure computers will fulfill used in LOCK:
three major requirements.

1. DECREASED ASSURANCE
First, secure computers must since software malfunction could cause total

meet the need for inherently multilevel security failure,
applications processing different levels of
classified information and reporting to usErs 2. DECREASED PERFORMANCE
cleared to different levels. For example, to usually uinacceptable levels because of the
tJilitary Air Command maintains flight high overhead fromr thj _c•scritv access checks
schedule information. Most of the done in software,
information is unclassified except for parts
having to do with covert missions. The 3. LOSS OF EXISTING
intelligence community's solution of clearing APPLICATION SOFTWARE because of the extensive
everyone to the highest level is impractical redesign of the operating system, and
given the number of personnel requiring 4. 1NABILITY TO
access to this database. This nroblem will FUNCTIONALLY ENHANCE the operating system
only get worse as the information age forces without requiring expensive and time-
us to integrate more and more information consuming re-verification and reevaluation.
processing systems.

The LOCK hardware-oriented approach
Second, enabling computers to promises high assurance and reasonable

serve users with different clearances avoids performance derived from the implementation
the need to maintain duplicate computers for of a physically separate and parallel
different classification levels. The security-enforcing module called the system-
potential money savings is significant. The independent, domain-enforcing, assured,
alternative of clearing all users to the reference monitor (SIDEARM). Furthermore,
highest level is too expensive, impractical, because the security-related functionality is
and unacceptable from a security standpoint, in the SIDEARM, the software operating system

is not security-relevant and, therefore,
requires no reverification when the operating

Finally, secure computers are system software is updated. This approach
extremely important even for those systems will allow the preservation of most of the
not requiring multilevel applications. For application software programs written for
example, there is a significant threat from that operating system and its subsequent
malicious software introduced onto the system releases.
from a multitude of possible routes. [MYER80)
Such malicious software could destroy The LOCK program has at least a
invaluable information, spoof users into 12-year history. The project sprung out of
taking inappropriate action, or prevent the Provably Secure Operating System [NEUM77]
computers from operating at critical times, study, begun in 1975 at the Stanford Research

Institute. An implementation of the study's
The need for secure computing recommendations by Ford Aerospace [FORDS1l

in both defense and induscry is reaching began in 1980. The project goals proved to
critical proportions and will only grow. The be too ambitious and the resources allocated
Logical Coprocessing Kernel (LOCK) project to reach those goals were too limited. The
promises to solve a substantial part of this hardware part of the Trusted Computing Base
problem. (TCB) under this project was continued under

the new name Secure Ada Target (SAT) in 1982
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Furthermore, proprietary data necessary to
integrate SIDEARM is readily available since The last VP is the
it is a Honeywell machine. Although one of unique identification (UID) generator. It

the goals of the LOCK program is to produce a will produce a unique identifier that is
generic computer security module that naay be encrypted. Encryption renders the UID
used on many different machines with a "opaque," in the sense that the user-visible
minimum of modification, the interface is UID can not then be used to convey any
built for a particular system and requires information.
low-level implementation detail.

SIDEARM, as the
1. SIDEARM instantiation of the reference mo .tor, is

responsible for checking access r. ;hts and
SIDEARM looks like a type enforcement controls. Fini access

coprocessor or I/O device (depending on how rights are the "AND"ed rights --m the
it's retrofitted) to the host system. It mandatory access controls (MAC's), the
contains its own processor (actually between discretionary access controls (DAC's) and the
one and four MC63020's), its own ViME bus, and type enforcement controls (SAYD86].
its cwn primary and secondary memory. More
processors were added in an effort to lessen 2. SIDEARM Encryptiqn
the chance that SIDEARM, with its system- Device (SED)
enforced access checks, will be the The SED is a IEPACHE-
performance bottleneck that has plagued other based [KIBA86] cryptographic module used for
computers with added security functionality, three purposes in LOCK. First, it is used to

encrypt SIDEARM media. This complements the
Each of the major bulk encryption device (BED) which encrypts

subsystems in SIDEARM has its own processor, the host's secondary memory.
which may be real or virtual. Virtual
processors (VP's) communicate by way of a Second, the SED
message passing system. The format is the encrypts the UID attribute of objects to
same whether or not the VP is on the same close a covert channel. This covert channel
physical processor. This makes it easier tc rested on a subject's ability to determine
add more physical processors if necessary and ho-; many objects had been created. By one
to move VP's to different physical processors subject treating either a large or a small
for performance reasons. number of objects, another subject could

monitor that number by creating an object of
The first major its own and looking at the UID (assuming

subsystem is a front-end filter which screens UID's are monotonically increasing) and
out illegal requests from the host. since decode information over time. By encrypting
this is the only point where the host can the UID's. a subject cannot determine the
communicate with SIDEARM, this subsystem is absolute or relative number of objects
host specific. Legal host requests are created.
queued until they can be serviced. A
complementary VP allo-ws SIDEARM to access the Third, the SED is used
host's resources such as host memory. These to manage the cryptographic keys for the BED.
requests are coordinated by a resource The System Security Officer will insert his
manager (detailed below). crypto-ignition key (CIK) into this module to

turn on the LOCK. When the CIK is inserted
The main VP is the (during normal operation), the host's primary

instruction processor. Its job is to take a memory has unencrypted information that is
host-initiated request, give the appropriate potentially sensitive (classified). When the
part to the other VP's, and exec',te the CIK is removed, all memory is nonsensitive
corresponding high-level algorithm. (primary has no information and secondary is

encrypted) and can be treated as any other
A resource manager high-value piece of office ecli pment.

provides the other VP's with access to system Cryptographic keys will, themselves, be
resources, including host primary and encrypted within the encryption devices and
secondary memory, SIDEAPR shared memory, host stored on SIDEARM's secondary memory. The
devices, and host real-time, clock. A media owning cryptographic module will retrieve,
manager is responsible for operations decrypt, use, and then reencrypt keys
affecting the Global Object Table (the data whenever required by the SED or the BED.
structure that contains all the security- Neither the host system nor SIDEARM
related information needed for access (exclusive of the SED) will ever access or
control, resident only in SIDEARM's internal store unencrypted keys.
memory) or SIDEARM Resident Objects (other
data objects used in security-relevant At some future time,
processing), the SED nay be used as part of a trusted path

between the TCB and the user's terminal.
The Audit Processor has Information could be encrypted at the

its own media, a laser disk. If this disk terminal and sent to SIDEARM. Since only
becomes full, the operator will be notified, SIDEARM would be able to decrypt and the
and audit blocks will be stored directly on user's terminal encryption device able to
SIDEARM's hard disk. If this last disk encrypt it, untrusted software would not be
becomes full, the system will lockup in the able to generate or observe this information.
interest of security. This two-tier backup of
audit data is not called out in the Criteria 3. Bulk Encryption Device
but represents one area of increased (BED)
assurance for LOCK.
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The bulk encryptor also appropriate information (the global object

contains the TEPACHE which is used to encrypt table, kept on SIDEARM's hard disk) is

all data stored on the host system disks, checked and access is permitted or denied,

tapes, and floppy disks. Furthermore, it based on DAC, MAC, and type enforcement

will be used to encrypt communications on the constraints. SIDEARM then loads the

network interface port. All of the information into the MMU. The MMU caches the

nonprimary memory devices and the access rights returned until a context switch

communications port are located on their own forces the flushing of the cache. This

bus, separated from the CPU/main context switch happens when there is a

memory/SIDEARM bus by the bulk encryptor (see subject change on the system or when a user

Figure f). Secondary memory may be treated effects a change in the level he is

as nonsensitive (unclassified) and no longer processing.

must be physically secured when unattended. To increase security,
customized enhancements to the MMU are being
included in the design. Certain master mode
code (also called supervisor state or ring-a

- code) will be kept in protected PROM's on the
MMU, addressable only when the machine is in
master node. Examples include portions of
the interrupt handler, fault handler, and the

HOSTILE

COE EFERNCE MONITOR, 5. Host-SIDEARM Interface

NO" SENSITIVE SUS
4ENCRYPTEO) _F 1 The host and SIDEARM

b•spj communicate through a custom interface device

called the host interface controller (see
paragraph E.l., also called the VP front-end

MMUWICArON *filter). This device encapsulates the
IU P specific electrical and protocol requirements

c the host computer bus and acts as a driver
0 /•/t ) relay CPU requests to SIDEARM and to

Figuref receive the responses. The SIDEARM interface

controller is SIDEARM's equivalent mechanism
tor receiving the requests and then sending
signals back to the host.

Turning secondary
memory nonsensitive (unclassified) has F. Interdependence of COMPUSEC

another important result. Previously, the and COMSEC

device controllers either had to be verified, LOCK contains a
trusted, or front-ended with antilistening cryptographic subsystem composed of two
logic to prevent the reception of unencrypted distinct devices: (1) the SIDEARM encryption
information not intended for that particular device (SED) and (2) the bulk encryption
device. Now this: too, is no longer device (BED). This subsystem is also called
necessary. Commercial, off-the-shelf products
can be used on this bus, and there is no need the communications security (COMSEC)
to verify their trustworthiness. subsystem, but in actuality, secure

communication outside the system is only one

Two factors argue of its functions.

against designing the LOCK with a single The embedding of CONSEC
encryption device. The first is performance. iKe psbe by a majo

Splitting the functionality between two into LOCK was made possible by a major

encryption devices minimizes performance advance by the Development Center for

degradation. The second reason is that by Embedded Cryptographic Products in the

having a separate bulk encryptor with minimal developmenr of generic low-cost COMSEC

logic surrounding it, the modules. The purpose and benefit of these

sensitive/nonsensitive (red/black) interface modules for COMSEC is the same as those the

is physical. If the SED were used to encrypt SIDEARM module will have for computer
the host's secondary memory of communications security (COMPUSEC).
port, one would have to rely on the system The CONSEC and COMPUSEC are
working correctly (and prove this) to ensure T i OCK. ans that a

that no sensitive (unencrypted) data were interdependent in LOCK. This means that a
ever written to the nonsensitive bus. Pacing subset of the security requirements for each
anencryptit n t hevcen v Placing is attained by the use of the other. In thean encryption device in-line allows us
assurance (without in the cost us lingo, this makes LOCK an information
verifying the device controllern i software) security (INFOSEC = COMSEC + COMPUSEC)
that sensitive data will never be mishandled) development.

The COMPUSEC depends on the COMSEC for memory

4. Memory Management Unit encryption to increase assurance, UID
"") encryption to close a covert channel (see
paragraph E.2.), and external network

The MMU for the LOCK is Lncryption to secure information leaving the

the commodity Motorola 68851 MMUJ. The host computer system. The COMSEC depends on
CPU queries SIDEARM when a subject first the COMPUSEC to meet certain requirements
makes a request for an object. The involving the control of the COMSEC and to
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provide a secure environment within which the host are passed through the KIS, over the
COMSEC can operate. Both the COMPUSEC and host bus to SIDEARM. The SIDEARM then queues
COMSEC systems in LOCK are critical to and fulfills the request if it is allowed by
meeting the complete security requirements of the security policy.
information in a general system of computing
devices. The verification of the

SIDEARM software must be extremely rigorous.
G. Software SIDEARM is intended to be a generic device

that is designed once. All properties
Although essentially a required of the reference monitor (including

hardware-based approach, LOCK is not without simple-security, the *-property, type
software. The software is required for two enforcement [see paragraph I.], and
reasons: (1) to allow flexibility during conditional-non-interference [see paragraph
prototyping and (2) to accommodate mutable H.2.]) must be shown to hold for all SIDEARM
and system-specific security requirements for software. This is a very expensive and time
a particular computer type and at particular consuming process, but it is worthwhile for
computer sites. The first requirement is Al assurance and the cost and time impact is
reduced for final production machines, but minimized siicce SIDEARM is only designed and
maintainability will require that some verified once.
portions remain in firmware (e.g. physically-
protected ROM). Much of the generic 2. Kernel Interface
functions can be implemented in hardware. Software (KIS)

There are four major blocks The KIS is essentially
of software in LOCK: SIDEARM, kernel the driver software for the SIDEARM device on
interface software (KIS), kernel extensions the bus. The host CPU makes security-related
(KE's), and the host operating system (UNIX) requests of the SIDEARM device via the KIS.
(see Figure g). Each block is discussed in Normally, device drivers are implemented
detail below in terms of function, content, directly by the host operating system.
interfaces to other blocks, and verification Because this software must operate correctly
considerations. for the TCB to function properly, this

particular device driver must be segregated
from the operating system and verified to
function correctly and be unbypassable. In
simple terms, the KIS is the connective
software that allows the host CPU to

S_ ocommunicate with the SIDEARM.

Vt .The KIS is intended to
be small and minimally privileged. Some of

OPERATING the functions will have to operate in master
-SYSTEM mode, but they w;ll only have restricted

access to the TCB. Innate security-relevant
operations designed into the host CPU, such
as interrupt handling, will have to ba
performed by the KIS.

The KIS is an
intermediary between the host operating
system running on a particular host CPU and
the generic SIDEARM. As such, the part of

Figuie g the KIS interfacing with SIDEARM will be
highly machine-dependent and will have to be
customized when the SIDEARM is ported to

1. SIDEARM different machines. The resource management
portion of the KIS, on the other hand, should

The SIDEARM software be fairly general and should require minimum
implements the LOCK reference monitor. The rework when ported. Furthermore, the
SIDEARM has a set of externally-visible interface to the KIS should remain stable
operations plus internal software and across different computers and within the
databases necessary to perform its task. The same computer when porting to a different
exact specification of the visible operations operating system.
and their parameters will be specified in an
Interface Control Document to be released The verification of the
toward the end of 1988. XIS should be somewhat simpler than that of

the SIDEARM. The verification is
SIDEARM will contain functionally-oriented as opposed to property-

several thousand lines of high order language oriented, as in the case of SIDEARM. One
software. The reference monitor function of only needs to verify that the KIS adheres to
SIDEARM is implemented by several major some low-level properties. For example, the
software subsystems managing the resources of XIS must be shown to totally clear the CPU
SIDEARM and implementing the instruction registers during a context switch to ensure
requests from the host (see paragraph E.I.). the removal of all residue information.

The host CPU interfaces to 3. Kernel Extension jxE
the SIDEARM software via the KIS. The
security-relevant operations executed by the KE's implement



anloication-sj§piecf i and machine-specific popular operating system. Since the
portions of the security policy. For operating system is treated as a hostile
example, labelling output for peripherals application and the interface to the KIS
such as printers and terminals is highly should be fairly stable, the implementation
dependent on the type of device. Yet proper of a different operating system on the LOCK
labelling is absolutely imperative to MLS base should not prove difficult.
(see paragraph 1.2.). All of the expensive Furthermore, once the KIS is developed for a
controls within the system are for naught if different computer system, the modified UNIX
someone can determine or alter the label of should easily port to the new computer
data output. If that occurred, a process system.
could then wantonly downgrade information to
unclassified by improper output labelling. What about applications
In this capacity, the XE implements the software portability? Since LOCK is intended
nongeneric portion of the TCB so that the to be an Al certifiable computer, the
SIDEARM can be architecture-independent, question of necessary changes to the UNIX

System V interface definition arises. It is
XE's are also used to pretty clear that it will not be possible to

implement application-specific security leave the interface completely unaffected and
policy. For example, a computer may have a have AJ. security. We do not yet know what
MLS DBMS. A DBMS requires extra controls the full impact to the operating system and
over and above the controls imposed by the applications will be. It is our goal to
operating system to restrict inference and minimize the impact and to localize it so
aggregation. All application-specific that any changes necessary in porting an
extensions to the security model cannot be application from an unmodified UNIX to our
included in the reference monitor simply Secure UNIX will be reasonably small and
because the reference monitor would become perhaps automatable.
too large. Further, we can not predict all
the possible policy extension required for H. verification
applications as yet un-built.

LOCK is using the Gypsy
The KE's provide verification environment [GOOD78] to prove

application-specific, security-related its security properties. The yeneral
services as needed. The KE's, therefore,
interface to potentially hostile applications approach that has been taken is to prove the
and implement their special. services at the system top-down in conjunction with the
control of SIDEARM via calls through the KIS. system design.[BOEB85a, BOEB85dm As theSinc KEs catur macinespecficand design is refined from the preliminary,
S i nP YF's capture machine-specific and highly abstraot level to the more precise,
application-specific portions of the TCB, detailed level, the verification proofs are
they will be minimally portable between proceeding at the same pace (or even slightly
different types of LOCK computer systems. ahead of the design) and are used to feedback

critical design issues. These issues arise
These KE Is may have in places where the verification team issome privileges not associated with normal having difficulty proving security. Feedbackprograms. For example, a downgrader KE h~as will show where the team can simplify thethe privilege to violate the *-property. The design, making the proofs easier and

XE's, however, are only given the privilege codesign, cleaner.
required to do their task and are verified noeptually cleaner.
not to abuse that privilege. In short, KE's The use of type enforcement
are the flexible part of the TCB, under (see paragraph I.) makes the proof of the
strict control by the hardware reference system security much easier. The type
monitor - the SIDEARM. enforcement mechanism allows us to prove the

unbypassability and tamper resistance of
4. UNIX process modules. By proving this once, we

can carry the lemmas over to other sections.The operating system in This allows us to focus on the correctness of
LOCK is considered hostile code. This means the next piece we must prove. It also
that the operating system will not have to be permits a much greater assurance in trusted
reverified and recertified after updates and processes, as their privileges may be
changes as is the case with traditional precises, as thus, rivied.
software kernel approaches to computer precisely given, and thus, restricted.
security. There are three established

levels of proof. The abstract model, whichDoes this mean you can is very general; the interpretation level,
take an existing operating system on a somewhat more detailed; and the formal top
machine, retrofit it with a SIDEARM, and level specification (FTlS), the most detailed
simply run the operating system unaltered? yet (see Figure h)(. [HONE86) The FTLS is
No! Operating systems typically perform complete except for some modifications, and
security-related functions rooted in resource the addition of most of the kernel extensions
(CPU time, memory) management. These parts are still to be done. Along with these
of the operating system will now have to be formal proofs is a Descriptive Top Level
performed by the SIDEARM. Therefore, some of Specificacion -- a document that explains thethe operating system internals will have to secifitioneleva nt that Expl ishsecurity-relevant features in English
be removed and repleced by calls into the KIS narrative statements.
which, in turn, calls the SIDEARM.

UNIX was chosen to 1. Formal Implementation
demonstrate the principles of LOCK because it Level Specification FILS
is relatively small and because it is a
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To verify that this or to continue with the existing, outdated
type of system is correct, one must operating system.
explicitly show that there is no way for the
user to hack up the security tables or 2. B1dware
interfere with the security mechanisms that
are in place. It becomes a significant task The hardware--based
to show that of all possible programs, no approach taken by the LOCK project is a much
program surreptitiously modifies any of this closer match to the reference monitor model
information. Since the Central Processing (see Figure b). The problem that arose
Unit (CPU) and memory resources are shared concerning bypassing the reference monitor is
between the user and TCB, there is ample eliminated because the SIDEARM is a separate
opportunity for tampering to take place due processor, with its own memory, that is
to the lack of physical separation. running before the user's processor boots up.

In addition, the security mechanisms and
Performance has been tabies are self-contained within the SIDEARM,

the high price paid for software security thereby making the system verification
kernels. The cause of performance easier. Because SIDEARM is a separate
degradation is the multiplexing of resources resource, there is no physical way for the
between the operating system and the user to access this memory; it's trivial to
reference monitor and increased overhead verify that the user can't alter the
associated with frequent context switching. security-relevant information. Finally, a
The same CPU handles all of the security- user cannot initiate a process that will
related processing in addition to the normal tamper with the security-relevant operations
processing of the system in a software because none of SIDEARM's processing
implementation. Memory resources are also resources are under control of the user.
shared in a software implementation. A
portion is allocated for security-relevant
information, and the rest is used in the
normal course of processing. This SECURITY PROCESSOR COMPONENT APPROACH

dramatically increases the load placed on a OE
single set of resources and decreases the P 0.E5SOB. •

assurance because of the intermixing of r, ..-
computational and security-related SECURITY.
information. A context switch, the complete 5'. . PRO0...OR
replacement of processed information in the COEPON1

CPU required by a change in subjects, is also i
a tremendous drain on the processing
capability of the computer. These factors
have degraded the performance of secure
software implementations to as low as 10% of
the unmodified operating system.([GOLD84] REFERENCE MONITOR CRITERIA
Adaitionally, there is some question about
the level of assurance gained since some 1. ALWAYS INVOKED-- NO WAYTO BYPASS

2. VERIFIED CORRECT - - SIMPLER; MACHINE INDEPENDENT
applications, like database management 3. TAMPERPROOF -- NO WAY TO ATTACK SECURITY
systems (DBMS), need to reach directly into PROCESSOR COMPONENT
the machine level -- completely bypassing the
security mechanisms. FIgure b

As mentioned earlier,
the software approach involves a major
redesign or restructuring of the operating The design approach

system kernel. Many existing application taken by the LOCK project is rigid resource

programs require certain services from the separation (see Figure c). The computational

operating system. The entry points for these and security resources are segregated at the

services often must be redefined when the system design level, and this segregation is

kernel undergoes such significant carried down to the physical implementation.

modification. The loss of these entry points This approach yields two significant

severely limits the compatibility of the benefits. First, unbypassibility is
operating system with existing applications, guaranteed by SIDEARM having exclusive

possession of object-addressing information

Enhancing an operating and exclusive con rol over the memory

system's functionality usually involves management unit (M141) (see paragraph E.4.).

making changes to the kernel. Even if the Second, the physical separation prevents any

changes are not ostensibly security-relevant, tampering on the part of the user.

it must be explicitly shown through LOCK will initially be
verification (or revalidation at lower levels
of security) that the security of the system a set of boards, but our goal is to reduce

has not been affected as a result of subtle this down to a chip or set of chips by using

interactions between the software modules. either very large scale integration (VLSI) or

Currently, verification of computer systems very high speed integrated circuitry (VhSIC)

is expensive and time-consuming, technology.
Additionally, no claims about the security of D. fStem-Independent. Domain-
the new operating system may be made until Enforcing, Assured Reference Monitor
that version of the operating system has been (SIDEARM)
evaluated, a tine-consuming procedure. The
decision that must be made is whether to SIDEARM is the hardware
undergo another verification and evaluation instantiation of the reference monitor and is
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the heart of the LOCK technology development identifications and security attrioutes; and
effort. SIDEARM is a separate embedded (3) it is guaranteed not to be bypassed
computer, with its own processors and memory, because it will be physically impossible for
that controls the resources of the host the CPU to address its own memory without
computer by mediating all accesses to those going through the SIDEARM to get the object's
resources by users operating on the host CPU address. These databases and operations are
(see Fiqure d). all independent of the host system.

The security databases and
DESIGN APPROACH operations are not only generic, but they

SEPARATION OF RESOURCES allow for a very flexible and powerful
TRADITIONAL APPROACH LOCK APPROACH security policy. For example, the dominance

Selationship which determines access between
subjects and objects [BEL,75] will be

-- -- [ .implemented as an explicit, partial ordering
SECURI-EC••--SECURITY.-. data structure. This means that the security

R.VAT.u ARElattice (actually, Partially Ordered Set or
POSet) can be dynamic, limited to points in

"IT• 
the lattice that are truly needed, and have
multiple roots, thereby getting rid of the

CPUMEMORY PESOU RCES: dangerous concept of "system high."[FERG86)

SECURITY AND COMPUTATIONAL SECURITY AND COMPUTATIONAL. The purpose of developing
RESOURCES SHARED RESOURCES SEPARATE the SIDEARM module is to provide vendors with
SEGREGATION OF SECURITY-RELATED RESOURCES IS KEY a foundation for computer security that they

* SIMPLIFIES VERIFICATION can use to minimize the cost and time
*PHYSICALLY ENFOnICED SEPARATION PREVENTS TAMPERING ca us to mniz th cst nd im
* REFERENCE MONITOR INVOKED ON EVERY PROCESSOR ACCESS required to secure their own computers. No

Figure c longer will the vendors have to become
Criteria lawyers to interpret each and every
Criteria requirement for their system.
SIDEARM will be precertified to meet a base

percentage of the information security
requirements. It only remains to demonstrate
that the module has been hooked into their

REFERF.NCE MONITOR IN LOCK computer system correctly and that the
remainder of the requirements not met by the
SIDEARM module are implemented by the hostI PRQC•SOe
system.

SINTERFACE Providing seed money for the
"UDIER Wu, nos initial development is our way of encouraging

C_ PU industry to bol, i produce these devices and

"DISK |use them in securing their own products.
O Within LOCK, a 'CIDEARM module will be

PRHOSGRAMS nErON UATA retrofitted to an existing computer as a
proof-of-principle of the generic nature of

HARDWARE ADVANTAGES the module and as a worked example of how a
I HIGH ASSUIIANCE retrofit is done. This information will be
2 REASOIARLF PERFORMANCE made available to vendors wishing to retrofit
3 APPLICATIONI'GRTAEILITY their own computers using SIDEARM modules.
3 FUNCTION(

Figured Finally, we will publish the
documentation on the interface to the SIDEARM
module, and vendors designing their next-
generation computers can incorporate the

Our goal is to develop a capability to insert the SIDEARM module into
generic SIDEARM module that is independent of their new systems without the expense of
the computer system it monitors. This does retrofit changes. In summary, SIDEARM is
not mean that it will be a black box that one intended to secure the nation's computer
magically affixes to the cabinet of the host systems cheaply and efficiently at a very
computer, making it automatically secure. high level of assurance.
Rather, the intent is to minimize the
replication of work when securing different
computers and operating systems by '-oturing E. The Architecture
the essence of the TCB the 'erence
monitor - in a generic .... -'. . .chine- Honeywell's XPS 100/20
specific requirements involvinc the computer will be the platform for the LOCK.
connection of the SIDEARM module to a The XPS 100/20 is an MC68020 microprocessor-
particular computer are reasonably small and based computer with a VME bus architecture,
modularized to interfaces that can be running UNIX System V.
customized.

The XPS 100/20 was chosen
SIDEARM has three iP:. Xtant for two reasons. A study of three different,

properties making it generic: (1) . ,,anages popular, 32-bit microprocessors [HONE86]
the identification and security Libeling of found that the MC68020 has a flexible
all objects and subjects; (2) it implements coprocessor interface that makes it easy to
the mandatory security policy based on these adapt to the requirements of LOCK technology.
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proved easily and will identify the covert
TOP-DOWN SPECIFICATION AND PROOF channel involved. While it will fail where a

covert channel exists, noninterference does
not identify the channel - hence the need for
this tool. -.

Noninterference 
is

applied both in the multilevel security sense

Al STOPS HERE and in the multidomain (see paragraph I.1.)
security sense. A noninterference proof is
sufficient to assure proper access control

S FItS and the absence of covert channels between
_+ classification levels and between different

[ QCODE _ domains. This allows the type enforcement to
be just as "tight" security-wise, as MAC.

* REPROOF OF SPECIFICATION AT EACH LEVEL m,

*MAPPING BETWEEN EACH LEVEL An auxiliary step in
4 CRITERIA REQUIREMENTS STOP AT THE FTLS LEVEL OF DETAIL the verification process will be for the LOCK

Figure h verifiers to couch selected Gypsy proofs in
mathematical journal level language and
submit them to a social review

Although the Criteria process.[BOEB85d] This allows the proofs to
calls for the FTLS to be the lowest level of be looked at by someone not necessarily
proof, the LOCK team will probe to a deeper familiar with the intricacies and
level. This next level we call the Formal peculiarities of automated theorem provers,
Implementation Level Specification (FILS). as well as forcing us to give a less abstruse
Whereas the FTLS presents the TCB-user or esoteric proof.
interface without the details of how that
interface is implemented, the FILS delves I. Type Enforcement

into the implementation detail or the
internal workings of the TCB. The FILS will Type Enforzement is LOCK's

essentially be a very detailed specification way of providing mandatory, configurable
for the TCB and related code. This level of integrity. Both DAC and MAC may be thought

detail will also facilitate the required of as mechanisms that restrict access to
specification-to-code mappings. info:mation. Type enforcement is just

another restriction placed upon the results
2. $oninterference of the first two. Access rights are whatever

passes the three "filtern." Type enforcement
The proofs of security relies on the use of levels and labels on

are based on Goguen and Meseguer's notion of subjects and objects and has rules to permit

noninterference.[GOGU8 4 ] The noninterference access. This information is encoded within a

model is an information-based model as matrix similar to the normal MAC

opposed to an access control based matrix.[BOEB85b]
model.[BELL75] Simply stated,
noninterference requires proof that a subject 1. Domain Definition
cannot interfere with anything a lower-level Table/Domain Transition Table DDT/DTT
subject can view in the system. This
prevents any flow of information (assuming Type enforcement relies
the security system is modeled correctly and on two data structures! the DDT and the DTT.
completely) from a high to a low level and The DDT is a matrix with "typss" on one axis
thus clos 's many covert channels that would and "domains" on the other. The intersection
exist in access control based models.[HAIG86] is the set of privileges (possibly null) a

subject within a particular domain has to an
The proof of object of a particular type. The DTT is a

noninterference is based on a recently- matrix with "subject" labeled on both axes;
developed unwinding theorem. The verifier "subject," in LOCK terminology, is a user-
must prove that the low-level subject's domain pair. The intersection is a simple
output from his instructions are not affected "yes" or "no," indicating whether a
if the corresponding instructions from a particular user in a particular domain may
high-level subject are deleted from the transition to a different domain.
instruction stream being input to the
reference monitor. Since strict 2. Assured Pipelines
noninterference would severely inhibit system
operability, the LOCK verifiers will be using The DDT/DTT may be
a modified form of ncninterference called configured such that an "assured pipeline" is
conditional noninterference. This states created. This is a control structure wherein
that the low-level subject's output is not an object is input to the lead control
affected except in specific instances. These process, undergoes some intermediate
instances will be the only place where covert processing, and is finally output in a
channels may occur, assuming perfectly "refined" form. The LOCK has the ability to
faithful implementation of design. insure that no unauthorized process may

contaminate the object as it moves through
The LOCK effort will this pipeline.

also produce a covert channel analysis tool
using the shared resource matrix methodology An example of such a
in conjunction with a Gypsy flow analyzer. construct would be a system where all the
This tool will be used on those sections output from a printer is labeled with the
where the noninterference proofs cannot be proper classification label (as required by
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the Criteria). One desires a system where it
is easy to prove that text to be printed is DOWNGRADER
labeled before being printed. Also, one has
to prove that no information may be printed TO LUr.-WNuIIAV•L DLLIA ,ilt ti W VEITSION I I,,.L

without being labeled, and that no process
can change the label on a labeled file before t
it is printed. - IlII 7

The setup for the DDT
is shown in Figure i. Any normal user may
read and write to something called "raw 9 DOWN6RADLR -- CRLAILS rinsi DRAFT OF CHANCES HLGUIliD
text." When he wishes to print this, the roR DOWNGRADING

labeler may read from this object (type: raw . REFVILWER -- COMPOSES D[IArT WITH ORIGINAL AND OPHIONALL.Y
text) and write to an intermediate object C-PLAILS A RLVWISO N

(type: labeled-for-printer text) . The . IIJSTANTIATIFT -- ;LVILWS DIRAF T 2 AND ELRF O"IMS THE ACTUAL
printer may read only from objects of type DOWNGRADE
labeled-for-printer text. No other rights
for the two types are given to any other Figure k
domain. This forces objects to be labeled
before being printed and assures us that only
the labeAer has touched the label. A
graphical representation appears in Figure j. DELTA FILE FINAL

DOWNGRADED NEW-VERSION

LABELEDFOR PRINTER ,at
RAW TEXI TXT PRlNTERJ,"

DOMAIN

DOMAIN r/w 'J I . . ..[i lUSFR - -l

RfV!EWFFI

LABELER DOMrIN

DOMAI=N 4t .. •

INSTANTIATLIH .
DOMAIN W

SPOOLECR I*S. ~ .
DOMAIN " " .'"

Figure I

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THI- ASSUR.D PIVELINL
M ERLLY REQUIRES AN APPROPRIAI[. CONFIG*URATION

3. V er if ic at io n
FLncapsul ation

Type enforcement and
the ability to construct an assured pipeline

LABELrD-F-On-PRINI CR leads to an important encapsulation for
RAW TEXT TEXI PRINTER verification purposes. Once the type

• •enforcement is proved to work correctly,
other proofs may use type enforcement to

`w satisfy some security properties. Type
___ enforcement may be used to satisfy the

[usER __ nonbypassability requirement as well as the
A PINISPOOLE- tamper-proof requirement. since subjects areU,1R I SP restricted from accessing certain objects by

I the DDT and this concept can be extended to
w W r provide the pipeline effect, it can be shown

which processes will have what access to what
information in a very precise manner. It is
possible to have a single program occupy a
domain. This level of granularity is
unmatched by HAC and is unmatched by DAC in

Figure j assurance.[BOLB85c) A proof of the type
enforcement mechanism, then, leads to a
simplified proof of two of the three

Another pipeline that properties for modules in a reference
illustrates the utility of the assured monitor.
pipeline is the downgrader example (see
Figures k & 1) . This can be viewed as a J. _LOCK Applications
triple turn-key operation. If the
downgrader, the reviewer, and the As rentioned earlier, LOCX
instantiater are all different users, it will be useful for different applications.
requires that all three take some positive, In some cases, it will be necessary to
specified action to allow the object to be provide more than the generic portion,
downgraded. SIDEARM, to suit the needs of the user
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completely. XE's will be the mechanism access control facility capable of handling
employed to extend the generic portion to this task without the addition of an access
handle the specific applications. This control module. An SONS XE would have to be
allows the computer system designer to specified, verified, and implemented to allow
incorporate only the functionality that is communication on an SONS network. Transition
required by the users. For example, if the between the two forms of secure networks
system will not be connected to a computer discussed above becomes a matter of using the
network in its life cycle, it would be BLACKER XE set or the SDNS XE set.
unnecessary to incorporate secure networking
functionality. The XK. mechanism is a cost Eventually, the
effective solution in addition to being an technology produced in this effort will
efficient means for implementing security undergo a Commercial COMSEC Endorsement
functionality. Providing only the necessary Program (CCEP) security product development
security functionality eliminates the cost of [BARKS86) to provide the opportunity for
additional bells and whistles not needed in industry and government to develop a security
particular implementation. Similarly, the chitecture compatible with the Open Systems
addition of only the necessary XE's does not interconnection network model [ZIMM8O)
trigger exponential cost increases. Such is dvlpd b h nentoa tnad
not the case for systems that incorporate deeorganization.aioalStndrd
mechanisms to handle all possible Oraiton
application-specific security. Another cost-
reduction factor is that the XE's are 3. Secure Distributed Data
verified and certified to the extent that Views JSDDV
they perform their job correctly and are
dynamic entities that can be added without The Honeywell SDDV
causing the entire system to undergo project is a mnultilevel secure relational
reverification and reevaluation, database management system (MLS/DBMS)

designed to run on the LOCK TCB. Secure
The type enforcement database systems are application software

mechanism allows the encapsulation of that manage large amounts of information at
subsystems and the implementation of assured different classification levels. Tiue
pipelines. This makes the development of MLS/DBMS security policy is developed as an
multilevel applications much easier in extension to the LOCK base policy and will be
addition to providing a higher degree of implemented via the XE mechanism. SDDV will
assurance. Currently, three ongoing efforts demonstrate the advantages of LOCK for
demonstrate LOCK's applicability and are de~eloping MLS applications as it is the
uescribedu beloJw, first application built upon the LOCK

foundation. The type enforcement mechanism
i. BLACKER isolates the components of the DBMS, making

the operations fairly simple extensions.
The BLACKER project SDDV takes advantage of the assured pipelines

provides multilevel security for packet- and the modular structure that LOCK provides
switched computer communication networks to implement the kernel extensions in a
through the use of a front-end interface secure, flexible, and functional manner (see
between the host computer and the network. Figure in). SDDV is contracted by the Air
BLACKER achieves network security by Force Rome Air Development Center (RADC) to
maintaining secure electronic key the Honeywell Secure Computing Technology
distribution as well as end-to-end Center and Stanford Research Institote.
encryption. while BLACKER provides security Success of the Honeywell effort depends upon
between computers, LOCK provides security the LOCK technology being fully developed.
within the computer. The XE mechanism within
LOCK can be use. to emulate the BLACKER
functionality to allow secure computers to
communicate securely. The specifics required
by BLACKER can be incorporated into a XE
designed to provide the necessary
functionality for communication on a BLACKER * ASSURED PIPELINES
network if desired. uR

System rSDs E SE

The SONS project is a
strategy for securing communications over •T
public data networks through end-to-end U cLASSIFICATION
encryption. The manner in which this is done ,JOSR••
i• vastly different than that employed by the p1
BLACKER project. SONS utilizes a different UPAT|
form of key management and distribution than •
the one imp)lemented by BLACKER. • •• "

A major contribution of
the SONS project is a user-friendly, user- NON-DBMS DBOMS
transparent key management technology. This DOMAINS * DOMAINS Fgr
key management strategy does not employ any 'Fge
access control functionality. SIDEARM, the
foundation of LOCK, provides a very rich
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'1he study team's primary focus was on System Architecture. and modu- system which is fully modular in its high-level language form could nont
larity in particular, where the System Architecture requirement calls for be considered modular even though thie two fonns are completely
"well-defined, largely independent modules." The modularity of a sys- equivalent from the machine's point of view. Modularity cannot be just
trm is fundantcntal, and cannot bc improved simply by adding features. an anifact; it must be an epressed and evident intention. It must be
Modularity is also nrlatively independent of the hardware base and even, present in the implementation, supported by tie design documentation,
for the most part. of the strategy for adding security features. "The modu- and maintained through the configuration tnantagemcnt system.
larity analysis represented the bulk of the team's effort, and its results arc
presented in the next section ("UNIX MODULARITY").

Dcfinition of Modularity
All of the B2 functional requirements, and to a large degree even the
other assurance requirements (besides Systen Architecture), are con- The team's original working definition of "module" was:
cemed with aspects of the system which are likely to differ substantially
in different implementations. Since the team's charier was limited to .a conceptual building block that corresponds to the work
studying aspects of the sy.tem which could he considered "generic", and assignment of a prmgrarrmer or programming team ... a group
common to most UNIX-based secure systems, no consideration was of closely related programs."
given to specific security features of the examined system or to As described above, howcvcr, this definition pmved very difficult to use.
implementation-dependent assurances. Only those ax:pects which are 'lic "work assigtnment" model is too vague. Because 0f the c;itensive
largely independent of any one implementation were examined; this use of global variables in the kernel, very large parts of the kernel
included several assurance areas mn addituon to architecture, and these are become closely related. The "moodiles" that resLth from this definition
discussed in the "Additional Assurance Areas" section below. The were too large and too diverse functionally to be considered niodular.
remaining assurance areas (such as covert channel analysis, formal
model, testng, and configuration management) were found to be too Therefore, in the basic analysis of the system, the team used a module
specilic to a particular system's design and implementation for a generic definition similar to Stevens, Myers and CotistantineiStevens74j, in
analysis to have much meaning. which a module is:

"a set of one or more contiguous program statements having a
name by which other parts of the system can invoke it and
preferably having irs own distinct set of variable names."

UNIX MODULARITY
The basic a ,'mption of the analysis was that if all the modules in an

Most of the study teanm's analysis reviewed modularity and independence opcrating system met the following criteria, the system could be con-
of the components of the UNIX kernel, along with some of the trusted sidered fully modular. A modul.;:
processes (e.g., mr tir, printer spoolcr). A definition of modularity had to a -rrfonls exactly one well-defined functiont
be chosen and a determination made on how it could be applied to the
UNIX system. That definition was used to evaluate TCB components. * has well-defined parameters, interface and environment;
The study team conducted a detailed analysis of nearly one third of the * interacts with other modules only in well-defined ways; and
UNIXTCB. and examined most of the rest.

* is called upon to perform its function whenever that function is
The lirst part o- the assessment required choosing a definition for "niodu- required,.
Urity" and applying it to the system. Modularity can be present at many
lcvcl,. At a very low level, the instruction opcodes of a pnocessor could The linst criterion means that a module should not combine multiple func-
be considcred "modules." At a very* htgh level of abstraction, the entire tions, particularly if they are uirelated or are also performed in other
kernel could be considered a "module" whose interface and parameters modules, and also that the results of a module should he predictable,
are described by the TIY.S. To understand a system. an apprnpriate level based solely on the values of its input parameters In IStevens741, under
of abs;raction must bC Lhnsen, and this proved rather difficult. Th1, team the heading "Functional binding", is an inetcsting first cut methodology
wanted to look at an abstract level of "major subsystems" in the kemel which can be used as an aid in dctcmining it a module meets the first en-
(such as file I'O, directory management, memory management [Rach96]) teriortn. It is based on evaluating a one sentetce descnption of th'-
but foutnd this to be impractical. Although the existence of such subsys- modulc. Although thi' study team uid not use this technique, it appears
Itens can 1e argucd fronm a functional standpoint, no such clean boon- very useful, as art aid to building or restructuring a secure system.
,larics exist within the ken iel Instead, many individual functions directly Tmtou
manipulate whatever data structures they must to "get the Job done." In 'he second crteron means ttat the iterface to a module should cledrly
the absence of more abstract modules, the team was forced to use a lower reflect its implementation. There should be no hidden dependencies on or
levcl of abstraction. This less abstract view required treating Individual assumptions about other pans of the systcm (e.g., arrangcnacnt of data in
('-latguage functions (and occasiotnal assembler-coded functtons) as memory, internal operation of unrelated modules, details of hardware,
nitlod's mnd evaluating them against their definition. 'T'his choice was etc.). The module name and its parameter- should give a fair guess about
made largely because the functions were readily identifiable in the source its funejion- As Bntion and Pamars wrote in IBriittong1],
code. "A software etgineer should be able to understand the rcspon:i-.

bility of a module without understanding the module's internal
'If'c study tearn also startcd with a definitnion of "modulanily" that design."
cltinicd nmodularity is itndependent of packaging. In theory. tis is rca-
soni'ie. but the originally poor packaging of thc system attd of the code 'Ifie third cnterion is rdtated to the second in that parameters passed tr.
added to support secunty features tiade this claim unsupportable. The and, returned froim a rnoditul, should be clearly identified and have well-
packagitg probletms make the system more difftcult to maintain, thus delimed consisteit lncanitgs. Parameters. formal and intormal (e.g. gIn-
resulting in potentially lower security. The Ptckaging also made it very hal variables or cnvirotrtnett). are ati imlportanl pan of the connectiotns
difficuli to idetntify mo, % at a higher level of abstraction than a single hi'tween modules. From jStevcns74J.
luncltori, since it was a t impossible to find all of tie COln C oents of
ihe more abstract irrodult.. "Mirnii ing connections between modules also minimizes the

paths along which changes and crsirs can propagate into other
Ultmnalcly, tire team concluded that modulanty muust ntot only be pfresent, paris of the systeor, thus clitinating disastrous 'ripple' effects
bit must also be readily apparent to a skilled observer. Ilidden modular- where changes mi one part cause errors in another, necessitating
ity is ot tno value; ITr inslairce, an unconmotented disassetmbly listtig of a additional changes elsewhere, giving ri,,c to new error.,, etc."'
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Finally, 1•32 is a popular target. The NCSC currently is experiencing con- These five requirements arc (at best) vaguely written and all closely
siderable demand for B2-level developmental evaluations of many types related. This makes them difficult to consider individually. Therefore,
of systems. Because the B2 assurance requirements in the TCSEC are for this study, they were instead considered as a whole and their coatcnt,
vague and difficult to interpret, one of the goals of the study was to define reorganized into twelve areas; some of the areas also incorporate small
them more clearly in support of those evaluations. Honeywell's Multics, extracts from other requirements. Each of these twelve areas represents a
as the prototypical B2 system, is considered to~have met the B2 require- well-defined goal to follovw when when planning the development of a
ments, but it is just a single sample point and cannot provide all the secure system, unlike the original five requirements. The appendix at the
needed guidance. As hoped, the UNIX study has previdcd additional gui- end of this paper contains the complete set of extracts for each of the
dance on how to interpret the B2 rlquirements and apply them to systems areas, and a brief summary of each.
under evaluation.

The twelve assurance areas identified by the study team are:

e Reference Monitor Requirements
REVIEW OF TIlE B2 REQUIREMENTS . rCB Functional Requirements

eTCH Isolation Requirements
Having chosen the B2 req ;rcments as the target level for the analysis, *Process Isolation Requirements
the study team's first -ask was to decide how to assess compliance with *Modularity RequiremenLs
those requirements. This was done in two stages: first underst,.nding the Least Privilege Requirements
important distinctions between B 1 and B2 then identifying the essence of * Hardware Requirements
the B2 requirements. a Descriptive Top-Level Speci fication Requirrments

a Configuration Management Requirements
o Coven Channel Requirements

The Difference Between B1 and B2 *Formal Model Requirements
* Testing Requirements

From reading the TCSEC, it appears that the chief distinction between B1
and B2 is one of assurances, and of the comprehensiveness of those
assurances. The step from B I to 132 is regarded as the single most
difficult transition in the Criteria, principally because of these assurance SCOPE OF STUDY TEAM'S ANALYSIS
requirements. bThe object o& the team's analysis was the Trusted Computing Base (TCB)
The intent of these assurances is to eliminate vulnerabilities to attack, real software of a UNIX implementation. The generic UNIX TCB cmnsists of
or rotential, that do exist or that might come into existence during the two major software components, the kernel anm he trusted processes. An
etiare life-cycle of the system - or, at least, minimize the likelihood of a mtual product evaluation of a irest UNIX system wou:ld also consider the
such vulnerabilities. In the early 1970's, in lAnderson72] and other hardware and firmware components of the TCB, but since the study was
work, it was ouservwd that the mere appearance of correct functioning, or concerned only with the generic UNIX software architecture, those corn-
even of correct implementation, was not sufficient to ensure that a system ponents were not considered. The UNIX TCB software is written pri-
would operate secunly urnder attack; nor was that appearance sufficient to martly in the C programming language, although there is senie amount of
ensure that a once-secure system would remain secure after additional implementation-dependent assembler code in most UNIX systems.
development. From this work, the overall goal of an inherently secure,
understandable, and maintainable system emerged: the Reference Moni- The first software component is the kiemel, which runs in the hardware's
tor. privileged state. Its services are requested by 'system calls", which

switch the process to run in the privileged state and transfer to the kernel
When examined in this light, the Referencc Montor was seen as thefun- code. Its data structures are shared by all processes, but accessible only
damental assurance of a B2 system. In effect, all the other assurance when the process is running in the kernel. The kernel implements most
requirements exist to define, support, maintain, and protect the reference of the basic operating system functions that control sharing of and access
monitot: specification, testing, maintenance, and architectuie. to resources.

Furnhermore, although not explicitly state" in the TCSEC, it became clear The second software component is the st of trusted processes. The
that not only must the system meet the assurance requirements, but that it trusted processes are simply all those UNIX processes which run with a
must be evident that it does so. distinguished (privileged) user ID. One such user ID is scro, the root user

ID. or the "super user", which can execute alt privileged system calls
and is not subject to access control. Other distinguished user IDs are used

Critical B2 Rcqairements to grant access to certain shared TCB files and direc'ories, such as the
printer spooler's directory (though in standard UNIX, most such access is

Five of the B2 requirements appear to constitute the essence of the B2 granted only to root and not more tightly controlled). All other processes
assurances. Although several requirements differ between BI and B2. (belonging to unprivileged users) are outside the TCB, although an
and others are differently interpreted because of the B2 assurances, these unprivileged process may dynamically invoke a privileged (trusted) pro-
difference. are either direct and obvious cortsequences of the B2 cess to request some service from the TCB.
assurances or requirements for features that have no direct relationship to
those assurances. The primary functional difference, covered by the Sys- When considering the actual UNIX implementation, the study team
tem Architecture requirement, is the need to apply the TCB's security quickly realized that the primary question was not whether di-2 system
policy to all subjects and objects, rather than just a chosen subset. included a reference monitor, whethrc it isolated the TCB, whether it was

composed of well-defined modules, and so forth, but rather, how to make
The five critical B2 requirements are: that determination. It was simply not evident that any of these require-

mncnts were miet, and difficult to see how one could make that determina-"* System Architecture tion, or ensure that the requirements wouid still be met after maintenance
"* Design Documentation in the future. Although a UNIX expert might argue that all these arehi-"* Design Specification and Verifiation tecturc requirements are met, had one but the wit to see it, this merely
"* Covert Channel Analysis reinforces the conclusion that the system's areltitecture is not manifest in
"* Configuration Management its itnplementation, but instead exists primarily in the minds of its

designerm.
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Good modularity minimi)es coupling. Coupling [Stever.s741 is: After this detailed cxamination of the UNIX TCB, thc study team con-
'eluded that generic UNIX does not meet the B2 rcquiremcnts for modu-

"a measure of the strength of association established by a con- larit, (in addition to problems with some oilier B2 requirements, dis-
nection fgm one module to another... Coupling increases with cussed below). This conclusion was based on the following observations:increasing complexity or obscurity of interface. "'

Extensive use of global variables causes cvcry module sharing them to be Thc kernel includes pervasive misuse of global variables. It

coupled to every other such module "'without regard to their functional modifies supposedly constant values to take advantage of their

relationship or its absence."jStevcns74l Belady and Lchm:,n[Belady7l] side-effects, it shares global variables among wholly unrelated

observed that: modules, it uses global variables in many cases where formal
parameters should be used, and it uses global variables for tem-

"a well-structured system, one in which communication is via porary storage of purely local information. This is the single largest
passed parameters through defined interfaces, is likeiy to be problem area, and the first one that should be corrected in any B2
more growable and require less effort to maintain th n one mak- UNIX implementation. A prime example of this was the global
ing extensive use of global or shared variables." temporary values used by namei (the mulhi-purpose pathname reso-

lution function). Global variables, as such, are much less of a prob-
B~ritton and Pamas [Britton8l] also expressed their views of global vari- lem for the trusted processes, since they primarily share data in files.
ables. This definition is much closer to the origi.ial working definition,
hut is also at a lower level of abstraction than simply considering the e The UNIX TCB contains numerous examples of duplicated
entire TCB as a single module. functions- very similar, or in some cases identical- functions.

"Every data structure is private to one module; it may be directly Thse duplicated functions were sometimes syntactically identical,

accessed by one or imore programs within the niodule but not by sometimes subtly different. These examples were often the result of

programs outside the module." usisg in-line. operations rather than function calls to perform well-
defined operations, such as searching for entries in the mount and

Of course, an operating system may require scme use of global variables. proc tables. This was also a problem in the trusted processes, where

But as [Stevens74] observes, a group of related tristed processes (such as components of the
printer spooler) contained wholly duplicated code, rather than calls

"it is possible to minimize thie disadvantages of common to library routines.
environments by limiting access to the smallest possible subset
of modules." * The packaging of the kernel is very poor. Functions are scattered

among different source files even though their purposes are closely
The fourth criterion means that the function performed by a module related. This in itself does not prevent high-level modularity, but if
should always be performed by calling that module, rather than being not corrected would make the modularity invisible even if thcorcti-
implemented in multiple locations. Note that this does not preclude cally present. For example, functions for performirig directory
inline macro expansions of code inscncr from include tiles; rather, !he management are scattered among several different soure fies, as
goal is simply to ensure that the actual programmer-created definition of are the functions which perforn access checks. Packaging of the
a function appears in only one place, trusted processes is much better, since each trusted process must

have its own source file.
The desire that multiple uses of a function share one definition should not
be taken to mean that a function required only once ought not to be a Related to the above problem is the organization of external data
delined independently. Rather, wherever possible, independent functions structure definitions (".h") files. Practically every function in the
snould be implemented as separate modules, even if they arc only used kernel includes all the major ".h" files; determining whether a
once. This criterion, along with the use of consistent programming style function actually references one of those data structures is therefore
among developers, should 'esult in a similar control structure and cadl very difficult. This is an artifact of the C-language data definitions,
sequence in modules performing similar functions, but one which could be avoided by better structure and some help

from the compilers. Here again, what data structures are actually

referenced is not as important as ensuring that those patterns are
UNIX System Modularity readily apparent. Another aspect of this problem is that it is very

difficult to determine (from name or usage) what modules "own" a
The study team's enamination of the UNiX TCB covered approximately particular structure element (or even the whole structure). This was
60 percent of the kernel and 35 percent of the trusted (privileged) much less of a problem for the trusted processes, since they share
processes. For every function examined in the TCB, the team produced little (if any) data excCpt by common file formats.
an analysis report describing the function's apparent contract (as best as
could be determined from reading the code), its parameters, its use of glo- e Many TCB functions are complex and ill-defined. Rather than
bal variables, its calls to other functiots, and its conformance with the calling on another appropriate function to manipulate a data struc-
definition of modularity given above. ture, the manipulations are done directly, with no assurance that

they conform to the nrics of the data structure's managing functions.
At higher levels of abstraction, the team looked for obicet er resource Other functions' contracts are ill-delired, sometimes returning
managers acting as the interface to TCB data structures wherever the values or setting global values and other times not. Examples of
packaging and structure supported such analysis. Although packages (C- this include the multi-purpose contract of namei and the complex
language source files) also represent a readily identifiable group of code, series of operations performed by the esec system call or the login
the generic UNIX packaging of functions into source files is haphazard trusted process.
and uninformative (Berkeley UNIX has made some impn)vement in this
area). The conclusion, however, was that while source tile packages
cculd fomi the basis for a more abstract view of kernel modularity, most
rtf the basic UNIX TCB still would not exhibit a high-level modularity ADDITIONAL ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
even if entirely reorganized and repackaged. The lack of clear divisions
between major subsystems appears to tv an inherent system character:,:- Although UNIX was not specifically assessed in the assurance areas other
tic, not merely an artifact of poor packaging. There were some notabie than modularity (because of their implemnentation-dcpendent nature), the
exccptiolis to this observation, such as the file system's buffer manager team concluded that UNIX-based systems were likely to require consider-
lBach86j. able work in other areas before approaching compliance with the B2

requirements. These are strictly tavsurance requirements, not functional
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requirements for features such as, auditing and mandatory access control. This study did, however, produce sonic good analysis techniques for gcrr-

They represent additional work required beyond simply irnplementing the crating the necessary suioporting evidence and for guiding system

132 security features. Work is needed in the following areas: development in the right directions- 'Mbe recommended techniques
include:

"* Reference Monitor - The existing UNIX reference monitor is dis-
tributed among many programs, some in the keemcl and many others e Eliminate global variables whenever possible. When they must bh

outside. While a single "reference monitor" controlling all forms of used, assign them precisely defined semantics. Enforce those

access to all types of objects may be impractical, the UNIX "refer- semantics, perhaps by coding standards and code review guidelines,

ence monitors" are far more distributed than necessary. Access perhaps by automated source or cross-reference analysis, perhaps by

checks are made in-line throughout the TCB rather than by calls to using segmentation hardware to enforce the semantics at run-time,
any common access policy routine. too. All of this adds greatly to internal assurance, and proper treat-

ment of globals also seems to encourage other practices for good

"* Effective Use of Protection Hardware -T The base UNIX system is modularity.
inherently a two-state system. The original implementation, plus
years of portability, have left UNIX strongly mired in a hardware * Use packaging to illustrate levels of abstraction, not to obscure

world with two protection states and an unsophisticated addressing them. Make certain that the system's structure and modularity are

architecture. Considerable work appears necessary to build a evident, and consistent, throughout.

UNIX-based system that can take proper advantage of the more
sophisticated hardware available in today's systems. * Develop and follow, throughout the system, naming conventions

that make the purpose of functions and variablez readily apparent.

"* Least Privilege -- Standard UNIX systems completely fail the least Remcrnber that a naming convention that isn't universally followed

privilege requirement. Within the TCB, the only mechanism for res- is in many ways worse than none at all. Pay as careful attention to

tricting the privilege of TCB components is process isolation, and this aspect of the design as to any other.

that only affects TCB components outside the kernel (the tnisted
processes). Within the kernel, all programs are equally privileged, a Use the hardware to its best advantage. If the system does not use a

and, since all 1-usted processes itr a stanlard UNIX run as root, they hardware protection feature, it is probably not as secure as it ought

are all also equally privileged. At the user and administrator inter- to be. These features are supposed to reduce the cost of security, not

face level only vestigial forms of least privilege exist: an adminis- increase it.

trative user possesses all privileges, by virtue of running as root. To

satisfy the B2 requirements, some form of least privilege is required e Write everything down. Document the coding practices, the packag-

for trusted programs, and a mechanism is required to separate ing rules, the data structure design principles, the module hierarchy.

administrator and oocrator roles. Make each i,.odule's contract explicit, each data structure's purpose
clear, and honor those contracts when making changes. One of the

"D.-Escrip"tive Top.L-vel Snecifcation (DTLS) - The UNIX DTLS biggest problems with analyzing UNIX is that none of thosc hidden

takes the loter of manual pages for system calls and administrative assumptions were uocuumiciivi. 6hite• u. onig'nal imnplementer of

commands. Although the existing standard UNIX documentation is a function may have known just what it was supposed to do and

a good start, it is somewhat incomplete for system calls and seri- why. the programmers who modified it afterward usually lacked

ously incomplete for administrative interfaces. For a secure UNIX access to that knowledge - as did the study team.

system, new documentation must be. provided to include new
security-related system calls and administrator interfaces, but the * Treat the assurance requinements for B2 a' i whole. As the study

existing documentation must be improved as well to give more team learned at the very beginning, asscssmg compliance with just

complete functional descriptions, lists of effects and error returns, one of the assurance requirements is pointless, because the security

etc. of the system depends intimately on all of them. The live critical
assurance requirements are all equally impenant, and slighting any
one of them will lead to serious problems,

ADVICE FOR B2 SYSTEM BUILDERS

The study team's main conclusion - and this is; just restating what has

been said many times before - is that building a B2 system is a hard job.

It is certainly possible, but remember: APPENDIX: SUMMARY OF B2 REQUIREMENTS

Bringing a's existing system to the B2 level is likely to This section divides the B2 requirements into 12 logical groups, each of

be at least as difficult as building a brand new system. which consists of senrences or extracts from some of the B2 TCSEC
LDoD851 requirements (some extracts may appear more than once, in dif-

Ii is not clear whether it is possible to retrofit the 1B2 assurances into a lerent groups). Each group begins with the relevant sentence(s) quoted

generic UNIX system. Doing so appears to require major reorganization from the vatious requirement(s), and follows with a brief explanation ot

of code and data structures. if not outright reimplementation of many the grouping's intent.

parts of the TCB, This is even more true for non-UNIX-based operating

systenms: UNIX does appear to be better structured internally than most of Each extract is identified with the requirement from which it comes, by

today's existing systems. The UNIX system interface, being relatively one of the following abbreviations (in brackels) at the end of the extract

simple, is also much better suited to a highly secure system than the corn- The first five requirements are the critical requirements for architectural

plex interfaces of some other operating systems. assurance, and are quoted in their entirety among the 12 groupings. The
other six requirements do not siocifically require architectural assurances,

One of the goals of this study was to deline the architecture requiremcnt nut imply certain architectural characteristics.

for a B2 system in a language that vendors and evaluators could under-

stand. Tlhat goal was not achieved: no co,.okbook-like set of guidelines for SA System Architecture

building a B2 system is available. As with most software engineering DD Design Documentation

topics, precise measures simply do not exist. As Supreme Court Justice DS&V Design Specification and Verification

l'ottcr Stewart once said, "I may not be able to deline obscenity, but I CM Conliguration Management

know it when I see it." The same applies to 112 architecture- CCA Covert Channel Analysis
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AUDIT Audit on the lower-levcl hardware mechanisms to validate accesses to user
LABELS Label& memory (containing parameters, for instance).
MAC Mandatory Access Control
TFM Trusted Facility Manual
ST Security Testing
TD Test Documentation TCB FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

The other sixteen B2 requirements have no specific bearing on awuhitec- "Documentation shall be available that providcs a description of
tural assurances, and arc not considered in this analysis. Except for audit, the manufacturer's philosophy of protection and an explanation
labels, and mandatory access control (which differ at B2 in requiring of how this philosophy is translated into the TCB." IDD_
comprehensive coverage of all TCB-providcd objects), the remaining six- [his requirement addresses the high-level structur of the TCB and the
teen include all the feature requirements, the sysicm integrity require- TCB interface; in effect, how the mechanisms required by the "feature"
ment, and the security features user's guide requirement. All but four of "Cquintsrace in cte io a mchatimpleqents them.

these other rlequirements are unchanged in woiding from the equivalent at rquirements are coliected into a TCB that implements them.

B1. The "philosophy of protection" must map to the other Criteria require-

ments. but there are many possible mappings. It must cover both the

REFERENCE MONITOR REQUIREMENTS security features and the mechanisms for TCB protection and isolation.

"Doeumcntation shall describe how the TCB implements the
reference monitor concept and give an explanation why it is ISOLATION REQUIREMENTS
tamper resistant, cannot be bypassed, and is correety fhe TCB hall maintain a domain for its own execution that
implemented." IDDI protects it from external interference or tanmtiring (e.g., by

"The TCB modules that contain the reference validation mechan- modification of its code or data structures)." ISAI
ism shall be identified." [TFM "...all elements of the TCB ishall be] identified." (SAl

"The TCB shall enforce a mandatory access control policy over
all resources (i.e., subjects, storage objects, and 1/O devices) This requires that the TCB be isolated in at least one domain inaccessible
that are directly or indirectly accessible to the TCB." [MAC] to users. I; does not require precisely one TCB domain; rather, the isola-

tion of TCB components into individual protection domains is a decision
"The following requirements shall hold for all accesses between made to satisfy the requirements for structure and independence of TCB

all subjects external to the TCB and all objects directly or mdules.
indirectly accessible by these subjects:..." IMACI

",Se,,st•ty lai,-lt assc-ae with , h AT, s).iciin a.oul.e "'Ie .C, isolztion may be 'p"vidcd by diffcrent mcchar.i=m for dif-

(e.g., subject, storage object, ROM) that is diro'tly or indrectly fen'nt TCB domains. flow this relates to use of hardware is disctssed
accessible by subjects external to the TCB shall be maintained below (see Hardware Requirements). Since the TCB consists of all code
by the TCB." ILABELS] with the potential to violate the system security policy (that is, both code

that is intentionally granted the privilege and code that inherits it from the
These requirements address the implementation of the Reference Monitor invoking environment), all such code must be isolated from tampering. If
[Anderson72] principle. T[ie first two extracts quoted above address the a variety of mechanisms is used to provide this isolation (for example,
reference monitor principles; the lauer three address the completeness of hardware privilege, process privileger;, access to special files and/or dev-
its coverage. The Reference Validation Mechanism is an implementation ices, special user identity), the TCB boundary is much more difficult to
(of a reference monitor) "that validates each reference to data or pro- analyze (or even describe).
grams by any user (program) against a list of aothorized types of refer-
ence for that user." The Reference Validation Mechanism must satisfy
the following requirements: PROCFSS ISOLATION REQUIREMENTS

1) The Reference Validat on Mechanism must be tamper resistant "The TCB shall maintain process isolation through the provision

2) The Refeience Validation Mechanism must always be invoked of distinct address spaces under its Ithe TCB's] control." ISA!

3) The Reference Validation Mechanism must be small enough to be The term "address space" here refers not only to the addressable main
subject to analysis and tests, the completeness of which can be storage acces:,ible to a process, but also to the addressability of other
assured. TCR-providcd resources (objects). This does not require that the system

function without ever sharing objects between processes, but simply that
Although not explicitly stated, it is clear from these reqluirements that the the T''CB's mediation and control mechanisms always come in to play for
T[nsted Computing Base in a B2 system may contain more than just the all objects; that is, that all sharing must be intentional.
reference monitor. It may also contain other components that are not'
directly involved with mediation of user access to data, but which
nonetheless must function correctly for the TCB to satisfy the other MODULARITY REQUIREMENTS
requirenments. To provide the necessary assurance, however, all com-
ponents of the TCB must be guaranteed nrot to interfere with operation of "The p1 CB shall be internally structured into well-deirned largely
the reference monitor proper, and this means that the entire TCB must be independent modules " ItSAIhm l l
sufficiently well-stiuctured and well-delined to be analyzed and tested. 'The interfaces between the TCB modules shall be

described." IDD-
'licre is no requirement for a single identifiable hardware or softwatic "During development and maintenance of the TCB, a
component that is the reference monitor. Rather, the reference monitor is configuration management system shall be in place that main-
the collection of refernce validation mechanisms used for different types -f-.
of objects. '[his includes both hardware validation of direct access to tains control of changes tou.. other design data, implementa-
memory and softwaic validation of access to TCB-dcfined objects by lion documentation, sourcecode " ICMI
invoking the TCB. Higher levels of abstraction in the refcrence monitor This is a complex topic, and is addressed only vaguely by the TCSEC
can and should be built to depend on lower levels. For itnstance, TCB requirements. 'rho requirements are deliberately vague, to avoid dictating
calls to manipulate higher-level (software) objects should be able to rely implementation technique, but the basic emphasis is ow'e of good struc-
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turn and program design. It is niot the intent of the B2 requirements to "A descriptive top-level specification (DTLS) of tIN TCB shall
demand that the entire TCB follow a unifornm standard of perfection, but be. maintained that completely and accurately describes the TCB
rather to ensure that the TCB is largely in compliance with the require- in terms ofcxceptions, crror messages, and effects." iDS&VI
menrts, and that there are rso major violations of modularity and indepen- "It the DTLSI shall be shown to be an accurate description of

the TCB interface." IDS&VI

The configuration management ,equirements for maintenance of doeu- "The descriptive top-level specification (DTLS) shall be shown
mentation are panicularly important to modularity. Design documenta- to bc an accurate description of the TCB interface." IDDI
lion must be kept up to date with the code, and therefore must be updated
whenever the code is updated. To make this updating easier, external "Tsting shall demonstrate that te TCB is consistent with the
design documentation should provide a view of tde code that focuses on descriptive top-level sp.,:ificauion." ISTI

the overall purpose of modules and the interactions between modules. "The procedurvs for examining and maintaining the audit files as
rather than the details of internal structure. When arranged this way. ' Te pro cdares for each the auditext rn l d cu en ati n hou d e upp e m nte b i ter al doc m e ~ i w ell as detailed audit record struc ture for each type o f auditexternal documentation shlould be supplemented by internal docutnenta- event shall bc given." ITFM]
tion (e.g., comments) in the modules themselves to cover internal details
(though still at a higher level of atnstrction than the code itself). "During development and maintenance of the TCB. a

configuration management system shall be in place that main-
It is not sufficient simply to assert that "the code is the documentation." tains control of changes to the descriptive top-level

specification,..." ICMI

The DTLS deals with the interface presented by the TCB to ordinary
LEAST PRIVILEGE REQUIREMENTS users, operators, and administrators. It must be a complete description of

the interface (or interfaces), and must include all ways in which a user
"The TCB modules shall be designed such that the principle of can interact with the TCB. This may actually be easier to define than the

least privilege is enforced." [SAI TCB boundary (see TCB Isolation, above), since it deals only with

"Documentation shall describe how the TCB is structured ... to correct, expected TCB opetations, rather than all potential actions. The
enforce least privilege." IDDI DITLS need not be packaged as a single document, but all its components

should be readily identifiable.
These requirements refer to thc principle of least privilege wiihin the.
TCB; that is, the means by which one is assured that a pan of the TCB One of the "effects" of the TCB interface is the generation of audit mes-
cannot exercise privileges beyond those required for its specific function. sages. This is part of the DTLS, and as such must be documented and
It is important that some specific mechanism he used to provide this tested; in this case, however, it is acceptable to consider that portion of
assurance. It is not sufficient simply to assert that no part of the TCB the TFM documentation as also a part of the DTLS (or vice-versa).
uses its privileges inappropriately. It must also be possible to demon-
strate the validity of the assertion by analyzing the mechanism that
enforces it. Enforcement of the !east-privilege principle is an important CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS
reason to use multiple domains for TCB execution. "During development and maintenance of the TCB, a

configuration management system shall be in place that mair-
tains control of changes to the descriptive top-level

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS specification, other design data, implementation documentation,
source code, the runining version of the object code, and test

"It Ithe TCB] shall make effective use ol available hardware to fixtures and documentation." ICMI
separate those elements lof the TCB] that are protection-critical "The configuration management system shall assure a consistent
from those that are not." ISAI mapping among all documentation and code associated with the

"Features in hardware, such as segmentation, shall be used to currcnt veision of theTCB." ICMI
support logically distinct storage objects with separate attributes "Tools shall be provided for generation of a new version of the
(namely: readable, writeable)." ISA] TCB from source code." ICMI

This is another appearance of the distinction between more and less eriti- "Also available shall be tools for comparing a newly generated
cal components of the TCB; clearly, those components thLa, make up the version with the previous TCB version in order to ascertain that
reference monitor are more pmtectimn-critical. but there may be other only the intended changes have been made in the code that will
protection-critical components as well. actually be used as the new version of the TCB." ICMI

Using hardware mechanisms to separate TCB components is one part of ".The procedures for secure generation of a new version of the

implementating the least-privitege principle. Not all TCB "donmains" TCB fmr source after modifieation of any miodules in the TCB

need he established by the sairie hardware mechanism. For example, part shall be described." HTMl

of a TCB might be defined as the code that executes with hardware- The object of the configuration managentent requirements is the continual
defined privilege (the "kernel," usually), and other part, of tie TCB assurance of correct system design and implcmcntation. Although these
might be otherwise ordinary processes that arc distinguished only by aic not directly related to system architecture per se, they do have strong
software-defined privi!ege (the "trusted processes"). Even thoigh the bearing on the mainanend e of that architecture and the presd-vation of its
process isolation used for the latter part of the TCB is not a hardware pr- "'inherent" security properties.
tection mechanism as such, it still represents use of hardware features to
isolate parts of die TCB. Configuration management requires both a mechanism for maintaining

the TCB and all "lCB-related material (first excelpt) and a set of pro
ccdures (second excerpt) for guaranteeing proper correspondence among
these materials. Tools and procedures for modilicatimn and validation of

DESCRIPTIVE TOP-LEVEL SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS the TCB arc required. It is not necessary for the TCB to be customer-
"The user interface to the TCB shall be completely defined and modifiable, though appropriate tools must be available if it is. It is satis-

all elemente of the TCh identified.T " ISAI factory for the "'procedum" for securely generating a new TCB to be
purchasing another version from the manufacturer.
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COVERT CHANNEL REQUIREMENTS test suite. All TCB functions described in the DTLS (both user interfaces
"and administrative or operator intcrfaces) must be tested by the test suite.

"The system developer shall conduct a thorough search for It is important for the test suite to be internally consistent; that is, for
covcrt storage channels and make a determination (either by similar functions to be tested in similar ways. It is also important for tie
actual measuremcnt or by engineering estimation) of the max- test suite to be wcll-stn:ctured; as much as possible, its organization
imumn bandwidth of each identified channel." [CCAI shoul, follow that of tLh TCB itself, and test execution should be as

"The TCB shall be able to audit the identified events that may be automatic as possible. The assurance provided by a test suite depends

used in the exploitation of covert storage channels.' [AUDIlI entirely on how easily one can determine that the tests are complete and

"All auditablc events that may be tv Ad in th.- exploitation of correct.
known covert storage channels shall u,_ identified." IDDI

"T'he bandwidths of known covert storage channels, the use of
which is not detectable by the auditing mechanism, shall be
provided." IDDI

"This [design] documentation shall also present the results of the REFERENCES

covert channels analysis and the tradeoffs involved in restricting [Anderson721
the channels." IDD] Anderson. 1. P. Computer Security Technology Planning Study.

"It [the test documentation] shall include results of testing the ESD-TR-73-51, vol. 1, AD-758 206, ESD/AFSC, Hanscom AFB,
effectiveness of the methods used to reduce covert channel Bedford, Massachusetts., October 1972.
bandwidths." ITDI

[AMT861
The covert channel requirements address the identification, suppression, System V Interface Definition, Volumes I and 11, 307-127. AT&T,
and documentation of all covert channels. In order to perform an analysis Indianappolis, Indiana, 1986.
at all, however, it is necessary for the TCB to be sufficiently well-
structured that all shared resources can be identified and considered as [Bach861
potential information flow paths. Bach, Maurice I. The Design of the UNIX Operating System,

Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1986.

FORMAL MODEL REQUIREMENTS [Belady7l]

"A formal model of the security policy supported by the TCB Belady, L.A. and Lehman, M.M. Programming System
shall be maintained over the life cycle of the ADP system that is Dynamics or the Metadynamics of Systems in Maintenance and

proven consistent with its axioms." iDS&V Growth, IBM Report No. RC 3546, 1971.

"A formal description of the security model enforced by the TCB IBritton8l ]

shall bet available and proven that it is sufficient to enforce the Britton, K.H. and Parnas, D.L. A-7E Software Module Guide,

security policy.'" IDD1 NRL Memorandum Report 4702, Naval Research Laboratory,
Washington, D.C., 1981.

"The specific TCB protection mechanisms shall be identified and
an explanation given to show that they satisfy the [DOD85]
model." IDD] Department of Defense Trusted Co iputer System Evaluation

"During development and maintenance of the TCB, a Criteria, DOD 5200.28-STD, Department of Defense,

configuration management system shall be in place that main- Washington, D.C., December 1985.

tains control of changes to the [DTLS], other design
data,..." 1CM] [Stevens741

Stevens, W., Myers, G. and Constantine, L. Structured Design,
This requires first that a formal security model (such as Bell and IBM Systems Journal, Vol. 13, No. 2, May 1974, pp. 115-139.
l.a Padula) be identified and accepted. The model must then be inter-
preted. identifying all the subjects, objects, operations, permissions, and
mechanisms in the TCB, and showing how they correspond to the terms
of the model. Unlike the model itself, which (being abstract) will usually
remain unchanged duiing the life of the system, this interpretation must
be maintained and updated as changes are made to the TC8 interface.

TESTING REQUIREMENTS

"Documentation shall describe how the TCB is structured to
facilitate testing..." 1D

"The security mechanisms of the ADP system shall be tested and
found to work as clainied in the system documentation." IST)

"Testing shall demonstrate that the TCB is consistent with the
descriptive top-1'vel specification." IST]

"Thie TCB shall be fouiid [by the NCSC evaluation team] rela-
tively resistant to penetration." ISTI

Testing is intended to show that the TCB functions correctly, is described
compictely and correctly by its DTLS, and is resistant to attack. Addi-
tionally, the TCB mr, st be structured so that test cases can be constructed
easily and to allow straightforward arguments for the completeness of the
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THE SECURE DATA NETWORK SYSTEM:
AN OVERVIEW

BY: Gary L. Tater
Edmund G. Kerut

BACKGROUND large potential user base. With the
proliferation of information security, it

In August 1986, the National Security may be possible to successfully deprive our
A( ncy, the National Bureau of Standards, the adversaries and unauthorized entities of our
D ense Communications Agency, and twelve valuable information resources.
c amunications and computer corporations
initiated a special project called the Secure PROGRAM GOALS
Data Network System (SDNS) . This innovative
research program focuses on designing the As a result, the basic problem becomes
next generation of secure computer one of finding cost-effective approaches to
communications network and product adding security to existing communications
specifications to be implemented for systems and networks. The major thrust of
applications with public and private data our SDNS strategy is to assist and encourage
networks. This paper will address the industry in developing a wide variety of
rationale and programmatic decisions for the INFOSEC products and systems to be made
SDNS project. The next four papers cover available in the marketplace at a cost and
details of the actual architecture, services, level of user friendliness to equally
protocols, and products. encourage widespread use of these products.

To implement this general strategy, we agreed
INTRODUCTION on four specific objectives. The first was

tnat the companies involved early in the
The explosive and unprecedented growth program would be creating specifications that

of computer-generated information in the free could be used eventually by all companies
world, accompanied by rapid advances in developing products in NSA's Commercial
telecommunications and data processing COMSEC Endorsement Program (CCEP). A second
technology, has ushered in the Information decision was to make use of the International

II o• • LIe•y. 1T1 0"S __OV t=L ithib Standard Organization'z Open Systcms
virtual explosion in the volume of Interconnection (OSI) model and to
information processed through public and concentrate our efforts on the emerging OS1
government communications and computer protocols. Since one of the objectives of
systems. Unfortunately, this growth has not the OSI reference model is to permit the
been met with a commensurate increase in the interconnection of heterogeneous computer
application of Information Security (INFOSEC) communications systems, it is a natural
countermeasures to protect data choice for our selection to permit secure
communications. The Soviets and other interconnection of communication systems that
nations, as well as terrorist and criminal already have achieved COmmunications
elements have the capability to exploit this interoperability. The third goal was to
lack of security to the detriment of U.S. develop a complete security architecture for
national interests. Exploitation of our the link, network, transport, ana application
communications by other countries may layers of the OSI reference model. The
threaten the advantage of a U.S. industrial fourth goal was to demonstrate the
high technology base which has traditionally feasibility of the technology and the cost
given us the competitive edge needed to effectiveness of the concepts.
succeed in international world markets. In a
free society, it is impossible to control the SYSTEM CAPABILITY
flow of information -- even information which
individually or collectively could have an SDNS describes the environment within
adverse impact on the national interest, which designers may provide users with the

capability of transmitting data securely over
There has been a long standing and a variety of communications networks. A

effective partnership between the Government user, in conjunction with a cognizant
and private industry in meeting the national security administrator, can specify
security needs of the United States. To requirements from a range of security
implement its national security-related services and levels of assurance. Security
policies, the Government relies on industry policies are enforced by the system
for research and development, design, components and along with doctrine provide
testing, manufacturing, installation, and the level of assurance required for the
often operation or maintenance of specific environment.
communications systems. Within the framework
of the SDNS Program, Government and industry Confidentiality of communications is
are joining resources and expertise to make assured by the use of government provided,
available in the marketplace a large high-grade, cryptographic algorithms for data
selection of INFOSEC products for protecting encryption and traffic key generation.
both classified and unclassified information Adherence to applicable INFOSEC doctrine,
for the Dol), civil, and private sector. The criteria, guidelintes, and good engineering
program goal is to make INFOSEC, by virtue of practices in the design and implementation of
economics and transparency, attractive to a the secure communication components will
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assure a successful security evaluation and PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

subsequent endorsement of the products.
State-of-the-art key management techniques Since August. 1986, the SDNS Program has

will minimize the burden associated with been progressing under a three-phase

generation, distribution, accounting, and approach. The first phase included the

control of classified key in physical form. development of the overall concepts,

Key material required for initializing SDNS services, architecture, and key management

products will be centrally generated and techniques. Because of the large number of

c.tstributed to users. Once initialized, Government and industry participants, several

secure communications components will working groups were formed to concentrate

independently establish traffic encryption expertise on specific problems. The Protocol

keys over the network. The key management Working Group focused on detining the

components will also support electronic services and the protocols. The Access

rekeying of the secure communications Control Working Group developed a methodology

components and the process of compromise for distributing access control approval at

reporting, evaluation, and recovery, the communication end points. Using the DoD
Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria

The SDNS concept requires inter- known as the "Orange Book", the INFOSEC

operability of secure communications Working Group studied the SDNS concepts and

components supplied by multiple vendors if protocols to develop the appropriate criteria

the same services are implemented at the same for which the SDNS devices will be evaluated

protocol layer. Protocol specifications will against. The Key Management Working Groupprotcollaye. Potocl secifcatons ill defined the requirements for the public key
ensure that interoperability of supplied SDNS based te that SON wil use.
services exists. based system that SDNS will use.

Each vendor can provide security For this first phase, in addition to the
ea endo eminimum required set to Participants from NBS and DCA, NSA awardedfeatures beyond the mnumrqiestto contracts to Analytics; AT&T; Bolt Beranek

be incorporated in an SDNS product. Secure cntr a n to Digi a E& ;ip Bent

communications components may exist as stand- and Newman (lIN); Digital Equipment
Corporation (DEC); GTE; Honeywell; Hughes;

alone interface devices or ayIBM; Motorola; Unisys Wang; and Xerox In
into communications or information processing Phase I, the first task was the development

equipments or systems by vendors based on Pha 1, the muir as seurimy

their perception of user needs. SONS will of a broad communications security
nothe prerclueption users selecs.tSnNg wi architecture, i.e., the set of guidelines,
not preclude the users selecting v-rious constraints, and rules to implement secure
ho..ts, cosmunicationo nct-. . h, and.-commnicaion s s fcommunications over public and privdte daLt
communications services for security communications networks. A range of threats
implementation. This permits a wide range of to data communications, a range of
security products certified under the environments that the architecture will be
auspices of SDNS, but otherwise tightly applied, and a general communications

coupled to and integrated with a particular architecture were all factors in the

host architecture, communications network or development of the security architecture.

communications service if they conform to the The OSI reference model is the communications

051 architecture. model used to establish a framework for
coordinating the development of the security

Two types of SONS equipment will be architecture services and related elements,
designed: the first type (Type i) will bewhcwolbeapidprpitlynte

aime atGovenmet clssiied nd ensiive which would be applied appropriately in the
aimed at Government classified and sensitive circumstances for which protection is
unclassified nat ional security information, required.

and the second type (Type II) will be used

for unclassified applications in the After definition of tile architecture and
Government as well as in the private sector. services, the Protocol Working Group
Users and system managers will be abl- to emphasized the development of end-to-end
specify their communications and security encryption protocols at layers 3 and 4 as
needs. It will be possible for users to well as electronic mail services compatible
select security services dependent upon the with X.400 at layer 7. Because a market
application, communications services that are exists for SONS products at layers 2, 3, and

needed, and the degree of interoperability 4, we decided that a key management protocol
desired. We expect that there will be a that could service these three layers was
number of SDNS products tailored to specific needed. This led to the definition of a key
communications and security service management protocol as an applications entity
requirements. Components providing a common existing at layer 7 in the 01i model.

set of services will interoperate when SNS e

protocols, requirements, and specifications As of August 1987, the first phase of
are satisfied. the SDNS prograr has been completed. The

architecture and protocol specifications have
There will also be an SdoNS been drafted as have been the key management

infrastructure that contains a documented and access control planning documents. The
body o knowledn e that will be needed by the program is now in a development, testing, and
people who otesi ne, build, operate, and use validation phase and is beginning to focus on
SONS. Doctrine, procedures, guidelines, and writing the protocols and developing the
specifications that document security INFOSEC products that will merge COMPUSEC and
lu, nnagemelit functions and activities are COMSEC teology.
included ii the infrastructure.
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Since the protocol specifications will
eventually be made available to vendors
developing INFOSEC products under NSA's CCEP,
this phase will serve to test both the
specifications themselves and the operational
characteristics of the security protocols on
communications networks. The original
concept of combining security protocols with
off-the-shelf network and transport protocols
will be proven. An added benefit to be
gained from this phase is the demonstration
to both potential vendors and users that
Interoperability of multi-sourced INFOSEC
products is posaible.

During the communications testing and
interoperability testing to be conducted next
year, we expect to add substantial detail to
the protocol and interoperability
specifications- This is expected to make it
easier for companies that follow to build
interoperable hardware.

CONCLUSION

While the SDNS Program has recently
completed its first phase, it is still a
research project several years from providing
actual hardware capable of protecting our
nation's data information. It has, however,
offered twelve companies an opportunity to
work together, and with DCA, NES, and NSA, to
influence the next generation of INFOSEC
products. With the rapid proliferation of
data communications and the ease of access
into networks that are growing daily, we must
preserve our military, scientific, and
technological edge. We must take whatever
steps are necessary -- before a system
becomes operational -- to provide the United
States the means for ubiquitous data security
that is so badly needed.
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SDNS SERVICES AND ARCHITECTURE

Ruth Nelson
Electronic Defense Communications Directorate

GTE Government Systems Corporation
77 A Street

Needham, MA 02194

&BSRACT entities. Figure 3 shows the placement of
the SDNS protocols within the OSI frame-

The Secure Data Network System (SDNS) in- work. The security services at each layer
cludes both support for secure communica- are a subset of the services described in
tions between users and a key management the S~curity Addendum to the OSI Reference
capability. The major elements in the Model c
system are the Key Management Center (KMC)
and the SDNS terminals, which can be intel-
ligent terminals, workstations or host com-
puters. The SDNS architecture is consis-
tent with the iSO OSI communications
architecture and protocols as yell as with 7 Ap~aton
the DoD protocol suite. As presently de-
fined, it provides security services at 6e o
four layers of the OSI architecture -- link 6 Prsentain
layer, network layer, transport layer, and
application layer (for electronic mail).
The SDNS program has developed standards 5 Ses•ion
for network, transport and electronic mail
protection; link layer standards have been
deferred as not critical for 4 T~n~or
interoperability across the network. In
addition, protocols have been defined for
key management, including communication of 3 Network
access control information and negotiation
of communications protocol parameters. 2 Data Unk

INTRODUCTION

The Secure Data Network System (SDNS) is 1sical

intended to provide secure data communica-
tions services to a variety of DoD and com-
mercial users. These services include key
management and system management capability The OSI Protocol Architecture
as well as the encryption, authentication,
and access control of user data. During
the concept definition phase personnel from Figure 1
eleven contractors, NSA, NBS, and other
government agencies participated in
determining the security services to be of-
fered, the system architecture, system man-
agement and access control. requirements and
mechanisms, and the key management and se-
cure communications protocols. This paper KMC
will focus on the protocols and system ar- nM8ý
chitecture. •eklelfhne

Network

SDNS provides security compatible with the Data
International Standards Organization (ISO) Netwo /
Reference Model for Open Systems Intercon-
nection (OSI) . Figure 1 shows the OSI
protocol architecture. SDNS terminals and
the SDNS Key Managerent System (KMS) com- -a.
municate using OSI protocols. Terminals -Netork
may be connected to each other and to the -I -
KMS through local area networks, public or -rl.

private data networks or telephone links, P-1- K",a.
as shown in Figure 2. The secure communi- SDNS Connectiviity
cations protocols offer encryption services "
at application, transport, network or link Figuie2
layers; the key management and system man-
agement protocols utilize the OSI manage-
ment approach and are application layer
protocols between management application
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time (for example, by posting its eor--
tificate and keying information on a bul-

7 Key Management Protocol Ictin board). This can be used by a second
ElectronicMail Protocol terminal to generate a traffic key for se-

cure electronic mail.

6 Thie protocol working gioup for SDNS has de-

fined a Key Management Protocol (KMP) which
5 is used for seed key conversion, electronic

rekey, real-time Firefly exchange, and up-
Transport Comm Protocols date of terminal traffic keys. This is an
Tran4po.. application-layer protocol, designed to be
SP4 End-to-End Encryption compatible with the ISO OSI Management Ser-
SP3 End-t0-End Enctyption vices architecture. The communications are

3 End-to-End..nc ... between Key Management Application Entities
Network Comm Protocols (KMAE) in the terminals and in the IMC.

Each KMP transaction includes a Firefly ex-

2 inkComm Protocols change between the KMA~s to establ ish a
SDNSLinkEncryption traffic key and then a secure exchange of

-•security-services data using that traffic
1 key. The successful use of the traffic key

validates the identities of the communicat-
ing devices and tests the key. T1hc ex-
change of security services data in the
real-time key-exchange transaction is used

Placement of SDNS Protocols to convey additional access control-related
information and to determine the parameters
for use of the traffic key in encrypting

Figure 3 user data. The same KMP exchange is used
for generating and validating traffic keys
for the network layer and transport layer
encryption protocols currently defined for

KEY MANAGEMENT SDNS; it will also be used for link encryp-
tion and other real-time encryDtion proto-
cols when they are defined. The KMP proto-

The heart of SDSN is the Firefly keying c,i]c dnes not se.•)pnrt secure .cnlotrnnic malr
system. Each terminal has a unique F-ire- keys-; these dte generated by a1 diffii cteL,
fly key which is bound together with a non-real-time Firefly exchange, described
non-forgeable certificate. The certificate in the section of this paper on electronic
identifies the terminal and specifies its mail.
security-relevent characteristics. Two
SDNS terminals desiring to communicate ex- Application layer key management protocols
change certificates and keying information allow use of a common set of management
(the Firefly exchange) and make access con- protocols across all SDNS devices, indepen-
tro) decisions based on the identifying in- dent of which user services the devices
formation. The exchange generates a traf- provide. They also allow the system to
fic key which is unique to the two evolve and device manufacturers to idd new
terminals and which is new for that key ex- user services without impacting their
change. If communication is permissible, interoperability with the key management
the terminals then negotiate the communica- system.
tions parameters for use of the traffic
key. END-TO-END ENCRYPTION

The Firefly keys and certificates are is-
sued by the Key Management Center, which In packet networks and internets, the term

receives key orders and maintains account- end-to-end encryption has been used to re-

ing information, but is involved in neither fer to an encryption scheme that encrypts
the terminal to terminal communication nor user data but provides unencrypted network

fo:.nation of traffic keys. Initial dcliv- headers so that the data can be delivered

ery of Firefly keying material from the KMC through the packet network. This type of
is physical and consists of either op- encryption must be above the network proto-
erational key or seed key. These are col in the hierarchy, since the network
similar except that seed key can only be headers are not encrypted. In order to
used for connecting to the KMC for conver- provide encryption serv?.ce in a uniform
sion t.o operational key. Operational keys manner to a variety of applications, it

are classified at the level of the traffic should be as low as possible in the proto-
which they protect; seed keys are always col hierarchy. This kind of argument has

unclassified. The KMC also nrovideg an led to encryption protocols at the top of
.lectronic rekey service for terminal op- the network layer (at the internet layer

erational keys. in the DoD architecture) and at the trans-
port layer of protocol. There is not yet

Besides the real-time Firefly exchange be- agreement among network security experts a!;-

tween the terminals, the system also pro- to which of thesre is the more appropriate
vides a mechanism whereby a terminal can choice. DoD projects have primarily
provide Firefly keying information ahead of focused on the internet layer; ISO and com-

mercial eftorts have been at the transuort
layer. The Security Addendum t- the OS1
Reference Model allows either choice.
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5I')NS hao defined network and transport on- W I khxk Liuy1.kjKietAxCd
crypt ion pi otocol:; which are consist,,nt
with each other in format and in basic ser-
vices. 'f'ins consistency will allow SDNS I
system developers to implement one or both ,''^, A,

of those protocols in an efficient manner. U) I ,,1'> DATA ,.
1L will promote greater interoperability of I
SDNS systems and will also simplify the
task of security evaluation of these sys- L l ln,. njCka-k.rm,.x,
toms. The SDNS transport protocol, SP4, is I
defined •s an addendum to the ISO Transport SLt- OCo&

Protocoli. The SDNS network protocol, SP3, Ml-MoW-i.iknl

is defined as a sublayer of the network Ll [Ifld Xtriflhikxench•
protocol which resides directly below the fkakq(•-Lnmiwrrs ,ue s
transport layer. O r udA S,,'iiy I "t'UI

NSAP Amupls%The SP3 and SP4 protocols have been dove]- C[ N,'HedA ( oly)e"

oped as part of an ISO protocol suite. Puding

However, the layer interface between the l iwi b, equinco Numbol (SI4 Only)

ISO transport protocol Tr4 4 and I -C

connectioxless network protocol CLNF is
similar to the interface between the DoD
protocols TCP and IP, and the service SP Header Format
definitions of CLNP and IP are almost iden--
tical. This leads to the possibility of
S13 and SP4 implementations which work with Figure 4
the DoD protocols. These implementations
will be useful in securing the many exist- 51'3 and SP4 provide the same basic security
ing systems now using TCP and IP. scervices with the same encryption

mechanisms, they operate on the n';ame user
data, and they use the same format. They

S13 and SP4 Services can interoperate with each other if compat-
ibleoptions are chosen. Each protocol has

The services provided by SF (a short term been defined to include a set of compatible
for either SP3 or SP4) are negotiated by options, and each also includes some addi-
tho W) nprn•t-nconl hnfenf the key is put into 'Cnal capubilitic dWpp lit. ts the
use. Both selvice-s and folmat are fixed layer in which it operates.
for each traffic key, although SF3 and SF4
each support several options. The basic
services provided by SP are confidentiality S]3 Optional Services
and connectionless integrity, as defined in
thc OSI Security Addendum; either or both In the 051 architecture, the transport
services can be negotiated. In addition, layer is the lowest layer which is strictly
because the 5115 key exchange providesý end-to-end; the network layer can operate
pairwise keys, sF also provides source au-thniaio ftoprtce at nt. through relays (packet switches or gate- --_
thentication of the protected data units. ways) . When end-to-end encryption is done
SF is an encapsulating protocol; it oper- at the network layer, a- in SP, there i s
ates on a unit of data, and either encrypts an option of terminating the encryption at.
it, provides an integrity check on it, or a gateway, allowing users of a local area
both. SP allows the option of including network to harwin tie cost of encryption de-
additional information with the data in an vices. Gateway encryption devices also al-
"Al header, such as. for example, security low interoperation through the qateway of
labels or network service access point users with different encryption systems3 if
(NSAP) addresses. Al 1 such optional infer- the use the same communications protocols
mation is bound to the data and protected they ure to
by the encryption and/or the integrity (see Figure 5)
check. Figure 4 shows the SP header for- -iii lii'i
mat.

SP operation is intended to be very simple,
Lo as to facilitate any necessary certifi- Mi,, 1,•,A.__

ca t ionII. S11 operates independently on each 'WII
unit of data that is encrypted or de-
ciyypted. It does not include capabilities
hor sequencing, acknowledging or A__.

retransmitting data units, although the j Ai iIINiA...N

transport protocol associated with SP4 or ,, '
above SF3 may have this capability. SF re- I
lies on the network protocol below it to t.A I.IW

provide communications service. If SP op- -j"

erates over a connection-oriented network N J
protocol, it will provide the same quality
of service as the network protocol, but , i.NSV ug,.

will not guarantee the se]nuence integrity, (I N,•I.M

Sin e it does not protect netwoek l ayer so- 5,•tis. bIuIl,,(o*0i1w 0 oitilt-,i U o'loti h.lm S' h',.
quenci ng information.
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II order to support gateway Clertypt ion, '34 nptional Services
thlut lllusýt be a oflel tiS ei. rootil g tile en-
c-ypted data through tihe ltlo-securc networ-k s.'4 is a part oi the transport protocol,
to the gateway wit ilh has tlhe encrypt ion TI'. Because of this, it has accesFs to
key, as well as a means; of roilt ins tU anslliOrt plotocol i ofolrmatiOn, s;uch as Fso-
tnllencl-yited data to the corlrcct gateway to] queirce liuttbers and coIlil•O't i Onllen s- re--
enuryption. Ii all internetwork wi ith few qic:.;ts. SP4 has de fined 0some optiounl ser-
gateways, the routing may b impli] it in viceC, whreil take advantdge ol its pos'it joft
the host address, but in general, there can i tile transport layer. Both SI'3 and oYni
be several gateways into tile same network. allow various, keying g anularb is, ittclud--
In addition, since the key at a gateway au- iffy per pair of sl)N; ent-it.ic; and pel N11511
thont icates the gateway but not each host-; i It. SP, al'o allows a key per t Ians;lnrt

Computer on the network behind the gateway, coeiticect iol, which ties tite protocol data
there must be some means other than the u'1 it.-a to a specific connecti on ident i ier. ] .
Firefly exchange to provide source autten- Whell used with tile TrI4 protocol, .S4 carn

tication. pitovide data strearn integrity. T'lhe nllteg-
Iity servicc usues; the tI-attiort . egileti .re

',13 has the capability, if this It;se'V C i t- ,5ntiber5,, which are protect ed by SI'4 and ant
negotiated by 1MP, of including sou-rce and ad(eld imiechalnoismi1 for gr0acefully closirig the
destination address in1ormation ill its pro- connection.
tected header. If tl It destination hlost is
On a network behind ill S03 gateway, tile
Urtencrypted (black) network header indi- ELECTIRONIC MAlI, ENCIZYP'l ON I
Cates the destination address of the
decryption gateway, and the destination 'I-le SDNS protocol for sectIre elC.l1101iC
host address in the SP13 header allows the maii is an extension of CCITT recommend-i-
gateway to forward the data correctly after tion X.400 . This standard defines tite
decryption. Similarly, tile protected ad- electronic mail servise provided by two en-
dross allows an encrypting gateway to itidi- t it ie-: 0 T mat I user agent (1A) and a mahl]
Cate the actual source of tire data in the traiistfer agent (MTA) . The tri.er agent act-
Sl'3 header and its own address in the black On behialf of a particular user and allows
network header. S03 gateways can convert him or her to generate and rocaive mail

between S13 with a black network protocol The mail transfer agent is responsible lor

and a local protocol without encryption, as get ting the mail through tile network from
shown in Figure 6. user agent to user agent. MTAs can reside

in thie same comprute-r syctems as H!A!- or tho-
can resioe in mail relays. Treix fulictio i-

is analogous to the post office. The SDNS
I,, protocol is at the UA s.blayer and assumes
EVIL that MTAs may be untrusted. Mail remains

1,1ANSP0111 U^N SI'LlIll encrypted from user agent to user agent,
through any relays.

Ii' SA~lliNS A 1 i

Ii' lii A ~I The' real-time Firefly exchiange is nlot used
NI^A NtlA N11 NilN for electronic mail. The SDNS mail proto-

____col uses a staged Firefly exchange in which
INA NI• I, NK Inc a ulser who wishes to receive secure mail

- --. posts his certificate and some public key-
,', A il'vi A P S ,I ing infortiation on a bulletin board or

- gives it to a sender in some other way.

-The sender u.ees the posted in format ion
along with hit own private itiforlltat jiol to

"H,)STA ('ýA I WAY ,,• construlct. a traffic key, which is unigquc to
NO SP3 WiltliS Wo I'S,3 tile selider-receiver palir.

Nolos Oltltr NPnsork tlyl lys 10.i in P'ioselll Ti'e plrot ocol accomodat e; lilIt it u lt pl address9 -
No B1 Mi; AChluiy flu Anl hlltrleet eo ; by using a single message key to Ini-
SP3 and IP Cypt the metssage and then usinog a pairwi so

key for each addressee to encrypt both the

message key and an integrity function of
Sithe message. The nless.age header intcludesFigure 6 thi sender's certificate. It al.o in--
eluides, for each addressee, the public key-
ing ianfor-nh.itior needed to construct his
pairwise key, and the encrypted key and ill-
tegrity chieck word. Privacy of thi eitrssagei-

It it is necessary to carry more network is protected becaus;e only tlte correct re-
protocol information across a black network cipients can construct the pairwise keys
for use in a destination red network, SI'13 tnd decrypt the message key. The source oa
offers the option of protecting an entire the message is autltent J.cated by the binding
Connectionless Network Protocol (CLNI) bet ween the sender's certificate anti each
header. This option simplifies tile op- p-irwise key.
oration of the SP3 gateways, but requir:es
8P3 protocols at both gateways; and hosts to
include the CLNP functiotal ity.
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The electronic mail protocol includes an rEFERENCES
optional electronic 5.ignature. This will
provide the additional service of I. ISO 7498 Information Processing Sys--
non-repudiation, as distinct from source tems - Open Systems Interconnection - Basic
autnentication, allowing the receiver to Reference Model.
prove the identity of a sender to a third
party. 2. ISO DP 7498/2 Information Processing

Systems - Open Systems Interconnection
Security Architecture.

FUTURE SERVICES
3. ISO DIS 8073 Information Processing

The concept definition phase of SDNS has Systems - Open Systems Interconnection -
concentrated on defining interoperability Transport Protocol Definition.
requirements for the key management ser-
vices, for end-to-end encryption and for 4. ISO DTS 8473 Information Processing
electronic mail. Once the protocols for Systems - Open Systems Interconnection -
these functions are implemented and tested, Protocol for Providing the Connectionless
it is likely that additional functionality Mode Network Service.
will be standardized and provided. Link
encryption is the most often used encryp- 5. CCITT Fascicle VIII.7 Data Communica-
tion method and can be included within SDNS tions Networks. Message Handling Systems
in a reasonably straightforward manner. Recommendations X.400-X.430.
Initial standardization was deferred prima-
rily because of the multiplicity of commu-
nications protocols at the link and
physical layers, but also because link en-
cryptio;i ic better understood than either
end-to-end or electronic mail encryption.
Application cr presentation layer encryp-
tion for real-time data transfer is another
likely development. The encapsulation
te:hniques already designed for mail,
eni-to-end-encryptioit and the KMP service
exchanges can be a useful model for file
encryption. SDNS already allows connection
over a variety of public data networks, lo-
cal area networks and the telephone net-
woirk: this variety is likely to inc-ease
and perhaps to include ISDN. All of these
expanded capabilities are consistent with
the current SDNS architecture and the lay-
ered OSI protocol approach.
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SP4: A TRANSPORT ENCAPSULATION SECURITY PROTOCOL

Dennis Branstad, National Bureau of Standards
Joy Dorman, Digital Equipment Corporation

Russell Housley, Xerox Corporation
James Randall, Internationa! Business Machines Corporation

INTRODUCTION

The Secure Data Network System (SDNS) project is * provide secure end-to-end reliable service
developing a security architecture within the independent of network technology
Organization of International Standardization's (ISO)
Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) computer network * provide confidentiality and integrity
model[L]. The security architecture iscdesigned to cryptographic protection continuously from one
provide several security services to the user of an OSI end system to another
network[2 ] The architecture includes security protocols
between peer entities of the OSI architecture. The 5DNS * provide ease of implen~entation when red/black
architecture is designed to satisfy the. security separation is required
requirements of both classified and unclassified
applications. The cryptographic algorithms used for * support both host to host keying and transport
data confidentiality, iriteg.'ity and key distribution have connection keying
been defined but are not discussed in this paper * support many cryptographic algorithms

The SDNS project began during the summer of 1986,
Phase l, completed :n mid- 1987, specified the securty 0 support many different generic transport
architecture The SDNS architecture concentrates on the protocols
confidentiality, integrity, identification ;authentication,
and access control security services Non repudiation is 0 minimize changes to existing transport services
of secondary interest. SDNS providessecurity services in and protocols
four of the seven layers in the ISO model. * minimize the effort, cost arid time required to
The application layer (layer 7) provides for application achieve security certif ication for classified
specific access to network services. SDNS examined thL- applications
X.400 message handling system (electronic mail) SDNS
secure electronic mail provides all four of the major 0 minimize the bandwidth of covert channels (i e
security services and sender non repudiation information paths thiat wouid acuw ui'pi uitt-ul

data to exit from an end system)
The physical layer (layer 1) provides a physical
connection for the transrmissýion of data by electrically 6 allow implementatic n within end systems with
encoding the data for a specific medium. The SDNS varying levels of trust
architecture provides for confidentiality at this layer It
is the only layer in the SDNS architecture which provides In order to satisfy the selected set of objectives, an
traffic flow confidentiality encapsulation approach was taken . Transpoit

encaps'ulation security was coined to denote that
I lie network layer (layer 3) provides message routing whatever the transport entity producied to send to a
and relaying between interconnected networks and end peer transport entity was encapsuiated in a security
systems on the same network The SDNS architecture envelope This new envelope, (alled a Secure
provides all four of the major security services at this Fncapsulated Transport Protocol Data Unit , could then
layer Connectionlessconfidentnality and integrity are be sent through any network A simple format was
provided Identification /authentication and access defined and the required security transformations were
control are of the end systems It is the only layer in the specified
S11NS architecture which provides for encipherment at
gateways to support "red" networks KEY MANAGEMENT SUPPORT

The transport layer (layer 4) provides reliable, The keys provided by the key manager are used by SP4
transparent transfer of data between end systems to provide confidentiality and integrity Access control
Again, SDNS provides all four of the major security and authentication decisions are made before the key
services at this layer Thtispaperdiscusses these security identifier is delivered to SP4 SP4 enforces these access
services and protocol that implements them 1 he paper con-,ol decisions by checking the labels on individual
also outlines the requirements for key management. protocol data units (PDU)

The Security Protocol at Layer 4 (SP4) was developed by Key Generation
the SDNS Protocol Working Group 5P4 provides either
connectionless or connection oriented confidentiality SP4 was designed to be independent of encryption
depending on the cryptographic key granularity algorithm and method of key distribution, Either
Likewise, either connectionless or connection oriented symmetric or asymmetric algorithms can be used
integrity may be selected Peer entity authentication
and access control are provided in conjunction with the SDNS uses SP4 with a symmetric key algorithm SP4
key manager depends or, the key manager to establish and update

traffickeys Tlhe SDNS key manager uses public key
The following objectives were established in designing cryptography to generate these traffic keys
SP4:
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* Message Authentication Code (MAC) length
Key Granularit (including none)

one of three key granularities is selected when the key is a Security labe! in each protocol data unit (or not)
ettablished:

* Key per end systemn NSAP pair. One key protects Concintuainpreton(ro)

ali transport connections established between a PROTOCOL AND DATA FORMAT
paii of transport entities in two end systems.

SP4 povides many security services. ThiE sectio~n f urther
* Key per end system NSAP pair and security label. defines these services and discusses how each ii

As above with the addition that the protection provided. SP4 relies on the key manager and generic
extends to a single security level or range. transport services; the dependencies will be highlighted.

a Key per transport connection. One key will be Protocol Data Unit Format
used to protect each transport connection
independently from all others. Transport Figure I illustrates the formnat of the protocol data unit
connections are assumed to be single-level. (PDU) used In SP4. The SE PDU is formed by computing
Transport connection keying is required for the message authenticatior code (MAC)131 and then
connection-oriented integrity, performing encryption.

A SP4 transport entity may simultaneously support any Four heading fields are transmitted in the clear. The
or all of these key granularities. Security options are first f ield is the Length indicator (L-1) it simply points to
associated with each key identifier, this techn;que the beginning of the encrypted information. Second is
permits traffic to be protected to varying levels, the type field, SF4 PDUs always have SE for their type.

Next is the key Identifier (KEY-ID). The key identifier
Security Option Assoctation names -(he key, Including a name permits different

connections to be cryptographically separated on the
When one of the transport entity pair keying network. Finally, the Initial Vector (sometimes called
alternatives is selected, the following attributes mnay be the Ml) appears The recipient uses the initial Vector to
associated a key dentifier. initialize the decryptor, thi- value permits the PDLIs to

be dlecrypted even if they arrive out of order
"* Encryption algorithm

The encrypted header also contains four fileds The
"* Confidentiality (encrypt or not) Security label, Final Sequence Numbers (FSN), and Pad

are optional; only those which are needed are Included
"* Messagije Authentication (-ode (MAC) length The i I poinis to the beginning of it!i user Uddd iTiu

(including none) security label indicates the sensitivity of the data
contained in the PDU. I he FSN o'ves the final transport

"o Security label in each protocol data unit (or not) sequence number sent and the rinal transport sequence
number received The FSN is indudedd in the closing

"* Sot or range of security levels which may be PDUs of the transport connection. Pad is used when the
transmitted under the key encryption algorithm requires, the PDU to be a specific

If transport connection keying is selected, the following length.

attributes may be associated with a key identifier. Con fiden tially

e Encryption algo, ithm Conif identiality is the protection of information from
disclosure to unauthorized Individuals, entities, or

* Confidentiality (encrypt or riot) processes. Connectionless confidentiality is the

_- _MACed

Clear Header Encrypted Header User DataMA

Encrypted

Clear Header = LLI SE] Key ID M

Encrypted Header = FSN] Pad]

Figuro 1 SE P'DU Format



protection of a individual PDUs. Connection-oriented the closing PDUs to detect this truncation. Truncation is
confidentiality is the protection of all PDUs in a not prevented; it is detected.
transport connection. Pcotection against PDU replay is obtained if the
SP4 supplies connection-oriented confidentiality when sequence numbers do ,iot wrap around under the
transport connection keying is used. Otherwise, connection key. SP4 must obtain a new key from the key
connectionless confidentiality is provided, manager shouls the sequence number space be

exhauseted.
Connectionless lnteqrity SP4 must ensure that each transport connection is
Data integrity is the protection of data from alteration separately keyed. The key manager is responsible for
or destruction. Connectionless integrity provides perforining a liveness check as part of key
protection against the modification of a individual establishemnt. At connection release, SP4 must also
PDUs. notify the key manager to destroy the key.

SP4 provides connectionless integrity by appending a Protection against reflection is provided if the KEY-ID
MAC to the PDU. The MAC algorithm uses the same key for transmit and receipt are differeiit. This is
as the encryptor / decryptor, so an additional KEY-ID accomplished either by the use of different keys for the
field is not required to support the MAC. The MAC is sender and the recipient or by different names for the
computed on the entire PDU, including the plaintext same key.
header. The MAC is computed before en, ryption and
checked following decryption Table 1 summarizes the division of responsibilities

between generic transport, SP4 and the key manager to
Connection-oriented nltegqrity achieve connection-oriented integrity.

Connection-oriented integrity includes protection Access Control
against modification, deletion, insertion, replay (of
single PDUs and entire connections) and reflection. Access control provides protection ag,-'nst unauthorized

use of the resources accessible via OSI Access control is
Protection against modification is is provided as in povided by the key manager In addition, SP4 provides
connectionless integrity, the MAC provides this support for access control via security label checking
protection SP4 discards any Pr)Us that arrive and decrypt but

contain labels outside the range specified for use with
Protection against insertion is provided by the MAC and the key identifier.
the sequence numbers of the generic transport layer.
These sequence numbers are part of the encapsulated PeePEntijy Authentication
"user data".

Peer entity authentication is the veri ;cation that a peer
Piotection against deletion is provided by the same two entit1 in an association i, the one claimed This service
facilities (MAC and transport layer sequence numbers) can be provided both during the establishment of a
plus the final sequence numbers fie:ds on the closing connection and during the data transfer phase of a
PDUs The MAC and transport layer sequence numbers connection SP4 does not provid peerentity
are sufficient to detect PDU deletions in the middle of authentication at connection establishment This service
connections. The ISO OSI Transport Protocol (TP)[4.5i is is provided by the key manager.
vulnerable to deletion of the end of a connection SP4
includes the final sequence number received arid sent on

Protection Generic
Against Transport SP4 Key Manager

Modification MAC --

Deletion Sequence MAC --
numbers

Insertion Sequence MAC & Final
numbers sequence

numbers

PDU Replay Sequence MAC & No
numbers wrap in

sequence
numbers

Connection ... Liveness test
Replay & Key per

connection

Reflection .-.. Different Key
IDs in each
direction

Table 1. Connection-orineted Integrity Division of Responsibdities
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CONCLUSION REFERENCES

SP4 conforms to the OSI philosophy of putting desirable [1] ISO 7498, Information Processing Systems -Open
services in the lowest layer possible that can achieve the Systems Interconnection - Basic Reference Model.
goals. The host-to-host nature of the transport layer,
the encapsulation strategy, and the separation of the [2] ISO 7498/2, Proposed Draft Addendum to ISO 7498
key management give SP4 security and flexibility. SP4 on Security Architecture.
meets all of it's design objectives. i

meesllft' desg[3] National Bureau of Standards, Data Encryption

Since the transport layer is above the network layer, SP4 Standard, Federal Information Processing
passes through routers and relays untouched. This host- Standards Publication 46, 1977.
to-host quality, along with encryption, fulfills the
following design objectives: [4] ISO 8072. Information Processing Systems -Open

Systems Interconnection -Transport Service
"* provide secure end-to-end reliable service Definition.

independent of network technology
[5] ISO 8073, Information Processing Systems -Open

"* provide confidentiality and integrity Systems Intervonnection Transport Protocol
cryptographic protection continuously from one Specification.
end system to another

The encapsulation strategy used in SP4 permits it to use
anygeneric ransport protocol including DOD's TCP and
ISO's TP. Since the encapsulation is done as the last step
in the transport layer. SP4 can be implemented within
the host or within the network front end processor.
Vvhen SP4 is impiemeiie , iii d ,ui t eu piu-.t..bJi, ,I . .

security boundary becomes obvious. The encapsulation
technique reduces the covert channel bandwidth by
filling all of the plaintext SP4 heading fields without
influence from the user Encapsulation fulfills tl'e
following d2sigr! objectives:

* provide ease of implementation when red/black
separation is required

* support many different genei ic transport
protocols

* minimize changes to existing transport services
and protocols

* minimize the effort, cost and time required to
achieve security certification for classified
applications

* minimize the bandwidth of covert channels (i.,e,
information paths that would allow unprotected
data to exit from an end system)

* allow implementation within end systems with
varying levels of trust

Separating the key management from the SP4 protocol
fulfills the remaining two objectives:

* support both host-to host keying and transport
connection keying

* support many cryptographic algorithms
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SDNS PRODUCTS IN THE TYPE II ENVIRONMENT
John Linn

BBN Communications Corporation
Cambridge, Massachusetts

ABSTRACT fLagmented among larger numbers of

administrations. Clearances assigned by one
This paper exploLes issues which arise in organization are not generally transferable

applying SDNS security technology to answer the to, or interchangeable with, those of other
Type II market's need to secure commercial and organizations. Similarly, sensitivity levels
Government unclassified sensitive information and category definitions are not generally
transmitted across data networks. The Type II interchangeable across organizaLional
environment has a number of fundamental boundaries.
characterist ics and requirements which
differentiate it from the Type I (Government . The rule-based, adhministrative ly-directed
classified) environment. Some of these access control policy associated with the DoD
characteristics s,.wplify issues which arise in the clearance lattice and enforced by Orange Book
Type I environment, or allow enhanced A and B level hosts (mandatory access control,
functionality to be offered, but others introduce in TCSEC parlance) is alien to the present
new and difficult challenges which must be Type II marketplace. In particular, the
addressed. This paper examines the ramifications commercial market's security policy needs
of communications security for the Type Ii differ significantly from classified military
environment and considers the role that SDNS can needs, as (Clark) has noted. No analog to the
play in satisfying that environment's needs. TCSEC hierarchic security levels e::ists acro-ss

the Type I1 environment. In principle, the
CHARACTERIZING THE ENVJIRONMZNT TCSEC non-hierarchic access category concept

could be applied to Type II needs to segLegate
The potential market for Type II SDNS trade secret information, proprietary

components can be divided into several categories. information, and the like, but even this
DoD unclassified users, civilian Government application is complicated by the issues noted
agencie.2s and departments, Government contractors, in 1. above. Therefore, it appears that most
and the broader private sector. In general, the Type rL acces conlntrol will be identity-based,
non-DoD community is in a learning phase, that is, making decisions -.s a function of the
determining needs for information security, authenticated identities of would-be

S-............-, ....,- ................... ... accessoso, ratnre-r mhan nerig Basee on ruies
overall intormation security picture, and granting access as a fvnction ol attributes
identifying appropriate mechanisms to answer those teg., labeist of data.
needs. The requirements of this emerging
marketplace are still evolvi;g. 3. Data integrity is emphasized in the Typc If

environment, even rn thlose contexts (snch asOrganizational charaoteristics of the Type II portions of the financial community) which do

environment i.ntroduce new onallenoes for component no,-t impose data confidentiolity requiirements.
producers. The Type Ii user conem,.n it y, In those Type II contextr.s whrt e data
particularly in. the comrer;ial sector, is not confidentiality is required, t raffic flow
oriented to accepting security practices which confidentiality is nor generally a concern.
interfere with operat ional flexibility. This
places a premium or, user-friendly key management. 4. In the Type IT arena, adisiniarrators ate not
Potential customers for Type II SDNS technology commronly concerned with the prospect that
use computers with a broad range of vendor- Trojan horses might leak data out of th,-ir
specific communications protocols. These systersa into less securie. environments. The
protocols are not easily modified to satisfy a absence of this concurn tacilitates
security system's needs, This suggests that inteoer ation of SONS funct ions within host
security technology weeds to be transparent to compuelrs.
vendor protocol characteristics. Customers
evaluate security requilements against stringent Other issues are common between the Type .
cost/benefit tradeoffs, and adoption of security and Ilype !I environments, for es:ampIe, tho
mechanisms must be justified financially based on i ecognized need for aut hunt icat ion, data
risk assessment - The use of emljedled integrity, and identity-based access cant eL0
covmmunications securt-y (CONSEC) technolo-gy oft--i- za sevices. Authtttit'ication is itmtortant tot only a,..
a significant potential Lu ptovide the cost- a p arerquisite to access contrtol, but also as a
effective security salut ions which this set vice in its own right, providing t r'ustwo rthiy
marketplace requiLrs. id-'ntrifioation data for use by best competers and

useos. It the financial -ommunity, in patticular,
ISSUeS AND' CUSTOMER CONCEPN,. theae is precedent for an authentication seovice

1 eq: 1it -mo-nt even mi th'- ab0Itnce .t a
Many of the basic te'nets of cossnunicat ions ce'nt iJoit]liality reguli rtment sa3uthnt ica' ion and

security, its goals, and the contu::t in which it data initegrity set,,ices in this commu nity have
operates, differ between the classifi -d anl :radiJianal1y been providej- a' the anplica' ion
unclassified environments. To cite a toeW leytr, ind•e•oundent of any contido-tialrly service-s
ax attp les: wib ict may b- provided at 1 nw.:- pt .. zcyi l yers.

1. Relative to the Ty) - I ev'i r,:n',-n 
t , IyI.'. 11 li1 t the SDN$ aiclti ectu1e, peer comfontent-

envi ronmeint df in it iunt tore) e:-,t at.s ato' h-n? t cation depends on att r i hbst hounid into
suns it ivf t y levels, svns itivity cat .got ix , t h, cry.p, ugr a.hic keying mateor i) whit 5 h i ".
and data lablinng a,,-. l]e-;o tai,1 ic.j al ate ist t int d-j to a compn. n ?n in mont to mik- it.
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operational. The decentralized nature of Provision of secur ity services on behal f of hosts,
authority in the Type II environment strongly xather than enforcement of isolation between hosts
suggests that the generation and dissemination of and networks, is the principal emphasis. As a
keying material be decentralized, so that users' specific example, it will be comrnon for SDNS-
changing attributes can be reflected in a timely secured Type II hosts to commrunicate not only with
fashion. It is also critical that keying material other SDNS-secuted hosts, but also with unsecured
be available to Type II customers -n a cost- hcsts. This implies that Type II SUNS components
effective manner. These issues suggest important must accommodate selective application of
technological and policy tradeoffs with regard to encryption, either on an address-driven basis or
key management services for Type II customers, on request from an associated host.
Acceptance of SDNS security in this marketplace is
likely to depend on the successful resolution of DESIGN APPROACHES
these tradeoffs.

Potential customers for Type II SDNS
Tw.-, Type 1I environment attributes appear technology use a broad range of host computers,

contradictory and this apparent contradiction which are supplied by a large number of vendors.
deserves e:-:aminal ion. On one hand, some Type II In many cases these computers conmnunicate using
customers identify internal threats to their vei-dor-specific protocols at upper protocol
computing installations (e.g., authorized users layers, rather than ISO or DoD standards. It dues
e:.:ceeding their authorization and performing not appear feasible to standardize means for
inappropriate actions within a system) as a major integrating SDNS security measures within large
security concern. Despite this fsct, trusted numbers of upper-layer protocols specific to
computer system technology has not received major individual vendors. Fortunately, many of these
emphasis in the Type II environment. There are protocols share a common denominator: they operate
several possible explanations for this apparent atop one of two standard protocols, X.25 (for long
dichotomy. In general, the internal trust level haul networks) and IEEE-802 (for local area
of current commercial products is limited and has networks). Transparent security mechanisms
not been a selection criterion driving users to designed for use with these standard protocols can
choose one product instead of another . When provide security services for a wide range of
security features are considered, it is often on hosts, independent of the protocols employed above
the simple basis of their presence or absence, the layer where protection is provided.
rather than on their evaluated quality. If a Transparency issues include performance and
tacility is incorporated into a compqonent, it is operational support as well as protocol
expected to operate correctly and perform its compatibility. For minimal performance impact,
designed functions. For example, the simple flow control information must be reflected across
presence of an access control mechanism might SDNS components. For minimal operational impact,
suffice to satisfy p.tocorimcnt goals, even if the status :nfosrmat ion must also be iu..-tc acrcss
mechanism's design or implementation were SDNS components. Since covert channel bandwidth
susceptible to inaliciou.; subversion. The TOSEC x restriction is not an important concern for Type
emphasizes DoD mandatory controls whic.h lack clear 7l SDNS components, it is relatively
applicability in the unclassified environment, straight forward for Type :1 components to reflect

This may contribute to user perceptions that such information and provide highly transparent
internal computer system trustworthiness is an service.
issue primarily relevant to the classified arena.
FuLther, the TCSEC emphasizes disclosure concer ns Security functions can be offered in the near
over data integrity concerns, and the latter are term, using transparent security mechanisms
of primary importance to many Type Ii customers. implemented in standalone SDNS components for

connection between a host computer and its network

Mechanisms to protect host computers and interface. An add-on SDNS end-to-end security
their sensitive data from unauthorized access via "overlay" for a network can be offered in a non-
network communications channels are rapidly invasive fashion, imposing minimal cdisruption on
becoming important to Type 11 customers, ex.isting hosts' operations, as F;igure 1
independent of the internal security level of the il lust rates. Figure I(a) shows a group o0 hosts,
h sts being protected. This is especially tru.e attached to a pair of packet networks which are
wh)en easily-accessed public or shared networks are linked by a gateway. In Figure l(b), SDNS
used, but the same mechanisms are often nleded for components are addeJd to secure iraf tic among hosts
private networks which carry sensitive data. SDNS A, B, and C; each of these hosts can continue
COMSEC components can add security value to pub i i unsecured communications with (oast D.
o0 private networks, offer ing piotecction against
Act ice wi ret appirr (,_air:u1 no in'..tr ity o- As th," Typo 11 mar.ketplace',s se,-cuity

serisit I e data) arid aass vy- w r ctta.pfilu (-nrauI 1110 1t eiiement .- mature, it wil I b-cone.., more lk,_l]y
eonf i 1:nt ialIIty wher e reVquire) . t' 1.iruv;er, -t t-o1 comlputer systems anri :i-tw wmk componrient veJnd r..

comnp.n',l ntr can satisfy f ltemw l k-or L *s.-d access to I.t!er 51[tPS-IaN ed see ls r , 1 1 ),.- : $ i or, cit heIn a:
c:ontrol concerns in a very sttronug I a -io,. hC! s opttional teatules on standard nacilitiea within
en t )rcemfl'±lmt vehicle fre a local sorn it r at ion' s cormwr-I ciat a v mar kot d system:'. Th,. u e of
po ici es is jar t icu I' ly usetul in establishill crrabd.l" ,Oj-j§EC comnpoDnnt.' an-s room) us can reducee

('rot ct iye b:Žundar it s around hi sts w 1 t I imi ted I. i n cII,.rl a I cost of p ron ruring sýcour (
nitternal COMNUSEC assurance, Ieatur,' wc aithinl a compu' tr- syst Lr!, a.sIrmi cs n I. a,

cost, -or ..'"I- iv.e Tyj e I C C U F. nim.lcit sq Iecome,

Covert chcnnl- b.rnwi vIit r1 st r11-t 1oll is mIt a.-rilia l.:. Tht'- T !ypek 11 emm%- reloI - ' .11 s limit .,
an important ne :pons lility to: Tyj 11] SHi -. ".em 11 ai,.our Tiojan ha: s3s I m: I it ' e.'s
comp.onent s . Attempt s by auth.ni tce-d (m.}st I797 5 t - 1teg:.at ion of Qiitod'1 .'d CObiK.-, an A a so
1eak iniformition into) orsTivd cordarýli-It n'ri.' !a-il tates tii' sef 01 ,.0:; ta-r'ita..s t j:r 'test

t r ili* i,'s: dc not aplpe, to U' a Ia- t I , : "i.rIn. c,:nulmni.at ±i. coel'. '3 ,Q t•p.': ' I, . l ]ay".. .
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(a) Before SDNS Security Over:my Electronic mail is an example oi an ,pper-
layer communications service of major interest to

HOSE A both Type I And Type II customers. SDNS

PACKET PACKET within an applicat ion layer user agent (UA)

NETWORK NETWORK F.ocess, which corresponds to an individual human
#1 #2 user wishlng to send or receive secure mail.

Electronic mail is transferred on a store-and-
forward basis in which the orioinator.'s and
recipient's computers need not c oiruni ca t e
directly in real time. As a result, true end-to-

HOST B Hiend protection for this traffic cannot be achieved
below the application layer. Application layer
encryption implies that a large amount of contrLol
infoirmation, which is present in the headers of
all seven 03I protocol layers, must be tranamittrd

(b) After SDNS Security Overlay as plainte::t. Type I environment concerns may
dictate that measures be taken to reduce this

HOST A - channel's bandwidth (perhaps through use of lower
GATEWAY]- -layer SD1NS mechanisms, in addition to application

PACKET -- PACKET layer mechanisms). As hosts with enhanced trust
NETWORK levels become available, the need for such

PSNS #2 measures may diminish. In the Type Il

COMPONENTK- COMPONENT environment, however, it is reasonible to offer
SDNS electronic mail security in the near term,
without need for bandwidth restriction measures.

HOSB SDNS ] THE PATH AHEAD
COMPONENT

SDNS technology has significant potential tc
provide high quality, cost-effective security for

Figure 1 the Type I1 environment. To realize this

SDNS SECURITY OVERLAY FOR NETWCRKs potential, several important prerequisites must be
sat istied, complementing the standardization
activities carried out in SUNS Phase 1. Vendors
and evaluators alike must focus or Type Ii

which differ significantly from those seen in the
Upper-layer services are difficult or impossible classified arena. Ine.rpensive Type II CCEP
to protect with outboard COMSEC components module.s and components, the essential building
interposed on interfaces between host computers blocks for cost-effective Type Il SDNS equipment,
.nd their network ports, as iilusa"rated in Figure must become available. Keying material must be
2(a), Instead, it is generally nec,-ssary to available to users in a cost-effective fashion.
integrate the CONSEC functions used to protect It s procedural aspects must not impose
upper-layer traffic within a peripheral operating unacceptable burdens on network operations or
under host software control, as illustrated in administrative structures. If these conoitions
Figure 2(b). are satisfied, SDNS Type II products cai' offer

valuable protection for unclassified sensitive and
commercial data network traffic at a wide raine of
pro-ocol layers. Ihe market appears poised to
grow rapidly i f the riqht prodocts become
available. If the conditions are not satisfied,

(a) COMSEC Interposed on Communication Interface it is less likely that Type 11 SDNS products can
he produced and marketed effectively, arid hence-

less likely that a qualitative improvement in the
socurjty of a broad range of data network trai.lic

will tike place.
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ABSTRACT Access Control decisions in SONS are made by
the end-users attemptirng to communicate. These

This paper addresses the subject of Access decisions are made in the context of each end-user's
Control within the Secure Data Network System (SUNS). own security policy. The FIREFLY mechanism is an
The fundamental elements of the Secure Data intrinsic part of key management and distribution
Network System are nonforgeable authentication in SDNS and is the means by which an end-user
information and unique pairwise key. Using these receives information to make access control decisions.
elements, the system provides five security FIREFLY provides the fundamental elements of ton-
services; confidentiality, data integrity, non- forgeable authentication information and pairwise
repudiation, authentication and access control. unique key generation for SONS. The SUNS Key Manage-
It is the prerogative of those who establish and ment System will accom~modate provision for a
implement a system's security 1,slicy to choose combination of centralized and decentralized
the granularity of access control they wish to functions to provide the best security with
enforce. The enforcement should be consistent minimum impact on user flexibility. Once initialized,
with both the national and local policies governing the secure components autonomously can establish
a particular environment, traffic encryption keys without further intervention.

FIRFFLi certificates are mutually exchanged by
In this paper we discuss access control in the peer entities. Access control is enforced using

framework of the International Standards Organiza- the information contained in the FIREFLY certificate.
tion's (ISO's) seven layer protocol model. Access
control can occur only between corresponding peers The ACWG has developed an Access Control model
at different endpoints. An access control model and to provide a framework for the coordination of a
its set of corresponding rules are discussed in the standard set of authentication data and access
contexts of initial access authorization and con- control checks which will allow for the inter-
tinuous enforcement. Initial access authorization communication between different SDNS users/systems
is accomplished through the process of Pecr Access when their national and local policies allow it.
Authorization while continuous enforcement takes place The model, described in subsequent sections of this
by means of the Peer Access Enforcement process. paper, includes a mechanism for continuous access
Both of these processes are discussed in detail, control enforcement and a four tiered mechanism for

determining initial access author,zation.
Security services may be provided in Layers 2,

3, 4 and 7 of the ISO protocol model. In separate 2. THE MODEL, PAA/PAE AND HOW IT ALL WORKS
sections we discuss the access control concerns at
each of these layers. These discussions include the 2.1 INTRODUCTION
definition of requisite FIREFLY certificate and In thissection we describe a four tiered model
Protocol Data Unit information for access control. developed by the SUNS Access Control Working Group

and the processes of Peer Access Approval (PAA)
1. INTRODUCTION: SDNS AUTHENTICATION AND ACCFSS and Peer Access Enforcement (PAF). This descriptive

CONTROL model and its set of supporting PAA/PAE rules
provide a decision process for determining access to

1.1 OVERVIEW information. The FIREF.Y certificate defines inputs
ihis paper, alonq with others published here, is to the decision process. Other inouts to the

based upon the developmental work accomplished within decision process (e.g., tables specifying identity
the Secure Data Network System (SONS) program under lists to support IBAC) are not contained in the
the auspicies of the C65 Special Projects Office. FIREFLY certificate. The construction of the
This paper addresses access control within SDNS model in no way implies that all instantiations of
and, as such, represents a consensus arrived at SDNS should support it in its entirety.
within the Access Control Working Group (ACWG).
Other SDNS working groups, such as Key Management, The SONS provides two processes for determining
Protocol and Systems Mdnagrt:ent address other major first time or continued access control. Figure 1
cocptonents of SUNS. These all have had a direct is a top level diagram of these two processes.
influence on the design features of the preliminary The first provides access control during the
SDNS access (e)ntrol concepts that are presented here. opening of a cryptograpnic association between

two peers, called Peer Access Approval (PAA). The
A variety of security services will be available second procedure provides for the enforcement of the

through SUNS components, which will allow end-users cryptographic association while it is active. This
to specify the "amount" of protection required process is called Peer Access Fnforccment (PA[).
for their sensitive classified or unclassified data. Results obtained frout the FAA process are passed to
The SONS will include mechanisms, to support security the PAF process through the Enforcement Vector (LV).
policies which require a high level of assurance for The PAA and PAE processes are performed at each end
mandatory and discretionary access control. Authen- of the association with ea-h peer enforcing their
tication and access control decisions will differ respective local security policies.
from domain to domain, based upon the security
policy for a particular domain. SUNS allows for and
supports this requirerent. The system will be as
transparent as possible, and have minimum impact onr
the reliability of the network.
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2.2 DESCRIPTION OF PAE, PAA, AND THE ACCESS CONTROL
MODEL

2.2.1 Peer Access EnforcemenLt(PAE). The Peer
Access Enforcement (PAE) process is the mechanism
which enforces the access control decision. The
enforcement mechanism comes into play when data is

PDU l sent between peer entities. The PAE is by necessity
PAE • a high integrity mechanism, and is always involved

ENFORCEMENT in any secure exchange by virtue of acting as a
permission monitor. if the PDU is an initiator for
the PAA process (and the creator of an CV) then the
monitor makes some preliminary checks (see Section
2.2.3) prior to starting PAA. If an association
already exists then the monitor determines whether
or not the labeled PDU falls within the set of

YES permissions represented by the EV (generated by
the PAA process). The PDU is either permitted
to pass or not. If an association does not
exist, the monitor will inmnediutely drop into the
PAA process. The PAE is not a negotiation mochanism
but does perform two basic management roles;
association and traffic encryption key (TEK)

EXCHANGE management.

CEFRTIFICATES Once an association is opened -id bound by the
set of permissions represented by the CV, the
PAL monitors the exchanges of data to validate the
access control decision parameters with each
POU. The PAL process will maintain control over the
TEK for the full extent of its use, and will ensure
destruction of the ILK upon the end of the crypto-

INTERSEC N ABORT period. In the event of a recovery procedure, the
PAE process will control the TEK reuse after
repeating the PAA processes for the association.

2.2.2 Peer Access Approval ( )AA.. Peer Access
MIJIvOI *1 Lthe piocs bý& y w, Iich a sniiUCI p eCL
uses a particular implementation of the Access

NEGOTIATE Control model and its rules to determine if an
association sheuld be established.

Figure 2 is a top level diagram of the PAA
process. The PAA is divided into four basic tier
processes or decision making steps; global/

partition, national RBAC (Rule-Based Access Control),
local RBAC, and local IBAC (Identity-Based Access

NOW =ABORT Control or "need to know" access control). The
PAA tier processes are independent of each other
and decisions to allow or disallow the association
are determined and summed (logical AND) for the final
PAA decision.

The PAA tier processes evaluate the elements of
both peers' identity and access attributes (as

CREATE presented in the FIRFFLY certificate) against the
E. V. local authority's security policy requirements.

The PAA process also permits a security option
negotiation prior to establishing an EV for an
association. This negotiation could be between
peer entities or through a third party. Figure 3

Figure 1. GENERAL MODEL introduces the PAA process relative to the FIREFLY
exchange and generation of the EV.

There is no predetermined order for evaluating
the lower three tiers e' the process. In fact,
each is independent and can occur first or be omitted
if security policy dictates. Tier eroe information
is required for interpretation of some tier two
and three data. The format of the data, for each
tier, contained in the FIREFLY certificate will be
specified. How the data is used or interpreted is
left to the local authorities and their specified
security policy.
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The PAA process conniences with the FIREFLY 2.3.2 National Rule Based Access Control (N-RBAC).
exchange and ends with an access control decision to SDNS tier two access con-tedo-i Ts--delpendent -u-pon -the
either allow the associaticn (with the appropriate LV) Global/Partition specified at tier one and is
or disallow the association. The resultant LV on uniquely defined for that given partition.
each end is used to filter data (PAL) on a per Mechanisms for separating inforiiation at this
Protocol Data Unit (PDU) basis. The results at tier nay or may not be hierarchical . An example I
either end could be different based upon the of a hierarchical structure at this tier is the
security policy of the local end. A simple example DoLl mandatory security policy of lop Secret,
is one where one end employs L-RBAC while the other Secret, Confidential, etc. Along with each of the
does not. In this case the resulting EVs may be partitions is a supporting national RBiAC interconnect
dissimilar. rule structure. (For exainple, permission to

communicate may depend merely on the existence of a
2.2.3 Access Control Model and Rules. Before the noa-null intersection between the two peers.)
rules oeFhe m -d--•Yc-Tn\Th-ed-PAA-prr1 iminary Within a partition is a single inLerpretation of
originator checks must be made in the context (if the national policy. Appl ication of tier two for
PAF. For F-Mail first there is a check to see if the Type IT world is left open for further study.
the intended recipient has posted public information.
In this case the PAA process (application of the The national RBAC evaluation for the hierarchi-
rules) begins once the sender has retrieved the cal levels and/or the non-hierarchical categories
recipient's public data. In other cases a connection results in the recording of the intersection in
is established with the intended recipient in order the EV for use in the PAE process. If a peer
to transfer FIRFELY certificates and start the PAA chooses not to enforce N-RBAC then a "don't care" is
process. The preliminary originator checks, in indicated by nulliny out all N-RBAC fields in that
non-E-Mail cases, begin when a PDU is recognized peer entity's FIREFLY certificate. If a peer
by the SDNS component. As an example, a check chooses to enforce N-PBAC and the intersection is
is made to see if an LV exists between this host null then communication is prohibited.
pair (select key against destination address plus
PAE rules). Other checks include some universal, 2.3.3 Local Rule Based Access Control (L-RBAC).
Type I or Type ii and Compromise Key List (CKI) SUNS tier-t-hreeAccess-Cntr-l-supports a-ineichanisii
inspection. to allow comiiunities within a partition to enforce

local rule-based security policies, in addition
If it has been determined that a new key is to a National RBAC. Local authorities establish

needed for an allowable host pair tne PAA process the policy for the use and interpretation of
must then be initiated. Again for E-Mail the PAA local RBAC.
process scenario is somewhat different. The sender
will perform the PAA process first and the recipient Compartients partition those accessing data at
will nol be involvecl until ne/she receives their mail. The locali-KnAC. lever . T ?ltvU capartfiit~ts may be

combined with the nationally defined hierarchical
The model is valid for ISO Layer 2, layer 3/4 security levels to determine access. As in all

boundary, and Layer 7 ([-Pail), in addition to cases where a particular tier of the model is
being appropriate in both the Type I and Type I1 implemented, there must be a non-null intersection
worlds. An important point regarding the niodel is of local-RBAC compartments ant appropriate security
that it is not intended to dictate order. There levels. If the intersection is null then the
are disjoint administrations which control the access association is disallowed.
information for their own domain. When entities
wish to talk across these administrations they need Should an intersection between peer entities
to do so in accordance with some defined IBAC exist then the information is placed in the EV for
procedure. enforcement during PAL. The per-PDU information

(security latl) is then compared with the infer-
2.3 INDIVIDULAL TIFR DISCRIPTIONS mation in the EV.

There areYourttiers to the Access Control
Model. They are briefly described in the sections 2.3.3.1 label ing. Since compartments (t-RBAC) as
which follow. well as rategories (N-RBAC) could apply across all

hierarchical levels a potential ambiguity exists
2.3.1 Global/Partition. At tier one, SDNS access representing this inforiiation directly in the
control-fei~nes a mechanism which divides the FIRIHIY certificate. If more than one hierarchical
population into disjoint partitions. Any SDNS bit is turned on it is not known whether all or
device with an "active" partition cannot talk to some of the compartments pertain to each level.
any SDNS device with a "different" active partition For example, Secret AR with just Top Secret is a
number. A persee/host can be a inember of only one possibility but, what could have been meant is
global partition per each individual FIREFLY Secret A and Top Secret B. Wc are currently
certificate. working on understanding and documenting th(

labeling system in use today. Siiiultaneously
Once the association has been determined to we are trying to devise a way of representing

have the same universal, a check at this tier will this inforiiation in the certificate and EV
need to be made against the intersection of active without any ambiguity.
partition "numbers". The results are recorded in
the [V along with an approval for the association 2.3.4 Local Identity Based Access Control. Tier
from this tier. If the partition numbers do not four of SI)NSN cess (.br-tol alliow lo6-l
have a match then the process is aborted. authority to specify identity based controls.

The FIREFLY certificate is the only source of
informiation for SDNS IRAC decisions. Some
communities may want iiore IBAC inforniation than
is contained in the certificate. If this is the
case, there are at least two additional methods
of data exchange. The first approach requires
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going to a third patty in rcal time by one or both of 3.4 PI R-PDU IN[ORMAI ION: FFI INITION AN1 USAGE
the pWatties in the assoLiation. An example of this lac-h S3 and '114 ]'DIJ • cudesa s'ecurity-label
is using a database external to the SUNS comlponent field and iniorination that identifies the
to determine whether the SONS association should he crypitographic association. An integrity mechanism
allowed. [fle seciond approa,.Jh is to negotiate tile protects all the Access Control information. lhe
IBAC between the parties making tile association, label is used to eelforce a check cI the security
lhis approa(h recognizes that it may be necessary level of the data against the security range
to base access control decisions on information not of the cryptographic association.
available within the FIRPFIY certificate and, as
such, may not have the same level o1 integrity. 3.5 R'I-[ IBASIIi ACCI.5S CONIROI

When National -R3AC isenforced, the intersect ion
3. LAYER 3/4 of the allowable security levels for non-hierarchical

compartments for the connection must not be null.
3.1 INTRODUCTION For I -RBAC there must be a release category in

At the network layer, hosts (which may, as a cotillon between the two poer entities (if release
special case, be gateways to other networks rather categories are used).
than endpoints for traffic) are the peers between
which SONS access control services are applied; Thle followinq rules must be followed to allow
in other words, the subjects and objects distinguistied connection of hosts with different levels of
with regard to differing access rights are hosts, certification and different classes of users and
not processes or indiviaual users within hosts, to prevent the cascading problem.
The information contained in the version of FIRFI Y ID
defined to identify a host is appropriate as an o llosts tan be interconnected as long as the
input to this granularity o0 access control decision, envi,omeient of the host with the highest
along with layer 3 per-PDU message header information level 0f trust is maintained. (it is
and control data structures (acc.ss control tables). a superset of the other host's level of
Subsequent subsections will define the fields within trust.)
a host FIREFLY ID, and specify relevant I ayer 3
per-PDU information. Once these prerequisites are o If the two hosts are not accredited at
defined, the final subsections will discuss how at the same level, thle higher level
SUNS components implement administration-imposed host tmust treat all data transmitted
rule-based and identity-based access control as as the highest level of data that the
functions of these inputs. lower level host can contain, or associate

a level of trust with each packet of
3.2 ACC[SS CONTROI. GRANULARITY FOR LAYER 3/4 data. Note that this requires a trusted
3.2.1 --Se-re-r-o-t-oc-l SP4. -SP4 lir-o-vides guard (probably human) to verify and
coniunica-tion betw.een Trnsport Service Accost perform the write-dowr back to the
Points (TSAPs); however, the protocol group has correct level.
stated that they believe that the access corntrol
decisions would be the same in Layer 4 as in Layer 3-- 3.6 IDENTITY BASED ACCESS CONTROL kIRAC)
they would just be performed on different objects. AccessCo-n-tro- E-n--I-tsW r-t-wh o di-stinct

steps: 1) authentication, and 2) authorization.
SP4 is a proposed addendum to the connection The FIREFIfY ID and the PAA protocol provide

and conneetionless ISO Transport Protocols, DIS8073 aulhenticatien. The PAE ensures that the
and DIS8602. As an addendum, SP4 is not an integral authontication is maintained for tile entire
part of ISO TP, but is an optional extension that association. The Source Address/Destination
provides security services. Tihe SP4 addendum Address in the Protocol Data Unit (PDti) and tie
proposes a new TPDU, called Security Encapsulation cryptographic separation provided by the algorithms
or SE-TPRIJ, that encapsulates all other TPDUs are sufficient to maintain authentication at this
suosequent to protocol processing functions. The level. Authorization can be done in many different
SF-TPDE I conforts to the structure of TVOUs specified ways in SUNS. Once the identity is provided by
in ISO TP DIS8073. The heading of the SE-TPDU the PAA exchange, this identity can be used to
includes a variable length label field that can grant rights or privileges to the host. All
be used for Access Control decisions. rights granted at this stage must be subject to the

constraints of the RBAC or National Policies as
3.2.2 Secure Protocol 3_(S'3). The SP3 eroposal mentioned.
provides auti'c-tca-t-on oT-NSAPs instead of TSArs -
SP3 Sulpports both RBAC and IDAC decisions. SP3 4. LAYER 7 ELECTRONIC MAlE
is not expected to have an impact on the surrounding
protocols, so limitations of the labeling by the 4.1 INTR)DUDCTION
other protocols is not a factor. SP3 provides a AsYaF rsul1tof the overall scope of SONS Phase I,
security label that is independent of the underlying the Access Control issues and mechanisms discussed
network protocol. The TPDU security label may be in this section relate to electronic mail and are
mapped inte the SP3 security label if access is not necessarily applicable to protection of other
authorized, application layer services (e.g., FTAM). Different

application layer services may require different
3.3 11 FIELD: DKIINITION AND USAGE Access Control services and mechanisms. In

The-ItREFIY-I-D M'UST p-ro-v-ithe following particular, the store and forward delivery character-
information: istic of electronic mail introduces a number of

o The security levels and fields to support special issues which do not apply to an environment
the model in Section 2 of this document. in, which peer entities conmtunicate directly in real-

time. On the other hand, certain characteristics and
o Environmental and certification information issues discussed here are likely to be relevant to

for RBAC (if enforced). other application layer SUNS services addressed in
the future: the placement of application layer

o A unique identity for authentication, peers at the top of the layered protocol hierarchy
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virtually dictates that application layer SUNS section.) Originator and recipient UAs do not, iii
functions will be integrated within a host computer general, conrrrunicate in realtime; as a result, the
or within a peripheral associated with a host irformation contained in a recipient's (erti i sate
Comrruter, not in a device interposed on the (as posted on a server or bulletin board system) riust
Computer's network interface connection. In order he sufficient tu allow an originator to periorm any
to support applir:ation layer SDNS functions, users desired access control checks.
must rely on processing performed within hosts.

4.3 ID FIliD: DIIINITION AND USAGIThe access control services discussed here are -it is ihpirop,-iate to c-,'i-ider the means by
relevant only to tire protection of electronic mail which users are idenItified within X.400 mail , as
traffic between user entities. They are not identifyinrg fields in X.400 message headings rusr-
applicable to the protection of control traffic be associated with I[IRLFLY ID fields. X.420 notes
passed between the internal application layer peer that t -Mdil users nay he identif ied in two ways:
entities which exchange control traffic among SDNS with an Originator/Rrcilrient (O/R) narrr (a construct
components, or to the control traffic passed between formally defined in X.411) or with a free-torrrr
SDNS corrponent interral application layer entities name; for universal applicability in SDNS, urse
and the Key Management System (KMS). Moreover, of tie O/R name is assumed. Three variant forms'rr
they are not applicable to control of access frorr of OR names are defined, but the latter two are
an originator SUNS component to an intermediate intended for sper:ial purposes (support for X.121
black network corrronent souh as a mail or dir'ectory addressing or Telex interoperaobility), arid thie
server. Since such controls would not involve first variant is clearly tire appropriate choice for
peer SDNS components at both ends of a lath, they consideration by SDNS.
are outside the SDNS pur view.

lotr SDNS plrposes, it is proposed that a4.2 ACCESS CONTROL AND ELECTRONIC MAIl user's ID as represented in a certificate contoin
At-the jp-plT-tion-layer,-the-peers between tire followirry O/R rarire corrponents: Country Name,

which SDNS access control services are ap p l ied are Administration Dorain Name, Organization Name,
User Agent (UA) processes, cerresponding to Organizational Unit Names (this cmi'ornent may be
individual users, within end system hosts. SDNS nu1l it Organizational Drint Namres are nm)t used
functions will be integrated within the UAs, which within the particular Organization), arid Personal
aro instantiated to support identified individual Name. Note that this identifies a user in terrrs
users. It is reasonable and consistent, therefore, of organizational affrliation, not mailbox address,
to provide security services at irer-user grarularit),. and hence does roft prreclude user rrobility.
The information contained in the version of I IRIfII.
ID defined to identify a user/entity within a host 4.4 i'IP-Pi)U INIORMAIION: DiIINITION AND USAGE.
is appropriate as an input to this granularity of Tire-v-lme of-tie--CCITT-specified-ns-itivity
access control decision, a w.l. .. .. Lo, ,. ... .. 7 i--miIU 1,,u,'_irt rUr durir, i ierd iS nestricted 1r 0rre C i
message header information and control data thiret, possililiti's (Personal, Private, and
structures (access control tables, possibly Company Cono idential ) . This set of opt ions
supported by servers). A subsequent subsection will does not correspond appropriately to the hicrarchic
specify relevant Layer 7 per-PDii information, and levels enforced hy SUNS PRAC in a lype I environment.
will discuss how control data structures are used. Thrrefore the SDNS proposed chanqjes to X.4?O include
In composition, these mechanisms allow SDNS an additional security label field.
components to inrplcaent administration-imposed
rule-based access control (RBAC) and identity-based 4.5 RUH PASID ACCISS CONiROL-
access control (IBAC). 4.5.1 Inter-User RPAC Issur's-. On initial consider-

at ion, PRAC enfor-crerrent for' -- Mail appears s impl er_
4.2.1 Types of Access Control Policies. Identity- than PRAC enforcermrnt for host-level peers at the
based, adrrrnii-tFza-tieo~nhi~lho- d [-.Mai1 a-ccess controls network or transport layers, since no interconnect
incorporated in application layers SUNS modules can rules arcr needed to constrain corrrrrrtrnications betweenr
constrain mail dataflows in accordance with pairs of hurrrarr users. Fach user is "trusted" to
locally-defined policies (e.g., "who is user A process and correctly seqregate information at airy
allowed to send rrail to?") Rule-based policies can level up to aird including his/iier hignest clearance.
also be appropriate at the E-Mail appl ication layer. The absence of interconnect r1les ,etweeri hrman
In a multi-level host with appropriate inter-user users does not imply that no ROAC mecnanisrrs are-
segregation mechanisms, the differing access appropriate. While it is legitimate for a Tb-
rights of users with different clearances (as cleared user to send a message to a Secret-cleared
defirred by the users' F]RFIi.Y IDs) can he distin- user, such a message should not contain any
guished by application layer SDNS modules. A informalioei designated with Sensitivity highr'r than
particular SUNS instantiation rmay perform neither, Secret. A sending SDNS UA can collect clearance
either, or both types of controls; where identity- inforMation from certificates of a iressage's
based and rule-based controls are active, both designated recipients, (can compute tihe intersectionr
sets of checks rmust succeed before access is granted. with the sender's privileges, and can display

that inforiraticir to a sending user. (Note, however,
4.2.2 Imnpact oi Store-and-lorward Del ivery. The if implemented this way, this functieo requiresr';
store-and-forward delivery m-ode ccharacteristic of that recipient's certificates be cached or collected
[-Mail is incompatible with access control in realtirrie.)
mechanisms which depenrd on a second exchange
after the initial peer-peer exchrange of FIREFLY further, tire UA can verify the relation belween
quantities. (When network or transport layer the level provided in the certificate and the
SDNS services are errployed in addition to application level at which the UA process is executing. For
layer E-Mail services, post-FIREILY excha,rges may exarrule, a sinrgle-lcvcrl UA running at the TS level
occur between the lower layer peers protecting should not transmit mail to a recipient whose
segments of the store-and-forward path supporting certificate iqdicates Secret or lower clearance,
E-Mail transfer, but this is independent of the although a multi-level UA spanning the !S and
aphplication layer mechanisms discussed in this Secret levels could transmit Secret mail to such
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official channels and will be delivered to a (establishment, updating) and distribution
CFE either, electronical]y, over the network, of its CFE's network address/ translation
or physically iin a Data Key device. This database.
CiE-to-CFE FIREFLY cxchange accompl i shes
decentral i zed traffic key generation and Communications- Interfaces- The CFE is
access authorization; allowing continued normally installed in a network access
secure operation of the network during the communications link between a host computer
contingency mode when a central and a packet switch (also known as an
administrative/control node is out-of- Interface Message Processor, or simply IMP).
service or i:; unreachable. Each individual The host is characterized a. a data terminal
CFE in the system will "keep book" on up to equipment (DTE), the IMP as a data circuit
1000 permitted crypto-connections so that iU. terminating equipmeoat (DEE) . The CFE's
need not go to the CCP for permission, or it physical interfaces conform to RS-449 and
need not execute a CFE-CFE FIREFLY exchange, MIL-S')D-I58-114A. The link protocol (level
for connections previously authorized during 2) is LAPB . The network access protocol
the same crypto period. (level 3) is the DDN "Sztandard Service"

version of X .25 . Over . .25 the CFE will
Access Control- CANFWARE's Trusted Computing support Internet Protocol (IP, MIL STD
Base rigorously enforces Mandatory Access 1777) The above "external" protocol suite
Control (MAC) to ensure that data passed

frm os-t-hst wil wthnIh is Implemented on both the Red and Blackfrom hasyh-to-host will •e within thce sides of the CFE In addition, CANEW4ARE
security range, and (ompliant to th sexds ofther GE t Tn addition, A Aexecutes other "internal" protocols to
compartmentalization permitted, for that accouimodate its own Host -CFE, CFE-CFE, and
particular host-pair communication . MAC CFF-CGP transactions. These include end-to-
credentials will be included in each CFG's end encryption protocols, status messages,
FIREFLY vector set and will be reciprocally configuration data, etc.
transf-erred during the CFE-to-GEE FIREFLY
exchange . MAC will support 8 security
levels and over 100 compartments.. The MAC's SDNS Relaticrships- Secure Data Network
w'11 be enforced by the CFEI:=, be operative System (SDNS) is a current NSA sponsored
in both the normal and contingency modes, program wihh the objecttve of tevelcping and
and canr not be overridoen . Discretionary progmoting s ty ab htct ure se andapromoting seca•rity azchiteeture se-indards
Access Control (DAC) privileges will be for a wide variety of data communications,
managed and distributed by the CCP. DAC mWy particularly packet switched networks
further constrain MAC but may not upgrade (PSN I's) and local area networks (LANIs). it
the mandatory limits. DAC will specify which is expected that sfe resulting standards and

CFE pairs can intercox,,municate and which technology will dnminata future secure data
pairs cannot . Again enforcement is a CEE network systtcms and equipment . SDNS
responsibility. Each GFE will mairtain an compatibilitw./ intecopeoability is a program
include/exclude list of possible objective. It is a do-sign goal of CANNWARE
connections. The CCP will update the list to comply with the evolving standards of
when appropriate. Only when an addressee is SDNS - If CANEWARE's leading schedule
not cn either list will a CFL need to disallows SDNS interrperability for the
request permission to open a connectiun. In initial CFE c.quipmer.- the design will
a contingency situation (when the CCP or its provide for la,-c accommodation via software
alternate is unreachanle) the CFE 'ill update . An SDNS ielated effort is the
comply with the resident include/exclude levelopment Cf a Xty Managenent Center
list; r. connections (those with no list (.KMC) . T1.e KQC ,i.1). be established and
entry' 1 1- permitted but tagged for operated by NSA to pzovide FIREFLY keying
later irting to the CCP which might material for the" o.-ta world. CANEWARE will
ey revoke intercommunication u,. this facility to otbtaii its FIREFLY key

behavior is also a MAC vectors. Inas will exploit the economies-
GCAEWARE will authenticate the of-scale achievable by such a "public

C - ansfer of security labels and utility'; apf-reach to key management vis-a-
th source addresses. vis the establishment or key distribution

center.' dedicated to individual communitiesManitor.i,', t ,•_d Coontro___l- The GEE's and CCP's of CANELARE users.

cooperatively capture an e.-ensive in) of

security events (security range viclations,
illegal connection atteopts, alarm 5.0 PERFORMANCE -
occurrencer, etc .) . CCP's maintain a CANEWARE will provice "high perform--ance"
coaprelens;ive data base of those system security services to eliminate encryption
events to provide an auuit trail of choke points ix, the netwo-k . The basic
attempted or inadvertent security performance determining paramecers forviojations. For CFE's within its domain, X.25 operations are:
the CCP can request health/status infor-
ration and can initiate various security and Input/Output Rate - to 1.544 Mbs
communications tests (.,arm tests, loop-back
tests, etc .) The CCI' operator establishes Data Throughput - >750 Fbs
thresholos for reporting system and s-.ecurity
event 0 udit data . The CCP operator can Packet Rate -130 Packets/sec
assign configuration parameters (data rates,
protocol options, RS-449 options, etc.) and Processing Delay - <15 ms;
cause theme to be downline loaded to its-
community of CFE's . Fully secure inter- Note that the above parameters are for full-
domain communications ale managed by duplex operation; the equipment can sustain
CCP-ro-CCGI coordination . A major thoee rates; while simultaneously processing
responslbilit> of the CCP is the maintenlance trcffic in both directions . Processing
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FIG, 1. CANEWAFtE Front End Mlock Diagram

techniques are designed to enhance perfor- 7 .0 SUMMARY OF CANEWARE FEATURES -The
mance. For example, permanent network and following is a summary listing of th( of the
cryptographic connections are supported for principal features o± tne CANEWARE system:
critical and frequent addressees to reduce
set-up time. *Packet Switched Network Security

*High Speed Architecture
6.0 IMPLEMENTATION and OPERATION -FIGURE 1 -Throughput >750 Kbs, F/D
is a block diagram of the CFE hardware. -130 packc-s/soc, c7I
dei,,t iual RED and BLACK side Protocol

Processors each incorporate an MC68020 32- *DOD IP/X.25 Protocol Suite
bit microprocessor and supporting
electronics . The Crypto-Processor's main *Access Control
functions are encryption, decryption, key
variable storage, FIREFLY operations, and *Extensive Built-in Test
alarms . The Crypto-Processor uses several
custom VLSI chips . The Network/Host I/0 *Configurable I/O, Communications,
hardware is also identical on both the RED and Security options
and BLACK sides (software is different) .
The principal 7/0 tasks are data flow- *Cryptographic Data Protection
control at the externai interfaces and
to/from the crypto-processor . These *Multi-Level Security (B2 COMPUSEC)
functions are performed by a custom VLSI
rnulti-cnanre] DMA controller, specialized *State-of-the-Art FIREFLY Key
physical and link level I/0 chips, and Management
support electronics. The equipment includes
a front panel key pad and an 80-character 8.0 fRON•_MN STTUSFUTPRE -
display, to facilitate a menu-driven The CANEWARE program is targeted at 1990
operator interface . CANEWARE's custom production of operational eqoi pment The
software includes approximntely 45K lines of development schedule is:
code for the CFE and 20K lines of code for
the CCF I The CCP also incorporates CFE
commercial opera 'ng system and data base - Prototype Available 988
management software . Subscribeo hosts are - First E-model CFE 1986
"trusted" to properly label all outgoing -Hardware/Software
data with its security classification. This Integration -August 1988
implies hosts have a COMPUSEC rating
commensurate with the range of data that CCP
they are handling. This label is placed in - Hardware/Software
the Internet Protocol Security Option (IPSO) Integration -August 1988
field of the datagram. The host is expected
to provide a reliable tran-;port protocol SYSTEM
above IP to absure that host-to-hosýt dal-a is - CUE/CCP Integration -Cot. 1986
reliably delivered. - System verification -March 1939

FUTURE
- In the future it is c-pected that the
CANEWARE "product line" will be expanded
to include; GATEWAYS, LAN ENCRYPTORS, and
TE14MINAL ACCESS EQUIPMENT.
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Ina Flo: The FDM Flow Tool
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A neiv information flow tool for the Ina Jo specification and contains an example denionsL rtiing MLS,
language is described. The flow tool is built into the Ina
Jo lang-uage processor, and generates flow conjectures 2. Information Flow in Ina Jo Spccificattions
that are proven with the Interactive Theorem Prover.
The flow tool is being used for covert channel qnaly-is in The term -infcrrnation flow" applied to a state machine
ongoing AlI development projects. model refers to flow of information from one entity in somei

su'me to another (possibly the same) entity in a subsequent state.
1. Introduction and Overview In the Ina Jo language the entitics from which inftrmation may

flow are variables and formal paramecters of tran.;orms. The
The Formal Deveicopment Method (FDM) includes the Inal entities to whic~h information rm.y fl~ow are variab~les. State

Jo- fon-nal specification language, a processor for the Ina Jo transitions are modeled by transformis.
language, and the Interactive Theorem Prover (lITP). for prov-Anipesetamntothdfntonf fnaining theorems generated by the Ina Jo language processor. ForAnircsetamntfthdentonfifomin
more infor-matinn abouw FDM see 161, 1111. 1121. and 1131. flow used in MLS is as follows:

Ina Flo, ati information flow tool for the Ina Jo ()If the new value of y depends on the old value of Y. s'-en
specificafinn !agae a~id, covert -hanne'l ;tfl4tv~ii of mul- information flows from x to y (written x --- y).
tilevel secure (ML.S) systems. Ina Ho is built into the Ina Jo I is assumed that y is a declared variable. Its new value is the
language processor, and ;s invoked either with a command-line value it has after the effect of a transforni. It is further assumed
flag to the Ina Jo processor, or by including a flag in the that x is either a variable or a transform formal parameter
specification. Ina Flo accepts the entire Ina Jo language, (transform formal parameters, are treated as revd-only vari-
although certain features of the Ina Jo laniguage are not amen- ahles). The old value of x is the value it had before the
able to automated flow analysis. These feature!, are discussed transform. I'lie meaning of the phrase -depend% on" is deter-
in se~tion 2.1. mined by the semantics of the specification language.

Ina I-lo acttually includes two flow tools. One, henceforth The lattice model 121 is built into MIS, to the extent that
called AILS, is simnilat to those descrtbed in i51 and 11(01. and MISý assumes (and forces the user to prove) that the security
also has sitnilarities to Mitre's Flow Table Generator 191. The policy included in a specification is a lattice. Therefore, the fol-
other implemnirts the Shared Resource Matnx. approach 17). lowing rule may be used for determining security-
Only the AVlS toiol is discussed inii his, paper.

We believe In.. Flo is unique amiong automtated flow tools d fominates MLs secueifad nyif).,_abI

for its scope: it accepts the entire Ina Jo language, including dmntsMS-ae~~)

nondcter'iinistic specitications; it accepts arbitrary (latticc- In other words, infoo-nation may sectire'y flow to entities at the
bamed) security policies, including variable labels: it provides same or higher levels, but not to entities at lower (or inconipar-
varying levels of supprwt, dcpending on completeness of the able) levels. Ibis rule introduces the MLS Label of a vari-
security policy %pecification. able, which represents the variable's sensitivity label. atid the

Infrmaionflo inInaJo pe~icaion idisu~w in relatiosn dominat~es, which represents, an arbitrary user-
Ieu nformaetion flo pin Jo specli ficantis a d gis di usel ine fo s .pecifitd partial order relation on sensitivity' labels. A more

th set on 2. l_ Section 4 p des crtibeslui prenient s ad idli forIn Fl rigorous statement of the flow model in Ina Flo is in prepara-

that helps in writing deterministic specifications. The Appewndix
summarizes the parts, of the Inat Jo language used in this paper.

111C W'-r T -lk,Ttid (in htc wv% vitil~incd by ih ISc

Ina .Li t a ITrj,-u,,.g1 'ot t Ininy% (urp'r.! in
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2.1. Nondeterminism and Incorlpleteness and that the set SC must contain a least upper bound and a
greatest lower bounod.

It is not always possible to determine precise dcpendencie:s

between old and new values of variables, becalse Ina Jo To make this definition practical, user: must be provided

specifications may be nondeterministic. For example, if the the means to speceify security policies. For MIS this is done by

effcot of a transform is N"A = N"B then A and B havc the building into the specification language the capability to

same new value, but nothing is known abrout this value, other specify:

than its type. Every state variable might be referenced in deriv-
ing this new value. Therefore, it may be possible to infer some- (I) a set of sensitivity labe.• (security classes),

thing about the old value of any variable from the new value of (2) an ordering relation for these labels,
A (or F3), and ihus there are potential flows from every variable
to Aand to B. (3) a label assol-iated with each variable and transform.

Another example of a nondeterministic effect is: t; "X The mechanisms for doing these things are described in the fol-

I I N "X = 2. Here the new value of X is certainly I or lowing subsections. Sec 141 for details.
2, but the specification doe.s not tell us which, nor how the
choice is made. Again any state variable may be referenced in 3.1.1. Declaring Labels
deciding whether the new value of X is 1 or 2, so there arepotential flows from every variable to X. Any declared constant or variable may be used as a label,

with the restriction that each label must have type

In our limited experience with the flow tool to date we MS I,abc i . This type name is built into MIS, hut it is not

have not found it useful to generate flow conjectures for built into the Ina Jo proec.sor. Therefore the user must declare

transforms with nondeterministic flows. Therefore, MIS pro- Mt,S_ Label explicitly. MLSLabel may be any

duces a false conjecture for transforms that contain nondeter- unspecified or specified type. Examples of valid declarations of

ministic flows, along with a list of the nondeterministic flows. MIS_Label arc

We plan to make this behavior optional, since there may be TYPE MI,S LabeI

cases in which nondeterministic flows can be proven secure, TYPE MLS_Labl - (U, C, S, TS)

e.g., when all nondeterministic flows are to System Hligh. In
guicial, die flow too! user wiii ;ikeiy find it miore usefui to defter 7 'i i. C.'as - (.u, c, , ":,)

covert channel analysis to a lower (deterministic) level of Category,

specification. Nondeterminism is discussed further in section 4. Cate-ioi ies = Set of Cat-egory,
MLS_ Label = Class >< Categories.

Another difficulty in trying to do information flow analysis

of Ina Jo specifications is that they need not be functionally 'lire first example leaves MtS_Label completely unspecified;

complete. That is, an Ina Jo specification need not represent it will presumably be specified more fully either with axioms or

every operation that may be performed by an inplepmentation, at a lower level of specitication. The second example dcclares

See part IV(C) of Ill for a discussion of this point. Ina Flo lM,,; Itabe I to be an enumerated type with four values. 'Ihe

obviously cannot find flows in operations that are not specified third example matches the usual notion of security labels in the

as transforms, so use of Ina Flo on incomplete specifications is paper world.

not advisable. 3.1.2. Ordering the Labels
3. The MLS Flow Tool "lThe user must specify the relation doin i nit ' ; if AMIS is

MI-S generates conjectures (one for each transform) that, if to generate flov, conjectures; otherwise A10; gcnerates lihts of

true, guarantee that no storage channels are in the specified sys- flows, a:s in 181. 11om i nat.cs may be specified partially or

tern. Realistically, some flow conjectures will usually not be fully with axioms., lHowever, the specification ntu.st include

provable; these represent potential covert channels, for which enough information to prove the following conjectures, which

manual analysts will be iecessary. Elven if all the conjectures ensturc t(at the specification' security policy is a lattice:

are true, there is t) assurance that an itiplcrontri tion wiil riot (1) A'" l .v: NI.S, l.ab 1 ( dom inat '."; (.1 y:1 i , I cv)

have storage channel%, unless the code is formally shown to (2) A"lev: M.- 1,alav (I dointnii:;( ftv, Sy:;sjo)
perform all and only the actions specified as na Jo transforms. ( 3) A" I cv: Mt; l,.c__It1 ( dominiat t-.; j,.v, I ev)

(4) A" I:vl, 1lev: MI,S Lob1e (

3.1. Specifying a Security Policy d,,mii.3i, eft .l ,v1, 1, V
6 dkrirrat es(lev2, i,.vl)

Following Denining 121, an information flow policy is -> I,-v] - Iov2 )
defiped by a lattice (SC., dorninat.s), where SC is a set of secu ,f A" 1 evl, I .v2, l,'v 3: 1-1.S 3 1 oeu I
rity classes, and dominate.. is a binary relation partially erdering domi noa (:s f clv I , I,.v?)

the Llasses of SC. From this definition it follows irintcedlatcly , d',,ri ri-s (I v?, (2v 3)

that dominates must be reflexive, tr;msitive and anti symmetric, -> doi n.t t's (lv] , 1 I v 3) )
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(1) asserts that Syaft i is the least tipper bound of the set If Flow i is the flow frmn Source, to Target, under con-
defined by the type MLS -_Label, and] (2) asserts that Sysi-ci dition Condi.then Secure (Flow_) is defined as
is the corresponding greatest lower bound. The labels Sysiti CIn

and Sy sLo arc built into MIS, but are not built into the Ina Jo Con NeIfMSLbe(agt

proc~essor, so they must be explicitly dcclaied as constants (or dominates MLS_Label (Soux-ce)

zero-state definitions) of type MLS_Label. (3) asserts that TeMSLblfnto ae vral rrntnr
dorninat-es is reflexive, (4) that it is anti -symmetric, and (5) TehLae ueintksa(aibeo rnfr
that it is transitive. The five conjectures are built into MLS as parameter) name and retturns a Clearance_-Expression.

assmpton', ut he ar no biltino te IP.Exaple fl- ih-e New -of function takes a Clearance_EFxpression
asulo n twutte;r o uitit h TP xmlsfl and returns the same Clearance-Expression, with all

TYPEMLS abelvariable references replaced with N" variable references. If

CONTAN Sytti Syto:NLSLablany Target or source, does n ot have an associated label,

dominates (MT,S_LabelMLSLabel) :boolean the-n the conjecture generated for that transform will be
Fal1se, and all the flows for that transform will be listed, as in

This is the minimum that must be specified if you want MLS to 11
produce flow conjectures. The type NLSLabel is
unspecified, as are labels Syst-i and Sys-Lo and the relation In addition to the flow conjectures, MLS forces the user to
dominates. The conjectures (1)-(5) will usually not be prove the assumptions (1) - (5) listed in section 3.1.2, to ensure

provable unless they are included as axioms in the specification. that the infoitmation built into MIS follows fronm the
TYPE MLS Label - (Ui, C, S, TS) specification.
DEFiNE S yasi ==TS,

Sys~o U4. The MLS Preprocessor
domninates(ll,12:MLS_ Label, == 11 >= 32

The lIna Jo language allows many forms of nondetermnin-

Sysiti and SysLo are defined to be the greatest and least ele- ism. We pointed out earlier (.section 2.1) that whenever a state

ment, respectively, of type MLS_Labe1, and domi na t es is transition is nondeterministic, the flow tool makes the consera-

define~d by the '5=' operator. Since the ITP knows that t>" ive (i.e., secure) assumption that an implementation may refer-

is a partial order, conjectuies, (1)-(5) will be provable from this ence (the image of) eveiy state variable. Therefore, it is impor-
d'-l andthe hre defnitonstant that a pec'ific~tion intended for flow analysis be as deter-

typc eclaration an h he eiiin.ministic as possible.

3.1.3. Associating Labels with Variables and We have developed a preprocessor, henceforth called
Transforms PREMI.S, which can be used to ensure that some forms of non-

To permit the association of security labels with variables detenninism do not appear in the specification seen oy the Ina

and transforms, it wvas necessary to extend the syntax of the Ins Jo processor. PREMIS is invoked via a comnmand-line flag to

Jo language. In the following example, SysLo is. a constant, the inaj c, mmand, and acts as a filter: it reads an Ina Jo

p is a formal parameter, and each of the other identifiers is a soecificat iou uld produces a new, presumably more determinis-

variable. tic, specifica. on. In the remo'inder of thii section we discuss

CLEAANC Obect@ Ojec LeelPREMIS, and present guidelines for writing deter-ministic
CLEAANCE Obiet f Obict~eelspccifications.

Obje'ct _ Level @ S'sl~o,
Bufter (p1 @ ProcLevel p) PkEMLS makes deterministic specifications easier to write

This declares object to have (variable) security class (and read) by providing short-hand notation for certain expres-
Obet lveObeteelt hv (ostn) CUsion forms required by the Ina Jo sentantics of No-change.2 The

riy class Sysl,o. and Buffer (p) to have (variable) secti- User writes a nondcterministic tna Jo, specification, and
rity class Proc_-Level p1) (for all p in the proper domnain). PREML'S tries to make the spccification deterministic by aug-
Eocfi of the expressions on the right side of the '@' must be a menting transform effects with No-change clauses, which assert
ClearanceExpression,defined in 141. that somec variables do not change under some conditions.

3.2.Conectues enertedPREMLS performs two kind& of No-change augmentation often
3.2.Conectues enertedregarded by Ina Jo users as tedious to do manually and unneces-

MISý generates a single flow conjecture for each transform sarily diflicult to reacd. This augmentation oyccurs only in
in a level. This conjecture is of the form t~ransfortm effects. The rest of a shecification will be unchanged.

Cr iter ia & 'I rvar iarnts & Effect Use of I'REMLS is not required; PREMISý is merely a con-
venience fur specification writer uinaccuistomed to the Ina Jo

Secure(Flow,) & ... & Secuie(Flow I_____________
161 and l91 bhjth mctudc discussions ot Ina Jo Nu rhange s'"naotits. aid ex

MLS &"~, not Icsoitly nrakc ust of Lh trniv -, aam symmerin c rvrc plair swhy the tna Jo corvention is prckrabfe for fonrio spe~irts - ion w the noit
tiesof dominates. 1xiire ,ccurucnce- conscuri,, of SPECIAL, ccnr though the tatter is nion omn

vennici.
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language. Any specification that could be presented to MLS via the stute The problem here is again that the semantics of no-
PREMLS could also be presented to MLS directly, by writing a change do not agree with this interpretation. Making the Ina Jo
deterministic specification in the first place. meaning of this example explicit, we have

4.1. Augmentation of Array Updates (10) ( Exception_1 -> N"Error - El
& N"State - N"State

Consider the effect <> Exception_2 => N"Error = E2
& N"State = N"State

(1) N"A(x) - y <>

This is a nondeterministic specification of the new value of <> N"State = Some_expression
state variable A. The above expression means: & N"Error = N"Error)

(2) A"i:Tvpe-of-x ( from which one can see that every case leaves some part of the
N"A(i) = ( i &- x -> y <> N"A(i) ) new state undefined. This may be the intention of the

In English this says that, in the new state, the xth element of specification writer, but giving such a specification to Ila Hlo

variable A has a known value (namely, the old value of y), but would probably be a waste of time, because MLS would assumethat information flows frogm every state variable to State in --
every other element of A has an unknown value. (N"A ( i ) = tha Enf-ption cas from every state variable to State in

N"A (i) is a standard Ina Jo way of indicating an unknown the E -ption cases, and from every state variable to Error
in the final case.value; all we know about N"A (i) is that it is equal to itself.)

It is often the case that a specification writer wishes to The intent of (9) is more commonly

indicate that a finite number of elements of a parameterized (11) Exceptionl -> N"Error = El
variable may change, with all other elements unchanged. One & NC" (State)

way of doing this is: <> Exception_2 => N"Error = E2
& NC"(State)

(3) A"i:Type-of-x ( >..
N"A(i) - ( i = x => y <> A(i) <) > N"State = Some expression

The difference between (2) and (3) is that (3) specifies & NC"(Erreor )
N"A (i) = A (i) for all but the single element that is expli- PREMLS augments conditionals as necessary to change expres-
citly changed. Therefore, (3) is entirely deterministic. sione like (9) into e;xpressions like (! I). !.: general, PREMLtS

ensures that each branch of a particular conditional modifies the
orEm exemplifieds by xpressonswlikev to avoid det infustio same variables as every other branch of that conditional. Thisfo~rm exemplified by (3). However, to avoid any confusion is true for every conditional in every transform effect (but not

about which semantics are expected by the specification writer, for conditionals in maps or constraints). PREML5 does not
PREMLS will perform this expansion only if the expression in(I s nloe n rckt:ensure that every branch modifies the same elements of the i?
(1) is enclosed in o~rackets: same variables; th t is an unsolvable problem, so PREMLS
(4) IN"A(x) - y] ignores parameters when augmenting conditional expressions.
A specification could thus include both kinds of no-change For example, given the expression
semantics. Expression (1) will not be expanded, and will be (12) ( -1 => N"W(a) "- 32
interpreted by the flow tool as (2). Expression (4) will be <> B2 => N"X(b) = 33
expanded to the deterministic expression (3). <> N"V = 0

We call these bracketed expressions array updates. Note PREMLS would produce

that the brackets are not part of the Ina Jo language, so a (13) B1 => N"W(a) = 32 & NC"(X,V)
specification that contains array updates must go through the <> 32 -> N"X(b) = 33 & NC"I(W,V)

preprocessor before it can be submitted to the Ina Jo processor. <> N-v - 0 & NO'(wX) )

The general form of an array update and further examples are which is still nondeterministic. If the specification were instead
presented in 141. (14) ( B1 => [N"W(a) = 32)

<> B2 => [N"X(b) = 33)
4.2. Augmentation of Conditionals <> NV = 0 )

An Ina Jo transform typically represents some system then PREMILS would produce the deterministic specification
function that either performs a state changing action, or (15) t 131 -> A"i:1Typeof _a ( N"W (i) =
"retums" an error code. For e, ample, consider the effect ( i - a -> 32 <> wj(i) ))

& NC' (X,V)
(9 ) ( E x ce pt io n 1 => N "E r ro r - E l & 2 > " :o ( " )

<> B2 => A"i:Typo_of_13 ( N"X(i) =<> Exception 2 -> N"Error = E2 ( = -b => 33 <> X(i)
<& NC".(W,V

<> N"State - Some expression & NC" (,X)
<> N"V = 0 & NC"(W,X))

We would like to be able to interpret this as saying that if any
error condition occurs, then signal the error, otherwise update
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S. Summary Design Verification: Some SCOMP Examples", Odys-
sey Research Associates, 1984.

The Ina Flo flow tool is currently being used on at least
one internal and one external A f 131 development project. We 1101 Rushby, J., "The Security Model of Enhanced HDM",
expect the internal project to suggest improvements in the SRM Computer Science Laboratory, SRI International,
towl; one external project has aheady suggcsted numerous August 1984.

imnrovef n the Mi L too o toakl, and we expect to continue 1111 Scheid, I., S. Anderson, R. Martin, S. lHlohsberg, "ThtIrefining the M LS tool to m ake it m ore useful for A I cove rtI a J p c fc t o a g a -e R f r n e M nanchanel aalyss.lna Jo Specification Languag:e Reference Manual -
channelanalysis. Release I", TM 6021/001/02, System Development

One area where improvements will be made is in handling Corporation, January 1986.
variable security labels. We believe MLS is now secure, but it Ii2] Scheid, J. and S. Holtsberg, "Ina Jo Definition". TM
is too conservative, in that the conjectures it generates for vari- 7527/016/0), System Development Corporation, March
able labels are often much stronger than necessary to ensure 1986.
security. The appendix includes an example of this.
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VARlABLE2 T(he features of thie sqpecilicalion inl Hglgui 1 1t2t we wishAt
ObJect. , Ruffer (Process) :% t1 poin ut
CurtI Pr er.: 1rYoc es s ,
Object _level: M45 Label (I The llaj 1,i appeal' or) the LOvO L line. lTis causl~eK

CLAPNEthe lena 4i. processvr to invoke MI1S oni level
CLEARA14CLTo;) t evo I.

Object @ Object._Level,
B~ut forx (p1 @ Proc Level p) , (2) Thiere art dcc' arations for M!.S Label., Ibmis] ictos,
CurlT 1_PLoc @ SYSLo, Scab I1 and uiys..-o. Fach of' iiest naines ts built into
Object _Level @ Syato MIS bit ht not into the Insi JO prtOCCsor- itself, so0 they m1ust

AX 014be dec laredW in the specificatUnl if7 they arc tkt ixc Used.N

A"lev : HbitS _Label( Porin]tates (2ev, 1ev) ,(3) The label assigned to bt ftcr is, a vari-thie.
&A" 1ev: Ml.S Label (Dominates (Speslti. leo) TrcLve'.Ihe zimpliciltions, ofthius arc discus~sed

& A"lev: MlSLabel (Domi nates (1ev, Sya 1,o) Iafter figure 2.
& )s"ll,12:MLSLabel ( Dominates(i1.12)

& Dmiats (2,1)(4) The three Sissulp-ions buil! int, MIS-1 we explicitly

& A~ii 12,1:145 abel1 Doiae (12, specified. If thecy wecrr rot, the correspornding; con jecwrz.s
& lil 2 1-WS &ae Domi nates (12 , 132 generated 1,y WiS wvould (probably] int be provable. Tlve

&> Dominautes (12, 13) is a consistency 0chek bet\weent MLS aid the sr'eeiticatietv

.1111ETITAL (5) 'ihc clearance dec~arssions for th~e three transfortms irc

A~p: P~cceýý Doninatsepertlcteovs, be~cause rnoee of the trartsfut-mus has paramec-
A~p Prces ( ontnaes Objct Levlters. !n ,cneral, .4 transform requi~res clearance

Pr c Lvel(p1sptciticatxor canly if it has parsamct:ers. beckause it is

CRITERION 'True through these pxarameters- that iafomtrnaion nay flew from-
tha! trattsfonn invokeýr to nc~txlilicd variable.s.

TRANSFORM Read

EFFECT The next figure co~isan abridged listng peoued byA
Domnats (ro Leel Pur P~' ,thte t'otnuttid ziajo -P Iwor lt' Il- ig9C~itti' exv;cAept......

Object_lbevel) as noted-
1> I"But for(Purr-Pree) - Object)

<> TIC" (Butter) )Figurel 2- Lis~ng of Iwnihsc.

TRANSFORM' Write
EFFPSCT

Ster] nt o (Obectleel,2-SPISCIEICkrXON LowWat-er Marx

ProcLevel (Purr_-Prod )3-\tL'epleiMIIn bt
~>N"Objcct _.LLevel

Proc level (Curt Jtree)
aN"Objeet. - Butfoer (Purr-t'roc) ,,tart lies4 dfe.ctod

<> NC" (Object.L ObjectLevel) .I

TRANSFORM R1eset e-

EFFEC T 57 TRANSF'OF{ Mu ito

Dots] notes (Proc Level i lus Poc), 5-
9O -Fi f e etOL, jeet -Levelc )

->N"Ob (eel _Level Spat-u 60- oin i na t ues (CSb jeerL Lcs'cl, -

<> NC"I(Ouicct lf,evel: t)I- Pt on level (CurrI -Pto-c)

62- 1> N" Ob je ýt_ Le.vel! -

CLEARANCE ru'_-o'IetrPo

Read @ ProcLevel (Curt Prcc;. (14- NS" Objveci. Bu fur (C~ii:_Poer)

wuijte @ ProcLevel(Purr-Pros),-. 6-
Reset @ ProcLevel (Cat r_Prec) C <5 MC, Ojc Ob jectf tvevol

EU TopLevel 6,8--
END) Low Water- Mark

-' Qvis -0(ugr ',su thc Ri , Jo 'ttiot lo invoe Or;0 ji c;-' 1
1wm ina. ttlnic e di iiiis'iii , ot ui.- i. prncvlI iil



I 0oc Level (Curr Vi.oc))

mari) lines deleted
. .. ......... Flow Conjecture for Transform Reset

TIIOtEM VOR SySli : True

& ( Dominates (Proc Level )(CurrFroc)
A" ll v:MLS L.tlelDoa~riateC(syni, ]ev)) , ObjecLLevel)

-> N" ObjectLevel - Sysili

<> N" ObjectLevel - Object Lcvel)

THEOIEM FORI Sys;lo: & N" CurtProc - CurrProc
& A" #0:Process(

A" 1ev :bLS LAbel(Dcmiuetcu (Iev, sysbo)) N" Buffer(#0) = Buffer (#0))
& N" Object = Object.

-> ( Dominates(ProcLevel(Curr_Procd

THEOREM FOR Doilnnates - ;ef oexive: , ObjectLevel)
& True

A" lev:t, SLabel(Dominate,)(lev, 1ev)) -> Dominates(N" Objcct Level
ObjectLevel))

T!-iE.Oi&CM FOR Doatinates - Antis:ynnietl ic: 8b-END Low WaterMack

A" levl, Ie,,2:MLCLabl(
D.niunat es (levl, lev2)

& lDominates (lev, levi) The first five conjecturees (called THEOREMS), for Sys-hi,
levi - Jev2) SvsLo and Dominates, will be included in the listing and

itp file whenever MLS is invoked. In this case each of them is

proved either automatically by the II?, or with a single instan-
'iiIEt3IiR FOR Oominates -- Transitive: tiation command by the user. This is expected, since the con-

I," levl... ev2, lev3 :MLS_L.abl ( jectures ate stated in the specification as axioms.

Pemins tote c'vl lev.• The conjecture for transform Read is also proved
& Pominatcs(lev2, levyi) automatically, and is not shown in the F'gure. The conjecture !

-> Doninates (levi, lev3) I for transform Reset is not proved automatically, but is easy

to prove with the ITP. Transform Write is troublesome,

because it downgrades Object (by changing

Flow conjecture fer Transform Head deleted Object_- eve 1). Recall the general form of a flow conjec-
ture:

Criteria & Invariants & Effect
-- >

F"low Cor.jectuLe for Transform tvrite Secure(Flowl) & ... & Secure(Flow.)
C&I TIrueEI True (( tIn the flow conjecture for transform Wi ite in Figure 2, thel• & ( Dorat:(Oetee

Proc, Level (Cu) rProc)) first line, marked C&X, is the conjunction of the criterion and

"-> N" Object Level the (implicitly true) invariant. Beginning on the second line,

- Proc Level (CurrtD.ccc) and marked B2, is the augmented effect of transform Write.
& N" Object Beginning on the line marked 11 is the security condition for

- Buict (Curt _Pr 0C) the 1iast potential flow, and beginning on the line marked F2 is
<> N" Cb j-Ct. = Object that for the second potential flow.4

& N" ub cectLevel
ObjectLevel) MML.! ensures that no downgrades are allnwed by requiring

£ 1,'" Cuz Proc Curr P-roc proof that the new value of the (variable) label of tbe potentially
& A" #(0:Process( downgraded variable dominates the old value of that label.

11' Buffer (#0) Butter (#0)) This requirement is the source of Fl, Unfortunately, we can
F1 -> t Doa.inateS (ObjectLevel

Pr ocLevel (CurtPa-oc) riot prove
& True dominates!N"Object _Level, ObjectLevel)

-> Doniinates(N" Object _level (unless Object Level = ProcLevel (Core_Proc)).
Object _Level ) I We can argue infornally that the transform is secure, because

s2 & ( DoCninateS(OtjeCt Leove.)
,Proc Level (Cura Pinc,)P -oc L e� (uh'1Iw rrm $•.k.ngs usrociated *ith the Row cori•J-ktCi for turnsform Write wue'

& Tr U not gonered by the ftow tool they vwere hdeod fe, ihi, paper.
-> t)erniinates (iN" Objec~t Level
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the infornation in Object in the old state, at level
OLJectLevel, has been replaced in the new state with
information at level Proc Level (CurrProc) (in the old
state), which is N"ObjectLevel.

This example points out that, although it is possible to use
variables as labels, MLS is overly conservative about them, in
the sense that sonic secure flows will not be provably secure

from the conjectures generated by MIS. We are working on
this problem.
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A GYPSY VERIFIER'S ASSISTANT

Den L. Di Vito and Larry A. Johnson

TRW Defense Systems Croup
One Space Park

Redondo Beach, CA 90278

Abstract to operate in multilevel mode, that is, requiring a

Trusted Computing Base (TCB) certified in the B2-
Current generation tools and techniques for formal Al range.
verification have inherent limitations that prevent Formal specification and verification, whether to
them from being applied on a larger scale. We de- meet computer secrrity or any other requirements, is
scribe an IR&D effort underway at TRW to augment one of the most challenging problems facing defense
the Gypsy Verification Environment (GVE) with a system developers. Whereas verification of operat-

knowledge-based "verifier's assistant." The result- ing system kernels has received widespread atten-
ing methods and tools will support the construction tion, compaxatively little work has gone into other
of deductive theories to extend the practical range aspects of trusted system verification. Formal verifi-
of today's formal verification tools. A prototype De- cation of trusted applications software, for instance,
ductive Theory Manager (DTM) is being developed is largely an unexplored area. It differs considerably

to maintain appropriate knowledge bases and in- from operating system verification efforts where the
teract semi-automatically with the GVE. Candidate goal is usually to prove that some well defined se-

knowledge bases are simultaneously under develop- curity model properties hold. In contrast, verifica-
ment. tion of applications software involves proving that

derived security properties hold. These properties
tend to be complex statements of functional behav-

Introduction ior and involve much more effort to synthesise and
prove than, for example, an information flow prop-

Formal verification is the primary distinguishing fea- erty. Current generation verification methods and
ture of Division A requirements in the Trusted Corn- tools are ill-equipped to cope with the volume and
puter System Evaluation Criteria [11. Obvious'y, complexity of proofs that are likely to result from a
the National Computer Security Center (NCSC) at- large nhass of trusted applications software.
taches considerable importance to formal methods The Gypsy Verification Environment (GVE) 121
and the Al level of assurance. Al currently repre- is the most commonly used of the NCSC-endorsed
sents the highest degree of trust recognized by NCSC formal verification tools for computer or network se-
for multilevel modes of operation. curity. A prime attraction of GVE and the Gypsy

Substantial progress has been made in applying language are their applicability to a broad range of
formal methods to computer security over the last tasks:

fifteen years. A fair amount of success has been
achieved in developing secure operating systems and a Formal statement of security models
verifying them to the Al level To developers of
large scale, mission-oriented systems, however, in- a Representation of formal top-level specifications
formation security technology in general, and formal for TC3s
verificatior technology in particular, is still lacking
in important areas. For systems designed to meet a Formal description of system designs (i.e., a pro-
the C2/B1 level of the Criteria, it can be argued gram design language)
that sufficient technology exists for designing cost
effective systems. Nevertheless, it is clear thst such 9 Proof of the preservation. of a secure state in
an argument cannot be made for systems designed security models
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" Proof that an FTLS complies with security Achieving efficient proofs requires structuring

model requirements thenm into subproofs and handling each one inde-
pendently. Lemmas are the mechanism to achieve

"* Proof that the high-level language implementa- this structuring; their use is an application of the
tion code satisfies an FTLS classical divide-and-conquer technique for problem

solving. Lemmas are already supported by the GVE
We consider GVE to be the best available method- in a rudimentary fashion. In addition, other types

ology of its kind. Nevertheless, in spite of GVE's of user-directed theorem proving operations are pro-
strn'gths, the practice of formal verification remains vided by the GVE to control proof complexity, in-
a very demanding engineering discipline. Limita- cluding expansion of function definitions, equality
tions of even the best available tools and techniques substitutions, and instantiation of variables.
render their application to real system designs ar- While use of these basic features within GVE is
duous. Chief among the cu ,t GVE limitations is simple and straight for-ward, it is overly burden-
that proofs require too xmuc~i user interaction and some for a user to keep track of all definitions and
direction, especially for proofs of concurrent sys- lemmas, and to know when to make use of them
tems. As a result, considerable GVE experience and during a proof. Having additional automated sup-
theorem proving knowledge is required to carry out port for GVE proofs would greatly extend the range
proofs effectively. Such weaknesses tend to become of formal verification technology. It would permit
magnified by the scale factor; as problem complexity more realistic secure system formal top level speci-
grows, using the GVE prover successfully becomes fications and would improve the practicality of code
much more difficult. level proofs.

TRW is addressing these problems as part of With the capability described herein, applications
our Multilevel Applications Security Technology verifiers could easily build up bodies of deductive
(MAST) IR&D project. A major portion of this knowledge specific to their particular domains of dis-nof• 'Ormi•a' ve:l Ca•- COiou-t'. Trhl: ..... u LtOla t ý 1 1t , u •il D~ t ilt:

jr. -j -•,lt -. lil lll -cb~ _-_ .l .. '1.__..peci-

tion for systems of nontrivial size. The remainder of fication and verification phases. Domains relevant to
the paper introduces our overall approach to solving TRW's Al-level specification and verification %ork
these problems. This work is still in its preliminary are being investigated for their applicability to this
stages and we anticipate its continuation through approach.
1988. To summarize our overall objective for this effort,

we list the following major goals of our proposed
tools and techniques:

Objective # Extend basic formal verification technology

Our goal is to advance formal verification technol- * Enable verification of large amounts of trusted
ogy to better support large scale vei ification efforts. software
We have devised a tcchnique to enable verifiers to Promote reasable verification concepts and re-

build deductive theories for particular domains of suits
interest. The objective is to be able to manage effi-
ciently the complixity of large scale proofs through . Make verification technology more accessible to
knowledge-based 2,uginentations of existing verifica- less sophisticated users
tion systems, GVE in particular. Our ultimate goal Accomplishing theme goal: will lead to a significant
is to be able to support the design proof (Al level advance in the technology for developing Al sys-
of assurance) required for 100K lines of trusted ap- tercs.

plications software.

More specifically, our objective is to develop a tool
that can be used in conjunction with GVE to push Approach Overview
the practical limita of formal verification technology.
The tool and its ass5ociated knowledge bases will sup- Our approach is based on the introduction of an
port model verification required at the B levels of automated tool that can be thought of as a vens-
assurance, and formal demonstration of the corre- fiers assistant. Its purpose is to augment the theo-
spondence of the formal top-level specification to the rem proving capabiiities of the GVE with problem-
model at the Al level, oriented proof heuristics. We refer to this tool &3 a
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configuration, the user carries out proofs via corn-
Deductive mands to the GVE. When requested to get help

User . ---- Theory from the DTM, the GVE will interact with it via the
Manager GVE-DTM interface. The user only communicates

directly with the DTM in an "off-line" mode for the
purpose of buiding and maintaining the knowledge
bases.

To illustrate the type of interaction proposed for
the user-DTM-GVE team, consider the followingGypsy Verification Environment seai o odcigapofscenario for conduicting a proof.

* Suppose a user is trying to prove a theorem of
the form

Figure 1: The verifier's assistant. I 1A ... AH,, • C.

a Assume a knowledge base has been built (pre-
Deductive Theory Manager (DTM). Figure 1 depicts viously proven lemmnias and heuristics for GVE
the high level architecture of the composite verifica- theorem proving) and that. information about
tion environment that results, the theorem has been supplied by GVE (cur-

In this architecture, the DTM plays the concep- rent goal, types, function definitions, lemmas,
tual role of a sinart user that draws upon a copious etc.).
body of theorem proving knowledge. This knowl- * The user issues a command to the GVE to
edge and associated heuristics are used to supple- request assistance from the DTM (through a
ment the user's own knowledge of the problem and Deduce command). A typical DTM response

kl~ilms at prcving thcorem. It in important to em- wonid be to return a set of actions resulting
phasize that the DTM does not replace the user; from matching a particular set of rule condi-
the user is still ultimately responsible for directing tions in the knowledge bases.
and understanding the proof process. Whit we ex-
pect, however, is that the combined team of user, * The OVE performs the indicated actions by ma-
DTM, and GVE will be much more effective at ver- nipulating the H1, or C as appropriate.
ification than a user and GVE alone. The DTM is
designed to operate at an intermediate level of detail The actions that can be prescribed by the DTM in-
with respect to verification problem solving. Thus, dude all the inference r'les normally available to an
the GVE continues to be concerned wiLh low level ordinary user through prover commands.
details as the "verification engine," but now we axe The work to be completed in 1987 is as follows:
able to raise the user to a higher level of abstraction,
freeing him to worry about more global issues in the & Development of the theoretical methods re-
overall verification problem. quired to support a deductive theory manager.

The DTM itself relies on knowledge-based tech- 9 Implementation of an interface from the OVE
niques for its implementation. In particular, we topthentackan intEE tom the mto the DTM package using KEE to allow them
are baLsing our effort on the Knowledge Engineering to execute cooperatively on the Symbolics Lisp
Environment (KEE) tools developed by lntelliCorp Machines.
[3). KEE is a commercially available software prod-
uct for implementing expert systems and knowledge- 9 Development of several preliminary knowledge
based components. We will use KEE to realize our bases.
DTM concept and maintain the various knowledge
bases needed to support formal verification activi- a Construction of a prototype of the D'rM sort-
ties. ware.

In Figure 1, we show three separate interfaces be-
tween the various entities. The user-GVE interface * Evaluation of the effectiveness of the DTM
is the same as it normally is, except for a slight ex- on proofs developed on other TRW projects.
tension of the user commands to support user-to- Specifically, the number of interactive user steps
DTM requests. In the normal "on-line" use of our will be compared with and without the DTM.
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Methodology defined Gypsy types and operators (those prop-
erties not already providcd by GVE itself).

The following sections summarize the essential con-

cepts of our composite verification methodology. 2. Domain specific theories include special infor-
mation related to broad classes of applica-
tions (e.g., operating systems, dat4base man-Deductive Theories agement) .

Formal verification is an application of mathematical 3. The next layer is project specific. It contains
logic. A logician's concept of theory is a set of valid information related to the particular approach
formulas, that is, formulas that are either axioms and architecture of a single application.
or can be proved from the axioms and previously
proved theorems. In the jargon of oidinary mathe- 4. A fourth theory is strictly personal. It enables
matics, a theory would include axioms, definitions, a user to define rules that are helpful to him,
and theorems. Our concept of deductive theory in- but may not be useful to another person's style
eludes the conventional logical concept of theory, in of specification and proof.
the context of the Gypsy language, but also extends
it by including heuristics for GVE theorem proving. Verification Strategy
Thus, a deductive theory contains axioms, theorems,
and meta-information for proving new theorems. The introduction of deductive theories and their au-

The importance of deductive theories is that by tornated support permits new ways of organizing
gradually developing a theory and storing it in a effort on large projects. In particuliar, deductive
knowledge-base, an increasingly more powerful set theories allow for a very effective division of labor
of facts is available for constructing new proofs in based on the relative verification skills of project
the future. The effort to prove complex theorems members. We can draw an aralogy between veri-
is greatly reduced in Lhe piesence of a iidl bvdy Vf r _ . ,...... d _,....... -t i cuomIry

previously proven theorems. In the absence of such to divide software development efforts into two ma-
knowledge, proofs must be derived from first prin- jor types: system3 software and applications soft-
ciples, which will undoubtedly require much more ware. The systems programmers build a base for
work to complete. A well organized theory, on the appli cations programmers to utilize. Likewise,
the other hand, allows for reuse of previous effort verification effort could be divided into two types:
and provides the obvious economies. Good [41 has the development of common-use deductive theories
claimed that the development of reusable theories is by one group, and the verification of applications by
a vital part of making formal verification practical another, which makes use of the theories developed
for realistic applications. by the first group.

Our approach recognizes the importance of build- This division of labor allows us to take maximum
ing, maintaining, and using deductive theories in the advantage of those with the better verification skills.
verification process. We are pursuing a knowledge- In general, it takes more skill to "design and iraple-
based implementation to capture deductive theo- ment" a deductive theory than it does to make use of
ries and organize the knowledge in maximally use- one to prove properties of aii application. Therefore,
ful ways. Emphasis will be placed on organizations by dedicating the nmore experienced verification tal-
for efficient search and retrieval of relevant informa- ent to theory development tfforts, we can m-.ximise
tion at suitable points in a proof. We see the use of the utilization of scarce human resources.
deductive theories aa one of the few practical, near-
term ways to make verification technology "scale up" Proof Tactics
to the level of realistic system sizes.

It is useful to think of deducti-'e theories as being The GVE theorem prover accommodates several dif-
orgt.nixed into natural hierarchies. We see the need ferent tactics for carrying out proofs There are ap-
to support four distinct layers of theories and their proximately 20 major inference rules that can be in-
conresponding knowledge bases. yoked by a user; the DTM will likewise be able to

invoke these same inference rules. It is up to the the-
1. The lowest leve" theory contains general knowl- ory developer and knowledge-base designer to define

edge relevant to virtually all GVE proofs. Typ- the KEE rules so that these commands will be in-
ically this would involve properties of the pre- yoked at the appropriate times.
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Two of the GVE commands and associated proof secure-state
tactics are especially important and worthy of men- (:poeion seaure boaea
tion. Assume we are trying to prove a theorem of begin : protectionstate) boolean -

the form exit (assume result iff

1, A ... A H, => C. slmple.security-property(s)

The use and claim inference rules together with & star.property(s)
other information allow the prover's attention to be & discietiontry-security.property(s));
directed to very specific goals. end;

Use Figure 2: Sample security model definition.

This command takes an instance of a Gypsy lemma
L and adds; it to the current goal as an extra hy-pothesis: adopt and prescribe a style for writing specifications

L A H, A... A H, =-* C that facilitates subsequent analysis by the DTM us-

ing their theories. The specific style chosen is not
The DTM would use a lemma drawn from one of nearly as important as the fact that one is adopted.
its knowledge bases. The lemma would be a pre- This permits the DTM to make simplifying assump-

viously proven fact that had been duly recorded in Tis cerning the fom o expessions bs of
the VE' datbas. Tpicalytheprovr wuldtions concerning the form of expressions, bodies of

the OVE's database. Typically, the prover would function definitions, etc. Coordinating the specifica-

be directed to Proceed after this point to continue tion writing conventions with the proof strategy will

with the GVE's own proof heuristics. Alternatively, yield significantly better results in the long run.

additional DTM-supplied commands might form the Examples of styles we are adopting are illustrated

in Figures 2 and 3. Tht~e are based on a Gypsy
rendition of the Bell-LaPadula security npl [51.
Key features of the get-read specification style are

This command introduces a new boolean-valued ex- its state parameter, exception condition parameter,
pression Q as a formula that is claimed to follow from conditional exit assertion, and encapsulation of con-
the hypotheses. Two new cases must be proved as a ditions in the function valid-get-read. Figure 4 ab-
result: stracts the general form of this specification style.

H'l A ... A H,- Q If the DTM and its knowledge bases can assume a

H11 A..A H, AQ=>C similar structure in all associated operations, they
can make use of more efficient rules tailored to the

The first shows that the claim Q is valid and the general style.
second that Q can be used to prove the original con-
clusion. A useful special case occurs when Q has
the form P =. C and P follows automatically from Verification Condition Schernas
the hypotheses. This makes the proo; of the original
conclusion from the claim trivial and ieaves the real In the same interest of tractability, we will also make
work in trying to establish the validity of the claim, the DTM cognizant of the forms that verification
It is thus a convenient way for the DTM to derive conditions (VCs) will take. For many computer se-
lemrnas "un-the-fly" when a suitable one does not curity applications, such as proving that operations
already exist. Note that this technique constitutes a are security preserving, the VCs will occur in a small
form of backward chaining, although claim could be number of special forms. For example, the case of
used to achieve forward chaining as well. Similarly, proving that an operation is security preserving has
the use command could be used to achieve either the following general form:
forward or backward chaining.

secure(S 1 ) Aeffects(S1,S 2 ) => secure (S2)
Specification Style

Figure 5 shows this form in an actual VC. By insist-
In order to make the DTM approach more tractable, ing that specifications for each operation be written
we should refrain from allowing just any syntarti- in the same way, the VCs for all the operations will
cally and semantically correct piece of Gypsy 3pecifi- have the same form. This greatly facilitates the work
cation to be used. instead, theory developcrs should of knowledge-base designers.
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Verification condition RULEMAC[INEB#4

procedure get-read HI: RULE (NS) - Rl
(a: subject; o: object; H2: SECURESTATE (PS)
var ps: protection-state; H3: VALIDGETREAD (SUBJ (NS).

var dec: rule.decision) = OBJ (NS),

begin PS)

exit if validtget_read(s, o, ps° -> P ith (
then dec - granted .B := PS.B

b ps -pa' with a [seq: ACCESS (SUBJ (HS),
(.b :- ps'.b <: OBJ (NS), •

access(s, o, read)) READ)))

else dec - denied & ps = ps'= PS#1 & D#1 = GRANTED
f:; R:4: not VALIDGETREAD (SUBJ (NS),

end; QBj (NS),
PS)

function validtget-read -> D#1 = DENIED & PS = PS#1
(s: subject; o: obJect;
pa: protection-stute): boolean Cl: SECURESTATE (PS#1)

begin
exit (assume result iff

(prnvtleged(s, Figure 5: Sample verification condition (VO).
disacret ionary-exempt ion)

or pa.m[s, a, read])
& doninates (ps ats [s] . sec, Generics

pa . [o) asec)

& (privileged(s, Some of the key advantages of the DTM are that

aer.uritv star_exemotion) it will enable the user to develop more generic the-

or dominates(ps.fc[] a.sec, orems or roles3 than possible within GVE. For ex-
pa to[eo .eec))); ample, in GVE a lemma about some property of

end; sequences must state the specific type of element in

the sequence. If the theorem is to hold for fifteen

Figure 3: Sample Gypsy specification. types of elements, fifteen lemmas are required. In

DTM, a single rule using a generic type will pi,)vide
an expression of the concept in terms of all possible

element types. When used in a specific proof, the
DTM can instantiate a generic lemma to provide

vper a state; GVE with the specific lemma name for the appro-

var e: exception) = priate'element type.

begin Similar generic capabilities are being investigated

exit if validP( . . . ) for functions as well as types. Such capabilities

then e OK would enable the expression of lemmas in which

4 s = a' with ( . ) functions reerenced within the lemmas are parame-

else e - error a = s' ters that get instantiated with actual function names

if; when invoked. This would allow expressions of,

end; for example, transitivity for *ets of functions rather

than requiring individual rules or lemmas for eachfunction validP ( ... ;

a: state), boolean case. There are significant theoretical issues, how-

begin ever, to be resolved before this concept can bedim-

exit (asaume result iff ployed. This is an area undergoing further study.

<boolean expression>

end; Relation to Automated Theorem

Proving
Figure 4: General specification form. Part of the motivation for introducing the DTM con-

cept is to provide an automated lemma search capa-
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bility. rhere are other mechanical theorem prov- Prototype Implementation
ing syst -is that provide such features. The Boyer-
Moore theorem prover [16, for example, has a very TRW is currently engage i in developing a prototype

useful facility for storing and retrY eving previously of the DTM concept to ae,,ss and demonstrate its

proven lemmas. Lemmas in this system have the feasibility. Following is a des,-iption of the imple-

form of conditional rewiite rules: mentation features.

DTM Design
C1 A ... A C, =:. LIS = RIS TRW's DTM prototype is hosted on Symbolics Lisp

Machines. The DTM acts as an advisor and helper

Automatic application of the rules proceeds by first for the user doing proofs. Figure 6 shows the re-

attempting to unify the left-hand-side (LHS) with a lationship of the user to both the GVE and the

term in the formula. After successful unification, the DTM. We expect that there will be multiple knowl-

conditions (C 1 ,..., C,) are established in backward edge bases used simultaneously. In fact, the proto-
chaining fashion to determine whether the rewrite type supports the simultaneous use of four knowl-should take place. There is no way to be any more edge bases in keeping with the previous descriptionselectivd than this in the application of lemmas. of four layers of deductive theories.TRW's DTM design enables the user to perform

The AFFIRM system 171 also has a very eleigant. proofs in any manner he desires with or without its
method of automatically applying rewrite rules to help. If a user wishes the help of the DTM, he makes
a formula. In AFFIRM, however, rewrite rules are his request through the following added GVE prover
unconditional. Hence, there is even less control over commands:
the application of rules. This has significant limi-
tations when trying to solve more general problems * Adv'se. The user is provided with a list of

than operations on abstract data types, which is AF- recommended steps to be requested of GVE.

FIRM's primary domain. * Deduce. The DTM determines the same set of

Both of these exampies represent systems that do recommended steps as with the Advise option
an admirable job of supporting reusable deductive and proceeds to feed the requests automatically
theories. However, a good deal more control over to the GVE.
the application of lemmas is required when dealing In the Advise option, no actual steps are taken
with deep and complex proofs. The widespread cov. in the proof of the verification condition or lemma.
erage attempted by term rewriting systems is effec- In the Deduce option, however, the proof steps are
tive when ?)roofs are shallow, but they tend to be- performed . op t urn owever, the p ro o es notcomeovewheled henatteptig poofsreqir-performed. It may turn out that the user does not
come overwhelmed when attempting proofs requir- want the particular steps taken by the DTM. In this

case, the user still has all of the standard GVE re-

In this area, we feel the DTM approach offers an covery options available, including the capahility to
advantage for complex proofs. Using DTM, it is pos- back up (erase) one or more proof steps.
sible to define very selective conditions on lemma For the prototype DTM, TRW is combining GVE
invocation and thereby channel proofs using highly with one of the commercially available expert sys-
directed forms of heuristic knowledge. Rather that tem tools: KEE by IntelliCorp. KEE will enable
attempting broad coverage through rewriting, for us to establish a prototype within a short period of
which GVE would be inappropriate anyway, the time without spending time building infeience en-
DTM concept allows proof guidance that. is much gines and knowledge maintenance capabilities. Fur-
more context sensitive. This will lead fo fewer thermore, KEE offers sophisticated front-end graph-
lemma invocations, at the expense of moi -mpu- ics to provide a very efficient user interface to the
tation to determine what to apply. Nevert less, we DTM knowledge bases.
feel this is the correct tradeoff to be making with a For this application, the GVE has to be extended
system of the sort that GVE represents. It allows only to request the DTM to provide advice or de-
more of the verification analyst's skill to be encoded duction. The information provided by GVE to the
into the knowledge bases and relies less on brute I)TM is only theorem status information (e.g., cur-
force coverage principles, rent theorem, data types, function definitions, and
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User User
(on-line) (offline)

GVE Comamands, Proof Heuristics,
Responses Theory Organization

Proof Status, Gypsy Units

Gypsy I Deductive
Verification Theory

Environment GVE Commands Manager

__-

DTMGVE Knowege -.

Database d n gel l
Base

Figure 6: Deductive Theory Manager Architecture.

lemmas). The DTM only reads this information; it Knowledge Base Design
does not directly modify it or add to it. A set of A KEE knowledge base contains a set of rules that

Lign interface functions haz been introduced to re- constitute ...... f...---or heuristics for guiding

trieve information from GVE's intei nal daWabase foi the GVE theorem proving process. The actions of a

use by the KEE rules. rule form a set of GVE user level ccmmands to be

performed. A few of the simpler rules we envision for

the DTM are shown in Figare 7 usipg the syntax of

KEE. The acti'ons are either displayed for the user as

advice or sent automatically to the GVE, depending

Similarity Function on the user's command choice.

The first rule in the figure states that if there is

One of Lhe central features required to make the an equality in one of the hypotheses, it will be used

DTM work is tht1 ability to determine the similar- to make a substitution. For example, consider the

ity between expressions. A sit.ilarity function has following theorem:

been defined which computes the similarity between P(-, f(y)) A y P(X, f(Z))

two predicates. It can be used, for example, to comn- P.,

pare a hypothesis to the conclusion or to compare By making the substitution of z for y, it is clear that

the consequent of an implication type of hypothesis the first hypothesis will unify with the conclusion to

with the conclusion. complete the proof. A more selective version of this

The function works on expressions represented in rule having additional conditions for triggering the

Gypsy internal format- all symbolic operations are substitutions would be more desirable in practice,

represented in prefix format. The function returns The second rule states that if the conclusion of the

the number of similarities and the numbcr of dif- theorem refers to a function that is not mentioned in

ferences. All differences are returned in the form any of the hypotheses, the definition of the functio'p

of pairs indicating the symbolic differences. By re- is necessary to continue the proof. In GVE terms

turning the actual diflerences, the differences can be this generally means the function must be expanded.

further reduced by utilizing additional information The case of nonexpandable Gyps) functions will also

contained in other hypotheses or by use of imistanti- be considered.

ations if Gypsy Skolem variables are present. The third rule provides a simple mechanism for
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(IF (the hypothesis of DTM is ?Hyp) tempts to make the two expressions equal by making
(Lisp (Equality "?yp)) appropriate instanitiations of any Skolem variables.
(LH-Num - (Get-Num ?lEyp)) The fourth rule is much more complex. It ad-
THEN Do dresses a common type of problem encountered in

(GVE EqSub ?H-Num)) proving properties of concurient systems. If, for ex-
ample, one wishes to show that security is main-

(IF (the conclusion of DTM is ?Cncl) tained as a message flows through a system con-

(?Hyps - (Get-Hyps)) sisting of multiple processes, it must be shown that

(?Func - (Find-Func ?Cncl)) security is maintained as it flows through each of

(Lisp (Not-In ?Func ?Hype)) the individual processes. This fourth rule accom-

(Lisp (Find-Func ?Func)) modates such a proof by setting up the steps for a

THEN DO transitivity argument.

(GVE Expand ?Func)) The DTM rules will be designed to complement
GVE's capabilities. GVE already has some built-in

(IF (?Hyps - (Get-Hyps)) heuristics, the effects of which can be seen when the

(the conclusion of DTI, is ?Cncl) user issues the Proceed or QED prover commands.

(the lemma of DTM is ?Lemma) The DTM will synthesize higher level proof heurie-

(?LCncl = (Get-Cncl ?Lnmma) ) tics by combining sequences of ordinary GVE prover

(?LHyps = (Get-Hype ?Lemma)) commands.

(?Diff - (Similar ?Cncl ?LCncl))
(Lisp (Make-Equal ?Cncl ?LCucl)) Tool Endorsement Issues
THEN DO
(GVE Use ?Lemma)) One of the key features of the TRW approach is the

use of a technique that will provide the functional-

(IF (the conclusion of DTM is ?Cnc].) ity of proof heuristics while, at the sae time, not

(Lisp (Buf-eequence ?Cncl)) affect the soundness of proofs. The DTM is only

(?Hyps - (Cet--Hypo)) isieul if the final proofs are performed with tools

(?OBuf - (GOBuf ?Cncl)) endorsed by the NCSC. Recall that the DTM inter-

(?IBuf - (GIBuf ?Cncl)) face to GVE is logically equivalent to that of a smart
(?TOBuf - (GBuf ?IBuf ?Hype)) user. Consequently, the only information fed to the

(?TIBuf - (Gl3uf ?OBuf ?HypB)) GVE are standard GVE theorem proving commands

THEN DO that the real user could have typed if he were able

(GVE Claim to think of them. There is ro direct modification of
?TOBuf sub ?IBuf and the proof tree, or any other internal GVE data struc-

?OBuf sub ?TIBuf tures, by the DTM. Therefore, the GVE remains to-
-> ?0Buf sub ?IBuf)) tally responsible for ensuring soundness, just as it

does when an ordinary user is entering commands.
Due to this partitioning of GVE and DTM en-

Figure 7: Example theorem proving rules. vironments, we claim that the DTM should not be

subject to NCSC endursement. The NCSC or any
other certification authority could validate proofs

applying leinmas that have been defined in the performed under a GVE-DTM configuration quite
Gypey application. Even though the lemmas are easily. All that is required is to capture the DTM-
within the Gypsy database, the GVE theorem prover generated prover commands and merge them with
is not aware of their existence until the theorem the user-generated commands. Then a replay of the

prover user identifies the applicability of a lemma. proofs on a conventional GVE system that has not
The user introduces a lemma into the current proof been outfitted with a DTM should suffice to estab-

by the command use lemma-narme. DTM rules can lish the validity of the proofs. Our DTM design will

help automate the process of identifying applicable contain the features necessary to support such a val-
lemmas as is shown by the third example rule. The idation activity.
use of the SIMILAR function during a search will lo- A further advantage of our DTM approach with

cate a lemma with a conclusion similar to the current respect to GVE integrity is that its knowledge base
goal. Once found, the MA KR-EQUAL function at-- is extensible by the user. Thus, automating new
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proof heuristics does not require modifications to the Conclusion
GVE itself, with all the attendant ramifications on
NCSC tool endorsement. One need only add the TRw has developed a novel concept to enhlince for-
appropriate rules to the DTM knowledge bases. mal verification technology. We expect that the full

elaboration of thz DTM approach will lead to a sub-
stantial advance in verification capability. The pri-

Development Status mary benefit of this work is an increase in the effec-
tive range of applicability of Gypsy-ba-.ed verifica-

The GVE and KEE systems have been integrated tion efforts. This should make feasible Al develop-
under the Symbolics 6.1 operating system version. n.ent efforts that culTently are considered impracti-
The GVE uses Zetalisp and the Lisp functions called cal due to the potentially large amount of trusted
directly by the DTM rules are in Common Lisp (sup- software required.
ported by KEE). The design places GVE in control Our plans are to continue developing and evalu-
with the DTM as a supporting function. The user ating our DTM prototype during 1987. An official
invokes DTM to provide advice or automatic proof GVE-to-DTM interface is planned by employing the
support. The only required change to GVE was to services of Computational Logic, Inc. In 1988, we
extend -e GVE theorem prover grammar to sup- expect to refine our DTM design based on what
port the two new commands. The DTM function is learned in 1987. In addition, we will focus on
calls provide a copy of the current goal by copying the serious development of knowledgc ba.es for var-
the expression from a local GVE variable to a global ious problem domains and assess the gains realiz.d
variable accessible by KEE. Several functions had through the addition of a DTM capability.
to be written to extract the type definitions, func-
tioun definitions, and lemmas contained in the GVE
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dlisrilittg iiider what cnjitifL tis ihlifigesi ctf be ind itit' Iiilit' organizi~tfofi w% weUl "s th lie ito saubleI iijic'fiat ton techIIpiejus
,li atet 'J'lit( rih-s ii Ijst. ctIiiiijit-tly caRif liii all jii Ull ffectta ,ii Nirtiti tim-t;rfat itiis bet WCen scojies Ii~ ar rii umit ittci friiiiI lie
tlici siatI' ci o lfiWhic th r s3'5t ll Is (iituiahii' 3c fi'yll Ihli satik of bhrrit iy Of lii tha i ifi'itilt imssitni of timfit'

3.3. Proving Systemz Security stilfis. whilch loime beenm ;ittstl aiiti pi oved lusing flit. UY3-i'

Otie (fiti ii'tiili ptl-mi ation tir 111c s-sf ciii is drilitivil by thit- \'triticat-'oa IHueroitmfiriit

itlles )f *iper:kti"iii. it Is tiei'i'ssai to t'fist lf- tiii. filsst' )l-tll is
setii' i olti apiliachli I%\o k"dititiifiiit iijiisf Ill' b~f -itilh-fT 4.1 . Defininhg the IFraimework

1 systelii Cill lh, said I ( i v ni' to its I ~i it'fiictiit'ifs. Theii lirsfl i'tii Thrii defiiiitiin of tflu' fiit'ik' lt t1c l. 111lI'clfilotit
ihit iou is flt flit syt"tili ilifijitil filluis l1-1t-i lt' t[iistrtiiiitsN hitgis fin tlit( F ILTER GLOB3AL Dof initions ,lopct 'll iii

tllIle i flit' 1itti hat s'iir'_[5fi11111 fU i stit roiiil Is 1at bit" Mii'0iptait l iii tftiifiolis of filt'. iiiiif1%t t' trifiiJ'ohil'h f [lt'
Ilit' 55f 't i sli-ic- il' tih-ol optofit ioil ilit-I all i1l f lic' 'itli sctiirif y rPILTERTSu ucuri1ty jolIIcy t'ItIih(lt- I- It, Frlit' ff:fi.wfi ,by tditi

rit.i5f Pacit oi o4 flit' firsýt -oiliti iwi is sfiowiu by prinfiigF a:1ld
lithi(.1. lat itng thlu ia ni't ifi oo ls' itlfit'- ildeutiw cultcs.

andi if flit' iitiiiii si is, l'Iiiit' m Ic li,- an Lit tls iti flit- mutia:1 4.1.1. Primitive Coinpolieit-s
akth ii's sudldi, f-lull flu', s -fi'ili dult'luu'i Ii) flit' o-titit sit ;imtil Lb' This suojit' biitis by~ iefmoiitg all of tlir fil'l'55:ry iiiiti

str' li'stitid iii out
1

it iii Is, filit if er riid)en It'uilittu liri flit'
shirifitI t i~it'nipt iiuitii'stir a.s siiljpt'i, ztp- f , ail flt. stilt Siiitiiir cl,

t1iitifs orf Bill X l,11d'athula ;tpiwil'i ;is oi'iiiiiitits oil ihie t gut inal-

3.4. Caveat Kuil

Thisappo~ll lis 1en rcý,itc li a vl ltic- fascope ifL.1I.i_Global _Pt~ iflittons=

'1111 twill hulbet li t, f a tlit' 1 ill w h iri' li ' lit-i' i' if if :at wii:tiiiiiiig all1 berg In
Ihi cc 10 51 U'1' 1 :ut ii I titfrifiei iiiuiil is liiiiliclti Theni if *'ithiir { Lleeneti; of tiir fI LTiti ) (Itlk L uitisiar ilemen-tts

ili'i'l~~uupt'u ) ,ii 'i'. lt'e Itililil sltihIl'iiilmilitbe iii fifte 1 ullcrt Il-o tt'ftitIrfaflinestgt whc hErv itcs e iestabj ectli t't-ofltr ui'sult'tii rIm,
tho'igi and tqIu :Ip. out ob j e 2t s ar' f Ilki messages Falit-lirii ssAgi

4. AN EXAMPLE O1F THE APPRLOACJH IN GYPSY ttiiiiafils Its Becurn Lylevel, sender, receiver, andi
conltents.c

I ii'til':
1

iji''jit'i'iiitg iitrii' ii~ihe itilelis i (isŽ typie a~ubje,'t = linue,{
is :,till fitS' titi filit1y mitlie itniis 'Iiu art' itsei] 1,) lmilfh ig iif y I'i ptnig

St-ype, mess-age rc~coid(ri: Secututy-level.
laitgu:ugt', betng aI foriiul' if fv'i lirl "Iiiiic] logs-, .is suiffit-iriut IN vewldef line.
Pitilcllul to ni 1 rs'i iii-it'lifg i itjT ill '[lt sio- imli lisicibis des! ýIins
flu', tl'i'mltifiilis tisitI iii iltir ;ijiiriuii'l it, fliti' itillixI. ot :a (iyps) t ype 'tihientu = pindl ing'LS. cnen~

Ifinyi' at ilit' fil liiei onV;tiiiiis iii'tiiitiiig ill-, aild if fllit" fi.ipss flir type clasuitfuatnon =p-tniding. {C
st.l'l'lru yhiik I Ilii iitssi i' gu ti ntit'ul fti li:tgilung, hutls c.yfie catt1'goi ySe 7 s' L set- Cicat egot I - ( K3

Wi' i'liiot' :1 fiii'sagt' flIltr ;is all 'lxaiilli'h frii oiiii fiiiiihi'-liig t-yfi ta~tegoly = pedng.

;Ippfioii'l lwai-'',o it. is rirt diufei'-ni-u ft~lowlk flt'r:idilf :1 iiiltis' iif t.ype !;i0ii1 it 3 'lestit = {I
Ifil xt I :il'atilih V. a1 stimir tli'Slii )sIt'11 l tiiiiL. lhii' t'taiuu- ItOZf d (cfasnific cat ion clanc fit icatIoui.

Il"lit~ 1:11fI stV ifi' ' fIl~l"ii fin0Iiilt'g Ill "li Beltl Xt- I -~-ctgfy e aeo st
iliil~ifaliitr 1s luu:lit 11-1 a, 1 trail.mI' a111 of st( iulufl 3pli atihi- funct ion Cost suer, (6i - Vs2 seem icly lesci) bool-an

lull1s aind uhf1 slilili1h sit'lift' Lift'ittiilg s~t'5titgi n exiti (zunume u esufl z
6 2 Clfa:iflfcatioi It' of cfariiifucatmin

''Th, ftuuiiial imuodeil liir flit- iit-ssýtgt' f.itir ctisists iif fitl a 2 cat-oýgot yEst sat sf- i categof y s~et)
(itfiy i Tuiiks'li FiLTER_-Global_-Defn11,1itios s5iiifii'l

tl'it I Ill' tuI ,y1 . andtu ftifiit-1,1 fulls d lisi a lainu fur 0wIi fi-atitwurk Riequefet ;ill1  
decision :Iii' ltilc as iiilll Hi~ lallu. _1al:. ft' iiiili

Faid i"lt flit- ni'ilarmii ilg r I ti' 05lifi' t'.Itt'sliiiiiis ii Io : t ife fr ouri t':fi' a nl-it], mt u-af iii rt'pifii's iil f tit,, iil'ri -s filifig timlt :1! iii tu
:1luoui' mli, :L, d5 ie ilsnttl Se't't itii 3 Ill' fealltttuirurl is deilt'l-l ill sut-tiezs ruý fauhi it' lit'Stttitt)3 ,iul f 1ul lijt't' midu olijeI'- at'.

filu- FIL~TER TSecuri tyPolicy, tIi,- s'stt'uut fmifttiuifialiiy is ihtfiiu1 u as Iiilll 41 kLal'tulula %Il! mIiiit' tilfiftifi lfile selritir*kilu'fuuie(i Ill f ll'. Fl LTEH Ru3 es ofUperatiotii su*uI,,. iuil flit'- liie kI f a g Suibshjiect liaxs flt'e fiiit thial fIi uliaiiigt. N01i 1 11t1ci
slifist fi flilt thaiti lhiv5sf tIcp fiuiuutwitiohit iiN lli'3s f tlt' itilist raints seti-irif)- lit-ti u 'IF Ai-l tiIJilt tall% flt11Siti tiiii1l1t i-f
-, f Ilt l'ri iiitwur irk '.i d chitiit1 ill tIlt' wiuthu fil~''agt' pnti-tsst ig, shi(rt- u'l1.1iugi uug lIIll- sti11 1-th"t iot1 of a
F'ILTER __Rules__Model f-'n'of silt, ilit'agl' liaiguts flit, iluissagi- itsclf, and1 crae a dtills!Iii' It next

'Il' ri flafillir if bthi st-i-f m lo t ill t ilil flit'c ;s fu*s h niuii
shiiili~t iiisff .to-iit r isI' sof i tgiighisi fist is 11f1tt1

shins ill t ili Cyi' Ifus lini lili t-I rt-;iiir iiiii ~t'[.i iiiIts gt-ii'rdi
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t41111 -q
4
ieit = pelidli'L. intype a, [u I'l ubt _: NIII 11 Rtll1,l1. 1 w I

typ drlelu -(ye. o.audt)~,t)Jr 141011 I,- ilid Ilit;
tyl- d,,inl,,-,- (vn.no. udi.).I tll, lull actiulil I eqloli lot ( a , a t I ol) Irequest = eliii lll1

type subject UemIt ity lung! = i ;fnt i i Io _,, 1 i ,t l) disIqIol ,[ I lIfp
mappingi, 11ion subj ect to su vII it-y lnut I. ,. I10 l oll act iono ldh I.tat I ka act lull) IlIIlt'!' -sStale

pon Il li.
I ulic tI Oil ob'jVc t- l(i objct, ) guru!v(II ty le'vel f ull, 1i0il aLtloll 11W utatv(A aititl~l) I Ite ltae

beg in uni t (al;tsune 1res:ult I C, sl) p1l i

Sliplt In ll iitiris Ii al l 11 :ifii 14 11 % ,1 :1i i tv1 I'll il ssi ii Tl IilIll ",1"11 1)1111.1 SI'i- 11 1 s M it .I l iii 1.1it IN il 1 1 1 tills hIi" iil

huh'sll 'jll"ti u'i' lle sIlyi, i t i~i sv ll. i lisl ,I ob ri, I.1'a il-hill II ilic s1 Iti t'. ijsi %it i ii tp) i t u Ile ,, In Iut. k-Il I

stti vii ct hll lutlus n I g lici ii Hel l ,I pp u pi ii lu-i T illisi ilull g I 11 r- ,u t .1 1 :utp t I ii lijt il I I a u u rl I' Ii ll s 'I I liltI11! l, (: [,I. %

<110I'11 cillkIv) t l lt IIl etttI p la IK .NN ti I}, II i NIun I Itn 1 np1 (,,%ii I e li,! livi 11 I ule \ 111 11 1) 1 It INe u pp ii':

type liut.fu w l l tiinto Ihv n i llap i , 17111 ,I nli jeit. 11 logi eIx- ll IIl 1 11 it ( 111i-au1nun cI uL-,,]I I uq~l it

Ill"ll , %V Il' II't IllIt- fill "Lill typ, lucti lilapiltII i ltaict I ulell put I Iv-il tr putale

:\1111 slahe is i i i ll Thi ill Ii vit Il- slii'0ulltlisd

lIi I l"I ll',CMC t hillur s I' l:,a .s1iiiIltil 1111 lit I l1illii hi l:gui~ typ I utu iipi I II cn lln (I ( I v i'cislIuu 'ilui! I l

hues isr il Is Iiii It linl It liii' il'lil 1i 0+01 1i stale uI I n llte )Iite -ins

Tuiili Iliii 51111111 ~ilil; iii pih'ii tzl lim t~tjt toii 1F111 [ill' rejilisll I- tiegn Ini (i:n s ie t -= ,s d ue t;on

typ IITL stt e I hIEv end.

ftlon bule bigio t o111 di. Itii t _l s ti a0(I uliia lIe l tI tinil: I I ItPI_;Latv

L se ulueotuI~tly sutujetsculty l bevel). tCX t(!ý:~ QG~ I ;al

S TA ,tat I e cr Lxit t 101 f EnIt I~ n v i.t2 1)Iii itr aI atlt'iatioitshItpiltiiid

I ic IitA I ilI r ,, : vI %itIt IIt l.-I lint :t t Ill ,ti yyp I uli I h t. Lli I'sllit 11 eki. 110 ll isdc I t Ilis l Isi it 0s! 1;1 'l

begin exit (ann;ý w eum'rit sl A In tlw nIS Il . I listI I 11_ loll " il p i t iiiiiiiI .; l l u-ul li ) 1 1.1 ogL) If titit Iitlili

fun cp i -tion Iuton p to v ~ su je t v 1 Il I WIIM Ici 'ritt ate) I 11.11 i lii:tii e xit I s2 sleii Il ti el ili tUiu IIit=ll0ig I Si illI)

begin -%rllt (asgum Iuul = uluinln. I. islielid

Seoulio I t, lovevo l"t) III -
rfrv 1nfotIlM fbegin exit (asm lesul =Vuujtuit) ninedclt~n oliotteult

tecoIjeIdlii sn! ili

aOun lp sitgoiitg butres -i t g slili A11 iliu iii f i'liisr h'. i sooutij Iueu 111 RkItiii De ii Ii nil t~i(leilt; e iiIil i

(WStat IlIlXie seu tloly lii siolil' reee li lil iii.lil si. D i-s ijii iiii i' w ise and11 selalionhlis,1 ylli ss'iiie tCVI

guns lo n ext(sueiiut=viiii hil1111Ilh'itih ttiltll'nItl Is silll :1 %ourk lifuluilu INl sit. secure dsystem1ll

funcuort oviFolg~hisl~oiy~s su))Pou v fillel-valid N%1 state, I'lii l il ýN I Iiils it, Il.Ncilt" Ii. cIIIý 1\,\ i

bu Ior-I I Iory n 'l 1 %,11)6og I c



71.1 ItiUTt svtate) 110uu1e aii ial a SI' ill I sntat tillI ll'iti Iallilol~ itlilitsS IhilsI jllol-itISl

beg'' en11 (atssLume IesuILt Iil

a t 
I I Iillei stall,. Ill1I I XIIISSI vs in t a pall ,II littliil~lls Th's Ilisi Ilili 'ii, 'h-~lire" it

il 'ill liIN it Ill

vi ~ '~~, lt i uuujd M.11% I'la Ilt~ls ill Ill'lu' I I-r I till ,1~ CECI.1 VR.i Iu sut I, a l~l i It. t Ill, t'

dsui1u1 %% a cyit'i Aial 'ii' sit I'Il It, ii'it IS l g f tii tli

In IlI S l :1r ) SC JU 3M ., C h ec k :1 1 " y - 1 1 I,[-ta 1dac d q'l' i ,' u HI I I Ittle c l~ i' I S1111Ii1% ilil V Ilt _ tug A t ,l I , ' Ill, it 1u I u

"Illtili il 1ýltulX I ll k l i - ilt. 'Ii j I it] Ill, 1 ii.' Iw p';iust - siu''i e_'~ ry lii m AiiiIj'IitI i t) ý Iýi g l -nt ~ I% i

Iiicý, Sd il lit l''tu I I t _Cli S tu m ade Ilg sI l''t -li d ti ' tI' tI c tyf' I ~ill. ' I, Il t If. l p Ir' % I ng A iIititIII% I i~ ift

illllc :li -1 111 .11 ud o- 151111 v t; ht111 il -1111 ui utiii1t I it il il lit t 'i s cu%'. I' st ti' [I clp ii V~ r Ilwg1 1 1 11 1 tu i ni~tt set

11111 1If m cm I ]-%-l ,IOw v, .] 11r 11ýj , I uI llI I..t1 p Ialiv rvI - S1vI. o I1fI

aliitt uI 'ji iu u' vt'3
e ( Iti tt te vlIi it I t I C tat ' jul issi vin Cnilui

alt~~~ Ien I II u~tu il)zu i

1,t cu~l L I s m ty Ct C l. 545'(o;ilu l 1.1g 1i' 1)) i' 'ei

aeil tgi ,ti C6lt ( atlusm. V enu t i- Ill P(

luiIutltlIiIseuffIt.0ltuUrcImat e'tot 3 11)511. at 10 I iLt' 11I41I1I

V;cU lit'w ktM ' tvIn I alt')1 :I tlsttel S) Sltwlestt CIiui _satt i

tigii . exitn -x (assume i esu I it:I -)

1211)~~~~~~~ Ii I Iliil 'Ii Iiiu putl th.ili v f 1)-v n

ft vtin nate (uit 1~c 1i F"IJ s- 1,j Wtj~t.( I
SI. . '' .I I. I ~ Lei1 lEt Ill C)ltlli I'llal e sla t1 itt iLl' ) I" I' i i~ll il

"liii' Systlillv I Fill'l SI I tIi~ilt I'llIii i t IiI ltg

Obj5111 : Ill 11111 TIL1F 111i t$ li (Ii l(_laJ I ISI.l )

ilut lull vat ii sta jte Cit I ittI'in s tate ~.
O n la CU o , v t v tus'lý atipin1d s4' 

Illct~ h tiW r ll an jtty l l u lv l g s l' l ( s u e s t

lit Ia i t .tIi~n I Iiu- It it I Iti I, :I alt'II ft-11 If-' ,11 1 1

Val id F;at In ISp t n I, n liumu , i fI ,

(t 3ts ai l a In flt. j 1 " Ill, anq t rlii Y -iT ciuc vr o qi hl ptigii ý ill" iCir , I a g

ft;C lltai tutu. iinctio Lta I'q~ lt-~~te vlr-u k be(a)))).,t~t

end~Z Iu iil II ait~i .IFay. vtcic aul5111'

1 1,v ba i I e u' I4 _a- m ezuthoiletIiSIlittsyt liNsll I Ie n xt (nu se i cette
all i0 r s in put.

aIc i i II ilii) l ZI It _I tkf l&G1

il ill ~ it n

i£ seu act ton-nitsaet(wset) ) . cte F t~it~Iilll iict r~i lybliFhl~I bsu

bei exsit (asue ieUr suiy th 0 i emi IaI: i t fIi frv b~ i x t a~~e r sit i

erm aseum setatui tactieon ew statef. & a))L).Iic 61(c l-j 3p L rTQ e I )

end C- Y TEL(Ite . 0-o tIIte w e n ~ j C _ l G b u p L r A e f ) )
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functilon butlte -history Ypreser1ving- rule Pot-( ir .i-t.iI lintl h t1 . n1,ill It '1111 i1' t11-i li ill siii itii link, ia, It

begin exi' (assume result. Il IUI@mt)R-1(1 IIIl tit, liii Ip iiiIt, It

all r rIule0. tirictioti &ctaon seq. del ved-11Ill-rules (re; ' u9 set
In lIs aue,, act olou equeii~c

a act Lorl) too, iv all
butfo hstry i se vngi'dlt),begin1 exit (aSsume I esult I if I

end &,acion dcit ived rIufm tIuIexr (I a)

functon bulet hs~oa (aseq nio nu I act tionjire qulice)
function, bfe hitriesol v ingrTu le (I rule) -

tiooleanl ( action new stAte~l&las(asqt)
begin. exit (aSs~ume result III action 11old saej

al Ii r ule inpu t a atio seq"116 delII ivet frIom- r tuIve kISt
all I1T rule ouItput . nn"Ilast (5ev)
all stil) suij)ect.. lakst aseqf)))
All o ol'ject. enda

Intominig tiirtol ylsutaj output statelro)) ill"tl. litlil ;i' I ii. itjii~ll th.t -11--1d %%.III wIttllCii
a (o in outghizq history (Futl), input sta'e9(ri), and Iii111til'% si11'

o lin outgoiing tiitoruy(subj output statLelro)))). tunctilon a~tlon derved tltios rules; (ts rule set.

end aL act ion))

Thc I riot. iii secure _rules _form secure system loginei asm nl t
sowl.' I r Ule

'oml's J lil I-) tithi It'll111an( 1 attihi~ lltiltt%, U hiii d, h'iti''ii u'mt r I r Uul Input

shtM 1 h ;1 1151 l u~ tN' ~ljtll bui pr'%i'!'ii t tj1 llI pilnilig thiait all 1i, Some nIl v Tule output.

""I''i' I 1 I. g ý tInA 11Itiill a I c s(1 itI I. I% Ii a111 as I huik 1, ' t I l%'l ~it r in I.I rrI t

I t , Ol iiiii0: it f i11g N ZVI a1 11riru Ti lt-r1i 1 :Il i !it I'P'It !Sit ;111i l illt a inp':t L sta~et O ri) Aactbou.-old state Is)

Ing Ii hu iitlliui) I itj'1 ý1kl i tp 1 t oii:ir S tillI[ I i t tit,0 olt I ilI'S 4t input ? r quet;' (r i) at iln requin;t (0.

II'lrt iiaoutp~ut de'.'isblef(I Q) a ,t ion dlec iiIonl(a)
at ou tput I .t at e (tIo) aac t ion CS state Ct

lemma s~ecure rules form- recure-system (ins r ule-set e nd

Wsl't actLion set
z0o i iter tstate) Till i iiij r ,ii

Iaction s et derlued from riulclsv wsnot zu))scr ue omscr

securem sysemlso 20).h a'1-

ills~~~~~~~ tic iii' It- liik ,l onA r 11 1- i 't n t i
jecrle-S70 filter state)

Aile set A itikil itIl 'I ith"l p I tict-lii 1111 1 :11 C rite l l a I o :'ulce

t tlli til ttlnsit" ltill .,. 'i IIpv i. 5~i'l''t4 i Ill u ll'd intit, 0t t; tIo od Itt~ vta e l fie

Il d l - f N r% I j toJ,%11, : ill at- act Io Seq don iacd 11011 r uIsl sn ta ; q A ,Io1 ivqu ,

r i'ijIii s Aii rpaintiiig I II sit et q i t I[(v diti'lt, 1noiilantTll at alltq)l~t

type action sequence s equence of action a secreet' U1C0 e (20))~ii-1Ue-e(Ts

function sectai e aZ

function acinse vo ed froml tiles (is r ule sept -uc tolcIly_ý lont sequence (ase'q

110 f iltet -state) iOlan1
-~~lel beglIi. exit (assoure' r-l;ult it,

begi exi t0 aLkSs;ume result ill ai re

all aL acti 1o n
a in west L;vc ure s t atIe (ac0tit tw. nta'e a)

some aseq actLo10isE;Qqlle iic e-
a in asoq i n~i ig Iiini iI-Il.. oa aseq no riull1lact ion Ocquence)liiliiiiiiiliili"t' 'J'''th ii lllliilitdor

at action old statpel ist(aa~eq)) = 70 Inates uI tl'il'i'l"ui, il (liti '~itlinirg i'tit'il1

At action _seq _dor ivod fri'r rutestrsi If 11 l'tl'\ii ailit'liiit Il ill and i'itl

last Iar. eqI))

ditit i Ii qltl Iii h ih s-1 It, 1 it t' "I 'l I at 1 1 is lIt" an[,i I'ý 1iii' Cit,

.'t al v lit Ilthe c J I1 l11, wi 1i 1 ul liii Ii's ItI! t I1 liii t"1 'Ii liilil " aI'



lemma dominates is reflexive (s security-level) = function process messagerule rule =
dominates (s. s). begin exit (assume

all ri rnle Input.
lemma dominatesisantasymmetric (slu2 securlty.level) = all ro rule output.

C domnatesc(sl. s2) result(ri) = ro
Auominates(s2. 6l)) iff

-> p! ocess_message(ri) = re) .
sl s s2. e .n .

lemma dominates is transtLive (Cl. The funetioin process message describes the futictionality of

dominatesl. s2) s2. s3 securitylevel) = the system iat an abstract level. The function describes the

I domlnates(s2. s3)) rule_output (filter state, decision) that it kill return
-> given ally ruleinput (filter state, request). The
dominates (51. s), funition iriust be well-defined to prevent unsoundness

End. {Filter Secur ityPolicy} Processmessage says that if there is a message which is ant
eletment of sonie incoming line's buffer history, if the security

4.2. System Functionality level of sonie outgoing line donuinates the tile security level of tile
-iiessage and if t lIe security level of the iiessage dominates tire

The Rules of Operation scowý- defines the fiunctional- security level of the iulcoiiing line, then a new filter state is

it% of ine s~stieti by statiig piropierties of a valid initial state and teated by addug the message oito tie outgoing line's buffer his-elmcaralei 1)|| slaii. tileo~s Thesegg onto.re thlle outoin lie' ufeehs
enumueerat iiug all state transitions. Tese properties lutist ilieu he tort of the (Ad filter state, ait the decision is yes. If a;y
1ir., ied to lie secure witth respect, to tlie seeiuriy pnlicy described of these cheeks art- not met, thie., the decision is no and tire
it ,el ion 1. 3 T'hlis examlple makes some sinlulifieatioris to resulting fllter state is unchanged. This specification
1111iilize the size of tile specifteation. First, thiere is only ontt rule f akes tio attenmp1t to describe how the liext message to process is
of ojiecrtl ion, called process message. For other alpplicationis. deteriinied, or how the mnessage is routed to a proper oltgoling
our ahliproach ean be gt'ireralizcd crisily to it larger niumlrer of ltie. Ihi this specification, request is nevar used. It is assuimled

utitls. Second, tie slixeificatioti assuicies thaut the incolni.ig buffer that tlie rule is activate i upon arrival of a message.
history is pre--establislied at the initial state, and remains fixed function process message (ri rule input) rule output
for i le iturat n ol the execution of the filter 1]'his asntltlioti begin
allowvs is i. tu aoid creatitig a rule to describe how a imessage exit (assume

arrives at the filter. l)esliie Ilie a-sUlliitiott, the speciirainio is some m message.some old _st ate fillter _state,

still collipiletely getieral, sice we liroe, I-lie seenlit'y of tite filter some Incoming_line orrtgoing line line.

fo'r site aritmi rae) itioiniig dState - r! Eue rte
& :i n in old_ state incoming[lncomilg)Kitre]

scope FiLTER Rules of Operation =I dominates(old _state subject_sl[outgoingline).
m Si)

begin & domratec(m 3t.
old stat- subject sl incomingnline))

{ name declarattions omitted } then result state = old state with
( outgoing[outgoing_ line) =

A iltild iiitial state for t ii's-ag" filter is dcefintud i'h" old state outgoingLourgoing_line) < m)
initial filter state. A stirte ZO , a -alid ititial fiter t result du-cis..on = yes

-- ooelse recult state = old state
ru•ale ill liii tiuessru;gish tru'e etell : iil ri on ati5' outtigotug htiii'i, A result decision = no

atd the intiertrl tiaptiii gs are de-fited for all lines. No restric- fi).

tii, ore parieed on t lie ItVioli tng buffer Iiistories at- i i:•itztail -on. end. 'C FILTrER_ Rules of Operation
function initial liter state(zo filterstate) boolean u
begin exit (assuse result iff

all outgoingline line. 4.3. Proving the System Secure

all I line.
zo outgoing[outgoingline) = null(buflerrhistory) Thie oliject of the scope FilterRules Model Proof is to

& I in domain(zo incoming) estarblishl that tltc rules of op'erationi ini the
& I in doma',n(zO outgoing)
at 1 in doma;.u(zO subjectsi)). Fl terRules _of _Operation and the systern that tliy

end, d(.itin are ecure. It brings tI;,' pieces defined ill various scopes

Ili thus s ,i.uple etxample,. wc irvi otul] a siigli ruil of operat ,[i A tuigithur.

('i'tlli)'lx syscitll xiOuld ir.nte mlnar ).u tiiire ;ill %\,rittei iill a stimilrr scope FITTER Rules-_ Model Proof =

ste %'h. Process_Tuessage_rule is d,'finu :is a coinstan (:i begin
f nlut'in tith to eargutiteits) of tylpe rule 'lhe ril is defntt'iI
by ciompiaring it with a corresponding speetficatsioi 'unttion called j name declarations omitted 3
process message. The defiiiitK ott f thu ruh" asay. that tlreS'e s .1 e t othetiti .ma secure FILTER is the itatiii theoreti to estaulish
tuiripuig re-tucried by processmessage _rule Illatches Ii drituotrates that the sei defied lV t set of

procssdse.ngenfr evry iilii. 'rutnhatr 'ttisalihriiali dee def tuul Ueto
process._Me L; sage for e-er~y Int,,ioutpult pir "Fllh, approach FILTERoperateon rules is secure, as defined Uy
;IH,•lvs its 10 Illak(- flhl- 'ollnertion Inetwm(cl all arbitr~iry s of secure system 'Iiis is done iy showing t liat if sn actnt setrl,' :tas ill(' polhu- ui-se's, r dit.l anit is aniltiti ti''iu of a ipirtiie ulart mt is Vu aiduti a i as ecifiei

of relnhs for the svstemi iielu spnec ifiled
ID the. rules, thell Ill, veiuslltg 'ysteill is s•i'i'lru i
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lemma secure FILTER (zO FILTER_state) =examplc.ý of such restrictions.
all wetL action set,
all rs rule set. We hope Lhat otlhei, will be interested ii adapting this

FILTEioperatison rules(rs) rapiroach for their own use. The general t;ypisy fraumework thatk•. action - et -dellved from rules (rs, wset, zO) aprahfrteronue

Sin:.tial] FILTER_statse(zO) we have provided will allow others to conicen trate on the develop-

-) ,tent of the specific security propeities anitd rides of operation for
securesystem(wset. zO). their own systenm.

The reinaining theorenis deal with the "auxiliary" scurity pro-

perties defined by the rule security properties These must hold REFERENCES

-as well for the systemn's abehavior to lie truly restricted in the I13ell76i1 ) K elHl, l..1 l,4d'aduha, Secure Computer Systems:

desired manner. l'h, theorent uinfied EIrposilion and Multies Internpretation,

tranquilitypreserving_.FILTER demonstrates that the M'l'IT-2997 Rev. I, MI'l'lTE Corp., Bcdford, MA,

"ILTEl' Rules obey the model's trancquility property. March 1976.

lenma tranqui llty_presei ving FILTER =
all is; r ule set. [Cohen861 [.M. Cohen, Provmg (ypsy Programs, Institute for

FILTER opera•ton iules(rs) (omputing Science, University of 'T'xas at Austin,
-> May 1986.
tranquility preserving rus aset(rs).

This theorem demonstrates that the FILTER Rules obey the lCriterial J)cpartment of Dcfcnse "'Irusted Computer SystemSTh:"rt, ls spcific] IEvaluatwnl (rileria, 15 August 1983. •

model's buffer history preserving property. 'l'hc riles specified

obey constraints oii how the buffer histories are changed [Cood84J D).1 (Good, Renised Report on (Gypsvy 2 1, Institute

lemma Ouifer_-tistorypreservingFILTER = for Coiputing Science, University of "I'exas at
all rc rule net. Austin, March 1981.

FILTERoper•ation rules,(rs)

buffer history preserving rule set(rs). iMelean871,lohn Me esli, Reasonmin About Security Model;,
Proceedinugs of the 1987 I]' EI Synmposinum on

A rule set. is tIe set of FiLT"Itl operation _rules iff every rule in Security aid P'rivacy

the rule set is one of the enumerated rules. Writing this theorem

involves enumerating every rule of operation defined. FILTERl ISmiiithf83l M.K. Silith, Model and )c.sign Proofs in Gypsy:

has only one rule, so in this specific ease there is no need to use a An rxample (bsony lcll and ,lnadula, Institute for

set of ules We do so here in order to make this specification (oipuoati Scrivec, lliiversity of lexas at Austin,
Febiurtary iseto.

easy to generalize for an arbitrary number of rule:;.

function FILTERoperationrules(rs rule set) boolean =

begin exit (assume result iff
all r rule.

r in i-s
iff
r = process message-rule).

end,

end, { FILTERRulesModel _Proof }

5. SUMMARY

We have presented an approach for developing formal :secu-

rity models. Th e approach is ili the style of Bell and Lai'adula,

to take advantage of user faniliarity, but it is flexible enough to

lie :adapted to a wide variety of ntat.e niachine models. As in Bell

and Laladula, our approach coisists of three steps: a frame-

work, which defines the security policy, an abstract view of tiys-

tem functionality, which definesn the rules of o:)eration; and a

system security proof, which proves that the rules of oper;,tion

are consistent w0th respect to tire security pliey Several exam-

piles of tlhis a nproaeh have been written and plroved couiii!iiteily

within the Gypsy Verification Environlnini. As far as we know,

these ae soiie of the only examples of complrte automated

proofs faithful to the Bell and I.al'adula style.

The insifficiency of a state invariant approach has been dis-

cussed by Mclean iMcleaii87] arid others. Our aptproach allows

one to write further restrictions oii state transitions to cuiisurc a

sound approach. The Gypsy stiecification in the last. section con-

tained leniiiias called tranqui iity preservingFILTER

and buffer historypreservingFILTER, which are
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TRUDATA: THE ROAD TO A TRUSTED DBMS

Ronald B. Knode

ORI/INTERCON Systems Corporation
9710 Patuxent Woods Drive
Columbia, Maryland 21046

(301) 383-97U0

ABSTRACT mode of operation.) As processing and

ORI/INTERCON Systems Corporation has reporting needs multiplw, this technique

encountered numerous mission needs for forces duplication of processing power

secure database management services and data (to handle varying combinations

offered in a practical, deployable. of data sensitivity and user clearances)

supportable system configuration. Our and prevents an effective flow of derived

response has been to design a multi-level intelligence data to those users who have

secure system that combines the a subset of the clearances and accesses

contemporary architectural notions of involved in the data pool. The net

security kernel. integrity lock. and results are:

trusted filtering and embark or. an

Implementation program using existing 1) Expensive dedicated and

products, technologies, and techniques. duplicated intelligence data

The INTERCON Trusted Database Management processing environments.

System (TRUDATA) project is targeted at

an initial Bl-level system with an 2) An inability to deliver or make

ultimate B2 version as the eventual available all the relevant

goal. This paper describes the "journey" intelligence and C3 product and

that represents the TRUDATA project, d.ta to all 1h ucrz: who

including summarlies of its development legitimately need such data and

guidelines, system architecture, security are authorized to receive it.

policy, and implementation status.

WHY WF'RE MAKING THIS JOURNEY NOW

WHY THE JOURNEY IS NECESSARY
V _ ORI/INTERCON has a long history of

Nearly every intelligence data secure sy'.tem development within the

processing and C3 system depends on the intelligence and C3 community. Pursuit

ready availability of accurate and timely" of natural opportunities within those

data. Moreover- for "production cycle" communities brought us face to face with

intelligence environments, the quality of several programs and procurements which

the product is typically fostered by the had compelling requirements for MLS DBMS

comprehensiveness of the data from which services. As we researched ways to solve

it was generated. The consequences are these requirements, we found very little

twofold: in the way of practical, existing
foundations upon which to base a

1) Data must be accepted from a solution. After surveying the

broad variety of sources. corhtenipoPary technological terrain, we
decided that conditions dere now right

2) Data must be retained and for our own expedition. Right from the

Information captured over long start we determined that our destination
periods of time. was the delivery of trusted DBMS services

in a 
t

ruly useful implementation. In

The combination of these consequences effect, we have three "passengers" on our

results in collections of data of varying Journey, all of whom must reach the

sensitivity. To date, the only way to destination together in order for our

provide a satisfactory. data processing trip to be successful. Our ".passengers"

mechanism for such collections of data are:

having multiple levels of security

classifications is to dedicate a 1) Doctrinal Security, i.e.. TRUDATA

processing resource to the highest must bo secure in accordance with

sensitivity of any data which might be in DOD policy and reeulatiors.

the collection, and then isolate that
processing resource from all users who 2) Capability, i.e.. TRUDATA must be

themselves do not have clearances to capable of servicing real

access all data potentially in the data operationel missions in a manner

reservoir. (The so-called "system high" much like a conventional DUMS.
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3) Achievability. i.e.. TRUDATA must of certification. This combination
be (oable using present-day of talent. products, and services
products, technologies, and gives us a ready-made support
techniques. organizatio.i for the TRUDATA MLS

DBMS.

Four conditions convinced us that the
road to that destination could be
traveled: TRAVEL PREPARATIONS

1) The Legacy of Previous Explorers As for any journey, good preparations

are crucial to reaching your destination

For over a decade now, researchers on time and safely. Six main "traveling"
have been seriously exploring what it guidelines have controlled our TRUDATA
means to be a "secure DBMS". The development project. In keeping with our
landmark Air Force Summer Study at journeying motif, we have paraphrased
Woods Hole in 1g82 ([31. [5)) these guidelines as road-wise
summarized the "state of the problem" preparations:
and projected three architectures
that offered near term potential for 1) Know what the end of the road
supporting trusted DBMS services, should look like before you
Much additional work has been done arrive; have good scouts to
since then to find productive paths anticipate your arrival.
to trusted database services (e.g..
[2). [9], [17]. [18]. (191, [20)). Interpretation

2) The New Traveling Vehicles Have an implementation approach

in mind from the very beginning.

Computer system product advances that Make sure that Implementation
have occurred since the Summer Study questions are resolved as
make today the right time to move security policy. system
tousted DBMS technology beyond architecture, and assurance

theoretical explorations to pragmatic techniques evolve.

implementations. These product
advances represent new modes of 2) Use a good compass to stay aimed
transportation, i.e.. new "vehicles". In the right direction.

"hich, to trvcl the roosd towa,ý7rd
trusted database management system In Leridretat ion

development. Of particular
importance are the "near" Use a real operational mission

availability of certified secure archetype as a constant backdrop
versions of well known operating for development of architecturo.
systems and the maturity of the policy, and actual
database machine. Ipenation Reconcile all

desirn decisions to the
fundamental question "Can the

SThe Reward at Journey's End mission be fulfilled under this

Perhaps the most difficult traveling design?"

condition to gauge is the market forom
a trusted database management Watch outforo
systen. While we believe that such a every dvection.
produc t is not the next "Mustang" or
"Taurus", we likewise believe that it Interpretation

's also not the next "Edsel" or
"Corvair". However measured. our 1alance the)retiCal

market surveys give us reason enough requirements against practical

to follow this road to system operational requirements and

development, standard operational protections
as a tradeoff mechanism in
security policy development.

a) Good Traveling Companions Keep the policy from becoming so
trivial that it is meaningless or

To succeed as a real solution to so exotic that it is not
multi-level DBMS problems, a system implementable in some practical
must be deployable and supportable as sense.
well as offer secure DBMS services in
convenient and efficient ways. a) Don't stray too far from the
Spurred on by this recognition. beaten path.
ORI/INTERCON Systems Corporation
(INTERCON) has formed a Trusted Interpretation
Database Managment System (TRUDATA)
development alliance with Base the architecture on
Britton Lee, Inc. and AT&T to build generally recognized and accepted
and support a practical, deployable, techniques for achieving trusted
functional Multi-Level Secure DBMS DBMS services. Combine
targeted ultimately at the B2 level techniques to reduce or eliminate

known vulnerabilitles.
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5) Start with a reliable mode Of acknowledged TCB foundation for
transportation. TRUDATA TFE functions, and the

intuitively appealing capability
Interpretation for physica] as well as logical

encapsulation of the DBMS.
Start with an already trusted
product (operating system) as the
basis for extending an existing 6) Major TRUDATA project milestones
TCB to support trusted DBMS ([71, [81, [221) have been
services. produced, reviewed. and presented

to industry and Government from
6) Stay in conitact with your base the very outset. These papers

camp and mark the trail well as describe not only the "product"
you go. but also the continuing "process"

'.sed to take the next development
Interpretation steps.

Invoke the "social process" right Progress along the road to a TRUDATA
from the start. Inform and implementation has occurrt I in short
involve the cognizant Government bursts of "breakthrough" speed
agencies and technical partners interspersed with periods of "idling in
at every step. Document both the place". The major milestones of
milestones (e.g.. system architecture specification [7], security
architecture. security policy) policy description IS], and
and the process used to reach implementation planning (221 have each
those milestones. been followed with a period of technical

reflection and review, market
reaffirmation, and project consolidation

THE ROAD SO FAR to march forward to the next milestone.
As we proceed through our implementation

We've followed our own six "traveling plan, we anticipate a continuation of the
tips" as we've moved down the road to "speed up-then-slow down" (and maybe even
TRUDATA implementation. For example; backup!) cycle as we attempt to navigate

the specifics of an implementation
1) Market surveys and our own secure without the benefit of an "official

systems development experience roadmap". i.e., Trusted DBMS Evaluation
provided implementation C'rterl. Summsrles of each of the ma&o0,
characteristics milestones leadtng up, to aCtual

functionality, performance, size. Implementation are provided in this
cost) for. TRUDATA from the very survey of our Journey to date. Full
beginning. descriptions m&y be found in the

references.

2) We adopted the Naval Surveillance
System (NSS) operational model
described in Ii] and broadened TRUDATA ARCHITECTURE SUMMARY
in [14] as our mission archetype.

TRUDATA combines the classical
3) We have invoked a process of "Integrity Loci" and "Kernelized"

constant self-examination to make architectures from the Summer Study with
sure that our security policy an additional "Trusted Filtering" notion
supports the mission archetype described in [9) to form the basis for
and abides by reasonable the TRUDATA System Architecture 17) as
interpretations of [61 as shown in Figure 1. Two main
amplified by tne most recent architectural components provide the
successful research results, necessary functionality:

4) We've constrained ourselves to 1) The TRUDATA architecture
generally accepted (though not concentrates all "trust" for data
yet officially sanctioned) and process security in a Trusted
trusted DBMS techniques and Front End (TFE) component.
practices in design and
development while still allowing 2) Tmonent (DBM) i

ourselves the necessary freedom completely encapsulated, making

to innovate wherever creativc the onlty avenue of access to data
compromises must be made. mnnaeement services through the

TFE.

5) From among a number of
ax chitecturally possible While we allow the DBM component to
candidates, we have chosen AT&T's maintain data Integrity and perform
System V/MLS secure UNIX as the typical DBMS services (e.g., query
basis for the initial TRUDATA TFE resolution, data update), we do not trust
and the Britton Lee IDM as the it to do so in accordance with the
initial TRUDATA DBMS componcut. TRUDATA security policy. The integrity
Crucial to these choices was an locking technique. perfoxmed entirely in
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the TFE. imparts that "trust" to the DUM a priori, no sy:;tem- driveen

by "checking up" on the interit•y and classification at temnp-ts need be

accuracy of all data entering and leaving elide. By makiJng mvIiewsi

the TFE. A trusted filteia. also in the "read-only'", difficult update

TFE, either eliminates fundamentally Qlassification decisions can be

non-secure DBM function requests before avoided without sacrificing the

they are sent to the DBM or exchanges real utility of data fusion In a

them for equivalent necure function database apilication.

requests ("comnmutative filtering").

Finally. additional trusted user 3) A clearance vector for risers

Irterface software In the TFE provides (subjects) which can bet used to
for the secure administration and enforce data classification

operation of TRUDATA. The TRUDATA system cont o1 without constrainJ na
interface is SQL. operational personnel to an

unworkable disjointed scenario of
partial data construction and

reviow.

TRUI)ATA

ARCIIITECTURE

TIRtilI I-D RONI END FNCA VSIULA I)ED

- --- * TRIUSTEI) * AUTHIITNICATOR
IN0III'ALI USER t I' '

IAYER nuIi1z

REFIICRNCE MONITOR. (Component

(0TrER APPICI(IATIONS

DA IA a-d Pr(r(OCESS SECURI IY

•AIA 11111;H11)

1"i tirri I

Entities. The TRUDATA security model

TRUDATA SECURITY POLICY SUMMAEY consists of five types of entities:

The TRUDATA Security Policy Model 18] 1) subjects

is a derivative of the Naval Surv-iliance

System (NSS) Security Model described by 2) objects

Graubart and Woodward in [I). While we

have adopted many of the same definitions 3) security levels
and subpolicies espoused in the NSS

model, the TRUDATA Policy is ti) operators

disting1j shed by several new and

different concepts, each of which helps 5) security policies
to maintain a theoretically consistent

model while at the seine time supporting a Subjects. The subjects in this mcdei are

practical concept Of operations. Among the users. Each user is ssigned ae

the more important features of the model clearance vector <d.u> which establishes

clearance -evel boundaries. The u
component is the maximum clearance level

1) A mdustable view aevel security, of the user, and the d component is the
By, making data access possible minimum clearance level of the useer.

only through pre--defined views. Eaih usel of the us e d

TRUDATA permits the Data Base Each User of the system is also assigned

Administrator tDBA) to supply an access level <a>. This level is the

variations of security protection current security level of the user and

granularity extending from record must always satisfy

level security (wherein the only

defined view is that for the d <= a <= u

entire record) to field level Operator Authorization List. In additicn

security (in which single field to clearance levels, there is also an

views are defined). cerator authorization list (OAL)

2) The introduction of 9 ecialli associated with each user. Only

constrained view types called operators on this list can be invoked by

"pIvews" and "mviews" as vehicles

to control the irferencing an'

aggregation problem botn within

and across records. By forcing
all views to be defined and

assigned a default security level
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the user. Consequentl,. OAL's are used Likewlse, an mview could be defined as:
to help define the role within which each

type of user must behave. 3) create mv-iew diagnosis
as select ptag from

OIecqa.L The objects in this model are: patients.
xrav from iabwork

1) data bases where
patiant num - patient-num

2) relations

3) records (also called tuples) All pvlews for a relation must be
defined at the time the relation Itself

I1) views is defined. Every relation has at least
one pview. called the baseview. The
baseview of a relation is the universal
projection of all fields defined for the

Databases contain relations, which relation and is. therefore, equivalent to

contain records, whose contents (i.e.. the relation itself in content

field values) are available only through definiltion. There is. however, one

views, significant distinction. Namely, the
baseview can behave as a container within

Views. Views are named collections of a relat ion, providing a vehicle to

fields within one or more relatlons. control the view aggregation problem in
There are two Hinds of views. Frimitive much the same way as relation containers
views, called pvlews. consist only of ccntrol the record (basevlew) aggregation
fields from a single relation. i.e.. problem and databse containers cuntrol
pviews are a projection from withln a the relation aggregation problem.

relation. H!ultiviews, called mviews.
consist of a o•_In of pvtews within a Protection Granularity. With our
database. To illustrate, consider two definition of views, we can now catalogue
relations in a HOSPITAL database, one for TRUDATA objects as either containers or
PATIENTS and one for LABWORK. These atoms. TRUDATA containers are databasee.
relations are shown pictorially in relations, and baseviews/records. Views

Figure 2. (including baseviews) are TRUDATA atoms
because they are the smallest unit of
informstion in the system to wnienh

PATIENT Relation

Lastname Fir•tname Patient._Nur ...

LABWORK Relation

Lab-Date PatientNum Filmid : Technician

Figure 2

From the relations in Figure 2 pviews explicit classifications are attached,

would be defined as: Two interesting and helpful results occur

naturallY under this definition:

1) create pview ptag
as select lastnalne, 1) Baseviews behtve as both

firatname, containers and atoms. depending
patient-num on their use/purpose within an
from pstienta application. Whenever whole

records (with their field

2) create pview %ray values) are legtitmatelv

as select filmid, accesued via the baseview. the

technician. baseview operates as an atom by

patient__num, providing an explicitly labeled

labdate collection of data. Likewise.

from lab%,ork whenever subcollections of data

within a record are
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legitimately accessed via other each container is labeled with a
views, the baseview operates as Container Clearance Requirement (OCR)
a container by providing the label and access to anz data within a
superimposed mandatory access container is only allowed if the acce A

control service (the conitainer level of the subject satisfies the
clearance requirement) in the non-discretionary access policies as
same way that database and applied to the CCR label. Thus, the CCR
r'elation containers Perform, represents a "minimum" clearance level to

be satisfied bafore access to any data in
2) Atomit level protection the con'ainer is allowed. For example.

granularity is configurable b. the OCR can be used on a baseview to
the ")BA all the way from insist that users'have a Secret clearance
"record level" security (with before seeing any data via otherwise
only a baseview defined) to authorized pview(s). even though all
"field level" security (with pviews may only be labeled as
single field pviews defined). Confidential. Such a capability supports
Note that fields are in some control over "horizontal aggregat ion"
sense "sub-atomic" units of (multiple views within a record) as well

information because t"hey are a "\vertical aggregation" (a single view
only accessible through a across many records).
view. NOte further that field
and view level security,and s vie o lev samecrity The CCR label has no relatJinship
collapse into the same thing with the default ASL of a container. The
(an) "atomic fusion" of sorts) CCR may• be less than. greater than, or

whenever single field views are equal to the default ASL. Furthermore.
defined, in recognit ion of the exceptionally

strong tie between the definition of the
Security Levels. relation and the automatically associated

baseview container, the CCR of the
Labels. TRUDATA security labels consist relation is also defined to be the CCR of
of both a hierarchical component and a the hasevlew.
set (possibly empty) of non-hierarchical
categories. Subjects and data access Access Contiol Lists. The security
objects (i.e.. views, baseviews/records. aevels and lab-els described above form
relations, and databases) alre labeled. the basis for mandatory data protection
',e- aubu•j c , labeis represent tne within1 the TRU.ATA security model.

clearance:; held by the subject. For data Discretionary security is represented via
access objects, labels represent the the concept of access control lists for
classification of the object. Each each data access object. Access Control
coordinate of the subject clearance Lists (ACL's) can be associated with each
vector consists of a TRUDATA label, data access object, and then can be used

to determine what kind of access each
All data access objects are labeled subject can have to that data access

with an actual securityv level (ASL). A object. Each entry on an ACL consists of
default ASL must be provided when data tho subject (or group) Identifier ana the
access objects are defined, access permissions authorized. ACL's
Subsequently. the AS. is either control five types of access:
explicitly provided when an instance of a

data object is created (e.g., a record is 3) Access to Containers
created) or the defined default ASL
becomes the ASL for the instance. i.e.. 2) Access to Relations
the defined default ASL is inherited by
the actual instance of the data access 3) Access to Databases
object.

4) Access co Non-Containers
Except for pviews. the default ASL

of a data access object can be less than, 5) Access to Pviews
greater than. or equal to that of its
container. The ASL of a pview must ACLs list the exa--t access
always be less than or equal to that of authorizations permitted to each
its baseview container (since, in fact, individual/group specified on the list
such a restricted view always provides itself. Objects also have E xcergt ion
less data access than that of its .lists (EXL,). which perform the opposite
baseview container). Such a restriction
eliminates possible conflicts between fun ction. l...e. EXL's list all subjects

data access to a baseview and to solme for whom specific access authorizations

pview within that haseview container, are denied.

Container Protection. The TRUDATA model Operators. Users act up' I data with

enforces a container clearance operators. There are thr-ee classes of

requirement (CCR) for all data azcess. operators in the TRUDATA security model:

[Note: This Is a uniform application of
the Container Clearance Required notion 1 ) Those that access data.
from Landweh.'s MSil model described
in [17].] In addition to a default ASL. 2) Those that define data.
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3) Those that manipulate the 3) Discretionary Access Control
mandatory and discretionary
access attributes of data. Discretionary access control is

enforced using ACLs and EXLs.
Subjects can only use those operator? The ACL/EXL of the object. as
that are listed in their OAL. The range well as the ACL/EXL. of the
of applicabilty of each class of operator object's container(s) if
is shown in Figure 3. necessary, must authorize (and

not exclude) the Subject's
requested operator access to
the object.

The security policies define the
relationships among users. operators. and
objects. Consequently. the policies are
described in [8) as they apply to each
class of operator, i.e., data access,
data definition, and att ibute changing.

Operator Classes and Applicability

Operator Operator Operator
Class Name Applicability

Data Read All data access objects
Access Write All data access objects

except iiviews
Delete Containers only

Date neflne-dh Databases only

Definition Define-rel Rclatioiz only
Define-view Relations only

Attribute Change-level/Read All data access objects
Changing except mviews

Change-access All data access objects

Figure 3

Policies. Subject to object access Is Added DBA Responsibilities. The TRUDATA
controlled under a combination of three security Policy adds responsibilties to
sub-policies. The requirements of all the role of the DB4L and the system
three sub-policies must be met before any operator. primarily to inspect and
specifiu access operation is allowed. maintain data integrity.

1) Operator Authorization. A Word About Integrity and Inference

Subjects access objects with Conflict Between Secrecy and Integrity.

operators. A subject can Much recent research [8,18.19.20) has led
invoke an operator only if that time and again to the frustrating
operator is on the subject's realization that an inherent conflict
CAL. exists between data secrecy and data

integrity ill database management
2) Mandatory Access Control systems. Data secrecy policies and data

integrity policies are fundamentally
Mandatory (non-discretionary) orthogonal in motivation and practice.
access control involves the Inclusion of broad integrity subpolicies
subject's security level, the inevitably leads to a spiral of
ASL of the object, and the CCR unacceptable covert and inference
of the object's container(s), channels.
The subject's security level
must be sufficient to satisfy Current TRUDATA Ajproach. We. too. have
the mandatory access policies confronted this situation in our effort

applied to the object for the to move generally accepted notions of

given op.,erator. trusted DBMS service from theory to
reality with the application of careful
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II
enainecri ng j Ud&nmen I to a sound system oteria t .ng systern feiundat oi,. arid a

architecture agajnst a backdrop of real reGadlil encapsulated DBM'S capability. we

operational needs. We are- concerned with have chosen to Collnfigulrre out' jI H Iisi

data integrity issues asC well as data TiUDATA system with an ATl'T 313t Model 400

security Issues. 'The selection of a running 3ystein V/MLW as the TiFE comronclli

Proven DBMS component with an extensive and a Britton Leo 1DM as the LIUMS

history of performance alnd air Impressive component. We are elowing our' B12 level

capability for' preserving data Syst em t arget nimploierrt at ion I1 an, even

consistency reassures us that TIUDAIA though the urreont vergsion of

will be able to maintain database System V/MLS is ill evaluation for

service. The available consistenc., tools BI level certification. Our instant

and mechanisms for recovery bode well for target is for an initial MLS TRUDATA a t

TRULATA as a reliable as well as trusted the Hl level, with an ultimate version

DBMS. In addition, the healthy sot of (using even ml'ore secure versions ot' our

access controls included in the TSUDATA baseline TFE ope•rating sysI em) targeted

security policies represents a strong for 132. britten Lee database machines

contemporary approach to controlling p-ovide the added reassurance of physical

Inference. as well as logical encapsulation, plus

high performance. a relational data

Basis for_ Implementation Decisions. yet. model, and an existing support

like [18], ws continue to base our organization.

implementation decislons on the premise
that "the Becur-ity policy has precedence Implementation Issues

over, and a prior existence to, the

integrity policy". Therefore, wherever No Official Criterja. The absýence of an

the introduction of' "aupporting" policies "official" set of security" criteria i'or

such as integrity policies would reeduce truý,ted database management systems

the abJlity of TEUDATA to enforce its Introduces an extra element of ambiguity

security policy, we have ruled in favor into certain implementation choices.

of security policy enforcement as lonj as Much effort is currently being directed

the operational problem archetype does at discovering exactly what it means to

not softer. We expect that we will he a "secure DBMS" certifiable to Anow

ultimately be able to reconcile specific level of trust. We. too, are

additional integrity policies (e. g.. participatlng in that effort as we

constra-ints, rulecs) to out aecuri ty plel'Ere a TRUDAATA whi chi tIl Anrns

policies. Through our own discoveries, mission-based functional and perfermance

as well az other onzoing research such as iimperotives with security policies thn t

that reported in [20]. we anticipate that abide by, generall. accepted ( If not

some reasonable. implementable Ineclianisms formally sanctionod) DBMS

will be identified. We have allowed for interpretatiOins.

their eventual inclusion beyond our

Phase I implementation program. Makin and Tracking lmj~lementation

Initially, however. database integri ty Choices. The National Computer Security

will be a large resPonslbility of the Center (NCSC) is currently attempting to

SDBA. The SDBA must recognize when coalesce a set of criteria for trlusted

integrityD considerations DUMS. However. even if such a set of
(osrit)criteria were extant,. the na•t ure of

impact data organization and

Classification. and then manifest that secure system implementation would still

recognition with the right Container leays some of the thornier ii, ltesientatlon

Clearance Requirement (CCH) and default choices unresolvable without experimental

Actual Security Level (ASL) selections data and/or extensive collaborative

(so that there is no newly introduced delitber'ation. Ce('rtain semant ic choices

inference channel), and covert c:annel bandwidth coil t rol

choices are especially appropriate to

Sufficiency of Current policy,. We agree this .2ategory.
with [19) that it is unclear whiether any

Integrity, policy for DBMS' S must be In t 'response to this situation, we

mandated at all. In view of the evolving have chosen to institute a "living"

consensus that a DBMS interpretation document. outr TRUDATA Implementation

of [6] should not include requirements Issurs (TISSUES) List, around which we

for controlling infer'ence (ref 1211). wO focus specific decision making efforts as

believe that our current policy direction we attempt to resolve (arid document )

satisfies the needs for an MLS DBMS every judgment issue discovered during

implementation ultimately targeted at the implementation. We expect the TISSUES

B2 level, while at the same time List to grow and shrink ever' time as

providing for supporting policy growth as implementation choices are made. Our

new practical Possibilities emerge. fIrst version of the TI1SSUES List had

la different TISSUES to resolve.

TRUDATA IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY
implementation Schedule

Initial Confiura_tion
TRUDATA implementation is proceeding

Based on our TRbUATA operational according to the TRUDATA Implementation

requirements for a deployable, F'lan The first phase of implementation

supportable system, an already trusted is scheduled to occur in two stages.
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Stage I is scheduled to end in the winter 2) The maintenance of a "living"

of' 1987 with a prototype. Stage 2 document (tae TISSUES List) which

finishes with our initial B13 target tracks implementavion Issues and

version in mid 1986. Subsequent phases their resolution throughout the

are a.iticipated to move to a U2 targeted iti 4plementation process.

level and to install more user support

too1n, on-line expert Secure Data Base 3) Concurrent devel opment of en

Administration (SDBA) guidance, and more application scenario as a way of

refined supporting policies, confirming our implementation

decisions and demonstrating

impleementation Procedure trusted DBMS services.

TRUDATA is being iml)plemaented ill a R.FERENCES
"closed security environment" according

to National Computer Security Canter

guidance in j16I. After establishlng the [Ii A Preliminary Naval Surveillslice

TRUDATA development facility and 'rRUDATA DBMS Security Model. Graubart.

Configuration Management Plat and R.D.. Woodward, J.P.' *.. Mitre.

procedures. implementation is proceeding 1982.

according to the following pattern: Integrity Lock Designs Document.

1) "Absorb" the Britton Lee Portable MT[9505. Duffy, K.J. Graubart,

Host Interface (PHI) sourcce code R.D.. August 1985

and place under TRUDATA CM.

"Absorption" includes a [3] Multi Itvel Data Management

line-by-line inspection of all Se'.uritv. Committee on Multilevel

existing code to check for TroJan Data Management Security,. Air

Horses and trapdoors, Force Studies Board. Commission
on Enginee.-ing and Technical

2) Activation of the TRUDATA Systems, National Research

Assurance Program (TAP) Council, National Academy Press.

consisting initially of rigorous 1983.

configuration management. ]
ntnuou tt rogram. andSeurt equrments of Nv

formal model interpretLtLion. The Embo"ddcd Computer: NWRL

TAP will be supplemented with Memorandum Report 5-)425 Carroll.
J.M.. Froscher. J.N..

covert channel analysis aftor 28 Sept 981$.

Stage I is complete. 28 Sept 984.

3) Confirmation of the standard [51 Survey of Technology Applicable
Br-Itton Lee UNIX PHI software in to the Design of Multilevel
the Systom V/MLS version. Secure Databse Management

Systems, System Development

a) Insertion of the new "trusted Corporation tfor RADC), November

authenticator" software at the 1983.

system interface level of the PHI
software. Careful examination of [6] Trusted Computer System

referencez Li0] through 115) and Evaluation Criteria.

analysis of PHI architecture as NCSC-STD-001-83. 15 August 1983.

documented In 122] has isolated
the points of protection to Just [7] TRUDATA: ORI/INTERCON TRUSTED

a handful of routines (which must DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM,

now be trusted). System Development Plan, System
Architecture. Krode. R. B..

5) Addition of Trusted User Services ORI/INTERCON. 3 October 1986.
and Trusted Filter- software. (8] TRUDATA SECURITY POLICY MODEL. A

6) Completion of data delivery Descriptive Top Level

services software. Specification. Knode, R. B..
ORI/INTERCON. 26 November 1986.

7) Completion of Security Features
User's Guide and Trusted Facility [9] Commutative Filters for Reducing
Manual. Inference Threats in Multilevel

Database Sy3tems. Denning. D. E..

Stage I is complete after step a. SRI International. Proceedings of

The remaining steps complete Stage 2. the Symposium on Security and

Superimposed over the entire pattern is: Privacy. 1985.

[10] IDM Software Reference Manual,
1 ) A program of penJ lx reportin~gBrteLe.nc. Pt

and review with development

partners and involved Government Number 202-0500-019. June 1986.

agencies. [1i] Portable Host Interface Software
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Speciflcation. Britton Lee. Inc., (21] ;ntegrity aled Inference Grout,

Pcrt Number 205 1190 -007 ReLoLtt. Proceedilngs of the

January 1986. National Comhputer Security Centerl
Irivitatjolial Workshop onl Database

(12] IDMLIB User's Guide, Britton Lee. Security (17-20 June 1986).

Inc.. Part Number 205-1681-000.
July 1986. [22] TRUDATA IMPLEMENIATION PLAN.

Knode, F. B.. CRI/INTERCON.

[13] IDM 500 Operation Manual, 27 February 1987.

Britton Lee. Inc., Part
Number 201-1076-006. June 1986.

(141] IDM 500 Maintenance Manual,
Britton Lee. Inc.. Part
Number 201-1210-002. June 1986.

(15] Predefined Stored Commands.
Britton Lee. Inc. , Part
Number 205-1607-000,
February 1986.

(16] Computer Security Requirements.
Guidance for AppIling the
Department of Defense Trusted
Computer System Evaluatsyon
Criteria In Specific
Environments. CSC-STD-003-85.
National Computer Security
Center, 25 June 1985.

[17] A Security Model for Mili' ry
Message Systems. ACM Trunsact is

on Computer Systems. Vol. 2.
No. 3. pp. 198-222,

La ýwer C- E..
Heitmeyer. C. L.. and McLean. J.,
August 1984.

(18] A New Look at Integrity Folicy

for Database Management Systems.
Proceedings of the National
Computer Security Center
Invitat ional Workshop on Database
Security (17-20 June 1986).
Bonyun, D., I.P. Sharp Associates
Limited. June 1986.

[19] Integrity in Trusted Database
Sjstems. Proceedings of the
National Computer Security Center
Invitational Workshop on Database
Security (17-20 June 1986).
Scholl, Roger R. (Gemini
Computers ) , Denning. Dorothy E.
(SRI International), June 1986.

1201 Secure Distributed Data Views,
Security Policy and

interpretat ion for a Claos Al
Multilevel Secure Relational
Database Systom, Denning, P. IL.

"ct alia (SR.I Internat ioial ),
Schell. Roger. R., et alia
(Gemini Comilpu t ers).
November 1986.
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THE1 SYBASE SF.CURE DATASEIRVEIR:
A SOLUTION TO THlE MULTILEVEL SECURE I)BMS PROBLEM

Patricia A. Rougcau
Edviard 1). Stuti

TRW ledetal Systcms Uioup
2751 Pr ospet ity Avecnue

11.0. Box 10440
F~airfax, VA 22031

INTRODUCTION military commnnaid and emit tol cnvironnwrnt where the
granulariity of access prmotection must be very fine. Thre SYSI)S

Today's database managemenet sy-stem (M)IMS) technology is design provides mandatory protectionl at [thc row le-Cl. with uip
sevecrely limited in its abilit y to protect senisit ive in:o~t mation and to 16 hierarchical classifications and 64 non-irii archiial
weeCt the increasingly demanding performrance requi renment s of' categories.
mrany governrnent, military, and private sector data pi ocessing
systemlls. CUrrenlt high performnance DBM%-Ss do not offer datal
secutrity, and previous securte I)IIMS prototypes sutciftted in titeir
pct-t FoIjillae, tiexibility, and maintainabitity. The Sybas-e IDatu and Systemr Iirteprity
Secuire VataSet ser (SYSI)S effort intends to soIse both the
security and per fornianice problemis a~sociated with inoder i, The ID0) Droste (jo~nhruiw Stsem Fiahumoni~ Criteria (th.:
relationat L)IMSs. Criteria), thle governing documenrtt lyeh iord comnput er secor 't

does tnot address thc problem ot'data integrity, a problem p-;rt ic-
Thlik paper presents lthe SYSDS approach to solving the secure ularly applicablo to database inanageimneit systems [l)OID83].
l)IIMJS problemi. The SYSI)S is at niultilevel secure relationat The SYSI)S approach addrtesse. th is problem in, three ways.
DohMS, based oil the Sybase etcational DBINIS kntown as the First, protection against inadvertent errors, soctr as hardwar'e
Pata~erver*. Tirle SYSDS is currently under developnment. Tire problemrs. is provided by tire use of' an integrity field covering
original SY'SDS approach took advantage of' tile t'act that the every, data page. This integrity ficld vomratns an error detectirrir
Pl:taServer wa% in an elrlv e t's'oi'rrwn, .,A static. Thei current code called a cyclic redutndarncy clice . (CRC). Tthe CRC isN used
lDataServer represents at state-of-tire-art relat ionral datia tiraiage- h'oi intvgrity put puses. nrot f-, ýceurity ptrpo~xý-, since tlirec
IWenit System which whent modified, yields a cost-effective, SYSI)S i% at reference uroniror approach. Seconid, the SYSI)S
reliaible rmultilevel secure DBIMS thrat does not sacrifice essential initerf'aces withr ncts.-ork tcncryptonl deCvices onl 0utput for Sec,:I;-
performiancc chiaracteristices. vird-to-end t ransnmissiorn ot'data over oit rusted net w-ot ks. Thecse

two nmethIods provirle Liata integrity both within thre SYSI)S and
bet ween cooperating hosts. Third, till, SYSI)S inrr-Jutrxe thc

TIll- TRUJSIFI fDlMS PROBLEM concept ot Tii uted Conmputirng Base (TCB) intecgrity by
separating ti Listd code into tw\o hardware supported executiont

lit 1982 tilie Air I orce St udies Board stated thIat conipit er sectirit y domrainis to hielp linmit tire an tour t of ut rt aifot dcd to each
technology had advanced ito tlIr Point whrere certifiable multilevel domain. This unique approach provides sys.tem integrity.
securte DBlMSs could he built itt tire trea tert'r 1A1S1383]. I 1 owever,
this technlology hals not nia.ter ialized itt the comntercial marketplace. lire SYSI)S o~lers oilie DBHMS rintegrity leatur-es not incluided

in tire TCH1. For exminple, the ISN"SIS enforces fatige Ohecks anid
lre SYSO)S addresses several problerirscontrronted by designers of triggers, biut these inecctankists are not enf'orce-d s ia trusted
tr1rtltilev~el %Nlure database management systemis. These irrelude: code. [hey were iritentiotially left out of trusled code to help

reduce thre %iue of the T01. Placing them inii tristed code wvoulu
"* Storage of nmult ilevel datia have mieatnt intclu dintg a subsiantial portiotn o'tlIre SQ I Comtpiler

itt tire TCD3, tuakiiifilie TC B signirificanrt ly Ia rgcr. -it essence, thIi~s
"* l)iata and systetni integrity comitrtps thre Pittpose of' ai retereuce mronitor approach since thre

reference nioiitor would no longer bec smal! enough to verify.
*Per f'olrtiaice

*I)eSign Criteria Ferformrane

* lechrnological Obsolescence. One of' tire largest problems in thre construction of securre
systemis is that, whethecr tfile systemr is anl operating systein or a
secutre DBOMS, security contrcols often degrade system pet fur-

Storage' (if Multiileiel D~AN manee ito tire point that tiresc e no loniger rteets optm rtiotral
requir enrmts. Thins renders the sysýteiri secure but itupractic al f'or

Most coimmrercial open atitg systemrs thrat at tenmpt to provide the mirssion or applicat ion. The restilt is that SeCCUrit) contrIols
mandaltory and discretioitary security conrtiols do so at the file are tu~rned o1ff Or corrpromises are made and orgaruzatiomrs are
level. This is ins'nfficieint for mnary applicartionrs, particularly in a forcedI to plirchatse utis~cjijt systetits that hetter tice*, tile pm tot-

mnnice requitremients of' the application. S~ seti users wilt
tolerate sonie performiance degradation doe to seclimnity, but it

tit "r e it t I dellitrlrk of' Sybase, tire. nitust he rittintintial -
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III,' SYSi)S as lwteti, is liasedtilli an elintely -e aicliltcteti in life ( m it:m, scth: c daitaiimls ticsigiici% 5 11%! adtltiess sli'ttial
I aaSei vei. I his appooicii is liltiqile in diala tilt IDataSei tl %%a%' liltegil I ts ic"lt. iiiditthlilit itgitS(L.r'. ,lail't %;t itle%)
decsigrieth wkith ptt11lln I'll lnid. Niekltitug an1 advaimage ill alid iclailtiolial lmclitjl ) (C.V. Itcitltitilfliitegi It). Secknt lb Coill

itttdiIy-iiig tIltsystelit) 11cc! hi s 11 ttlit'avt 15si ii' side: 3111111 me ii ilit'ic tioilipilitatet I'> tIlt' %%fide li w tige o ldmii

iil ('ic C'' iI ftit hi.11 SYS I)S %Ia% %9 M % IIII dIsigIed sitliou t iitd Iztt~ teyIC fI %.%aIIite as Iill to It e I huIi 11 tS des i!gI I i , If1: tl(IatIaI'lasm: s cstIiv,

'xetssite i 4A and pe1ol loiii;iils penailitiA. A: il little oh tle C\ec~litiiig (ol f'il of t tlaiget tpciai .1 lug5)ll sitii ktJ ack ed
originiat SYMi)S design, flt'e )aiasetvet ilseit stIilt i anl emly datlabase ttlmiitlicS tiviig lit' CiUoIniiC ial tpcl"Cil Itiuig 1 5y(ill aall

dt'voplt'iyiieitag liyakilii\ it isauinctdable~ to lilt' !Yp l uthy [I i~ig If NNX6I
neecded hi:l stifll: it) 'cliatiges tha1bit Jivclilkleli tel) difi twill tot

Tihe pitD for siilace 1 oiit'! 11111 ! atillsgal, ti t NYig pci5 9:11 111: ts1o 1(11 jwtilttl' h'11 tit dttic st'INil it> .aIidit'g x1,11l

d~atabase it: ac fiti ;e ~ lacA iii y o ftl I('LI% fit M INI. S in H C Il olmt l gtl'ito ttp tilt' nilidatlit 3'scIl o it>l

SYIh:;i ti H l ('rii)criu fl D tsc~t ci~l t'sideF c linil tlit' scoi m ' t i n: *Itl~ %imi. 1 lv \itll llt t't sit "Ina ric o s yi" toiL

1 le id 1 lri'l (~:~j'ijl' . l' fi'tl 161 i'uIIatiof Ctl titi'riilC isll tilt'1il secttt ifJ llie i ii g

tetidud to si': sti I oe lllet'tis oh 1' goa~ti l , sy tthet ttSigies . anti il m
t
c ;ititn wCIIelt' titlec fillc :11a w' SYSI)S 11115)an oi a jIilli

t)ifl oh dlatabst m llline ljt klllt'l s ttit l it) u COI leil tis scitllatili.- aUnd S lt til t' ol al Itttp'll lti~ Iio '1 stll i thuII \ litit l lt't), l it' .i

tileb~ Nat i~tlhi c ('ollptt' 861ih ''tr stivlptga e t sd'tt . 1iit hit ieniblid ille t it) kCtctllfitt'tle imitnt'mti' iiii1INde

'1: 'te l)INIS (hui~liles Its(li .tbt'iet i' 1rlittd ~iIIS tcah> iml leg it) 11 dliii dis ltic)ifi 3 to11ll i tit ll tibjtecits \%i tI til e ht

Guitklitl'., he C ter: inisi b iiii~litt. t) ht' tlat\iC\ asl tof stlitl %c itxitit It'ack lokt illt hit MIN(I S an il sslitl

At'% oditgn tti te in' ('riiria tp ic it s thilLs'i (titat lb i f] ( siliil k'0lll t i/cs 1)1151CI5 . la kt , ili0itii'alit tilltiii t kl 0dL-ii

Iuldl lst aidioc5ticte go Ia mi si til I 'dnrCit iiiand Spcl i tlicaI>.tit'o
Secic NSICh llt'ld% h nI te thit'o ('allý,i 112% d tleve l : %a Cqulietllllts s itl Inhitng h l iilc i (IS S

atcidc (o jolt .1 spcia ilict Cg itM Il-ming System and mI!'.ain AccIa it SYSDS TOO1 Otsiideii

dalltabs it iiitttCI s>sCit m ul l Iv i ttls i't5ll Y 11% I oilt this ogtitet wia t i-1 N IM__ and__l_______________________________[lilt _;1___loticco

htiler Nat ioa Compu'ter' Smi i iit'li eslihes '% be~copn S I S c of aiiic liliroat didiiu _____ ___________________ -iaS e - -l

aleusites DtS Guidebines. In there a::: ver il':' 12lvlt~t II s11,1t' nTaewd itRhcowq * IIlw o. ttIClil " 1deiil a

operllte irg syteiles by ilri esitllm itig i . I0t C liarLI thwar to1 lititi 1CUC lie Mu$.Iy Ills Ali 1(' LWl M10

futttiit% , ardes patht'le 1>Diisio Leqt neil.I1\ Dp-cfm.y Utiled

additinologirccal Obsolcscrnccham1 '.

eCau se oh th n ilt'ttl it) illt ile t u m". llt stC t11111t y syt lttd eselt ' ntettt1 , Im plem ented_ 0C

alt>' stof lfer sal illy, s sNv o la l i bel it leIt si l '1C Il li-il t iy' tlroie tit)C Vn 1bCU

tile)ratin (leie -o by'pepase.iding titll Wt)if t hadsa t%;lwy u tire obxokx Access DSAt edLve

Setepsortly symel Allo oftaiu ýotteept ihiei S I)Sy Accpi tAt~ hasl nove fordo the

deli nvt ise p it swt tof tlt DMI Probstti lit[ apzin grtct tntol teee h at1 hsben _____

IntgrtyT h e-Chck

Be1caurseti' tie 5d' 51)5 winici 11tit) be irt CCCIe titicti:iter ever)
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tutu! syseitir ls. oip entire I)IIM ottherti words. 1(11. Iirit sc, Dealoc 2( ut fit' toi
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meant that the TCB would contain considerablc code not rclc- UNCLASSIFIED to TOP SECRET. However, if the row in tihe
vant to security and would be largcr than necessary. data dictionam y, which rcfcrs to the name of a database, is

classified CONFIDENTIAL, then all users who rcfcrcnce that
A second option, separating mandatory and discretionary database must have a login-lcvel of al least CONFIDENTIAL. in
security into two perimcters, was also rejected. Although the order to gain access to that database. The same holds true for
mandatory and discretionary tnechanisrts could be separated, access tn other system objects such as tables and columns. This
retainini, views as otqjCets would have made the two domains, in- SYSI)S design feature can he used at the discretion of the
cluding both mandatory and discretionary controls, almost the database designer. If this feature is no, necessary for a given
same size as the first option - nearly the whole DBMS. application, the database designer can create all system objects

at a system-low or UNCLASSIFIDI) level, meaning that each
The approach chosen for the SYSI)S was t) define only one database user will at least gain access to the system object naames
TCB perimeter to include mandatory security, discretionary subject to discretionary access checks, and mandatory access
security, integrity, recovery, auditing, and trusted operations. will then be checked at the row level of the base tables.
Most of the complex ,,emantic-related code in the SQI. compiler,
was placed outside of the TCi. With this approach, the integrity Defining two levels of system objects -ddresses both intplenien-
featamrc,, such as triggers, are not included in the 1i('1. Instead, tation efficiency and Criteria requirements- First. to ensure
these features are available outside the TiB and can be used to accurate security of system data, mandatory access protection
augment or enhance the SYSDS security policy. The secure must bc applied to every data row accessed in the DBMS. This
operation of the SYSI)S doe.; not depend on the correct use of prevents a disclosure of data. However, it would be timc con-
th'ese itechanistms. In this way, a single TCB embodies the essen- suming to also check discretiotary access rules on a per-row
tial features of the security approach, while remaining as small basis. In most DBMSs, such checks are done at a higher levcl,
as technically possible. tisuatly the database and tablc level. 1 he SYSDS maintains this

ir., ;itional approach since it provides ,fficient and accurate
discretionary protection of the data.

THlE SYSDIS SECUITRfY MODEL, Second, tile Criteria requirements state that all accesses to

named objects in the system must be audited. Even with the
number of rows itt a small database and the potential accesses

Subjects generated by a few users, this requirement could easily produce
a voluminous and useless audit trail. In an effort to control this

In tile SYSDS, subjects arc active entities. A subject is defined as problem and still meet the Criteria, it is expected that only SO
a plocess ti ining on behalf of a user. A key aspect of the accesses will notl'ially be audited in tire SYSDS although the
SYSI)S design is that tlhe database will be a stand-alone, capability will exist to audit all successful accesses on a per table
dedicated back-end processoi. Trusted software in the D)IIMS or per user basis. The SYSDS also allows actions to be audited
will create a user process in the machine for the duration of a ott a ter command basis. For example, it is possible to audit
us.i session. The user process is assigned the security level of the only UPDATE and DELETIF operations otn a specific table.
user at the time the prtcess is created, Users are allowed to Thus. the SYS)S can aidit all accesses to SOs (i.e., down to ith':
designate the security levei of a session as long as tire level does sable ievel) and checl -nandatory access and integrity of all
not exceed tile maximutit clearance of the user. The ,naximumi requested POs. Although, the capability will exist to mdit everv
clearance of the user is stored in tile DBMS. access to each record, it is expected that only anomalies will be

audited at the PO level. This approach controls access to multi
levei data while meeting certain Criteria and application

Objects requirements.

One of the major difficulties associated with applying the Database Operations
Criteria to database systems has been effectively defining the
varying granularity of system objects. In the SYSI)S model, ami As with any DBIMS, the SYSDS has a set of contnion operations
object is defined as one of two types of objects: known as primary operations. Primary operations are per-

fornied directly against POs, although it) the execution of Lach
" Prinmay Object (PO) primary operation there is discretionary access validation for
... jt()each operation for all SOs referenced in the operation. Only

" Second try Objtct (SO). four of thes, operations are discussed here. The following
paragraphs present an ovcrview of these primary operations.

A l'O) is defined as a datta row (i.e., record or Itipir) in a table.

All P(Os are governed by the mandatory access policy and the .Select. Thc Scl:ect optration retrieves rows, or cotihinations of
CKC intcg*ity control mechanism but not discretionary access rows, from one or more tables in tihe database. Prior to selecting
policy. Sos are defined as databases and tables. All SOs are sub- row's, the TCll validates discretionary access on all SOs (i.e., the
jcct to discrctior,ary access policy only; no mandatory access or database and the table) refet iced in the selection criteria.
iiitegity policy is directly applied to SOs. Again, discretionary access is based ott a per-coruniand basi,, so

it is possible to not have SELECT access to a particular table.
'[lie definition of 1PO and SO holds for all SYSDS objects, The TC 1i also validates the security label of each row satisfying

inchuding systeti objects in thte data diclinnary. Since every row the selection criteria and retrieves only those riows dominated by
in the data dictionary is considered a P0, the SYSI)S model the login-level of the subject.
adds tihe hettefit of implementing a mitintmrn security level on
accesses to databases, tables, or ever, columns, regardless of the Updale. The update operation modifies one or more columns
inforitation contained in them. For example, a database may be within an existing row. Prier to performing the update, the I CB
designed to contain rows vatying in c:lassification front validates discretionary access ott the SOs referenced in tile up-
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date criteria. The TCB performs mandatory access validation on tables such as the login account table, the user clearance table,
the row to be updated. For an update, tile subject's Icgin and the discretionary access authorization table. No commercial
clearance must dominate the , urity label of the row to be system today can guarantee that data will not be inscrtcd into or
modified. After the utpdatc, thc row inherits tihe login level of removed from anl incorrec; row. By using trusted code, the
the subject which performed the modification, and the TCB SYSDS makes it possible to make assertions as to the correctness
recalculates the CRC of tile data page on which the row resides. of security- relevant tables, assertions which cannot be made if

the tables are constructed by an untrusted SQL compiler.
Insert. The inscrt operation places new rows into one or more
tables. Prior to performing the insert, the TICB validates discre-
tionary access to the SOs under consideration. Each new row in- THE SYSIS ARCHITECTURE
serted into the table inherits the login-level of the subject.

Delete. The delete operation removes existing rows from the Hardware Architecture

table. The TCB validates discretionary access to the SOs
referenced in the operations. The TCB also performs mandatory The Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC*) VAX product line

access validation on the rows to be deleted. Prior to the delete, is the target hardware environment for SYSDS. It provides a

the TCB will ensure that the security label of each row to be compatible farrily of price/performance machines from a major

deleted is dominated by the login-level of the subject. Subjects manufacturer. Any machine with at least three hardware do-

are not allowed to delete rows to which they do not have acccss. mains could have been chosen. In fact, if the internal division of
the TCB into two parts had not been a goal, any machine with

Integrity two domains could have been used.

As already mentioned, integrity is of primary concern to All VAXs, from the MicroVAX through the 8850, have a

database management system designers. However, the Criteria memory architecture with four access modes or domains. The

does not present specific intcgrity guidelines. The SYSDS model access modes arc organized in a strict hierarchy which DEC calls

addresses the problems of data corruption, i.e., the problem of User, Supervisor, Executive, and Kernel, going from least to

data modification rather than data access. The SYSDS policy most privileged (Supervisor mode is not used in tie SYSDS

encompasses accidental modification, unauthori',ed modifica- architecture). To go from a lower privilege to higher privilege

tion, as well as integrity checking for the correctness of database requires a system call. In this way, the TCB can control the call

data. and all data accesses in the call. To go from a higher it) a lowcr
privilege domain can be done by a return front a sy,,tem call.

Biba has piopose, several solutions to the ;ntcgrity orobleni
including his str.: .- itcgrity policy, the low-water matr policy, Each page of memory in the VAX can be marked with the least

and the ring policy [BIBA77]. Unfortunately, many other privileged domain that can read it and the least privileged

researchers have found these theoretical policies overly restric- domain that can write it. For example, a page can be marked as

tive. For example, the strict integrity policy restrictions are read by User mode and write by Kernel mode, meaning that all

unwieldy in application. If a program read, data of low integ- four modes can read the page but only the Kernel mode can

rity, it cannot write data of high integrity. This led Schell to pro- write the page. This mechanism is used extensively in the

pose a special case of the strict integrity policy in which read SYSDS. It is not possib!e, for example, to a!low read access by

access and execute access are distinguished [SCH1L86]. Boebert Executive mode but not by Kernel mode since this breaks the

and Kain found that hierarchical integrity policies, which bind strict hierarchy. The modes are used to provide separation of

integrity levels to subjects as well as objects, are difficult to trusted and untrusted processes, as well as provide separation of

apply in application in tnat they have excessive reliance on tun,:tions within the TCB.

"trusted" subjects [BOEB851. Finally, Laodwehr omitted integ-
rity levels from the Military Message System security model Software Arehitecture
because there is no mechanism in the governmnent for accounta-

bility with regard to the protection of data against modirication The SYSDS sortware architecture is divided into thrce code
[1.AND82, LANI)841. bodies, each of which runs in its own hardware access mode of

tile VAX. The software is divided into one untrustcd domain

Tttc SYSDS does not implement a hierarchy of integrity levels atd two trusted domains conprising the ICB. The SY"I)S soft-
but rather addresses the concept of TCB integrity and correct- ware architecture maps directly into the four VAX aLtess

ness of data pages and security-relevant objects. The TCI3 is nt odes. Figure 1, SYSDS Software Architecture, illustrates the

divided into two hiaidware domains, forcing an overlay of least- different domains.

privilege on the code. The I/O Domain deals directly with all
hardware elements in the systett and is the only domain capable The I/O D~omain. The I/O l.omain, cxccutiag in the most Mr
of ahlering the data base. TiIe Policy o Domain is tec data base privileged Kernel access mode, is reserved for software thattfianagement enDgine. manages the hardware and directly manipulates the data on themanageent egine.disk, in cache, or onl the network. Software in tlhe 1/0 Domain is

Other DBMSs do -ot emphasize the correctness of data and tire responsible for:

criticality of well-formed tables. The SYSDS uses the CRC to ° Process Control
detect unintentional (or intentional) e'rors in data correctness.
The CRC is calculated on a page basis, lit addition to this in- 9 ltardwae Control
ternal CRC cheek, the system will return to the host a CRC
calk:ulated over the daia row to assure the correctness of the row o Page Integrity.
while in trarnsmission.

*t)FC, VAX, MicroVAX, VMS, and ULTRIX are trade-
Fintally, the SYSI)S 'ss 1trtstld code to build sccn ity-rclcvamit marks of I)igital hIquipincnt Corporation.
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- Index Management

* Lock Management

* Page Management

T_ -e* Search Management.

uWy ocm.zn 0 -,mp,," User Domain. The User Domain translates and compiles SQL.
•W R_.•,- .,,, (the query language) statements into procedures which canl be
.- N.C." P.W Inb" executed by the Policy Domain. All User Domain code runs in
.R-., .,,,,,v•,. User mode oil tile VAX and is considered untrusted. User Do-

.. _Yc CW main code calls the Policy Domain via a system call and cannot
Utst.t.alls, call the I/O Domain direcily. This code is nearly identical to the

-P.Q.A~g-Mexisting Sybase DataServer code that performs thle same func-
.•0agh,,a,,naggi _ tions. The functional units in the Us;er Domain include;

Trustfuld"

CompLAng The CompilerSSYSDS '
- Ba The Sequencer

t h,, 4 r a Decision

a Stored Procedures
Figure 1. SYSDS Software ArchiLecture * Triggers. •

The 1/O Domain replaces tie traditional operating system.
Since its only function is to provide a run-jimc environment for THE SYSDS IN OPERATION
the database, its size is very small Excluding device drivers, it is
its size will be approximately 2,600 C statements. All estimates
are based on Syhase DataServer 2.0 line counts of compmrable Figure 2 illustrates a scenario tying all of this information

ULTRIX. together. Alter tie Policy Dumtuimý,hiac v-ived a User ID,
code. I ie device drivers will be adapted from Password, and Login-level Clearance, and the user is logged in,

an untrusted process is created by the Policy arid 1/0 Domains ••

The I/O Domain is the only domain which has write access to an uedaproe is creat h t olicysandgI/ eDomain
the database cache. When a page is needed from the database ,n behalf of the user. From that point on, processing requests
(i.e., disk), it is read by the 1/O Domain into a cache huffer in are received in the MC and passed to the untrsted user process

main memory- Each page has an I) and CRC on it used to con- in the User Domain for parsing and compilation. For example,

firm that the disk controller read the correct page and verify the commands in the 'orm of SQL. statements are received front the

correctness or integrity o' the page itself, host via a network. The I/O Domain is responsible for decoding
the statements and passing them to the Policy Domain for

The Policy Domain. The Policy Domain contains the entire dissemination. The Policy Domain in turn distributes the com-
mand to the correct user process executing in the untrusted User

security policy for the SYSDS and is the pimary execution omain
engine for the database. The Policy Domain also includes a
library of subroulinc services used mainly by code in the same
dominat. This library supports thle management of indices, lock~s, r

pages, and searches. The Policy Domain runs in the lxeitiv n*V%@

mode of tie VAX and is the next highest privileged access mode

after the Kernel. Code in the Policy Domain implements the
following functional units:

"* Authentication

"* Query Fxecution Untrusted TrstedCode Code

* Access Methods
Figure 2. SYSDS Operations

D Data Dictionary Requests
After thie untrusted user ptocess receives the command. it first

SP!roccdure Validation compiles the SQL. statement(s) into a binary internal formal
called a Procedure, to be passed to the TC.- for execution. Tlhe

"• lDiscretionary Acctess Control compilatiot step requires a great deal of code, and, in the
SYSI)S. it was detertinted that all of this code could remain tin-

"• Mandatory Access Control trtustI thus reducing the size of the TC1'. The CICB handles all
aspect, of the execution of the l'rocedurc aftc it has bcen coin-

"• i.ogging piled, including the retransmission of tl( tesults to the host.
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A BSTRA CT'

Sun Microsystems is currently developing enhancements to its Sun Workstation and SuiOS products to
create a 'l'rustcd Computing Base to be evaluated at the IIl level. In this papel, that preduct is referred to

as "Sceure SunOS". 'l'his paper describesi the project's history, status, and goals, as well ais discus.iirg the
more iuteresting aspects of the Secure SunOS product. This paper also describes sonic of Sun's future
directions in the secure systems marketplace.

INTRODUC 0IO1N Because Bi is the highest level readily awhievahle by commercial
systems, it is most common in ciurrent goveninent procure-

In late 1985, Sun Microsystems established the Suii Federal Sys- rnents Although soini procurements specify C2, a III system

tims I) ivision lo do business in government marketplaces. It will satisfy any C2 (or CI) requiremnent, a.s well as all 1Il require-

soon became apparent that computer security would play an roents. Since the NCSC evaluation process is expensive and

important role in these markets, and that Sun would have to time-consuming, Sun decided to forego a C2 evaluation and

develo.) a T'rusted Computing lfi-se ('[(;1), based on its Sun have Secure SNunos iniii.aiiy evaiaatcd for iii. The iiain consc-
Workstation and SunOS products, to be evaluated according to quenee of this decision is that an evaluated version of sunOS

the requirements of the 'T'rusted Computer System ,vs'vuation will be delivered soniewhat later than might have been possible

Criteria I)oDS]I . 'This work has been going on in earnest for a had only the 02 features been added, but this addltional delay is

ahout one year, and the purpose of this paper is to describe what relatively small. ELven though Secure SunOS will not be delivered

Sun has been doing and where Suii is going in the computer this year, all major (2 features will be present (though

security mnarketplace. uuevaluated) in the next release of standard R;unOS.

The first half of this paper begiius by describing the history of the In keeping with Sun's conititninent. to develop anil support stan-

Secure SunOS projact, the near-terin product plans for secure dards for UNIX systems, Sun is working with several standards

computing, developcnrut directions and goals, aid Sun's work in groups, and some other vendors, to settle on commoi

UNIX system security standards. 'Ilie second half of the piaper definitions for security labels, password protection, auditing,

describes the more interesting features of this initial version of access control lists, and so forth.
Secure SunOS, which is targeted for the Ill TOCSE;C level. The
description of Secure SunOS does not attempt to expltin the Adding bas-ie C2/1it security features to t ti1NIX system such a;s

underlying SunOS system (Sun's enhanced version of the UNIX SunOS is straightforward. 'lhe challenge lies in makiing those

system), the baLsic coiicepus ofi mandatory security, or the features both powerful ard siffieiently easy to use that they can

requiremnents of the "'[SE', because these topics have been be appliedlii iu any envrronimenks, not jus. that of federal

covered well by other paliers in the past. gvernunicnt, ela.s.iied information processing. 'The vsytem rust

also be design ed in a way thatu does not cofllict a ithli uer's

expectations for a standards-conformung UNIX s)stem. Sun is

committed to producing technically advanced secure system-is,
CURRENT STATUS with features beyond the relatively simple requirements of the

Criteria. Thu is is particularly imrportiant for the corn mmreial and

Sun got started lii the computer security business only about a educational marketp!aces, where mianatory access control

year ago. hlie initial impetus wais provided by government pro- inechan isms may not. fit an organization's needs, but where

curenieuts with requirementrs for the C2 and DI security levels increased security ind ahuministrative control are very important.

defined in the '[OSEC. It also became clear that it would be
increasingly important to have, an evaluated secure product. and

Inorcoser, security features that were flexible enough to apply in

commercial environnients aus well as for governient customers. CURP.EN'T PRODUCT' PLANS

The ucpriniary focus of Sun's effort is Ohih Secure SunOS product.

UNIX is a rgisteMCd trademark 'if A'l'Ac'1. 'Ibis is a systeni intended to meet the Ill requircinentIs of the
""d5Co, "S, and is currently nearing the end of its initial develoIl-

N"S arid Sur()S ar-c regis•tered tradi'arks of" Son Micrusy•teiuis, ine. rent cycle. The fimrst result of this work is tne package(i of "(,2

Xeiiix is a registcred trademark of M icrosoft. Features" to be delivered in SunOS Release 4.0.
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The C2 Featurec Package Standards

'lie "(:2 Features'' package ri primrrwily irittided to give rlislo- Stiiii is workinig with other venidors andi tile NC'SC towardsý a

ltrers ;ii; early ciiaiicc to eajierititivt with tlic Auiditing iiichalai- Secure UNIX systemr standard. 'Ihe( standards work ii bieing (]one

ism thrat wdilii bvi hi)'lly ip iinlincifed in Seen re MufrOS. Tliie pack- unrder the ;o-ispres of the V1003 .1 Portable Operatting Systemr for

age also iichiiris protection for riser Jetssword:;, additiorial docu- Cornpiiter Eniviroiniienrts working grorij of liteI'1i Co pintiler

men 'ltatioin, tail sonicr iniitial suppilort for the' lablinjg featiiiri's Iii Society Techniiical Corn iiitts'e onl Opri'ratirig SysteIris air (iitli

Secuire tmirOS. Withl tire -C2 Featuries'' package fully installed, /pisr/group T echinical Coririri itteec SirbhcorrirIII tttc orr Security.

Sir iOS IRelecase I.1it will satisfy, alt tire majotr rC 2 requiiirerinciti tsof Thei laxtter gr oup is c'' sjrowir lv Iifor pie par ing all secii rity- related

tire TU;SIX>C It was riot. submriritithd for istilirititir Irriritiaril)' to) Iinputs to tire It', I'OSIX commI-ittee.

save tire effort of a fir l-scale seen rity e valuation for thle Mutrlill

piroducpt, apri elso brecaurse it is jipeori lick ii trirrior areas
Network Security

Thiiis irirvcil to be a xvisr- decision , brecaurse it ahlliwer ius to puiiii heSi ytm sadsrbue olcio fwrsa
rtiariy of tlie undi erpirninirgs of Secure *SuriOS into place much eas tr urssen sadsrlitdcleton o rrsa

earlier thiair would h o tlremcvise haiver iren poss ibll. It. also ii hr w.ý tioris arid serve rs eonniected bly a network , Suirt Ii~ p.s amiore pes

us a good chanre to) ltune rlr' aupdit iriecirarrisnir arrJ In r~kp' it Inig intcrest iii network security than nany oilier venrdors T 'Ire

eaisier to rise;, a.,nc tire "feel'! of :111 audit. facility is viry diE 'n-It basic Sun
0 5 arch itecturre allows aI collection of workstations to

to cevalu ate wrtlrou tetC jerien)ce rising it, this is very iiiixirtan I. aprar as a single. , d istriburited, TCO.'i eoe, o ~trto
puriclosesi, ani entire Secure Sir i S confingurration is considiereti as

a single ' syste in'', all of whose hiardware iinut, bre physically

The Secure SunOS Product sere- 've n in environmirentUs wirere h arnlware i; riot wholly

.seerrre , thr "'' se cure broo tin g' ' icci 's in il se ric bre irelow xx' il

Secciire MliriOS is alir irrdr'rerrieirt ;rro'irr , derived fromn tire prcovide srufficient lirotectiop in miiair irt'iroiiineits..

eurrenit version of SrinrOS, irut developred a~irr trsferi seiaraterareN

E~ven ii n ally, tlire security festtu ris iii eacih Seenure Sri ii S release lit add it ion , -althougir thre NCS( eva:lu ation will irot cove r sir cl

tir ta je tcd t ie o ejiirtofstairdad iti OS.-li ly itw coi Iii gu ratito irs, Stir planrs t-or Me cure SuniiOS to opierate, ci) ii it-

ever, It is a sieparate' tprodruct to ernsurce tuat tire N(:SC eval-ltiositi blY' when connected to networks eoirt''iiiiig fiorr-Sr'crre Sri nO 5

prrocess rins ;us siroirtirly as po~ssible,: since tlire rair gcral ftrr nr iadiies (eitirer Suir rite-luirres orr others) - Niri-Siecure SMiiOM

Scctiire MuirOS is IIl see. cit-y, it c'an ire ch an geid diurinig thle miiachtines will be treated as single -level s 'yste ris. IFiirall-', all

evtaluration prroce'ss inc iini )( iriCi'arsit,) thrair Sri ii G, whricir rip ist Siernre Sir i S system s will ire abne to rise flth ''siture' iret work-

resjriirilto a wiide varir'ty of requriremienits. HIavinig a1 separate Irng'' niiecirmrisrns iii SuniOS, whinch use in hIre-key t'ricrYt)ItOIr to

Secuiire Sir i OS prodc alieIlsor allows irs to coo rd iniate pirod rt. r i es r e i l r iar i x ftr r tv oi a

.ccnRý %kr!0! tire form a! e'.-Au:!ti-rr. rather Oran irring ti inr to ru urtrusteil hardware. Again, Iii tire NCSU-ex'alriited ill vi'ixirorr-

regrilar release serheri ii: Non etlieless, it, is really just, a version merit,' tris nwill be unnecessatry lrcsrrue tire tr~iriwarre Itseit mu rst

of Mu prOS, tand the txwo prrodunets are keplt elirsely tied. -Ie secnured, these features will be useful pir othier enivironmiierrt~s.

'TirIe girals tof Secure SunrOS are: Corp~nne Mode Workstation

* Con formirrr in with NCSC 131 rtc riteia

0Keigtl 1''' feel'' in a secure systen lFor workstatitorns, Iii audrition to tire iNCSC III reqirrrenirirtsý,
* Keejriiigtue LI NIXthere is air atddiition al set of seenucity reqirireirenti~s diefineid irv

* fisefirl ilii coinmiercial is.- Welh a!s giVreIrirrir jt. iljijlictitioris MI'i'IE for tire Defense Intelligence Agency [ WooiiwardtU-181

e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ il Cmaiiiywd hstnadSiiS'qccfctoiTe primiiary ad di tioncal Fe aturci sirecified ii i thrat- dicrnerriicit is

* (oinlrrtirilb'wit tie triirlrdMirrOMsjr'ciictiri"''loatirig'' lairels, which piroxide a nrceaiiatrti for tracking tire
* Minima irit hairnge to standiard SitiOM intr'rfarces seirsitivity label of a'il data whicir se'rv'eil as inpuit to air obje-ct,

4 Operationi Iii standrardl Suir nretwo~rk erixironmrenrt such as all tire processes which wrote into a tile, or all tire dataI

e '~ni iiiyt sirppiort addltitrn al seenucity feauc written ftr a winrdorx. Mini is pilanninrg to irpirli extenisions iritAr a
Es a' iiiirilityWin resFrittiric re lease of Mccii c SirnOS, to satisfy tir ese reqin emernters.

Th VIIIlVVI WN VIOSVI t IlCV( he Illl gak O sal ~ 'l'lr Tese ifeaturies xvill ire prrovided oir topr Of, riot, instead of, thle
'lie lt lvelwasiliisei t frit ireuntl grtrs rf sutifyiig basic III fuirctionsa.

lairge'irrr mirir 'rf prrir'uremerrnts arii irovixinrg a irdirrrrt, Ili ai rca-
irtrrrtrirrifr'alire. AlIthoirugir SIr Ii s rsileririg Iigrr l'CSII;C

1, vi' Is, tir r iniit ial cniii nasis is orl set'unri ty feaiture s r:rnj r'r tirart Admnistrative Interfaces
initeerrnal assu ran is, ont the tassumpion itro hafi t tire rcrstomrre s Ii eti

ttr gtrir expejiecii' nr wit!) thirst' features irefirre thrty will knorw Clrrs'ly relateid to tire irriereirt prcesernct' i a ltritwirrk ill tin'
walit [.tirev really- wtarnt Ili ai turin ser-ir ri systeirir - er-ure MirriS Secure SuniOS 'onfliguiratrion ari thei attenidant irobilerrs ofi
thperefirre iircludrls sirrer' orf tire sicririty fratutrres neunile at 1H2 adimiiniaterinrg a widely distributed collection of iridivirdris
anti 113: idivire ltabels, realtirre arriit alarrir, etc.. even thoiughi it, irwipiIrrcs Sirn will Ire develtrpiing adririristrative tools, andi ninter-
is only brcinig evairitutir for Itt1. ''lii sicuirY policny turn( riescriqr faces to mai ke thire simprlier, and tu-ir to aliriwý snii'divisitrr of
tiv e to ji- ii x Isple cificaittion t ci'c akin wivitteri to) sttisl) ftire 112 adminiiiistrative' rtrles airtld anrsiros ibin iities.
cetuiri ireiii iita

Higher Criteria Levels

FU' REDISirI iiS S i has riot. Yet, dlecideid how to apprortacir tire highrer 'ICMI ,CC hev-

lit~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i-c!trnNnwl ihw Scr to, l epn.t s, but. will ce rtairnly dir so aus mrarket require inii er s diemandtrr i

lii toirctr errs 
T

cpj rrmvii, will errirtiri Secur sonicO seiii rr'slrirr tor 'Fl1irt far, tire Focus orf Secure SirriO has been onl secircit'

oirstintie ririiini'i' ittheetitseii sircirhi plainsbc foro Jcautrrc- inietIanirisra custoinicrs c-an actually use tud explr'rimenrit

woi k i tin' ries resirihrrI Irlovi'.widti, arid irrcorprorate into their owir apliriiatiirris. AlIthocughr Suir
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considers tile Secure SunOS TGB to have a sound internal arch|- sequielic is rcquired every tnle labels are changed Data 'call

Lecture, it is quite large, :.nd was not engineered o ineet tire 112 even be 11ioved betweenI windows of ditrering security labels,
(or 113) requirements. Rather than building a brand new 112/113 provided that tire mandatory accessecontrol rules are followed.
systemn now, however, Sun plans to wait and gain more experi-
ence with tire new features provided by Secure SunOS, to know A user interacts with flirt systemn by logging ir at solire level and
what to keep and what to leave out. creating wiirdow,. of that level ar'd below.

MAJOR FEATURES OF Secure SunOS Auditing

Auditiing irr Secure SunOS is done on the basis of event classes.
All UNIX system-dcrived secure systems face a sinrilar set of Each process has an audit state, spccifyirg which event classe,
design decisionrr for irnplenienting security in tLie kerneli: how to are audited for that process. The audit state specilics :separately
label files, how to handle directories, whar. to do about interpro- whether to audit a particular clavss for successful operations or
cess cornimunication, etc. For tihe mostj part, these issues are tailed atteipts, so that, for instance, all access denials mill be
addressed in Secure SnrOS the same way they have been in audited, but only successful wrcbe acces.ses (not r'adsl) will bI.
other "secure UNIX" systemrs, such as IBM's Secure Xenix, the
1,NUS IV prototype developedi at MITIRE, etc. Like those sy'- There is a. system default set of audit l0asses, anid each user hias
telrs, Secure SunOS follows the same basic urodel ais Multics in two sets that nrodify the systein default. Tire adrinibrrtrator iray
applying mandatory security: specify. on a per-user basis, which event clasrses are always

" Processes, tiles, directories, and aHl other objects have audited for tire user, regardless of systenr defaults, and which

labels, and in the initial release, labels-"nport 256 hierarch- event classes are iever audited.

ical urandatory security levels and 64 ii, ýi-hivrarehical man- At present, Secure SunrOS defines 13 audit classes, which include
dalory security categories. operations such ar s data-read (open for read, tile status inquiry,

" The forural security model for the system is the U1nified etc.), datr-urrte (open for write, etc.), talrreas-c/auge (change

Multies version of the Bell and La Padula model described file permissions, change owner, etc.), data-ericate (create, delete,

in [1el176J. link, etc.), login (interactive login, logoiti, use of sir, proress
created by at, etc.), and othters. Audit messages are a)-o geni-

For niost objects, the model is restrictively interpreted to erated for all administrative andi privileged activity, identifying

allow read-downs (reading data with a lower label than tile the specific operation Irerforried as far as possible. Adniinistra-

process), but not write-rips (modifying data with a higher tive events are audited .ptcifically, ilot just as the administrator's

label than the process). This is done to simplify the iniple- access to a file; for ins;tanc, rise of r4iu' to change tre jiassu flil

rneunataon anud vihi rrrievarvlcety of covert el:a, elnes at tire (where user registrations are kel't) audits the change between -

design stage. the originai passiot iire and i rlc ion•ta Ceiion.

" Labels in the file system hierarchy are nionotonically non-
decreasing; all objects in a directory have tre same label a:s Auditing in a Network Environment
the directory itself, except for directories. wthich iay be
"upgraded" (havce a higher label than their containing Because inany of le roachrn-s iia Secure SuriS configuration
directory). are typically diskless workstations, audit imessages ar' written

across ttre network. E-ah machine has its own audit dauemon,
whichi collects tire audit miessages generated locally arid writes" The initial version of Secure SunOS does not include 51)y thech out toa audit f esa ie isnwriten rising orirral

:least privilege"' mechanism to replace use of root as ttre / bu using T he Netor hile Systen uN-)it iossi-

only form of privilege. Sun is, however, working with tie file 1/0, but by using ttre Network _ lilt (N"S) it is possi-
ble foi fthe audit file to be located oin an arbitrary inachine -

/usr/group standards corniiittee to define such a mechan- imhl e fo the anetwo bi
;sm for eventual inclusion in the POS!X standard and ewiere in the network.
future versionsof Secure SunOS. If air audit lilt' tills up, or if the racrhire contaifiing it got'.Tie initial version of Seenre Sn nOS also does rot include down, c:rch local audit daeuon that w:ts using that lilt (t eteL's

tecue error, ansI tries tot crin'scluderiltfieii i~ee drc
any form of Access Control Lists (ACl~s), ant agiu, Sun is lht error and tries to treati anosh.r aCist fald ait a different dgre-

working with the standards coin nittee to dletinie air ACI, tory. Ileaurse eac-h local aurdut darinori has a list of directories to

interface for h'OSIX anti future Secure SuuOS syste is- try ,N iwhe' crcattig aurdi, tiles, hiis is a verv robust svyst,.ii, it is
very likely tlhat aiudit inessages will find a homre. even thougr

The reinainder of this paper describes sonic of tIre Secure they nay be scattered anrong euany machines

SunOS features that are unusual and how they are different fror'r
other "secure UNIX" systems. Each rachine in the sysiteri is ristili' for auditing its own

activiltv This is safe because the mrachines are requrited uo be
physically secure, and because lhii non-privilttged users u(ti not

Labeled Windows have lithe catabilit..v of 'iggiig inl-as root or bringing the rtacliiiies
,ip ill sirrgle-rlser int 'dc. i'tllu--, aicess to a niattune lo,'s noIt

Probably the rost iruportant feature of Secure SunOS is flat thu present thit oppportrunity to hiiach even that imiachinie's ,,wn setiu-

on-screen wiudow's are co.tisidered olijects, by tile '1CQ, and have rity

labels. Tlis allows a user :it a workstation to vewv, snri ult:mi-
ously, a'tivity of processes with several d'itre rent lalr ,. 'ltT'
user cart iiteraet with tthe'se processes sium1py ', rNmovirg the AuditRlductiun and Display

iroUse froln one window to anitother, urlike convti'tril lulalu- Ilesr iii riliphr audit files are an inheieit featrre of aurultiug iidatory access con trolI syste iris, relicrc ofteni a logtrut/kig't ii ,as nli•eadtlls;i' ! neetfauvu mlugI
" a distribute'l envrtrouret-, Secure SunOS treats thn. ;L, a fatrurri',
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rathers titan cili itnconlvenliellce. The aiimtinktrator wvishiicg to
viwW tile audit trail uses till' NFi' to aciC-SS ci alli foiluit files thit
arc' scattered ani ollg dlirec(tories oil miiSQ iiies sail over til' vte syb li

cndtiui tile i it tool pnti I thlose reCcorIs baelk fii occrie.

Thle audliit dispclay tool is nioriiiaily uisced to clicýIjiciefthe oiiticii cof

aijo tic' prFogUact l~llcdtcridilee, whichl '11 ~t'ilt co id it I ceorcisdit

[rmi iianiy coidit tiles and writes tuts out ii Iciii -sorted order

[for printitnig or report g' i enertion.i - ile ltOI of acidit. tic essccgc'c
(bcy type, stic g iiiqt<ell, tOine of clay, list'r nameiic', svvut-it le'vil

etc.-) is lierfo rmed ci i allidifetiecIie, so tiiat ci re port, genleracition pJroi-

grant inet'd tno hiave coty Sel'ect iion Optionis of its, own ii- l'l ts
tools also mai ke it ease Inc thte adminiitit ilrtor to gpihi'r tmuiiltiiple

audiiit lIdes hactk inito otie iplace'', keep (,ciii cc11it Wei tcs Oii taple', and c
eveni kc' 1 c-jc lct~oiis floitw auditc. lilt's ollilic (scie-l ;is it lilc- roll-

taiiiitg only login rcrords, but fronttilte latst six mnotihis).-

Hidden Subdirectories

E'very -'Secure U1NIX !systc'tc faces the pro~blemt oif dciahitg %it0

sicare d ci ccct-tc ne s for tempo rary fii Is. Ili Sc'ren i SuciiOS4, itsfi
IIMM's Workstation \,,!ix, she' tempi jorary iiir'c'tories arc- SIcc'ial

ii ci-t tnortmtal refi'ri' tees to themt cactitatly tciaisicite to refe'renice's
ttc ac ubdcirecctory. of whcvi hl there i: one for ecchlicli ireli. Libiel

A ciircori'tov whittit causes fisl- ittiirecticon (siiti asz /limc) is knocwtn
as c. ''tiliting direetorv, cinch ct, sitidciirec-to rips (tite [fcr eac'i

seeitr it3' idie I) are known a-s "hticicent s a 1diire eli)rics' . These~

ihcicdn-ici bid icec-' 'rips icc, creattcdc dyicciiic':cik thtc iirst time ca

uaoc'c's tleis to, rc'c'reretci ofi' 111i1 itoiesni' t. x ist. ic'c'csc thec'\

cite ireatc-d aiioticitic'Al1, it. i1safeii to ceii'C'i t~ilCc't (Ils 1lcc1cg;asI they- ire vi'ttille) cit aly timetic Ilc''iisc' itsc- of hiddec'n stihciiric'
-- 1c -I -tucric's fii sic-lirt 'Scjik)> is -onttrccic'c oil m.W:c c'-killi-c mc) cct-0- it

[ccciii te is ite noiiti tct nlyt I'm Ic r/iiij, bll aclo for /ti~srtdiiji, somelii of

tice ciinc-to.-iis itt At.cr/svciic, c'He.

Physical Security

I-v c ry ii cclchl iic in ac S'e-it, yeSit icS Cotnfigutrcat-ionc lll 1t b Icc iYsi-
rally secure. cWhat ticis uiiecuiti vatries frctm c-istoiccttcch cu,-ict-
icc c, b)itt Sit -,in i puIrov idei ac vatiete cc piotectixi' pacckcgitigc thatit
cccxc MtAki it carbiitrcrirly diilic'iilt toe atn unauthoritzcidt cisc-r tic
icreakici the iiarclv-irc ititepgrite of a ittacititc' NMocdifiecd liPONl:;
lcrven't it( the cicieiucs front bcciing bcootedi in sitilcii-tcic lunce or
fotic cotheir thancii ( miii-vccfcilt versionc (if lilt, kerniei withtout ac pe
ci:cI (pe~r-i tlt icc c'1") )c:i55i%'crc Th pii'Ic' 'aiccniiiI p1 is,v'-,ix'd citi cbei
cit ciigc'c IY ccsyciteictttii d imstrcittr

Sysfecin V Icclcrfacic lejiiinttot, Voiluttecs I cccii 11, 20i7- 127,

jilt- ii7ti
lu(-Il, It F , cacid Lac Padiiilla, L. ,., 'ýcc-uir ('ciimutc-r .cys-

2 9917 1? c v. I , I'Vi [TI ZE ('Otrpirc Iticit, Ifel cficrdil. Nics'
sMcccs'Is iarc- it 17i,
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lAcpcuritwicei of IOc-fen-sc 'J-itsfi'c fcc ccquhr .Sys~ltcm fiEi viluicui
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TAXON( 4Y OF COMPUTER VIRUS DEFENSE M)hCHANISMS

Catherine L. Young

Office of Research and Development
Nationil Computer Security Center

9800 Savage Road
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755-6000

ABSTRACT The first part of this paper describes
four defense measures that will be used as
examples. The bulk of this paper is the

Computer virus defenses can be taxonomy which looks at the six
categorized using the following six grouping categorization schemes. The paper explains
schemes: each scheme and describes how and why each

example fits into the various categories.
Appearance versus Behavior, Appendix A contains a matrix that shows a
Prevention versus Detection, wide range of defense measures and how they
Executable versus Source, are cataloged. Also included in Appendix A
Required Protection, is a list of short desciqptions of the
Performance, and defense measures. Appendix B consists of
Ease to Implement. definitions.

Each scheme is explained, and examples are
used to clarify each scheme. This taxonomy EXAMPLE VIRUS DEFENSES
will aid in evaluating virus defenses and
provide a foundation for designing new virus The following are four examples of virus
defenses. defenses that will be used to clarify the

taxonomy. These examples are a subset of the
virus defenses described in Appendix A.

1. coding Style Analyzer

A coding style analyzer uses the
INTRODUCTION structure and content of a program to

determine how many different programmers

A computer virus is a piece cf harmful contributed to the program and what sections
code that is hidden in an otherwise normal of code were written by each. A coding style
program. A virus is also able to write a analysis is related to the analysis of such
copy of itself to (or "infect") other things as handwriting and structure of
programs.[5) This capability makes a virus sentences to authenticate the author of a
especially dangerous to computer systems book. An example of some coding style
because a virus is likely to be harder to indicators at the source code level might be
remove and is likely to have access to more the number of spaces used to indent a While
computer resoures than malicious code that Loop, the frequency of comments, and the
does not have this capabilty. A virus could kinds of instructions used. Such an analyzer
propagate for a certain period of time until can be used to detect the presence of a virus
some event: triggers it to perform its harmful because most virus code will have a different
action. Because of the danger that viruses coding style than the host program, and the
pose to computer systems, it is important to virus programmer's style is likely to be
develop defenses against them. present in all the infected programs.

The purpose of this paper is to 2. Prefix and Postfix Checker
categorize computer virus defense mechanisms.
By presenting virus defenses in an organized Primitive viruses will probably
manner, this paper should help virus reside in the beginning or end of host
researchers find defense categories that programs and will infect host programs with
might be missing and to formulate more exact replicas of themselves. A prefix and
defenses for some of the categories. Six postfix checker compares the beginning and
different schemes are described for end of files to see if a group of files have
classifying computer virus defenses and the same beginning or the same enc. A group
examples are given to clarify each scheme: of files with identical prefixes or postfixes

Appearance versus Behavior, are likely to contain a virus.

Prevention versus Detection, 3. ROM Devices

Executable versus Source, Programs may be put into read
only memory (ROM) devices to prevent viruses

Required Protection, from infecting critical programs. Programs
stored in such devices cannot be modified.

Performance, and Adequate measures must be taken to make sure
that only uninfected programs are stored in

Ease to Implement. the ROM.
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4. Intrusion Detector have the poker to stop a virus. Detection
measures could be considered a typo of

An intrusion detector is a prevention, however, because the system
defense measure that monitors the activities security officer can shut down the system to
in a system to determine if it is under prevent further damage once the virus has
attack. The detector does this by comparing been detected.
current actions with past actions to see if
something out of the ordinary is occurring. Prevention defenses, by definition,
This defense can be used to detect many involve restricting an action and will only
different types of intrusion, including involve behavior measures. ROM devices will
viruses. Some distinguishing actions that prevent virus s•,read because they are
would indicate a possible virus attack would designed such that the information stored on
be accessing many filbs, searching them cannot be altered.
directories, and writing to executable
files. (4] Detection defenses are usually

appearance measures. A coding style analyzer
detects the presence of a virus after the

TAXONOMY host program has been infected. It will
indicate an additional programmer than the

A. Apoearance Versus Behavior one(s) who wrote the host program. The
prefix and postfix checker will detect a

The appearance-versus-behavior virus that resides in the beginning or end of
categorization distinguishes between virus files after it has spread to several files.
defenses that detect or prevent infection by The intrusion detector watches for telltale
nrogram appearance and those that detect or actions.
prevent infection by program behavior. An
appearance defense considers the contents of C. Source and Executable
a program, whereas a behavior defense
considers the actions of a program. Virus defenses can ba partitioned
Appearance defenses work before the host based upon whather they monitor source code
program is executed, and behavior defenses or executable code. Many of the proposed
work during execution, defenses lister1 in Appendix A are effective

for both source and executable code. Since
Both kinds of defenses have their viruses can reside and propagate to either

limitations. For a given program it may not kincs of code, it is important to defend
be possible to absolutely determine by its against viruses in both kinds of code.
appcarance if that progr• m cnntains a I, -ri¶1c--
These derenses make an ed-.cated guess as to A uoding style analyzer works best
whether a program contains a virus. For every on source code because source code will bear
defense, however, a clever virus can probably all the marks of its author. Executable
be written to outsmart that defense. The code, on the other hand, is the result of a
behavior defenses in many cases can be compiler converting source code into a
thwarted. A clever virus would behave in a standard form that a machind can understand.
subtle way so that its actions will not seem The resulting executable code will not have
out of the ordinary for the host in which it all of the marks found in source code such as
resides. indentations and comments. The more

transformation processes that a program goes
The coding style analyzer is an through, the less marks it will have of the

example of an appearance defense because it author.
looks at the contents and structure of a
program to determine the author(s) of the The prefix and postfix checker will
program. The prefix and postfix work well with source and executable code.
checker also fits in the appearance category. If a virus propagates by writing exact copies
This checker looks at the beginning and end of itself to the beginning or end of
contents of files to find identical prefixes programs, making the bytes exactly alike, the
and postfixes. prefix and postfix checker will detect this

reguardless of the type of code.
ROM devices qualify for the behavior

category since they prevent viruses from Since the information in a ROM
performing the action of writing to the files device cannot be changed, a ROM is used to
stored in ROM. The intrusion detector is store the final executable version of
another behavior defense because it monitors programs. For the most part, source code
actions. only needs to reside in the development

system, and not in the target system. It
would usually not make sense to store source

B. Prevention Versus Detection code on a ROM device. A ROM device is,
therefore, considered a defense for

All virus defense measures fall into executable code.
one of two categories: prevention or
detection. Prevention defenses are those The intrusion detector concerns
that stop virus propagLtion. Some of the itself with the actions. This defense falls
actions involved in propagation that can be under the executable category because source
prevented are writing to executable files and code does not act but executable code does.
accessing a file that has been touched by too
many processes. Prevention defenses will D. Required Protection
control and limit access to files. Detection
defenses recognize virus attacks but do not Virus defense me'hanisms must be
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protected. The protection needed for each need the data generated for that file, so the
defense gives another way to classify virus corresponding memory can be reused. The
defenses. The categories are based on what coding style analyzer can be a background
needs protection, and what type of protection process that is executed on demand. If
is needed. The number of different executed in the background, it should have
protections and the kind of protection needed small impact on the throughput of individual
will hava an impact on the vulnerability of a programs.
defense measure. Except for the ROM devices,
all the measures included in this paper must The prefix and postfix checker will
be read-, write-, and execute-protected. be a simple defense that takes a relatively

short time to execute. It will also take a
Each defense must be read-protected small amount of memory for its code and data.

so that viruses cannot learn the threshold The prefix and postfix checker may need to
values and other information that would help retain information from the files it checks,
them evade the defense. Write-protection is such as all the prefixes that are contained
necessary so that the defense cannot be in more than one file (or some threshold
modified to ignore or help a virus. Each number of files) and lists of which files
defense m:ust be execute-protected to insure contain each prefix. Even so, the amount of
that it is called when it is supposed to be information to be stored will be small. The
called and that the virus does not execute prefix and postfix checker can also be a
the defense in order to see if it would pass background process which is executed on
or fail. These three protection needs will demand. Because of its simplicity, this
not be enumerated for each defense. defense will have a very small impact on the

throughput of individual programs.
The coding style analyzer requires

protection of data that it stores temporarily Time of execution, amount of memory
while it is running. The file attributes required, and frequency of use do not apply
that the defense analyzes must be read- when considering ROM devices because they are
protected so that a virus will not know what not software defenses. The main
attributes are being analyzed. consideration is the affect that ROM's have

on the execution of individual programs. The
The prefix and postfix checker also affect of using ROMs will vary depending on

needs read-protection of the size and extent the system and the devices used. Some ROM's
of its search and comparisons, will be slower than the corresponding random

access memory (RAM) and some will be faster.
A ROM requires the physical In the case of an IBM PC or XT, a ROM would

protcction of the computer to prevent an improve performance because its programs do
attacker from replaciny the ROM with a virus- not need to be loaded off of i disk as do
infected ROM. Once a program has been programs using RAM.
written to a ROM device, it cannot become
infected. The intrusion detector will be a

complex defense that will run continuously in
The intrusion detector requires the background, keeping track of what is

read- and write- protection of long-term and going on in the system to determine if the
temporary data. The long-term data that system is under attack. The amount of memory
needs protection is the audit records that it required will be rather large, but it will
uses to determine the expected behavior of vary depending on the sophistication of tle
the system. The temporary data that must be detector. This defense will increase the
protected is the expected behavior patterns execution time of individual programs more
which frequently change. than the other examples due to its complexity

and because it will be continually monitoring
E. Performance the system.

The effect that a defense measure F. Ease To Implement
has on the performance of a system gives
another grouping of the defenses. This paper When evaluating virus defenses, one
considers the following aspects of must consider how easy it will be to
performance: the time it takes for the implement each virus defense measure with
defense to execute, the amount of primary respect to current technology. We can
memory required by the defense program, the classify defenses as being (1) easy to
frequency of use, and the affect of the implement with current technology, (2)
defense on the throughput of individual possible with current technology, (3)
programs. The affect on throughput is a requiring much work to implement, and (4)
function of the other aspects of performance, requiring innovative ideas.

The coding style analyzer will be ROM devices are easy to implement
complex and will, therefore, take a and are widely used already. The prefix and
relatively long time to execute. The coding postfix checker would also be easy to
style analyzer will take longer to run than implement with current technology, using a
the prefix and postfix checker because of its simple comparison program. While it is
complexity. The difference in run time possible to implement the coding style
because of complexity will be multiplied by analyzer with current technology, it is not a
the number of files that need to be checked, trivial task. The intrusion detector,
This analyzer will require a moderate amount however, will require innovative ideas
of memory for its code and the file because it is not well defined which actions
attributes it must analyze. After it checks indicate that a system is under a virus
one file, the coding style analyzer will not attack.
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CONCLUSION Lgend For Matrixi

This taxonomy should help those who are
researching and developing virus defenses.
They can use this tool in choosing anO Appearance/Behavior
evaluating existing virus defenses. A
systematic approach should help prevent a = Appearance

researchers from overlooking significant b - Behavior

characteristics of virus defenses. This
organization of virus defense measures Prevention/Detection

provides a foundation for designing new virus
defenses. P = Prevention

d - Detection

APPENDIX A Source/Executable

VIRUS DEFEN FJJL1AX s = Source
e - Executable

This appendix shows a wide range of Required Protection
defense measures and how they would fit into
the taxonomy. The coding style analyzer, the This column will include pairs, with

prefix and postfix checker, ROM devices, and one item from each of these two groups:

the intrusion detector defenses were chosen
as examples for this paper. The column Item:
headings are the categories of the taxonomy
and the row headings are the defense = - Machine
measures. The values in each column are d = Data objects (long-term)
explained in the legend that immediately t - Temporary working
follows the defense matrix, storage

Type of Protection:

r - Read
Virus uefense Matrix w - Write

,TRi--s- i P - PA p = Physical
ip eir elosi • er la 155

i- ,iv ir rj Ut f I. 11
is viarl'-ui is i o I "I ia
ir un, tie ti C C I it •I This column rates four areas that
Is olt i'ai C t Im joel1

Inr/ I hI di i a I xl affect performance. The first element of
1, I 1 1i. I .I t I each item is a letter representing one of

1. Attributo or Change 1/ I I I I ! these areas as follows:

A. Message of Modification I I Fcod --m -I '1
D. Sd Copy & i-e _'1 d lt = Time required to execute the

a. Seeoxd copy & Cospare -- l-d-ie&-aIdO to it2 xl i--1Ion e
I _ i .. iudefense program once.

c. selected portions of 'a i d Meaidr do in i I = Amount of I
rrogrami .m Amun ofAI primary memory

D. lengtih of Program _i! a esrrdi s i i used for defense program
r. Dae/Tine StampI 'ij1sd Id.l0 i i code and data.

1_ii ...- iI.U .i f = Frequency of execution of
P. C~i~cI~i i 0 ie&aldr do its n I 1 i the defense.

G. Fneryption i-a --de&asdr dorJw t3 m2 i = Affect on throughput of
Viru iind~5 _individual program

SI. diriO finders execution.

A. Prefix & Postfln Checker ia-aI- t it 2 1-eS
Iii I _iL.. lf•-I. __I Numbers are associated with the

n- pattern Maitcher i a i0 ics~t, it3 m. i 2 I
tw id I-- letters t, s, and i in this column, and they

C. Coding style Analyzer 1 a .ai3 give a relative measure of the affect eachI.C d n ty e A a y e -__I __ I _S- t tw i14i3 ___ I "-

D. "Anitibiotic" Proqrsm - a :-d Ie&aitr- to it m I -4 I defense will have on each aspect of
Ii ii IfOLi _iI performance of the system, on a scale of 0 to

III. ExecuLion Lrm1n&... 5. The larger the number in the column, the

A. Access Control Mechanisms hi I- 00 it3 1i i greater the impact on that aspect of

D' Liited iDomain. performance.
I- .Limit aed Dooaai ns b-:" -. 3 e i 1iJ

1. Uaer-def ble Domains b i -I --a do t2 in) 1 4 1 The frequency of execution is

2. Type/Do-s•s i -i
2 

t I P handled separately. The letters paired with
_ _ K _--it~i2__ i the f for frequency are as follows:

c. Low-level Minus One 1-b .P I ie I it2 r.3 i II _. ___ lttit.i

D. ROM ce l i Interrupt driven; only
L. Flow ristance -b p Iadi do it2 m4 13 i called when a suspicious
p. plow Lists L i r d t2 e4 1 3 event occurs.

1 IlieJ4 I I d = On Demand; done in the
G. intrusion Detector I b I J I e-la r do Jt5 M4 i 4 b_ __ I t•_t ] •_,)_•__background.

__ c = Continuously in the

background.
e - When protected programs are

executed.
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tase to Implement but most systems put a greater restriction on
who is allowed to modify a header to a

The numbers in this column specify how program.
easy it Will be to implement each virus
defense measure with respect to current 6. Checksum - This defense computes
technologY. and stores a checksum for each file that is

monitored. To check to see if the files have
1 - Easy to implement with current been modified, the defense will recompute the

technology, checksum for each file and compare it with
2 - Possible with current the stored checksum.

technology.
3 - Requiring much work to 7. fLixyptgQn• - This defense

implement. encrypts the files that are to be protected.
4 - Requiring innovative ideas. Prior to execution these files will be

decrypted. If a virus tries to write to an
encrypted file, the result will be garbage.

Brief Description of Virus Defenses I. VIRUS FINDERS

These defenses can recognize a virus by
I. ATTRISUTES OF CHANGE its appearance.

These defense measures monitor programs 1. _reixand Postfix Checker-
to see if they have been modified. The This defense compares the beginning and end
appropriate authority should designate which of files to see if a group of files have the
files to monitor, same beginning or the same end. A group of

files with identical prefixes or postfixas
1. Message Modification - This are likely to contain a virus.

defense 1s a modification to an operating
system that sends a message to the System 2. Pattern Matcher - The pattern
Security Officer's screen, or to an audit matcher will look for matching byte patterns
file, whenever a protected file is modified. in groups of files. Since viruses are likely

to propagate by writing copies of themselves,
identical byte patterns may indicate the

2. seconJdCopy__LCmpare - This presence of a virus.
defense can be divided into two parts:
installation and comparison. The 3. Coding SltveAnalvzer - A coding
installation invnlves storing the second copy styie analyzer dute.ritnes thi diuis5izut.ive
of all the files that are to be monitored. techniques used by each person who
The comparison compares the current copy and contributed to a program. If the analyzer
the stored second copy to see if any files indicates that a given program has more
have been modified. The comparison can be programmers that it should have, this may be
done as a background process on demand, the result of a virus. If several otherwise

unrelated programs have the same programmer
3. se3leced Portions of Programs- for part of their code, this could also

This defense is cimilar to the second copy indicate the presence of a virus.
and compare defense and can be divided into
inftallation and comparison. This defense 4. "Antibiotic" Program - This
installs files to be monitored by using an defense will recognize a virus based on the
algorithm to select portions of these types of instructions it will need for
programs and then storing these selected propagation, triggering, and performing its
portions. To check to see if the programs mission.
have been modified, the defense will apply
the algorithm again and make sure that it 1II. EXECUTION LIMITATIONS
gives the same selected portions that it
stored earlier. This comparison can be done These defenses will prevent or detect
as a background process on demand. viruses during program execution.

4. Lengthof Proram - This defense 1. Access Control Mechanisms-
computes and stores the length of the files Access control mechanisms allow users to
to be monitored. It chi ks for modification decide who is allowed to access each of their
by recomputing the length and comparing it to files and what kind of access they wini allow
the stored length. to others. A virus can only use the accesses

of its host program. Access control
5. Date/Time Stamp - This defense mechanismo can slow viruses but will not stop

stores the date and time that each monitored most viruses.[3J
file was last officially modified. Each
monitored file will have a date/time stamp in 2. Limited Domains -- This type of
its header that indicates the last time it defense limits the objects that each u:.er has
was modified. The defense mechanism will access to.
check to make sure the stored time and date
match the stamp in the header of each file. a. User-definable Domains-
This defense measure assumes that the system With this measure, each user decides what
will protect the headers of files from being objects he will need to access. He will
modified by any program that is not restrict himself to only that set of objects
authorized to do so. The virus may have (called a domain) which he will need.[6)
access that allows it to modify a program,
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b. Type/Domain - For this Propagation - A computer virus propagates or

defense, a domain is a group of programs. To infects by writing a copy of itself
access a given type of object, a subject must in nnother program when the virus is

be part of a domain that is allowed access to executed.[5]

that type of object.[2]

3. Low-eYvel Minus One - This
defense uses the Bell and Laradula model.[lJ DIBLIOGRAPHIY
To protect a set of executable programs,
assign them to a level that is below the
lowest. level of all the other objects in the [2) nell, D. E., and L. 0. LaPadula.
system. If the simple security property and "Secure computer Systems: Unified
the Exposition and Multics lnturrretations."-
*-property are enforced, these low-level Technical Report MTR-2997, NMTRE Corp.

minus one programs could be read by all Bedford, MA. July 1975.
subjects, but they could not be written to by
any subjects at the higher levels. [2) Boebert, W. E., and R. Y. Kain. "A

Plactical Alternative to Integrity

4. POM pevices - Another way to Policies." Proceed~ilnsgL the 822

protect programs from infection is to store National Computer Security Conference.
them in ROM's. Sep 1985.

5. Flow Distanqe - The flow [3] Cohen, Fred. "Computer Viruses: Theory

distance defense will limit how far and Experiments." Proceedings of the 7th

information can flow in a system. Each file DoWNS Computer Security Conference._
in the system is assigned a fluw distance Sep 1984.
based on how far the data in that file has

travelled. For example, if a user writes a [
4
j Denning, Dorothy. "An Intrusion-

program that does not accept any input data, Detection Model." nroceedinq% of the

then that program has flow distance of zero 1986 IEEE Syposium on secu:ity and

while it is in the originator's possession. Privacy. Apr 7-9, 1986.

If the programmer gives this program to
someone else, then its flow distance is [5) Discussions with and reading of informal

increased by 1. The flow distance of a papers by Joseph Beckman, 0. Samin

program that accepts input data will be Saydjari, and Timothy Kremann of the

increased by the flow distance of the input National Computer Security Center.

data. The system can limit the spread of
vituses by ra:;tricting the flow dintance of [6] Smith; Terry A. "TL;Fr Definablp Domains

data. If a file receives a flow distance as a Mechanism for Implementing the

that exceeds the maximum, then that file can Least Privilege Principle." Proceedings

no longer be used.[3] of the 9th National Comouter Security
Conference, Sep 1986.

6. Flow List - The flow list
defense maintains a list of each object that
indicates which users have accessed that
object. The system can then prevent an
object from being accessed if too many users
have accessed the object or if some
undesirable combination of users have
accessed the object. This defense could also
be used on the individual level so that a
user would only accept objects whose flow
list contains only users that he trusts.[3]

7. Intrusion Detector - This
defense looks for suspicious behavior that
might be indicative of a virus or some other
intrusion.

APPENDIX B

DEFINITIONS

Computer virus - A computer virus is code
that resides in a program that can
copy itself onto other programs.
Computer viruses have the potential
to do great damage to computer
systems by propagating and later
performing devious acts such as
deleting files.[3, 5)

Host Program - A program that contains a
virus.[5]
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Conruter VIruses: Myth or RealIty ?

Howard Israel
National Currvutei Security Center

Y800 Savage Rd.

Foit George G. Meade. ML) 207b5 6000

Abstract

This paper will show that a co04.uter non vir it c Trojan Horse. 1he use of a
virus I[W1IItN] may be no niore a threat to control group should adaqtrately show if the
-oniputer syst(nis than a Trojan Horse and any vIritic attri bute wi II have an additionatl

protection mechanism that wi II work against significant affect or, the Trojan Horse
a Trojan H-lurs't will also work against a th, eat.
cenxiu t e r virus, soecifically a mandatory
pol icy (e.g . IBELL/LAPI [BIBAJ) In This author welcoiwres tmriy research in this
add it ion, it 'IIl dIscuss two possible area For, if done proper ly. it wIll show a
protection mechanissms that address the virit ic Trojan Horse to be either a rvoxre
Trojan Horse threat. serIous threat than a non viritic Trojan

Htorse Or of no greater consequence.
However, highly var able factor" that wil

Background cIhange over the I I fe of the et'per i irnt
nc I ude "the ent iceir'ent (this inLILidVes the

A computer virus Is a programn that advert:sed overt cepabi I ity of the programn
propagates i tsel f ICOIILN] . Depending upon as wel I as the methods used to "sel ' it to
Its design, a virus may propagate itself On the target user connunity) to execute the
a I inu ted basis or more extens ively through Trojan Horse and the knowledge of the user
the fi le system That Is. i t nuy connyunity. as we :ll as other sorted variables
selectively propagate itself so that only such as user activity level. ti•ne of day
one copy exIsts at any one time in the etc. Researchers doing work in this area
system [14OMPSONJ . it may slowly Spread thould be scrutinized fully when presenting
though the s stemrr. or it may pronaqate as results hecai•i•,o•f e thesE f'.'eld" variables.
fast and as often as possible in the system Therefore. exper iments must be designed and

executec very carefully before any results
A viruis m3y act as a Trojan lhorse should be Considered credible.

[ANDERSON] (hereafter referred to as a
'viritc Trojan Horse ) by perifoirnng an
overt action (the advertised purpose of the 2. Virus Affects on Systems with
code that the executor expects to occur) a Fundamental Flaws in Security POl1icies
covert action (typically benefiting the
author and harming the executor of the [COIFN] discusses the virus exper in1ents
Irojan Horse. which the executor does not that show "fundame.ntal flaws in security
expect to occur) and then propagate itself policies'. Any fundamental flaw found in a
to other areas in the fi le system taking security pol icy need not iiecessar i ly use a
advantage of the executor's privileges and vi'us to display the weakness A
r ights. Because a viritic Trojan Horse can n,rn-vrr tic Trojan Hotse should succeed In
'flow through' the system (via the viritic (urrOnstrating any weakness sufficiently
feature) It may increase the likelihood of There is no perceived advantage in tising a
execution and numtber of executions. vir iti Trojan Horse (as opposed to a

non vii itic Trojan Horse) to deriOrstrate a
D. J. Edwards identified the Trojan flaw in a secu'ity policy.

Horse attack in [ANDERSON]. In IKARGERI.
the concept of a Trojan Horse propagating Although it may be easier. in sarne cases.
itsel f was discussed, although there was no to achieve a particular objective by using a
distinnction rnude between a Trojan Horse that viritic Trojan Horse. it has not been shown,
was viritic or not. The ARPANLT collapse on nor does this author believe that it can be
October 27. 1980 was attributed to the shown that there is an objective a vriitic
accidental propagatior, of a virus INLUMANN]. Itrojan IHorse can achieve that a non viritic¢
There are even references to vir uses in Trojan Horse can not achieve on currently
modern science-fi ct ion novels [IRIJNNLR]. used carliputer systems.

It is also interesting to note that the
Part I Contents on Recent Research exper rnents performed )(COIiLNJ were executed

on systoeis that either did not have an
1 Measuring Infection Times enforced mandatory 'security policy" at all

(i e.. UNIX. VM/370 VMS Tops 20) or had
To show that a viritic Trojan tiorsc was a only a partial *nlpleilentation of a nmndatory

significant threat beyond a rion vrirtrc security policy l e OS/1100 on tne Univac
Trojan Horse. i t would be necessary to 1108) [LEEI. thereby. proving the obvious
compare the infection t ime ICO!iLNI of a 1The fol lowing discussion will descr ibe the
vir itic Trojan Hoorse against a conparable affects a Trojan Htorse can have on a system



that enforces a mandatory policy. Permissable actions:

Object
Irojan Horse vs. a Mandatory Policy

I TS U
The mode I described by [BELLILAP) __._

protects systems against unauthorized Subject TS I RN R
disclosure as defined mn a specific policy.
A Trojan Horse would have to take advantage U I W RAI
of a covert channel to disclose informat ion
(in a properly imprrlenented IBELI/LAP]
system). The sane holds true for a viritic Table A: Security poI icy (sinmpI ified).
Trojan Horse. Earlier work [COHEN] made the
impiication that the Univac 1108 fully
implements the IBELL/LAP] model . This is As shown in Table A. the basic concern is
not the case. OS/1100, as delivered by the to prevent an untrusted subject fron reading
vendor, has the concept of "security levels" sensitive objects. The flow of information
and enforces the simple-security condition, tends to be fran least sensitive to most
but it does not enforce the '-property sensitive ("U" to "TS").
[LEE].

Note: a Trojan Horse whose puroose is to Permissable actions:
violate the integrity of a system [BIBAI
could easily succeed in a system that only Object
enforces the [BELL/LAP] model. Thus. it is
always true that a system can only protect I H L
what it is designed to protect and not _-
necessarily more. Subject H I RN W

A system that enforces an integrity model L P RNV
IBIBA] would protect against a Trojan Horse
(viritic or not) that attempts to violate
the integrity policy. In [COHEN] an Table 6: Integrity Policy (sinvl if ied).
vrroneous conclusion that a system with both
an integrity policy (BIBA] and security
policy [BEL.L/LAP] rust provide iso:ation was In table B. the basic concern Is to
arrived. This would be true only if a prevent an untrusted subject from writ:ng
_ sinole label were used for both the security (or orcat ng, a ;ig h integraty object. Thea
and integrity polic enforcement (see Table flow of information is from high integrity
D. below) [SCHELL]. One rust consider the to low integrity ("H" to "L'.
case described in Table C (i.e.. that both
policies may exist concurrently in a system
without forming an isolation, or coa'plete
partition, between security levels Permissable actions:
[SCFIEIL]). The following simplified example Object
i lustrates this:

i TS/H TS/L U/H U/L

Assmne: Subject TS/H I RN W H Null

"TS" and "U" are both clearances (on TS/L I R P RN R R
S users) and labels (on obiects) that enforce I
the security policy (i.e., read policy). U/H I W W RVN W

I=
"H' and "L" are both clearances (on users) U/L I Null W R RN

and labels (on objects) that enforce the
integrity policy (i.e.. write policy). Table CG Intersection of both a security and

integr ity policy.
A "IS' labeled object is more sensitive to

disclosure than a "U" labeled object. A
"TS cleared user (subject) is not permitted Table C shows the relationship beLween
to wr:te "IS' objects to a "U" cleared user security and integrity. It represents the
(subject) A "U" cleared user (subject) is intersection of the security and integrity
not permitted to read a "IS" objcct. policies defined above A "U/U-' subject can

neither Read nor Write on a "1S/H object.
An "H" labeled object is more sensitive to A "IS/H" subject can neither Read nor Write

nmdification and creation than an "L" on a "U/L" object. These are desirable
labeled object An "L" cleared user features. for they will stop the flow of a
(subject) is not permitted to write an "H" viritic Trojan Horse fromn one partition to
object. An "H" cleared user (subject) is the next. while still permitting the
not permitted to read an "L" object. controlled shar ing of infortiration.

Access modes:

W = Write
Null = None
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Permnissable act ions: Consider a file system that has "r"
files. It would require:

Object
n (n + 1)

I TS U---------. -------.. - 2 I
Subject TS I RW Null

corrparisons on the fi les to coomplete!y

U I Null RW detect a successful y propagated Trojan
Horse (i.e. , viritic Trojan Horse). If
during the comrparison process, code is found

Table D; Subject/object relationship when coomnorn ko two programs, they would then be
the same label is used for both "security" considered suspect. It would be necessary
decisions and "integrity" decisions. to "review by hand" to confirm or deny the

presence of the viritic Trojan Horse. The

code review would point out whether the
Table D shows the permissable actions "cant-on code" has a valid purpose. \Mat is

tV at can occur on a system where the same being detected are similarities in code
label is used for both security and that, in principle. should riot exist. This
integr ity decisions. The result is method is independent of the function of th2

isolation between the two classes of users. (viritic) Trojan Horse. That is. it does
not matter what the purpose of the viritic

Trojan Horse would be to detect its

Surrma r y existence.

An enforced disclosure and integrity This method could not be used to detect a
policy can provide an effective means of non-viritic Trojan Horse for obvious reasons
stopping several classes of Trojan Horse (t e.. only one copy of the Trojan Horse may
(both viritic and non-viritic) attacks, exist, not several, as is likely, but not
provided the mechanisms are defined in necoesary ITHOMPSONI with a viritic Trojan
consideration of each other. These policies Hn,-o )

wi II not have an affect on attacks that

invoke Denial-of-Service problems on a Given the above possible solution to

system. as the disclosure and integrity detecting a viritic Trojan Horse, several

policies mentioned do not address details remain. Detection depends upon how

Denial-of-Service issues. good the con-parison utility is. It also
depends upon how well the viritic Trojan

W Miiie t fe above sirnpi ifIu etxripV Horse succeeds i n irmpianing Its "niid

derrunstrates the correctness of the into innocuous programs.
approach, by allowing one catagory to be

added to both the security and integrity For a viritic Trojan Horse to implant
labels each, the ccryilexity of the access itself successfully. it would have to be
matrix increases to 256 different access implanted in such a way as to guarantee:
cases (15x16). Although this may appear

overwlielming, the defined policies can still a) that the target program would remain

be easily enforced, no matter how many operative, and
levels and how large the catagory sets are
defined for both the security and integrity b) that the virus would be put into a
policies, location such that the (entire) viritic

aspect would be guaranteed to be executed.
There are systems available today that

enforce a mandatory policy IMJLTICS] if either of the two preceeding
[SCOMP . These systems will be able to condi t ions wore not met, the success of the
prc'vide protection against Trojan Horse virit ic Trojan Horse would be jeopardized.
(viritic or not) attacks that attempt to

violate the enforced mandatory policy. One way to defeat the above detection
would be for Ihe virittc Trojan Horse to
propagate itself such that the childs

Part II: Possible Methods to Defeat Viritic "likeness" was not the same as the parent's
Trojan Horses "Iikeness" (i.e., the code appeared

different enough such that the comparision
1. Comparison Utility utility could not detect the similarity).

This is perceived as a difficult, although
Without considering the objective of the not impossible, problem.

Trojan Horse. it appears much easier to
detect the presence of a viritic Troj n
Horse that has successfully propagated 2. Spawn-ing an Untr'isted Process
itself (i.e., more than one copy of the

virus exists in the system), than it would a 8y enfocing the least-privileged concept
non-viritic Trojan Horse. This proposed on a process by process basis, it is

detect!on method would use a ccmparsion possible to provide a safe environment to
utility to show the use of similiar code in execute untrusted code (which may contain a

different files. Any similiar code 'rojan Horse) [DOANS].

discovered may or may not be for legitimate
reasons.
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\Mhen a process wants to execute A security policy and an integrity policy
"untrusted" code (which the executor (used in conjunction, in an intelligent
suspects contains either a viritic or manner) provide a reasonable protection
non-viritic Trojan Horse), the process could scherre against Trojan Horse (either viritic
then spawn a child process, vAiich would or not) attacks. A Trojan Horse (viritic or
include any necessary data. As long as the not) may still invoke a Dental-of-Service
child's process access rights are limited problem, unless a model addressing this
with respect to the parent's process access issue can be st-ted and enforced in a
rights, the parent process (and all system.
associated data files) would be safe. Of
course, anything in the system that the While a vir 'ic Trojan Horse IS
child process can access is a potential interesting, in I., fact that it presents
victim to the Trojan Horsa, including other many novel attacks, it is no nore dangerous
information located in the child's process than a non-viritic Trojan Horse attack. The
(e.g . data deemed necessary to execute the viritic aspect of a Trojan Horse appears to
untrusted code) and the results of the be more of a red-herring. in the sense that
executed program. it nas taken attention frrri th') basic

nrnh I parr

If one considers the child process to be
temporary (i.e., for the life of execution Two partial solutions have been
of the untrusted program) and the user can discussed. Each nmst be explored and
terminate the program at will, then the user exper imented with in more detail. Better
will be able to protect the infornat ion solutions for more classes of Trojan Horse
managed by the parent process, which is the attacks need to be advanced.
goal of this exercise.

This can be considered analogous to what Acknowledgments
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Abstract:

Making a traceback is essential for the prosecution

Computer security is sometimes best served by of an attacker; it also teaches lessons in network
corking up known holes in a system, and sometimes connectivity, coordination between law-enforce-
by tracking an intruder to the source. Techniques .ment agencies, and the strengths and weaknesses
used to pursue the latter course include high speed of our interlinked digital networks.
network traces, operating system alarms, off-line
monitoring, and traffic analysis. But technical Our problem, then, is to un-wind the connections
methods are not enough. It's just as important to made by an unknown intruder, and ultimately de-
coordinate efforts with law enforcement agencies termiine who's in the system. This effort requires a
and other professional organizations, and to thorough understanding of operating systems,
understand the constraints set on each networks, telephony, and digital communications.
organization. Persistent sleuthing can ultimately Familiarity with legal issues and law enforcement
locate the source, but it may require considerable protocols will be helpful. Fitting together diverse
time and effort. clues, some of which are misleading, eventually

may lead to an answer, although a prosecution may
not necessarily follow.

Introduction:
Should you ignore the attack?

When you know a computer system is under attack,
you're presented with a choice: should the draw- There are good reasons not to try to catch an at-
bridge be raised and outside access cut off, or tacker. You may subject your system to danger --
should the source of the attacks be determined? the intruder may gain sufficient privileges to delete

or modify important files'. You risk the disclosure
This paper addresses what to do when you choose of sensitive information. It may prove to be a wild
to track the penetration. Related topics, such as goose chase. The attacker might be illusory -- a
how to detect an attack, or how to protect a system, figment of your operating system. As we shall see,
are largely ignored here, although all of these top- unwinding a complex connectivity can become ex-
ics are intimately intertwined, pensive, requiring coordinated efforts of several

technicians. Prosecution may prove impossible, due
Once you decide to find the origin of the attacks, to legal problems, or infeasible, due to political or
you must start a tracebacl, effort. Occasionally, this economic factors. You may embarrass your
will be easy, and the suspected intruder collared organization by admitting that an outsider has ac-
quickly. Usually, the intruder will have taken steps cess to your computers.
to conceal the pathway into your system (often us-irig stolen resources to do so), and unwinding the If you decide not to trace the source of an attack,
connections may challenge your best efforts. there are several alternatives available. You mayignore the intrusion completely. You may close

Tracebacks through digital and analog networks your doors to the attack, by changing passwords,

are theoretically straightforward -- after all, an tightening modem access, or strengthening your

outside attacker made a physical connection into operating system. Or you may simply legitimize the

your computer. In practice, however, unwinding a activity

complex connection can be quite daunting, espe-
cially in a shor, time. * Perhaps more damaging than a massive deletion of files

is the slight modification of files -- this may go undetected.
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There are also many valid reasons to chase down Keep records of the costs of the break-in, and your
an attacker. The intruder may be out to injure your expenses in repairing it. This is needed to deter-
organization, possibly for personal benefit. Lost mine the level of the offense (felony vs. misde-
resources can be recovered'only by locating meanor); it also indicates which agency will have
whoever took them. A criminal may be caught and jurisdiction over the case (local/state/federal).
prosecuted by means of a traceback. As a commu- Since some expenses in tracking and solving the
nity service, tracebacks of illegal activities help problem can be recovered through lawsuit, these
make networks safer for everyone, records can be essential should the case go to trial.

Network tracebacks can be a rewarding area of Many legal issues come up in trying to track and
academic research. Trying to catch someone within prosecute a computer intruder. What privacy rights
a computer can lead you through problems in oper- exist? Can you bring suit for damages against
ating systems, networking and network topology, someone breaking into your computer? Can you
as well as digital and analog telecommunications, recover for the costs of tracking? What constitutes
Such work also touches on technology law and the a breakin? The laws and interpretations have
ways in which various organizations respond to changed in the past year, so visit a law library to
novel problems. learn about current statutes involving computer

crime. This is especially helpful in communicating
with law.-enforcement people, who may not be

Organizing your efforts aware of recent codes'.

Once you've decided to trace an attacker, you'll Early on, determine how deeply you are threat-
need to organize your efforts. Early on, designate ened. Does the attacker have system privileges 2?
one person to serve as a single point of contact until Have Trojan horses, logic bombs, or virus pro-
the problem is solved. Since your staff will want to grams been created? Is there a danger to your sys-
know what's happened, stop rumors by holding a tem if you try to catch the attacker? Have you the
meeting resources to chase down the attacker? Set limits on

You'll need to warn staff members to be quiet about how much time and effort you will commit to the
the investigation. If the word leaks out, not only task.
will your work have been wasted, but a malicious
intruder might damage your system. Law enforce-
ment organizations won't help you if they believe Who should you tell?
you may leak investigative information. Unless Soon after detecting an attack, you should spread
your staff realizes the sensitivity of this matter, the news to people who can help solve the problem
they may mention it on electronic bulletin boards, at and to people running other systems at risk. But
conferences, or to colleagues. limit the spread of this news! Certainly, inform

Start a logbook, collecting and analyzing your evi- your management and your funding agency. If you
dence within it. Record all suspicious activities, have evidence of attacks via other systems, inform
along with their dates and times. Maintain a clear trusted system managers of those sites by telephone
distinction between conclusions based on firm evi- (never send computer security messages by edec-
dence and suspicions based on indirect evidence or tronic mail!).
assumptions. Summarize telephone calls and mes-
sages from other sites. Keep your logbook out of Several external organizations may be able to help
any computer accessible from the system under at- you. Your local police are charged with the en-
tack -- assume that the intruder is searching for it. forcement of local and state laws -- you should be

in close contact with them. Federal investigation
You will repeatedly explain what happened to a and enforcement efforts are coordinated through
variety of people, many of whom won't understand the FBI and the Secret Service; the US Department
computer jargon. For this purpose, prepare a of Justice will handle the prosecution in these cases.
summary of what happened, using layman's terms. Problems which involve the Milnet, Arpanet, or
Describe exactly what damage has been done; in- military computers can be referred to the Defense
clude loss of services, disclosure of information, Communications Agency and the Air Force Office
and the costs to rebuild losit files; quantify this of Special Investigations.
damage in dollars, if you can.
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You should contact the National Computer (e.g. Milnet or Arpanet) is indicated, the originating

Security Center in Ft. Meade; while they perform host name may be included in the accounting

the difficult ta,-sk of trying to prevent these records. If the accounting records show a serial

problems, they also keep track of attacks, and can port, then determine the baud rate of this port:

coordinate efforts to understand and solve such generally, high speed connections are from on-site,

problems. Additionally, be aware of the Institute and low spced connections are from off-site, usu-

for Computer Sciences within the National Bureau ally through modems,

of Standards. Both of these agencies can advise
you on security holes which your intruder has used. The login/logout times are used as timestamps to

control searches into other accounting records.

When traces must be performed over digital net- These times are compared to local area network

works, it's important to be in close touch with the connection times or compared with telephone com-

appropriate network operations center. It's im- pany billing records. To simplify record keeping,

portant to know beforehand whom to call: when save these dates and times in GMT, and keep your

confronted with an attack, it's difficult to reach the clocks accurate to a second (non-synchronized

correct person quickly. clocks confuse traces across several systems).

Throughout your contacts with these organiza- If no obvious damage is done, (perhaps only files
tions, keep records of who you've spoken to, and have been read), a successful invasion of a comput-

what response you've received. In addition to re- er may go undetected for a long time. Thus, de-

inforcing your own memory, these records are tailed accounting records should be saved for at

helpful in prodding agencies to take appropriate least a year. These records can be used to show

action. how an invader succeeded in entering your system,
and can point out accounts which have been poi-
soned by the attacker.

Operating System Accounting in some circumstances, standard accounting

Fundamental to the detection and tracking of any records may not be trustworthy. An invader may

unauthorized computer user is adequate resource have disabled accounting or modified accounting

accounting. Modern operating systems typically records. Accounting may be incomplete for some

record resource usage, task names, times of login, nodes on your network. In any case, ambiguous

and connection port. Often, this is the only infor- clocks and sloppy record keeping will confuse the

mation available to determine the extent of an in- interpretation of audit trails.

trusion 3.

The quality of auditing data varies with operating Local Area Nets

system, and with the system manager's needs. With
good accounting data, and ieasonable summaries Almost every iarge computer system, and many

of activity, audit trails are easily constructed. smaller ones, use local area networks to intercon-

Spotty accounting, with inaccurate clock times and nect terminals, modems, computers, and other

missing records, prevent the detection of even the networks. Often these are referred to by the man-

most gross violations, ufacturer's name (Micom, Develcon, Sytek, etc.).
They usually introduce significant holes into the se-

Even if a computer does not recharge for usage, curity of a system -- an ideal place to plant Trojan

accounting records should be kept. Without these horses. Seldom are these LANs programmed by the

audit records, it's impossible to reconstruct what systems staff, or considered as security problems 4;
has happened in the past -- an essential part of they are usually set up by a communications group,

tracing an attacker. From this, it follows that no and then little more than routine maintenance is

individual should be able to disable accounting. The performed. Few systems people pay attention to

accounting records should, at minimum, include the connectivity they provide*. A connection

port number used to access the computer, task through a LAN may be impressively difficult to

name executed, flags for attempted access to pro- trace.
tected files, and start/end times. ** For exemple, some local area networks allow outside

dial-in users to immediately dial out from a comr:aon
Accounting records can also be used to identify the modern pool, forcing the host to pay for long distance
incoming port and speed. If network connection calls, and providing an excellent hiding place for hackers.
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When an attack originates from the LAN, it's Depending on the mechanism used, telephone
necessary to fiad the originating port. Usually, ac- traces may take place in real-time or after the fact.
counting data from the operating system will tell In either case, it may be necessary to know the exact
which computer port the activity came in from. start time of the incoming call to the second. When
Historical accounting data from the LAN controller tracing a call through multiple exchanges or
is needed to determine from which port or network through long distance exchanges, simultaneous co-
the attack originated. Some LAN controllers simply ordination by several groups may be required, since
cannot provide this information -- avoid using such traceback equipment is seldom integrated with the
systems! When this audit informaticn is available, long distance billing system. For real-time traces,
it's important to collect and save the data for later telephone technicians can recognize digital traffic
analysis. Make certain that the connections are carried by its characteristic sound on a line, and it's
recorded along with related housekeeping in- usually straightforward to be certain that a partic-
formation, such as baud rates, dates, and times. ular connection is the valid one.
Since there will likely be hundreds or thousands of
connections recorded every hour, an accurate time Because of deregulation, interstate and cross-
stamp is essential -- periodically calibrate this clock, carrier telephone traces can be difficult. Lfspite

this, many complex telephone traces can be done
When a local ethernet is suspected of being in the within a matter of minutes, provided that all orga-
line of the problem, it may be necessary to audit all nizations along the line arE. forewarned. Local and
of the connections on the ethernet. Likely, this will long distance telephone systems need automatic
require time-domain reflectometry to physically lo- traces to pinpoint troubles in lines and switching
cate all of the drops on the cable. Because of the gear, so the equipment and techniques exist.
potential of promiscuous-mode listening, ethernet
problems must be taken seriously5 . After a successful telephone trace, a law-enforce-

ment agency may set a pen-register on the tele-
phone line. Such a device records the phone num-

Telephone Traces bers of all out-dialed calls'*, and helps determine
1the extent Of an Individual's telepho~ne contacts.

Eventually, a telephone trace may be needed. For
many reasons, telephone companies may appear to Digital Network Traces
drag their heels before tracing a call. It's oft" i
technically difficult, requiring skilled technicians, Packet switched networks, such as the Internet,
and phone companies may say that they are wor- have information on the originating node written
ried about the risk of lawsuits. Such statements within the packet header block7. When the network
appear unfounded-; there is no liability when acting links directly to the host computer, packet informa-
under a search warrant. Most telephone compa- tion may be recorded by the accounting progra-ni.
nies ha,'- departments which are expert in tracing Some networks convert the packets into serial data
telepl,, . lines, and telephone traces are common streams (such as RS-232), and send this stream to
procedures. the host; in such cases the packet header informa-
A telephone trace can be obtained through the ap- tion is unavailable to the host, but may be availableteepoe raeca b btindthouhat the X.25 interface.

propriate police agency, who wil! contact the Dis- 
-t.ie-

trict Attorney for a search warrant. Affidavits and Packet header information may be counterfeit,
relevant evidence will be reviewed before the garbled, or missing. When this is suspected, a call
courts, and a warrant issued. The telephone com- should immediately be made to the network ora-
pany will probably need some advance warning tsh enter. Sc o aniztion can quickl up -

beforetions center. Such organizations can quickly un-

ing techniciang t 'tandes. This calls for advance wind the linkages within their systems and trace the
ing--3.echiian tandby. Th cmpute r stteoce path of a connection. Such unwinding can only be
cc7-'+. . ;_,)a l -,.n the computer site, the police, done while the connection is active; Internet does
and the telephone technicians. Advance dry-runs not record connections for later anaiysis. Other
will help iron out problems6. networks, such as Telenet, Datapac, and Tymnet,

+ Such a backward telephone trace, (called a "trap and do save records for billing purposes, and historical
trace") has been held not to violate privacy rights, and connections can be reconstructed, provided that
does not require a -- '. order when performed on your accurate times are available for comparison.
own ielephone lint -. . 18 U.S.C.A 3121 (b) (1) and (b) (3).
Indeed, some telt phone companies are now offering resi-
dential service that displays the originating telephone ++ The installation of a pen-register and related recorders
number while the dialed phone is ringing, requires a court-order
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Digital networks are worldwide, and some infor- The monitoring software and equipment can be
mation may be hidden when network boundaries programmed to alarm whenever particular char-
are crossed. For this reason, international traces acter sequences are detected. Thus, an alarm can be
require close cooperation between the network set off whenever a particular account is accessed or
operations people. Find out in advance who is re- whenever a certain password is entered. You may
sponsible for these traces, and exchange telephone wish to build more sophisticated alarms, using ex-
numbers. Know your network location and port pert-systems techniques.
number as referenced by the network -- it can save
several minutes in performing a real-time network When immediate response is needed, alarms can be
trace. connected to an auto-dialertt, to ring a telephone or

pocket pager. Since many intrusions last for only a
Digital networks which use datagram ack/nak flow few minutes and may occur at any hour, a pocket
control can be timed to determine round trip travel pager is essential to quick tracing of these calls.
time. On the Milnet/Arpanet, many seconds may
elapse before a datagram is acknowledged on a Operating system alarms usually warn the system
coast to coast connection. After accurately timing manager when false logins have been detected, or
these packet receipts, a statistical average will when protected files have been read. These are
indicate a nominal distance to the originating site. very useful for the detection of intruders, but can-
A similar method can be used when Kermit or not be fully trusted. When an invader acquires sys--
Xmodem protocols are used over serial lines, tern privileges, it's likely that he will disable ac-

counting, turn off the alarms, and modify any files
Some intruders will use each successi~re computer that record his presence. These on-line alarms,
as a jumping off point to get into another system. then, aren't very dependable once an attack has
After stringing together several computers, succeeded.
modems, and a variety of networks, such connec-
tions may become frustratingly complex.
Leapfrogging between computers and networks Traffic analysis
can allow an intruder essentially toll-free access to
many systems, with intermediate sites paying for After monitors have recorded the intruder's traffic,
the connections. Fortunately, interactive response analyze what has happened. Annotate and save all
time suffers, and these users eventually simplify printouts; keep a detailed record of what happened
their connectivity, in your logbook. Using the printouts, try to deter-

rnine what the intruder was looking for, what he
tried to access, and what keywords were irnpor-

Alarms and Monitors tant. Did he try to link to another computer? What
passwords did he try? Did he modify any of your

When an attack is suspected, it's important to de- files? How long did each session last? What at-
iermine exactly what information is being sent out tracted his interest?
of the system, and what files are being accessed by
the intruder. Accounting information provides a Of course, each intrusion will be different; detailed
pointer, but there is no substitute for a complete traffic analysis is crucial to the solution of the
printout of the bidirectional chatter. This can be problem, partly because it describes the intruder's
recorded by the operating system, but off-line interests, and in part because it provides law-en-
monitoring is easier, better hidden and entails less forcement agencies with evidence useful in the
overhead. Recording equipment (such as a PC with prosecution of the intruder. Keep all of these
serial lines and a hard disk) can easily be daisy- records off line -- never allow your security related
chainedt to modems, providing continual monitor- records to be readable from any computer network
ing of all serial traffic. Network software (such as or dial-up line.
the TCP/IIP daemons) are easily modified to save
traffic, as well; this can be done on-line or off-line.

-tt I ayes-compatible modems make excellent auto-dialers,

t RS-232 data lines can be multi-dropped to drive several and can be programmed to send informatiGn to pocket
receivers- pagers.
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Communications with other sites It's important to communicate with the law en-
forcement community early. Determining what

When an attack on your site has been detected, ev- agency to contact may be difficult; within any
eryone wants to know about it. It's necessary to organization, probably only one or two people can
strictly limit the spread of this information if you appreciate the nature of the crime being committed.
wish to trace the problem. To prevent rumors from For this reason, you may find it fruitful to explain
spreading, hold meetings to discuss progress, your problem to all possible agencies, and allow
warning all members that the information should them to refer you to the correct organization. Each
not be spread. Talk openly with trusted site man- law enforcement organization has its own special-
agers, but do not leak information to the press, or ties; don't assume that you'll necessarily get more
to various bulletin boards. support from a national agency - indeed, you may

find that your local police are far more interested
It's essential that all communications be kept out of and supportive.
electronic mail, and no files be kept anywhere of When telephone traces are needed, advance ar-
this activity. Intruders will naturally scan file sys-- rangements with your police contacts will prove
tems, searching for keywords that might indicate invaluable: the telephone companies generally re-
that they have been detected. Electronic mail is an quire court-orders, and the police know how to
especially fiuitful section to search. work with the appropriate district attorney to ob-

tain these. The phone companies, in turn, are
When coordinating work with another site, com- comfortable reporting to the police, but do not wish
municate by telephone. Keep any files related to to report to injured parties, for fear of lawsuits.
this activity encrypted. Assume that all of your files
are regularly read by the intruders. Do not keep
files with obvious names like "security" or Conclusion: Locking the Barn Door
."hacking". When building monitoring programs, do
give away their function with titles like "monitor" You can trace connections back to the source in
or "watchdog". most circumstances. You'll need to keep detailed

records, analyze audit trails, set monitors, traps,
Relationships with Law Enforcement Agencies and alarms, and closely watch your operating sys-

tem. Actual line traces may be in real-time or his-
Presently, the federal government and several torical. Ironically, there are relatively few technical
states have tight computer security laws. These are challenges; the main problems are in coordinating
enforced through the FBI, the Secret Service, and the efforts of many organizations.
various state and local police agencies. Police
training and awareness has been recently in- Once you've tracked the rascal, finding out just
creased, although most of it seems to be directed who's been giving you such grief, you'll still have to
towards computer crimes with direct, measurable close all the doors, whether or not he's been prose-
economic implications (e.g. theft via computer, ac- cuted (or even arrested). You'll need to simultane-
cessing bank records). ously delete the accounts which have been com-

promised, eliminate the security holes, and change
For a poorly researched case, there isn't much hope all passwords on your systemttl. Pulling the plug
for enforcement due to the novelty of the laws, the may be quite involved, and calls for advance
lack of judicial caselaw, and the need for highly preparation
trained specialists. A well documented case, in-
cluding a detailed analysis of the losses, will in- Our networks provide rich connectivity; alas, but
crease the chances of police support. few people are paying attention to the risks which

are created. When confronted with attacks and
Close cooperation with all levels of law enforce- intrusions, system managers often talk about trac-
ment agencies is essential. You'll need to carefully ing the connections, but seldom actually initiate
explain the nature of the problem, what your losses traces. With a little perseverance, it's possible to
have been, and how your problem relates to exist- unwind connections, and find out who's at the oth-
ing laws. Policies by law enforcement agencies er end. After tracing an intruder, tell your tale to
aren't established for these offenses and the police, others -- let the rest of the world learn from your
likely will be hesitant to commit the resources to sorrows.

open a full investigation. This can sometimes be ttt With hundreds of users, a complete password change
overcome by persistently explaining the need for is distasteful. Alas, but no other method (password aging,

support, and by doing as much of the work as account expiration, account requalification) can assure you
possible yourself, of a clean system, without compromised accounts.
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TOWARDS THE ELIMIN4ATION OF THE EFFECTS OF
MALIC.IOUS LOGIC: FAULT TOLERANCL APPROACHELS
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ABSTRACT-Malicious logic can be placed into a Other recent Wox t addressing protection techniques

computer system's software in order to deliberatel disr-upt against malicious logic appears in [5,13.171. These

normal operation. Of particular concern is Its potential techniques could be used in conjunction with those presented

effect on military systems. Two possible effects or here. Definitions, examples, and derivation of fundamental

malicious logic, which are addressed In this paper. are principles of denial-of-service in operating systems and

denial--of-service and compromising data integlity. computer networks appears in 17.81.

Presented are several ad hoc, admittedly imperfect,

techniques that are designed to reduce the risk posed by 2. MULTI-PRONGED DEFENSIE

malicious logic. These techniques can be used now, while

more complete solutions are soughit- Malicious logic can disrupt a computer system's normal
operation from many locations in its software (e.g.,

I.- INTRODUCTION application -id operating system code). This large search
space provides many opportunities and makes it difficult to

Recently, several authors have observed many similarities prevent or detect malicious logic Insertion into software. A

and intorrelationships between fault tolerance and computer Inuiti-prongett defense, composed of off-line and on-line-

security [6,191. In fact, it, [61, denial-of-service is viewed techniques, is proposed to reduce the risk posed by mnalicious

as the classical unreliability problem. The main goal of this logic. Off-line techniques (e.g.. verification) are directed

paper is to exploire the application of several fault tolerance at preventing the insertion of rnahcious logic for the entire

techniques to the elimination of the effects of malicious life-cycle of software. On-line t echniques (e.g., execution

logic. Additionally, for a more complete discussion, a few monitoring) attempt to counter the effects of malicious

techniques from computer security are also included, logic that has successfully made its way into a deployed
computer system.

As Presented in [31. a few definitions, are essential. A

fault is a hypothesized cause of an incorrect state of some All tie on-line techniques presented are completely

system resource. An error is the erroneous state of that application dependent, whereas the off-line techniques can

resource. A failure occurs when the user of a comptiting be more general. The reason for this lies in the fact that

system observes the system not performing as was specified. the on-line techniques are used in single threat counter-

measure pairs, whereas each off-line technique can cover

The application of fault tolerance techniques to the many threats.

problem of malicious logic is derived fromn the observation

that its eifects can be Class~fied under the fault class of "by Tradeoffs of performance versus the degree of risk are

intent". This class of faults includes both accidental and essential and should be carried out from the onset of a

deliberate faults. Here, malicious logic are deliberate project. Additionally, to determine the effectiveness of a

design faults (in software or hardware) that cause errors in a chosen collection of ad hoc techniques, an error seeding

computing system which may lead to improper service, approach directed by penetration teams could be used. Each

of these topics is examined in detail below.

The techniques presented in this paper are only for highly

critical systems. They address the threat of a trusted 3. PROPERTIES OF MALICIOUS LOGIC

engineer inserting malicious logic into the computing system

hie or she is developing or maintaining. Malicious logic is defined at deliberate design faults

with the intent to commit art unlawful act or cause harm
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without legal justification or excuse. Two possible effects prevented by NVP. The specification's) of the N--versions

of malicious logic, which are addressed in this paper, are must clearly state a set of restrictions that all versions

denial-of-service and compromising data integrity, must adhere to. For example, it can be specified that a
version can have only a limited number of open files and/or

Malicious logic is designed te avoid detection by both child (forked as in UNIX) processes. (Each child consumes

off-line and on-line techniques. To escape detection by CPU time, main memory, and disk space.) Now, the voting

off-line techniques, malicious logic is hidden in the mechanism used in NVP can be applied to a version's

complexity of the system's software or hardware. For actions, such as system calls made, rather than to generated

example, in softwdre this can be done by the use of multiple data values only, Thus, if lers than a majority of versions

levels of macro calls, and deliberate use of complex and try to obtain excess resources, the remaining versions will

tricky coding practices. To hide from on-line techniques, prevent such hoarding by masking out the resource

malicious logic could try to create errors which appear to be rcquesting system calls.

results of naturally occurring faults.

A new instance of the denial-of-service threat may be

4. ON-LINE TECHNIQUES possible for 2VP systems. Malicious logic need only be

placed in one version, and would be designed to deliberately

On-line techniques include additional software. hardware, cause the two versions to disagree. Typically, a majority of
and partitioning methods aimed at preventing the effects of versions is needed in order to pro~duce a result. Thus,

existing malicious logic in a deployed computer system. It continued disagreement could cause some degree of

would be useful if, during execution, these techniques could denial-of-service.

also explicitly determine the location of such logic. Once

located, it could then be targeted for removal as soon as At least two solutions exist for this new problem. The

possible. above example emphasizes an important feature of most

NVP systems, that of masking. Only when N is greater than

A. N-Version Programminrg or equal to three can incorrect actions be masked out.

fhus, one solution is to prohibit the use of 2VP systems.

N--Version Programming (NVP) can be used to provide

reliable software [i]. N-versions of one program are Another solution is to use a hybrid form of NVP and

independently designed and implemented from a common Recovery Blocks [1,31 to prevent the malicious version from

specification (or possibly from several independently written voting and forcing a disagreement. This is done by adding

specifications)- All N-versions are executed concurrently, trusted self-checking code (i.e., the acceptance tests used

typically on an N-processor computer system. During in Recovery Blocks [15]) to both versions. Acceptance tests

execution, the versions perkdically vote on intermediatL are additional program statements which are used to test

results and on the final result. As long as a majority of whether a section of code performs as it was specified.

versions produce correct results, design faults in one or Each time the malicious version failed an internal

more version will be masked out. The strength of this acceptance test its outputs would be ignored, thus

approach is that reliable computing does not depend on the preventing the denial-of-service. Such a hybrid form has

total absence of design faults. already been shown to be effective for handling accidental
design faults in NVP systems [3].

Thus, NVP can be used to maintain the integrity of func-

tion and data by masking out the incorrect outputs of delib- It is noteworthy that NVP a•59 addresses completeness

erate design faults. The probability of identical copies of which is part of integrity, and timeliness of action. Several

malicious logic appearing in a majority of the N-versions is versions ensure through voting that all specified actions are

diminished due to the independent design and implemen- performed. A timeout mechanism on a voting point
ration of multiple versions. prevents prolonged periods without action. Timeliness of

access to sonic specified computing system service is an

A topic of further research is whether NVP is effective important capability in combating detial-of-service threats

against denial-of-service threats. At this time, the [s].

following observations can be made. Instances of Additionally, the acceptance tests in the hybrid form of

denial-of-service threats which involve the hoarding of NVP and Recovery Blocks could attempt to distinguish

system resources (e.g., CPU time, disk space) may be deliberate and accidental design faults. Thus, detection of
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deliberate design faults could be used to trigger an alarmn To handle this possibly intentional overload condition the

notifying the appropriate authorities. It appears that more recovery routines would preempt running tasks. This should

than just masking out design faults is needed if locating continue until the load on the system's computing powert

deliberate design faults is also desired. It should be made decreases to a point where real work can progress.

clear that in general all design faults are important.

However, this discussion concentrates only on deliberate C. Monitors

ones.
Let us consider a large banking institution's transaction

NVP is application dependent in two ways. First, processing system as a target of malicious logic. In the

determining how much, and which parts, of a software peak of business activity, the bank's computer network of

system will be built using NVP may be different for each automated teller machines and mainframes is forced into a

application. Second, if used against denial-of-service self-test operational mode. These tests could require such a

threats, then restrictions placed in the specification(s) will significant amount of computing power that the bank's

likely be different for many applications. computers are unable to process any significant number of

incoming transactions.

BI. Software Safety

This situation could result in a large financial lots to the

Software safety techniques [10,11] have been applied to bank in question. In fact, the bank could be held for ransom,

safety critical systems. An entire system view is taken in such that its computers would occasionally be rendered

applying these techniques (i.e., both computer and non- inoperative unless a sum cf money werc paid. To counter

computer hardware). System conditions which could lead to this particular threat and, possibly, others like it, a trusted

unsafe failures, called hazards, are hypothesized. Fault- computing base (TCB) can be defined that mediates actions

tree analysis is used to locate where, if at all, in the which are meaningful at t"e appl.cation level [4, p.671.

system's software these series of conditions could occur. Access to objects involves not only reads and writes, but

how and when application and operating system functions

Safety assertions are used to detect hazards and are a are invoked. Here, programs are the objects, and access to

form of the acceptance test used in Recovery Blocks. them is equated to their execution.

Safety assertions are placed in the software along with

recovery routines which are used to restore a system to a Now, invocation of the self-test function can be

safe operating or fail-safe state. The strength of this accomplished only after the TCB scrutinizes the request.

method is in the total system view taken. All such potentially damaging use of basic system functions

can be placed behind this defined security perimeter. All

These techniques are also applicable to prevent the requests which are disallowed can then he viewed as audit-

effects of malicious logic. A typical example of denial- able events. This technique requires defining a different

of-service Is an overloaded use of a system's processing security perimeter for each application. The potential for

resources (e.g., CPU time). Here the unsafe failure state is misuse of system functions is typically different for each

denial-of-service, while the hazard is the overloaded application.

processing.
The concept of program flow monitors (PFM) [18] can be

Assume (for this example) that fault-tree analysis extended in order to prevent incorrect a. ons of a program

determines that in the executive's scheduler this hazardous on data items. To do this, each of the defined dat-i manipu-

state could be observed. To counter this threat, the lation functions (e.g., remove network packet header) is

following safety assertion would be placed there: given a unique signature; for example, a sequence of bits in

a bit vector. Also, each data item is initially given an

assert underload: if utilization < max-limit empty signature. The result of a sequence of data manipu-
on failure do

assert diagnosisl: [condition] lations is a combination of all the performed functions'

assert diagnosis2: [condiioml] od signatures stored in th. data item's signature.

When the "underload" assertion becomet,• false, special

recovery routines will be invoked via th.t "on faiiure do" For each sequence of ac.:-eptable data manipulatio-is, an

clause. These routines are application dependent and can be associated sequence of acceptable signatures exists and is

grouped in a safety executive as described in [11P. stored in the PFM. That is, one signature exits far the
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result of each data manipulation. At the application of a For NVP, formal verification or any validation method

data manipulation function, the PFM precomputes what the should be concentrated on the suppcrt software, since this is

resultant signature will be if the operation is performed. where malicious logic could have its effects. For example,

This precomputed, dynamically generated signature is tested parts of the DEDIX [1,2] (DEsign Diversity eXperiment)

by the PFM Eo see if it represents a valid signature. If the system developed at the UCLA Center for Experimental

signature is not acceptable, then the data manipulation is Computer Science should be formally verified (e.g., the

not performed and some response depending on the partic-, voter logic). If each version of the support software was

ular application is necessary (e.g., auditable event, drop itself from a diverse design, then the importance of

packet). verification could be reduced.

To strengthen this approach, the number of times that the For software safety techniques, the safety assertions and

same function is applied to a data item can also be encoded recovery routines are candidates for formal verification.

in the signatures [12]. An example of wLere this can be used Finally, the same extensive methods used for TCBs seem to

is a network protocol function that removes a packet apply to all types of monitors.

header. Correctly functioning protocol software should

remove the header only once. However, malicious logic may B. Testing

try repeatedly to remove the header in order to obtain a

pacKet's data. Assuming that tne protocol software is not Malicious logic could be designed to trigger on particular

authorized for access to the packet's data, such access state conditions (e.g., the date, or by command). Tne

would generate an invalid signature. trigger could also be disabled until a command was sent

enabling it. This enabling command could simply be a

Thus, program flow monitors can be used to ensure the sequence of legal but odd system requests (e.g., one hundred

integrity of function and data. This could also be viewed as health status system requests in a five-minute time

ju t aoh a,• V. -1 P., `f a sC , m ntioncd abo -v . interval).

5. OFF-LINE TECHNIQUES Standard testing methods would likely be ineffective in

locating such malicious logic, since they would probably

Off-line techniques are used to remove malicious logic miss enabling the triggers. Therefore, new testing

throughout the entire software life-cycle (e.g., the devel- approaches aimed at detecting possible enabling command

opment, testing and mainteiiance stages of a projec'). sequences (i.e., channels) and trigger devices should be

Removal of malicious logic follows its explicit detection in used. This requires a separate test plan from the normal

a software system. functional testing.

These techniques are applied to all types of software in a In addition, the use of independent testing teams from

computer system (e.g., both operating system and appli- alternate contractors has been shown to increase testing

cation code). In particular, the on-line security mechanisms effectiveness. Component testing, at the module level by

chosen to protect a system from attacks are themselves the independent team.;, also seems necessary, since testing

targets for malicious logic insertion. The trust placed in at only the device level is of insufficient depth for our

these mechanisms must be validated. This can be done by purposes.

one or some combination of the following methods: fault-

tree analysis as mentioned above, formal verification, test- C. Configuration Control

ing and code reviews.

Very strict configuration control software and procedures

A. The Use of Formal Verification are essential. This will help to ensure that malicious logic is

not added after all tests are made to ensure its absence. To

Current formal verification techniques and tools can guarantee that proper procedures ace followed, surprise

effectively examine only small pieces of software (e.g., a inspections could be used in order to moni' or the developer.

security kernel in an Al certified computer system [41). If

the security mechanisms used are too large, then formal D. Code Reviews for Malicious Logic

verification can be done on selected pieces.

It is a straightforward extension to perform code reviews
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specifically to discover malicious logic. This review process 7. MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS

should be done by teams in order to cnsure its validity.

Reviews are conducted during the development process Effectiveness measurements of the collection of ad hoc

rather than afterwards by penetratic-n teams. approaches chosen can be used in design refinement. If

serious protection problems are discovered during measure-

These last two techniques (i.e., configuration control and ment, steps can be made to compensate.

code ,eviews) can go a long way to prevent insertion of

malicious logic into a software system. It is this author's To obtain this measure, deliberate insertion of malicious

opinion that they should always be a part of the selected logic similar to the teclhique of fault injection used in fault

off-line techniques. tolerance to determine fault coverage [18., and error

seeding techniques used in software testing [141, can be

6. TRADEOFFS employed. The determinations of what malicious logic and

where to implant it can be made in several ways. First, use

It is frequently difficult to satisfy all the desired a penetration team whose experience in security concerns

objectives of a system (e.g., performance, security, fault helps them devise implants. Second, test specific conditions

tolerance, compactness, etc.). Since resources are always 3ddressed by existing on-line security mechanisms. And

limited, it is essential to decide from the onset of a project last, use analysis techniques such as fault-tree analysis as

the amount to dedicate to security concerns. Resources are employed in software safety [10,11].

both computer resources, such as millions of instructions per

second, and project resou-ces, such as a budget to perform Deliberate insertion of malicious logic for testing

verification. purposes obviously must be done with great care. The

process of implanting must be well documented and

To determine the amount of resources to dedicate, an performed by a team. Implants should be placed only in

acceptable degree of risk from the threats posed by experimental versions used solely for testing. These

malicious logic must be defined. Tradeoffs should be versions should never be placed in the same configuration

performed between security and other desired system library where the real operational software is stored.

objectives using the acceptable degree of risk as a control

on the investment in security mechanisms. Of course, in Measurements of effectiveness of both on-line and

order to perform these tradeoffs, some idea of the costs and off-line techniques can be performed. For on-line tech-

effectiveness of the proposed security mechanisms must niques, malicious logic is placed in operating software

exist. during normal system testing. For off-line techniques, such

as formal verification, malicious logic is deliberately placed

Additionally, an analysis of the proportion of off-line in preverified code during early design stages.

versus on-line techniques to be used in the total security

budget should be performed. Decisions of this type can be Performing such measurements requires defining what is

made based on the cost, effectiveness, and performance to be measured (the metric) and how the results are to be

impact of each approach. For example, NVP can be very evaluated (the criterion). The metric is the percentage of

expensive in development and maintenance. Therefore, instances, where implanted malicious log.c goes undetected

widespread use of this technique in certain software systems out of the entire body of tests [181. The criterion is

may be unlikely. Instead, it could be used selectively, as composed of two parts. First, it must take into account the

determined from a tradeoff study. coverage, or quality of the error seeding cases [14). Second,

the calculated percentage is interpreted relative to the

Obviously, off-line techniques have the advantages of not acceptable degree of risk defined in the design phase. Two

affecting performance, weight, or power (i.e., attributes of results should be generated: one for all on-line, and one for

the physical computer system). However, on large software all off-line techniques used. This way, the return on

pograms, their effectiveness may be too limited. This is investment of each approach can be compared.

evident fronm experiences with current formal verification

technology. S. CONCLUSIONS

The multi-pronged defense presented is meant to he a

practical and imnmediately usable approach to decrease the
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risk of malicious logic in critical computer systems. All the 1) The whole idea of NVP is that many of a version's actions

techniques presented appear to be used in specific threat- (e.g., calls made as well as data generated) are voted on.

countermeasure pairs. It may be possible to strengthen Thus, these background devious actions will either be

these techniqtes by changing this one-to-one relationship to masked out entirely or severely limited. An obvious trade-

a many-to-one relationship (i.e., one countermeasure off between degree of risk ano performance exists here.

covering many forms of malicious logic).

2) Input to each version of an NVP system needs to be

In approaching the difficult problem of preventing obtained from different sources. If each version obtains the

denial-of-service and ensuring integrity, new ad hoc same bad data, then the masking capability of NVP could be

techniques should be devised. These new techniques should defeated. By analogy, if each version of an NVP system

be encouraged but still must follow good security common calls onl version of a common program that contains a

sense. For example, new techniques should not depend on Trojan Horse, then masking out its devious actions will not

trusting large portions of software. It is beyond the current be possible.

state-of-the-art to formally verify and validate trust in

large pieces of software. Also, such obvious weaknesses will 3) A multi-pronged defense is advocated. Thus, a collection

turn into the target of the malicious logic it was meant to of on-line and off-line techniques should be used. If one

prevent. technique fails to detect and prevent a devious action then

it is hoped that others will catch it. This concept is very

It is important to recogni-':. that several of the ideas similar to the idea of hierarchical fault recovery in fault

presented in [7] support a fault tolerance approach to the tolerance [16].

denial-of-service threat. These ideas include the detection

of, and recovery from, denial-of-service. Recovery may ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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1 INTRODUCTION

The UNIX® system1,3,11 contains a simple, elegant, and powerful multiple groups. We will follow the original UNIX convention of
feature called SETUID [U.S. lPat.# 4,135,"31C. This feature single group membership.)
allows a user to temporarily assume the ide of another user
and obtain the discretionary access rights, a .ie privileges, of Processes in the UNIX system follow the intuitive definition of a
that user This feature is used to control privileged operations process. A process possesses many properties, but there are a few
and to build protected subsystems. It is invoked by giving a which are especially important to this paper:
program the SI-:TUII) property. Upon execution of such a Real User ID (RUE) This is the uscr who is the actual
program, any user executing the program acquires the access owner of the process, i.e., the user from whose login
rights and privileges of the owner of the program. It is the process the process is descended
responsibility of the setuid program to prevent abuse of the
additional access rights it grants. This paper informally describes Effective User-I) (EUID). This is the user whose
some of the security implications of this facility, and describes discretionary access privileges are currently avail!able
several alternatives which can provide cimilar functionality with to the process. It is normally the same as the RkiID.
better security. ° Real Group-ID (RGII)). This is originally the default

group associated with the real user id. It cap be
The first section of the paper defines some important terms. (We changed explicitly by the user to any of the groups to
assume hasic familiarity with UNIX, but not with the which the user is authorized (this is done differently in
SETUII)/SETGID concepts.) Next, the paper examines some of different versions of UNIX - the distinction is
the properties and uses of this mechanism, examines some of the unimportant here).
security implications of it, and finally discusses alternative Effective Group-ID (EOlD). This is a group whose
methods of providing similar or equivalent functionality discietionary access privileges are currently available

to the process. It is normally the same as the RGID.

2 DEFINITIONS . We will use the notation

In this section, we define some of the important terms and RUIl)(process)
coneepts used in the remiainder of the paper. There are several EUID(process)
s'.iglitly different implementations of the system calls and RGID(process)
semantics of SETl'UII)/SETGID in different flavors of the UNIX EGID(process)
system; we have tried to keep the points made in this paper
generic and applicable to virtually all of them. We will ignore to indicate the UIDs or GIDs of a particular process.
some details and complica'Jns which are of limited interest in
order to keep the discussion simi•er. The discretionary access control (DAC) mechanism of UNIX is

implhmented by associating three sets of mode bits with an object
In UNIX systems, user names are mapped onto integers known as being controlled. (When discussing objects in this paper, we will
user ID during the login process. This mapping can be assumed generaliy refer only to files; the conclusions generally apply to
to le one-to-one for this discussion. One distinguished user, the other objects protected by owner/group/other mode bits.) All
root or superuser, possesses all privileges to perform sensitive such objects have an owner and owning group, which generally
operations in UNIX. describe the user id and group the owner belonged to when the

object was created. Each set of mode bits consists of three
largely as a convenience in managing access to files, and in some yes/no permission bits which if set allow read, write, and execute
systems for accounting purposes, users belong to one or more access (other permissions, such as directory search, are overloaded
groups. A group is simply an arbitrary list of users who are onto the same three bits). The three sets of mode bits describe
treated together for access control purposes. A user is associated the access permitted to owner (the file owner), group (users in the
with a default group upon login, and can change that association same group as the file owning group), and other (all other users
during his login session. (There are several variations of this in and groups). If the owner is attempting access, only the owner
different UNIX systemu, including simultaneous membership in bits are checked. If someone in the owning group other than the
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owner is attempting access, only the group bits are checked If information which they do not want users to be able to

the attempt is by neither, the other bits are checked. The ELJII) access except from inside the package, and programs

of a process attempting to access an object is used in determining which wish to implement their own discretionary access

if a requested access is being made by the owner of tie file; the policy.
EGID is used in determining if the attempt is being made by The operating system kernel itself provides no fiier control over
someone in the owning group of the file. its privileged operations than the superuser privilege, which is

all-powerful. All processes with an L UID or RUID equal to that
The SETUID mechanism is invoked by setting th!e SICLIII) of the superuser (for example, a process generated by executing a
property on a file. This property is externally applied, like mode SEI'TUII) programr which is owned by tire superuser) possess all
bits. Upon executing a program file with the SETUID bit set, the e kernel privileges and can use them or abuse them a they

fUil of the resulting process is set to the owner of the irograii wish. It is the program itself which must correctly do only those

file. The SETGID mechanism works similarly, hut tibe uOIl) of privileged operations that are consistent with the security of the
the process is affected. SEn UIa and SETGID can be used systei. For example, it is the responsibility of the login

separately or together on an executable file. program, a SETUID program owned by the superuser, to verify

that a user presents the correct password for a specific UII)
It is useful to be able to talk succinctly about the set of files to before it grants the user access to the system as that user.
which a user, group, or process has access. We describe these sets

with the following notation: Some privileged operations are implemented in user-level
processes by SETIIII)/SETGll) programs. These programs are

FILES(mode, user) sometimes nuperuscr programs, but need not always be. For
FILES(mode, group) example, some set the EUI) to a special nion-superuser UII) or set

FIlES(mode, process) F'GID to a special GI.), where the UID/GII) is the owner of sonei

special privileged object. Used in conjunction with the UNIX
This construct represents the enumeration of the entire set of discretionary access mechanism, this provides a quite distinct
files in the system which can be directly accessed in the way mechanism from the kernel-arbitrated privileged operations
described by mode (e.g., read, write, execute, search) by that user, mentioned above. This type of privilege typically involves the
group, or process. The definition of "accessible" must be made manipulation of the special file system objects like the
very carefully, as we describe in the later "Security Implications /dcv/kmneu or /dev/mem pseudo-files, which permit access to all

of SETUID" section. We will use the operator ".+" to represent internal data structures of the operating system kernel. (For
the set union operation when discussing operations on these sets. example, the UNIX ps command, which obtains the current state

of all processes in the system regardless of owner, obtains its
iuiioriiavriru ii tinhs way.) •

3 PURPOSE OF THE SETUID/SETGID MECHANISM

The SETUID/SETGID mechanism is used in practice for two SETUID/SETGID is a very powerful hut coarse-grained privilege

functions, which are quite distinct and separable but are often mech.anisnm. In building a secure version of UNIX, it is necessary

confused: to minimize the. potential for abuse of privilege. The potential for
abuse of SET'UID/SETGID mainly comes from the first point

1. SE'TUID/SLTGID in used as the privilege-granting above, the acquisition of privileges with SETUID/SETGID. (A

mechantism in UNIX. companion paper 4 discusses a privilege mechanism to help
control the granu!arity problem.) Abuse or incorrect usage of the

There are many "privileged" operations in UNIX. mechanism to implehient trusted or protected subsystems is also
Control of these is coarse-grained: one specific user, the possible, as we discuss below.
"superuser", has all privileges In addition, coIntrol over
certain very special system files (e.g., /dev/kmnic, the 4 SECURITY IMPLICATIONS OF SETUID
pseudo-file representing the memory image of the
kernel) is often invested in SE'T'ID programs, which
may perform sensitive operations on those files. (Some 4.1 Interaction with Directory Search Rules
of these operations are privileged because of the The general accessibility of files to a process in UNIX can be
damage they can do if misused, rot because of the described as the unioi of files accessible to its user and to its
inherent sensitivity of tile operation. For exaple, for group. Since there are potentially two different user id's and two
a user to simply list his own active processes requires different group• id's, however, the details of this become

accessing the kernel memory image in a standard UNiX comprlicated. Let us assumoe for a tionetit lst the meaning of
system.) FILI'S(rnode,prccess) is defined as the set of files which the open

2. SETUII) and SE'TGII) are used to build protected S'stem call can successfully open with the specified niiehe Thite
subsystems. basic rule for soiie specific node mode in the set /rcad, itrite,

crc-milc] wonht il ~pea~~r to lie

A j rotected subsystein' in UNIX is inipleniented as a 
Iwe

SFTJII)/SIFTGII) program (or family of program.s) l*lt.lS( de~proccss) =

which control access to a file or files owned bvy the saim It'llIlF.(rode,I. )(j'riress)) . -

user/group as the program(s). Any user execiling such F'I l'ES( imode,F'GlI)(procress))
a program temporarily acquires access to thie files, but
all his accesses are mediated by the prograir (We assumie that files availaihi' via "other" access pernmiission are

Examples of such subsystems include riail systems includcd in oiie or riore of the component sets). "l'heue are two

(which protect the inail data base), data base systeims, non- intiliyive poi its that we would like to niake about tlie above

bulletin board systems such as iotes and news, gamnes description.

(which protect scoring information), other software

packages which want to keel, statistics or other side
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1. The access rules for UNIX open specify that the acees's ...

checks are done using effective .r and group id'.
Ilowever, by using an unprivileged systenm call I
(setuid/ cigid) to set its IElID/l)/IGII) to its dir
RUIl)/IlGID, a process can in fact often access both
sets of files. The extent to which this is possible is
highly dependent on the mode settings on directories ubdir
and on the nuances of the particular UID/GIl)
manipulation primitives provided oii the particular
UNIX version being used. (It may in some cases require file I dir2
spawning sub-processes and other trickery.)
Consequettly, the real user and group entries must be
included in this computation to cover this case. To Fig. I - Gateway Directory Example
take this into account, the corrected formula should
include the terms

+ FlES(nide,lUII)(proeess)) We refer to dir as a "gateway directory" later ili this paper.

"-+. FIlES(nodc,RGID(proeas)) ('liere are contexts in which this couhl actually be useful. For
example, a mail directory could contain mail files owned by

2. Uonder our working assumption that we defite the individual users, but be inaccessible except through a
seaaintics of FII,IS using UNIX's open system call, SETUII/SETcID program and a gateway directory owned by its
even the corrected definition above is incomplete In, owner/group. This minitizes the amount of privileged work that
fact, FILS"(modc,process) can be a supcrset of the nEIID/S la
union shown above due to the interaction of directory must be done by the S ail D/ Il program, as it can simply
search acces-s rules, acce .ss modes, and tile IRUIDI)/.;UID change diie etories t~o the mnail directory hidden ben eath thle
sarc access rulecas, e odtiles, diretory seachrul/eUs gateway directory, reset its EUID/EGID to the RUID/RGID, and
aiid RCII)/EGID. Iecause of the directory search rules then proceed with its work using only the access permissions of
in UNIX, it is possible to have otherwise accessible files the executor.)
that cantot be fonitd because they are located in an
unsearchable subtree of the file system. A different These non-intuitive aspects of SETUJID/SETGID appear to be
user may be able to find them, but be unable to access notenuial ! •eurity problems in practice only if adtiinistrators or
them. The combination of accesses provided by users incorrectly try to isolate a slblree of ihe file bystcii by a
different effective and real id's can be used to locate, change in discretionary access permissions at its root They also

cause some problems with formal models, as discussed later.
A curious feature of the use of mode bits to deny acces s can show
up in computing the FILES relation. Files belonging to a user 4.2 Unexpectedly Granting Access to Files
may be iuaccesible to the user because of the way mode bits are
checked. This intentionally permits an owner to explicitly deny II a Stpl''tlD/SEI"CII) ;rotected subsystem which obtains

himself or hi:; group access to all object. If the othcr or 7roup parameters such as file or object names froni a user, the

perumi-sions allow access to the FIthl)/ECID of an object, then a application must be extre'nely careful to insure that the

SEITttII)/SET'GID process could access files belonging to the user operations performed by tile subsystem correctly avoid violating

himself which he could not access otherwise, the protection which the application is supposed to provide. ']'his
poinits out the general problem of unintended grant of access to

In order to illustrate the second poiit above, we can create an the filcs of the owner (or owning group) of the SETUIL) (S1'TG!1))

example ill which a SEITUII) process (runining with non-equal program. Any files belonging to the owniig user (owning group)

FUJIll) and I(UII)) caii acce.s files which a proces.s owned and must be protected by tie application in addition to the file(s) that

operated by either till) alone could not access (Figure 1). First, it is designed to protect. This resans that a lot of care mutst be

we create a directory dir which allows search access only to taken in the design of Sl'A"UIlI)/SElGTII) progra,.ms, inexperienced

lUtI) Withii dir, we next plice a ilirCtorv subdir, which programntmers in particular shoulil beware of using the ST'I.1ll).

allows search access to both the Elkll) and IUlI). Within property oii programs which they allow others to use

directory dir/subdir, we place sil directories and files (filel and
dir2 iII Figure 1) to which onl) the ]%.til) has ac'eess. The A classic example of thils; problemi is the I NiX rrail progran'i of
SE'TUII) irocess firs changes to directory dir/sabdir us its early Version 6 1UNIX. The programn ran SEITUID to smuperuser in

working diirecti ry. Then, it uses the setuid systemn call to set its order to be aide to write mtail into a user's privtely-owned

1'1111) to tile old I1(flit The files amnii directories in dir/subdir inalbo.x WVhen an option was added to the mail prog'ramn to

arc now available to the process. A p'rctess belonging to the allow a user to ijake it take its input from a file, a corresponding

original }JIIl) coudh not have accessed lie files, though it could check to see if the user was satpposed to be abe' to access thbat file

find them. A proces.s belongiug to I1!1l1) could nlo have found was mit added. Sinc le superuser can read any file, a user

thel could obtaiin a copy of an)' file in the system by' moailtig it to
himnself To imake it easier to avoid this proiilen Aliii witling a
privrilegel, progiani, IlNIX Systiii V now iticorporates thIIc notion
of a saved iid, whichI allows a suj eruser process t.o set its IUID to

its (protbably iuour-snupcilswr) M ill) ald latter set it back. htsing
this capability, a progr:im ('all tenrporarily suspiend its privile'ges

hrilh' rtII(- riuiing coliitl'auniil requested b, a user (and tlhiis allw
the kernel to perforiii its norniil checks), and rcslt,>c liheii later.
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4.3 Trojan Horses limitation inig
1

,tl be due to s'nsitivt datta twing preseit

oin the system only during specific periods; the intent ol
It is clearly possible for ally program provlded by another user to si.ch d policy could clearly b" violated by a SIJ'TUlll)
contain a Trojan horse. The program can access the files of the program.) It is non-trivial to validate the user
user who executes it, and can siphon off data and save it for the represented by the new LUll) at the time of execution
the provider of the Trojan horse to peruse later. This is a generic of the SETJI) program, as that would require the
problem with trusting any program written by another user, and kn toe roIn trovaid'tt aoul tha
is not specific to SE'TUII/SETUID programs. SE'flD/SE'J'l kernel to perlorm the revalidaptioi; and that function is

does open the possibility of a new kind of Trojan Horse, however, solution to this prob!-en is discussed in section 5.2.)

as described below.
Accurately modeling discretionary access in an

One method for a user to attempt to encapsulate a unmodified UNIX is inextricably related to the file
SETUII)/SSE''GID process is to insure that the user's files are not system contents and the prop.:rties of all
accessible to the rUID/EGII) uider which the process operates, SETUIl)/Sl',I'GI1) progranis in the system.
and therefore cannot exceed the bounds of the user's intent. Discretionary security models of UNIX can be simplified
However, one SETUID/SETGJID program car execute another if they model the "maximum case" of access, classifying
using the fork and exec system calls. Thus, unless the access of as accessible those objects whos:e access modes would
one SETIJID/SETGl) program to all other such programs can be allow access, should the object ever be reachable. (This
totally denied, the user must protect against all poz'sible leads to an overstatemnent of access in the security
EUIDs/EGIDs which the program might be able to assume. It is model.) Hlowever, this simplification does, make
straightforward to plug this hole. For example, one can forbid an modeling unusual encapsulation methods based on l)AC
uprivileged SETUID/SETGlD process to have a (like the earlier example of "gateway directories")
SETUID/SETGID process with a different difficult or impossible.
EUID/EGID/RUID/RGII) as a descendent (in any generation). There is no obvious simple way to accurately model the effects of
(It is necessary to restrict this to unprivileged processes to permit all the SE'I'UID/SETGII) programs in a system on the
programs like login to work as they 01o now.) Another approach discretionary security policy unless all possible inputs and effects
was taken by IBM's Secure XENIX®1, which solves this problem of those programs are characterized. It. will be intere5ting to see
by allowing SETUID processes to be executed only by a direct how implementors of B3 and Al system,,; with SEI,1UlD/SETGII)
user command. (In that system, SETUID functionality still model it.
implements the privilege mechanism.) Either approach makes it
impossible to accumulate access. 4.5 Integrity or stn'U1D 'fLr2(;TEi Prograrms

Few UNIX machines in enrvironments Aith skillful systeni In order to prevent the subversion of a SETUII)/SETGID
programmers and without routine housecleaning are free of piogram, UNIX systems must clear the SETUID/SE'iGII) bits on
hidden SETUID pro rams which make their owner the superuser program files any time a change is made to (at least) the file
or some other user . (The names of such programs often start contents, owner, group, or permissions. This would appear to be
with a '.' so that they don't normally show up on directory a "given" in any UNIX siystem, but errors allowing
listings, or use the same name as a valid SETUID program in the SE'1UID/SIETFII) programs to be subverted have existed in many
hopes of tricking a casual observer into thinking that they are implementations in the past
simply copies of that program.) A useful feature added to
Berkeley's version 4.3 UNIX system is the ability to disable A popular way of influencing any trusted program is to provide it
SE.''UID/SETGID for specific mounted file systems 'his makes a false enrironment. Any trusted program which obtains
it easier to insure that only authorized programs can perform this information about its operating environment from the user
function, and makes importing foreign file systems much less executing it, either directly (e.g., names and parameters entered
dangerous. by the user), or indirectly (e g., thot'gh the UNIX environment

variables), must be cateful what it believes. Subversion of
Trojan horse code which a malicious user can arrange to have programs by iifluencing their environment is a soturce of a large
executed by a user whom he is trying to subvett can normally number of errors which have been found iin SI']TUIl)/SE• C'll)
execute any SETUID/SETGID program available to that user, programs, especially large and complicated programns. One
with arbitrary (presumab9" malicious) parameters. (This is one example of such a subversion occurs in programs which ilindly
reason that a trusted path must be provided to all TCB services execute a program name passed to them in an (iviroinient
in a 133/Al system.) The IBM Secure XENIX approach of variable. For example, by changing the default nanie of a
allowing SETUID commands to be executed only by direct user normally-trusted sub-command before executing such a program,
command prevents this. a user can get a trusted program to supply data it should not, or

even to execute a Trojan horse. Some of the suhversii'us which
4.4 Modeling Issues are possible with existing programs in wide use are best left

unpublished (especially those involving SETUI)/S'ETGID shell
There are some security modeling issues which arise because of scripts; some of these bugs are ha-rd to fix). The only real cure for
SETUID/SETCID. These issues may or may not present this problem i!s for trusted programs to operate in an environment
problems in practice, but they cannot be ignored. which the user canalit imnfluence, or for such programs to

A process with the FUil) of a user who isn't even logged disbelieve their environment completely (or to verify ;t, where
in can get access to files. This is somewhat peculiar, as possible).
the effective user will not have pais•ed the
authentication procedures, agkd may not even be a valid
user at the time of access . It is possible that this
could result in a violation of certain security policies,
e.g., policies which limit the times of day dluring which
specific users are allowed to use the system. (Such a
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4.1 Interaction with Extensions to UNIX

It is non-trivial to foresee all the ra iiificati imis of

SETUID/SE1"GID when extending UNIX. For example, Berkeley
UNIX introduced the concept of allowing a process to operate

with miutilte groip. simultanueously active. T'hat is, a iprocess in

Berkeley UNIX has associated with it a list of GIDs, and acce._

to an object is allowed if any of those groups is permitted that etc bin "
access This is very convenient operationally, and facilitates
sharing aiiong groups. In this model, it is not obvious which

group to associate with a newly-created file or directory. The

approach taken by Berkeley is to use the owning group of the

directory in which the object was created, even if the proce.os (and etc bin rnt
its nser) are not men,bcrs of that group. The rules for setting tile
.SE'T(;Il) it on a file allow the owner of a fil, to set. it. If the

owner sets the SW1"II) hit oti a newly-created file to whose

owning group lie does not belong, the resulting SFT I'ClD program Fig. 2 - A UNIX File System with a Restricted Environment
would allow the user access to files usiiig the access rights of a

group to which lie does not beloug. This bug was present in

earlier releases (e.g., 41.1) of Berkeley UNIX, but the systeii now
prevents this by insuring that the owning groutj ott a file is files (e.g., the pa-sword file) or to privileged progratis and their

,ontained in the set of groups of the process before the StTCIII) directories, all of which are outside tihe restricted environments

bit is allowed to be set. This cautionary tale indicates that the ]'his niakes it much harder foi a user proccss in a restricted

security ramifications of any change to the discretionary access environment to affect the "'Trusted Computitig Base (TCII) of the

mechanisms of UNIX should he examined carefully. system in any way.

5 REPLACEMENTS FOR SETUmD/SETGW) Protected subuyýtemiis can be implemented iii at least two ways ill
this model.

The remainder of this paper discuses three different methods to

provide the functiots performed by SEITUII)/SETCII) on UNIX. 1. Make the subaystemi a server process, operating outside

'.'..:. ::. thnd:; di'splay decreasing, dgrees of modification t.o the restricted envirouiniet (Figure 3).

UNIX amd display various degrees of compatibility with existing T"
programs which use SETI'II)/SISTGID (including essentially full The server process need notl e privileged in general,
compatibility). The third method presented is a part of a though the details of implenientation in our system

general-purpose privilege mechanism which we believe is superior interfere with this (as an unprivileged process, it cannot

in controllability and security to SI'Y'UID/SETCII) while use the trusted interprocess coimimunication

remaining compatible for most SETUII)/SETML11) programs. All iechaiisi)
three offer more secure control over tile privileges in UNIX than
unmodified SIlU1'IlI)/SEII'TCI) mechanisms, and all three allow In Figure 3, we show a client program inside the

the cre:ation of protected subsystems. restricted environment communicating with the
suilsystem, which operates outside it.. They

5.1 Restricted Environments communicate via an interproc•rs communication
mechanism known as secure sockets'.

Gould used a different approach from St'I7TUIhD/SEI'GII) for A secoed method is to run a trusted sibsysten in a

kernel integrity and control of privilege in its C2-rated UTX/32S restricted environmid u of its own, with no uisers, alotg

UNIX system. When Could began work ott its system in H19S, with all the files to which it is to cowtrol access (Figure

there was considerable debate in the security community 4)n

concerning the inherent security of systems which use thil 4)_

SPFLUI1)/SETGII) concept. This debate is still not totally Clients communicate with the subsysten via a server
resolved today. While quite interested in its outcome, we were which arbitrates references and performs

unwilling to wait until the debate was finished to implement our conmnrunicatiois between server and eliemt. We dirf not

C2 UNIX system. So, in order to facilitate the formal evaluation com mun tions beten erverondents We dirnt

of our system, we removed the SETLID/SETC11) facility support multiple r-stricted environients ott the first

Comipletely. This was a6 controversial deision. The lost system release, so we have no field experience with this

functionality was implemented using trusted server processes, aptproacu. Multiple eihviroinents will be a feature in

originally introduced as part of the integrity mnicliahisni of mite future releases, so this method will be available.

system, operating outside restricted environments. This approach is cauabue of implementing nttituamly

stmsprilou.s subsystems, and requires minimial or noThe restricted enm'irunrment is a conicclut baseu ott thme UNIX change to application programs. it is a very stcong

chroot system-, call, which restricts file systeui access of a process method for isolating stbsystems, and is probably the

to a subtree of the UNIX file system. In Figmire 2, we show a method of hoi ating large e

subset of a UNIX file system. The directory /unpriv..re forms m /ethod of choice for operating large existing

the root of the unprivileged environment which is encircled in the SETUII/SET01]) appications such as databases Where

figure. Users operating inside the environment have no way to the extra isolation does not interfere with functionality.

locate files outside it From the standpoint of a process• operatitg Figure 4 shows this case.

inside the restricted environment, /unpriv_..re is the root of its The privilege control niech:muisim we used with restricted

file system, and the directory /unpriv_.re/mnt is addressed by environments is a simple one: processes must be born privileged,
the path name /mnt. Processes with this limited visibility cf the i.e., they must be designated by a privileged parent as inheriting
entire system's file tree have no direct access to system-critical the privileges of the parent when created (The one initial
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this system and the non-secure UITX system used ais its base. (A
Untrusted Client -Server Application more important performance drain comes from auditing - a

UntrustdClien Serve Applicfunction that all secure systems have to implement.)

Environ ment 5.2 Restricted SETUID/SETGID

An extension to the concept of restricted environments is to allow

ecure the limited use of SITI)STI)within a restricted
socket environment. This SETUII)/SETIGID with modified semantics

would not permit a process to acquire any system privileges, butRestricted would allow the controlled acces to data files as
Environment SI'TUI1)/SET,1 does now. In other words, it would be used

only for impllementing the protected subsystem component of the
SETUID/SETGIl) functionality described in the early sections.

Fig. 3 - An Application Implemented as a Server This would allow the vast majority of SI,1I'Tll)/SI''TCII)
application programs to work. (Those which also perform
privileged operations reserved for the superuser would not be able
to execute the privileged system calls required, and would need to
be modified).

One of the weaknesses of SEITUII)/SI"'TGID, even in this limnited
form, is the transititive acquisition of discretionary acees by
executing a ehain of SI-TUII)/SET(CID processes, as described in

Application section 4.3. It can be limited as described there.
/ [ ~Environment • \•_

SecureX As described earlier, another weakness of SEhI'II)/SETGll) is
¢socket \that such progrims can provide accidental access to files owned

Protected by the EUID/EGII) other than those it is supposed to. Three
Subsystem Priv d S r ways of avoiding this problem come to mind:

PrEnvirolmege Ser 1. Careful programming. (This can also be described as

"UnW usted wish•ul thinking".)Clienituse . .. • , Programmers must keep a long list of eauiqi, ns il, mind
ecUre/ when building SETLIID/SETl"GID programs' . Knowing

Client Pg as many mase histories as possible of crrors that have

Restricted been made in the past is helpful, but keeping the

E Environment functionality of such programs minimal is really the
best protection available. Many existing applications

have been heavily examined and tested, and many are

Fig. 4 - A Server Mediating between Client and Application undoubtedly trustworthy.

2. Operate the subsystem inside a restricted environment
which contains the client as described in section 5.1,but leavre all other files owned by the EI';IDI/ECII)

process is privileged.) AlP privileged operations are executed by outside t. 'his elioriinates any possible accesDes to

privileged server processes which are created to serve that thouse files. -- a.

function and that function alone. Privileged servers operate

outside the restricted environment subset of the file system, and 3. Generate a pseudo user name which will own the
therefore system files are visible to them. Because the original program and its minimum necessary files.
UTX/32S is a C2 system, it was not deeneed necessary to This name would not correspond to any valid login
subdivide the system privileges (i.e., implement a least-privilege account, which would help insure that the user id would
TCB). So mtost privileged processes still run with essentially not be used for anything but its intended purpose, and
superuser privileges in this model, would be used only by the subsystem and its files. This

fixes the modeling problem with a non-logged-in user
When using server processes to perform functions formerly bring able to access files, and reduces the management,
performed directly by a privileged system call, a set of overhead of insuring that no files are accidentally
subroutines can be provided to make some of the communications acecssible via this program. A version of this could lie
invisible to clients. The subroutines establish cornmunication used now in the admiiistration of some of the protected
with appropriate privileged processes, pass parameters to it, and subsystems of U'NIX, such as. notes and uucp, but
generally behave as if they perform the service directly. If such generally is not (the special pseudo-users are in fact
sliroutines are sulistituted for a few key system calls and service allowed logirns, which makes auditing of the actions of
subroutines (e.g , the password validation functio.i), many users imnpossible if more than one rser possesses the
programs need only be recompiled ii order to run ability to login as a particular pseudo-user).

Several probhlems could arise with a naive implementation of this
One of the first questions people ask about the use of server limited SETIII)/SEI'1GIl) in a secure system For example, audit
processes is its performance. It turns out. that a few operations trail information roust still log the actual user idlentity, not the
actually go faster, since the server process already exists and a one assumed by the SE'l'Utll) program There seem to lie no_
connection to it is very cheap to make Other operations must significant problems impilerentinrg this and the other iminor
still create an additional process, so they are sorinewhiat slowecr. changes that are ne(ded, and the functionality is fully cornliatible
Overall, there is usually little difference in performance between with the iuajority of applications.
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5.3 Use of a General Privilege Mechanism UNIX mode bits, read, write, and execute. (As before, other

Ath CSC7 11 n ihrlvl fscrti sncs~r o operations such as searching call be overloaded onto these.) Thle
privilege (user,operaticoii,file) wol aeto exist, and belimilt the pirivileges that even a privileged prog'rain call exeircise, vial oaue' rcsinodrfrtepoest efr

''l'hat is, even a privileged programt has to Opecrate iii a rood. such avilbl toe a uvg operaton. The odetal fof thow privilegto esare

that it :aii execuute only privileged operations whichi are tcotroledpandin distrabtedion Thredetails are iowportantebet are

mnandatory for it to pi'rfor~ii its inte r~ded function. 'Ibis is to dicnssled ind theru companion processand soc wiporat, lue aritrdlel

reduce Ohe damnage that a 'l'rojan horse or anr error coiuld Cause discusedi two importantal poins tatd sre wiipotereintroducen

There are several possible mnodelsj and implemnentationis which canl hr w motn ons htaeiprat o i

fulfill th is requiiremenet.- These include capability- based mecthtods u ndecrst andiing of th is approach need to be em ph asized lit
priilee-stmetods ad pobaly thrs-A cmpnio paer4 general, only a progra-ini which has been examiined and found

dsrbsaprivilege-set bae methdshndpob ayntism Aic cmpaiona taper trustable for a speecific privilege wvill be able to acquire and
olesribs apriileg-se baed iieciansniwhih elmintesthe exercise th~e privilege, ajid oiily users who are- oecuied trustworthy

need foe SEITI'LDl programns as a privilege-control ineclis,isnil to exerciie a privilege will be able to dii so -- regardless of what
That paper concentrates on tire privilege asperts of the Programs they execute aiid the privileges thwioi programis are
inechailisni. This section describes; thle use of that viechiaiiisiii for trusted toue liopRtli these limiitationis take thie form of
imnplemeniting protected subsystems. A basic premnise of tile cnmrtn h rvlgsaalhl oaluesadt l
inecliiianisn is th-it it :;hould lie possible to- fully enumerate and nirangtepvlgsaalbeto llurs ndoal

I programis, and placing their distribution completely under
coiitrol all privileged operationsý ini a se-cure systemn, but the bulk aelminsteator control.
of this discussion is orie~nt~ed toward its isac as a
'3ETUIJDl)SE 'l'lI) replacement- The merchanismn would be used in Tefnto fSTI)STI)we sdt ul rtce
similar ways to help' construct the '1'011t of a leastd-plivilege, 112 Th /cit.io FIIE .1)we sdt ul rtce

sysiern butwe ill efe tha dicusson.subsystems is to insure that only a specific set of users (those
sysi m, bt wewilldefe tha disiia-ion.with access to the SLC'PIDl/SET61Gl) programis) can execute thre

For ur urpses allpriileed peraion inthesystm (alllie subsystem, and through it access the data files it protects. [ii our
For ur urhose, al piviege opeatins n te ssteii siihe odel, tho d-ta files protected by a subsystem are desigiiate-d as

describedi by tuples of the foriiu (sibject, operation, obiject). Th'le pr~ti .veged objects, and any opierationi onl the files require the
subject is the user, ther opeirition is thn- operation that thre iiu'er correspoiiding privilege. For exaniple, the UNIX password aiid]
wants to performi, aiid the objret is the systemn object on which ault.hiertieation file /ete/passwd would be a privileged object
the operation is bring performied. (The object is sonietinlies The operationsý of rcoading the pa.ssword file and writing the
obscure whien discussinig a privilege like 'l)A( exemiplt". In such pasodicwulthnb prvegd prtosnd ny

cass, he bjet i gýncrlly"al obect ofa gvenclas",or he processes able to exercise those privileges could read or write,kernel itself) A (sornewhat simplified) description of how this rsetvltepe.odfl.SteuI oi rcs ol
schemn-e can be usied to coiitrol access to files in a ruanner sittuiar poSFess i hi- privilege E0 read! the piSawor(i IfIt', I-L I- Cht,.

to !E IID/"N'T I) ollws.privilege to write it, whereas a piassword updating program would
We perv'iit the dyiiaimic creationi of privile~ges by designating any posseszs both.

file systemi object a~sa privileged objret. We thieni create at least F'igiire S shows an exanmple- of two privihi-gi-i files (/etec/p~aswd
three privileges assoc iated with that file, correspionding to thn' and /dev/kmnem) whlich are acccssed hiy two privile~ged programns

Privileged Privileged UesadTerPiiee
Objects Programs UesadTerPiiee

R1 ] .road./ lcv/lk ni cm)

/etcfpasswd /etc/add user-

(%MU2,efc'tcpaeswd

(.R.IcR.//passasswUl

/de(.R.m/dev/psom

Figt. 5 An Example of Privileged Objects and P-rograms (sce text)
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/et~c/add tuser anad /bin /11 'lthree uisers, 111, U 2, aid 113, a1 [aligittfor war Nio ania1:ly ze, as, -tislitrý nehi'i ltis! itIsiiII thits w~t y
piO-sC5 vari. olts privurges- 'The figuit i sows that a-IIlIt sai the i iini Iy ItVioiii's aI test trilion of ;ttii'Sti, anit ";I110i1to. iii01 Ic W Ce! t's to
necessary privileges for /bin/ps, liut itot for /ctc/ad&..uscr. Ait take iltre wheni it coitit itot have before. ('ihoiigi. tite pi ivilki;(
attenilpt by ill to execute the /ctc/add-jiser progratin itself iiiii'ihaiisii lit geitiral will itot have tha~t jiropert,*v, is it will lie
ni igit. be scecessful, deprcitlitig til access cotntrotls ott the progratm iisedl to conitrol Lintel privileges sitcl as 'l)AC event ipt.") livecatse
file, bitt tile programt would lie intablc to modify the, ipassworl file,. it d- tI,,sit, chanige the effective user/grolip ~f a prov-~ like,
t92 possesses siifficic it priv'iliege for /etc/add..user to ojirarte, Si;ltIll) /811k) II, thle l)AC dii 1t1ira!.ioiis see sýiniup I lt'e p rograimi

but lnot for /inm/ps. 113 po-svsesses nto ir ivileges andi cantnot htas excaetiy those discretionary acress- i igitts of it-s ext ciiti'r, p1its,
successfully execute eithtir programi. Note that the aliilit y to tilt :rdtlit-ioiiai capaibility to orecs, appropriate ptcivilvgi d objeltts
excrute citiecr programn is tot-ally itldcclclitiit or tihe tilt ability of
that pirogralii to affect thle correspolditig privileged object(s). 6 CONCLUSIONS
Adr flutist ritorsý itcei not worry abotuttt tii iiiscre tolt ry aCSS I'ii ispiaper Itas tisecussedl a litullber of lirolse i-tis of titi' U NIX
peri missionis ont any of tIt-li files or iirogriiltt iii his systewlitil order me/~'ll itclhainisim, coticetritat-ilg (ili secuit y'
to conitrol thle tippier bounjd of privilegedi opterationis whicih users ittiitils lttgtteSiIlll/lll)ttetitsiiisiipi

crgall whc do.Siiarytes aott poistrss tile ne'elins wory arvlgsbeiit ny atid powerful, it is, easily niitietst' andt abused, anid apjpeals to lie-
pror nt i iit ios roti i)5e's te ieessrypriilge li iig in adequiiate to alonet provitic tife fiiil, degr ec of cniol i over

able to access the pirivilegedi objects. j'rivileges anit protected stibsYsteins that is reqitireid iii a highly

One signi fiteanrt diii err nce blel wee it fitlis ruletd ;iI a 1(I eue ytm

SICTIJ!IDI/SE'L'l I is thle ownle rshitp anti privileges aft-artched to iTihis pa~iper has dSiiscutssed thiree titer haItisills whitchi repl a ce thle
files created by tile pirivilegeti progealos. lin our priviltege tiinde, UNX ETkD1;FGDwihmr 0tolaeincnisl.
programs run with lJil~s equfal to thle executing user, so atty files UNX STil/EC)wth iirc oirilbc icttIilts

cretedbelng o te eecuingusir. ithSE~til/SITGJ) Thie first was fusedh in Gould 's origintal siecure U NIX plod iiit,

progiramls, the programi ownier is the owner of any files crea ted by) lt'l'X/38ion.0 iThescn is ainl aeugien btat isn of tiilfi-rsitisr.iftt
the progralit -IlThis is a i ll! ipiortanut difference for jirogranits whitch ao faiciiliity.Tbeseoit is anaprgov ittt ide-(]iii first, rustedii h
create files which they' wish to excltusively ctontrol- (iii our model, a lilfit-ei'i SEl'il l)/imFited u (faclt spoiii for rsted
the files would be ownled by the 111911, and thtis thle program cottail'wthierqlr'nltsifte1CS 'atestt
would be unable to protect t. eini front the user with discretioniary leesofpaibll andh bhelw aeqtirmn. wil thleitl fuur oilelasti'at1

permnissions.) iFurther, since privileges are tightly con~trolled, we ecIsfIIadbloa wlaparifure'udsstls
would ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a Co atsc plctost eal ocet e 2 atndi 131 if our imiplemuentation is sulccessftully evaluated ity

wouvlegd notbwacts suiihly asltonsw toibesalet created bytitwoga thle NCSC at. those le~vels,. 'J'ite- thiirdl tti'ctanitit, a privilege-

privlegd nobjct lightnly, so nvew fiie created bythefoe program hissed model, represents an apiproachi which we believe to be new.

under the control ot die preivilege mechanism. To solve this We bielieve tilat the jirivilege-Lasi-d literharisiu we have describteid
problem, one simply nmakes the directory containling the protected isacndtefrepceietofieiS1t1)E''i)ocps
files the privileged object, rat her titan attaching pirivilege's to inascrUNX yte.Ialosur-pled rvlgd

eac prteced ile an crate ne fie-,witin hatdirctoy. suibsystents and applications to be created, without interacting
with its protection of thle TCII. We have not yet stuiio(] i all tile'

The above solution maiikes it piossible for the subsys3teiti to create ipcaon oftsshee(nextng plctosbtt
new files: which ate also protectet bty the privilege mtechtanisni iillticaios o ts thainito exisili aprtications bitt it
witioLca needing Lthe ability to create privileged olijcets i t sel aI esr thtmsfElll)STI)poll ilwr

'Pitis s a otetialy vsibl diferece or eisttig coirrectly w6itout mtodlification. We also believe that it is far
superior to potenti)/all'y forbl itewrnc apora existin 'ihle

SF~riUiI)/SlliPI'Gi) applications, since some nay require dile siterlaioritoSTUID EM is no iicfioaril with S pl')/ICatGionss-

ability to create new privileged objects; however, those teiltcll yani the two fetnscomlp oeitatitayleresnble wt 1

applications which already create their new files hi a private it .ls-ec urcllte twoviroturent corl ceit' wthi onliy a ew kc., bey

directory can remain iincliaiigeti. Beccauise mnost stibsystelms want iSE,.l'lh)sVI'Glh) envrogrants whcore kiiowitb tonle . fewl-iiaed.

to control tile ability of users to delete files, such private Gould developed this mechanism to satisfy Lthe least-privilege
directories are frequently the case now. A private directory is reiieiit of the 'FUSIXI, at level.; 112 alid thove, a goalwhc
made necessary by UINIX's discretionary a~ccess inechianicmn n rqit iearse to fwhffch

order to guarantee thai- the runt-rolled files arc coiitrolled sole ly i peroflil

by the aptplicat~ionv Consequiently, tile set of iin-hanged progrants 7 ACKNOW'LEDGEMENTS
iiicludes miost data base progriaits, mlail pirogralns, liulletin biotard
syste ma, anil gatiles. It appie ars I hat tb is will ptresenitt P. sinaI I We wou Id likei to expiress on r a pprec ia titu to the peItoplei who hiave
incomipatibility in practice. par tie iviated iii diiacutssiolis a-bout, 81711II /Ei''i'( mid) at iilie otlier

ilieeiiaiiisins present-ei in this ptaper anti ifave assist-ed ill it-s
TPitt' privilege mechiatuism we have describe(]i is separate front any utretitratititl TIhese ilnrlude (iii alphabetical orider) Phlil Birewer,
other discretionary or muandatory accesus conitrol imecliaiiisni, and, Bill Caiidle, D~avidl Fieldls, John Gerrwvagett, lDavidl Ilealy, hFraiik
like SE'IU:D/SE'1MIDl, is externally apiplied to program.us aiid files. K<nowlies, Gri-ts Miller, Tliim Thioimas, aiid Jitaiiia Yip froim Gotuldi
If access to any obiject iii the systeni needs to be controlleid, anti aiti our NCSC developmental anti forilial evaluatiton i-cain
the other access conitrol linecilanislits are too general or otherwise miemibcrs. Wi' wouildi especially liki' to thtatik tile ilieltibers of the
inappropriate, ithis inic hanit inu calli prov'ide the fin e-grainitt NCSOC teati for brnigfing thle modltin cii , ui ises w i th
control needed. 'lThis itlechautisil also reduces thle al'iliiy if DAG- SERl'n'Dl/SEL'GII) to our attentioni.
exenmpt privilege(, users or prograiits to violate tilie integrity of
pirivileged objects. If a privileged user neet,, the abtility to
override the privilege illet batimiit for aittiarticulatr pirivilegedi
object, hi. can be giveni tiie approptriatr privilege without
comipromiisinig anly other prnivilcgedl objects

Interactions with tilt- other access, cotitrol rutechanisnusi are
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Networking of Secure Xenixt Systems

Williclim Burger

IBM Corporationl Fcderill SYMStei Divisionl
708 Quince Orchard R~oad

Gaithersburg, MD 20878

Abstract it is assumired that tilte local area rietwoirk rttdLIC i(otiSiderattrrrr IN

r'I it spaI) (Ir descriies design anid imiipicile ni at iri aspcets tir I a p11 vsica liv s r te.O l rtwise addiiitional [m ,rasi ires ate needed to

net work tif Secrile Xei ix systemis. Witlli tire advent tit lseerite dea;l1 withi d at a on p0111fom ise and d1.110 inltegrity, "lire, risk- of d at

systens (tie riced airises irt) i trw -co ir ned tihese systemirs r a see tire erili pI ('tii ise cal it e redII ted through htil l k e(r crPt irll D ata

niatrirr. Ali immediate goal is thle jlrtercotineitOti (11 Secure- Ilttigiity tall ble Inrl loved IlltOrigli arid ilttoill eCrlyplted( eirei

Xenlix s~ stcmns with a local at ea net. T1he 'I A isited Cot t)llr pfe ields ill d1.1tt1 ackce. it- ia vet y Ii ostie er cmitot; Incilt sttinl ,~ I~k

System Evaluation Criteria ItI antid liii lNSI X see ire netwoirk rliteas"It S striki as application level enld to cuid eIltI YpirInl arid

arcirituetmie 121 are used for (Iletivirig alrdditiotial s~cnt ity requlite ntritai/atiori (it packets will lie reqititied.

IrrentIS inl the at ea.% 01 seCritNy p)olcy arlid acoi(Ctrtalility ito extendi Another uthiealtoi Ire oi. isidt-red is letiial ot servike. I )etril iot
132 lutretiotriliiy to a network oft Scenirc Xenix systemts 131. Pollt SerIVic is *CLUt it\ ICte ;leva 11, ii xitiCaIej~l a(riri servýiCe 0I
1 Of tile p~aper C XtenItIS tire seCC iiiity t qicire il ciits 1ilt' tiretirwo i K auiithentitc atnion se r% 1,c is at Icedtl ntitortt uat iv~. it is rat her
eniviron trirent, patlt 2 des idi is tire .letw wo k scc rily di'signr aindi dili hielt ito sliecily getretlal ci iter ii What cotlisat. ittes deniail iii
part 3 aditicsses soine r ni p~lic tritat io ri isslies . SrsiL t.IrIe rIsUk kit denial tii Set% iCe' dtie 1o CMi essiVe itf It it oit

* NI. ~I.C'.~,.. ith.i ~i,'.ilis(:Ill tio Iliini/ritied liv rivint'. cactis'oii a lair

another systerr otil tire iretxktirk with which it COIrII l trititricat'.his 2. Net work Scc-iritv tDcsigur
mesulIts inl a lietwrirk iii SYsie1 Wris h x iiiilae gOVe I nC( hiy a si tigle 'I lie systemii a reliiteWCt tir o1 SecUItt Xt:,niX set cs as tire 1basis of tire

seuiy policy. Ill addition to riatriatory anrd disetetiiirirt sc i reUT ntrtwot k extenIsioris. lire Ifisii t e con i itt inrg h asc oi Set: fire
akccess ruiles, (tire relations ilmeCIweI Nysterr"IS. their se-curity level. X~i sclilcdWliaslil lchiim idwt rse
thre scrtylevel (it their irrtercotrreetiuir, anrd tire aritirot iatioti XenixI is(% enacdwihassso ieeosirai it rse
level of ricn lit rtiseis anid a ppliticui oris Tin st lie takerr itito iild lldV;1 C-liy CML 0l~lIltaIT

'ytr I.1 lie it.~ K iyI.clie-eyipniIuntteia
contsidieratiiont w~m ob~ jects are a~ceesseit. NMI cltrts o enteXet us -r redWO~ iMtl l a t iut tol upione fundamesnttail

1The iriteract ii t bct wect two s ystemtis is nt ga rr zed liltrio st'ssio is 1i Y tilieKe t nel. cii liii ciltirlr ol 1,1i aldl or allir disct ciii inal

Sessions, are IisCi to iteil diarc all ei)CWOrk aCLCess. A sessionl sec l ifi ty pol ity, anid tire proutect io ( i f a itirelit cat iii an~trd artidii

colnists of a set ofi related cotilimmimtIi iorrs. For tire dnirlatioti ii1 a dara . Additionltlly. tire trutsted at nitty liatiigceltier ofi Seiclm

sessioti , sit ibikees an till ljc(ts onl bothI ysi S S iClls ar covered Iiy tile Xciii\ is atugmietnted with i ct%%liiivitk sectiitiy lii a;r ger cmtt liili

sailiic sctitrity access runtes. A sc~ssiii is, theit l ore. assoelatei lionts

With) a securit y level to accorirl-ilsir till,,I lire sessionl si'citr ii', ii v'e! Alt C0irflIt~iritri tioIS or rlril.rtrrrg rlietr tII fillIteutoirpttiligl
is tder ived ft o ii tire seen ritity level wi thi kiilih tile Iiser logged ill kaSC 'Ceitiire tire esi ahlitsirrient ii1 Sess ions ill orlderii trie I lietl
A sessioin is Imuitirer associated with ant iticilitictiiitii whichl is il('S1 ieICXOkStttlý J Crttirtrittiriealron101 is, Iliraldle
itseid for a iid it ing seen rit y reieva lit ntwi C lut eve t s. Iii' m istid agents. Art argei;L tisially ha~s a Luiciittpair n til lii

All packets stItI bretweeni systerris ate I ttitet associated wvItir ;I traitli ti it (otitirtir it Iicts wvitit ailt[ aI eictit/server rIcln ir'i~i p

secnrity labiel . 'lir see ltuit y ibe lI is dte'r iveil flit tile see ttit y Icvce t xistSb Ireis~n ( it, iiii wi. A Simplpe datragi ai hl. sd reqt testI

(o1 tire sessiroi. litt a networki of ssteits with tiifleterr secirtir resp)onse 11rntiiOL iss IS %Iciek t-Mi l tite kottrlltirlticati1it lIietweenil

levelS this label is alsi tiito riir~i i) iOt pi)ckets eCLOtl~ltg 10i tire it irsted air'trts. A minimirttt set Lit MIt Irst agentIs tLOBrtisist t 3r

securtity I've ol i(it' intermediiate SYsItet IS all 1tii ks. sess iii i set ii set vicie air al( idtset ic, arild ;t liisi tk litait age

tieirIC service.
tIl tile a tea of accon nta hihlt y add itiona ;i It retitk tel ited i di' i
tifiCtiti~l arid autlinlotiztior delta hirstte trr111aictaied. 1I Ilk-e Ilotet ore riser (OFr plgattn kitt li% lteirhil ) (;If (OrIMIrnirIIlali' littii

iretwor K profiles' aie riseil to ide nittiiy anidi atilici lelit iale t Ciiio 'i 'Il:i ii t her sysiel ri l tire nd work a sessiott rili t hs le esta lilt'lied

users; they are furthner irsed tor antirthiriz te ciii' etidilrsitti'tt iii '1 Ills re(IllrtS thlat tire tiler i, ailiflid 1'l li Si.ilitisli a1 Ssessi i't lil tir

sesstions. decsire i systllin. and thart tire iser tart h Ire rih 11erit d antI AtitltiCitii

-- - tated at that sysietir %vith his Ltrit tett seckti itv level. Igt iritg
t Xerx is aI tradenirark of Mterii'.olt ('trptitatiotr. aw iirtlrerieat iir ismites lot tile tfoi~iittr itt ~rsesion0 is esriallislied a,,
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fe'tows. I-he session setup service communicates tile identity andi Thei secure network administrator function furtherc has to interact

security level of the user from the source system to the target with the secure administrator function of Secure Xenix to handile

system. At tlie tarlget system a1 session seirler process is created. tile registration o[f remiote users and the mapping of their uiser

This process acts ats proxy fo, the user; it has, the user's idenrtiis and group identifications from one sysitem toi another.

and sec(urity level. Addition~ally, session control strUcitui ;Ir Adiioa arciyspolsevcsLnIccobndihtl

tifeared; they are needed for relating ctonn lection% to sessloivs session meclranisin such as ani encryption ke!y service. It appirca
Session creation c-;rn Ibe combrined with the, invocation of a server

prt'fess for an ap, R1)IIation, such ia, is otled,_d for a fie transl c toni--to-app] teaii in e ncryx'pttion is clesi rcd thren citeci ypthi ii keys,
'lilt . %oud Ire olt iai td at session seu.All prc ket( s con nrimuittcared

1) ftM atSc'Sstoi wmi 1( thesn Ir ic lt.r ypied aird decrypted ii ing

Net wit i (.,ifes cait lie cmr1 ii rdled in a t eni raIited or Iii if thes,( keys.

disti futed if ahioin. Wfiert conirrtl is Ietttrializ'.d then all iretwolt k

ac~cess, ltrttltlis arc stirred at one place onl the network. When 3. Inplementation Aspects

ciitt rtifis fi tr I, dmutitd tOwe each systetit oI tire rci workir tIa its rk rtIf 'flilt- iInp lemc'trtation of r th sec ore: tier work ac i lit ic's foir Sec ii rc

iictwrirk a' ccýss priofile. I'ttr the Ce:irtr~lrlrv.el cast'11 auir irrlreiin.r Xeiri is guirdedl ft tle'e rtbjertnses: (1) not ndifiilratiritr tit

tDoir service: c:,i'iies into plary which ;ruthttrizucs a sc'ssrrr ere.ariltill. Stcuie Xciri' proper air: perniitticd. t~2) rIte tierwork software

In it ile disriiliiittt. ease sessioni sC'rpurn fcal hetcminrued with titrist he strictretitr acsLtrdiiig ito B2 reijricineneiits anid (3) thre

trUssl on fths rtfrnicL;rIII0:, aind rnt smthciteii rtistn service is iteeded sftifwarc' iirtc'fatcs shotuti cihe ardaptabfle ttl stippoiri diff1 cnict

w i%%rk atCS cess C p l itsWhich are mantiitra i nef fltcar i)'it lvt ,it' P poitttcoil a rid tretssor t i rttc' if ce requrini ticts.

Contrrol
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INTRODUCT1ON OVERVIEW

This paper describes a privilege control mechanism for the Ttr privilege control mechanisms of standard UNIX are tht
UNIX® operating system. The me tanism is intended to satisfy seutid/setgid and super-user features A companion paper
the 112 requirement of least privilrge and to provide fine-grained discusses the security aspeyts of setuid and setgid. The 12
control over acems by users to services and objects. The requirement of least -privilege' demands a granularity of privilege
mechan!sm is largely independent of other security-related finer than no privilege and all ptivilege. Though the UNIX super-
features and is useful as an incremental addition to a less-secure user privilege could be represented in a 112-rated system as a
UNIX. single privilege implying all other privileges, a range of privileges

is also required.
The principal features, of this me,-hanisin are. Common methods for conferring privilege are: associating

S Separate piivilege sets to manage the inheritance of privilege sets with users, associating privilege sets with program
privilege as distinct from the exercise of privilege, files, and doing both Associating privileges with program files is
Decomposition of the UNIX super-user privilege into dune in standard UNIX (with set/ug/id bits on a fi[c) and in a
diuimict privileges, number of other systems including KSOS-I I and VMS.

Associat.ing a privilege with an executable file allows a user
Discretionary privileges that can be assigned at the access to privileged operations in a restricted way -- the program
command level. that uses tile privileges is distributed with the system and cannotf
A -p!ia .c.,ier.. for th, UNIX :hi- be contro!led by the user. Other protectiomln mechanisms such as
compatible with it and can exist side-by-side with it file piotecttun modes or login environments" are used to rest rit

access to tile privileged executable programs. (A disadvantage,* Extensible set of privileges. Users can create trusted often seen in practice, is that tile other mechanisins (file modes or
applicatioin; which use new privileges (Hlowever, we access lists) are relied upon for tile integrity of tile executable
don't discuss this aspect in this paper.). files, rendering the privilege mechanism an extension rather than
Compatibility with standard UNIX. The mechanism is an independent addition to the overall protection scheme. Our
externally applied, so applications from a non-secure privilege mechanism is easily implemented with a enough
UNIX, including most setuid applications, can run privileges to protec.t the privilege database -- for instanct, it
without being recomopiled. would be a privilege to execute a file with a non-empty privilege

Privilege sets assigned to users, or program files, or both is not a set.)
new idea. It is derived from the capability research of the 1970's. A central problem with associating privileges with program files

4hFor instance, file privilege sets were used iu KSOS .1I , anrd both is the problem of controlling propagation of privileges. Inkinds of sets art used in Digital Equipmneent Corporaýtion's VMS®. standard Unix, it is posihile for a non-privileged user to acquire
Also, assigning privileges by command (discretionary privileges) is privilege by executing a setuid file. In UNIX and other systems
a feature (uheel and operutor concepts) of BBN's TE'NEX syst !m. which associate privileges with users as well as with files, a user

The novel feature of our privilege niecLanism is tile first item in may acquire a privilege not i;i tihe user privilege set by executing
the bullet list above. We will define several privilege sets wh i'ih a file with that priviiege Our rnrchanisun controls the
will interact to do two things: impose a strict inheritance ,f propagation of privilege in two ways: strict inheritance of
possible privileges oln a process hierarchy, and allow selective possible privileges, and dyniaiie recotiputat ion of usable
acti'ition of those p6ivileges when a program file is exe, uted or a privileges. At login time, the login process for a user is given a
privilege i a:,signed at command level, set of privileges (a bounding set) associated with tile user that

contains all privileges that could possibly be exercised by
The paper is organized as follows. The following section is an processes; in the process hierarchy determimin-d by this process
overview of the privilege inechanismi. The remnaining sections 1lowever, if thesc privileges were alsýo e-nabled at the time they
lpiovide details. examples, and ilpllenletatin notes The were conferred, the initial process (and possibly many o0hers.)
section:s describing the privilege sets tihemselves are thiw heart of would be greatly over-privileged. This would not satisfy the H2
the paper. There is a section summarizing the privilege set requireienmit of lcast-primilege. We s;olve this p-oblem by
reconlputat ions as done by key svstem: calls such as fork and interpreting this bounding set as the set. held "in truet" for
exec, and a section with security policy statenients regarding descendents. The privileges cannot be executed just because they
privilege sets are in the bounding set -- something not completely under the

control of the process must enable theii. P'rivileges are enabled
when a program file is executed. A particular privilege becimes
available to a process when the privilege is in both the bounding
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set of the procesý that executed the file and in the privilege set There is an increasingly well-known jargon associated with secure
associated with the file. Thus, a piograin file enables a privilege computing systems We will tine the terms, trusted software, and
already known to the user rather than granting a privilege new to security policy, as defined in the Departrgent of Defense Trusted
the user. Computer System Evaluation Criteria . For the reader's

The connection just described between a bounding set that limits convenience, we define them again here (though sontiewhat re-
aproess hierarch (ustdescended fromee a logndin p ss) than afles phrased) The security policy of a system is a statement of the

a roes ieach (ecede ro algi poes) ad fl rules which tile system en'orces in order to both protect sentsitive • _
privilege set associated with a program file is the novel feature 'fruewich the system o nd to orotect seiise(and tire most inlorniatton stored in the system and to protect the system itselfdescribed in this paper. As will be seen, this mechanism requires from penetration or unauthorized modificatioi. Trusted softwarc

several distinct process privilege sets (recomputed by exec when a is software that is relied upon to enforce the security policy.
program file is execu'ed) in additiou to relatively satic privilege One concept from standard UNIX is closely connected with
sets associated with users and program files. privilege-granting. In UNIX, there is a real user id associated

Astith each process. It is an identifier that denotes the user oitAn additional feature is the ability oi a g ser to assign a privilege whose behalf the process in operating Itow closely this is reallyto a particular proiei executing a program file rather than to the case varies with the versioi of UNIX being used. In (-ould'sthe file itself. (Privieges that can be assigned in this way s the l is ediscretionary privileges -- must also be in the process bounding secure UNIX, UIX/32Sa, an extra id, the log id is used to
set.) This feature is similar to the wheel and operator concepts utiequivocably identity p e user responsible for at procesif
mentioned earlier. This concept is useful for security testing, or wever, in this paper, we wish to avoid using concepts specif.,
for use in a less-securt environment, or for ise where the UNIX to UTX/32S, so we will be content with the real user id.
super-user feature is desired. I)iscretionary privileges were added JILLIIOUNDING SET DATA BASE,
to the basic model at the request of our Real-Time UNIX group. st id
They wanted the privilege nmechanism to control access to certain In this section we introduce the terminology of privdegc sets ,uI
real-time services which can take over or even crash ai ystem and briefly indicate their intereonnections. There are two kinds of
preferred to trust the systen progranmrers to use the privileges privilege sets-: those associated with relatively static system
with prudence during development. This attitude is typical in objects and those associated with processes. We merntion both
development environments. kinds, however, those associated with solely with processes will be

explained in later sections.The remainder of this paper describes our proposed
implementation of this scheme in detail A u.er bounding 50 is a set of privileges associated with a user

Fn"rN in the system password file. At login time, this set is
I)IZF.IINILNAB-Y DI, LTJLN•i associated with the user's login process as the process bounding

Popular usage of the term privilege is sometimes confusing. Ote set of the process.• "lhe process bounding set of a process cottaits
definition is th.at a pmia.... W, - hich, if iisisei, all of tflie iivilcees that can possihlv be esercised hb that t)roc(es
could violate the security policy of the system. Thus, "writing the or any descendent of that proce.-s Hlaving a privilege in the
password file" is a privilege. Aitother definition is that a privilege process bounding set does not mean that the privilege can, it
is the capability to perform an opteration which could violate the fact, be used. This will bh explained in detail iater. Anotlher set
security policy of a systemii. Either notion will work. We adopt associated with a user entry' i r lie password file is thedI srlonzye At login Time, a copy of the user's di.,eretionarv
the latter view in this paper and define a privilege as a relattoti discretionary se;
whose members are tuples of the form: (subject, mode, object). set beoies the discretionary set• f the procesers. uIhea c
Thus one privilege Might be (jones, write, /etpas We discretinry set is a sitset of tie user htutditg set and eontaits
say very little ill this paper about the encoding of privileges it i, those privileges that can bt- assgned to a particular invocatiis ofa ping r ati tIe, as d tt iii itshtcd froit lueting assign id to thte file
sufficient to assume thati privileges are mapped in sonte way onto itafelf.
integers. It may even be advisable in aS itmlplementation to trial
mode and object pairs separa tely onto integt'rs to facilitate the Each program file las a file I ,undio set consisting of those
assignitient of subjects to mode-object liars. Allot her concerti is privileges that tthe program is trusted to exercise. (]ii practice,
that th,t concept of mode is not a simplhe ote. Some privileges most progratm fles lAJill have cinpty filile boundg st'ets.) When a
cause the disabling of particular s'ecuritv or integrity checks program file is executed, those privileges in the process buontlitig
rather than elabling a ui-rticular action. Overriiduig of at]r that are also in the file iouninhg set (or the discretionary x'set)
discretionary access controls, is an exatlc of hls. l'rivileged are made active and thus capable of blueig used This activatiom
operations will include operations such as: is donte by ti-itg two other privilege sets that will be defincd later

override mandatory acces. checks (sacclIity labelsit) .. yitentital sets, and active set., We will refer to sets tlisat conii titi
p'rivileges, biothi those dufitd tin this sectioni sind Thoseimfitioverrride diecrettonary access checks (file itodes or I tee, as privilege sets.

access lists)

use a particular syatitci call I 'sS IOh ,N(; S.Jj.
"* eeniect to a iarticular port A process bonrditng set is assoriated lwith each proccss The
"* ex,'cutc a p~ rtruslar file process boitdid ig set citttins all of th,' privileges thal a lr'icess

asid its descetndpulit; itiar ever ts', It is cotmipiuteu ll ih"* write a particular file prociess is crealed and is recomputiii if chic real user id of Ithe
"* execute I/O instructions directly (a real-tuine extetisioti process is ch;tnged The process bounding sat of a pirentit,-'s

to U'rX/32) process (evg , the init process) is sit bl ihv ti'sslaie l i, sliahzattim
code. After system initialization, to process tmiay add a privilegeTlte list above is mieant to be repiresentative rather thasn ti its own process Itunding set or tha i of a> othit'r lroce•-s, I', teshaustive.m,.
sii aly process ii nay delete a iirivilege from its own process• oundSiling
set A login proct 's takes as its process notindlng set tle ust'r
bounditlg set of tl,'" u- r A clitl pro( (,'s creativd ty fork inlucrits
its proccas bouilndlni sei froit its pt rent. A uew jIrti's ililtge
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formed by exec inherits its process bounding set from the calling Priv executes a system call that turns on the discretionary

process. If a process has deleted members from its process privilege directjio. Direct-io must, of course, already be a

bounding set, any descendent of that process inherits the member of the discretionary set of the shell process that the user

diminished set, not the original set. Consequently, as one is communicating with. and this implies that directio is in the

descends the process hierarchy, thie process bounding set may get discretionary set of the user. When exec is called, it does two

smaller bitt cannot get larger. things with regard to the discretionary set. It adds each turned-

Any system call that changes the real user id of a process causes on discretionary privilege to the potential set (defined later) of the

an seomput n call that prcha ess boundinguset. The new proc~ uess new process, and it passes the discretionary set of the calling
a re-computation of the process bounding set. The newpv proc process to the new proces image after turning offeach privilege

hounding set is the intersection of the old process hounding set "P)'hat the new process his the directjo privilege available to it

antI the user hounding set of the new real user. A (trusted) when it begins execution and need not enable it explicitly follows

system call that changes the real user idl of a process must pass from the discussion i the next two sections on potentiul sets and

the the user hounding set of the new user to the kernel so that active sets. io

privilege set recomnputation can take place. Note that even ii

though user bounding sets can change during the lifetime of a ]VQILENTf1 SI"'S

process, a process cannot gain privileges from a recomputation of Each process has associtted with it a potential set derived from

its process hounding set because the new set is always a subset of its process hbonding set, its discretionary set, and die file

the previous set, bounding set of the program being executed. The potential set

CIH,''TIONARY S,'Tz. contains the privileges that can be ex"ercised by the process, as

The resson for having discretionary privileges is to desigiate distinct from the privileges that caii be passed on by the process

"thoserearivilere avthatdcsnretiasrignedvioegesis tosdwhennate -- the latter are defined by the process bounding set. The
those privileges that cat be asigned to a prcess whei it potential set represents the combination of the user and program

executes a program file -- as distinguished from assigning the file privileges that the executing process may actually use. A

privilege to the file itself. Though the programn file can be gixe.n process may delete a member from its pote itial set, but may not

privileges directly by writing its file bounding set, some privileges add a member. The usefulness of the toteitial set is apiarent

a re so aw esom e -- o r m ust b e tu rn ed off a iid tu rned oii so often -- wh e n msub p roce s w fe w o f n o p o teg e s s et a s a p p aren t

that it is best to require their attachment only at the monicut of when subprocesede- with few or no privileges (such as a logii shtell)

use. Also, in sonic environments, system iprogrammers are trusted are interposed between processes that can exercise privileges.

to use prudence in their use of privileges and generally suffer the The potential set of a parentless process is specified by the

consequences themselves if they mnuts a mistake. This is the case, system initialization code. The potential set of a new proces,

for instance, when debugging a programn that exercises direct 1/0 created by fork is the same as the potential set of the parent

(a real-time extension to Gould's sta ndard UTX/32).) process. A new login process takes as its potential set the file

bound;ng net, of Ot!e !cgi.. p~rogram -- this will be illuqtrated later
Each user entiy in the systcm password file has as;sociatcd with it in an example. When the real wser id of a process. is changed,

a discretionary set of privileges. It is a subset of the usier potential set is fecomputed as te the intersection of the old
bounding set in the same entry A new login process inherits a potential set and the recom puted proceas bounding set. Thus, the ol

copy of this set as its own discretionary set. Each privilege in the potential set is always a surset of the process bounding set. Thsth

process' copy of the discretionary set has a flag that indicates if par

the privilege is turned on or turned off A process may turn on or The poteitial set of a new process image created by exec is th'

turn off aiiy of its discretionary privileges at any time. A process intersection of the proce.s hounding set of the process calling

with a lull set of privileges in its bounding and discretionary sets exec (which is the same as thi' new process iniage's hounding set)

and all discretionary privileges turned on, could bestow the UNIX and the set formed by the union of the file boninding set of the file

super-user privilege to its children to be executed and that subset of the discretionary set consisting

The discretionary set of a parenthess proess is set by the of those privileges, that are turned-on. Note that the new
tiiie a ptroen pess is cs by l itiuhert potential set is a suhstt of the new process bounding set. This

initialization rode.. ",bell a Iproce.ý is created by fork it, inherits: recomptitation does three things: brings inr the privileges of the
its discretionary set froi its parent process. The new process file to be execu

t
ed, alsows dmscretioziary privileges to be added,

image friurd by exec has the satme discretionary set as that of and keeps lue potentiaml privileges within lii. bounding priviliges.

the calling proces:s, however, exec turns off all discretionary 'l'his computation is aii cx'ileiely important part of the I'rivilege

icrivileges in the new duscretiouary set. (This is t., avoid nitehanustm because it riiakes it !'ossihbie for the privileges kept in_
accident ally passing turned-on piivileges to second-generatioii

desceitlents. 'ust-generatiotu desc'uleuunis esati be pa.seid trust in the process boundiug set to t'cote available for uiec.

initiiediately usable dus.'rtionary pr;vL'S. cx deseribed later ) If A hI'L\ ' S I

the rial liter id of a process is uhaiuge-d, thut duseretionarv set p lege ets liscussed tip to tlihis oiit iliag' the

set to tlie intersection of thi Iiroeess lioueni g act anSd tI ie

discreti imary :set associaed with the newi- user id (again with all Propagation of triviI-ge to iiew ci wisat's The process hot ndii

privih-gea turned off). .sct is sn abu',olute bound for a prot.'s and all 0.' descendents, the

e ri'tenf l s't hourlds only the process itself; aitl dih-r-touar.

We wl ;Ilustrate :hui nuechinim i-thi aii c'a.upl.. lii this piivilugis are sw-,'teuirs that caii be added aloig the wva At

e:alilplr, priv is at (it1w) cotimiaetd m titerinal to hc shell that an:y p.,int in 1ium, Oitw active set, thtstribed in this sectioni,

exists just for thei pl i rpose of ,rocessiwg It sa' 'tionarY pi",ige. cmmt a iis prec si l those pric ileges tha", ar5 . activ- , iv'., can be

A programi masswrite tlnes a massive rewi itie of a disk voliiii.' ..x vrci:tid It is slw:..a a subiet of thlie potential set. It. is this set

aut! for iratnessed lptrforiiiaii (, cxe-e"t ei hartIware I/) that tiustId code u'.t cs tu decide wlhat iriveleges are avaihable

ilsLti uc-ionts di-.t'lti. Auly prot-ss which ,oes dts ui ust have tht when a privi-eg-d operation is rcqueste3J.

privileg-, direct io A user that has directio in hIu. or her T-
l'out ding set cou l, Iby ty pinmig th t- filth Ih ,ig con.iumand , e;x i-iuult T ie a -tie c s e- fvtiiitate x the ializat i ii Jf prlviuei gc tisage inl

tru iced ul , u e s":l cifIually , a It, o t: ie.s ay ch mu inart, A l, p r u.ih ',ges_
gla$swrit_ and temporari'y gi~c it the direcetio privih gc-,ir it- active- sit iefort- leimfr iii i , ser its of -ii,;)riviteged -

p r iv d i r e c t .i rn a s s .w r it e net1 0 t1 s . t h ou r e - im ut- ci t p r-lu )C g e( f r eo i i i ts p to t e iii a l . c' i n tt o i ts

active set as thity are itedeti. [hits featture riedi-es thii effiort of,
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code inspection for trusted processes, and tIelps satisfy the least- The new active set is the same as the new potential set.
privilege requirement in a 132-rated system . SCtIJa:Y• a C

The active set of a parentless process is specified by the system This section summarizes the security policy as it applies to the
initialization code. When a new process is formed by a fork, the acquisition and exercise of privilege The policy has several
active set is inherited from the parent process, but any process aspects each of which is encapsuated in a separate statement:

may change its active set, subject to the general rule that the
active set is always a subset of the potential set. When the real . The kernel as well as other trusted code is trusted to

user id of a process is changed, the active set of the process must deny a requ(st by a process if the requesting process

be recomputed since the potential set is recomputed. The new does not have the appropriate privilege.

active sft is the intersection of the previous active set and the . After system initialization, is completed, no provess may

new potential set When a new process image is created by exec, change a privilege set. associated with another process;
the active set is initialized to the new potential set as recomputed no process may add privileges to its own proces&s
by exec. (Thus we see that when a discretionary privilege is bounding set or to its own potential set
added to a new potential set. by exec (as described in the section

on discretionary privileges), it is also added to the new active set, • If process A is a descendent of process ii, then the
and thereby becomes a privilege that can be exercised. process bounding set of A is a subset of the process

bounding see of B.
PUTVIILF.OE COMPIJ'AI ION SUMMARAY - For each process, its active set is a subset of its

In the previous sections, each privilege set was discussed potential set, and its potential set is a subset of its

individually. In this section, we summarize how these sets are process bounding set.

computed. . During the lifetime of a process, the only privileges that

G is may use arc those in its potential set -- as initialized

at the creation of the proces.s.
The process bounding set of a new login process is set equal to the • At any point in timte, the privileges thai, can be
user's bounding set in the password file. The discretionary set of exercised by a process are precisely those in the active
the process is a copy of the user's discretionary set (also in the .;et of the process.

password file). The potential set and the active set are set equal
to the file bounding set of the program file login. The potential . When a new process image is formed in order to

and active sets will be recomputed when the login shell is exec-ed. execute a program file, its active set is contained in the

This will be clarified later by an example. union of the file bounding set of the file being executed

and the discretionary set of the user.

w If atny file is modified, it-s fiic Lounding ;ct is madc

Fork doesn't change any process privilege set. The process empty.
bounding set, the discretionary set (and their on/off state), the
potential set, and the active set of the new process are identical ,XTENI)FI) ,XAMII,

to those of tihe parent process. In this section we work through the recomputations of proce:ýs
CHtANCE REAl. USER ID privilege sets that occur as a user logs onto the system and types

There may be several system calls that change the real user id of a couple of commands. Each creation of a new process or of a
new process image, each changing of the real user id, is indicated

a process. The rule, stated below, applies when any of these below as a separate, nambered action:

system calls is used.

The new process bounding set is the intersection of the old (1) init -- fork--> processl

process bounding set and the user bounding set associated with (2) processl -- exec--> getty
the new real user id.

The new discretionary set is the intersection of the new process (3) getty -- exec--> login
bounding set and the discretionary set associated with the new

i-eal user id. All discretionary privileges in the new discretionary (4) login -sctreuid-> process2

set are turned off

The new potential set is the intersection of the old potenutial set (5) process" --exec--> eshi

and the new process bounding set. (Cu) csh --fork--> process3

The new active set is the intersection of the old active set and
the new potential set. (7) process3 -- exec--> chinod

EXEC (8) cshi -priv(8)-fork-> Itrcces4

The new process bounding set is the same as that of the calling

process. (Q) process4 --exec--> mass_write

The new discretionary set is the same as that of the calling For each numbered action, we will show the privilege sets of the

process except that all privileges are turned of] resulting process. The reader should be able to check the
recalculation for a particular step by starting with the previous

The new potential set is the intersection of the new (same as old) privilege sets and applying the rule for the action taken.

process bounding set and the set formed by the union of the file
bounding set and the set of discretionary privileges turned on ii

the discretionary set of the calling process.
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Instead of defining realistic sets of privileges (and explaining (8)

them), we merely indicate a set of privileges as a set of integers, process bounding set - j3,4,7,Sj

each integer being assumed to stand for some privilege, i.e., [1,2,3] discretionary set = [7,8]

is a privilege set with privileges: 1, 2, and 3. In one case, privilege potential set. = jempty]

8 (see below), we do specify that it stands for the direct.jo active set [-lemptyl

privilege just to be consistent with the example presented earlit r

in the swction on discretionary sets. When a privilege iii a (U)

discretionary set is turned on, it will have aii " beside it. process bounding set = [3,4,7,81
discretionary set = 17,81

We now state the assumptions that hold before the first. action potential set =[ [3,4,81
takes place. We assume thal, the process |nit has the following active set = [3,4,81
privilege sets: process bounding set = potential set = active set
= ]l,2,3,4,5,6,7,8l, and an empty discretionary set (remember, When mass-write exits, the parent sheli process (esh) has
each number corresponds to a privilege, and privilege 8 is privilege sets as indicated iii step (5).
direct.io). We assume that the program file getty has file

bounding set = [2,3,71, and the program file login has file AI)D) U ISER ,•AK4PI'.V

bounding set = 12,3,5,71 We assume that the setreuid system In this section we will consider a simpler scenario than that of the
cal.l changes the real user to that of a user whose bounding set = preceding section. Our concern is not with how privileges are
13,4,7,8] arid whose discretionary set = [7,S]. We assume that the computed but rather with how they can he ssigned The

prograim file esh has an empty file bounding set. Finally, we application we are interested in is the administrative chore of

pgamfe thatcthe haved progr file bounding set 1_write adding a new user to the systemn. This example is taken
program file each have a file bounding set [13,4,5]. UITX/32S, but this interface to the authentication database could

The recomputed privilege sces after each action are shown below, easily be itiplenrented in any standard Unix. Ali administrator
exscutes a program file add.user which is a client for a trusted

(1) server. That is, the client process connects to a known socket

process bounding set = [1,2,3,4,5,6.7,81 where a server daemon is listening for requests. The daemon

discretionary set. = [emiptyl authenticates the user and forks a process that execs a program

potential set = ;1,2.3,4,5,6,7,8] file au-backsend that is not directly accessible to users. The

active set = [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8l new process image is the dedicated server that actually carries
out the user request. The administrator comnmunicatcs directly

(2) wit-h the dedicated server and using a menu-like interface requests

process bounding set = 11,2,3,4,5,6,7,8] certain changes to the password file Ins this example, a new user

discretionary set = [empty] entry would be added to/etc/panwd.

poteimtial set =[2,3,7] Notice that each separate action -- execute a client, connect to a
active set = 12,3,71 socket, execute a back-end program file, request a specific change

in the password file -- are candidates for separate privileges that

(3) can be assigned to different user bounding sets or file bounding
proceSs boiiiiding set = [,2,3,4,5,6,7,8[ sets in a way deened the best compromise between providing

disrctionary set = [enipty] security and being user-frieidly. Only those administrators
potential -et = [2,3,5,7] trusted to add new users would have the privilege in their user

active set = 12,3,5,7] bounding set to execute tie client add&user. Only tile file
add-user would hsve the privilege in its file bounding set to

(0) connect to the applicable socket. The server daemon would need

process bounding set. = [3,4,7,8] no privilege beyond that of binding to tile right socket. The file
discretionary set. = [7,81 au-back-end would have the privilege in its file bounding set to

potential set = [3,7] modify the password fil . The various tasks involved in

active set [3,7] maintaining the password file could be separate privileges in

order to enforce the two-person rule. For instance, there could be
(5) a privilege for entering a new user entry and a privilege for

process bounding set [3,4,7,8! actunting a user entry. No administrator would posses both
discretionary set =7,8] privileges.

potei:tial set = ]eniptyl

active set = [empty] It is interesting to note that a malicious user not privileged to
write privilege sets would be unable to write a Trojanm-horse

(0) version of add-user capable of affecting the password file Such

process bounding set = 13,4,7,8] a program -- even if executed by an administrator authorized to

discretionary set = [7,S] add users -- would not be able to coinect to the right server
potential set = [eipty) socket or be able to write the password file directly because the

active set = lempty] needed privilege would not be in the file bounding set of the
program file!

(7) IMPILEMI"NTATION NOTES
process boundiug set. = 13,4,7,8)

discretionary set = [7,8] In this section we discuss sonic implementation issues.

potential set = 13,4]
active set = [3,1i
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A surprisingly small number of system calls is needed to inodes. An inode not in this mnemory-resident cache would have
implement the privilege mechanism. These calls are described an empty file bounding set.
belovw. Access checks are not fully delineated, so keep in mind the
restrictions as set forth in previous sections. The system call FIURT'HllR ISSIUES

arguments used below -- b, d, p, a, f -- represent the the procesis The discussion of a number of issues has been deferred to o-,her
bounding set, the discretionary set, the potential set, the active papers. Some of these will not be fully resolved until we have
set., and the file 'bounding set, respectively. Al-/, the structure experience with this mechanism in a variety of situations. These
<priv> is a privilege set with an on/off flag for each of its include:
members. • The optimal encoding of privilege vectors. This is an.

There are two systemn calls for manipulating the privilege sets important aspect, affecting both performance and

associated with a process or program file. extensibility of the mechanism.

i The enumeration of specific privileges appropriate to
<priv> = read.pset( [b d p a 1f`] ) UNIX.

Read one of the privilege sets of this process (file). . Extensibility to user-assigned privileges.

• Use of this mechanism in implententing N -curity policies
write.pset( <priv>, Ib d p a f] : file]) requiring fine-grained integrity models in addition to

data security.

Sets one of the privilege sets of this proce•s (file). This call can
be used to delete members from the process bounding set, the ACEKNOWI.EDGFCMENTS
discretionary set, the potential set, and the active set. It can The ideas in thi" paper werc developed out in a series of
turn a discretionary privilege on or off. it can add menmbers to sre
the active set as long as the active set remains a subset of dhe Tiscussions with different people in attendance at different tiomes.

potential set. These are all unprivileged operations. Modifying a The discussions included Dave tealy, GrJta Miller, Tim Thomas,

file bounding set, however, is a privileged operation. and the Real-line UNIX contingent, John Gctwagen and Scotte

Inside the operating system kernel, many operations may become
privileged operations in a secure system. In order for the kernel REFERENCES

to determine if an operation is priviLeged ar-i, if so, if the caller is 1. Bunch, Steve The Setuid Feature in Unix and Sevrdfy.
privileged to perform that operation, an additional system call is Procee The jath Natin Computer Security
needed: Prceedings of the ;9 th National Computer Security(S- 1, ',0 7) .1. 1t. ... ---------------.

2. Ilecht M. S., et. al. UNIX Without the. Superuser.

<true/false> = hat-priv( <subject id>, <access mode>, Summer USENIX Technical Conference and Exhibition.

<priv-id> ) Phoenix, AZ. (Jim 87)
3. Lampson, 11. W. Protection. Proc. Fifth Princeton

Determine if this subject risy access this object in this mode. Sympasiurn on Information Sciences and Systems. (Mar
The call fails if a privilege is needed and the subject doesn't have 1971).

4. McCauley h. J., Drongowski P. J. KSOS -- Vhc Design

System calls that change the real user id of a process must pass of a Secure Operating System. National Computer
the applicable user bounsiding set to tiie kernei so that privilege Conference. (1979).
recomputation can be done. The ;e-son for this is that user 5. Miller, Greta, ct. a!. Integrity Mechoni.ms in a Secure
bounding sets will likely be stored in a file instead of in a kernel Uniz: Gould's fITX/28S. AAIA/ASIS/DOL)CI 2.nd

table. Of course, the system calls in question are privileged, and Aerospace Computer Security Conference, A Collection
the calling processes are trusted to pass the correct information, of Technical Papers. (Dee 1086).

As described in the section on discretionary sets, a command 6. National Computer Security Center. Office of
inte:-,al to the shell (pr;v) is desirable in order to enable a Standards aid Products. Department of Defense

discretionary privilege for a new process. Trusted Computer Systemn Evaiuation Criteria. I)oD

Implementing privilege sets as bit vectors io straightforward 52t0.28-STD. (Dec 1985) Fort Meade, MD).

except perhaps for the question of where file ;.i)unding wcsi a.e to 7. Schroeder, M. D. Cooperation of Mutu,,ily Sus'icious

be stored. Assume for the moment, that file bouidiug ietls are S'bsystcms in a Computer Utility. Report I, IAC Tli'-
attached to imodcs in the file system It would be desirable at 10-, Project MAC. MIT.
system startnp to verify tha.t the file bounding sets on the disks
are set correctly (e.g.. that 0it-re are no new or niodifred
privileged progz:.-mn). 'his ca.• Ie doce by shell scripts which
verify the conteits of bounding set! fo•r specific files, check for the
txistetnce of u1xim.htorized non-empty bounding sets arid compute
a ciyiy!-.:graphie chc..ksuni on fle.: witth nor-empty bonding sets!
On a small system, tl:is could be done by aii exhaustive st.arch of
the file systean. On , lagv systeim tiis could be aii intolerably
slow process. Ati slternat.ive method is needed. For e•aiiphe, one
could store tbe n.ames of all the privileged processes, thetr file
,-,,,,rring set.s, ,k- thbir file checstunis in a startup file. At

start-)p time, a pigiram using the start-up file would install 0-e

file bounding sets by attaching them to file inkAoL, locked ii)

memor€y. The file bovuding sets woeld never be attached to dsk.
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE DoD COMPUTER SECURITY RDT&E PROGRAM

Panel Chairman, Mr. Lawrence Castro
Chief of the Office of Research and Development

National Computer Security Center

The purpose of this panel is to inform the Center will encourage the development of
the audience of the progress of and plans for new products using known technologies and
the Research, Development, Testing, and finally will encourage new technology R&D.
Evaluation (ROT&F) efforts sponsored by the
Department of Defense (Doi)) Computer Security The Computer Security RDT&E Program
Program (CSP). ad6resses the first priority by providing the

means to test various security options or
The presentation is organized according to features, such as authentication, labeling, or

the five distinct areas of the R&D Program: auditing. For the second part of the strategy,
Secure Architecture, Secure Database the RDT&E program provides the technological
Management Systems (DBMS's), Network Security, support needed to achieve an "Al" class
Modeling and Verification, and Aids to system, as defined in the DoD Trusted Computer
Evaluation. Systems Evaluation Criteria. This includes

stabilizing and improving verification
The first part of the presentation will environments, providing background material

allow each panel member to describe the status for refining security models used in the
of his area's current programs and new development of Al systems, and finally,
initiatives for FY88. In addition, we will developing Al demonstration systems
include a progress report of the multilevel themselves. The third phase of the strategy,
secure workstation program. Among the new i.e. going beyond Al and transferring research
initiatives to be described are those related breakthroughs into marketable products,
to support of the Strategic Defense Initiative depends entirely on the RDT&E Program.
(SDI). The participating panel members from
the three military service labs will describe RESOURCES
the support they are providing to the CSP.
Following this, the panel will entertain The Computer Security RDT&E Program is a
questions from the floor, cooperative undertaking led by the NCSC with

the participation of the Army, Navy, Air
Panel Mýcmhcrc. Force, Defense Communicfitnns Ancnyv. and

Defense intelligence Agency. Beginning with
CDR David Vaurio, Deputy Chief, the FY84 budget, DoD RDT&E funds for computer

Office of Research and Development security were consolidated, centralizing the
(R&D), National Computer Security program but permitting decentralized
Center (NCSC) execution.

Mr. Wayne Weingaertner, Office of The FY88 program, ar i!, the previous
R&D, NCSC, Secure Architectures years, provides specific funds to be spent b)

the several DOD components. Consolidation, as
Dr. John Campbell, Office of R&D, prescribed in DoD Directive 5215.1 (the

NCSC, Secure DBMS Computer Security Evaluation Center, October
25, 1982), avoids unnecessary duplication

Mr. George Stephens, Office of R&D, among DoD components; while decentralized
NCSC, Network Security execution takes advantage of the scarce

expertise needed to provide technical
Mr. Rob Johnson, Office of R&D, NCSC, oversight of contracts dealing with the highly

Modeling and Verification and technical field of computer security.
Aids to Evaluation

PROGRAM
Mr. 11. Lubbes, Space and Naval

Warfare Systems Command To meet the challenge of transferring
research breakthroughs into marketable

Mr. John Faust, Rome Air Development products most effectively, we have channeled
Center (RADC) our efforts into five distinct areas: secure

architectures, secure database management
Mr. John Preusse, Army Communica- systems (DBMS's), network security, modeling

tions and Electronic Command and verification, and aids to evaluation.
(CECOM) These five subprograms explore particular

aspects of computer security research and
THE STRATEGY development and, when combined, provide a

solid program spiraling past the state of the
The DOD's CSP is aimed at a quantum art and into new technological frontiers.

increase in the security of AmericLe's
automated information systems. Toward this, Secure Architecture
the National Computer Security Center (NCSC)
has begun an aggressive, three-pronged R&D Secure architecture addresses the design
strategy. Its first major goal is to improve and implementation cf trusted computing bases
the security of current systems. Secondly, (TCB's). A TCD is the hardware and software
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mechanism in a computer system that enforces *for the mid-term, develop working
security. Our current thrust is to push the demonstration of high-leverage applications;
edge of technoloqy for TCI3's by investigating and
kernel-based systems. Security kernels are
the classical means of providing security in a *conduct long-term research in the
TCB. They are a portion of the operating theoretical and practical foundations of
system that run in their own domain, separate secure multilevel DBMSs.
from the normal operating system code,
intercepting any operation that has security Although current and planned programs have
relevance, made some progress towards achieving these

goals, there has been no breakthrough that
The prolific growth of office automation substantially improves DBMS security.

and personal computer (PC) equipment and
software within the Federal Government is The Secure DBMS subprogram focuses on
another area of research concern. Little protecting databases and their related
consideration has been given to the security components. It is comprised of three research
aspects of these stand-alone and netted office areas: trusted prototypes, studies and
automation systems. Nonsecure PC's, for analyses, and advanced DBMS architectures. An
example, negate the security provided by even effort to secure an existing DBMS entitled
the highest rated host because labels used MISTRESS is now under way. ReseaLchers are
within secure computers that indicate the conducting various DBMS studies and analyses
security level of the data be lost once data with the following objectives:
is transferred to a PC. Security enhancement
will be targeted at next-generation PC's since *data dependencies -- to achieve a family
many of the current generation systems are of multil' ?I secure DBMSs;
single- state machines and cannot support
securi :y. *evaluation -- to investigate the

evaluation ramifications of DBMS's;
Security enhancement of existing

commercial systems is a near-term solution. *sanitization -- to examine the downgrading
Under this task, we are incorporating security and upgrading of multilevel data in database
into the UNIX System V. systems.

Advanced security architecture work Another study is being conducted of the
provides new and different architectures for integrity lock technique. This crypto-
secure computers. The current effort in this graphically seals information stored in an
dLeA io Lhe Logical Coprocczscing Kernel automated system, with the objective of
(LOCK). incotporating this technique directly into

computer architectures supporting multilevel
The LOCK takes a novel approach towards secure DBMS operations. Finally, the LOCK

providing security in that it incorporates a will be used to develop a trusted DBMS
separate security processor. (The LOCK effort application.
is the subject of a separate paper of this
conference.) Network Security

Placing the security mechanism in a Network security focuses on the protection
separate processor has notable advantages over of data while it is being transmitted between
the kernel-based approach. The kernel is open host computers and users- A data
to attack because its architecture shares communications environment has been created
security-related portions of the system with between geographically dispersed computers
non-security-related parts. A separate that includes networks of computers, terminals
security processor, however, prevents a user attached to computers that are attached to
process from accessing the security-relevant networks, and the internetting of multiple and
portions of the system. various combinations of these systems.

A by-product of security processors is Current computer networking technology has
improved performance, because they remove the concentrated on providing services in a benign
security processing load from the main environment, and the security threats to these
processor. The initial design phase of the networks have been largely ignored. While
computer should be available in 1988. literature abounds with examples of hackers

wreaking havoc through access to public
Secure Database Management networks and the computers connected to them,

hackers have exploited only a fraction of the
Multilevel database management security vulnerabilities that exist. Techniques need

R&D has received far less attention than to be developed that will prevent both passive
secure operating systems. In the summer of exploitation (eavesdropping) and artive
19b2, the Air Force and the National Science exploitation (alteration of messages or
Foundation cohosted a workshop of experts in message routing).
DBMS to examine the security problem. Three
recommendations resulted: To reduce these vulnerabilities, we have

initiated research in the development of
*provide near-term relief, which is components, high-level applications such as

desperately needed and is achievable; distributed processing, multilevel mail and
file transfer, modeling, and advanced
architectures. Within the arez of advanced
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architectures, we are conducting internet
reseaLch, device authentication studies, and
architectural simulation. The challenges
facing us in the network security field are
boundless. (The results of our network
modeling work will bc presented at another
session of this conference.)

The NCSC hopes that coordination within
the Federal Government and a sound R&D program
will enable it to work with industry to create
a line of network security systems that meet
the needs of the Federal Government.

The problems of introducing computer
security into the Ada programming language are
being investigated. Ada is th, DoD-mandated
programming language for mission-critical
systems. We are developing verification
environments to be integrated into Ada
software development systems as well as a
suite of secure protocols in Ada to
demonstrate how to marry these two
technologies. (A special session devoted to
these developments is a part of this
conference.)

Evaluation Aids

Our Aids to Evaluation subprogram
addresses the need to streamline and improve
the system evaluation process, We believe we
can make the evaluation process wore
responsive to our national demand for computer
security requirements throughout the system's
life cycle, identifying bottlenecks,
automating tools to simolifv the evaluation
process, evaluating the effectiveness of
safeguards, and Leducing subjectivity in risk
assessment. We are involved in research on
intrusion detection evaluation tools and
techniques, erasure and emergency destruction,
risk management and generic product
evaluation.

Modeling and Verification

Modeling and Verification explore
cohceptual solutions to computer security
problems (modeling) and provide assurance that
system specifications or implementatious are
consistent with the model (verification). R&D
in modeling and verification addresses a
critical need for trusted software and
hardware systems of high reliability. To
extend the state of the art in security
modeling and verification approaches, we have
embarked on five research endeavors; Ada
verification, integrated design and
verification environment, security modeling,
software verification, antd hardware and
firmware verification. Our ultimate research
goal is to verify systems at all levels of
design and implementation.
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CERTIFICATION: A RISKY BUSINESS

Martin Ferris
U.S. Department of the Treasury

Washington, DC 20220

Andrea Cerulli
National Security Agency

Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755

ABSTRACT

The Federal Government is the largest: single producer, consumer,
and disseminator of information in the United States[l] . Since
government information is itself a commodity often with economic
value in the marketplace, Federal departments and agencies are
required to certify the protection of their automated information
systems (AIS) that house sensitive information. Various
government regulations arid standards have only minimally
described the certification process. Also, the manpower and
money needed to make certification meaningful are scarce and
reside primarily in special technical organizations.

This paper addresses certification in management terms, provides
examples of certification in everyday life, and examines ways to
maximize the use of national resources and policies to achieve a
certified AIS application.

CERTIFICATION IN EVERYDAY LIFE Like the FDA, the Pub) ic Health
Department enforces regulations to ensure a

Life is full of risks. Most of us enjoy clean and healthy environment in publ ic
taking a risk every once in C while, whet•her elacsn. Before facing the work day, some
that means a career change, a stock ofL us miight stop at a diner or fast food
investment, or a bet on the Daily Double. restaurant for breakfast. Most restaLirants
Many risks, though, are transparent to us. today maintain high standards of
To illustrate this transparency let's examine cleanliness not only due to Health
a typical weekday morning for most Americans. Department regulations, but also because
To get us through the day some of us will the public will not tolerate dirty, insect-
take vitamins, others valium, some both. A infested eateries. The procodures to
cup of coffee often is next for most "red- maintain a healthy, pleas;ant atmosphere
blooded" Amer icans. And half of t1ie remain transparent to the customer since
population dabbles in the fine art of make-up much of the maintenance is performed after-
application before leaving the house. Now, hours or behind-the-scenes. The restaurant
we don't stop to think about whether the owner relies on the Health Department's
vitamins or valium are safe to swallow, ttie certification to assure the public of a
coffee grounds are pure, and the cosmetics healthy, safe environment and also to
are safe to apply. Instead, we disregard continue business.
such thoughts because we entrust the quality
of consumer goods to those whose Although we will probably not
responsibility it is to ensure the safety of jeopardize our lives by drinking coffee,
such products. The mission of the U.S. Food wear ing lipstick, or eating an "Egq
and Drug Administration (FDA) is to enforce MacMuffin," we do risk adverse reactions if
laws and regulations that protect the any of these products are not inspected or
consumer's health, safety, and pocketbook[2J . prepared properly. They are all vulnerable
The "Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act" is to either accidental or malicious
the basic food and drug law of the United tampering, whether performed by people,
States to assure the consumer that food is insects, or machinens. Automated
wholesome and safe to eat; that drugs are information systems (AIS) are also
safe and effective for their intended use; vulnerable to accidental or malicious
and that cosmetics are safe and made from tampering which could cause unsafe
appropriate ingredients. We trust the FDA to operations. The vulnerabilities could
certify that products are safe. For instance, present unacceptable risks to computer
coffee imported into the United States is applications which require protection of
inspected for infestation, mold, and its s(ensitive information. Just like
contamination, and if found objectional, the vulnerabilities in consumer goods, AIS
cargo is refused entry. Vitamins, valium, vulnerabilities must also be managed.
and cosmetics are also protected under the
Act against misbranding or adulteration.
Because the FDA enforces rigorous regulations CERTIFICATION OF AN AIS
to protect consumers, the FDA's approval of a
product assures us of its safety. Now the AIS is becoming a part of
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a recipient. If SDNS uses X.420 message body part provided by the SDNS security component must vary
definitions incorporating security labeling with the differing nedias being serviced. In
provisions, SDNS [-Mail componerts can check this addition, the SDNS defines the protocols necessary
intra-PDU information against the clearances oi to support the higher layers in order to perform the
intended recipient as indicated in their certificates. FAA process; however, the Layer 2 protocols must

be media dependent and in many cases remain outside
4.6 IDENTITY BASFD ACCESS CONTROL the SDNS standard.

r---Mail -IBAC-deftei iTihtT7s-w-ill be based on a
process involving X.400 O/R names and certificate 5.2.1 Ljyer 2 PAA. Tne Peer Access Approvdl process
1D fields identifying users. Orange Book require- binds the pe-ers--at each end of the data link with
ments for individual accountability (imposed at C2 Enforcement Vectors (rV) which contain the allow-
levels and above) underscore the need for user able range of security attributes and identities
identification at the granularity of named with which each peer is allowed to comnounicate. The
users or groups of named users. PAA also binds the TEK and the maximum allowable

association lifetime into the LV. The PAA
User identification quantities can be checked process is similar to FAA process at higher OSI

against data structures constraining the set of layers with differences associated predominantly
users to whom a given user is authorized to send with what the peer entities represent. The Layer 2
secure mail. It would be convenient for 11AC PAA uses the following tier processes:
checking purposes if the O/R name format is used o Global/Partition
for user identification within certificates as o National RBAC
well; if the formats are different, an endpoint UA o Local RBAC
must be able to translate between O/R narrre forr:'at and o Local IBAC
the form used in certificates. An originator
must be able to select an appropriate recipient As with access control security policies at
certificate based on the recipient O/R name in an other layers, the local administrations use the
ou~tbound iressage, and a recipient must be able to SONS security mechanisms to define the policy for
select an appropriate originator certificate based secure information transfer at Layer 2 as well.
on the originator O/R name in an inbound message.

The PAA process results in an EV that contains
As O/R names are hierarchically qualified, it the following SDNS security attributes and

seerris useful to provide analogous hierarchic qualifi- identities for layer 2.
cation for IBAC features. For example, it could be o Global/Partition identifier
appropriate to grant a particular user the rinht to o local Authority Narrr-
send mail to anyone in organization A (without o Compartmernt oi Levels
needing to exhaustively enumerate all rrembers of o IlAC (Address or Name)
organization A). as well as to user C (and user C
aluloe) within cryda1rzatiurr B. 5.2.2 LdyUr 2 PAE. Thie Peur Actess ErrforuecIit is

1 imi ted to tr-e-hev-eel of granularity determined by
5. LAYLR 2 the PLSDU and will not monitor security labels

at this layer. However, the PAE process must
5.1 INTRODUCTION control the following functions within the security

TheSODNSa-ccess control provides for automatic cormponent:
FAA which authorizes the association and therefore o Valid EV
commur.ications between peers to exist. The SDNS o TEK Selention
also pryvides for PAE while the connection exists. o Cryptographic Resync
SDNS security services at OS1 layer 2 can employ o Cryptographic Integrity
these procedures to allow unattended information o TEK Timeout
processing equipment to establish a conmrunications o [V Destruction
channel and communicate according to locally
accredited security policies. The security component for a Layer 2 device

nornally allows a single data link to exist and
The data link layer uses the raw transmission therefore a single association to exist for

facilities provided by the physical layer and the PAF process to maintain. However, this
transforms it into a corrmunications circuit that restriction is unnecessary and a single SDNS
appears to be error free to the layers above, security component could support link layer
Layer 2 functions include error detection, error multiplexing.
correction, retransmission and flow control. The
data link layer may offer several different classes
or qualities of service to the network layer
depending on different performance and cost
paranmeters.

5.2 ACCESS CONTROL SERVICES AT LAY[R 2
The -SINS-provides aw-ide v-ariety-of security

services, at Layer 2 the SDNS can provide access
control , authentication and confidential ity to the
entities represented by the P1.SDU. Therefore, a

rayer 2 SDNS security component can deliver security
servi e5 to data coentunrications equipment at a
level of granularity associated to the PISDU.
The data link layer is highly dependent on the redia
or physical layer, requiring differing PISDU coding
techniques and frarre definitions in order to provide
the Layer 2 services mentioned above. Therefore,
the confidential ity services and imrplementations
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AN OVERVILW OF TIlL CANLWARL PROGRAM

llCr b1rt I,. Rogels
National Secority Agency - CO'

Ft. Meade, MD. 20755

1.0 INTRODUCTION -
The National Security Agency is currently black .) For example, the "host" may be a
involved in several programs to hasten the gateway to a Red LA!. CANEWARE will support
day when high-quality commullicat i one network applications with up to 16 Dom.ain:s
security can be effectively and efficiently per system; where a Domain is a community of
provided for computer networking users that is served by a single CCP (or a
applications. A very promising dve]lopnm'nt redundant pai7). . Each CFE can retain a data
in this arena is a program called CANEWARE. bas;e oln up to 1000 crypto connect ions ( i ce
It is the purpose of this paper to present keys, address information, security levels,
an overview of CANEWARE functionality. The etc.).
paper looks at CANE.WAIE from the point-of-
view of its s•ystem capabilities; it does not
probe the internals of iLs hardware and 4.0 FUNCTIONALITY -
software . The CANEWARE program is being The principal security services that
performed on contract with Motorola Inc ., CANEWARE provides are:
Government Electronics Group . Operational
equipment will be available in 1990. * Encryption/decryption ot all

user data
2.0 WHAT IS CANEWARE - * Mandatory/Discretionary Access
CANEWARE is a development program to provide Control
high performance security services for host * Authentication of ail hosts
computers on long haul packeý t switched * FIREFLY key management
networks. CANEWARE will facilitate military * Multi-level security
grade information security (INFOSEC) by
performing host-to-hont encryption of These, and other functions, are summarized
packets and by enforcing both mandatory and in the following paragraphs:
discretionary access control policies. The
principal enninment elements are the Ilost-To-Post Encryption-CUE's provide host-
CANEWARE Front End (CFE) a .d the CANEWARE to-hos-t cncryption of ,:ata between
Control Processor (CCP) . Tihe CFE protects authorized host pairs. Traftie elncryption
host data on the network by encryption, keys are generated via a FIR[FI.Y exchar.ge
ensures that hosts send. and recei-,e data and shared only by a pair of communicating
only at authorized security levels, and hosts . Encrypt ion is by an approved
enforces "need-to-know" security policies on algorithm implemented in compliance with the
all data exchanges between hosts . The requirements of NSA's Functional Security
CANEWARE Control Processor maintains the Requirements Spociticat ion . Tempest,
"need-to-know" data base and distributes Security Fault Analysis (SEA) , and Ant i-
those permissions to the CIE's, performs Tamper speci t iCAt ion:; are sat±st led.
network security audit function.:;, and CANEWARE is being designed to be COMP'USIC
provides centralized administrative control certified at the IQ level of the "Oranqe
and monitoring . CANEWARE is targeting Book" . This requires a Formal Secul Ity
compatibility with the family of Pol icy Model and the development of a
systems/equipment that implement the Trusted Computing 1 Base ( C1) .
standards of the Secure DIta Network Sys.tema Ke Mlra-ement - An outstand i nq teat oLt
(SDNS) . SDNS is a separate NSA program to of the CANLEWARE approach is thal It I.;
specify an Open Sys;tem Interlace (051 ) of fering ttie I I rIti impl ement at i(on of I IRHI I.Y
standard architect tnr for a wide variety of key management techniques L1, datda ,'twar :.
data networks including Packet Switched This is the approach herinug f onoted by thti
Networks (PS1' s) and Local Area Networks SDNS initiat ivrt-; . tIHEl ISy evolved lion
(LAN's). In an SDNS related progiam, NSA is publ ic key technology and Is us;ed to
developing a Key Management Center (KMC) estab•lish pair-wi:e tlratt IC ecll '~lt ion keys

that will generate and distribute FIREFI.Y- for the subsequent encrypt|ion ot data .
based key material . CANEWARt will utilize FIREFIlY key material will be ot'tarined from
this facility as its source of key material an external Key Manatemoent Center (EKm),
and authenticated privileges. which NSA will establish to prlovide k.yitrl

material for futule secure data rnetwork:; .
3.0 THE APPLICATION - The FIREFLY material obt tained Iorm the KMC
CANEWARE's primary application is X .2) will contain the identif icat ian or the CU.
I'SN 's . T'he DDN Standard Service X .25 is and that of it-; attached host . It will also
being implementod . A modular -ottware and inlclude a I is-t ing oe r L.:ur it y levels..
hardware design allows modi I ication to compai itmcit s, and othel |,r ivi I'vqies
accommodate other protocols. The full range authorized for the ho: . The CFIL-to-CFI:
of security services can be provided for a FIREFLY exchange will Iprovide a mutually
single PSN or across a concatenation of unforgeablc ident iI icat ion and an
PSN 's (a catanet). DOD's Internet Protocol enumeration e1 security cleararicut. between
(IP) is fully supported . 'hs serviced communicating CFE's . FIl!! k I oeyin.j
networks/catanets rr'y be either Red or material will be ordered through controlled
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everyday life and of course bringing along based upon the appropriateness determined
with it associated vulnerabilities and risks, by risk analysis, a design review, and
Managers of AIS resources mutt be prepared to system testing. Periodic reviews are
face risks of Jisclosure, modification, and required to preserve the integrity of
non-availability of their ii formation. Files previous NIS certification decisions. The
that were once kept private within the periodic reviews not only serve as a
confinea of a physical office space are now security requirement, lut also as a
vulnerable to uncontrolled access. Manigers necessary way of preserving the investment
responsible for AI5 resources need confidence of previous certification decisions.
that reasonable assurances (or acceptable
levels of risk) are apiliad to AIS resources. The relationship among the OMB;
And, if and when a vuloreranility is exploited Circu lars is sometimes overlapping.
maliciously or -ccidently, the maiaqer wants A.suring e f f ect ive and e f f ic ien t
to turn to :.omeone who can explain why it information resources management is a
happened. Just as in everyday life, managers requi-ment that supports the reduction of
need tie best information available to wast- and abuse. However, pursuing
establish confidence and accoentability in effectiie and efficient AIS operations can
busi ness operations, produce high risk to the AIS resources.

For instance, organizing all files into a
For federal AI managers, providing common AIS daia base may be more effective

reascnal,le assurances for the protection of and efficient, but the risks to privacy,
AIC. resources is essential to assuring the fraud, and abuse may be significantly
integrity of federal operations. Federal higher. Consequently, continuous
managers are required [:y law, the Federal coordination is required among those
Managers' Financial Integrity Act13], to responsible for implementing the Circu'-rs.
provide rea.sonable assirdnces for federal
resources. Conliden'e and accountability are Fundamental to both effective and
required for the protecr-on of fedezal efficient operacions and secure operations
resources from fraud, waste, anti abuse- Not is the security progran outlined in
artbtrary, this policy is looking out for the Appendix !II of A-130. Appendix III serves
true owners of federal resources - the ao a securit- requirements tool for the
pub]lic. Tnt Mflice of Management and Budget rest of A-130 and A-123. It also serves
(OMb) Circul r A-123, "Internal Control the intrnal control needs of OMIi Circular
Systems•[4]," implements tnis law. A-123 is A-I27, "Financial Management Systems[5!,"
an internal controls regulation that sets it, which establishes a program to assure the
nm')r rr a liO5'5. nT, 12) •L.,it-t -- tit t . ... . *ir. t z *'. " . . ... .. .... ....

accountability in the protection of federal systems. Consequently, a crediole
operations from fraud, haste, and abuse. 70 certification statement is fundamental to
ach icve this process, A-1 23 requires responding to federal regu lat ions.
management control plans based upon such Certifying the con f idence at.d
act ions as vul norability assessment'., accountabil ity of the protrction provided
personnel perrf rmance agrccneonta, and annual to AIS resources is a basis for many
l.etters to Cnr.g resC stat i Yg wheth. _r manano eme n t-approval processes .
reasonable assurances are being applied. Certification is also a fundamental tool

f(,h the managing of federal operations
OMB Circular A- 1t0, Management of whcre sensitive information is processed by

Federal Information Pesourceslb5 ," i5; a an AMS. This management view demonstrates
"separate regulation that astahl ishfs the_ growing dependency of implementing
requirements for the effective and efficient Varioe-s internal co.,trol laws and
management of federal information resoureco-;. regular aos on AIS security certifictLion.
This regulatios is the Executive Branci.'s I t also shows that a m 'ani ng fu I
rosponse to severl informatin-reated law ce t i f ic a t on dec i si r qu i t r S
inluding the Paperwork ed uc t.io *.Ct, th.n c-eordinat ion between managrne(nt and
'r ivaý y Act, and cl.he Freedom of Informaticon techn cal communities within a Feoural

Act. agenriy.

A-I ..3-. a] requires that all agency Viewing AIS certification as a
inforimation systems possess a ]e,,el :1 fundamental management tool also shows how
secerity commensurate with thz' sensitivity oe important the completeness adl integrity of
the inforriation and also commensurate with t -chn i c(- 1 i n for m a t ion support i rig
the risk and harmT that coeld result t rom certification decisions must be. Gatherin,'
improper operation. Furthermore, the manager ccmplete, and consistent information for
whose pregra', an information system supports certification decisions is difficult work

si, respl)insible and accountable, for the ann, of ten requires the service.. of
produc-ts of that sy!.t,-,n. tec-hnical special ists. Gather'ng both

technical and busiaess-oriented inf(.rmation
More specifical ly, Appendix III of A-fl1t involves much analysis to.: identify,

reonires that Federal agencies establish AIt understand, and control the vulnerahilities
security programns to safr,3ua rd sensitive a n d c h r a t s t o t lie A I S and i t s
infeormation proces-sed býy -hei r AIS. TI1is ar, pl icationts in question. With the
appeindi x requires an A1.S se,:ntrity plrogrra to mandate to federal information resources
consist, of four parts: applications security, managers to make information systems more
persona,| security, inforeation tech)nology efficient, reliance on complex technical
securitv, and a socr Lty traini'm .1 nO AIS controls make simple AIS certification

program. As part of applicat-uns decisions unlikely. A fully documented and
security, an appropriate "agiency official" informen cc-rtification decision would
shall certify all sensitiv AMS safaguards includ- analyzing and controlling the AIS
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from app] ications software and operating flow many technical security expc-rts
systems, to microcode and hardware throughout and AIS resources does my organization need
the AIS development and life cycle. Lesser to implement a meaningful AIM security
documented and informed certification program based upon credible certification
decisions increase the risk of insecurity decisions?
while at the same time Chreatening the
investment wade to reach the certification flow much continuous security education
decision, and what types of security educatinn do my

personnel need to make my AIS scurity
The ongoing system development and life prograr. credible? Do I have to support a

cycle of the AIS and AIS applications crew of cryptographers anJ secure operating
provides the best opportunity to acquire the system engineers?
best AI S technical information. This s
information is needed for consideration of flow often must I exert th, necessary
technical decisions whether they are resources to make my AIS security program
security- or operational-relatec. Ideally, credible?
the AIS should be built to specific security
requirements. Independently developed Does my organization have the
security features added on to an AIS present resources t repeat a certification process"
the potential for additional vulnerabilities for 600 computers scattered across the
and risks if such features are not consistent country tbst have similar but different
with the objectives of the system being applications?
augmented ( sce reference l6 . The
relationship between the AI1 and add-on Aol, if I can't make my AIl security
features is easier to understand and control programr credible do I stop pushinj the
when adding some features s;uch as efficiency of my AM.; resources? UOr do I
cr yptog rap', i c processes to the AI S push forward and a,ccept more risk?
communication srbsystem. Other times it is
harder to understand and to assure control as The lederal AIS manager who must think
when adding an access control package to a about thes;e quest ons m-ist also) have the
particulai operating system. Since most best information a.ailal)]e to make
federal managers have no control over the intelli,gent dec,'isions. This informatlion is
development, and life cycle of comm~rcial AIM hard and] expensiv/e to get without he'lp. In
resources, they can only accept what the fact, it Tay be i-npossi:ule Le g.t
commercial market can provide, often times without help.
adding on security features.

SM , all AIS1 mal I, .ý !e.s l i ,f 'nat'l ily
S fe y i fyi -g appropr late s:cur ity is tested. The- renowned b,-h,-.iorist David

safeguards, assuring thfl they are properly Mc,-'le ia:,d claims in his book, Powe-r: th.-
designed, assol inj that their iaipl-c-ntati,)ns I ner ýxp-r Irn -e, that ToariaLers ar -
ai e adequately tested to meet t he! r desig-n, mot vated bo t-ie need to inf luen--e and that
and assurin- that they make senLse in thL a mature mans lir can apply influenc'e in
context of the ent ire AIM" is a cl i tical hott persona I and s 1cial w ysl 71 witri
process. 1 f qua, i f ied and *:xpvr ivn(ed s.)cia: inf lern.-es fwin the most ef.lecti1,v-.
personnel are not i nee I vo.d with such Tnis requites the AIS Tranajer to arti(u1atv 1.
undertakings and a compi ehensi ie- appro-jih to common object i ,es and recujenize: heir or his
safeguarcls is not taken, thLn the. resources limitations ir, fu! f 111 inj those co-iron ---
spent on acquirinj the safegu, rJs may have objcti'es.
been wa:sted.

This 1eans becominj a tea-A pla',er.
Given al I the technical and manigemr-ent AI S ma jners must look for teamAites that

compl ex i t ies i n a eq u i r i noj t h best cOmplement eac.-h othe.ýr in put:suit of gr-)ip o
information ior a certificat ion judiment, objectives. 1oqe~her the te-ammates will
there should be a numoer of thouqhts that run provirde the, means to an end. 'low does a
through a senior information r--.sources AIM manajer find hlir or his toaeimates?
mana:ger's mind when planningj a certification
p-agram for his or her NIS resources. Some Fi ast, kniwirn: your st rentths an'l]
thoughts to consider if you are a manager ,eakoe . is - start. 1y di.'idinj AIMS
follow: SeCur I blems into managea'le por tionis,

an Al ,e viewed a; a col lect ion of
flow much resources should I comm. it to vatr iou. onents, some- of which may be

this problem? A National Bureau of Standards over lap,,.-*j. The AIl; components uould
(NtiS) Publication, Overv; ýw of Computer include technical compenenls (cOmrulers),
Security Certification and Accreditation, terminils, modems, communications systeas)-
notes that full organizational commitment as wel l as non--t ec'hn Ical components
must exist. for the training and support of a (operator, secut ty manrger, pr )'tc-dres,
secur ity Itoe. ain to per form credible appli-cations, and lser) . The cumrponents may
certification analysis. Unfortunately, bh desr i!bed as appl icat inn types ef c-
budgeting for an activity that doesn't show a comonei;u ts (pa r ts order in j systems,
tangible return is hard to justify. After fInancial systems, law e,[forcemknt systems,
all, even if ii wet.e certified based upon the. data base systems). Also, an, AIS set urity
best informition, 'hat wouldn't necessarily program can be dividevd into various
prevent somethi[ j "bid" froin happeninj. And components. Appendix 1 II of A-I 10 st ates
even if y.,, do budget for a cei tification ccrtif ication consists of risk analysis,
analysis, there is n,, guarantee that it will security specifications, desi-)n reviews and
survive the various levels of a federal testing. When considlerinq the various AIM
budget process. and AIS sccur it} components, a manager can
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view what can be affordably and directly The manager should recognize that the
controlled under a AIS security program and certification of her or his AIS application
what can not. may rely upon similar but isolated

certifications of the AIS' subsystems or
Expressing these components in a common shared systems. For example, the AIS may

language is another important step. It is include an operating system, a data base
becominig increasingly important for AIS system, an access control system, an
managers to b)t familiar and active with the encryption or authentication system, an
variuus standards communities, especially the entire computer system or networks. These
industrial standards community since they national-level programs wall evaluate or
potentially have the greatest commercial certify various subsystems that the manager
effect. Even though standards tend to allow igiht want to conidpr as part of his or
for some broad interpretations, often to her AIS application. But these various
accommodate existing investments, and even subsystems supporting an AIS application
though they take a long time to mature, they must have common security objectives.
nevertheless provide a means of communicating Consequently, managers must ensure that
applications as well as technical details in common security requirements and standards
a cominun language. Various American National are required for each subsystem. The
Standards Institute (ANSI) and Institute of evaluation, endorsem.ent, and certification
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) programs described helow are available to
standards are helping AIS managers describe the manager and are sponsored by the
the technical functioninj of various AIS National Computer Secirity Center (NCSC),
components in a language that promotes the National Security Agency (NSA), and the
consistency of those function,. Various U.S. Department of the Treasury.
standar'3s, includ ing ANSI XI financial
service standards and ANSI X12 business data Under the Comme rcial Products
interchange standards, are providing a common Eval uation Program, the NCSC performs
way to describe or specify security features coiputer security software and hardware
as a part uf everyday business transactions, oroduct evaluations on commercial security

products. The NCSC does not certify these
By surveying the standards market the products, but does place those products

manager can tell which standards apply to his that m.iet evaluation requirements on the
ou hur components. Consideration of a NCSC's "Evaluated Products List (EPL)."
standard's relevance to an AIS application(s) Managers can "shop" off the EPL and be
is important. So is consideration of the assured that these products have been

eanns to validate compn iance with the extensively evaluated. The standard the
standard. Although ",aIidation of s(curity NCSC uw,..:s is thm Trusted Computer System
standards is not enough to claim that the Evaluation Criteria (also known as and
standards implementation is secure, it is a referred to hereon as the "Orange
useful step in screenin3 implementations that Book")[8] . Vendors can opt to have their
claim to meet the standards that may not. products evaluated at different levels of

security such as discretionary access
Standarda and standards validati )n are protection, controlled access protection,

difler.?nt from evaluations. Standards are mandat or y pr ot ect ion , structured
broad requirement statements of security protection, and verified protection. Each
features, sometimes with enough options tc level of security guarantees certain
make validation feasible only if a subset of protection f•ateres. For example, if the
options are validated. Evaluations are more NCSC evaluates an access control system and
implementation specific. The Federal it meets the Orange Book requirements at
Communications Commission provides evaluation the level of controlled access protection,
suppur t for some communacations compontnts. the manager can be assured that the system
Underwriters Labotatories provides evaluation will include the following features: audit
support for some non-technical components tra:.i capabilities, object reuise, user
such as fire extinguishers. The iianager identification and authentication, and
sh,,uld consider the nat ional evaluation discretionary access control. The types of
pro-grams as the team player who assures subsystems that the NCSC has evaluated so
implementation d, tails are consistent. far under this program inc-lude operating

systems and add-on packages such as access
control systems. The NCSC estimates that

BlOW NATIONAL RESOURCES CAN HE.LP TIHE MANAGER to evaluate a product at the controlled
access protection level of security

Just as managei . should use standards to requites four people working a quarter of
help define their securit> requirements, the)y their time for one year or one-man-year.
sho;uld also make use of the national The man years increase as does the level of
resources which evaluate various subsystems' security in the product. Two man-years is
compliance with particular standards. There the estimated time required for structured
are thtree national resources addressed below; protection, which inc-ludes all security
two of the rssources evaluate and endorse or features in the lower levels and also
ceittify subsystems, while the othec only mandatox'7 access control, labeling, and the
evaluates sulbsysterls. Th" difference between reoereice monitor concept in the operating
evaluated and endorsed/certified products is system.
sultlc to the managen certi fying the
app Ications. AI S subsystems that are For those vendors who would rather not
evaluated, but not certified place more commit to a full-scale evaluation, the NCSC
a:'countabf ity on the user of the product and sponsors a Subsystem Evaluation Pr-ogram in
the management of the product's vendor, which the vendor selects the security

features it wants evaluated. For example,
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a vendor can request a product evaluation of specification's design reviews and sy.stem
access control or object reuse capabilities testing S(trvc. At the same ti,,c it has
instead of committing to a full-.s-cale begun a management study to determine how
evaluation. Products that have been AIS certifications can best serve the other
evaluated under the Subsystem Evaluation management control processes. Treasury's
Program are special purpose products such as strategy for improving the A]S security
user identification and authentication program is to use existing industry
devices. Products from both of these standards and evaluation programs to
evaluation programs provide a cost-effective maximize toe cost-bcnefits to Treasury's
way for managers to choose their subsystems AIS security program, while acquiring cost-
according to their security needs. Another effetivr AIS security. Treasury's
program that not only evaluates but also conlt nuing involvement and commitment to
endorses devices is sponsored by the NSA. the ANSI and federal standards processes

represents an investment in the future
NSA sponsors the Data Encryption Standard development of standards that batisfy
(DES) Endorsement Program, also known as the Treasury's operational and security AIS
Federal Standard 1027 Program. Over the past needs.
ten years NSA has endorsed over 35 DES
products for both voice and data Treasury's initiatives begin with
applications. Managers who require suchi departmental policy. Several policy
devices can choose from a variety of decisions have partitioned the AIlS security
manufacturers to suit their needs. NSA has program resource problem into manageable
decided to phase out the DES Endorsement parts. The first policy is Treasury
Program and will no longer accept new Directive 85-01, entitled, "Information
products for evaluation and certification Systems Security[9]," which simply defines
after January 1988. In replacement of the three categories of information-
DES Endorsement Program and also to foster u'assified, sensitive unclassified, and
new business relationships with the U.S. public - that can be processed by a
telecommunications industry, NSA began its Treasury AIS. This break-out provides a
Commercial COMSEC Endorsement Program (CCEP) high-level framework to determ-ine minimum
in 1985. The objective of the CCEP is to levels and types of safeguards needed for
provide a widespread availability of quality, each category of Treasury information.
inexpensive, secure telecommunications
systems for use by both the U.S. Government The second Treasury Directive, TI) 85-
and the private sector. The products 2[101], deals specifically with sensitive
devoloped through the program will employ unclassified AI.S information. TI) 85-02
NSA-proprietary, classified cryptography. defines Treasury's Autumoied lnfofmattion
Tne implementation of this cryptography, System Security and Risk Mansaoement Program
however, will result in unclassified as required by OMB A-130, Appendix Ill.
products. Vendors can design products for This directive establishes acceptable risk
use to secure classified information or for for the department in terms of the
use to secure unclassified only information, implementation of minimum security
So far, various large and small corporations requirements. The policy and its
have signed 37 contracts with NSA to design associated handbook is a product based upon
secure prodects. Four products have the coordinated input of all twelve
undergone endorsement, whi.-h is the final Treasury bureaus and the advice and
phase of the CCEP before production. guidance of the NCSC. The bureaus will

base their AIS security programs on these
NSA has given one exception pertaining minimums . Because of the varying

to the DES Endorsement Program; NSA will sensitivity of AIS resources and 9he
continue to support DES devices for financial availability of AIS security program
applications under the U.S. Department of the resources, some of Treasury's bureaus will
Treasury's Electronic Funds Transfer (E.T) choose to do more than the minimuin.
Certification Program for Authentication Meanwhile, the baselines provide a focus
Devices. NSA stated in a memorandum to for the AMS security pr-gram; a basis for
Treasury, "We agree . . . with continued AIS security education, risk analysis,
Treasury certification of DES equil-nent until security specifications, design reviews,
transition to new cryptographic te,:hnology is and security testingJ.
possible." NSA also stated it will continue
to support Treanury's program with technical The minimum security requirements are
quidance and assistance. In addition to the based upon existinj standards. The
technical expertise NSA provides to the standards chosen i n,-lude t-ontroiled aIccss
program, the National Bureau of Standards protection (the "C2" level of se-curity as
(NBS) also plays a role. A more detailed defined in the Oyinge Bnok) fur com}puter
description of how Treasury's program can security; and NSA-approved cryptography for
benefit the manager follows, data communications, whether DES-based or

CCEP-based cryptographic produ'ts. . Des ides
making t echr i cal socurity sens,,, th esne

TREASURY INITIATIVES TO IMPROVE THE standards were chosen because they also
CERTIFICATION PROCESS provide, a management tool to reduc'L the AIS

security program costs to obtain a

The U.S. Department of the Treasury has meaningful certification. This is due to
revised its AIS security program to make ATS the fact that, as mentioned earlier, NSA
security more affordable, simple and and NCSC experts have evaluated the AIS
meaningful for a! l of Treasury's twelve subsystems by reviewing the design and
bureaus. Treasury has made certification the test in-) the implemontat ions of the,
end that risk analysis and seciir ity respective standards. Moreover flon, an A:S
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security program perspective, these automated validation of their products'
evaluations make up a cantinfuinct program of compliance with ANSI X9.9, one vendor
configuration control assuring that product has been certified for Federal use,
participants in the evaluation programs and three others have entered Treasury's
maintain the security for the life-cycle of program for certification.
the product. ?7 Ithough there are never any
guarantees that careful design and So, Treasury will make certification
ev a l uat ions w; 1 1 fully remove the decisions on EFT authentication devices
vulnerabilities or that the commercial based upon the best information available
participants will fully comply with the NSA from the results of standards evaluations
or NCSC programs, if there is a problem, and implementation evaluations. These
there are national resources and national certified products will be a basis for
programs to help. certifying the EFT applications implemented

en federal AIS. Federal managers of EFT
A third policy position applies to a functions will have a tool that will reduce

specific AIS application - Electronic Funds their security program expenses of
Transfers lEFT). In 1984 Trezsury began complying with A-130, Appendix III. Moving
developing a policy on EFT Security. It was up the federal internal controls ladder,
determined that the best existing these certified AIS applications will
countermeasure was authentication in lieu of provide Federal agencies a basis for
encryption due to the international scope of assurance that their financial systems
the- requirement. ANSI X9.9, "Financial comply with the objectives of A-123 and A-
Institution Message Authentication," was 127 as well as will provide the basis for
selected as the standard. Treasury's EFT more effective and efficient processing of
policy, entitled, "Electronic Funds and finanrial information by removing much of
Securities Transfer Pol icy -- Message the current paper flow. Of course, this
Authentication and Enhanced Security[llJ," doesn't totally remove federal agency AIS
requires that all Federal Government F'T internal controls responsibilities where
transactions be protected using message EFT is processed. Proper administrative
authentication by June 1988. internal controls such as separation of

duties must bh factored intlo those systems.
The Department establ ished an EFT Task

For-o composed of representatives from If other AIS applications exist on
diverse government agencies to develop those systems that have sonsitive
criteria for certification of authentication information to be processed, a certified
device:;. The c('iteria is based upon i naustzy .I.l suhsystem exists on the uybtela' i.ut cin
standards including ANSI X9.9, ANSI X9.17 on used to assure data integrity and possibly
key management, Federal Standard 1027 (DES), confidentiality as wel I as user
and ANSI/IEVE 829 Standard for Software Te,-t occountabi 1 ity. The Consol idated Data
l)ocomentation. The riteria were published Network (CDIN) is Treasury's effort to
in May 198, and have been sent to over 250 provide effective AIS qervices to its
interested parties and corporations. Since bureaus throughout the i )untry. The CnN
then, through Treasury's SFT Certil ýcatioi will be a totally encrypted DES network,
Program for Authentication Devic( i, the which will make it the largest encrypted
tiepartment has been working with . iious data system in the civil Federal
vendors to guide them through the development Government. It will grow to be the
of devices to meet the certification Department's secure data communications
criteria. utility.

Treasury certified its first device in The network is currently being link-
Jun- 1986 and is currently working with encrypted using NSA-endorsed DES devices.
several more vendors who .are developing As eno-to-end types of protection become
auithe'ntication devices. The Department is in available, they will reduce much of the
the' proct;ss of expediting implementation of security prodoct needs. As enhanced key
El I' authrntication on its financial systems, manauement technologies become available
Treasury received nat ional resource and are implemented, whether ANSI X9.17 or
aso;itance in this certification program by other techniques, Treasury's security and
•.i,'oino a Memorandum of Understaidiiing withi operational costs will improve.
NSA and NBS. NHiS agtreed to provide ; ipport
in va lI dat ing compl iance with various liut, aqaiai, there is good news for the
security-related standards. This hasi various AI M applications such as tax
include (d ANS.I X9.9, ANS I X9.17, the Data process ing, revenue collection, law
Encryut ion Standard, an,] software engi neor ing Enfo r csnent, payrol I , personnel and many
5t andlards. Of course, NSA secur ity othr Treasury AIM applications. The-y have
e'valuation support is mandatory beca-use, no another certif ied AIS component at their
one else] S i n the Governanunt has their seorv ite ar, d another tool io base AIS
expelttise. certification decisions on without spending

a lot of re.souces designing, and testing
T re.asury has rerimbur se.d N'.M f or cryptographic safeguards. Althou,1h CI)N

ducvlop.inj o ut oroa ted vay idaLion systems to wi Il not provide all the protection that
va lr Ialt• vendor coinpl iani-e with ANSI X- ,9 and some users might need in the near term, a
ANSI X9.17. At this time, NlIS has completed focus for their AIS planning to address
the ANSI X4.9 automated validat•.on systems those other security needs is provided for
for Treýasury and is expected to complete thiem.
) r i iti 5s o f I h,, ANM I X 9 . 1 7 aolt ).1 ted
va l ida)t ion systems by thel end of the, y,.ar.
'lThu far , ei,]ht vendors have completed the
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CONCLUSION Transfer Policy -- Message Authentication
and Enhanced Security," Octobcr 3, 1986.

To make an intelligent certification

decision the AIS manager needs the best
information available. - That involves
gathering both technical and business-
oriented information to make a cost-
effective decision. The resources for this
information are scarce or out of the direct
control of most AIS managers. On the
surface, the problem appears ridiculously
difficult. But, a smart manager will see the
problem as similar to everyday life and
should try to create a similar environment.
Managers must know their strengths and
weaknesses; what they can directly control
and what they have to rely upon others for
help. They must also become a member of a
larger standards community. All managers
should be strong in knowing wh..t their
information resource requirements are. They
can help the community by expressing these
requirements in the form of community
standards. For significant portions of their
AIS security requirements, services offered
by national resources can help the manager in
areas of technical expertise.
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SECURITY EVALUATIONS OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS

David J. Lanenga
National Computer Security Center

9800 Savage Rd.
Ft. George Meade, MD 20755-6000

INTRODUCTION computer industry depended heavily on the
first evaluation efforts.

This paper describes the process of
computer security evaluations as presently
performed by the National Computer Security THE MANAGEMENT PLAN
Center (the Center). This subject is
important for a number of reasons- The During the first evaluations, it
first is that, because the Center has appeared that the evaluators werent doing
organized the evaluation process, there are evaluations very efficiently, and tihat it
many others who may benefit from sharing took too long to complete an evaluation.
this information. There are many Because no planning and management tools
organizations that evaluate or certify were in place, it was not possible to
system security, or that are involved in measure efficiency, effective use of
planning for a certification. What the resources, or adherence to schedules.
Center's evaluators do is not significantly
different from what these groups do, and In order to improve the evaluation
the process used by the Center's evaluators effort, the Center's Evaluation Division
is something that can be adapted for use by has sponsored seven semi-annual Evaluiators'
others. The Center has organized the Workshops since Septembcr 1983. The
process so that it can be controlled and Workshops are held to discuss
managed. This paper describes how this was interpretations of the Criteria, to share
accomplished, what the Management Plan experiences in evaluations, and to resolve
consists of, and some of the details of the evaluation issues faced b'y the evaluators.
evaluation process.

A second reason for this subject in In October 198d, following one cf
that so many vendors and developers have these workshops, the Aerospace Corporation
asked questions such as, "What do you do in was commissioned to develop a Management
an evaluation?" and "What does an Plan for the evaluation effort. This
evaluation of a computer product consist document was developed through an analysis
of?" I hope to answer those kinds of of past evaluations. Every evaluator
questions and hope to provide an associated with the Center participated in
understanding of what happens during an developing the plan, and the plan was
evaluation, issued in October lý85. It included all

the things that had been done correctly,
INITIAL PROCESS omitted the things done incorrectly, and

was general enough to leave room for all
In the beginning, computer security was the things the evaluatoro hwve learnad

something of a void. The Center's purpose since then. The Management Plarn turned out
was to provide a list of evaluated products to be a real success. It made an
that the Federal agencies could purchase evaluation a much more orderly process.
off-the-shelf, with the knowledge that tht
product met a certain standard of security. One purpooe in developing the

Management Plan was to help the evaluators
PLAN evaluations, something that had not

The Center was formted in mid-1981, and been done very well at all. This was to be
the first secure product evaluations began expected. The evaluators were skilled in
late in 1982. Evaluations really pi.ked up areas such as security, computer
in the following year when the Criteria was technology, and operating systems. Nost of
published. At that time, the evaluation them had very little exposure to formal
staff consisted of only five evaluators planning and didn't really want to know any
from the Center, augmented by additional more about it either. The Management Plan
evaluators from the MITRE Corporation and solved this problem. It detailed ell the
the Aerospace Corporation. tasks that are a part of an evaluation. It

also provided a list of tools and reference
At that time, the evaluation process material available for each task, and

didn't really exist, because nobody had enumerated factors which should be taker,
ever tried to do an evaluation like this into coisideration when calculating the
before. It was a totally new procedure. duration of each task. The Management Plan
The evaluators didn't even have a final is not merely a checklist. It is a
version of the Criteria at the start. In resource used by the evaluators to help
addition, a strong concern for quality them decide which tasks are appropriate,
hampered the development of evaluation how they relate to each other, in what
procedures. Center management closely order, and how long they can be expect-ed to
reviewed the evaluation work and draft take.
evaluation reports to ensure the level of
quality in an evaluation because they felt Another purpose of the Management Plan
that acceptance of the Center by the is to provide a measure of control to the
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process. The earlier evaluations were ability and bestow a rat•ing as qu.ickl,.y as
driven by the system developer's schedule, possible.
which obviously include-, iany
considerations other than security. The
developer is in buisiness to ma' ' a profit, DESIGN ANALYSIS PHASE_:
and must use his resources eff :iently in
order to do so. Without a plan, the The design analysis phase of at
evaluation process was geared to the evaluation is a consu .1oting rielationship.
vendor's schedule. and the Coenter had no The members of a design analys'. team are
control over the schedule. Because the the most exp.-rienced evaluatoz-. They are
Center is spending taxpayers' moneýy, it able to asses the cona'i tency of the
must also use its resources efficiently. design against the requirements of the
By presenting the system developer with a Criteria, The des.ign gives the terin a solid
plan for an evaluation, and by showing that assurance as to how well the requirements
it is a reasonable tan, it is possible to wil, be satisfied. The tear members can
prepare a mutually agreeable schedule and answer the que-stions such as "Is this good
adhere to it. As a result, everybody enough?" or '"On a scale of 1 to 10, where
involved in the evaluation process - do I stand?"
including Center management, the vendor,
and the evaluator - is happier. The central task in a design analysis

is called Systems Analysis and Technical
When things somehow fail to go Support, and is per'fores•d through technical

according to the plan, as they se•-m to do interchange meetings 6jith the vendor. The
in any endeavor, tools provided under the level and nature of support vary widely.
Management Plan alert Center management to Critical factors in determininq the level
assist the team and the vendor to out of support a-e the vendor's experience,
things back on track. The Center managers candidate level of the Ciiteria, and
need and use inputs from both the teae and thother the product is ar. existing product
the vendor. Just as the teals may have or a totally ne-:w design.
problems with the vendor's ability to meet
their needs, the vendor nay disagree with The Mnna-ment Plan provides very
the team's, interpretation of the C•rtaeria, detaiie6 qgiidance to both the evaluator and
the speed at which it appears to be to manatgement, while still allowing for
wor•ing, or perhaps its ability to Jý,dgement by the team leader. k small
understand the vendor's point of view. The sample of tasks; that make up the design
Management Plan has built-in fc:cdback loops analysis phase o:f an evaiua-ion ar-e thl Wits
through successively higher management following:
levels to resolve team/vendor issues and
bi-ing the evaluation t-j a ;iuccessful end. e Develop Ve.-ification Plan (F2 +)

o Develop T-ai -.isng Plan (for fnnal
EVUA TITONPHASE tearn;

o Determnie Configuration Range
In organizing the evaluation effort, a Analyze Documentation tdraft ok)

the Center first divided the evaluation as it is developed
effort into two distinct parts. The two o Educate the vendor's technical
parts have been known as the Developmental staff
Phase and the Formal Phase of an a Determine when ready to prepare
evaluation. The first part is currently the lnititl Product Assessment
called a design analysis, and the second is Report (IPAR)
called an implementation analysis. G Deter.mine Candidate Evaluation

Class
The two phases of an evaluation are

suibstantially different. rhe Center wants Each task in the Management Plan is
to be involved with a develorer at the subdiv.ided .Anto a !et of subtak.ks whenever
beginning of the design stag.es of a n-ew possible. Far example, the task labelled
system, when there is ,.he g-eatest analvy..is of -,y onem docux.,_rLt ýýtjq is
opportuinity to influen-uv the de.sign, or at x.ibdivided by the individual requirementsleas th se .rit, documentat i.'
least the secrt�. y aspects of the design. loxd e i
It's to tho advartage of the vendor, too,
be'ausn cor-recting d-sIgn flaws is 0 Formial Top Level Specifications
increas.ngly more ePupcneive as one pvoceeds (FTLSS)
with the design proces.s. Thy, prob]em' at o Descri.ptive Top Level
this stage is that there is usually little Specifications (DTLS)
or nothinq to evaluate. lt's difficolt to C) Formal Security Policy Model
do a rigorous, technical evaluation of (e.g. BellILaPa ula)
something that doesn't: yet exist. The 0 Security Features User's Guide
second part of an evazi.uatioo:, the (SFUG)
implementation analysic phase, is something o Trusted lacility Manual (TFM)
that should be rcompleter! as expeditiously o Covert Channel Analysis
as possible. This is to the advantane rf 0 Test Plan
both the Center and the ve-ndor, When the
vendor HAS a final .,roduct, and is ful lv In o rder to docum,.nt the first pease
prepared to provide ALL the eviden,;e of the evaluation, the evaluation team
necessary to sioi that it is a secure writes an Tnitial Product Assessment Report
product, then The evaluators want to (IPAR). This docuient a.,sures that all
examine that evidence to the best of their Criteria repnircr.ents have been addressed,
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and that the IPAR contains sufficient much greater depth. The documentation
product information to form a basis for the analysis is followed by an analysis of
decision regarding whether to proceed to a source code because, after all, this IS an
Formal Evaluation, or Implementation implementation analysis. The team must be
Analysis. It documents the justification certain that the design has been
for the candidate rating, the team's implemented, and implemented correctly.
understanding of the product, and the They need assurance that the system
vendor's understanding of the Criteria. actually works as advertised. The

Management Plan is still incomplete in this
This completes the first phase of an area, and there is an or-going effort to

evaluation - the design analysis phase. define this process more rigorously and in
Portions of the evaluation dealing with greater detail. In general, individual
administration and management review of the team members pursue areas of documentation
process have been omitted in order to focus and code that correspond to the various
on the technical areas, but they are sections of the Criteria. The approach
definitely a part of the Management Plan. varies, depending on the target rating. At

the lower levels of the criteria,
evaluators are primarily concerned with

IMLEMENTATION ANALYSIS functional mechanisms, such as
discretionary access controls, auditing,

The second phase of an evaluation is and identification and authentication. At
called the implementation analysis phase. the higher levels, the assurances provided
It was formerly known as the formal through system architecturu, configuration
evaluation, anr) it is what most people management, and formal verification are
think of when they think of an evaluation, more important.

b The description that appears below is Draft Final Report: Throughout the
common to all. the evaluation work performed previous steps, beginning in the education
by the Center and applies equally to phase, team members take notes and mentally
sub-systems evaluations, operating system organize the sections of the final report

for which they are responsible. As theirevaluations, network evaluations, and understanding of the system grows, theevaguations of database management systems, first draft of the final report is written.
The guiding principle is that the vendor
provides all the evidence needed to judge Test Plan: The test plan is the work plan
the quality of security in a given product, for the svstem testing phase of the
and the evaluation team analyzes that evaluation. It describes the functional
evidence, tests to be conducted and specifies test

The distinct elements of the procedures. As in all the sections of the
implementation analysis are: Management Plan, this section incorporates

the flexibility to deal with evaluations at
"o Planning any candidate class of the Criteria. For
"o Education example, for B2 level systems and above,
"o Analysis the test plan includes the penetration
"o Draft Final Report testing methodology and any testing related
"o Test Plan to the vendor's covert channel analysis.
"o Testing The plan provides a schedule for testing,
"o Configuration Management Review identifies the test site, and describes the
"o Final Report and Fating system configuration to be tested.

PlanniDng: The very first thing that Tesin_: In order to support the assurance
happens in an evaluation is the development obtained through analysis of documentation
of a work plan for the evaluation. This and code, a certain amount of testing must
plan is developed by the evaluation team, be done. The objective is to execute
agreed to by the vendor, and approved by security-related functional tests for the
Center management. Adherence to the plan candidate system. The team examines the
is enforced through regularly scheduled vendor's functional tests and evaluates the
reviews by Center management. This iv done results. Where necessary, the team
through informal reviews and briefingr, develops additional tests to ensure that
meeting reports, trip reports, and monthly all of the features are adequately tested.
status reports submitted by both the team When errors are found, the vendor is
and the vendor. expected to correct them. The team

documents its findings in the final report.
Education: it's important that the
evaluation team fully understand the Configuration Management Review: The
functionality and interfaces of the product Center's purpose in configuration
to be examined. Although the original team management is to ensure that changes to the
helped the vendor define and scnedule the system can be traced from beginning to end,
training plan, the training doesn't occur and 4ice versa. The evaluators should be
until the seconC" phase of the evaluation, able to trace a trouble report all the way
Education is important in this phase down to the exact location of code changes.
because the analysis occurs on a much rhey should also be able to trace code
greater level of detail, changes back to the reasons for the

changes. If it is known what changes have
PnalysUt: The team analyzes the taken place, their effect on the security
documentation that was reviewed during the of a system can be assessed. Although the
first phase of the evaluation, but at a Criteria doesn't require configuration
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management until the B2 level, the Center the team investigate some areas more
now looks for it on all systems as a thoroughly before proceeding to the next
practical matter. The Center is very phase.
reluctant to consider maintenance of an
initial rating over subsequent releases of The TRB reviews the work of the
a product unless an approved configuration evaluation team at least three times during
management system has been implemented, an evaluation. One review takes place at

the end of the first phase of an
Final Report and Rating: When the testing evaluation, when the team presents its
has been completed, the team knows the Initial Product Assessment Report. The
product as well as it is ever going to, and second is a review of a draft of the final
is ready to complete the evaluation. The report and the team's test plan. The third
draft final report is modified based on the review is at the end of an evaluation, when
recommendations of the Technical Review the final report is reviewed. At each of
Board (TRB) and the additional information these reviews, the team provides the TRB
learned during system testing. The with a document that represents a great
evaluation is complete when the Center's deal of work. The TRB members review the
rating is awarded, the product is entered information provided, provide comments,
on the Evaluated Products List; and the and ask questions about the conclusions the
Final Report is published, team has formed. The team responds to

these comments and questions in a formal
Throughout the course of an evaluation presentation. The TRB judges the

the team has ready access to technical presentation of the team in the light of
specialists within the Center. These previous evaluations, and makes
people are the Chief Evaluator, Senior recommendations to the Chief of the Product
Scientist, and Chief Scientist. These Evaluations and Technical Guidelines
people are involved daily with the Office, who makes final decisions
twenty-five evaluations currently in regarding the future of an evaluation and
pzogress. In addition to providing the course to be take:, by the evaluation
technical expertise, they are also able to team.
help the team separate technical issues
from administrative and management issues. Conclusion
All this helps to keep an evaluation on
course. Through its development and

implementation of the Management Plan, the
The quality control function mandated Cpnt,&r has, rinnnntratPA that evailiation

by the Management Plan is the Technical activities can be plannied, su2ieduled, and
Review Board, or TRB. The primary purpose managed. The Center's activities closely
of this board is to verify the team's depth mirror normal contractual and especially
of understanding of the product under certification/accreditation activities.
evaluation and to assure consistency with With minor changes to particularize this
other evaluations. The TRB may approve the plan to other organizations, it can serve a
team's progress, or it may recommend that wide variety of similar functions.
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AN lzXi'iERTi SYSILlM AP'PRtOACiH TO SUICIiR1TY INSPEC'lION ill A VAX/VMS SYSTIM IN A NITAWORK I.NVIRONMI:NT

I ,'iiry S. Tong and IDr . David C. Brown
Pigital Iquipisni Cot-loralion A-tiftici zl Intclligence Research Group

77 Reed Road, 111,02-3/tA13 ('toinlt elr Sc i Cice lipartmlent
oudsouit, MA 01749-2895 WYorcest Cl Pu1yCc'lieCii lilst itutc

Worc's ester, MA 016(09

A BSTIt.\i I - A mnoiel tfor a s-t cec operat ing syst em in a
network environment is not yet well defined.

lie liavie- developcdi a prototype expert system,
named XSAIH, for computer securily ilinspeo ion of a - Developing systems that are absolutely secure is
VAX/VMS s)y1tem in ti network etviiroitmcnt. XSAF! extremely difficuttl, itt not impo.ssihle.
attt e1pts to explore th1 viinerabilities of a givent
VAX/VMS systeem usinjg .a remotc diagnosis mechanisi. Thus the remedial approach is very desirable and
"Cite inspection resulltl: providc valuable information to and altfordable for computer !systemis and appl icat ions
sy.tem litatigemisvit about fuort'er security improvements, That require a relatively high level of securityv ,ut at

The compiuter security inspect ien is performed by a lower cost.
ILoUr seecurity iispect ors: tile Password hiispector, the XSAFi: applies this remed ial approach and inspects
Il:Cttetl Default Accouitt Inspector, the SysIcm File tlie security aspect of VAX/VMS system itt a network
Protect ion Inspector and the User Appliclion Q1t etIvi rotnTentI.
lIispecttor. VAX/VMS security has 1,ecn great ly nhattancd since

User application security is the focus of the thlie release of version V4.0 (Digital 1984). XSAI-1-
development of XSAII, since it is the wveakest a sstres that a given systemi is maintained at a
componetit of a VAX/VMS bystem from a security point of relatively high level of security. Furthermore,
view, VAX/VMS is only as secure as the user-writtOn

XSAP:i has been field-tested ott Digital's interial application programis that are layered oil top of VMS.
nctwork atid has produced some very encouragiig Therefore, t here is a tined to develop a method to
re;u Its. The field test results have clearly shown detect violations of a site-dependent security policy
the potential of XSAFI as a centralized security for a given system. The method developed by XSAFI is
auditing system in a distributed network environmenti to apply expert system technology to the domain of

computer -security.
1 INTRIClttcl[I(IN Ati expert system approach to the security

inspection of a given VAX/VMS system is strongly
XSAFII' is a proftoype expel t -ystt that can Dio tivatsed by she following factors:

assist a system manager or network manager in the
inspection of the security of a VAX/VMS";** system in a - Security experts are rare.
net work environment (''eslg 1986a). XSAIA inspects: the
soundness of the protection mechanism of a given syst em A very special type of knowledge is required to
by launching an intrusion against the system. discover the volnerabilities of a computer

Computer security is defined as tihe protection system. An expert system, by nature, is car-able
from misuse of a computer system, its applications and of capturing and applying the expertise ini a
its shared resources (Netimann 1987). This includes very narrow domain.
the not ions of preventing unauthorized acquisition and
modification of iriformation, thus assuring The analysis of system security requirts much
confidentiality and integrity. knowl edge of, and experience with, the VAX/VMS

Two approaches to attaininig hietter security have operating system. It is possible to express
beer, developed over the past decade. One is remedial this knowledge and use it in alt expert system.
and the other is preventative (Neumann 1978). The
first approach involves evaluating the security flaws The task of adequately exploring the
uncovered. The second approach involves designing new vulnerabil ities of a VAX/VMS system would become
systems that are secure and whose security can in some intra:tabic without heuristic methods for
way be convincingly verified, probing a computer system.

In the last decade a few preventative models have
been proposed to build "secure" computer systems. - An expert system has the potential to provide
These models include the lattice mitodel, the access some explanation of how the security violations
matrix model, the Bell astd IaPadula model, and the Were discovered.
security kernal mechanism (lanidweht. 1981).

The preveniative approach is very attractive when - An expert system is capable of interacting
a computer application environment requires a very actively with a user to gather site-dependent
high level of security since the approach designs VAX/VMS parameters.
security itito the computer system. [i'wever, this
approach includes the followng disadvantages In the computer security domain there exist very
(lienning 1985) few expeit systems. The proposed ]D[11S model by SRI is

implemented as a real-tinm lnt rusion-hietect ion lxpert
- It is very expensive to develop, purchase or System (letitning 1995). Eowever, IDtS differs from

maintain a highty secure operasitig system XSAFI[ as follows:

"This research was supported by Digital Lquipmrnt - IIlS's approach is t, detect an intrusion
Corporation's G;raduate Elngineering Idiucation program. whereas XSAIt's approa':li is to launch the

"*Tlhe following are trademarks of the Digital Iqquipment intnision thus test iilg the soundness of the
Corpotat ion: VAX, VMF, VAX/VMS and DI.Cnet. protection mechanism of a given system.

- To impiucve performanco IDIS requires a separate

prucearsnr, perhaps a personal computer, to
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process system audit s as they> arc recorded. - It allows security inspectors to perform their

XSAEIB runs only Wien needed and remotely ill a security inspect ion independently.
distributed nitwork environment.

- It allows higher-leve] security inspectors toS]draw cone lus ions from cone] u. ions and cv idenci

oUJER INTERFACE provided by lower.-level security inspectors.

The XSAFI: Analyrt provides an integrated security

"XSAFE CONTROLLER view of the system under inspection. The Security
Inspectors work indepeoudeittly of each other. The XSAPFi
Analyst examines those situations which the security

XS ]1E 1 inspectors are not able to examine due to possible
-> XSAFE ANALYSIS interactions among inspectors. The XSAPII Analyst is

activated when ali security inspectors have completed
their inspections, This makes the XSAFt Analyst
capable of drawing conclusions from evidence and

Sconlusions already obtaited by tine security insp'ctors.
Password DFCnet Default System File User XSAl:! has the followitig security inspectors to
Inspector Account Protection Application examine vnrious components of a VAX/VMS system.

Inspector inspector Inspector

- -RSH APPI.ICATION INS'E(CTOR. Checks if a

user-written application installed on a VAX/VMS
V v v v system has imposed a security threat to the

underlying syst em.
XS A F E C M M 0 N V 0 R K I N G ME RY

- PASSWORD INSPECTIOR. (hecks if commonly known

Figure 1: '[he Archiitecture of XSA passwords can he used to log into
security-critical accounts on a VAX/VMS system.

- IDES uses statistica'. knowl]edge whereas XSAFE - SYSTEM FIEi- PROTECTION INSI'ECTII01. Checks if
uses heuristics. security-critical system files are properly

2 AzCtlITE1'ITIl:R 01: XSAFE protected.

The architecture of XSAF1: is a hierarchy of a'tive - I)ICNT DIEFAIIIUT ACCOUNT INSPECIOR. Checks if the
----------. •o ~ S D-liECnet default account is sot ip seenrely,

.inspectinon agents. XScu r coast sta of a set orl Sccultty
Inspectors, that contain the security-specific XSA1I has been implemented in Knowledge Craft
knowledge in the System, and a common working memory (Carnegie 198I), mainly hecause security inspection of
whicb serves as the blackboard to which all the a VAX/VMS syst em eanniot he aCumpIi shed by any one
secrity inspectors have access. Figure 1 shows tile problem solving approach. Knowledge Craft allows
architecture of XSAFI-. flexihl, knowledge represcntations, and alternative

The lines with arrows in the figure indicate fot's olt' no ed r ent at ionsa
read/write access to the working memory. The lins proble-soiing and control strategic:;.
without arrows in the figure indicate control 3 1111 SLCiRITI INS I'TORS
relationshipý among the security inspectors. E ac h
Security Inspector consists of a sot of security 3 e ji-
subinspectors with a local working memory sharCd among 3.1 UserAp.Ilicat in Inspector
the subinspectors. Some, subiaspcctors arc further has t-ee little r'searci ard dovelopment
subdivided into specialists. The re in hear n l itt ch a n d evlpet

fhe architecture of XSAI: establishes a nmuti-t! ccl dtun in t ie area of user-written applicat ion ecurity
inspect ion striicture: tie XSAI: Analyst level, thc in t tie past dcI-ade. Most research in coipuit er
Inspector level, tile Sobuiinpector level and tte sccdtlity haos icpen coniucit' iri f a trias ch ao formal
Specialist level. This inspection structure resemsles moidel s for compiter security, ver ification of secrty'
the Blackboard arcl, itecturc somehihat. lfowevcr, h.e ad computer inc two rk security'. The citpl city tof user
difference between the two archiltectures is that tthtre apolicat ion seturity has also made it dill.cult to
is no direct conlirol of the activation of each KS i perform research in tf ii s area.
the Blac

t board architecture, whereas in; the XS|ItE As p rsearch in formal models and crem iftit-atlity, of
architecture security inspectors arme act ivat ed ill compiert r security has gradual ly become real it y,
prcdefined sequence by the XSAEI. Controller. orral iug syst cms are desigrced aind implemented moreXSAI I uses thi s ty'pe of a rchitecctore for tie s,'ciu, ely'. Therefore, t herc is a need to develop a

ow in easet~is: type o ortil methodology to cusure that user applicatitns do notfollo'wing reasons: compromi se tile underly-ilug securc oii prat ing system,.,

- It provides a uniform stnicturc of the common The cxplorat ion of Al -n .ch as expert
working memory. hiiis makes it possitl" to systems ill the computer security domain proVide, a

toegratk e mlem securit>' inspectors sib the possible sol]tt ion to ttie protl m of user appl icat ion
system easily ind to deer,lop a set iof 'tlities security. This ist because cxpn rt sysi t,-ms are capablec
aslicaslye to all secirity inspecoto s of capturing human heurist ic-s which ire usied ill the
applic security inspect ion of a user appl icat ion.

- It provides a shared database whert' evidence of Ali examplc of a iitsc-n appl i cat ion could bI all auto -

suspected weaknesses and iderttified seciur ity parts inventory ordering sy'sten, where custom,-rs can log

weaknesses of a VAX/VMS system arc recordel, into fll, system remotely and mlake orders of auto part s
through the application software. Another example of a

- It allows security inspectors to use different user application could ie a stock purchasing system

knowledge representations and different where inv-stors cart look up informat ion and prices of

problem-solving methods, but allows various .stocks and make orders to tbuy or sell stocks.

communication via the commron working memory. ***Knowledge Craft is a trademark of Carnegie Croup Inc.
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if the stock, pu rehasinrg systemii mentitoxed above wa s no appropriate there, sinic e th lienspect ion i s done by
set upI secent-ly, a :;toLa holder might gain access to recognizinlg a i tuatimu where there is a secturity

thle master dat abase aiit change it to lii s :xlvaiitagc. vioilat ioul.

'li1iv "liver ('outiol Ilypot h ics's (Aiidcrsoxi 1972) says
thIat sccurIit y vilneITcrah t I ity' is a l'unc ion of1 3.1 .2 ''it' Cait i ve Account Sit i ul~cctor 1,tic major~ taski

a ser-coxit rut led :aba xcii re-saiices. ]it other wiirtls the alt Ilie Calpt I ye Ac count Mtilli iispec!,or- isto in inspec t al..
less resource a uiser has acce-ss to, Thle f'ewer secur1ity appl i cat tan's rectord i t lie lltver Authirliarti on I oii i

wenkuiesscs lie will he ablle to dliscover. Hecue, t lie- (lJAI:) andl to cinsire' That thle set ut of Thle aLccaaiilt
major asi-k at' The Ust'u ApplItat toli Inispector' is to comip~licy witl] t1he rt'q~iii ecil Ils taor tIlIt' applil cat iion
reveal t hosye security weaikuesst's whiciel are caused 

11b' Any viotl at ion ai f Ile requiIrc~ileiits conlitist Hot's at

iiu~atleqatC eCointrot over the use at rt'siiixl'ces. SOce t'it Wetikuitas. It' ali 01ppl iCit itii ilile thlat a
Another tIask, if the iUster App]licattaio Inspector i s usI' cm no Cll t get to t) lie slulirv i sac I 'vevlI, tI )Ic (-ait i ye

to reveal syst eiu inutegr it y tflaws expl orabl it' a Aceilli t Siili' inpc or1)C ches1a' chd o ci'Crt il (Ii quailif rn it'

user--wx'it t t'xri app] teaClt itix. A tuse-r app] icvit ion i s a tw icui shlrcit i 'i~ieli ei riel
piecce of so ftware .levelIopeid to mecet soiie iieeds at' a Mast of't cii perpet ratotr f iidms, lii first

group or groups of' pteopIc. y 5p ,itl oplport jii t) to a etak, ouit of th li' tiit rat of at iis'r
'flit-re art' faux' siltasks ilTeSCI't np to appl icat itin by> localtiig iuiscciirc set up of" a usci-

of a txses'-wri ttu.ex app1liceat ion. Thie said asks are accounxt.
Crrilout byThe 1'o .1owbing four sub inspect ars anid There't art' two Typecs of- log in xest r i t ion s t l~at canl

their specialists: lit a.ssigxit'i to anl acctoiuit v~ia The AIJItt0HhI Th:**fI~ll tity'

- I'lie Network Commuli itat ion Slitinspte toe tVXVS

- LOG lI N fv011 tbSt I WI I(IiNS. Limit logins% to

- The Capt ive Aceouxut Sal iispeCt or specci fic types, tf l ogini

- 'the logixi Pirocetdure Mablisp'ct or - FUINClTION RESMTRICTIONS. Lhu it Typews of,
act ivit it-s of th10 liver ileCtLiat

- 'The ApplIicat itoi Program Siiubinspect or whic'h has
,-nixclal iae pcait anti a Program Thte Capt ive Accoiixit Sub ilxispec tar got her-'

and lSxecutil mg p' als ixifcxniit iol about axi acot'olt st't-iip, aiii atiout thte

i-equu'irinii-its at ti- applpictation viai sessiaxut- of'

The strxuctture of thle Itser Appl ication Inispector is queost Iiiois. Ntext I tie Capt iic, Accilliit Stiti I Sicstct i' c
Shown in Fi guire 2. 'F'lit' lines withi arcrow,; ii !hle Ifigiure insipects thlit accoilit 1)y rixiiiumig enu1es ago i xist Thle
intl i cattc iorkixig mci'Iioi'y ac~cesses . 'III'- lines wiithout gathe'retd iiformot ion. liest- rulIts tI-Itect s ituat ioiia
ai1-i'iwsN inl Tiie xigux--r i]iv t iitlt±.hi5 t., i wlirtx the l'lilgx mode antdIlxintI ion rt'ot uitt jilns art

hinspetctor, sxti i uisp't tars u, nit sperc tl list 5 . iasn ff' ici rt to comply- w-it 1 tilie requirt'ulciit s oi tlii'
appl1 itoat ilixis

3.1 .3 'th lc]Igina Proc etiire Sub t lspect or Tmauijor task
<- > USER APPLICATICN INSPIECTOR o Ot Ie lo kg iiM Ira-cekilI Ire SIIIIi ib speet- or1 is todisc""'1 tlths that atl ow t'eSipi to the superClvisor leer]l

I ~~lt'vt'LI in VM)andh tlaost thai brxeak the ctintrti] of' a

CAPTIVE NETWORK 1APPLICATION LOGINloiprcdr.Telgi oeucýinue1otTh

I ACCOUNT COMMtNIiCA- PROGRAM PROCEDURE uiser ilog in conimnais pioceduire md nticht systeml log in

ISUBINSPECTOR TION SUBINSPEClOR SUDINSPECTOR comiiiianidi pxoc etilrt-
IUISPCO iXT are vart tiroiis aspt-ctý sOf at logil ii 1 i tit-lurvt

that a pt'xpet'trator- mnay' exaniui- It, v'scapt- Tti tlit
- . ~~~suli'v ivsoc ltevel. Momt' of 'lT'e potentiti at poulis ixivolvet

terrxor andl pxrogram aboriox- 11:li 1iii n ug W~ iiiitilt Team~illikiaii
pi-ocet'irt- aind The use ot* Thet DCIi comumanit I SQItI 11 whit vi

EXUTALE POGA tokes inlput froiii a user.

SEIALS SPCElS A prcvic ithr.0 kowuiiIedge rt'crt-s ent at i O is,
a plpx-' 1) r ;iat ic 1o-0 t lit' tIog I I I II trctdun I iTII I C I (Iec Ix , si III:ce

-~~ te lit iispt'cto iti Is act'arniI i slit'. 1
1,y- pox-s I x.g Ilie t'onit'imil

I I ttprocteduire-sandii ste;ixchiiig tar thpit e1kselic tif ct'rto ilx

ITv v :o cinlmallus.

X S A FE COMMON 0N WOR K I N G ME MO0 ;Y] I. Itle Appl I'tict'on Fragr ant Sul~inspi c tor A a',er
.1xppl it-at ion miay' -omproiiuu y seiLurit ¼' htcitost tiLt-re ti it
V'1'10!S or1 fli,lh ill it-e dCsigli, impl eNi-iit'tt 1011,
O 1iCT'it iiii nilld uxijjti Ieilie xl ' 1t t Iii- app 1iIi ca otll. Most'c

I igart- 2: 11uiV St1U ravlu-t of tlit lUst-c- Appl it'at I xIn Ippl is';i ill1h MIt)' hoy- it' inio3gi tlt tilt' altitl icat loll

I uuspet I ox inlst IlIu l-t witti p I tx-i It-gus ta tI arI till- xt-Isi-, til, titIIh

3.1. 1 . l~it* Nct-iix'k lntiniulx iat- ion SMixi uspeeloi- fit- major its p-i-ittg'iappl, icat il tonmybru ig iikl Ipi i sustligt at I lv

taslk Of tlii \et work (omuixux icax ioiu Sub i isp-tite it s 1 to damage at VAN10IS syste 0iiiwlti msix set.,1 it) a htrpt'trti
heitck, for iis bt st't-a it)' proble~mx with an ti'It,- mxajil Tas uiti lt-e Appli 1itat iaxi irogitnll

texampleit etulil lit ali app] levI iixi aictcessinlg a dilatabase oxI pi'ti itttn hiS Thit tpil lteat Imil. I ,Iiiis Iit *iis

hIt- fat lowing a',pVt'c sl~ alt-iiSpi't't'd: aippilicat iton prio\ i~i'sl tth-ue:'~k all vdi'xtax Jiinct itin andi is

ijiust.utllii vith SYI1\pti u~.it Appt itlit Lou
- Iniftixriit taio xoxmtunuvt(-titd iii plaiti I tnt lProgramiuuiSl' 11ixist-tir ixusptects .11 On mi ic-it11 1 ui t'. I t,-)

- tissskortls being tVI rIIIt-u-'t o'-tlix-uCtwox-ilut AtitlillIJ21 lit lI I t> is it. to, xliii itjin si

liccuuixil s dil'itri- is t.ixt' iall*(5StSt0
A mile-)oased knlowledge rt'ticet'si'itt io is SNSlli t-il) ctil It-i' Ilit, liistr Aiii' iLt Itu I o~ i
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Se-curi ty pcci al lists: the U-xiceltable Imalge. Special i st --------------------
oll( lthe Progr-aml (ode Specia:itist.

I'the Ixcrutailbe lItiuige Spechia)ist examnines on (P imagt%.refd-Witl-ilisttlled-l-i vulegre

anpl icaition ait a moitu cujiceltiula l 1eve] wit hoot :ucl t iii ------------ -------
about the actulaI codinug. It reveals lid lie juls use ol
function-, anl privileges provided 1fl lect I> to users anl

dIraws its colnclusions based onl what thle flone~ll ka~i (con~trol - inspector user appi icatlon

aecompii i sli. Puss ibleI scowlCiauts of abu se havec been ^subinsjiec tor appliciat ion-Pogl am

pireseuted in (leng 19801). naertion executsble-image)

A rule--based know edge aýpeeselutatlioll is jised lcrc. (cortenpce

F~igore 3 shows a rilIc in CRIZ-Ol'S for 1 lie L~xeditab Calilei-iisec

Im1age Spiec i a i st . The rolec, lit ICc writ tell ill more -urernnme3 ir li useriname>)

natural laniguage, records a1 SittUatil 501 -hrr lie (app~licatxon-ni-ilalled-pr ivi leges
flu]lowing scunrityV violat ionlit hs bieel ili scovcerd: useriiamej soldi <Ilsernalree

IF ^installedjpirvilegse -< BYPASS SYSPRV REAIJALL >>)

Installed privileges (appll(StiOlllfln~l Toils

-(BY'PASS/SYSPRV/RFADALL) -userriare-field <srae

AND uncionsof he apliatio = RLADM~l/C~lY) functionriprovided c< Etl..EJIPECII'ICATI1lII 315 USE.R

ANDfuntios o th aplictio (RAD/AI /C~'Y)FILE3S[F'CLFICATIO1IIYJAODIFIAHLE-LDCICAL-IAME k'ý)

AND file names are specified by users or litedifiable (application-fuinctions

logical names 'username..f eld Cusernane)

THEN 'funictionusprovided << VAXMAIL COPY READ >ý

Security violation = "any file includirtg SYSUAF.DAT

can he accessed" (Add value xsafrtiesulte
rxesult sf r omexectitable-image-opecilfist

The Program COdeC Spec ial 1st is act ivared only) if 'image-readwith-installed-prisileges)
tile applicat ion program source etode is arvai labile. It End of image-readl-xt-iinstalleihprivilegrs
exam illt's tile cod i rg of tile a1pp] icatlOll for sc'cil city

v iolI atI i tins. Thle P'rog ram CodeI Spteci al list 111s Iltt bectn igoe3 ARuefmtleIsedaleIreSpciait

im I)ICllot-lited. 11oweVer, it is propýosed that tilie "II law fl-3:ARefrmttIxcab mgesc t l

Ilypo lies i :: Methodololgy'' (At txallsi o 197it) l'e uised to 3. '1, 'as siword Inspector
dci rt <ed (t lv lral~CSSS in tilie C0,tl1 On tf a1 ri-er1

appl ucatit'll plogi.1as. 1tie jiiiprovvestuit to tat Thec major task oti thle hVlsswi'rd Inlpee Itie is t
mletlhodtology is lie bint rdoction of Al t eclin iqlt¾ sc ee t i'ls~o omlykiwip-wrs ee:l,

all owing human hicur isties to lie captured. klw'ti type: ofst cilili coymkownl pisswird : ad stre il 11 k

ptsword t li of comon isa asword p iasswomes wist hi il~t-t

3.2 The Sys tem Fil l'rI e elro c i onl I nispcturI o it pa 1.1d wAhich isy .1 ciii or~ Ill0 i ' - tcimesi wid l lill

VAX/VMS ma~inIta ins miainy system filt-s tha~t lusta:l lat it'll guiidt'I andt .i gilltssall' I v'W rdlwich is

pptcipat t ill variouls aciiista Ce h a:;l obaie hsoe simple scheme.

operatilog system fuoct ionijug properly. Ilirse syst cmi The 'a~ssword In spec Iorii'sp I IS)tt P.sS~rJ pasw ist tile

files are erit hal Sti the t'etulrity it' a VAX/VMS syst t'oi. ;YIid ii> accomunt, the I-i1a ii counr , 'tiltsch aS)SIS account

The majotr task of theý Systerm I lit' trotret, it'll InspectorC tile d anyU~ :cc pulilt ops eraional tic ctit suc asqrdb tilt,-

is to check if' these sistetm files suich as the User [ACIital actioui' , sof wtI rI lae productsch bs t'it

Aut horiztat ion File and s'st em startuop filt-s art instaNl-laItio atoit sftzr t leMsage product,* souft a, rie.

properly. proMCtect r. The S'st cii I ile P rotec tioll 1,1 ie AIti ssw';t for Inipetor pe,,g eftrmsti st-qltwleli

Inspector performs, a sequenice of pro'bes to detct retasod n;v rpefr. sqec i

impropterly- pititccted sy-st en filts. * ri~c e, a prt etlulall lill-CS t0 kt- dI C-crI Coriman~ I IkTit)w lid 13s swo~rds.ý

knevlledgec represent ationl is appro-iriate- for th Sst s oi.i.- e11 q * is tip roipcv it t- 1t 1o 6 1a v ' sswt'r , r es I ais1i 1' r -

F ilc P rot ect ion Iitupeetor. A remotet inspection0 of ksu IP saporaetrtl j-~r nptr

system files is acc~ompl i sheI,)- specifyig thle remote C .4 1hle 1Cl t iel liefau It Ac coillt Inltcv
node noise with the system file specification.

lile Ill ('iet del-dul I taccdilll iS til :account Ilhat, is
uisetd for act ivi 5i ng litltilLk pr'ces~ses oin :a lical nIc

1)10 ae-',Corlt ;I ikt in1)' ulser actict'llt till tilie sys.tc i-n tln
1:5 till etiivC ill thltel-IA hullorzat loll iilc.

111k, indj-'C tas~k of Ol lit' Il ne kltIaul t Account
Insýptctor is to check Whietlher it Is possfl'lc to cxeeutite

ai prog ram lit to sllui it a rr-wue t- 'acli jotl' undor CIlt-
P1 Cnr-t -lefaul t a7Ccuali, Il tocheCk tilie atithlori:!V11 tald
default privi<lege!, Tl tilt ll~ivtI dv*lault account, and

to OI.Ced If tilti 'I (lb
t 

ult-1rill 11COii'iii I guoupt~l with
other S) Sit iiccoutllt

Tile ill revt liefall It Account Inlspet~ttor port Tarms a
steq~it-ce of probeits tot detcct illstcu o set aps ol the
DINCot t dtlaollt accouint til a gv tillodt. hItlict, a
p roce dulral kiiowledgi- rtiep eseltat ii'0- s li~in Iht- 11("I.

"&On~lll.illi aliglugtl-l, is appiopt itit for til~t PI1le iut k ttdu 1*
Account llsiletur.

4 I.VUl.IATIIN li1 XS-I I

Thie Pas sword I lipect or tilie ltlfllct Iletjo It Acco:,ullt
2Ut)



Irnspector'. 1 le Syste ViIi It: P(rt tiorolluIiiptctor, tire corripitrit-ri , )Ii XNSAFi llowevrr, tie fee] that the cajietr
twin' AppI icit ion1 I ispeetor, th liiLgi !, rocetiure systemi ;ippiro;rehli has pro'vided at firsiblul eSolutitori to

Suti trispeetor, 1 le Nd wolf iomintiri tat ion Strin r:-pctoi', tile prilstillci oci olitr1i liii tilow-east rue9irrliri- ('Vol securityi)
the (apitive Aceoririt Sobinlrispcctor, anid the Applicatiton for i VAX/VMIS sy)'Stem ill a ne~twork, Vniv IL11 1 .rr "Irit lie
l'r)r'ganii Subiiirspr-ctor' .it lit is ixecot ;ihie liniage pen rfrmanciite of t lit prototype txpert syst crc is very'
Spec ia Ii st iiavc eclt r impImcntieiIed . The y' liii te bienr erie oitr ap, i jig, We expect that Iii e VAX / VNI uise ci' eoruiriiity

trinig oii a VAX/li 785 withi 32 iirgai'ytes oft prrimiry will lvniereit f rom dile coritIriured dCVelopr'ierrt of' XSAliI
Mteiorcy. ]it' develuipmrerit of the irog~rarir Lode Special list

fins beenl letft foi' lotir'e workl onl XSAEIE, 6 AC KNOWLEDGitMEN F
Ahcoit 44 VAX/ Nil; systems on Ditq itil 's iriter'rial -_____

rietwruii were inrsp-ct ci hy X.SAII - Aibout aljL t dozoii ie Wist' to t hiriri St CV: I ipirer', Stecurre Syst t'riS
\'XX/VNIS Sy'Ste r'nrUIIirttgt'rs arid VAN/\ MS a p p] eac-t i onI (;rt'rrp of' Diigi tal liqirtpierit Corporiiatitori, f'or' his
(dct'ltip'r's wi IIiii trig ita Ei qo jtiit'ut Corporiatio gnii dirie arid support , arid tjoth Miit ch 'Iserg arid tori'

partitcipated iii tire field ttest proes. 'Ithe ovt'aI'i Ceixrr, Applited Intell1igerrec S'stemls Cr'cinp tif Digital
I'eso it waIsimptstye SomeV probl Iems withi XSAPIT wer'e lniqripmerr Coriporartion, for thirei coritintued sirppo rt ci*

lachl sy'st em wij t eated try' iir~rt tri the Nest em 1-ie
Prot cc t inun I rrspt'r or, tire DliiCrtet lItI' frolt Accouint lk F1: FR ItNC I s
Inispector, ro~d thle PIisswort l Iispeetec r hit User

AjppI i cat i cli Iniipet'to r was roil when tht're was suti t atti (Airdersoir 19? ,2) Anderi-oo, 1.',(orrqriicQA Sector -iy
apli Ii catj torilc tire ;ys;t~ cii ard if tilie ileve lope rs or thle Tre hrnidoty Pfanrtnrng Studij,
ma inta tiners of' tire app]lteatitort permit tetd tire inspectiten, ESlt-1i-75-5l, Vol 11,* pp. 89-94,

'here were 153 seeticity' violatitor~s discovered bry LSlt/,xSl:s, tHarnscom PtFit
1
d, Betdfo rd,

XSAIIý amontig tite 44 sy'st ems. 'litese- vioilit i or ioenrclued MA, Oct . 1972.
liavilig thei tUset Ausiori zatttiin I tie andi the Network
Aotlror'i attori ]:ii rertafatlr I or ruedifiahie bry any tise~r (At taintsto 1976) At tanazs to, C .1., M'arkstci n, P.W.,
onl Digitat's irntetrnal network, arid] Phillips, it.]. 'l'enetraittring ann

Crimpared to a sceority expert , tile System I 1ii 10Operaittring Enyst em: A St tidy of
Protecetiton Inrspector, the Pass,-word Inrspeector. arid Iftc VI/ 370 1Int egr ity," liP-M Sitjstwii
I E(::iet lit'faor t Accourtt 1Inspeetor detected the k~inds of jeri;Wo, Vol. 15, Nt). I, fpp. 102-

seccurity' Wetrkresses that a1 security' expert Wouild ftind. 11(6, 1976.

cuipalie of hianrdlting tireo Compilexity of thle Secority (Carnegie t98sS) Caritegic Greoup Inc ., K;euc~edge
asetof in, :rppl icrt ito. In several eases, tie se 0a6 C 3.0 Pe6e1crec Movinyof, Wit)]
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The Application of "Orange Book" Standard.
to Secure Telephone Sw;tohlng Systems

Capt Paul D Engelman
HQ AFCC/AIZ

Scott AFB, !L 62225

Abstract circuit denotes an end-to-end path and
the path between station equipment and

A mathumatical formulation describing a the switch is a subsciber loop (or

telephone switching system Is required to line); and a

va•idate Its operation in a multilevel

comnunicatlons environment. A brief lSwitching Device: An elecprical or
description of the two major components of a electronic device which physicaloy

telephone switch are presented, and three cunnecta pairs of subscriber ioopa.
systems are described - two are in use and the

third Is postulated. A mathematical Overall, two distinct but interrelated

description of a security policy for each of modules, the switching network arnd the network

these systems is stated. This security policy controller, perform the telephone switching

validates telephone calls between system function. A set of switching devices (see

users. A discussion of the reference monitor above) comprises the switching network, and

concept fol iowa and provides the motivation the network controller provides the

for applying "Orange Book" standards to intelligence to operate the individual

telephone systems. The formalities epplied to switching devices.

computer systems are shown to apply to
telephone systems, the obvious advantage Is Signall ing

that system. capabilities can be Increased
because of the increased trust that can be The sequence of events that trarspires

placed In the system. during a normal telephone conversation
Illustrates the relationship between accoustic
and control signalling. Following is a

Introduction simpl ified description of the control

signiallong necessary to support a telephone

Paralleling the combination of the connection and the Interaction between the

computer and communications flalds is the network controller and the switching network.

rncrgcr of COMPUSEC ond COMSEC Into n brooder

discipline - iNFOSEC. The AD
0 

community 1. The caller reqiiests service from the

quickly embraced the broader implications of switch by removing the telephone handset

INFOSEC, however, the application of computer- from Its cradle or switch hook.

related INFOSEC principles to classical

communication domains Is still limited. 2. The network controller renognizei the

Within these domains, the unspoken component toff honke conition and sends c diall

of INFOSEC, OPSEC, is considered a physical tone to the caller.

security issue. The application of COMPUSEC

formal ities and requirements to communications 3. The caller dials the telephone which

systems transfers many OPSEC concerns to the transmits the called station's address to

system hardware and software. al lowing them to the network controller.

arbitrate system use in a mathematically
consistent and verifiable domain. 4. If the called statlo.1 is not busy,

the network controller alerts It by

sending a ringing signal.

Tele@hone Switching 5. The network controller provides

General Description feedback, i.e., a ringing tone or a busy

signal depending on the status of the

This paper discusses secure telephone called station, to the calling station.

systems limited to single switches within a

closed environment, i.e., a coinniand pnst. The 6. The called party accepts the call by

system Is a single computer-controlled device ilifting the handset.

rather than a network of devices. This

resti iction simpl ifies the treatment and 7. The network controller roc( gnizes the

allows a focus on the key point; that call acceptance, terminates the ringing

telerhone switching systems are amenable to E signal and sends the calling/called party

mathematical formalization identical to that addrecs-pair to the network controller

performed within the COMPiSEC arlina which the creates an accoustic signal
path (circuit).

Within this system, the major components 8. The network controller monitors theS~~~are: 8 h ewr otolrmntr h

connection, releasing It when either

- Statlon, Equipment (Telephone): A party "hangs up."

transmitter/receiver which converts an

accoustic signal to/froai an electrical Between steps 51 and U7, oil

signal and provides and responds to cormnunications between the switch and either

control signalling; party Is control signalling. Only after step

U7, when the connection Is established, can

"- Transmission Medium: The electrical accoustic signalling take place. There are
different techniques for separating control

I path that signals traverse: a channel or
SII282



and accoustic signalling; among them, in-band sequence is depesident on the number of calls
signalling and above-band signalling. In progress.
(Control signal IIng can be heard dur ing the
set-up time, the time between dialing and Subscriber
ringing, for a 'ong-distance telephone call or A 0 C 1)
during a conversation If the touch tone pad Is
Inadvertently decreased.) Control and 1Oicfstlc
accoustical signalling use the same 02 -- -tial

transmission medium, but control signals are 03
used by the network controller and accoustic 04

signals are routed through the switch network. 05~
06 ctrol- Amccoustic

.Switch Networks 0? Firru 51Sugal
08 Switching Device

Although the network controller Is 09
centraý to this paper, It. discussion Is 1.0

deferred to a description of the switch 12
network to provide a more complete description Le
of the entire switch system. Virtually al l 13 Lgn

telephone switching Is circuit switching, that Is- 6-. *2
is, the dedication of a connection between a 16 c-> '3

pair of subscriber lines for the duration of 40> -

the call. The switch network Is comprised of
switching devices arranged to support the Switching Matrix
simultaneous connection -if multiple pairs of
comnmunications channels. Modern switch Fig. I
matrices are broadly classified as space-
division or time-division switches. Figure 11 portrays a conceptual design of

a time-division switch. The network
Within a space-division network, a controller places the calling/called address-

physical link Is establ ished through the pair In a circular queue, and circuitry within
network to connect induv;dual subscriber thcf network nmatrix cycles through the queue,
lines. The network appears as a matrix with using the addresses to control the opening and
each Individual subscriber line connected to a c;osing sequence of the gates. In the simple
single row and column of the matrix, network of Figure II, as time progress:
'Shorting" the u(w5 a-! culon-s at, thair

Intersection creates the physical connections - At 11, queue entry Ul is accessed acud
within the network. gates 01 and 04 are opened, connecting

telephones A and D,
Figure I represents a conceptual space- - At T2, queue entry 32 Is accessed and

division network with switching devices at gates 03 and 02 are opened, connecting
each row and column Intersection. In this telephones C and B,
conceptual representation, each switching - At T3, queue entry U3 is accessed and
device corresponds to a memory location in the recognized as an Invalid address. The
network controlterrs memory space. To connect network circuitry accesses queue entry
subscr'ber loops, the controller uses the Ui, beginning the cycle again.
origins ing and destination addresses to
algorithmically determine the memory address There are many different algorithms to
of the switching device that must be -set.- maintain this queue, each with advantages and
Ir the simple network in Figure I, to connect disadvantages. However, regardless of the
S subscriber loops A and B requires the network algorithm, their functional behavior is
controller to write to memory location OS. identical and easily verified.

Algorithmlcally, Subscriber

A BC D Legend

M = I + N * (0 - 1) where ' rlbine--.'-u ine-l

M: Memory location of the switch ng Dh- '4
device, 2 I u

1: Address of the incoming line, 2ue

C: Address of the output l ine, and 3 3 1 1 Qi 04
N: Number of subscr I bei lines Z 0

connected to the matrik. i30

Tlmc:-di tsion
Writing a '1'" to M will set the flip-flop and Bus Bus access
complete a connection between the two parties. Controi
After the call Is completed, a "0" will reset
the flip-flop and disconnect the lines.

Fig. II
Within a time-division matrix, the

accoustic signals benir transmitted between Unlike the time-division network, whose
subscriber loops are periodically broadcast or, data stream length is directly proportional to
s corrnoni bus. Each active call has an the number of connections being supported, the
assigned "t Ime--slot," end the subscr iber loops time-slot Interchange network has a fixed
are connected by energizing the appropriate length data stream with a time-slot fuir each
gates when the time-slot is broadcast on the subscrIber I rne connected to the swit, h At
bus. The periodicity of the time-siot any time, the contents of a subscribei Ine's

26.



time-slot depends on the presence of accoistic excluded from the following descript'ion.

signall Ing on that loop. The physical However, It Is Impor tant to understand the

ordering of the coal Ing and al led parties' relationship between the switch network, the

time-slots are Interchanged when they are network controller and control and accoustic

transferred from the input to the output data signalling to fully appreciate the

streams, applicability of COMPUSEC formalities to
secure switching systems.

Figure III portrays a conceptual desion I

of a time-slot Interchange switch network.

The Input stream time-slots are "filled" and subscriber

written In the same order to scratch pad lines

memory. input time-slot 21 Is placed In

memory 01, Input time-slot U2 Into memor, 02,

Input time-slot 53 Into memory 03, etc. I Sw~tching I

Control circuitry computes the offset between L Networkj -
the pair of time-slot positions for each

connection and this dictates the access order

of the scratch pad memory . A connect ion a r d__?_r a __res•

between subscribers A and C has an offset of sanntr s signalNet / ist ib to

2. The network switch circuitry would copy Network distributor

memory 03 Into output time-slot 51, memory 02 Controller

Into output time-slot u2, memory 01 into

cutput tims-slot #3, etc- L.{Ir d sr

input Data Output Data NetworkControl 1(r

Stream Stream
Fig. IV

3 2 Legend

s•i3criberA_,time-slo l Security Policy

2I C D-) 4 Prel iminary Discussion

The conventional COMPUSEC object, i.e., aI Note. Contents or irvut stream

I aldd2reintercharged file, does not exist within a telephone
withoutoutput stream switching system. It Is redefined as a"" U S-nd2 subsoriner li.e, either inactIve or active in

lIn 101 3 a completed circuit, that is a target for an
Incoming request. Similarly, In a telephone
system, "read" access corresponds to
monitoring an existing conversation and

Fig. 1 11 "write" corresponds to a broadcast message,

e.g., similar to a public address system.

Although of Increasing complexity, the

hardware descriptions of space-division and The improper accessing of a file or

time-division networks is relatively process in a computer system has Its parallel

srraightforward, as are the algorithms to in a telephone system as a reisconnection. A

translate address-pairs Into control signals. misconnecflon is the connection of two

Their behavior Is predictable and easily subscribL. loops (or a loop and r circuit for

verified using Boolean algebra. The concepts monitoring or broadcast) whose relative

of a reference monitor and security kernal do security levels do not meet the security

not apply to the switch network because the policy or that violate the rules for

network controller does not arbitrate circuit precedence and preemption (an in-progress call

connections, can be preempted by a call of higher
precederce.)

Network Controller
There are two sources for misconnections,

Current generation electronic switches an error In the algorithmic processing within

replace wlre6-logic with software to provide the switch matrix, or a logic error In the

network control functions. Referring to network controller software. An example of an

Figure IV, the central processor makes algorithmic error would be an unexpected

decisions concerning the validity of address- overflow computing an address offset; although

pairs. The controller transmits the address- the network controller validated the

pair to the inte,-nal awitch network control connection,, the incorrect offset will connect

circuitry if It determines that the address- different loops then Intended. Alger ithmic

pair Is vol Id. The input signal device errors are primarily engineering problems and

(scanner) Is the device through which the are not considered In the following treatment,

network controller receives control signall ing although, they must be considered during a

on the Input side. The memory Is used for system evaluation. A logic error in the

program storage, and the scratch-pad memory is controller software results In a misconnection

used for call progress information,. The by proviolng an Invalid address-pair to the

signal distributor on the output side serves Switch network The source could be an error

the same function as the scanner. In the database that describes Individual
subscriber loop characteristics, or anr

Because the network controller makes all Improperly expressed conCition (I.e., "(A or

decisions concerning address-pair validity, a B) and CI" vice "A or (B and C))

formal analysis of a swltc.l netwoi k is

S14



The or igirial system descr ipt ions were Any cCC that does no, meet the following

prepared wi th an emphacis On expressing state condition is a misconnection:

equat ions. lini ike computer systems, a user

Can riot change the secur I ty leve!s of a VsCS,oCO,
subscr Iber loop, sO a dotailed analysis of

sLate-changes Is not I luminatIng. As a S,c,o => SI(s) sI_ (o) arid 
2 

(C) I pl (s)

result, onIy the securit/ policy will be

doecr Ibed, the state-change equations are very First generation systems can not enter a

Slfli I ar to thone descr ibed by Bell and non-secure state. The preempt ion of en

LaPadU (a. existing connect'on by a cral with a lower

precedence i5; the only possible misconnection.

The fol lowing models portray three

generatione of switching systems. The first Secocnd Generation

and s•Cond are now In use; the first Is simply

a TEMPESTed box and the second enforces a Thr second generation system has the

multi levi I-I Ike security policy. The third added capabl ;ty of classmarkIng individual

goneration is postulated. In the third subocr iber I iies with a security level and

generation switch, overall systeri security enforcing a security policy. (Note, this

is enhanced and the system includes features security clasamarking seems to be enforced as

not current ly available because of system discretionary access rather then as mandatory

limitations and the I Imited scope of secur ity access.) Access types are expanded to include

eva tJ ations. a two-way connection, c; and One-way

connections, broadcast, b and monitor, m. The

First Generation switch supports precedence and preemptilon.

The difference between this security policy

The first generation of secure switching and the first generation switch's is that the

systems can be described as a TEMPESTed box. ordering relation on L Is now "less then or-

The network controlInr does not enforce equal to" rather then an equivalence. In

secur ity. In other words, access to a conventional set notation,

telephone Implies authorization to connect

with any other suBscr Iber line. Controlling U, S, 0, C, L, and P : As described

system access and called part, verification is above.
an OPSEC problem. The switch supuo•rts call A = lalaccese attr ibutes; connect - c,

precedence and preamption. broadcast - b, monItor - M)

< As described above.

ExpreSSed in conventional Set notation, : A reflexive, antisymetric,

transitive relation "less then or
U = (u:eII subscriber lines connected to equal to"

the switch network) al, pl, and Ep : As described above.

5 = l.:2ubscrIber lines origlnating ci t C -> L, a function napolng circuits

Cao I sl These are the active to their classification level, the

entities in the system. After the MIn(s..SI(o )9si(o( )).

circuit Is established, both lInes

(the clrcu!t) are potential targets Any ceC that does not meet the following

for preemption and are again treated condition(s) is a misconnection:
as objects.

0 (o~subacriber lines receiving calls) Vs6,o0O,

These are the passive entities in

the system. sco => s_1(o) < sI (a) and 2p(c) < pU (s)

C �c P(O x 0) : Set of active circuits s,bo => _iL(s) . (Cal(_ o),ci(c)) ) nd

tongoing conversations). gRp(c) < pL(s)

L = ([:set of security and s,m,O => (sl(o),cl (c)) < al(s)

classif ication levels; S, TS and TSC
(compartmented T"S)) The rational izatlon for this pol icy Is as

P z (p set of precedence and preemption follows. A subscriber receiving a call does

levels; None, Interrupt, Priority, not receive an Indication of cha originating

Fla3h, Flash Override) A circuit line, only the Incoming line. The called

created without a preemptIon level party must Insure that the classification

maps to a P (precedence) of "None." level of the conversation does not exceed the

A call placed without a preemption security level of his circuit. The call

level maps to a P (preemption) of originator Is responsibillIty for knowing the

"None. security level of the called party's line and

Both L and P are connected. to restrict the conversation appropriately.
A a'aeccess attributes; connect -- c)

< An irreflexive, entlsymetric, A security policy allowing the connection

transitive relation "less then.- of a higher to a lower security level may seem

A reflexive, symetric, transitive contrary to "normal" computer operatlons, and

re!ation "equivalent to." obviously provides a covert channel. The
SI S, 0 -> L, a function mapping nature of a telephone system is two-way

suLbjects and objects to their communications; If this two-nay connection
security level, between security levels Is considered "rom an

.J. S -> P, a function mapping subjects integrity viewpoint rather then a strictly

to their preemption level, security viewpoint, it is more palatable. The

£_ : C -> P, a function mapping circuits alternative is a rigid enforcement of security

to their precedence level. levels, which at this point, seems extreme.
an._d : Logical AND.
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Third Generation control is limited and only authorized users
(val idated by the switch) can make and receive

The third genierati on secure switanes have calls on specific circuits, the need for

expanded capabl Ities and features and can OPSEC-orlented authentication proceed'ires

reduce the OPSEC problem. However, there Is (i.e., voice recognition) is eliminatod.

an Increased demand on the system users. In Voice mailboxes are allowed, because they are

this system, subscriber I Ines are not passive S imp I y f I I es on a computer and eso I I y proven

entities, but active elements; at any time, secure.
specific users are associated with specific

lines. Essentially, each user must log-In

before usirg the system, and the switch, APPLICATION OF THE "ORANGE BOOK" STANDARDS

through access control lists (ACLs) , can

enforce both system and specific circuit use. Reference Monitor

A circuit request is redefined as an The concept of a reference monitor Is

Interprocess Invokation, I, to emphasize that equally applicable In a secure computer system

telephone calls are now between user/circuit and a secure telephone switch. Admittedly,

combinations rather then simply between there Is a distinct difference between a one-

circuits. Conventional objects now exist, direction computer message and a telephone

these are user voice mailboxes. The conversation, but the reference monitor's

voice mailbox Is used If a called party Is function Is to enforce a formalized security

busy, and the calling party can not, or policy, not monitor Information flow. Neither

chooses not, to Interfere with the call. Is a specific security policy Implied, nor is

Security control of mailboxes Is Identical to the Implementation mechanism relevent.

that of any object in a secure cnmputer

system, the contents are digiti. J voice The reference monitor for a telephone

messages rather then ASCII strings, switching system must satisfy three logical

properties: 1) all connection requests must

The policy for voice communications is be monitored and the security poli cy

similar to the above, with the additional (reflected In the 9witch database) enforced,

requirement that an Individual must have 2) the reference monitor Is unmodiflable by

specific access (discretionary access) to common users, and 3) it has provable behavior.

specific circuits.
From the above discjssion of telephone

U, C, L, and P : As described above, switches, it Is obvious that the network

S = fs:subjects; system users) controller displays the first two properties,

0 = tIob:jeat.; user voIcc maIIboxzcý anti state-change functions have been derived

I r- P(S x S) ; Set of possible elsewhere that demonstrate a technique for

Interprocess connection, verifyIng network controller behavior. The

A = (aWaccess attributes; Interprocess behavior of the switch network can also be

communication - I (similar to verified. Unfortunately, thnire appears to be

c above), broadcast - b, little on-going effort to formally prove

monitor - m, read - r. write - consistent, secure behavior within the current

,c As described above, secure sw~tching s9ystems - the purpose of this
si, -p, ýp, sl : As described above, paper Is to motivate a detailed Investigation

user : S -> U; a function mapping into that area.

subjects to users.

acl : S, 0 -> P(U x A); a function Oranie Book Standards

mapping subjects and objects to

<user,A> pairs. The fundamental computer security

name : t x A -, U; a function selecting requirements described In the Orange Book are

the user component of an ACL entry. 1) an explicit end well-defined security

mode : U x A -> A; a function selecting policy, 2) access control markings associated

the access component of an ACL entry. with system objects, 3) Identificution of

individual subjects, 4) system auditing
As above, any 161 that does not meet the and protection of information on secur iLy

following condio, is amisconnection: related actions, 5) a system security

entorcement mechanism capable of being
Vs ,92ESnu l

1' 2 I analyzed, and 6) a nontinusily protected
secur ity enforcement mechanism. The reference

,2 => 21 (S--1 I monitor concept Is Inherent in these
requirements. The security kernel Is the

P_(c) - p_(s a)(and hardware and software real ization of the
reference monitor concept-

+ acle 6 ad_•

where The switch architecture meets all the

above criteria. A security policy has beer,

ne= uer -c stated, and Is reflected In the switch

database. Switch operation requires control

The conditions for broadcast and monitor markings of system objects (subscriber lines).

follow logically, as do the conditions for Although lacklog In the first and second

reading arid writing to malibowes_ The use of generation switches, the third generation

ACLS allows the network controller to switch has provisions for uniquely identifying

arbitrate access to a finer granularity then individual subjects. Current generation

within the second generation switch, a switches audit all connections and all

capability particularly desirable for maintenance actions. Using the methodology

compartmented Information. Because access outl ined In Bell and LaPadula and elaborated
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or above, the switch enforcement mechanism can

be analyzed. And finally, the average user

can not directly access the network controller

software, which continually protects and

I solates thie securIty enforcement mechanIsm.

CONCLUS ICN

The Initial motivation for applying trie
Orange Book standards to secure telephone

systems was an analogy between the telephone
system's physical components and a simple,

mu I ti-user computer system. The network

controller Is analogous to the computer (CPU,
memory, etc.), the switch network Is analogous
to the front-end processor and the telephone
Instruments are analogous to the terminals.

Further investigation Into switching systems

reinforced the analogy; current time-slot
interchange switches even packetize the voice

taffic.

The primary differencc between telephone

systems and computer systems is that

telephones transmit voice traff;c (elZher as
analog or digital signals) and cormputers

transmit ASCII characters. Also, the voice
signals never enter the network controller (or

computer). However, If the telephone system
Is viewed as a "black box," information

enters, Is rerouted and exits, just as In a

computer system. The same basic mathematicl
formalisms and evaluation criteria apply.

The advantages of using the Orange Book

evaluation criteria are manyfold. The most

obvious are the ability to increase the
capabilities and services of the telephone

system with a significant measure cf

confidence, and the use of a consistent, well-
defined and understood evaluation criteria for

syetem certification.
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Introduction Scope

Dackground The scope of this article
includes the technical guidelines work

The Technical Guidelines Division done at the NCSC and its contributors
of the National Computer Security in the private and civil sectors and
Center produces, and supports others the academic community. Tne project
who produce, Computer Security status summary (given as of the date
technical guidelines publications, of the presci -ation) includes the
The purpose is to provide a national purpose of thL. individual projects
computer security literature base that such as the Trusted Network
distributes computer security Interpri tation, the Trusted Database
knowledge and techniques, instills an Interpretation, the Trusted UNIX
accepted computer security Design effort, and ",How To"
terminology, and applies research to guidelines.
practical problems of computer
security. The NCSC and the Tevhnical

Guidelines Division
The National Computer Security

Center (NCSC) has working why Guidelines,
relationships with many other
organizations. Their support and Guidplines are not the dictates
assistance is critical to the overall of a government agency! They are not
success of the technical guidelines intended to limit, control, or in any
program. The Technical Guidelines way constrict thinking to preset hard
Division is a service bureau in many ideas. They exist to document a
ways. We produce work required by our common set of fundamental principles
customers, prioritized according to of computer security. They also are
our customers needs We bring intended to serve as a sourze of
together the wisest people we can common language and approaches to help
find, whether from the private sector, communicate about and implement
from a university, or from another computer security.
government agency. Our coordination
efforts are wide and constant. The Specifically, the guidelines
goal is to produce the best and most support education for vendors, users,
usable technical guideline possible. and evaluators. They greatly reduce
We want to produce guidelines that are the start-up time needed when
easy to read and understand, beginning work on computer security.
unambiguous, representative of all The guidelines serve as tools
sectors, and helpful. themselves, and suggest other tools

for the evaluation and implementation
]!Up _ e- of computer security. certainly one

P oof their most valuable uses is that
The purpose of this article is to they spread the gospel of computer

provide an update on the status of security and expand the cadre of

computer security technical experts. The National Computer
guidelines. Also included is an Security Conference and its growth
explanation of the levels of document the rapid expansion of folks

who take computer security seriously.guidelines that exist and how they The guidelines are focal points of
interrelate, how the requirements knowledge concerning computer security
process works that kicks of f newonseic arhttus sch s
computer security technical guidelines on specific architectures such as
projects, how the projects are done,
who is involved, and what the future
looks like for Computer security
technical guidelines.
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What HaKe•7n required in a specific architecturo_e HapefLifu for it to be trusted at defined

The Technical Guidelines Division levels. The criteria and
at the NCSC might be more recognizable interpretations also contain metrict-
as the old Standards Division. Since that designers, evaluators, and users
our brothers at the National Bureau can apply to the features in an
are tasked with writing standards and architecture or system to gauge if the
the NCSC writes technical guidelines required computer security features
we have changed the organization are indeed included and work as
title, intended.

As of June 1987 the NCSC had There are technical "'1ow Too"

produced 12 guidelines, was working on books and administrative "How To"
nearly 30 additional guidelines, and books. The technical "how To" books
had identified and prioritized more are intended to flesh out how to use
than 20 additional, the metrics and features discussed in

the criteria and interpretation level
Note that the large "IDENTIFIED" guidelines for the different

area in Illustration I is architectures. For example, how does
disproportionately larger than the one do configuration management for a
number in it when compared with the trusted network? The administrativc
other slices of the pie. This is "10ow To" books will look at non-
because there are many more technical assistance such as "11ow to
publications that are yet to be Begin an Evaluation with the National
identified. Illustration 2 lists Computer Security Center".
those projects that have been
published by the NCSC as of June 1987. The most important project

recently underway at the NCSC is the
P rogram_- 0cif cs Trusted Network Interpretation. This

guideline is essential in that the
Program structure nation is building systems based on

network architectures and will expand
The technical guidelines created these efforts in the future. There is

at the NCSC are part of an overall a large effort now towards building
national framework for computer secure networks. The trend towards
security technical documentation. building architectures with widely
This ioAticuil £LazpvWuLk hxt ez distribcted workstations, sevei., 0nd
devised to assure that the many people users creates special needs for
and organizations interested in increased security. In fact, we
computer security are represented, the compare working on the Trusted Network
required technical publications are Interpretation with a mini manned
produced, and duplication of effort is space shot -- the work is very complex
minimized., and terribly d2fficult, every step is

completely new ground, and there is
The technical guidelines program absolutely no room for error.

has two levels. They are the
Evaluation and Design Level and the At the Support Level of the
Support Level. The Evaluation and technical guidelines program there are
Design Level is a level of high many players. For example the
abstraction and truly represents the National Bureau of Standards
cutting edge of computer security contributes much of its Federal
technology. In Illustration 1 the top Information Processing System

level represents the fundamental Standards to this level. The NCSC's
principles of computer security, project on a Trusted UNIX Design is
These fundamental principles are also at this level.
derived from the requirements of
computer security policy. The second The Requirements Process
level is the criteria and
interpretations level. These two top The requirements process that
levels are the Orange Book level in establishes a technical guideline as a
that the original Orange Book was made project is not complex. lnitially the
up of the fundamental principles of project planning process was driven by
computer security and the criteria for the needs of the evaluators as defined
Zhe evaluation of a stand-alone in the Management Plan that governs
operating system. all evaluations at the NCSC. The

Management Plan specified guidelines
Now the technical guidelines to compliment the work of the

program is creating new criteria and evaluators and system designers. When
interpretations for the evaluation and the orange Book was the sole criteria
design of trusted networks, and stand-alone systems were the only
subsystems, database management systems being evaluated this was
systems, distributed systems, and simple enough. But the complexity
tactical and embedded systems. The introduced by beginning evaluations on
criteria and interpretation trusted networks, subsystems, and in
publications detail the features the future a broad range of system
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architectures mandated more structure. going to lead the work, who is going
As discussed earlier the different to do the work, when is the guideline
levels of technical guidelines have needed, and how much money is
evolved and now each level of that available?
structure has requirements.

In general the development
Now, too, there are new people process begins with a search of the

and organizations involved in computer existing literature and an exploration
security and they have their own into who knows the most about the
special needs. The "How To" books subject. The issues that must be
become increasingly important as more addresed and solved are determined and
interested persons get involved - many solidified. Then a dialogue is
of whom have limited experience with initiated, usually in pcrson, by phone
Computer security and evaluations, and through DOCKMASTER. All of this
The expanding number of architectures interaction results in an issues paper
being evaluated requires more criteria that is intended to serve as the basis
and interpretations to be written, for a guideline. The issue paper is

also the strawman that generates
Now we must insure that all have comments from interested parties.

a chance to participate in the From the comments the scope and
requirements process. We have begun specific intent of the future
writing articles for publication that guideline can be determined. The
will reach the nnw and old players and project manager can generate a tasking
invite their suggestions for new plan that 'll assign a whole document
guidelines or recommend changes to old or parts of a document to those who
ones. This paper is part of that will be the authors. Then the authors
process. I invite you to forward your synthesize the total research to that
ideas and suggestions to the Technical point into a draft guideline. The
Guidelines Division at the NCSC. drafts are published for review and
Suggestions will go to the Technical comment; first to a small group of
Guidelines Review Board which has been very knowledgeable reviewers, and then
established for this purpose. All later to a more general audience. At
suggestions will get responses. last, the guideline will De published.

D~qti1flPriori*ties Project Status

Obviou:.1y a pXVblew1 it. evolvizy'J. Illustr-tion 5 show. the
Where are the resources to produce all technical guidelines program timelines
of the technical guidelines? Which as of June 1987 for the projects
guideline is most urgently needed? coordinated by the NCSC. The project
Who has the most critical need for a is listed in the year that it will be
technical guideline to address their completed. Note that some projacts
problem? Certainly there are few are underway now even though they are
experts around to lead these efforts. not scheduled for completion until
The growing number or technical FY90. Clearly these projects are
guidelines requirements, the success tough and require long lead times for
of computer security as reflected by research and maturation. The
the awakening of a national will for asterisks indicate that the project is
compater security, and the staggering underway.
increase in the number of systems
being built with corputer security in Future Projects
mind tax the previously serial
production of guidelines. The guidelines requirements

through the year 1990 are pretty
Now clearly we must carefully clear. Obviously, some guidelines are

assign priorities to projects based on much more difficult than others.
national need and the greatest impact. Among the most difficult are the
The priority list is developed by the tactical systems guidelines and the
Technical Guidelines Division after embedded systems guidelines. While
gathering inputs from many sources. they are not scheduled for publication
At the end of this talk we will give until the 1990 period we have begun
you a survey to fill out that will our investment in them and we are in
help us in our priority planning as the literature research phase of the
well as in our quality assurance preparation cycle.
piogran. This is one of a number of
efforts we have underway to determine Illustration 6 shows that the
what our priorities should be. greatest number of publications

underway in the 1988 through 1990 tine
flow projects are Done period are in the "How To" series.

These are the guide] ines that the
The development process that evaluators, designers, and users will

results in a guideline can be quite use most irn their daily work. The
varied depending on the technology numbers of "How To" books will grow
being documented. Some of the factors significantly as the criteria and
that determine the process are who is interpretation level guidelines are

produced.
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Conclusions

The technical guidelines program
has a key role in the development of
comSiuter security. It provides the
libr-ary for computer security work.
It gives us a common language and a
common view of the computer security
world. Even if we disagree, it
provides us something to disagree
about with reference points and
metrics for discussion. It is in the
technical guidelines that we codify
our understandings of the science and
it is here that we merge our ideas
about how to secure new architectures.
This is where we look ahead.
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TECHNICAL GUIDELINES

...... .. .. . ...... AS OF 15 APR 87

ILLUSTRA4TION 1.



WHAT HAS BEEN WRITTEN?

"" TRUSTED COMPUTER SYSTEM EVALUATION CRITERIA - 1983

"* TRUSTED COMPUTER SYSTEM EVALUATION CRITERIA - 1985 (DoD-STD)

"* COMPUTER SECURITY REQUIREMENTS - 1985

* RATIONALE BEHIND THE COMPUTER SECURITY REQUIREMENTS - 1985

* PASSWORD MANAGEMENT GUIDELINE - 1985
• * N._TWORK WOlRK~lH4nP PRflrFFflINi-z. 1QR,

* MAGNETIC REMANENCE - 1985

"* TRUSTED NETWORK EVALUATION CR!'ERIA - 1985 (DRAFT)

"* "COMPUSECese" COMPUTER SECURITY GLOSSARY - 1985 (EDITION 1)

"* PERSONAL COMPUTER SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS - 1985

* DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS SECURITY WORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS - 1986

* A GUIDELINE TO OFFICE AUTOMATION SECURITY - 1987

ILLUSTR3TION 2
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DESIGN AND EVALUATION LEVEL

- .- FUNDAMENTALS

DEVELOP " iTERIA - CONTRIBUTE

EM48 OPEAT!N S STEMS DOMS
ED0SYSTEMS ospa

LK "HOW TO" BOOKS
QAUDITJ-r-ýa~ ETC.SO-ECT F

DC MACI REUSE

SUPPORT LEVEL
TECHNICAL REPORTS

ENCOURAGE
COORDINATE DEVELOP

DEVELOP EMBRACE
EMBRACE .. $UPPORTGUlDANCER

ILLUSTRATION 3
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DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

o LITERATURE RESEARCH
* DETERMINE ISSUES
o INITIATE DIALOG
e DEVELOP ISSUE PAPER
o SOLICIT COMMENTS
* DEFINE SCOPE
* TASK FCRCs/CONSULTANTS
o SYNTHESIZE
* REVIEW/COMMENT
o TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD
o PUBLISH

ILLUSTRP•TION 4
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TECHNICAL GUIDELINES PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE

FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90

*TRUSTED NETWORK INTTERP *SUBSYSTEMS INTERPRET *DBMS INTERPRETATION DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING
"NCSC ORANGE BOOK *TRUSTED UNIX DESIGN TEST PLANS & DOCUMEN IDENT. & AUTHENTICATION
*CONFIGURATION MGNT *SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE DESIGN SPECS & VERIF *TACTICAL SYSTEMS
*CIVIL SECTOR ENVIRON *DESIGN DOCUMENTATION HrW/FMW VERIFICATION *EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
*WORKING WITH THE NCSC *LABELING SOFfWARE VERIFICATION INSIDER THREAT
*DAC *COVERT CHANNEL ANALYSIS SrCURITY MODELS SECURITY MODEL INTERPRET
'AUDIT 'TRUSTED FACII.ITIES MANUAL AIS INSPECTION GUIDE
'REVISED MAGNETIC REM 'DAA ACCREDITATION GUIDE AIS STANDARD PRACTICE'QUALIFIED PRODUCTS US•T 'MAC OBJECT REUSP-

*GLOSSARY *NETWORK TESTING GDLN TRUSTED FACILITY MGNT
CRITERIA REVIEW BOARD-CTD SSO GUIDELINES TRUSTED RECOVERY
OFFICE AUTOMATION-CTD SYSTEM INTEGRITY ELECTRONIC MAIL PRIVACY

SECURITY TESTINO
PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION
SFE.CURITY FEATURES GUIDE
TRUSTED PATH
PRIVATE SECTOR'ENVIRON
'DECLASSIFICATION SOFTWARE
*PRODUCT ACQUISITION GUIDE

'INDICATES PROJECT UNDERWAY

AS OF 15 APE 87

ILLUSTRATION 5
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:1

SUPPORT TECHNICAL
DO1CUMENTATION HOW TO BOOKS CRITERIA REPORTS

TRUSTED UNIX DESIGN SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE TRUSTED NETWORK INTERPRET.
CIVIL SECTOR ENVIRONMENTS DESIGN DOCUMENTATION NCSC ORANGE BOOK
WORKING WITH THE NCSC CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEMS INTERPRETATIONS
OAA ACCREDITATION GUIDE TEST PLANS & DOCUMENTATION DBMS INTERPRETATION
OFFICE AUTOMATION LABELING DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING
SSO GUIDELINES COVERT CHANNEL ANALYSIS TACTICAL SYSTEMS
PRIVATE SECTOR ENVIRON. TRUSTED FACILITIES MANUAL EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
DECLASSIFICATION SOFTWARE DOkC INSIDER THREAT
PEVISE MAGNETIC REMANEtJCE MAC
OUALIFIED PRODUCTS LIST NETWORK TESTING GUIDELINES
CRITERIA REVIEW BOARD DESIGN SPECSNERIFICATION
GLOSSARY AUDIT

RODUC' ACOUIS!TIOC GUIDE SYSTEM INTEGRITY

AIS INSPECTION GUIDE SECURITY TESTING
AIS STANDARD PRACTICE PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION
ELECTRONIC MAIL PRIVACY SECURITY VERIFICATIONSECURITY MODELS

IDENT AND AUTHENTICATION
OBJECT REUSE
'rRUSTED FACILITY MANAGEMENT
TRUSTED RECOVERY
SECURITY MODEL INTERPRETATIONS

AS OF 15 APR 87

ILLUSTRATION 6
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GETTING OR'cNI7rTIxNS c VW IN C2MP'LTrE SEZUPXIY:

THE ROIE OF SECURITY AMMIESS

by Elizabeth Markey

Chief , Policy and Awareness Division

Office of Information Systems Security

Bureau of Diplomatic Security

U.S. Department of State

Objectives of Presentation Directors are briefed on current National and State

To learn how to get organizations aware and Departmrnt system security policies and standards,
involved in camputer security through on-going as well as potential threats and vulnerabilities
traini~g and awareness programs aimed at employees *f ouT systems. The main objective here is toat all asavels. ensure that computer security in the Department

first and forenzst receives support from top

BackQround managainrit.

The 4-day seminars for Regional Security
U.S.•Department of State autated information Officers contain much more in-depth inifonnation.

systens are used at over 150 diplamatic and For exmTle , officers learn enough about how
consular posts worldwide for word processing ,Department of State computer syst function to be
financial disbursements and controls , personnel able to ZAP a password file browse a user's
functions , issuance of passports and visas , and dilecto rZ a passwrd foie ,r e a cuser o
other i•portant managamont functions. Because of directory of files ,tatr a nitor the activities ofthe sensitivity of many of these systeis , th~eir the System AMninistrator. The goal is to give the
security is ofing given increasing tphasie by officer a good understanding of the technicalstctyeis D breing mngivent icreasingemphasibiiy raspects of autcnted information systems to know
State Departmrent management. Responsibility for whore and why security vulnerabi lities ocA-cur ,and
autamated information systems security has been Iwe tondetect ret than. Seond , thi
assigned to the Offioic of Inormation Systans sinr to detect and correct them. Second , this
Security (1SS) of the Bureau of Diplonatic Security , seinar includes four "hands on" lab sessions using
but ISS cannot do the job alone. The effectiveness a Wang VS ocmputer system. These sessions enable

eAch officer to try out t-he ideas presented in theof the_ sysralLs security progran dopers's to a great first part of the seiannax at a ca'wut~er. tenminal.

extent on the participation of other elements of The officers learn word and data processing
the. State Department , particu~larly managers , line eofirslanwdaddtapxsigthecuSitae partmnt , parculgers , capabilities , password administration , and how to
security personnel, and users, spot potential weaknesses in the system. In the

Currently ISS is condac-ting a series of third part of the seminar , the officers are briefed
on current St te Deoartrent automated information

seminars and briefings aimed at rpicoyees at all systams, secity policies and standards , and
levels which include the felloewing: potential threats to the systems. The emphasis

1) A 2-hour briefing for Executive Direc-tors here is on the practical application of the first

of our regional and functional b aus in two parts of the seminar to the actual conditions

tini Department; which security office-rs will encounter at overseast]•Deprtmnt;State Departmet posts.

2) A 4-day seminar for Regional Security Briefings are also hold for all trw employees
Officers (FS0s) wiio are responsible for before they begin their employment with the

security at our overseas embassies; and Department. Virtually all of these new cmployees

3) A 1-2 hour briefing for all new c•ployees will becacn users of our automated information3) At1-2hour brieing fsystems. For the most part , these briefings stress,

in non-technical terms , the threats and vudnerabili-

The objective is to ensure that all emplcyocs ties of departnmental systems and how cuoputer

are up-to-date on earp-uter technologies used scurity inpacts them directly. W- also give users

throughout thwe Departwant , and have the information instructions o.n hcre to protect the integrity of the

eeed to participate effectively in the Dt camputur and the information that goes into an]
oSate omtiiputer eseuritively n teDeout of it. The focus here is on "do'd' and "don't '.of State coputer security rog . Finally , we stress why the user should be concerned

Basic Messages Conveyed with good security practices and how they sihsould-ý -react to potential problem situations.

These systems security seminars and briefings Each seminar and briefing has been carefully
are tainloed to e eet ti e varying levels of structured to support our overall objective:
k'cxilalgo , experienc , and responsibilities of all continued effective participation by all employees
eaployees. in the systems security progqr Evaluations by

Tie briefings for Executive Directors stress participants , and later feedho., K confirm that these

the potential consequences arisirn fram the lack briefings and seminars are meeting this objective.

of adecsuate protection of the organization's Lessons Learned
telecommunications and autonated information systemas
resourrrs , and the cmtintent of the organization
to protect automatod system resources. Executive In 1987 , autamnted information systems security
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must be part of every arplayee's job. The enasutcr
security unit in a large organization cannot hope
to cover all bases by itself. The experience with
the State Department systems security sa-nirnrs
au-d briefings has shown that employees at all
levels can parLicipate actively in supporting
system security goals. But tUre are two inhportant
prerequisites. SystcsLq security policy and
procedures must be carefully delineated. It is
essential that basic policy objectives , and specific
security procodures be constructed to support the
mission of the organization , and that the policy
has the support of line organizations. This
nrxiuires all concerned parties to have a hand in the
policy review and approval cycle. Likewise , the
responsibilities of each u•it of the organization
must be will defined. The office of Infonation
Systaits Security has followhd this path in the
publication of four detailed automated information
system security standards which have been adopted
by the Departeint of State.

Although these points are generally understoodx,
training and awareness activities may sot always
reotive the attention they deserve. COmputer
operators and techniciarLs may feel that systems
concepts are too oaxplex to be grasped by "non-
technical" people. The State Departmont experiencne
has slomn that this is not so. of course, training
goals must be set realistically. An analysis of
thye published security respoasibility assignments
will show exactly what each employee needs to know
to do the job assigned to them. Tf the content
of the training is sharply focused on these needs,
it will be apparent to the audience , and they will
be motivated to apply tenmselvss and absorb the
nmatrial. Once theky gain confidence in their
ability to deol with computer security matters,
they will becemn active participants in the
autonmited information systems security progrram.

The development and conduct of cnputer
security training and awareness activities is not
a simple task. A substantial irrvestment in tine
by the systems security unit is required. flexmver,
the resulting contributions by the organization's
employees will repay the effort many tines over.
Managers , line security people , and end users with
the proper training and support can augmant the
eyes and ears of thc systems security unLit,
contribute expertise in physical vecurity and
investigation Of security incidents; in short help
to build a team effore to strengthen atvtmatcd
systems security.
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technical (see enclosure 2).
The Computer Security Training We then built a matrix that

Base of 1985 enabled us to recommend to the
Director which of the nine

Eliot Sohmer categories of employees should
National Computer Security take which of the eighteen

Center training modules (see enclosure
3).

In August 1985 the
Director of the National The task force also
Computer Security Center (NCSC) produced a summary of what we
established a special task thought would be appropriate
force consisting of six senior informacion to include in each
Center personnel. The tack module (see enclosure 4). In
force was the result of the so doing, we gave a curriculum
Director's recognition that committee a head start in
there was no established putting together the courses.
curriculum of computer security
(nOMPUSEC) courses and that Since the final report was
Center personnel possessed a issued, the Office of Technical
wide range of capabilities and Support within the NCSC has
vastly different knowledge taken the initiative and
bases. The task force's job developed or supervised the
was to assess the situation and development of most of the non-
make recommendations to the technical courses. Thc Center
Director for corrective action, is now in the process of

developing all of the technical
courses. A seventn course, one

The task force, led by on penetration, b'ýs since been
Eliot Sohmer, Chief of the added to the technical
Office of Product Evaluations offerings.
and Technical Guidelines within
the NCSC, issued its final Finally, the task force
report and recommendations on also developed a suggested
24 October 1985. The "road man" detailing a logical
recommendations of the report sequence in which personnel
were accepted and are now being could be guided through various
implemented by the Center. parts of this program (see

enclosure 5).
Ultimately, the training

laid out in the plan will be I believe thc task force's
made available to anyone work and the subsequent effort
interested in receiving it. We within the center to implement
will start by training Center its recommendations will have
personnel. Our plan is to fit long-term, significant effects
the courses together into a on the National Comp-iter
coherent whole so that the Security program. The training
material "flows" from concept material developed will help
to concept. We will then video many sources such as
tape the training and make the universities, government
tapes available to other agencies, computer
government agencies, manufacturers, and the
universities, and vendors, evaluation community to develop

consistency in their approaches
The task force's final to COMPUSEC.

report identified nine
categories of Center persDnnel
ranging from product evaluators THE NINE CATEGORIES OF CENTER
to research and development PERSONNEL: (Enclosure I)
specialists to clericals (see
enclosure 1). We included I. Product evaluator
clericals and administrative
assistants to increase their II. System evaluator
awareness of COMPUSEC issues so
all Center personnel could work III. R&D specialist
as a team in this adventure
called the "COMPUSEC IV. Technical implementation
revolution." specialist - an engineer

working on implementing
The task force identified computer security, such as

eighteen courses we believed BLACKER personel
were needed. Of these, twelve
were non-technical and six were 300



9. Evaluatingl the Environiment-

V. Manager - some individuals An Cverview
may be required to take modules
identified for this category, i0. Rcemt

as well as for another category ii. Administration of Compvt_

(example: a supervisor who is securit in an organization:
also a systems evaluator)

VI. Trainer - individual who
works with Center education and 12. COMSEC Overvi3eMw
awareness programs

VII. Support - basically, Technica: Topics
non-technical personnel who do -

not fall into one of the other
categories (e.g., C13 and C23 implem.etation issues,

personnel) Technical credibility of an

VIII. Administrator - implementation, Show how

individuals in personnel specific architectures either

administration and other support Criteria or not

primarily staff functions

Clerical 14. The Criteria (Technical
IX. lversion):

Phjilosophical/policy

LIST OF TRAINING TOPICS 
underpinnings;

(Enclosure 2) 
Derivation of requirements from
"first principles":

Non-Technical Courses: Structure of Criteria;
Main elements of each

Orientation to division/clasA (object reube,

. Oritt tComputer mandatory controls and
S ecuri•ty Issues: labeling, formal methods);

Standard terminology and basic Inter-dependence of

concepts, Lines of Defense, requiements;
Threat and Vulnerability requirements;

Relationship of documentation

2. Center Organization and required for above

Mission: 15. Theoretical Foundations
Center Organization and Major Introduction to Lo Security
Aotivities, The Center Within Poli_ Mdi ng:

NSA, Within DoD and Within Basic concepts - modeling,

the Federal Government access control mechanisms,

3. Our Fundamental Beliefs and etc.:

Policy... The Catechism Bell-La Padula, intormation
flow, non-inference, multilevel

4. Policy, Directives, objects; Finite state machines

Regulations, and Legalities; 16. Model InterD_• tati~n
N T I S S C , S A I S S r o l e s ; T r a n la t i i g he r e v l s o

Other directives and Transiation of highrlvels of

regulations as appropriate abstraction into
hardware/software design;

.Fundamentals of Assurance that implementation

C5lass enforces rules of policy model

Coveinames, codewords, 17. correctness:
compartmentation, etc. specifications

Speciiatieones

6. Ethics and Responsibilitv Metatheorems

of Center Personnel: implementation Correctnessof Ceter ersonel:Formal Semantics of programming

Computer Usage (in general and Fang ea n o r

as an individual) L~anguages
asvernant individ ) predicate Transformation
Government employees' Correspondence mapping
responsibilities Issue of formal, unambiguous

M-easuring computer specification languages;

7. Issue of information flow

Introduction to Criteria, (covert channel analysis)

Standards, and Guidelines 
and invariant analysis;
Implementation Capabilities and

aPart II: limitations of technology;

8. Criteria PAr. Tools developed to apply
Ci-BI: B2; B3-Al3
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theory; fundamentals of Iloare Science
logic Student hours: 1

Personnel Categories:

18. Evaluation Theory and II, VI

practices:
Examination of theoretical 12. COMSEC Overview

underpinnings of the three Student hours: 2

major classes of the criteria Personnel Categories:

and how modeling and assurance I, 1i, III, IV, V(l),
concepts are embodied in each. VI, VII, VIII(l), IX(l)

13. Architectures

TRAINING TOPICS/PERSONNEL Student hours: 20

CATEGORIES Personnkl Categories:

(Enclosure 3) I, II, III, IV, V(1),
VII (1)

i. orientation to CS Issues
Student hours: 10 14. The Criteria (tech version)

Personnel Categories: Student hours. 20

All Personnel Categories:
1, II, 111, IV, V(1),

2. Center Organization/Mission VII(l)
Student hours: 1
Personnel Categories: 15. Theoretical Foundations

All Student hours: 60
Personnel Categories:

3. Fundamental Beliefs I, II, III, IV, V(1),

Student hours: 2.5 VII(l)
Personnel Categories:
I, II, III, IV, V, VI, 16. Model Interpretation
VTT Student hours: 16

Personnel Catpgnries:

4. Policy, Dir, Regs, I, Ii, III, IV, V(1),

Legalities VII(l)
Student hours: 3
Personnel Categories- 17. Correctness

II, V, VI, VII(l) student hours: 60
Personnel Categories:

5. Classification I, II, III, IV, V(1),

Student hours: I VII(l)
Pprsonnel Categories:
12), 11(2), 111(2), 18. Evaluation Theory and

IV(2), V(2), VI(2), Practices
VII(2), VIII(2), IX(2) Student hours: 40

Personnel Categories:

6. Ethics/Responsibility I, II, III, IV, V(l)
Student hours: 4
Personnel Categories:
All (1) job-specific; say be

required

7. Measuring Computer Security (2) required only for new

Student hours: 1.5 hirees or others with

Personnel Categories: insufficient experience in

I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, dealing with clat;sified

VIII materials

8. Criteria II TOTAIS:
Student hours: 3 1=13, II=17, III=13, IV=13,

Personnel Categories: V=9, VI=ll, V11r7, VIII=4, IX=3
1, 11, 111, IV, V, VI, VII

PERSONNEL CATEGORIES:

9. Evaluating the Environment I = product evaluator

Student hours: 1 11 system evaluator

Personnel Categories: III= R&D specialist

II, V, VI, VII(l) IV = technical implementation
specialist (BLACKER)

10. Risk Management V manager
Student hours: I VI = trainer
Personnel Categories: VII = support
II, V, Vl, VII(l) VIII = administrator

IX = clerical

11. Administration of Computer
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knowledgeable and trustworthy
in matters of computer

DESCRIfPTION OF TRAINING security.
MoDULUES
(Enclosure 4) List measures
TOPIC: 1. Orientation t2 Give major problems and

Toic . --nat l oexamples-.
Computer segurity Issues e s

TIME FOR STUDENT TO COMPLETE: C. Communications

10 hours The means of ensuring that
information passing through

SUMMARY OF MODULE: Basic communications channels is
Theme; What is really going on protected from unauthorized
when a computer works; break access and interpretation.
the "hallucination" syndrome

Describe areas of concem:n;
B. standard Terminology and Explain method of protection
Basic Concepts (cryptography)

A. 1low a Computer Works D. Emanations

B. Computer Subversions Way of ensuring that our
electronic equipment does not

Trojan Horse radiate signals that can be
Trap Door cletdb navray

Time Bomb (Logic Bomb) collected by an adversary.

Data Diddling Describe problem •
Salami Technique Explain method of protection
Superzapping Eo
Virus E. Operational Procedures

The results of thebt Policies and rules that
subversions: ensure that actual practices in

the computer facility or area
Destruction (Denial of adhere to principles of

Service) security.
Alteration of Data sut
Disclosure of Data Automated audit and
Delay (Down Time) individual accountability

c. Definitions List recommended procedures

Access Control Describe operational
Controlled sharing (not in environments using secure

COMPUSECese) procedures.
Reference Monitor
Security Kernel F. Trustgd Computer Systems
Trusted computing Base (TCS)
System High operations
Dedicated operations components of a TCS
Controlled operations namely, hardware, software, and
Multilevel operations configuration control - provide

enough protection to ensure
2. Lines of Defense that a range of classified and

sensitive information can be
A. Phvsicfl processed simultaneously

Various devices to prevent without danger of comprom•tise.

theft, damage, or destruction Define hardware, software,
to a computer facility or its and configuration control.
components. Describe briefly how these

areas can be protected or are
List devicesevlae.-
Give major problems and evaluated,
examples 3. Threat and Vulnerability

B. Personnel Threat - external and

Measures taken by internal

management to ensure that B. Vulnerability
employees in ADP-related
positions are both
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review of the Center
(1) Mainframe Vulnurabilities organization to division-level

and a brief description oi the
The vulnerabilities we arc m.ust activities in each entihy. The
concerned about, those that may discussion will al.so show how
occur quite frequently. Most the Center fits within NSA,

of these frequently occurring DoD, and the Intrlligence
vulnerabilities are pr(sent Community. Our special
because security was not a national mission will also be

design issue. We can group explained, and how the Center
these recurrent vulnerabilities carries out this mission

into three categories. The through the NTISSIC structure
first category is the improper will be addressed.
use of technology; this
category includes: (Must be taken before Module
insufficiently trained #(u b
operators, poor applications,
data entry errors, and
improperly designed multiuser TOPIC: 3. ~ur Fundamental
connections. The second Beliefs and Policv...The
category encompasses Catechism
vulnerabilities generated by
weak or non-secure operating TIME FOR STUDENT TO COMPLETE:
systems. These include trap 2.5 hours
doors left by system
developers, easily gained SUMMARY OF MODULE:
super-user (super-zapper)
status, and microcode/assembly The employee will first

language manipulation of read the Catc ism and then
operating system controls. The participate i discussion of
third categ3ry of these issues, w.lich will be led
vulnerabilities are improper by a senior Center policy
access controls such Aq moor nakozr.
log-on procedures, weik
passwozd management, and The Catechism discussion
trivial audit procedures. forum will be held
Through the use of a trusted approximately once a quarter.
computer system many of these
vulnerabilities can be (Module 42 is pre-requisite)
alleviated.

(2) Personal Computers TOPIC: 4. Policy1 Directives..
Regulations, and Leaalitieq

- Hardware Security concerns

TIME FOR STUDENT TO COMPLETE:
A. Theft and Damage 3 hours
B. Equipment Aids
C. Environmental controls SUMMARY OF MODULE;
D. Magnetic Media

An hour lecture will
- Information Security Concerns highlight the significant

features of those directives,
A. Theft and Damage of Data regulations, and other
B. Contamination of Data documents which govern security

in the Federal Government.
- Software Security Concerns Appropriate DoD and OMB policy

and implementation documents
A. Piracy will be examined in detail.
B. Risks of borrowed software: After the lecture, copies of
viruses and integrity issues the referenced documents will

be made available for the
- Communications Concerns students' study, with guidance

from the supervisor on which
documents are most germane to

IOPIC: 2. Center Organization the students' work.
anDd" Mission

TIME FOR STUDENT TO COMPLETE: TOPIC: 5. Fundamentals _L
1 hour Classification

SUMMARY OF MODULE: TIME FOR STUDENT TO COMPLETE:
1. hour

This module will contain a
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SUMMARY OF NODULE: non-Government,

The briefer will revicw the organiizations
fundamentals of the DOD)
classification sys~tem. 5. Dealing wifth contractors
Specifically, the briefing will -gifts,

irnclude the NSA Act of 1959 and -unfair advantage
a review of public Law 86-36.
The four typos of protected C. H~andling of Sensitive

information, need-to--know, and (Unclassified) Information

the classification categories
will be discussed, Covernamos 1. Sensitive Information

and codewords will be defined Defined

and the reason for them will bie
explained, a. Unclsassified info which

may be protected by t.L. 80-36

TOPIC: 6. Fti~qQA11 b. Information protected by

Bgqppg piltiL oftCenar PL 93-579, the Privacy Act

P~rsnnel2. Responsibilities for

TINE FOR STUDENT TO COMPLETE: protecting sensitive
4 hours information
(2 hours of reading, 1 hour of
videotapes, 1 hour of a. Physical Protection

discussion) b. Need to know
c. Privacy Act Restrictions

SUMM4ARY OF MODULE: 1. The Law
2. lnternal. Rules

I. Computer Usage (in generalD.HnlgPrpity
and as an inidividual) Dnforatdiongrpitr

A- 'Responsibility istine- -

legal and security requirements 111. The Media; Publication
Procedures

B. Issues in a Computer A ees fUcasfe
Information Society InfoRmlation nlssfe

unauthorized access
Ownership of Information 1. Written informciticn:

Giving one's password to an a. presontations
unauthorized user b. school Papers

Privacy c. books
copywrito violation or piracy d. personal records

e. logos

C. The Center as a Showcase f . business cards

11. CoNvcrnmenii Employees' 2. Central point of control

Responsibilities necessary to:
a. Oversee cumulative

A. NSA%, DOD), and Government effect of information leaving

stand~ards of conduct and Agcency

related rules and regulations b. Coordirate with SECUEF,

B3. our Relationship withl DoD), and othiers, as appropriate

Non-Government Organinati movebent

Thebriferwil vi.w Se rvo best inteetso

1. DoD Community Relations Agency

css giatj 3. Procedures for requesting

a. Objectives release
S i. Policies B. media inquiries

2. Participation in
commercially ts.ponsored 1. Central point of control
conferences/symposia necessary as in (A) above

3. Participation in activities 2. Procedures. for handling
of private?
organizato n- a. Verbal inquiries

1. telepno.-a inquiries

4. Providing information to 2. Inquiries received
during conferences, symposia,
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etc... left with an uneorstautding of
what the Criteria is about, its

b. Written inquiries uses, and its importancen to the
IV. Behavior of a Ceniter Center and Center policy and
Represeiitative technical diroutions.

A. Code of Ethics for a. Develop the Need for
Government service a Criteria: This section is

designed to lead the student to
I. Matters of ethical conduct an appreciation of the
include: experiences, problems, and

solutions that led to the
a. Business and attempt to write the Criteria,

Professional and thus lead the student to an
Activities appreciation of the value of

b . Bribery and Graft the Criteria. Basically, the
c. Gratuities discussion should proceed as
d. Contributions or follows:

Presents to Superiors
e. Use of Government - DoD txperience with

Facijitles, Property "custom-built" systems; theand M Pnpower problems of nor-common
f. Use of Civilinn and terminology, non-comcrn

Military Titles in perception and articulation of
Connection with requirements, all oi which
Commercial Enterprises leads to expensive systems

g. Outside Employment which still may not provide the
h. Gambling, Betting and level of security desired.

Lotteries
i. Personal Indebtedness - Utility/purpose of

the Criteria; provide common
2. Responsibilities of understanding of the
E,:ploy %b fundemental security issues,

provide a common terminology,
3. Responsibilities of and provide a common yardstick
Managers for measuring and comparing

security "goodness."
B. Conflicts of Interec.t

h. Derivation From
1. Major Prohibitions Policy: This section is

designed to lead the student to
2. Non-Disqualifying an understanding of the issues
Financial Interest the Criteria addreeses, and why

it addresses thone issues. it
3. Procedural Requirements should be approached froir the

direction of "Let's design
computer security criteria."

TOPIC. 7. nE. gxstng Computer Selections from relevant
rtcuiY national policy should be

presented. This should be in
TIME FOR STUDENT TO COMPLETE: "plain English" as opposed to
1 1/2 hours DoD jargon. The idea is to

demonstrate the need to derive
SUMMARY OF MODUIJ: re luirements from basic policy

statements, and to develop the
The purpose at thi. module criteria control objectiv.r'.

is to acquaint new employees The student will be introduced
with the purpose and thrust of to the basic concepts
the criteria, how it fits into underlying t!-e criteria, such
the Center's mission, and its as policy enforcement (to
utility as an instrument of include DAC and MAC),
policy. This module is individual accountability, and
basically intended for auditing. The student should
non-technical staff, and thus be led to an appreciation of
will not delve into the details the place of each control
of Criteria requirements, objective in overall security
Although some of the material fabric.
will parallel that given in the
Criteria module for technical. c. Structure of the
personnel, it will generally bt' Criteria: The purpose of this
presented in considerably less section is to develop a
depth. The student should be familiarity with the D through
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Al terminology, where it comes this material will be presented
from, and what it means. The primarily to educators and
structure of the Criteria will managers. The material is a
be presented as a scale for prerequisite for this
measuring, with essentially no sub-module. The student should
details. Major distinctions be left with an understanding
between the Criteria divisions of how the Criteria move from
will be characterized. an emphasis on features to an

emphasis on assurance, some
d. Uses of the Criteria: understanding of the details of

Re-emphasize the two basic uses the various classes and
to which the Criteria are put, divisions of the Criteria, and
basically; an appreciation of how the

Criteria also serve as an

- As a tool fnr determining instrument of Center policy.
system security requirements.

- As a yardstick for a. Structure of the
measuring security "goodness" Criteria: Should start with a
of products. somewhat more thorough tracing

of the Criteria from rationale,
Each of these should be basic principles, and the
discussed in the context of the reference monitor concept, all
Center missions they support. of which are derived from basic

policy statement ;. Here it is
e. The Criteria in Decail: desirable to show which

In this section the student documents state which
will be taken on a detailed requirements. Some of the
tour of each Criteria division basic concepts can be expanded
and class. Each division will upon, notably MAC and DAC
be characterized, and then the mechanisms, getting into more
specific requirements of each detail as to the policy
cla&• will be diGOutted. requireilent aiCd iu•itijnlet~tLaiilx
Because this section is implications. Additionally,
specifically intended for those other concepts, such as Trojan
who require extensive knowledge horse and covert channels, can
and deeper appreciation of the be introduced. The details of
Criteria, observations relevant the Criteria will be presented
to implementation as follows:
choices/difficultieS are
appropriate. The results of - C1 through B1 will be
Criteria interpretation, as addressed as a group, noting
well as any insights gained that the architectural/
from the intezpretation process assurance requirements are
(i.e., difficulty of applying similar across these c]asses.
the Criteria to some Discussion of each of these
situations, e.g., VMM) will classes in detail, showing the
also be presented. The progress from one class to the
"breakpoints" (i.e., BI/B2, next higher one. Distinguish
B2/B3) will be studied. Also, between mechanisms (e.g., DAC)
evaluation issues and and assurance items (e.g.,
implications will be object reuse). Note that the
incorporated into the emphasis is largely upon the
presentation (e.g., what is addition of mechanism, thus the
sufficient evidence to support Center view that it is possible
the requirements for formal to "grow" a Bl system from a D
specification and system merely by adding
verification?), features.

- B2 Systems: will be

TOPIC: 8. Criteria Part II - presented as a separate
The Repuiremenza of Each Class subject, noting the

distinguishing charactetistics
TIME FOR STUDENT TO COMPLETE: of this class. The student
3 hours should be left with an

understanding of the
SUMMARY OF MODULE: requirements for basic system

structure and architectural
This sub-module is designed support for security that

for th• person who needs or underlie this class. The
desires more detail on the student should understand these
technical content of the aspects of the requirements as
Criteria. It is expected that the beginnings of real
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assurance, noting that at this Center Environments document
juncture in the Criteria the will be discussed, especially
emphasis changes from adding the development of the Risk
mechanism to adding the Index. Then some real-world

examples of how to apply theassuranse. B2 is the first recommendations in the documentlevel in which we arc assured will be discussed.that a reference monitor
function is credibly TOPIC: 10. Risk Management
implemented.

TIME FOR STUDENT TO COMPLETE:- B3 and Al; also to be 1 hour
presented as a unit, noting
that Al is architecturally SUMMY OF MODULE:
equivalent to B3 (i.e., no new
features are added). The Risk management is the
strengthening of the top-down identification of risks to an
design requirements and demand idenifation orionfor more thorough architectural organization's information
suppmoteshoruld berexplored rand resources through an analysissupport should be explored, and of information assets, threats,examples from the Criteria and vulnerabilities.presented. Key terms which must be

b. Relation to Policy and understood are:
Strategy: Here we state the asset
Center position that we will threat
P_&.yg specify ADP system vulnerabilitysecuzity requirements in terms risk
of Criteria ratings (vice the loss
"Chinese menu" approach).
Discuss how this is consistent safeguard
with, and in fact follows from, The module will cover the
the Center mission to make purpose ot risk nagelutLt and
improved products widely the methods involved inavailable in the marketplace. conducting a risk analysis
Discuss the "chicken a,,-- egg projec:. An example will be
dilemma," and what is being presented which will illustrate
done to address it (e.g., the this process.
EPL, influencing the RFP
process, national-level policy,
environments document, etc). TOPIC: 11. Administration of
Discuss the export control a Computer Security Program in
issues, noting the Center an o::ganization
position as well as the current
status of the U.S. export TIME FOR STUDENT TO COMPLETE-
control policy. Explore what I hour
steps the Center is taking to
continue to encourage vendors SUMMY OF MODULE:
to cooperate. Can also discuss
here how the Criteria is a tool This module describes
in determining the R&D security program management
directions. The basic thrust of considerations. It consists of
this section is to leave the basic guidelines forstudent with an understanding establishing and managing a
of the criteria as a document computer security program.
which, derived from basic specifically, these topics are
policy statements, articulates coered:
fundamental security covered:
requirements. Thus it also 1. Elements of a good
serves as an instrument of computer security programCenter policy and a guiding 2. Pitfalls to Avoid
tool for charting future for Managers
directions. 3. Senior Management

TOPIC: 9. Evaluating tDuties in a Computer SecurityEvironment -- Program4. Internal Control
Considerations for ManagersTIME FO STUDENT TO COMPLETE: 5. Audit Function

I hour Considerations
6. Making DeliberateSUMMARY OF MODULE: Business Decisions

The rationale behind the 7. Balancing Technology
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and Human Issues terminology, and mechanisms.
8. sHtting arid Various architectures will be

Implementing Goals - Managerial described, such as

Considerations descriptor-based, stack, and

9. Managing Computer object-oriented systems.

Employees Additionally, memory management

10. Making Computer and process management

security Work strategies will be explored.

b. Models of Protection

TOPIC: 12 COMSEC Overview Mechanisms: Lampson's Access
C 1Matrix model will be

TIME FOR STUDENT TO COMPLETE: presented. The notion of
domains, objects, access

2 hours privileges, and rules for their
SUMMARY OF MODULE: manipulation will be presented

as examples of operational

This topic is meant to give models of the Access Matrix

the student an appreciation of left with an understanding of

the COMSEC threat and some

countermeasures that can be the issues of domain isolation,

used. some basic concepts of authorization of domain access

ed.ySon, including the DES, to objects, the transfer,
encryption,veed. revocation, and review of

access privileges between

A variety of videos and domains, as well as the

readings will be available. The creation and destruction rules

exact videos to be viewed will for both domains and objects.

be determined by the employee's
supervisor, selecting those c. Architectural

most germane to the employee's Support for Domains of

Job. Protection: Various
ixiipi~tati.on��of the domain

For example, clerical model are considered, which
personnel may benefit most frow lead to descriptor and
material emphasizing the ring-based protection
vulnerabilities of telephones mechanisms, capability--based
vundotherabifitieeoftel ns. systems, storage-key and
and other off ice systems, privileged-mode protection

mechanisms, domain call--return
TOPIC: 13. Architectures mechanisms, and stack frame

protection. Each of these will
be related to the issues

TI20 FOR STUDENT TO COMPLETE: identified above (i.e., domain
20 •.ours isolation, etc.)

SUMMARY OF MODULE: d. Implementation of
Thle purpose of this module Protection Mechanisms: Here we

is to provide the student with discuss the impleiaentation
is toprovde te stdentwithsues of protection

an understanding of the nujor mechanisms. The relationship

computing architectures, and betwen Te mecanis

especially how nrotection between proteution mechanisms

mechanisms are incorporated and the addressing and virtual

into hardware and software memory mechanisms will be
systems. It will provide the discussed. The impact of
basis upon which to bulild an various implementation choices
understanding of the (e.g., multiprocessors,
architectural and design pipelining, caches, address

implications of the Criteria, translation buffers, and b /e

and to explore how specific architectures) will be

architectures (e.g., stack, examined. Explore trade-offs

descriptor, capabilities) between hardware and software

support (or do not support) the implementation.
Criteria. Liberal use should
be made of case studies; the e. Case Studies:

idea is to use real systems to specific architectures are

illustrate the points under studied in the light of

consideration.protecton requirements and,
specifically, the above

a. Basics: This section material. The pros and cons of

will introduce the student to each architecture are

fundamental concepts, discussed. Perfoi nce asp3cts
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may be brought in here. mandate implementation; it
Candidate architectures to be purposely leaves room for the
studied include: vendor to make implementation

choices.
- MULTICS
- SCOMP - provide the basis
- INTEL 432 for an objective and consistent
- BURROUGHS 5500 metric of "security goodness."
- IBM 370

This section will also discuss
the difference between internal

TOPIC: 14. The Criteri& controls and external controls
JTechnical ver!onLj (e.g.: procedures, physical

security, personnel security),
TIME FOR STUDENT TO COMPIETE: making it clear to the student
20 hours that the Criterirý focuses only

upon internal control
SUMMARY OF MODULE: mechanisms.

The purpose of this module b. Derivation Frome
is to acquaint new entployees in Policy: DiscuLs the
technical fields with the philosophical underpinnings of
purpose, thrust, and structure the Criteria. shoi, that it is
of the Criteria, and to present not merely an arbitrary
the justification for its collection of good ideas but
essential elements and rather it is derived forn basic
characteristics. Although the national policy requirem, its
material will go into and well understood security
considerable depth on the and scientific principles.
details of the criteria Show how the "control
requirements, it is not objectives" are derived. At
intended n n lth st vord" on t..i. poliz ztbveral fundamentaa
Criteria tutorials; it will concepts will be introduced and
leave sufficient room for studied in some detail, such as
further study into the Criteria MAC and the lattice model, DAC
itself, as well as related (need-to-know mechanisms),
areas. The student should be individual accountability, and
left with an understanding of labeling.
the scope of the Criteria, the
fundamental issues with which c. Structure of the
it deals. the ways in which it Criteria: Start off with the
deals with them, and the basic elements of the Criteria,
utility of the Criteria. The tying them back to the control
module should provide the basis objectives, and distinguish
for studying the Criteria in between features/mechanism and
greater depth, and in fact will assurance elements. The
provide the student the base structure should be presented
upon which the final module in overview (i.e., D to A)
("Evaluation Theory and first. This will give a global
Practice") builds to develop a perspective before delving into
much deeper appreciation of the detail, and allow a chance for
implications of the various presenting the justification
criteria requirements. This for choosing a linear (vice
module will also discuss the multi-dimension) rating
role of the Criteria as an scheme. Next, each Division
instrument of Center policy, and Class will be studied in

some more detail, touching only
a. Purpose of the upon the main elements of each

Criteria: This section should division and class. What is
set the stage by demonstrating important here is to discuss
the need for a common knowledge the essential characteristics
base from which requirements of each class, and to show how
can be stated in e consistent the Criteria progresses from an
manner. The primary purposes emphasis on mechanism, at the
of the Criteria to be discussed lower levels, to an emphasis on
will be: assurance at the higher levels.

- articulate fundamental - Optional - discuss
issues, requirements. It the question of "beyond Al";
should be noted here that the prognostications. can be used
Criteria is presented in terms to show how the basic
of requirements, and does not technological and policy
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thrusts of the Criteria can be model as the tool for
extended, as well as to show describing in precise language

the Criteria is limited by the the elements of the security
state-of-technology and at the policy. In order to make a

same time provides the base meaning presentation of the
from which technical direction models it is necessary that the

can be mapped. students have a minimal set of

logical and mathematical
d. Related Topics: Prior notions at hand. For example,

tO getting into the fine-grall they need to know a few notions

detail of each class of the in set theory and modern

Criteria, some attention should algebra (partially ordered sets

be given to aspects of the and lattices.) consequently, a

Criteria that are nct apparent minimal presentation would
from a superficial reading. In proceed along the following
particular, the topics to be lines:
covered will include: a. A heuristic

- What is not included exposition on the notion of

and why; denial of service, security policy with emphasis

reliability, and integrity on defining security in the
context of a computer system.

- Rating scale; examine b. Basic notion of a

the choices of one-dimensional model as a device for defining

rating vs. a multi--dimensional precisely informally expressed

rating. What considerations concepts.
c. Basic mathematical

led us to the choice we made, concepts needed to understand

- Relation to policy/ existing models for secure

strategy. Here we will note computer systems. (If one
the Center position that we objects to the use of the word
Will w pocsiy AtP uywteu, ,,virthematical," it can be

requirements in terms of replaced with
Criteria ratings (vice using d. Basic notions of

the Criteria in a access control. A good survey

"cut-and-paste" mode). This is found in Chapter 4 of

position will be shown to be Dellning's book. (It is not

consistent with the Center's intended that the entire

mission to make improved chapter be covere°.)
products available in the
marketplace. It should also be 2. When topics a., b., C.,

shown to be supportable on the anu d. above have been covered,

technical grounds, that each the students are ready to look

Criteria class is essentially at the models themselves. One

defined by its characteristic would then proceed to present%
assurance elements (i.e., a B2
is a B2 regardless of how nuch a. Bell LaPadula Model

chrome trim is added or left b. Information low Model
off). C. qon-Interfersnce Model

d. Multi-level objects (NRL
yMs -model; sYTEK model)

TOPIC: 15. 1rheoretical M4 oe;STKwdl
Foundations 3. It would be helpful; if

TIFoRdt TOCOPtime permits, to give examples

TIME FOR STUDENT To COMPLETE: of existing systems, or those

60 hours (2 hours daily for 6 in the design process, which

weeks) Incorporate the models
described in 2., or variations

SUMMARY OF MODULE: thereof.

1. In any secuitty
evaluation it seems ziasonable TOPIC: 16. Mode
to begin by establishing the i-t!rpr Ong
security policy which guided
the designers of the entity. TIME FOR STUDENT TO COMPLETE:
New technical colleagues need 16 hours
to be acquainted with the
concept of the security policy SUMMARY OF MODULE:
followed by the various methods
by which it has been Tne purpose of this module
expressed. This leads, is to demonstrate how the
naturally, to the notion of the formal policy model and the
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reference monitor concept is that the verification
actually embodied in lower technology addresses the latter
levels of abstraction (i.e., issue.

Option__al - Discussimplementation detail). The covert channels; what are the
main thrust will be to show how issues, where do they come
step-wise decomposition (i.e., fron, what are the design
top-down design, development) considerations if they are to
of the desian provides the be eliminated?
basis for the convincing
argument that the ultimate c. Spec-to-Code
hardware/software system in Mapping: How the FTLS ao d
fact enforces the rules of the carried into lower levels ofpolicy model, and also provides implementation detail and,
the necessary reference monitor eventually, into source and
qualities (i.e., object code. Presented as theself-protecting, always continuation of the argument
necessary to be invoked, small that the rules of the formal
enough to be analyzed). The policy model. are enforced at
detailed module would proceed eaci level of design, as more
as follows: and -,ore detail is introduced.

Discuss this set of steps as aa. Ik~terpretation of the consequence of the limits of
model: Note the intellectual the state-of-technology in
gap between the different verification (i.e., will not be
levels of abstraction necessary at such time as
represented by the formal verification of source/object
policy model and the FTLS code is a reality). Demonstrate
(which begins to include the necessity for showing that
significant implementation the following conditions are
detail). Show how that both tIe
intellectual gap is addressed both ....ie
through the arguments that map - all the code that
the state transition rules of appears in the TCB is directly
the formal policy model to ablea from the TLs nofunctions of the particular derivable from the FTLS; no
funhitction of(eg paradditional functionality is
architecture (say., introduced. All that is addeddescriptor-based, stack) to be is implementation detail.
implemented. Case studies
which can be used to support - implementation detail
this section include the which is not described at the
"Unified Exposition and Multics FTLS level represents only non-
Interpretation" (Bell and user-visible functionality;
LaPadula), Scomp represents detail which is not
Interpretation, and Multics at the TCB interface.
Interpretation (Multics B2
evaluation). useful case study for this

section is the SCOMPb. Formal Top-Level spec-to-code mapping, precededSpecifications (FTLS): by a reading of the MITRE paper
Introduce the basic principles b a th e MITRE paper
of formal, top-level on this subject (Benzel).
specifications and
proof-of-correctness (or
verification) techniques. TOPIC: 17. Correctness
Discuss the correct level of TINE FOR STUDENT TO COMPLETE:
abstraction of the FTLS, 60 hours (2 hours daily for 6
principles of FTLS design, what weeks)
defines the user/TCB
interface. Introduce the SUNKARY OF MODULE:
concept of "trusted subjects";
what constitutes "truatedness," I. INTRODUCTION
what is the role of a trusted A, Background Knowledge
subject (i.e., why is this 1. Formal logic
construct needed?) Explore the 2. Set theory
relation of the FTLS to the 3. Modeling
Reference Monitor Concept; a. notion of using precise
which aspects of a reference language
monitor are addressed by the b. exposure to expressing
FTLS, which are not. Explore abstract concepts formally
the distinction between
functional correctness and B. Basics in a Nutshell
proper security behavior, and
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i. What is formal
specification? assumed?"

2. What is verification?
3. What good is it? ly TOPIC: 18. Evaluation Theory

use It?

4. Role of verification in and Practiac Ue: ttn the

developing secure systems. rtitos
11. THEORY TIME FOR STUDENT TO COMPLETE:

A. Read and Discuss 40 hours

Seminal Papers SUMMARY OF MODULE-
1. Floyd's "Assigning

Meaning to Programs"
2. -oare's "An Axiomatic The purpose of this module

Basis for Computer Programming" is to give the student a full
3. Hoare's "Procedure and appreciation of the Criteria

Parameters: An Axiomatic and its implications. it will

give the student both
Approach" vocabulary and true

B. Special Topics understanding of the scientific

1. information flow tools principles underlying the

a. recommend some of Criteria, which will allow him

John Rushby's papers out of SRI to be able to present/discuss
explaining the theory and the Criteria from a firm
implementation of the technical base. It will use

t tionof the Criteria as a central focus
tools, in order to consolidate all the

b. advantages preceding technical material.

limitations of the approach The approach will be to study

each major class of products

III. THE REAL WORLD (i.e., Cl - Bl, B2, B3 - Al)
with a view to how the concepts

A. Gypsy as a Reflection of modeling and assurance arc

of Floyd/Hoare Theory embodied at each level, and
1, Brief description of what the architecturalimplications are on each

Gypsy2. How it's used level. The presentation Lhould

a. read and discuss be in the context of choosing

"Model and Design Proofs in logical building blocks for
Gypsy: An Example Using Bell converting high-level models of

access control and policy into
and LaPadula." working systems which enforce

b. possibly read and workngesystemstwhich e or
discuss section of "Using the the necessary constraints; how
Gypsy Methodology." it depends to progress from abstract

on the time available, design to end product in such a
way that convincing arguments

B. Applications can be made for the correct

1. The EPI (Encrypted security behavior of the end

packet Interface) work done at product.

Texas. Recommend reading,,FomalVeriicaion f aa. Cl Through Bl: The
"Formal verification of a approach here, as it will be
communications Processor for each of these sections is

2. possibly read arid basically: "what is required
discuss the paper in the buildloy:;"what ds ituied
Scieatific Honeyweller of July to build one; what does it mean195entitled "Proving a to satir~fy the requirements?"
1985 entited "Pre." The issues to be discussed will
computer System Secure." be:

What are the architecture

C. How to Evaluate issues? Basically, what are
i. Analyze and

understand the approach taken. "credible controls capable of

Read and discuss "Structuring a enforcing access

System for Al Certification." limitations..." (CI); and what

Also read and discuss platek's are the architectural
paper on problems with Feiertag implications? What are the
too! and lDM to see- the dangers implications of the requirement

of placing too much confidence that the "TCB... maintain a

of pacingo toos smuch confdomain for its own execution
in a set of tools Simplythtpoesi..
because they are on a computer. that protects it..."?

2. Ask "What's being What are the assurance
proved?" issues? What counts for a

"3. Ask "What's being "security policy model" at
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these levels of the Criteria,
and what are the "convincing
arguments" which can be made
for belihving that the
resultant system in fact
provides the level of
protection desired?

What are the implen.entation
choices; what tradeoffs can be
made? What specific
architectures provide the
qualities desired?

b. B2: Primarily the same
discussions as above. A major
discussion should revolve
around the question "how are
the B2 requirements, and thus
the resulting architecture
fundamentally different from an
architecture which satisfies
the CI-BI requirements; why,
and how, is a B1 architecture
"not adequate for B2?"

c. B3 to Al: Same
proach as above (details to

be worked out by course
designer).

d. Lab: Perform a sample
evaluation; students will show
reasoning used to decide what
level of Criteria is satisfied
by the system being studied.
Teams rf 2 or 3 students will
evaluate an appropriate device
(real or imaginary) and produce
a wri4 ten report.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING
SECURITY PROGRAM TRAINING

OPNAVINST 5239.1A

Patricia Grandy

Navy Regional Data Automation Center San Francisco
NAS Alameda, CA 9450]--5007

COMNt (415) 869-5300

AVN: 686-5300

ABSTRACT

The Naval Data Automation Command (NAVDAC) is This approach is suitable for less complex
an echelon II command of the Chief of Naval configurations and/or microcomputers.
Operations. It consists of a headquarters
staff located in Washington, D.C. having NAVDAC, through the NARDACs and NAVDAFs
echelon III and IV Automated Data Processing located in San Francisco, Washington, D.C.,
(ADP) support activities known as Navy Jacksonville, Newport, and Pearl Harbor,
Regional Data Automation Centers (NARDACs) conducts more than fifty APP Security classes
and Navy Regional Data Automation Facilities annually, at locations all around the world.
(NAVDAFs). NAVDAC activities are found in
most regions of the United States where there
is extensive Navy activity. DON ADP SECURITY PROGRAM TRAINING

OPNAVINST 5239.1A
The Commander, Naval Data Automation Command The purpose of the DON ADP Security Program
(COMNAVDAC) conducts training for all Training is to provide ADP Security Staff
Department of the Navy (DON) and Marine Corps personnel with. an overview of the Navy ADP
activities %Shore and Afloat) and DON Program, which includes defining the scope of
contractors. The DON ADP Security Program is the Navy ADP Program, providing an awareness
e3Lsblished by OPNAVINST 5239.iA, an of tne AlI' security proolem, and emphasizing
instruction which consolidates all pertinent the need for a working activity ADP Security
ADP security information on policies, Program.
procedures, and responsibilities for
establishing and maintaining ADP security OPNAVINST 5239.1A, the ADP Security Manual,
programs at all levels within the DON. is a directive. A directive requires

compliance. What is "ADP Security" all about?
In implementing an activity ADP security In a few words, it is the means for
program, one of the biggest obstacles facing protecting our investment in automated data
the Commanding Officer is developing a processing. In our ADP "portfolio", we have
command awareness of ADP security. The DON invested many dollars and much time in the
approach to a problem of such magnitude as five asset areas defined in the DON ADP
ADP security, is to analyze the problem. and Security Program. They are:
find solutions through Risk Assessments. A
four day "Introduction to the DON ADP I. HARDWARE
Program" Course provides an awareness of the II. DATA
ADP security problem and the need for a Navy III. HUMAN RESOURCES
ADP Security Program. The course attendees IV. SOFTWARE
are middle management (GS-9 and above, E-7 V. COMMUNICATIONS
and above) assigned as ADP Security Officers,
ADP System Security Officers, Network
Security Officers, Terminal Area Security
Officers or others with an interest in ADP
security. Class size is maximum thirty-six 41
and quotas are limited to two attendees from
a command to ensure an equitable distribution
of experience. The course schedule combines

lecture, outside reading, and workshops with
a modular workbook covering twenty-five t

areas. The course includes a challenging case

study to present the two DON Risk Assessment
Methodologies. Method I instruction involves
conducting workshops to systematically study A E OURCE
assets, their weaknesses and strengths, and
possible threats; determining the probability AOF HUMAN
of a successful attack occurring and the FROM HUMAN FROMAOP
dollar value of its impact; and conducting a
cost/benefit analysis of implementing add-

itional countermeasures to achieve an optimum
level of security. Method II is an
abbreviated methodology for Risk Assessment. DON ADP SECURiTY (FIVE AREAS)
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The DON ADPI' Security Course consists of tile AFLOAT SECURITY
tollowing modules presented in a combinat ion Shipboard computer systems provide unique
of lecture, conference, and workshop considerations with respect to ADP Security.
sessions. This sessior, discusses physical security

requirements for afloat units when underway,
DON ADP SECU1itTY POLICY in foreign ports, and in drydock or a
The objective of this session is to inform shipyard, TEMPEST certification (policy and
tile students that the current Navy ADP guidance from Type Commanders), and shipboard
Security Policy is a composite of existing APP Security certification for particular
Department of Defense (DOD) and Navy ADP computer systems, such as, the Shipboard Non-
security requirements. Tile discussion Tactical API' Program II (SNAP 11).
includes each specific element of DOD and
Navy policy upon which the Navy's ADP THE PRIVACY ACT
Security Program is presently based. This session is designed to make the students

aware of the significance and impact of
ADIP SECURITY PROGRAM RESPONSIBILITIES Public Law 93-579 (The Privacy Act of 1974).
This session helps the students to understand Tile students are instructed in bow to apply
the distribution of policy-makinij, program Conditions for Disclosure of Information,
management, operating and program review identity releasable information, and explain
responsibilities of National Agencies, and agency requirements.
Navy Offices involved in the DON ADP Security
Program. The students are instructed on the MINIMUM ADP SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
individual responsibilities of tile Designated This session teach'es the students to relate
Approving Authority (DAA), the Commanding Navy ADP security requirements to their own
Officer and the ADP Security Staff members activities, recognizing any deficiencies in
and will be able to explain how these existing ADP security programs. Minimum
individuals interact to support an ADP mandatory requirements include environmental
Security Program at the Navy activity level, controls (temperature, humidity, lighting,
The I)ON ADP Security Staff consists of an APP electrical power, cleanliness, water damage,
Security (ADPSO), a Network Security Officer fire safety, smoke detection, etc.), physical
(NSO), ADP System Security Officers (ADPSSO), security (facility, remote terminal areas,
Terminal Area Security Officers, an Office disconnect procedures, control zones, etc.),
Information System Officer, the activity communications security, emanations security,
Security Manager and Security Officer, as hardwa !/software security, and contingency
required. Additional security personnel, such plannit.g.
as Top Secret Control Officer and CMS
Custodian, are discussed as they interface EMANATIONS SECURITY
with the APP Security Staff. ijionoýl io,,s security discunses meas.,res to

control compromising emanations (ENSaC),
ACCREDITATION OF NAVY ADP ACTIVITIES AND which are required under the provisions of
NETWORKS DOD S-5200.19, Control of Compromising
The objective of this session is to instruct Emanations (U) and supplemented by OPNAVINST
the student on the accreditation concept and C5510.93D. Students are made aware of the
provide guidance on how to apply these risks associated with using equipment whi(h
concepts to their own activity. A Statement produces compromising emanations, to enable
of Accreditation is the DAA's formal them to recognize the various countermreasures
declaration that an appropriate security to be implemented at their ADP facility. The
proglam has been implemented for an session discusses how to initiate requests
activity's systems or networks consistent for TEMPEST Vulnerability Assessments (TVARs)
with Levels I, II, and III data protection for all ADP and OIS systems for processing
requ i rements. Level I data and the necessary procedures to

follow to obtain TEMPEST Accreditation.
SECURITy OF NAVY OFFICE INFORMATION SYSTEMS
(01S) SECURITY OF ADP MEDIA
The objective of this session is to apply the This session is designed t¢ enable the
knowledge of DON data levels to determine how students to apply the requirements of both
OIS are be secured and which accreditation the Navy information and ADP security
elements apply to the security of these programs to marking, accounting for, and
systems in their own activities, handling Level I (lassified) and Level II

data recorded on ADP media.
MICROCOMPUTER SECURITY
This session discusses security requirements ADP SECURITY SURVEYS AND CHECKLISTS
for Personal Computers (PCs), as well as, This session provides the students an
suggestions for developing an activity instruction in the use of a standard ADP
policy on (I) privately-owned PCs accessing security survey format to account for the
DON data from noe-government controlled status of ongoing ADP security programs in
workspaces (e.g., home); (2) the use of Navy computer systems and networks.
pLivately-owned software and data for
government business; and (3) privately-owned RISK MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS
PCs, software and data brought into This session is designed to provide the
government controlled workspaces. This student a working knowledge of the role ot
session emphasizes developing an activity Risk Management as an Accreditation Process

policy on adherence to software licensing and will be able to relate the Risk
agresments for copyrighted software packages. Assessment, Security Test and Evaluation, and

Contingsncy Planning sub-processes to anActivity-level Risk Management Program.
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ACTIVITY ADP SECURITY PLAN (AADPSP) AND and the threat/vulnerability evaluations to
ACTIVITY ACCREDITATION SCHEDULE (AAS) calculate an Annual Loss Expectancy (ALE) for
The Students are instructed in how to develop the Case Study ADP activity. The ALE
a plan for establishing a cohesive ADP determination process is based on the FIPS
Security Program within their activities, PUB 65 ALE formula:
utilizing the AADPSP requirements. The plan
defines; IMPACT x FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE

LOSS =.............--------------------
1. Scope of the Activity ADP Security YEARS

program
2. commanding Officer's Policy Statement
3. ADP Organization and Responsibilities COUNTERMEASURES SELECTION WORKSIIOP
4. objectives of the Activity ADP The members of the Risk Assessment Teams

security Program select and prioritize cost-effective
5. Description of the Current ADP countermeasures to reduce the ALE of the

Security Environment Case Study ADP activity.
6. APP Security Training
7. Audit/Internal Review RISK ASSESSMENT (METHOD II)
8. APP Security in Life Cycle Management This session instructs the students to
9. APP Security in Configuration Control perform an abbreviated Risk Assessment using
10. The Activity Accreditation Schedule Method II techniques. Method II includes the

(AAS) processes of asset identification and
valuation, threat and vulnerability

The AAS provides a Plan of Action and evaluation, ALE computation, and evaluation
Milestones (POA&M) for the Accreditation and selection of additional countermeasures.
progress of the Activity.

This methodology is appropriate for less
RISK ASSESSMENT (METHOD I) complex ADP systems and most microcomputer
Risk Assessment (Method I) instructs the systems.
students to be able to determine the
circumstances in which Method I Risk SECURITY TEST AND EVALUATION (ST&E)
Assessments must be performed, understand the The objective of this session is to provide
steps involved in this method and be prepared the students an understanding of Security
to organize and manage Risk Assessment Test and Evaluation as a component of Risk
studies in their own activities. Management programs and as a part of the

accreditation process. The students will be
CASE STUDY PROBLEM able to plan or conduct an ST&E within their
Within this session the ctudcnts combine &w,W cLý ltils.

information obtained during an ADP security
survey with additional information provided CONriNGENCY PLANNING
about the scope of operations at a fictitious This session is designed to provide a general
ADp activity. The members of the class are knowledge of the Contingency Planning
divided into Risk Assessment Teams and process. This session enables the student to
provided information to plan and conduct a understand how Contingency Plans contribute
Method I Risk Assessment. The workshop to Risk Management programs and when they are
presentations are critiqued by the other required for the accreditation of Navy ADP
teams and class solutions are discussed, activities and networks.

ASSETS EVALUATION WORKSHOP AUDIT AND COMPLIANCE
Each team performs asset valuation for one The objective for this session is to instruct
Category cf assets typical of a Navy ADP the students concerning the role of Navy
activity (such as data, hardware, software, auditors and IG teams in reviewing the
telecommunications, personnel, administrative security programs ot Navy ADP and OIS
procedures). The workshop includes asset activities.
identification, asset grouping, asset
valuation and determining risk assessment ACTIVITY ADP SECURITY TRAINING
impact values in the areas of Modification, This session is designed for the students to
Destruction, Disclosure, and Denial of understand the activity level training
Service. requirements imposed by the DON ADP Security

Proqram and information concerning those
THREAT AND VULNERABILITIES EVALUATION al .rnatives available for meeting rho
WORKSHOP requirements.
The students conduct threat evaluations for a
related set of threats typical of those CONTRACTING AND REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS
common to Navy ADP activities3. The workshop This lesson enables the students to review
includes a description of the threat, the requirements of *he contracting needs
justification of the vulnerabilities that with COMNAVDAC and understand the role of the
exist, identification of the existing ADP qecuriLy staff in their activity con-
countermeasures, and estimation of frequency tracting process.
of successful attack for each impact area of
Modification, Destruction, Disclosure, and NATIONAL COMPUTER SECURITY CENTER (NCSC)
Denial of Service. This session will provide guidelines for the

student to review the primary and secondary
ALE DETERMINATION WORKSHOP mission of NCSC, understand the concept of
The members of the Risk Assessment Teams the Trusted Computer System, and describe how
utilize the results of the asset valuations the Center can be tasked by DON activities.
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COURSIE EVALt A'IOUN AND) Q0IZ
The students colop] ete a quiz coveri ng the
majcr iisc.uos piesuented during the course. In
addi t ioi., student'J are providud with at,
opporturity to evaluate the qu.lity end
usefulness of course tontcnts.

SUMMARY
What does OPNAVINST 5239.1A require? Your
local NAVDAC activity will teach you what you
need to know. Come to one of our classes, or
arrange for our class at your site, to learn
how to :

-- Conduct Risk Assessments
- Conduct a Security Test and Evaluation

(ST&E)
- Prepare and Test Contingency Vlans
- Prepare an Activity ADP Security Plan

and Activity Accreditation Schedule
(AADPSP/AAS)

- Prepare a Statement of Accreditation
- Obtain Contractor Assistance tor ADP

Security Compliance
- Obtain Assistance in All of the Above
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SOCIAL. ASPECTS OF COM1PUTER SECURITY

D~orothy E. M-nning, P'eter G. Neumann, and I)omi 11. Parkter

SRI International, 333i Ravenswood Ave., Menlo Park, CA 94025

Introduction Security Policy Definition and

The problem of computcýr misase (intentional and acciden- Awareness
tal hs eei agrwi1~concern a:- the number oif computers lin many environments, information managers and workeis

and users increases, --ad as computers become ail integral el- lack the knowledge, motivation, anti support to apply ha-
eoient in art-as such as medicine, fina~nce, and defense. T1lis sic security controls and practices. T1his is particularly true
concern has led i-. advances in compuiter sectirity techtol- in business, where there are few written rules about how
oigy, aud to the De1,partment of Defense TPusted Computer th coiue may be used. It is not surprising thiat the
System Evaluation Criteria~ll, which gives criteria for eval-sytmar nuedbcuethuesadteiognz-

1CaiCS tohe senforityd aond'er systemsac ontermn obtini the oi tions are not clear what the rules are. Also, many users arecicsto e efored nd ,e &ýarnceonecanobtin n te not consciously aware of how their carelessness can deleteri-
correct crnforcenient of tbose policies. The "Criteria" rep- ously affect other useýrs who are sharing the same~ resources
resents a significant step forward in the computer security (including compruter networks).

The ojcieo hs ae st.xmiesca set There have been muany violationis tif t.aa lts) ixacy aimd in-
The - o bjip ti ver ofr this pa peiulrl wisto rexa esci a aos pmects tegrity, with a wide variety of motivations -. personal gain,

ofe tcholpgter sbeityg particlaryo t epec.W eiv ht toe sronio greed, curiosity, harassment, etc. D~ocumuented cases include
the te cho logiteriis us mui st develo d)ed We be ie ethat the b roade externial sysitem break-ins; internal fraud and enm hezzlemnent;

1c fcomtxtuhte miscudste must be addregulaedwti an uroaert implantation of dlestructive T1mjan horses, software tinie-

constexta that includesthen resopres w ho t reuate anderuse the louiiln inserted for blackmail, spoolfing, jamniming, anil so oni.

thn ystemn .and urthe in ormaion rsores tn e ha tim a utr e extr al- toiding of knowledge about system security v ulnerabil ities

thmed insterm Sec therit polici and mechryanism rodustib vity, often (e.g., by system puirveyors) creates a head-in-thme-sand

uand in terms of theiar efe ond percivaey tran ts poutiviya attitude, ripe for underground dissemination of the vulnera-

ndres In term igofe thes actu al andpercive threat theye ad- thilities (which are usualiy knownm anyway) and abuse. Open

dress. If weve ignor tt-hese oiaasecs, th en thre iocst thfe (list ussion of such knowledge al: creates problems, as it
tvdangriof deve-pin theactnologe thrats ar neotacosteehumcn whets the appetites of would-lie perpetratorx.s

rgt s.e o n ta dest e at alt r as rj o adz u a The federal computer crime law and 47 state statutcs

In an article on system safety, Levesoin [2] observes that define as crimies unauthorized acts with, within, or to comn-

"Safety is a system problem," and goes on to show that puters. This makes it impjerative for computer systemis iiman-
one cannot make systems safe just by focusing on software agers to inmake clfear what is unauthorized, such as petsional

andi hardware issues. Instead, one must examine thie total use of electronic mail and other comiputer resources. All
system and its social aspects, including political, legal, and emniploy'ees should have explicit requiremients to protect in-
ethical issues, format ion as-sets in their job dlescrip~tions andl performance

The aineis riteof cmpuer writy Wemustpay e valuation criteria. Adequate motivation to support secu-

greater attention to the issueL of user productivity, privacy, rity will not he achieved until there are well-defined seen-

ethiceb, acceptance of security measures, the nature of the rity pl~oicies and until security is considIeredl part of one's

threats, and the role of computer security within the broader jot), s~nce securily can otherwise be viewed as an obstacle
contxt f ~normnaton scurtyto productivity.context ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ofi-frnainscriy i rder to assist organizations develop security policies,In the remainder of this paper, we elaborate on four poiygienecahe(vlnedfraiustesfor

topics relating to the social aspects of computer securi .ty: golizyat eions , cad varou deveoedfrva on yes of rikoTeerudei-
security policy definition and awareness, user productivity, couldton hadeelpd thriousdgh induistry anThoeseional aso-i

privacy, and the broad area of information security. For each catonld suic asell throue ACM dusteryndl Actvites Boiard the

of these topics, we make specific recommendations aimed at liation, and a the I At M roess eing MAn tivetest Asocartion

iniproving overall information security.anthDaaPoesg nimn Acair.
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The guidelines would suggest possible policies about what tribute to user productivity. IPecause- of its popularity, seo-
is considered to be acceptable use of an organization's infor- eral secure versions of UNIX are under development (e.g.,
mation resources, including persona! computers. The policy see 1.1]). In many environments, compatibility, performance,
guidelines should address the broad social issues such as user and functionality take precedence over security when up-
productivity and privacy rights, discussing tradeoffs as they grading to a new system.
arise. Based on the guidelines, each organization would for- If our goal as computer security professionals is to make
inulate its own specific policies in accordance with the sen- systems more secure, then we must pay greater attention to

sitivity and value of the information (and other resources) the impact of our policies and mechanisms on productivity
to be protected, and the threats, vulnerabilities, and risks. In particular, we should strive for policies and mechanisms

When a user is given an account on a system, or other that, within the scope of threats they address, are trans-
information-related responsibility, the user might be asked parent to users, simple to install and use, and offer positive
to read and sign the organization's policy statement. Mak- benefits to the user community. To illustrate, we will dis-
in, the security policy clear, together with asking all users to cuss two broad classes of security controls: identification
make a commitment to the l,olicy, could help eliminate much and authentication of users, and discretionary and manda-
computer misuse (both internally and externally), while at tory access controls.
the same time helping the us.Žrs appreciate the need for se-
curity and the benefits to be gained by it, including making Identification and Authentication
them of greater value to their organizations. A variety of different mechanisms has been developed to

Policies for using personal computers can be developed identify and authenticate users, including passwords, chal-
for elementary and secondary schools. Such policies should lenge/response protocols, biometrics, keystroke dynamics,
contain a clear statement that personal computers are not access cards, and suiart cards. These mechanisms var' con-
to be used for unauthorized entry into other computer sys- siderably both in terms of the security they provide and
tems (when in doubt, ask for permission). This could help their impact on productivity. For example, long meaning-
reduce the malicious hacker problem. Since break-ins are of- less passwords may offer greater necurity than short, easy-
ten performed more out of challenge than malicious intent, to-remcmbh.r ones (if the users do not write them down in
alternative challengs can be presented to the students in obvious locations), but are also more annoying to users.
the schools.' Some security experts have proposed using super-long, but

Overall there is a great absence of pervasive and cred- meaningful, passwords, but we do riot know whether these
ible ethical principles; on the other hand, there are many are preferred by users over shorter, nonsense passwords,
incen'ives (e.g., weak ter-hnoiogy) ior vioiating such a code because they require extra key strokes. Moreover, simply
of ethics, even if it did exist. Nevertheless, such a code lengthening passwords does not protect them from possible
should be established, widely taught, and thoroughly prac- exposure during transmission. Cryptographic-based chal-
ticed within the context of an overall security policy. lenge//response protocols, such as the PFX system devel-

oped by Sytek, can protect against certain threats not ad-

Productivity dressed by passwords alone (including the exposure threat
during transmission), but at the same time lengthen the

A main purpose of computers is to aid the productivity of time required to login, Biometrics, such as signature ver-
people andi organizations. Many users respolnd negatively ification, hand geometry, voice prints, and electronic fin-

towards computer security, because they view it as interfer- gerprints can add significant security, but can be expen-
ing with their productivity. At least two factors contribute sive and generally require special equipment. Authentica-
to this attitude: First, many users are not consciously aware tion through keystroke dynamics is attractive in terms of
of how security helps them with their work, for example, by user productivity, because it is totally passive, low-cost, and
protecting their files from accidenta! or malicious destruc- transparent, requiring no action on the part of users. In ad-
tioti, and by allowing selective on-line access to sensitive dition, it offers continuous authentication, thereby protect-
information. Second, nianiy security mechanisms are overly ing a user's hessiou while the user is absent from the termni-
complicated or tedious to use or install. nal. On the other hand, because of its passivity, it might

In addition, many organizations are reluctant to install raise privacy issues under certain circunistances if the users
security mechanisms that degrade the performance of the are not aware of its presence (we will return to this in the
system or otherwise interfere with productivity. Indeed, next section). Smart cards also can provide a high level of

many security mechanisms should not be installed for this security without the need for much user interaction during
very reason, because they arc- not justified by a cost/risk login, but ag-tin require special equipment.
trade-off. Organizations are also reluctant to switch to miore In additlon to the various identification and authentica-
secure systems if th more secure systems are not cempat- tion mechanisms, various strategies are applied when a user
ible with the existing systems or provide less functional- requests access to a subsystem or remote host. In mary envi-
ity. UNIX, for example, has remained popular despite its ronments, the user must spply a separate password for each
security weaknesses because its functional properties con- sulbsystern or remote host. Because this places an extra bur-

' A recent Mtuddy on the antisocial behavior of certain members of the den on the user, these additional passwords are frequently
computer comaiun;ty 131 concluded that rather different approaches to stored on the system, unencrypted, where they are vulnera-
education are required: "... the cost of these educational environments ble to exposure. Mechanisms that provide a high degree of
may he considerably less than the losses being incurred." One particular security without requiring auy additional information from
recommnendation was this: "Acccss to real computing power should be
established for interested nsers, both students and their parents. Em- the user better support the concept that computers are there
powermeut can lead to increased iesponsibility." to aid people.
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Access Controls Applications are under development that can exploit the
Discretionary and mandatory (multilevel) access controls properties of a bystem enforcing multilevel security. For ex-
can aid productivity by allowing sensitive information that ample, under sponsorship by the U.S. Air Force Rome Air
serves the needs of different users to coexist on a single host Development Center (RADC), a team at SRI International
computer or network. Without adequate host or network ac- and Gemini Computers is developing a formal policy model
cess controls, it is necessary both physically and logically to and design for a multilevel-secure database system, which is
isolate the information, which interferes with a user's ability to be implemented on top of a reference monitor (e.g., GEM-
to access and integrate information. For example, because SOS) in order to provide Al assurance [12,13,141. The de-
no commercial system supports a multilevel-secure database velopment of such applications will enable users to integrate
system, users who are cleared for information having differ- sensitive data of different classifications, thereby improving
ent access classes (e.g., different sensitivity levels and/or dif- user productivity.
ferent compartments) cannot access that data from a corn- Although most of the early work on multilevel security
mon database or manipulate it in a single session, was aimed at protecting classified data, some was aimed at

Discretionary access controls are often complicated, mak- protecting sensitive data ih the public sector [10], including
ing it difficult to grant or revok, access to an individual proprietary and confidential data. Lipnet [15] has shown
user, and difficul" to understand the implications of doing how multilevel policies can be applied to commercial data,
so. The former is due in part to inadequate user irterfaces. and Cohen 1161 has argued that such policies help protect
For example, on some systems one must remember obscure against computer viruses. Although we do not claim that
commands for granting access and even what bit patterns multilevel policies and mechanisms can replace discretionary
correspond to what access modes! Search-path strategies ones, we believe that their potential in the commercial sec-
further complicate matters. The latter is due in part to the tor has largely been ignored. While some organizations in
inherent limitations of discretionary controls [5,6], and their the public sector have made efforts to classify information,
lack of policy about information flow, including copies of few if any have attempted clearance of their users. Both
information. The "setuid" facility of UNIX, for example, classification and clearance must be rigorously and compre-
attempts to provide a mechanism for enforcing the principle hensively accomplished in order to obtain the full benefits
of "least privilege," but has dire consequences if not used of multilevel security.
correctly. Because oe the complications associated with dis- While multilevel security can improv'e productivity by
cretionary controls, many users, accidentally or intention- allowing the integration of sensitive data having different
ally, grant access to all users rather than to those with a sensitivity markings, if misused, it can inhibit productiv-
necd for acce•s, ity by restricting the floe,' of information, thereby inter-fcr-

Network access controls are often inadequate and diffi- ing with the needs for efficient, timely, and effective anal-
cult to analyze. For example, some network facilities have ysis of information. For example, attempting to eliminate
all sorts of special conventions whereby a user can remotely all covert channels in a system improves security, but also
login or cop)y files from one machine to another without giv- impairs communication and the flow of information; simi-
ing a password. However, there is no clear security policy larly, attempting to solve all possible inference and aggrega-
or model underlying the mechanisms, and the result can tion l)roblenis iml)roves security, but makes data integration
be total confusion and misapplication of the functionality. and analysis more difficult. When security and productivity
Reid [7] describes how intruders broke into a network of compete, the appropriate balance can be determined only by
UNIX systems by exploiting vulnerabilities in system direc- examining the particular application environment.
tories and permission files. These vulnerabilities often arose Discretionary access controls are useful as a means of
from shortcuts taken by programmers to improve their own providing a finer granularity of control in order to enforce
productivity, thus demonstrating the importance of provid- "need-to-know" constraints within the assigned classifica-
ing secure mechanisms that do Lot burden the users, and tions. IHowever, because they are inherentiy more compli-
the importance of making users aware of the consequences cated and weaker than mandatory ones, they should not be
of break-ins. relied upon to control the flow of sensitive information. The

Several studies [8,9,101 have shown the value of multi- limitations of discretionary controls are particularly evident
level, lattice-based policies for controlling direct and indirect in databases, where access controls may be at the view level
(via information flow) acccss to information of different sen- (or transaction level) so that authorization can be value-
sitivities -- thlat is, for enforcing multilevel security. Such dependent, context-dependent, or history-dependent.
policies are relatively easy to understand, avoid the need Other types of controls are also needed in order to en-
for users to grant and revoke access, and avoid the inher- sure the consistency or integrity of data, and to enforce
ent limitations of discretionary policies. MoreGver, because other security policies. Our formal model of a multilevel-
of their simplicity, it is possible to build systems that en- secure,latai.ase system, for example, supports database con-
force multilevel security with a high level of assurance (113 sistency through integrity constraints, transactions, and a
or Al), and such systems are now becoming commercially mandatory integrity policy 117,18]. Clark and Wilson [19]
available. These systems are based on the concept of a ref- argue that integrity is more important than multilevel Be-
crence monitor or security kernel. Examples include the crecy in most commercial environments, and go on to argue
Iloneywell SCOMP and the Gemini GEMSOS [11]. Sys- that such a policy should include controls that enforce sop-
terns with a lower level of assurance (BI or 32) could have aration of duty among employees.
enormous practical value in environments where the threat
is not great, but the simplicity of multilevel security is de-
sirable.
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Privacy about individuals from unauthorized access, monitoring can
help enforce privacy rights and protect information assets.

Computer security is esser.tial for enforcing state and na- While recognizing the benefits of monitoring, we have
tional privacy laws. At the same time, the process of de- some concern that monitoring could foster a chilling and
tecting threats, vulnerabilities, and abuses may result in suspicious attitude in the working environment, especially
violations of privacy and other human rights, leading to a if it is misused. IL, paticular, the users could feel that they
conflict between the use of computer security to guarantee are not considered trustworthy or that their privacy and
privacy and its use to invade privacy. These privacy issues other rights are violated [221. We are also concerned that
became particularly apparent when backup files for a com- threat monitoring could have an escalating effec us addi-
puter operated by the National Security Council were used tional monitoring capabilities are developed in ord r to pro-
to reconstruct and expose electronic mail messages regard- tect against a wider rainge of threats, while at the: me time
ing the Iran arms deal. the user community becomes increasingly less sati. ., , with

One area where this conflict is especially noticeable is the working environment. Further, monitoring can aggra-
threat monitoring -- that is, analyzing system activity with vate the security problem if the data that are accumulated
the objective of detecting computer break-ins and abuse. We are sensitive but not adequately protected. For example,
have identified several types of monitoring, listed in order many audit logs accidentally expose user passwords, such
of increasing privacy implications: as when a password shows up instead of the user identi-

fier. Finally, the centralization of sensitive audit data that
I. Continuous authentication, such as through keystroke is not otherwise available in an integrated form has social

dynamics. imolications.

2. Monitoring unusual activity on the system through Because real-time threat monitoring systems are not yet

system status information (e.g., tracking password fail- generally available, it is difficult to determine the extent to

ures and looking for sudden rises in system or network which these concerns are justified. We can get some in-

activity), sights from a study by Irving, Higgins, and Safayeni [23) on
computerized performance monitoring, which showed that

3. Maintaining an audit trail of user activity for the pur- "workers perceive increased stress, lower levels of satisfac-
poses of enforcing user accountability. User events tion, and a decrease in the quality of their relationships
recorded in an audit trail may include login times and with peers and management as a consequence of computer-
locations, commands executed, and file accesses. This ized monitoring." At the same time, however, those authors
-pe3 o .d rquired by the Criteria [I] for sys- found that the cause of the dissatisfaction was not so much

temns that are rated at the level of C2 and above, the monitoring per se as that "managers overemphasize the

importance of quantity [over quality] ... in evaluating em-4.Analyzing user events as recorded in an audit trail in ployee performance." Thus, that study concluded that it
terms of abnormal behavior, where 'normal" may be poe efrac. hs htsuycnue hti
definedinterms of abuseort behavior, w norm" my bers is "not the technology itself, but rather how it is used by
defined in terms of a user's past behavior or in terms management that determines an individual's reaction."
ofpaceptablebehavior.UndNav a er C pommns fro te We believe that any threat monitoring must be carefully
Space and Naval Warfare Command (SPAWAR), we applied to preserve the rights of privacy and freedom from
are developing at SR[ a real-time Intrusion-Detection intrusion, and avoid creating an atmosphere that ieads to
Expert Sys•tem (IDES) that would detect various types employee and othcr user dissatisfaction. When a comrputer

of intrusions by looking for abnormal behavior on the emp isybeing shar user shouldono ex a tey
system)[20,21], system is being shared, users should not expect that t.hey

can function privately, in isolation; yet limits must be put

5. Monitoring the contents of files and messages (e.g., as on monitoring lest it become oppressive. These issues might
for the Iran arms case). Any backup system poten- be partially resolved by comparisons with analogous situa-
tially gives a mechanism for implementing this type tions such as the sanctity of employee's desks and lockers,
moinitoring, though they are generally not used for inter-office mail, television monitoring, use of work-place in-
this purpose. formants, and telephone eavesdropping practices. If suitably

restricted and administered, monitoring of computer activ-
6. Complete surveillance of a user's terminal session - ity could be viewed as a benefit by the user community in

i.e., all information tr--smitted to and from a user's much the same way that security monitoring of personal
terminal (except possibly passwords). Limited forms luggage at airports iz, viewed as a benefit by air travellers.
of surveillance that provide this type of monitoring We recommend that a policy be developed regarding
have been installed in some systems, and Clyde Digital threat monitoring that addresses such areas as limits on
Systems has developed a surveillance tool called the threat monitoring, use of the results obtained from moni-
"Surveillance-Kernel." toring, obtaining informed consent of users, and providing

Monitoring has many advantages. For example, it has due notice of intent to monitor. The development of a inn-

been used to catch outsiders who have broken into computer itoring policy should not be limited to security experts, but

systems, and it could potentially detect other forms of com should involve users, as well as psychologists, sociolog;sts,
puter misuse that go undetected by other security controls. constitutional lawyers, and human rights groups. We be-

Monitoring might be especially attractive in environments lieve that this task should be assigned high priority in order

where the systems themselves lack adequate security con- that we do not find oumelves with threat monitoring dystems

trols commensurate with the sensitivity of the information that foster rocial problems in the work place. Our ultimate

handled by them. By protecting confidential information
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goal must be to create an atmosphere that motivates people 3. That a national policy be developed specifically for
to behave responsibly and with confidence that both their threat monitoring that recognizes the rights of the
rights and information assets are protected. users as well as the potential threats.

Even though the emphasis in this paper is on the so-
Protecting Noncomputerized cial aspects, it is vital that the technological and the social
Information considerationg be balanced. They must go hand in hand.

Either one without an understanding of the other is likely

Although our society is still heavily dependent on infornia- to create serious problems.

tion that is spoken and printed on paper, we often ignore the Moreover, security must be tempered with many other

security of these other forms of information in favor oi the requirements that we have not addressed here, such as reli-

technological challenges associated with automated informa- ability, safety of use, and real-time responsiveness. To ad-

tion. Interviews of approximately 100 computer criminals, dress a broad spectrum of requirements require. a holistic

while not neccssarily representative of all loss experience, in- approach. At lower layers of system abstraction we tend to
dicate a skewing of emphasis across all forms of information optimize rather locally to ensure that the technology sat-

[24]. Except for some of the malicious hackers, these peo- isfies rather specialized properties such as file privacy and

ple were attempting to solve their intense, unsharable, per- integrity. At the higher layers the optimization may produce

sonal problems with the easiest, safest, and surest methods, completely different results when all of the requirements are

constrained by their own skills, knowledge, and resources, considered (technological and human, health and welfare,
Their preferred forms of information were the spoken word costs of automating, costs of not automating, etc.)[27].

first, printed information second, and computerized infor-
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SECURITY AND PRIVACY: Issues of Profeusional Ethics
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ing school records rather than linking with
T the State Data Exchange Network to find more

details about this first marriage. In check-
The primary purpose of this paper is to pro- ing school records, he learned names, ages,
vide academicians with both motivation and and academic characteristics of her two
ideas for bringing ethics formulation into the children.
college Computer Science or Computer
Information Systems classroom. It provides Before abandoning his quest for information on
some mechanisms for introducing the topic and the young woman, he added her name to a list
discussing its importance. It further pro- of legitimate requests for unearned income
vides some fundamental facts and documents information from the Internal Revenue Service.
that are basic to any such discussion. Within a few days, he learned that during the

previous year she had earned in excess of
$40,000 from investments, rental income,

INTRODUCTION bonuses, and winnings at the track.

It was a routine morning as John was on his All of this was, indeed, enough to convince
way to his job in state government. Traffic her that a friend had suggested he contact her
was not unusually heavy when he was stopped at when he phoned to make arrangements for a
the light at a busy intersection. For some date.
reason, the occupant of the car next to him
caught his eye and his Imagination. The car
was a Mercedes 190n, and the occupant wase T FAC
striking young woman about middle thirties.
Traffic in her lane moved a bit faster than The Rtory you have just read is not true. it
his, and he was further intrigued by the plate was a scenario set by Pete Early in his arti-
number M I N E dcl "Prying Eyes" published in the Louisville,

Kentucky COURIER JOURNAL MAGAZINE on July 20,
When he arrived at the office, he did all the 1986. He used this introduction to question
routine eariy morning tasks before flipping on the legality of the government's role in
his computer terminal. Once the screen was creating such database linkage capabilities.
illuminated and he was logged on to the sys- I use it to introduce a lively classroom
tem, however, he made some very unusual d iscussic~n on "Ethics and %he Computer Profes-
requests for information. By accessing the sional."
Department of Motor Vehicles database and
entering that plate number, he quickly learned £a2a• Security Systems
the young woman's name, her address, vital
statistics, and driver's license number (which Did he violate or defeat any computer security
also happened to be her social security num- system? To answer this question, it is neces-
ber). He then accessed various databases main- sary to consider what constitutes a security

tamined by state and local government and was system.
able to learn the following:

Figure I graphically illustrates the various
From the State Tax Office he learned her layers of computer security, the first of
place of employment, her position, and which is sound company policies and procedures
her salary. for access and use. Because this layer is

somewhat vague and arbitrary, it is depicted
From the Tax Assessor's Office he learned with a broken line. This is a very vulnerable
the value of her property and the condi- level at which ethics play a very important
tions of her deed. (A joint ownership role.
with a different last name signaled that
she was divorcad.) Other levels include environtmental control

which is some form of physical Isolation,From divorce records in the County hardware control, software control, and
Clerk's Office, he gained information encryption. The first two layers can easily
about her children, and he learned that be pcnetrated if the computer has dial-up
she had another previous marriage that capabilities; and the remaining layers, being
had terminated in livorce in Reno, devised by man, can be defeated by man.
Nevada.

Without knowing the state policies and proce-
He pondered the situation a few moments before dures, we still cannot determine if John vio-
making his next move, and he opted for chvck- lated that level. It is highly likely that he
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FIGURE 1: LAYERS OF COMPUTER SECURITY

did. We can determine that he did not violate negligence and cited Q need for increased con-

other levels of security. He was an insider sciousness of their respon3ibi Ii ties [3].
who had access to this information but simply

chose to uue his access capability in a some- About that same time, Bess Gallanis [5] pub-
what questionable manner. lished an article in which she stated:

CImputer Crimes Lav ... as quickly as security systtys are

designed, ingenious criminals or preco-
Did he break any laws? Again, before we can cious kids seem to be that much more

answer, we must know where computer crimes challenged to find a weak link in the

laws exist and what they cover. security chain. Until perfect security

is designed, the future lies in pending
Since 1978 forty-Beven of the fifty states le~gislation and court decisions that will
have enacted specific computer crimes legisla- define specific Crimea and attach
tion. Florida has the oldest law and New appropriate penalties.

York, Texas, and Indianla have the newest.

Many of these laws did not come easy. John Soma (7) in hie book published in that
same year wrote:

At the ACM Conference in New York in 1983,
there was lively discussion on the pros and Altiough the majority of computer related
cone of ouch laws. Kenneth Thompson of Bell crimes are basically "the same crimes

Labs claimed that the media was causing legis- that have been prosecuted since the apple
lation to start popping up in state legisla- was plucked, " it is difficult to match n
tures that would impose heavy criminal penal- specific crime with the traditional

ties for unsuthorized access to computers that criminal statute.
were an unnecesIarily harsh response to acts

that were more like "comnputer joy riding.' He After computer crime hit Congress with the

recommended simpl.e instruction for youngsters infiltration of computer systems belonging to
that such activities were akin to vandalism California Representative Ed Zschau and
and should not be practiced. David Brandon, Arizona Representative John HQCain early in
then President of ACM, charged people who 1966 12], legifilative respon~se was strong arld
operate unprotected systems with cootributory G~ift. Not only did some of the larger states
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quickly enact laws, Congress passed two bills The following excerpts froin the Kentucky
to amend Title 18, United States Code. The Revised Statutes 434.840 - 434.860 may yield
Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of A9e6 which some insight at that level.
became Public Law No: 99-474 on October 16,
1986 provides additional pena-Itios for fraud
and relateo activities in connection with KRS 434.840 - 434.860
access devices and computers. The Electronic
Communications Privacy Act of 1986 which 434. 840. Definitions.--
became Public Law No; 99-508 on October 21,
1986 amended the Federal criminal code to 434.845. Unlawful access to a computer
extend the prohibition against the unauthor- in the first degree. -- (3) A person i_
ized interception of communications to include guilty of unlawful access to a computer
specific types of electronic communications in in the first degree when he knowingly and
addition to the interception of wire and oral willfully, directly or indirectly, causes
communication only. to be accessed, or attempts to access any

computer software, computer program,
S±nce he opted not to access the State Data data, computer system, corputer network,
Exchange Network and he did not use a computer or any part thereof, for the purpoe o: 1:
to gain information from the IRS, it is rea- (a) Devising or executing Funy scheme
sonable to assume that John did not violate or artifice to defraud; or
the aforementioned Federal law; but the (b) Obtaining money, pruopertv, 'r
question still remains as to whether or not he services
violated a state statute. Since the story . .
originated in Kentucky, consider how he would (3) Unlawful accesc to a computer in the
fare in light of the Kentucky legislation, first degree is a Class C Felony.

1296 ~SSION LAWS ONF~

CRIES W4) P(IhIISEIITS4

CHAPTER 108 #
Substitute for House Bill No. 2044

M ACT relatirg to crimes and punishments; concernirg computer crime and unlawtul .ompater aeL\;s; classi'•irig

certain acts as misdemeanors and felonies.

Be it e actLd by the Legislature of the State of Kansas:

Section 1. (I1 As used in this setion, the following words aid phrasEs shall have the meanings resprrc-
tively ascribed thereto:

(a) 'Access" means to appVoacb, instruct, communicate with, store date in, 'etrievv dolA from, or cthernise
mak• use of any resources of a coputer, computer system or computer network.

(b) Computer means as eiectronic device Oich performs work urri, progrand inst :tAion anil which ha,
one or more of the capabilities of storage logic, arithmotcc o- cowltciic,.t on and includes nll iput, o.tputj
processing, storage, software or ccsmunicatiori facilities mhicv. are L,-nnected or related t.. such a device in a
system or network.

,c) 'Computer network' means the interconnection of couunacation lin•s, :rulud.:,g macrr ve or other means
of eletronic croaunication, with a computer through remote terminalr or c complex coosistiny of teo or more
interconnected computers.

(dl 'Computer program' means a series of instructions o.- .tateme.its in a form acceptable to a computer
Sich permits the functioning of a computer system in c manner designed to provilE appropriate products from
such computer system.

(e) 'Computer softwarv" ans computer programs, procedures and assoc.atLi' ducumentation ccnserned with .)th
operat ion of a computer .m.

(Ih "Computer system' ;..dns a iet of related computer equipment r devices awd cosputpr. software wduct may
be connected or unconnected.

(g) 'Financial irstrument' means any check, draft moroy On&r, certificat.o uf dposit, letter of credit,
bill of exchange1 credit card, debit card or marketable securaty.

(h) 'Property includes, but is not limited to, financial iriruw'ntn, snforeuton, elcti'o'cally produced
on stored data, supporting do-curentation and computer software in either teire or hoeun reudaule form and
any other tangible or intangible item of valve.

0i) *Services' includes, but is not limited to, computer time, dzta prot.sning and storage functiot-s oid
other uses of a computer, computer system or cmputer retwurk to perfora useful work.

(j) "Supporting documentation" includes, but is nit lihit.o to, all eocsewntatron used in the trnstruct ion,
classifcatiQon, implementation, use or modification of computer software, computer P,'ograny ,r data.

Q2) Computer crime is:
(a) Wil • fully and without authorization gaianig or attempting to gain access to and damaging, mciai.fying

altering, destroying, copying, disclosing or taking possession of a computer, computer system, computer ct-
work or any other property;

(b) using a computer, computer system, computer network or coy othr., property for thb purpose of deval'.ng
or exucutirig a scheme or artifice with -' ntent to defraud or for the purponi of obhainan5 -•wy, property,
services or an• other tt f value . - of falt or frauduf ,ut pr-etense or representat o:,i or

ic) willful.y . _'. :.: in. i )raoation and damaging, wndifinio, altering, destrovnq, copying,
disclosing or taki. .- Bession of . computer, computer system, cowputer r,etmork or ary othcr po~erty.

Computer crime ýi-Ih causes a loss of the value of less than $150 is a class A easdemeanor.
Computer crime which causes a loss of the value of $150 or moi- is a class E felony.
(3) In any prosecution for computer craws, it is a defense 'hat the pr-perty or services were app-,•riated

openly and avowedly under a Claim of title made in, good faith.
(W) Unlawful computer access is willfully, fraudulently and without auth'oriaticn aining or atteistinu to

gain access to any computer, computer system, computer network or to any computrr .oftrware, program, dccumea-
ation, data or property contained an any computer, computer system or conputer network.

Unlawful compute.r access is a class A -'-r.anor.
(5) This section shall be part of and -. ,ental to the Kansas criminal code.
Sec. 2. This act shall take effect i. :e in force from and after its publicatior in the statute book.

Approved April IB, 1965

FIGURE 2: CRIMES AND PUNISHMENT, Chapter 108
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Had he been in Pennsylvania, Title 18, Section of the most comprehensive of rights and the
3933 UNLAWFUL USE OF COMPUTER states; most valued by civilized man."

(a) OFFENSE DEFINED - A person commits Now there are, indeed, some federal laws that
an offense if hei relate to privacy. The Fair Credit Reporting

(1) accesses, alters, damages or Act of 1970 which regulates credit bureaus;
destroys any computer, computer system, the Freedom of Information Act of 1970 which
computer network, computer software, permits individuals to have access to data on
computer program or data base or any part them contained in federal agency files; the
thereof, with thp intent to interrupt the Education Privacy Act which pertains to cer-
normal functionin,: of an organization or tamn practices of federally funded educational
to devise or execute any, scheme or institutions; the Privacy Act of 1974, the
artifice to defraud or deceive or control introduction of which is contained in Figure
property or services by means of false or 3, which provides certain safeguards for indi-
fravdulent pretenses, representations or viduals against an invasion of personal priva-
promines; or cy by federal agencies; the Right to Financial

(2) intentlonally and without Privacy Act of 1978 which restricts government
authorization alters, damages or destroys access to certain rec,,rds held by financial
any computer, computer system, computer institutions; and the Electronic Funds Trans-
network, computer software, computer fer Acts of 1979 and 1980 which outline
program or computer data base or any part responsibilities of companies using EFT are
Sthecreot. among them. These laws, however, govern only

the actions of federal agencies or agencies
It is still not clear cut. He did use a who receive funds from the federal government.
computer to access data, but did he have plans
to d.ýfrnuC cr obtain monoy, property, or Many of the states also have laws relating to
servxces? We could examiae the definition of privacy, and these laws were quite often en-
defraud, a word which occurru in virtually all acted well in advance of computer crimes laws.
o£i thu otat(t lava. Again, however, most do not specifically cite

invasion of privacy as it relates to computers
DEFRAUD - To depri., of some right, and databases; and interpretation of guilt
interest, or property by du-eit. -- Syn. under such laws would be uncertain.
See GREAT.

Few infornation privacy violation cases have
There are mony timilaritleo in the various been litigated. Since we do not know what is
State laws. There are also somo very inter- accumulated, stored, and transferred pertain-
esting differencep in them. North Carolina ing to us and it is not likely that we will
excludes schoraic 'to obtain .ducational tost- ever know, we are unlikely to puisue Esuch a
ing material, a false., adicat.onAl testing matter. If we go to court to protect our prA-
score, or faise academic or vocational grade" vacy everyone will know everything. Is the
for consitdrati.on as fratid and classification gain worth the risk? Probably not.
am a felony; a-d North ltekota apecifizally
mentions "v~iolaticn of dat p(ocrensmyn inio If accused, then, could John be convicted of
mation confidentiality," Georgia says th5 invasion of privacy? That, tco, is doubtful.
duty to report violatt.ons is coupled wi.th
immunity from t iv civil liability" ior such
reportino. THE FUNDAMENTALS

The Kansas Law, which is not atypical but is Professional Ethics
somewhat more brief than meny, is includod in
ito entirety in Fixurtc 2 as a sample of a Would his actiona be considered ethical among
complete piece of computer crimes legiition. computer professionals? Before deciding, we

should consider statements pertaining to
Was he guilty of fraud or dLd he sluply satis- ethics in the Computer Science and Computer
fy his normal curiosity? We would need to Information Systems literature.
know more of the story, end then we would
probably still need to dpl.Iberata a very long Definitions
time.

ETHICS - A treatise on morals; the
Pr.LyR-__E. science of moral values and duties; the

study of ideal human character, actions,
Did hle invede her privacy? Surely, this an- and ends; moral principles, quality, or
ster is "yesll But, doces she have any practice. (Webster's New Collegiate)
protection aoainst this type of invasion of
privacy? ETHICS - A system of moral principles;

the rules of conduct recognized in
Two hundred years ago Thomas ief'lersnn said: respect to a particular class of human

actions or to a particular group, cut-
... laws and institutions must go hand in ture, etc. ; moral principles; that branch
band with the human mind... As new dis- of philosophy dealing with values per-
coveries ar- made, new truths disclosed, tamning to human conduct with respect to
and manners and opinions change with the the rightness and wrongness of certain
uix-imbtances, Institutions must advance actions and to the goodness and badness
* 3lso, And iceep pace with the times. of the motives and ends of such actions.

(Random House Unabridged)
In 3890, Supreme Court Jusaice i.ouis Brandeis
ttea.d that "the right to be let alone is one
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PRIVACY ACT F 1974

INTIMDXT1I)

The purpose of this art is to provide certain safeguards for individuals against an invasion, if persorl pri-
vary by requiring Federal agencies, except as otherwise provided by law, to:
I. Permit an individual to detervine what records pertaining to him are collpctLd, maintained, used or dis-
seminated by such agencies.

. Perait an individual to prevent records pertaining to him obtained by suit agencies for a pa-ticular pur-
poe from being used or made available for another purp(r', without his consent.

3. Permit an individual to gain access to information pertaininq to him in federal agency rerords, to havs a
copy of all or any portion thereof, and to correct, or amend such records.

4. Collect, maintain, use or dissomirate any record of identifiable Personal information in a maner that
assures that surl action is for a necesa'-y and lawful purpose, that the information i, current ard ac-auraxe
for its intended use, ard that adequate safeguards are providrd to prevent misuse of suit inforxta'%ý,. i
5. Permit exemptions from the requirements with respect to records provided for in this art only in thoe
cases whre therm is an important public need for such exemption as has been determined by speciir ctotutorv

authority.

6. Be subject to civil suit for any damages which wccur as a revult of willful or intentional action which
violateLs any individual's rights under this act.

The PRIVACY ACT OF 1974 applies to all federal agencies except the CLI and law enforcement agencies.

FIGURE 3: PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

We live in an age and in a society where Other subheadings included:

morality and ethics seem to be eroding more
each day. We are amazed when we read the ever Law of the Jungle
groving accounts of questionable behavior on Glorifying the Computer Criminal
the part of prominent and not so prominent We Ill-Treat "Whistleblowers"
members of our society. We shake our heads Role of Ethics
and role our eyes when we read of unethical Need for Ethical Management
philanderings, but we do little or nothing Implementing a Code
difinitive to bring about significant change A model Code
in such behaviors. We read and relate the Testing your Code
.accunt. ..'.±ch , .in... v uch behavior. and we

buy tickets and attend lectures to hear formner lie cited a otudy by tho EthjoR Resource Center
convicted felons present the rational for of Washington, D-C., that *confirmed that,
their unethical and/or criminal behavior, although top management occasionally pays lip

service to the need for ethics in the work-
In May 1984, COMPUTERS and PEOPLE carried an place, little is dcne to carry this out."(ll
article titled "Lack of Ethics as a Cause for
Computer Crime' which was excerpted from Robbin Suris (6], Associate Editor of COMPUTER
Chapter 6 of HOW TO PREVENT COMPUTER CRIME by DECISIONS, claimed in his article "Keeping Out
August Bequai. It exhibited the Table of the Insiders" that *security breaches by
Contents of the book and then began: outsiders may be obscuring a much greater risk

to corporate computer systems: the threat

Lack of Ethics from within." Only clearly stated company

policle und procedures and ethical conduct of

A computer programmer attempts to sell legitimate users will eliminate, or at least
valuable software belonging to his em- reduce, such security breaches from inside.

ployer to one of its competitors. When
discovered, the employer is reluctant to Both the Association for Computing Machinery
prosecute; it is rumored that the pro- (ACM) and the Data Processing Management
grammer threatened to "blow the whistle" Association (DPMA) have made positive and
on corrupt company practices. An execu- definitive statements pertaining to profes-

tive embezzles more than $400,000 of his sional ethics. Excerpts from BYLAW 19, ACM
company's assets through the use of its CODE OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT are included in
computer. When the auditors uncover his Figure 4. The entire DPMA Code of Ethics is
fraud, his employer simply asks for his presented in figure 5.
resignation; it is said that dishonest

conduct was a *way of life" at the com- Note that the ACM code begins:

pany. A computer operator uses a hospi-

tal's computer to steal more than PREAMBLE
020,000; the victim is reluctant to pro-
aecute. It is alleged that an investiga- Recognition of Professional Status by the
tion would have led to exposure of thefts public depends not only on skill and
of drugs involving hospital personnel. dedication but also on adherence to a

recognized Code of Profeasional Conduct.
The above examples serve to illustrate
two key points: first, that crime by DPMA chooses to begin Itu CODE OF ETHICS with

dishonest employees ham reached epidemic a statement of obligation to management, to
proportions ... ; and second, that some fellow members, to society, to employer, and
victims are reluctant to prosecute to country. The STANDARDS OF CONDUCT, then,
because they have their own "skeletons" specify the responsibilities of each of these
to hide ... obligations.
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Ia light of these presentations, was he guilty lnmtructional it; v tfL
of a breach o. ethics? Did he violate any
subfjsctione o0 either CANON 1 or CANON ' of Virtually every college textbook for use in
the 10C1 code? Is there nn intx hctioiv against introductory info-mation systems courses has
the DPhA code? If tile activities were known, ense or more chapters devoted to social issues
would he hl dica:iplinccl for his actions by one and implications. Moat have at least a brief
of these profeeoilnal asscctatiorons? As com- discussion relating to ethics. Texts for
puter professionals. how should we react to introductory computer *clence courses contain
such behavior in our ra'roa? chapters on file processing and occasionally

make reference to data security and integrity.

QXT

PMtAArAtE

Recognition of v:ofe£siord; sts.us by the public depends not only on shill ond dedication but also on
,Adhericv to a recognized code of Professional Cantsrt. The tol;omlig Code set.s fotth the general principles
(Canons), profebsional ideal, iEthical Considera2tioo), and manMtory rules (Disciplinary Rules) applicable to
each ACM Member.

The E'rVbs 'shall" (imperative) ani 'should" (encruragpeent) irm used porpnsefully in the Code. The Canons
ano E~tt.ial Consideratiom.s arc nkt, hhbouver, o.-ding rjles. Each Disciplinary Rule is binding on each Meaber

of ACA. Failure to observe the 0-.srijpliiary rules subjects the Member to admonition, suspension or expulsion
from the Associiat:on is provided by the Procedures for the Entorcea-nt of the NR Code of trofessional
Conduct, which ate specified ir the ACM Policy and Pro.edures Guidelihes. The term "member(s)" is used in the
Coce. the Disciplinary Rules apply, hoever, only to the classes of Lmebership specified in Article 3,
Section 5, of the Cnstituoto, of the CtE. [i.e. members with voting rightsl

CAN~dH
An (0TE member shall act at all times with integrity.

Ethical Consideration

ECI.I lr, ACM .miter shall prope-ly qu..iiy himself when expres',cin al, opinion ostside his areas of
cz,;,ptorn. A member is encouraged to express his opinions on subjects within his area of competence.

ECI.d An A5CM member shall prefaoe any parti•,n statjaents about information processing by indicating
clearly cn whose behalf tlsy are wde.
ECI.3 An KM wmbeý shall act faithfully on behal) of his employers or clients.

Disciplinary Rdlei
D- 1. 1. Ats (OCN noalio etul ;.tz ;t wnrolly uscreprosrot hMs q-41itlfcat ioov or credenttial; to ire-N
sent or prospective employers or chents;,
DRI.t.L An qCM member shall riot make drliberately fal., of deceptive statements as to the present or
e•p•erud state of affairs in any as.pect of tee capability, delivery, or use ot information processing
sys£tes.
DRI.2. ! Ac CTM member shall ro, irtentionally conceal or misrepresent on whos2 behalf any partisan

statements are wtte.
Hilt.2.1 Ac W.' mowber actinr or .vploynd as a consultant shall, prior to accepting tnformation from
a prcspetive client, inform tne clien. of all factors of which the member is aware mhich *ay affect
the proper performance of the task.

DRI.3.2 An A menber s)a' I s[iclose any interest of which he is aware which does or may conflict
with his; duty to A present of prospective employer or client.

DRI.3.3 At, ACM member shall not use any confidential information from any employer or client, past or
present, without prior permission.

CAoM 2
A, ACM me% ., should strive to increase his competenpce and the competence and prestige of the profession.

An AC% member shall accept responsibility for his wark.

An ACM member shall act with professional responsibility.

CMMO 5

An ACM member should use his special knowledge and skills for the advancemoot of human welfare.

Ethical Consideratmors
EC5.I An ACM member should consider the health, privacy, and genvrLA welfare of the public in
performance of his mork.
EC5.P An ACM member, whenever dealing with data concerning individuals, shall always consider the
principle of the individual's privacy and seek the following:

' To minimize the data collected.
* To limit authorized arces.s to the data.

* 
T
o provide proper security for the data.

e To determine the required retentioi period of the data.
* To •n•ure proper disposal of the data.

Disciplinary Roles
IDR5.2.1 An ACM member shall express his professiosal opinion to his employers or clients regarding
any adverse consequences to the public which might result from the work proposed him.

FIGURE 4: ACM CODE OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT (excerpts)
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Database and file processing courses, system capitalize on that moment. A scenario such as
design and analysis, and others have very good presented in this paper providea an excellent
entry points for in-depth diszusstons relating springboard. We can relate to this situation.
to ethics and the computer professional, We can put ourselves in the position of either

the young man or the young woman. We can
Introducing the topic at a reasonable point in reflect oin what we would do in Q isimilal
the overall course plan yields an acceptance situation and what our res.ationi would be to
of the relevance of such a discussion in the the possihility that someone could gain so

classroom. It is then up to the instructor to much information about us so readily.

CODE OF ETHICS

I acknowledge:

That I have an obligation to management, thsrefoie, I shall prcloloe the understanding of imformat on piC,-

cessirg methods aid procedures tc. elanagreent using every resourre at my commar...
That I have an obl igation. to My fe;lou Inb ors1 therefore, I shall uph,.ld the high idi'as5 Lf D5MP as cot--

lined in its international Bylavs. Further, I shall cooperate "ith 'my fells% eergtvrs anr sovil treat them

with honesty and respect at ell times.
That I have an obligation to society and will participate to tse best of my ab:l,.ty in the nissevlmnat•on

of knowledge pertaining to the generil developrnr.t and vnde:'sta,•ng of information pricessing. Further, I
shall not use knowledge of a confidPntial nature to further my personal interest, ncr shall I violate the pri-

vacy and confidentiality of information entrusted to me or to which I may gain access.

That I haue an obligation to my employer whose trust I hold, therefore, I shall endeavor to discharge this
obligation to the best of my ability, to guard my employer's interests, and to advise him or her wisely anv
honestly.

That I have an obligation to my country, therefore, in my personal, business and social contacts, I shall
uphold my nation and shall honor th: chosen way of life of my fellow citizenos.

1 accept these obligations as a personal responsibility and as a member, of this association, I shall
actively discharge these obligations and I dedicate myself to that end.

STWNIIARDS IF CGDIXT

These standards expand on the Code of Fthics by providing sperific statements of behavior in srpport of each
element of the Code. They are not objectives to be strived for, they are -ules that no professional will vio-

late. It is first of all expected that information processing professionals will abide by the appropriate
laws of their country and commun:ty. The folloi•ing standards address tenets that apply to the profession.

In Recognition of My Obliqation to Management I Shtall:
* heap my pe•iosal kro-Aledgr up t,. date arid iiiure thdt pi ope, ep(. t ic.v is available wkein, -dln.
SShare my knowledge with others and present factuol and objectire information to management to the best of

my ability.
* Accept full responsibility for work that I perform.

I Not misuse the authority entýusted to me.
SNot misinterpret or withhold Informaticn conrierrig the capabilities of equipl•et, software, or systems.

* Not take advantage of the lark of knowledge or inexperience on the part of others.

In Recognition of My Obligation to My Fellow Members and the Profession I Shall:
* Be honest ii, all my professional relatiornships.

* Take appropriate action in regard to any illegal or unethical practices that come to my attentioh. How-

ever, I will bring charges against any person only when I have reasonable basis for believing in the truth

of the allegation and without regard to personal interest.
# Endeavor to share my special knowledge.

* Cooperate with others in arhieving understanding and ir, identifying problems.
a Not use or take credit for the work of others without specific acknowledgmeent and authorization.

# Not take advantage of the lack of knowledge or inexperie•ce on the part of others for personal gain.
In Recognition of My Obligation to Society I Shall:
4 Protect the privacy and confidentiality of all infortation entrusted to me.

* Use my skill and knowledge to inform the public in all areas of my expertise.
* To the best of my ability, insure that the products of wy work are used in a socially rvsponsible way.

* Support, respect and abide by the appropriate local, stase, provincial, and federal laws.
* Never misrepresent or withhold information that is germane to a problem or situation of public conceirn nor

will I allow any such known information to remain unchallenged.
* Not use knowledge of a confidential or personal nature in any snauthorlzed wanner or to achieve personal

gain.
In Recognition of My Obligation to My Employer I Shall:

M ake every effort to ensure that I have the most curr••t knowledge and that proper expertise is daailable
When needed.

* Avoid conflict of interest and insure that any employer is aware of any potential conflicts.
w Present a fair, honest, and objective viespoint.

# Protect the proper interests of my employer at all times.
* Protect the privacy and confidentiality of all information entrusted to me.

SNot misrepresent or withhold information that is germane to the situatiso.
* Not attempt to use the resources of my employer for personal gain or for any purpose without proper

approval.

# Not exploit the weakness of a computer system for personal gain or personai satisfaction.

FIGURE 5: DPMA - CODE OF ETHICS and STANDARDS OF CONDUCT
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lI-IbrIa IY as9L11gn)mc'Ii1-01s In ltwod by7 9 1ouplq 'I (:uo-

;iO) e th' moI U THUS StInt C I IInII al-i ico , is
eiwecai ally bene ICI a I . A nott, oot 1 on,
110%vý, *l . •The 3 11-t rtI ,I must be s u re whereL'
hl'',ihe rtands on suc1h a siues and be ready to Computel a are po-erlul tJolS at the d1isposal
llfl9 VtI y poi1nted qustitions about prsionaL Eo men. Mlen who undex stand and use thoee

values. The day alter such a dio,-ussioni in machines have power to acuomplashi groat and
one1 ol my classes a student arched me about my woi thy .goals; or to wreak havoc: and destruc-
feelings on copying sottware. This could be tion. Although security mechannisms and laws
very touchy, but they deserve honest answers. are provided to temper the aciivi ties ol men

when they sit down at the machines, thc only
Ci)Ogr-ess6mna Zschau [21 wan quotted as saying truly bind ing controls are the prolessional
that the infiltration of his computer system ethics ol the man.
was "tantamount to someone breaking into my
office, taking my 112 and burning them," but
there was no physical evidence of such a
break--in arid fire. "Because people don't see
the tiles overturned or a pile of asheu out-
olde the door, it doesn't seem so bad. But it
as equally as devastating."

Interacting with colleagues to discuss such fljf|jCES CITE

topics is a great mechanism for building our
own values and accumulating 'for instances' to 1. Bequai, August. "Lack of Ethics as a
relate to students. We had a laculty dutch Cause of Computer Crime. " COMPUTERS
treat lunch recently to discuss ethics. I and PECAPLE (May-June, 1984) 7-14, 24.
attended a breakfast at a recent professional
meeting devoted to this topic. Listening 2. "Computer Crime Hits Congress." MICRO
while others talk about touchy issues is quite Matters 1 (May, 1987) 2.
enlightening.

3. "Computer Hacking and Security Costs."
If there were a file cabinet located in a Sclence News 124 (November 5, 19833)
hallway, should a passerby look in? If there 294.
were names on the drawers, would he/she be
more or less likely to want to look in? If 4. Early, Pete. "Prying Eyes." The Courier
the cab.inet were locked, would he/she feel Journal Magazine (July 20, 1986).

challenged to look in?

5. Gallanis, Hess. Computer Bandits, The
Is there any difference in walking around in New Brain Pickers. " Aavxrtisinq_2Ae
Neiman-Marcus at 2 a.m. and walking around in 54 (November 14, 1983) M-32.
someone's database at 2 a.m. ? If caught,
would the perpetrators be treated differently? 6. Juris, Robbin. "Keeping Out the Insid-
Should they be? It is interesting that tht' era. " COMPUTER DECISIONS (November
Virginia computer crimes legislation includes 4, 199S) 48-49.
a statement to atteut that a "tangible docu-
ment need riot be evident when a computer is 7. Soma, John T. Computer Technology and!
the inutrument of forgery. " Do our written the Law. New York: Shepard's/McGraw
laws really need to be this specific? Hill, 1983.
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sensitive information was introduced as one
INTRQDUCTION control methodology. Single-point access to

company filerooms was another way tc control
There are many diverse opinions on the access to corporate information..

relative importance of data integrity when Information, however, was becoming more and
compared with the relative importance of data more accessible to larger numbers of people
secrecy. In the Department of Defense as part of their daily duties. However, the
Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria, amount of information accessible and
integrity is defined as the correct operation chargeable on any given day was still
of the hardware and firmware upon which the relatively limited.
operating system's Trusted Computing Base
(TCB) resides, and the assurance that the TCB The Computer Age increased the data
software has not been subject to unaulhorized integrity problem significantly. More data
modification. The correct operation of the wa- accessible t more penope than had ever
TCB only ensures that the file system is been possible with manual processing methods.
intact and that the TCB has not been It was also easier than ever before to makc
unintentionally or maliciously modified. The wholesale changes to information, such as
Criteria makes no claim as to the validity or cleaning out bank accounts, embezzling funCs,
consistency of the information that may be and just simple system failures wiping out
contained in the files protected by the TCB. files. Backup copies could replace lost

files, but changes were harder to trace to a
The problems of data integrity have single individual and restore. Eventually,

always existed in trusted operating systems. electronic audit files were used to establish
Data management applications of these systems a chain of accountability for modifications.
make the problem more acute. Consistent, This provided a way to know who last accessed
accurate, reliable information is a critical a file or a particular account. It did not
element for data management applications, offer a remedy to the data entry clerk wno
This paper provides an overview of data mistyped 1.000 instead of 1,000 and forgot to
integrity concerns, and why they are rPt proofread the screen before pressing the
sufficiently addressed by conventional transmit key.
secrecy policies. The issue of unauthorized
modification of data which might compromise Database management systems made it even
data validity is addressed, as is the easier to modify large quantities of data
practicality of the implementation of the quickly and efficiently with simple query
current state of the art in integrity languages. These systems also brought new
policies. The discussion concludes with an mechanisms, such as data dictionaries and
attempt to provide guidance on the semantic constraints, into common use as
application of integrity policies to trusted control mechanisms for data integrity [8].
data management. For example, it was now possible to require

only nun.oric data for social security
THE INTEGRITY PROBLEM numbers, and social security num.bers had to

have nine digits. When such mechanisms
Before the Industrial Revolution, most clashed with performance requirements,

business enterprises were established by and however, they were often Ignored or
run as single person firms. Data integrity circumvented, leaving information more
was not a consideration because every piece vulnerable to integrity ccmpromise.
of information required to run the business
came through the proprietor. DEFINITIONS OF INTEGRITY
IndUstrialization brought larger
conglomerates into being. It was not This brief history of thu integrity
possible to run a nationwido railroad, for problem makes it easy to see that there can
example, with one bookkeeper and one be many definitions of data integrity, all of
accountant. As more people became involved which are valid. Perhaps an integrated
with corporate information, data integrity definition of integrity can be found in [16].
became a greater problem. Two-man control of This definition covers six areas:
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a. How correct we think the is not authorized to modify it and is denied
information is, access. If the second user tries to

b. How confident we are that the overwrite the data he is not permitted to do
information is from its original so, because it would be an unauthorized
source, modification. The owner of the data also

C. How correct the functioning of believes that the operating system will not
the process is, lose hia file in the event of a system crash.

d. How closely the process function
corresponds to its designed WHY WORRY ABOUT INTEGRITY?
intent,

e. How confident we are that the Is a trusted computer system that
information in an object is enforces a global security policy as
unaltered, or was correctly modified, described in the Criteria, sufficient to cope
and with data integrity concerns? In the Shirley

f. How correct the information in an and Schell paper on va±idation by assignment
object is. [20], the argument is made that a security

policy is based on external laws, rules,
How correct we think the information is regulations, and other mandates that

can be considered the conventional data establish what access to data is permitted.
management definition of integrity. In the Access to data is defined as what information
traditional data management environment, may be disclosed to any given user, not as
integrity is defined as the consistency or what information may be modified by any given
validity of data entered into a database or a user.
file. This definition includes semantic
integrity constraints which can be specified However, a security policy that addresses
as pert of a data dictionary or application only the disclosure of information is not a
program, such as all salaries must be greater complete policy. In Denning and Schell [11],
than zero; concurrency controls which ensure two principal components ofthe information
that the serializability of transactions is security policy are proposed: a secrecy
maintained to prevent interference between class to control information disclosure, and
two or more executing transactions; and an integrity class to control the
recovery mechanisms to ensure the proper modification of information. A trusted
restoration of data in the event of a system system is trusted to protect "sensitive"
fd±±u~t. information from unauthorized disclosure,

alteration, or destruction. Therefore, a
How correct the functioning of a process security policy that addresses only secrecy

is, and how closely it equates to its is not sufficient unless it also addresses
designed intent can be defined as operational data modification issues, or data integrity.
consistency and correctness. Operational There are precedents and true, paper-
consistency equates to confidence in based procedures upon which it is possible to
achieving the same results if the same code model an information disclosure policy.
is executed repeatedly with the same input. Landwehr [15) has argued that a similar model
It is the ability to rely on system for an integrity policy does not exist. He
operations and services, such as daemons, to states that the government possesses large
run properly with predictable results. amounts of sensitive information that would
Correctness is the assurance or guarantee compromise national security if it was
that the system will perform as its designers revealed to certain organizations outside of
intended it to and that it will operate the government. Therefore, it has had to
properly. This type of integrity is often institutionalize a protection policy of
referred to as system integrity, hierarchical classifications and compartments

for this information. No damage assessment
How confident we are that the of the consequences of unauthorized

information is from its original source, has modification of such information has resulted
been subjected to only authorized in a similar set of hierarchical integrity
modifications, and is correctly represented labels. Therefore, a justification for a
in a storage object can be considered the global integrity policy to protect against
computer security definition of integrity, unauthorized modification of sensitive data
This definition includes the mapping of does not currently exist in government
information into digital data for storage in regulations. On an application-specific
an object, user authentication, basis, information that must be protected
authorization of the user to perform from unauthorized modification can be
modifications, and confidence that the user identified and should be protected using
entered error-free information into the means appropriate to the sensitivity of the
system which was not maliciously or information. There is no global integrity
unintentionally altered by either another policy for the Federal Government.
user or the operating system.

For example, a user enters data at a Eeyond these arguments, security
terminal. The characters are translated into policies specified by the Criteria are
asci5 code, sent -n an i/o buffer, and required to have mechanisms available to
eventually sboree i a file. The user is ensure the."correct" operation cf the
confident that th zharacters he entered were software and firmware comprising the TCS.
accurately represented and not altered by a The Criteria further requires that assurances
short circulit into a different bit pattern. are in place to ensure that the software TCB
lie may wish to let another user edit this is subject to sound configuration management
data at a later date, and sets copy practices and distribution techniques. There
privileges on the data for another user. is no requirement in the Criteria to enforce
When a third user tries to copy the data, he data consistency constraints or other such
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common integrity measurcs. Therefore, a user performing a blind write to a higher-
system meeting the intent of the Criteria secrecy-level object may unintentionally or
does not guarantee the validity of the maliciously provide misinformation to a
information represented within its objects. higher-secrecy-level process that wished to

use the same data file. In the strict
DOES SECRECY OFFER SOLUTIONS? integrity policy, integrity levels are used

to counter this threat. A user may read an
Can integrity concerns be addressed object if his integrity level is dominated by

through the use of security mechanisms the object's integrity level. A user may
designed to address secrecy? Secrecy write to an object if his integrity level
concerns, as stated above, address dominates the object's integrity level.
information dissemination, not information
Yv'dification. Integrity is often considered The ring policy variant on Biba's strict
the dual of secrecy. Using a secrecy lattice integrity policy states that no restrictions
for integrity enforcement, therefore, will are placed on the reading of data, but the
protect high-level objects from low-level constraints on writing to an object are the
subjects, but equates relative integrity with constraints specified in the strict integrity
relative secrecy. hat is, the most widely policy. A subject may write high integrity
disseminated data (unclassified data) would data to a file even though he has read low
be considered the least vulnerable to integrity data in the same proces3.
unauthorized modification. The least widely
disseminated data (top secret) would be the The object's integrity level is never
most vulnerable to unauthorized modift.cation changed in the low water mark integrity
because it would be the most enticing to policy, but the integrity level of the
someone trying to penetrate the system. This subject is degraded when he reads data at a
is a restatement of the sececy policy for lower integrity level. The subject Tay
the system. eventually have his integrity level decreased

to tl~e lowest integrity level on the system,
A program integrity policy [20) will the low water mark. To restore his process

protect against insertion of malicious code to a higher integrity level would require
into an a;'plication and will ensure the reinitialization of his privileges; in all
enforcement of integrity constraints upon a probability, this would require a trusted
user's application. Such a policy assumes process.
that the development staff is trusted. The Denning and Schell (11) pror-csed a more
policy will not enforce an access control f i v.riaticn ontha strict integrity
policy by itself, and, therefore, cannot be policy. This integrity policy proposes that
used to enforce authorized modification trusted subjects can zead objects or write to
rules. A prngram integrity policy does not them as long as they fall within the
necessarily have access control lists permitted range of integrity levels.
associated with it to determine which users Untrusted subjects are limited to reading or
are authorized to access data and which are writing objects as stated in Biba's strict
not. It can ensure that programs behave integrity policy. An additional constraint
"correctly", but cannot ensure against data is added by the execute property, which
value corruption by malicious users, states that a subject can execute an object

only if the maximum integrity level of the
A discretionary integrity policy based on subject is less than or equal to the

access control lists will limit the integrity class of the object, and the
modification rights granted to a user. maximum secrecy level of the subject is
However, it makes no promises about the greater than or equal to the secrecy class of
enforcement of integrity constraints or the the object.
"correctness" of code. A discretionary
integrity policy is also not automatically or The variation of Biba's strict integrity
uniformly invoked for each data access by policy proposed by Shirley and Schell [20]
every user. It is not, therefore, a allows the reading of lower integrity level
mechanism that is enforceable with a high data by higher integrity level processes.
degree of assurance. Execute access is established as a separate

THE PROBLEM OF UNAUTHORIZED MODIFICATION access right, and a process may only executeprocesses with an equal or greater integrity

Various extensions and alternatives to level. Write access rights are applied as
the current generation of secrecy policies specified in Biba's policy model. This
have been developed in an attempt to address affords a greater degree of flexibility than
integrity considerations. biba [1] discussed the strict integrity model because read and
three types of hierarchical integrity update operations could be performed by high-

policies: (1) strict integrity, (2) ring integrity level processes across all lower-
policy integrity, and (3) low water mark integrity levels.
integrity. Changeable subject integrity levels and

The strict integrity policy considered program integrity levels are used in Boyun's
integrity the dual of secrecy. Whereas the [4] variation of strict integrity. As the
standard Bell-LaPadula security policy user reads lower-integrity data, his
permits the reading down and writing up of integrity level is downgraded. This
information in secrecy classes, biba contends variation also introduces the notion of
that these actions compromise the integrity programs having an integrity level based on
properties of the data. A higher-secrecy- their potential to corrupt higher-integrity
level user compromises his higher-secrecy- data. Since they offer the potential for
level data by the act of reading data at a data corruption, programs must have a higher
lower-secrecy-level. A lower-secrecy-level integrity level than the data objects they
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will be acting upon. Unfortunately, as the of all relevant data is system low. However,
user reads lower and lower integrity level a system low integrity level affords this
data, his own integrity level is permanently data minimal protection under thi integrity
degraded, preventing him from ever reading policy.
high-integrity data again. The only way to
restore his integrity level is through a The ring integrity policy uses fixed
trusted upgrade process, executable only by a integrity labels on both subjects andtrusted subject, as in the low water mark objects. It allows the subject, however, to
policy, read data at any integrity level and write to

Another type of integrity policy commonly objects of lesser or equal integrity levcls.
used in commercial applications is enforced No execute access is defined in this policy.
strictly through rule-based constraints. Therefore, the subject integrity level is of
These constraints are either written for each little value since programs of dubious
application separately or generalized into a integrity may be executed by a subject with a
global integrity policy for all appliiations high integrity level. Such a practice would
of a particular type. For example, a common allow the destruction of any higher-integrityset of type-checking utilities for a database data which the subject may access. This
management system. This type of policy policy has never been implemented in
requires a trusted process to place the user- practice.
written constraints iato the TCB. Such an
expansion of the TCB would, in all The low water mark policy allows a
probability, make it larger than current subject to paralyze itself. While necessary
analysis techniques could handle, which would objects can be created at higher- integrity
make it very difficult to guarantee the level levels and the subject can access them as
of assurance required at higher levels of the long as it maintains an equal-integrity
Criteria. level, reading a lower-integrity object will.

degrade the integrity level of the subject,
An alternative to Biba's strict integrity making tne higher-integrity objects

policy variations was proposed by Boebert [2] inaccessible to the now lower- integrity
and is being implemented in the LOCK project. subject.
This policy uses the concept of type-domain Denning and Schell's integrity range,enforcement to implement constraints. Shirley and Schell's program integrityObjects are associated with types, and policy, and Boyun's changeable integritysubjects are associated with domains. An policies all are attempts to incorporate moreaccess matrix of domains and types determines flexibility into the strict integrity policy.the rights available to a suoject requesting .hcthc r the incrcaccd flcxibility t..yaccess to an object. The access matrix provide will also increase the size of theconsists of a combination of static access TCB beyond analytical limits, degradeconstraints coupled with application-specific performan e, or create new integrity concernsaccess constraints specified by a trusted and security covert channels has yet to beuser. If a domain does not have access to a investigated.given type as specified by the access matrix,
it violates the integrity polizy and access A rule-based integrity Policy is not, in
is not permitted. The type-domain and of ituelf, applicable to -he generalenforcement integrity policy is orthogonal to c-ise. Rules change from one application tothe secrecy policy and is logically "anded" another, and one "ser interface to another.with the access rights granted by ýhe recrecy Additionally, such a ru!E-based integritypolicy to determine the sobject's erfectire policy may provide a substantial inferenceaccess rights. That is, the inLersection of channel if sirultaneously enfnrcud atthe two matrices form the accens privileges multiple secrecy levels with a singlepermitted under the system security pclicy. instantiation of the data. A user at a qiven

level nay be able to carefully construct
ARE THESE POLICIES USEFUL? queries that would allow nim to determine the

information he was not permitted to access.Are any of tie various integrity policy
alternatives practical in a operationas The type-domain enforcement mechanism
environment? or is the current generation of proposed by Boebert may prove useful when theintegrity policies overly protective? number of enumerated types enforced isintegrity relatively small. However, user-specifiedIt is important to note that integrity typas may be more numerous and could por'ibl-policies are not usually implemented by cauze serious performance penalties, unlessthemselves. They are usually implemented in matrix compression techniques wore used onconjunction with a secrecy policy to provide the access matrix. More investigation musta system security policy. To determine the bZ conducted to determins the propertiesutility of an integrity policy, its position associated with type-domain enforcementmust be taken intc consideration with respect mecnanisms.
to the overall system security policy.

OTHER IN:TEGRITY CONSiD)ERATIoNS
dsing this criteria, the strict integrity

interpretation proposed by Biba does not Polyinstantiation [11) has been proposedappear flexible enough to be useful in as one solution to the integrity-secrecypractical applications, such as database dilemma. If a higher secrecy or integritymanagement systems [2). Applications must user attempts to perform a modificationhave read and write access to various system operation on lower level data, ancther copytables and internal data structures in order of the data is automatically created that isto perform their functions. In th. context identical to the original in all bht theof Biba's strict integrity policy, this can level designation. This higher-levelonly be accomplished if the integrity level instantiation of the data then reflects the
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higher-level uner's modifications. While it based on operating system architectural
will ensure that the security policy is not features that are nonexistent. Additionally,
willaensured, thatvthensecityn poicyis not sthe integrity policy in effect must minimize
violated, polyn.nstantiation will not solve

l oany extensions to the TCB boundary that maythe problems of data consistency. Data that be required for its support. Variations cnis replicated at each level will guarantee Biba's strict integrity policy may be moreconsistency within one level, but will notap r rit he .
ensure consistency across levels. The entire appropriate here.
database would not necessarily be consistent. Can a high degree of data integrity
In this case, one can never be certain which coexist with a high degree of trust? The
instantiation of the original data is the current generation of highly trusted
most accurate or recent representation, operating systnms have not been conclusively

As a final consideration, one must examined in this area. Attempts to buildexamine the user interface issues entailed by high integrity data management applicationson Honeywell's Multics system severelythe various policies. If the user is only limited the user's ability to exercise
permitted to read or write at a single level, untrusted applications and other system
mechanical cut-and-paste techniques will be features. Perhaps if a trusted system were
required to obtain all of his data in a dedicated to a specific application, in
single report. Users in general may be able execute-only mode, high data integrity could
to adjust to almost anything, provided they coexist with highly secure operating systems.
do not .rceive duplication of effort. When
update operations become excessively tedious, CONCLUSIONS
as may be the case with the strict integrity
policy, users become increasingty rebellious In conclusion, there have been many
and either cease to use the syste or develop different integrity policies proposed. Few
their own intugrity policy: the bigh watermark Noonepiec oftheof them nave been tested through a system
mark. No one piece of the integrity puzzle implementation. Still fewer have actually
fits all the empty places in a securitypol icy. proven successful in operational

environments. Each application must be

CAN i!ý ýAN GRIY EXST ITH IGHexamined on an individual basis to determineTRUST? which integrity policy best fits its

requirements or if a combination of integrity
Data integrity cannot be ignored in a policies is more appropriate.
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ABSTRACT

The National Computer Security Center technologically advanced trusted database
is developing a document containing inter- management systems in the future.
pretations of the Department of Defense
Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria
(TCSEC) for database management systems. HISTORY AND STATUS OF TDI DEVELOPMENT

With each interpreted TCSEC requirement, a
ratinnale for the interpretation is stated.
These sections of the document will be NCSC Ef ort Begins - Sprinq 1985
supported by appendices that address
security issues that are unique to database In May of 1985 the NCSC began to
management systems. The document will be examine requirements for multilevel data
entitled, "Trusted DBMS Interpretations", management in an effort to determine whether
(TDI). or not guidance should be written on the

subject. It was also part of the task to
determine what the scope of such guidance

NCSC COMMITMENT TO PBMS__ I should be. That is, we had to identify what
audience cculd benefit the most from a

A majority of data processing installa- document on DBMS security. We identified
tinva rmi1a,. u dtabaase m ~angmt three basic audience sectments that could
systems. With tho expanding information potentially use guidance to be DEMS users,
age, the percentage of installations doing DBMS builders, and DBMS evaluators. Users
data base management is increasing signifi- would benefit most immediately from a
cantly. Unfortunately, the presence of a document that provided suggestive guidance
trusted operating system in these installa- on how to configure and use existing systems
tions does not guarantee that the DBMS can in a secure manner. DBMS builders would
be used to share information in a trusted need a document that provided TCSEC type
manner. criteria on what security features a

database management system should have.
There are several characteristics that

are common to most DBMS's which make it Of course the later document would also
necessary for them to provide some credible indirectly help users to improve the
security controls. In many operational security posture of their DBMS installations
environments, users interface directly to over the long run, by encouraging the
the DBMS, which makes the operating system development and evaluation of trusted
appear transparent. In fact, DBMS designers database management systems. We recognized
often choose not tc utilize the services that this is clearly the most desirable type
provided by operating systems, including the of DBMS security guideline to be produced by
security features. In addition, DBMS's NCSC. We were then faced with the task of
typically provide the capability to share determining if it was technically feasible
objects that are of a more abstract type to develop trusted database management
than operating systems are capable of systems, which would determine the practi-
recognizing. These characteristics, among cality of a criteria type guideline.
others, create the need for security
controls within the DBMS to control access
to these objects. DBMS Security Workshop - June 1986

Based upon these facts, the NCSC is
committed to determining the extent to which To determine current technology's
database management systems can be trusted ability to support a DBMS security criteria,
to control sharing of sensitive data, and to we organized a workshop to discuss the state
evaluating and rating commercially available of the art in database management system
systems against a practical and reasonable security. The workshop was held in Balti-
criteria. more during June of 1986 and was attended by

57 experts from DBMS vendors and theiiThis commitment will be realized customers, government and academia. The
through the TDI that is now being developed, participants were divided into three working
The TDI will strive to specify achievable, groups charged respectively with producing
practical requiremento in order to allow reports on security policy, data integrity
current DBMS installations to become more and inference, and trusted DBMS architec-
secure, while laying the framework for tures. Each report details the technologi-
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cally possible solutions in each of these worked examples of trusted database manage-
areas as well as the problems that require ment systems, research and development will
further research and development. These be able to prove whether or not pragmatic
reports and all issue papers written in solutions to these problems exist.
preparation for the Workshop are available
in [CSC86]. It is expected that research in the

area of DBMS security will progress enough
over the next five years to enable the

Develop Preliminary Drafts - December 1986 resolution of today's research problems. If
this happens the TDI will evolve to encom-

At the beginning of FY87 NCSC tasked pass the newer technology.
Mitre and Aerospace to develop preliminary
drafts of DBMS evaluation criteria. The
drafts were to be in the form of interpre- SEMtJITY AT HE LE
tations of the TCSEC for database management
systems. This approach was chosen based The most reliable place to implement
upon the belief that the TCSEC contains all security controls on any type of computer
of the fundamental requirements and control system is at the system level. The security
objectives that are necessary for any controls are much more robust when they are
trusted computer system. In the case of implemented close to the physical represen-
database management systems, as well as tation of the information to be protected.
networks, the fundamental requirements need Thus we must require that the system
to be interpreted more specifically for that implement as many of the security controls
type of system. as is technologically feasible to achieve

The preliminary drafts were delivered the greatest level of security.

to NCSC on 31 December 1986. They were used The main body of the TDI will specify
as a baseline to produce the working draft requirements that DBMS vendors provide
of the TDI. security mechanisms to control the sharing

of databases. The TDI will not enable the
evaluation of database management systems in

Worknag Group Formed to. Refine Draft - isolation. Instead, it will require that
January 1987 they be evaluated in the context of their

supporting operating system and hardware
NCSC selected a working group to steer base. Thus the evaluation will be of

the rcfinzennt cf the preliminary specifically configred sytems . hi..h are
into a re3easable draft. The working the most robust way to ensure that the
group's goal is to produce a releasable various security mechanisms work togethex
draft by late 1987. The group decided at properly.
the first meeting to work toward a DBMS
document that mirrors the TCSEC in the
number of evaluation classes it contains and JCB SUBSETS AND INCREMENTAL EVALUATION
in the degree of security represented by
each class. A relatively new concept a~ireseed in

the TDI is that of TCB subsets. TCB subsets
While the general feeling is that the occur when the DBMS relies upon the operat-

evaluation classem in the TDI should be ing system to provide it with a portion of
roughly equivalent in features and assuran- the overall system's security features and
ces to the respective classes in the TCSEC, assurances. The TDI will specify prescrip-
the group did recognize that some require- tive requirements for how TCB subsets must
ments which are unique to a DBMS environment interface and function as a complete
will have to be added (e.g., prevention of security system. An in-depth discussion of
unauthorized data modification). The group this concept will be provided in an appendix
quickly reaehed a consensus that the to the document.
requirements must be practical and achieva-
ble with current technology. The precise way in which the TCB

subsets must interface is that they must be
The TDI will contain appendices that implemented in layers, where the security

address issues requiring further explanation policy of a 2ower level subset is used by
than can be reasonably provided In the main all higher level subsets. The higher level
body of the document. Appendices will subsets can never bypass the security policy
address issues concerned with system of the lower levels, but they may add their
architecture, including the implications of own security policy that does not conflict
using multiple hardware bases (e.g., with the policy of the lower lsvels.
database machines) and the distribution of
security functionalities over distinct If TCH subsets Interface in a precisely
subsets of the system TCB. Additionally, defined way, an evaluation methodology that
there will be an appendix that addresses will become known as .eo!• OAlui
database integrity and consistency. will be used to evaluatc the DBMS. This

will be possible when a DuMS is undergoingThe group did not attempt to specify an evaluation in the context of an operating
requirements for areas that are on the system that has been previously evaluated,
rcsearch fringes of DBMS and computer or is being evaluated at the same time. If
security technology. Problems that are the DBMS uses the security policy of the
considered to be intractable will be underlying operating system, and is layered
identified and referred to the research and properly on top of the operating system,
development office of the NCSC. Through then this system is a candidate for an
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incremental evaluation that can be done in data, and consistency and correctness of the
two increments. The results of the operat- database. The requirements for unauthorized
ing system's evaluation can be used as input modification will be integrated into the
to the evaluation of the operating system- security policy of the system. Separate
DBMS combination. Note that in the event requirements might be written to ensure that
that the DBMS bypasses any operating system the DBMS contains features to ensure the
services that were included in the previous consistency and correctness of the database.
evaluation, the incremental evaluation However, as of this writing, this area is
methodology cannot be used, au the base TCB less understood, and it is questionable as
subset has been altered, to what level of assurance we can get that

consistency and correctness controls are
The rating resulting from the incremen- correct. As a matter of fact, there is not

tal evaluation would apply only to the unanimous agreement that consistency and
aggrerite of the TCB subsets when used correctness requirements belong in the TDI,
toget jr. It would not apply to the DBMS as some view them as DBMS operational
TCB t-oset if it were ported to another requirements as opposed to DBMS security
operating system. The rating of the overall requirements.
TCB must always be less than or equal to the
ratings of all of the previous increments in
the evaluation. That is, adding a TCB ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
subset cannot improve the rating of the base
TCB. Credit for many of the ideas in this

paper is due to the members of the Trusted
If the addi'Ional DBMS TCB does not DBMS Interpretations Working Group: Dr. D.

interface correctly with the base TCB, the Elliott Boll, Dr. John Campbell, Dr. Deborah
incremental evaluation methodology cannot be Downs, Kenneth Eggers, Richard Graubart,
used. For example, performance considera- Neal Haley, Ronda Henning, Terry Mayfield,
tions might dictate that the DBMS be Dr. Robert Morris, Dr. Roger R. Schell, Dr.
designed to bypass some of the operating T.C. Ting, Mario Tinto, and Crant Wagner. I
system's services. In this case, the entire expreus my appreciation for the ideas and
system must be reevaluated in its entirety, insights that these people have given to the
because the TC8 that was present in the Center's efforts in DBIS security.
operating system is not being used by the
DBMS. This type of evaluation methodology
is directly analogous to a traditional REEEQ
operating system evaluation. Since the
original operating system rating is invalid, (CSC85] National Computer Security
it Is possible that the DBMS evaluation Center, Department of Defensg
could result in a higher rating than the •ted Computer System Evajua-
operating system had received. 112LS(riria, August 1985.

[CSC863 National Computer Security
EXPLIQIT REOUIREMSNTS FOR INTEGRLX Center, Proceedings of the

National Computer Security Cente
The TDI will place significantly more Invitatioaal WorkshoD on Database

emphasis on integrity of the protected data Security, Baltimore, Maryland,
thin the TCSEC does. The concept of 17-20 June 1986.
integrity is divided into two fundamental
areas: unauthorized modification of the
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a given installation; that is, ais insider has, antitorrzeul access to

Insider Titreat Identification Systems tlt, asstsstrsatt'c inforosistion system andr the resiource it sinasags's.

Allict It. Clvdii Access limsits fo- cssel ittssder are' set be sessrils' pohlistlilan

.\ It. 'Is~s-A:.ssss~slcst'enforced't ky tlt-i c'llliiltr accesýs ciiliroils. 'Ili- ilt-gtee otf truti~

1111011 (r-,sst-llsl Via-~, 412lilt placed iii a given insider ila)' viry' froml o~is sits' plpitil lii jlt to
l~ockvillc, Nil) 2Mt52 aliotiler, antd it illitY asis" var 'Itiiu a[lltlito ist' (Ilgroet i

Alust :lct flir nal review IVtr in YesIi gatIn (ll ole p e s'rsooS isaekgrs 1155 ant

Niii svittion isetbihdf, i tlj-soprtaslcei' 0r tdrt'ssissg il tialiltoo rat'. ~ tdt' ~ liiiiir s ielst fa s

lit'e risks arising fruit ilisdUtis r thrat s-i aitloniattrt rnfsorrmatiton toIsapctpifrrratios sylo utit i c insiitti-ltt ai tihealit, of 1 ttlitiiu

sysit-ists. 'The inssidier lhi-rs'a is, i'aiac~tttsrizt't andi tilt typets of~ daniaged noiaii ytiicniae huti met

('all iagi't tiiIlit' svsteI lli spoItstir ate 11111tlnd. Th concepi ll'tt o (f an Iii etotil lst plilnsit if tIlt' syste'io. This t'tottiutr miay lit:'

inidr hrc I ientifcaicrNytvn s nto~icitaracte trizesi as any' suse (If lit'e s 's situ ithat visiates Is011at i or
rtil'rli elid's ii il ot55t'I iil I a1(11Id i as it frauintewsrts

andi a tiisci plines~ ftor addtiressinisg thiis lthret'a. ''lst: balsic1 coin po- intnde tricy U s uth tin'd pesvat's art', rbgyrist Aits inla t rs 'rs

nerts Isf ssSlId is systemls art' oulii tttle. MnI datoi i lry, internial sys trate tilte acetss o rltfivsteiir eg dt t nrit-.

tetsreilnt is itIcttfe a. til 'u ~ of Sucih ;lrsiils have tile sai5155' ilteniali fitr diamage sto lit'e siuti

alt inside'r Otitreit ilint'liii'itatimii sytn.isca - . ti. sor as does tile issapp~rspriat' cnidustit 'if losi~llrs5. XWhtere Sucs

dici~sd ndth ciireli. s ystit'; Its tit-v iaraciertsctscs)g itr intsitders may alio stetk tts extedt het llslo~tittrirtls (itf fliitir tislito-

no0ted. '1 Th' sees sid cots ipo s sis is it cajrnI ilii y fs Ir an alyzxinsg Ih riatt' tlt diiic~i Iet'e thet't oidr adinrho

data captillrsd by sy slesss st, is'i inot'.' ies'tkii~iiti inmportantt reiativ t thet' sstsfi''gie reqluiredi for ithe

fiid is rteviewesd. A rt expert systems for antaiysis (fif stsrveiiiassce p)rotci onCil otf the splonstor. Thit sptonsor may lit' an agentcy of

ktnowitlege' bsase' to iden'tti fy' siss1 i ciitss c Vit'Is is proposed't'i. 'Thi' the gtwcrntncists, a msilitary' groupij, a gove'rnmett i contract' ir, a

last lthret' COT~Ttlit 111 n st or' an inside u'r lthrest, identllificsttio sit national laiborattory, o~r asi eitiity lit tile itrivitte secttor.

tetit art' out IIitttlited Thei r Ileji'stit' st't tilt a kt'vsl r' kt anll si vy st'o Dansiag' lto the sponsotr nit Ialu tak Il sumber of fssrrns. NlIisch

responis e Itvei of sssrvt'ill its lics' is ntotedi. ii owever, di scussion of has lt'c'i reptorttedi andI tise foliluowisng is a ditijlliatjilts (if lis' btatsic

these ctormpttnentls, dealissg wills investigative evidence gafiser- catt'gorses:'

inig, oianisage asse-ssnisist andt recosvery su~ppiort, are ot~sssstle the Dna fSrie it yln ctrc rsschc

scope otf Ibis papler- 'Iihis voirk has ibeesn privately' fitslded in tile Doenialosiv oervicterroied in somten manner Sitoeasleo

inteestof trtdise alt1 ssakit icv'liiisierall oIf the users are uiablie to perform their tasks onl

1. nto(ctontite 
sy steris ini a *hst vs' itl way'.

1. Inttl~llltloll nforllsatiovi Loss: hItformoation stanaged bly the sys-

It is widk'iy roercotgiize't asslorg tlst nitay' critically' cosncerned tetn js lost by dletrsiclios or cotrriuptionr.

proftessit onais arts jIt~li(. i s takt'rs iiiltise in ftssec coulitint's fy that D irn etr nstiaticonz Ittfoi ltatltti is alti'ret1 in a rs alt sss'

man aginsg tilit' risks arising froi otinsSidters oilsesi'StIivt' comull r p1 clthat mlisleads.

hyechrs ctsris e o iasui an gntsviisg iosjf rislt. t iste Inlformtatiton Comtpr'omiseC: lnforstiati'it is coonveyetd

he earacIc c 'td asa til' Il it'r If a11111 islatimntsif ristst'lrmsersfitrItuthorized't nt yilpssricyi btpt recetivrceiv iit

1A Ii''ilbrroflpolitsinks - i v 1( l it tor lc rfes~n1sittalSI ve g-tle mi 'ri,-r abi out Reso urcre Exploita tion- Th 'le sybci is inis't to( y])-o

these ouc' rl andC I1 tiiste litprait ( v' t'llr ' iii,1ti'.t1gig tice risk fc''t' irsilec thsceat mitt objictcivyes withisi itsr oustsidte of t it' sy'stem that
'The fatlists itig ar' texcerpt-s frtill soisrt (litn letter' s too ste alith-ic: "We itapr s iaiIIisit'ity~ ''
prer sate y our etiuirt in asddressinhg selyts cc siusltgiet ott tile itisisle tl~treal r o uhrzdb oiy

Aga inst senlsitive cssslitputec syst'itts We ace also plsxetuei to title tliat you Damsstagintg cosdts!isc il thse iti o0(f ass1(11 ls'iae iiifstornisastilt
ace wsrtsissg closely wills1 stie Natitiltal Cosipitler Security Center andits sseistlS'b'aenetese t gosiei'rs i lsfa
new Chief Scien list, its this ccgarsl.. .. Wec encoit tde y~ ii, cito :(tissue youaytmssie osqec f goactrl~ o ldfa

vaitsahle worik to p'nvisie cossiptpser security productts, especially thoise de. sanct.3']'Ilis piaper addresses tse idcislificatiiii of insider threat
signed to specilicaliy cotister die issiduer thrceat . .. -Doinald C. Lathamuni arisinig front anty contsnlct thtat damsages tise sposousr by visilatinog
Assislottt Secretary of Defen-se (C,3 1I) itanuary 2. 1987 "it is sits fi'riuly held actusal inrirstenslded potlicy'. Tihie oiljiectives (if ssii5l a stystemlt itt-
opi nion that a slibl sati al rnajt-rily of tintancial losscs sisffereid in tle prilvale esd h tetiia tssfls e~erlt s!a~Slt's h
sector aie canted luy isisidecs . . . in isiost cases, the acts that. have caused chdteienfcaonftleprertradassmntfte

thle losses have beein tdsse by stC".oit wito hail tie aitlhtrity to, nerforso datinage, together with sstppoirt procedures for retskvery'. J''l~ses
the acts.... Any contributiosi to. hie issterpuetatissn of audit iiifocsinationi objectives depend till thse stlct't'55ii5 cisllectissn asis aisalysis of
(conspisterizesd or otherwise) is) Loastcer these threats wNould clearly atdvatnce dealdsviiatc sa \Vslsts'tljtci sarsred
the interests of cnrtpsi ter secusrity,"-Dlr. - Icibtt Misc ni, Chief Sciern ist, dtie uvilnedt.W e leeojcie r evd

Natioital Coasputer Sesirity Ceinser, Noveitiber '20, 1986. 1I sincerely oip- it is alsti 1 t.ssjbie to take citrrective tssesstlres, that increase tise
piec late youri bringsing these linsirier i- treatl contcerns to mry allen t~ist asid
y)ul Icon Linus ng inIterest is dievelsipinit tecin ioissgies to rosuntlet the intsider 2 Thsis categorization of sdatrtage has beers d istl Ilest frist a wisdse ranige

Natiossal Secusrity Ageiscy, Mjay 1, 1(187. L~ate isl Novottber, 19861, tile Assis tfechnica joislcralos, trdeisagausesin an reothe g 1islcroesia.t Theeiosisincauineg

ciated press reported that the t'residnist had sent asi ansti spy mnaster plan taeghisrie . 1oalsta to ncitle tiaire sarissi tortubics ofidias. tg~e bciag lrsiscrit

to the [hmisise arid Senate intelligence connissittees ateghise newsa ten statede in. aii oiso dnaebigrreil

part: "'rie president's pians is nitl sntreseilested bluetirist fos broad basýed celsirted by the sponsnors of tutisriatiec infitittiitistr systestis.

reforrm to U-S- efforts to count the Soviet bloc isllelligesice threaLt. r 'the 3 Fromn the intformation reposrted In tise press, the spy cane iinvolsing

Defense Department is direct .. toprovide monetar7y or adniinistt'a'ive Jossashan J.1 Pollard istclnded thle theft andi cosrsprosssise of lasge solmoisse
penalties for -tts ractors wicth secuitrity [u~pnse and tbinuties for those wilts of inuformiiation nmanagedi by a sectsre, antmiai txstci iiifco s isatis 'sisystrss at a
tight, 5'Togalsss,... Atidiliuinal research is promsstetd on tecisnical safegutards military site 'Ibis site was protected boy ctlitsltnec access controls supplied
far secrets stored its cosotistess. . . soosaer or laler we'll couuie acroiss a spy by a rhajo-s govenmenrett seidoir 'litese widely usseh i a -sssi es5cinrls weere nut

case involving comruttles theit of set cell." etfectine against insider thsreat.- Sim~ilarly. saucs access s osirol alssi fails tis

otfer protection ro the sponsor front the daltitging pitletitial cusisequtenres of

uisgo ing I ci nisig i adeqrt icies and hun sian eross -
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rcsislat'ec of tie si-stcinr teo the kind ofi threat ecitomtitcreul. Se- thle risks tired arise fP mietr:racleqiiate tratining. leeirniei erroer, teiLs

utiint3 politY call thlut lie tiue-liceil, eand the- atloiiitii.Irailieei Cit -ictin or iii tiltal actiablfan ipr. , asN

atet½sCC i' oý ( Cin ,iii4--(Ittel iiIi-Im r ili the Oliver Norn It terIse.7
Uci etee tit( :is~ee ii iti %y~k CCCoi cuiitiii s~ftif fte 'I'll- lti:sle-rui( it I esitcI I illt it t . Is dli(I I t, li wict;ilItle I;ie k if

IlIaieiweeit k oIit l I11 ltit'fi-ii zv irttst Ite, I lee vltCiz S i, uiiojret je Ireetette(fv;I technlteegy Iteilt can i'l tetil\f iilsietli 1 litvit liais- ee.l te I.,

rvi-ictie isit, ;tmteiidrc irferietieei nvitit( It lXl i:ile IT leiC 11ue speread, lilitii truest oef uiser oitaon.

fit- oce-ers c-eitee-tls ,'I a trentild eeeiililctiieg s)*rtcllie will net jet" Ttr ial ;pl1c if-,uo w sIpiC 'vgiC il

jei-i;t-ipreeciirig tinderi~i HttSi t c ir ull:ikciii .Cl v.ttttil a ci teetelc-t Il Ibc' iarCCais,eithat i(.fi irc ; iClcgrvie iaiic or5iiV. Iviis ii liii>

pt-i)(1raingdamgig aliilYatchvitlllited i i .III duet iiklottuc lire iltkirCCotte t C I w 11i~li e'ltsiet 'if l hCitt

o fcif wjtssith iistr-irt-riitiitlm sit eillmtic~tee litiEnCliti. I eConvu f rel aireige it i I ie' eilekr of- ýii iili i tv. ie~i f IICis CoC cticern

(Xecii-neeieser aitel Xexleeitatlien i a yit ;il,,, eeL-i err tiereege a treetlete's atndi eeiitieis siome' propoeesied tlieraett-tistc. irs f irusiider

perietr-atioeri elct's-utri ced iri i-\j, tisimiiel bitens tille-ceat iele'ririlitatieciSi I ll stiis i e' a itilie " iic, Cef (eeeeieeiii es.-

aries Isv skilled jinsider!-s hlfusttitiC is eeie livit-: tie I je-It r;,14. the( jirts-at- thereoughoutee thi'efse tcmunii tyi ahdoe Ct nlid jiii nig tihe
sectirt, genrtt-ral sirpeise.- tciiijoiittes'ltis fýc lw w l,% e ile ewe't tiitv a risks freetr itesieler tierecit iiggest ;I svstetee thact ciii fl eelli

often bee foltirie fill the tu-)IMcClle- i titt andl in thuli-eeiisersutY k' last these live, iectsie eCeliii neCitlts: I

library.' There ale( unIi1 it few systelilsthahut hlease- liet-ir or siecIiteil I eal'dSs(Il idlit,:1"1frn
will be,- raeteed b theile Nilt eiccil (eeeijiiit-r Stcrierit (teeter its 7~lteel;ti<-lstsee u li leeilei;

is, a tier A I levt-i eof se-urnt v. 'I Ir- ereesleri jsfseies niow ire nteieegx

doeminarnt ulse' have fitrtintgs at ilii- Ci eind C2 lts-ies cree arc' iteet (2) l-:veent stI-sic-r aii; '[.,cs eit' a seerve-licire kreeesii

very tarnper-rt-istatf. Veer vxacttiic-. tniejar lierse' attack!; anee cdtge lease for siespiiehiei evvents, with sstigiitec

the intnt'rtiie cif virusest aree tvecilis clteiitjiii te e li- iiite site- s3) ire rigiia .1 fI--,1lto. . ilmca.tV*V
cessftil 1118;. I-ven sleciiel itet-.ss ceetitoel t-c'Iireleigie-s, tegr-tletr p3 elrt ytiiiictet ct lPiirteisin i im let, artiitlt-r andv the
withr their availability arid (,est, erect tier, eeeerteitriy".4 highetstler sstieseg tceii-sretls til it
expectaetioens, technlre leeg- Otha ieletitif ' iinsiiier thirect rerreeiair a-----------------------e T-- -Itlgodrpeieta 1

roipitec-iterctcery adcilesss'ieiicel pert eelterieijeiitr seettritv. rertiteio tercsenis meveiriee cit direct evs eucelte i ly i eCci(` iel oCIl bCi scsitlit'

Whterre rmeany oth e- crcit ical systemr., cit interest ant- jehys- -ornpelter sysii-iis at teet- Nmsieueetl fr-nuice-u % Coieieel thate evie-receserite ICCosS

sally setered wihin x'a ~ ~ ~k-~ .~ tie- Of Slit-ittee aCeeOciletteibiit v creel a time e(if goerecnmeenect r ieete-es tee fueter-e

r-nangr-teeetci rik risngfnetefiesiisk i efris-itiicet e C cerereiisinsider.,fr i- ceis ofeiseedeeli ciccii elje'ties

portanCe ile perotectitng m-sersiivc, cetir~iciiteil infoerma~eietio fnereeoFc g~lC~lriCeis.1 eleeei c tIer~ v eeeiee gr op tee core heceieie iaietierieee 3
comromeeeeise' citd exeloifietiout. fisiteericall~y. ithe iiicehgt-lenierit "' aeid 131. ccxl iet tlier Naile, d Ccaceiecer Serierev (¾-eee-j?] ~I.sre l-critir-trinzed

this risk has liteli soitglet byv pleysecel se'tiirite compujeete-r etc- icy itheir rir' I., as truiesec elc-ivrii-ee Iche Ss tek. lInc groupe ,pioks -if

cess conrtr-ols, aree a setitaIlelc ie-eraelee feer tlie, g'emiting .f trrtA aeectrnieie: eIiiiei e'niSe:ea eeiitt tend.s Ieee ieee erit v cel~i.]ieis - i

to Itsers. lHe-ssesr-r, eta e-silttic-iel le.e thet- oleeeelatia J. Poellardl ja-7 f ti-r-f-ic -. Cie tuie ir seiiiectiarity ii~eegruiosiiii. alwseai s
case and similar cases, ze-eIerieegx- theal ielntifics resieler thereat tee neee-ccec. Ieni 4 wi teerfriettier ateilitv ice eleege see ire' v, eeeic

needs tee addrel'ss tiel eieee eef eit(-reel moeetisvationes ill jeeptela- triemwe, t1i'l -- a e ruhit. IYc .. ii Csei full iristlinthesirs- 'Ilce' problemee oel

tiotis eeC tritsted uisers. Tire saiint'c-irechnlogy e-xert alse cvdlress flrare-tweelg itgiieener user-, eke1 viliev svsceei sert inch cviil remejcem I probemeee
sstici Ite iC. C Alot iteetecet i lee ecteiad trisectV 1t 1 itv se Clloy l~ Ieeecheg.

4 - - - - ~~Cii ecnily -ystie teeseveries' ceiteers iee-rfecrnee secereiv eieeerle.ieneg -if
4A cii ueecr of cases tea- e bieien it--ie: tel o teei ie vedr -),- tier lieIterY- comeiputer tsteue-lejo tee eiateeliv ec.uilsieee tiler svsteiei eeeit trail 'It ou c-ee%

0A3-l- prodeuct veittet eieg tet ulefti-e tic.i-% jieirnadurg e termnateifione~ iiiw eitrl I 1 t1 c -d -J .- c b etch i-c eee (oeees ie: tierlne iorm t eit tudi erit-(eiise"til

(Cfdaiiagleeg fectivities i)cc velsieIr-- s iee see eecsrires ii troueghlie ee lo miecente-i caablcee tif irodu itiet-i - ieee- is or elft.>b i.- :- ( 1tct steere ereitr i ruti tile ('Con
o~rSierneltacice thlrciierug%-. Tice fetess,, onreeriut sieeeieert-irt - II triesil Coiii scqu-eeeteiv, tierre Is C gre.1 ieee t fee t"" -lcue iablie eutle-ueuiuc t-si . -

pitting tease nre- tent ucteriilec tic addere-ss thice tite(Iiiiii ifi esieter tirem ii.tee ill th!e, eask.1 hielit, nee il elee tile k eel (isf r lirgi:uli t-itidetv iieelp

rati-er, tiler prevenitione ofl iateeiiliiriteui a~cess it ('fst sicue-:. if ticreins too'ls. Ies tiititei iout byi Marf% S(itefeeter ill his cteosing eeeeeirk- t.) tier Eighthi
tor edentiliat iii eveidenre galthering, -aig -~~~lu u eoeyar Nl~ir.!Cmue cuiyC~f Alithmiegeil i 1961). tier t Pee
i-i preparatica ic t aI fle esier of sites Atdelrsoni (Ce. erileeetLI feel rnetrXii'ei ]itse Cesijet if I hies titeobie'lli. tiet Iti1CfII

~ y~beetierh~tof i-s f ilie t eeis vscitei yeesei 5~iiie~ sceiets to base beel dlonee sleeve then." (see referencee !1 7;

sy-stemes in peeblsieii lists aced ilescrrtieite v-i terceleiece fixeel il ines versiccees cit telfi eaicA-t((ml is-iewt riilintasiCr
tleese operalting ssstetts, wh-tere suchl svstemes tieteen reetelie (ic suppocvrt tlc IDigitci S'csteis. teas addiressedel utiser thirea ideleeilirat~lli sVs-tes as a
trust ed coetmpu ting tease. 'I hcsc srsteetes ieenclute i VS, X- Nis an ieelI N X - Iltis whol e.- Most oflltie Ujyile iligit ci Sistee ee wiltk twie hcete eteeriee oil nrell Iaterr

informtteeion lice traciitiiccaliY b eene avallalle w~t I1 opceratineg sysicil ecicllueeele technotelogy' s ficunrelatlien f-r sue-hI s"-si rems. Htewevser, tiler Spetere-UAt 1

tariotand it opirsi ic erll- Ice foundce eetrese, r-tecl, 1, roiCg tprouteeir new ire tiler fich1eld i lenetesse nileiceaeieiesseli
and uticersitv crctitctses, elccimtii iieteawecepernssr-e i necll mi eteber of usepicionie erect tests with weighted scorinig.

tier varieries related libraries A perpetrautor Clay oiften tic -at-ic toi depirend ol Ther ceticeirn lifs teveineil re~irplscc ofe e-cercler Iif iiest~eeeees whlete en-
a given iristalintiote tic tee slow it) eC1:gcaelueg tca tiler ccci verseion. lee tlis case, elirettieiis tee governenetret gieieriiies fir cuoiiiireuiitg tire- fitivel Irs on e ecuicc-us
tlee subject doceureent ation beecoemes a textbooaik care systemt p- ert retieel. - n -isitine systcems itave ireee granted, ire tier len~ thl el o r ie cfecti or t ril cmii

6 Tlie Nationeal Comeputer Seceerity- Crntere~ letes leer-f seercsefce ice roille ilge exists Iir suppoeirt dl sre I gieicr-eliiee leeiat ireelceeI, a1 rLIssilici die leeielli

pieti eg aee oval etatiecil of tileri ceioewe-cli SCi)NI P sistir- ;te tile1c A I level.- pried ired icy tiler teferese utierciige-icc Ageecy, cial~ le
1 

)1AM 50 1, iski-a i r i

Otierns are expjeerted ine tier futeere lIoiecrir rcereiciex itic racf iii pleteeiel-ial itl to ri..eetceie S1et0 gae~illirios.

aend of suieiable ecaluatiore for such systems are cotesidicnabie Tierse lead tee 1t Tier auethoer refers lerer to meeetieegs cani core vrrsatisces wvithe mererbe~re of
leigh costs asd substantCitl delays in cii err i run erert. of ii eitted resteet rrc Tier thle N atioinal Telecomemeucnicatioces aced teefierecat jee Systere is Sr-cuiri e-eetee -o
Ceitter paubiisiees an E valutuied Produoct List,- as a service tic Ih li-cuttlit mil t. miiittee, stall' per-sonn el at N Sf andc NSA. MA ISb coen cittlerere itrs Nfe-
where informcation can be found one each pr-oduct that teas achuieved enaluated ticnaecl Ceeeepeeter Security Ceneter- chiefs arid other-n ice tier givrtieeirilt cunl
status. mielitary intr-liigene-e communee~ity- Thererr has hIcr-n at eecariecccerxpteir-siie if

sonecerne aboteee insidetr ilieate (iee auitomratr-i in fecrccat.ii'll s-str-ticc eerie rerclet

re~irprse of serious c ociprinunese to tile teationeal intceresl fr-c atemce.c
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2.1.3 Systetti-t'velit Sutrveill"11-1'i

Tool., r('r ~ ~~~~~.\ Ifl'
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t'Y till itli~ r Al -( a l, a u ~ c

2. zutnuu! Sirvif;III. ad 'I Atiml oigiv r liuf tiuta i Ill,5tfl ittillg s i' c' .t

st 5rSui 11uiiu u' d ta ar pc i Icr u % n f r c a I o ic irN c r lIi ý 11 7C I Stt t t N it 2 . S i h q tit t IlD et111c ('t 1 it r~ . d p n ig 4 1 f - I,- ]IttIv w

f i css til, .1 lieng ;S,iCl-Ss. i, I I and ilttl" I tit-' trh l c'ldal.) rc ....

s~ ti s . l i ' i i j ' t t ' o r t i t t l t u i t t t g i/t' atidli smb xacid -i ict- ftid w ay stt il io rv 1 ial ati i e (,;t ilt for c( ce t ill

thm t tSf e ll r I i a iitI I ca g 1i " Iscipust'f 1ý ,tiIIiiitgiiig itt itt %.et.,r b f V IIl'it(,itvt I -ll y Iu1 ite arc ifat Srius .tf cun aTiu-t litt ufiul ttv t'r itl
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eixeeiititti. Tire rcs-nirrevs stit)wluvieilt rqtjiiestt'd bY tilt' tnt-( 2.0 Sitrrvillatice Issites for Optimizing IDetctiozn
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3.3 Intrusiou Detectiolli by AlllklYis of SYst-11 Se"viet'
These sifune factors repreNcti I concerns thr-wighotit I he t om Calls

fill, Ili tY relat i ve I l insider., ciigagcd i if fill ii,-f I bat i 1,4at sc

c III it v 11"lit Y. "lit It Ilel son, filoy 111 11111 llsi N c bull.1 v N J0 11, I'l I w 'I I c I

i,,I- I Ill oligh ig ill w a m (" ul [ m .11 Ili.,] fc.1,;, sc, it I I N ( I. t I I I. I 'N a , I I " , I I- I Ill 111,- !111, 1 [ I I I o I i, 1 1, '11-11

11OFS appioil( It ;3', ;1 t or gimil, if 1, 1, Compioci Se, Ili itY Coit1twwo .2 . 'I Ili., %\ If k i, h.11"ll oll dil

;m.dvI, -4 Ih-,- 'ervi''. 111,11 .11" nchd lit dc.cct
dial-acteli/-1 1) It, ;ill vclivI(Y prolil" \%ill] Icsputt Ill lilt, oh 1"( 1,
lim-riiiih iv,(V'Ncd." Thu 'IlItIll irt"Id (1.11;1 of Ow aw iiij, mlrllýioll, ;I, w(oldcd 1,.% 11.1dili-.11.11 11,61 luthmilll-

l(Sted III doect almormal It.'ag" hY lonk-bilig I lit'll) ,Ial i't i'all v hi thu tontiti'l"ll If Illv p.1pcI. kkill 11 1 t-pol Is I 1 .11 "ain ý'X.11111

;lg.IiT]ht tit(- plolilcN. '111t. ill 111111.11c Ilic 'Ittivil li'Llit'n sý,Icol pelu I I it I'm 1", 1111,1(pl, , ;'H'I , Io 11"],

p ro I I I( s a n (I to I I I it I lgt. I !w pa I I el 11 m al , lillig illit-N ;I11111filig llicillods illill, .0c, 111.11 w "'I soplliý11, ilt"d \1"1.1111111N
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gle;iter dvI;iiI If I la tit-v 'I'llil l."Ir (..\;mlpIc, it I., 1-,zlbic I" ing 1);Iýc is and .111 Ili\ Own aw

an;jj\,', I I
support, ;it if kcv.,trokv It'%el, a(fivit\ pioii1cs f-)r cciiaim iisvrý
Who (,X(Ttl(c l1a;Igulollsh, 'if( I information ;,fill )It I-S"ih1v di'mrol lialion Ncý ul III( lvýs, a

I)rivl -gcd programs. S At (It-failed

(IFItit Will 1)1'rlilit OR' 11OVItiOll (Ifilll a[IIIHM111111 or list' of mlspi(

Ow cilse for-clitical 
'I'A

System set Vivv, and bat ('11 colilluand st-Clilences. (111cl I hat violates ccill I I v ed (I'll it M 't ('111

service , ;ill, cim vilho 11, , I I- I slit i I- I)Y v.< 1 cli'll 'Ig I lit'

tests I hat ( all bc pul fill mcd mid h\ 1%11 i fN i fig I Ill- cqw( I cd I (-Ili
3.2 Detucti(iii By Pre-assvsed 111trilsioll 11111.1erlis tiol!S1111: betwc(.11 , \ýIclll scficc :,*(tiil1('-s alld inter.1011111

Other work )if intrusiot, clocction, rolated sonicwlLat to or batch 'Ut"till i1ttmilt". Alit.1 ilillixt-I , 1, 11( It &ita I mild Ili-

t be SRt 1-1 - 1 13;, vi-i;, r'-poit".", it" list-d ill disc!osv lilt 1111t.xiwilcd wlitliolllilp. imlitming it par

!)tit Atilitial National Computcr Sc( itlitY Conference ill Septet 'I aililhe If lilv ýYslvlll and its

her 1986 1) -\ý Lawrt-nuc R. lialmu and Johr Van Ilorur if SYtek, trusicd (mnpliling bast-

hic. 1-1, 10 and Ifij. This %%ork %%,;I, lmctl ,if ;I lixcd sel if pre 'I'll(- atillior lia, piopom-d Ow coilt-tion of full S) 'tcm slir
wscsst-d intrilsiOll patirm.,. Functions of curtain liold., found veillanct. dat'l ll\ ill] S l"Itc ft, 1111'.1op. 'I hi., Irchil"llig\ Ille'll

in tradi, onal audit records filrii w1i.if ill,, v havc callud fea atc, ;Ili,] urvvils it C01111111til tlota p.101 lit.I\%VVlI ýIihjtct ''hjc, t

lures. Parameters ill tht-be I'vaturt-s art, set Ili values found to primitive palls G'. 'I his 1, t lic 1c, 111i'dog, * y I lial Iva., lim d I I, ilil
charat-11-rize normal user paiwrits lujimcd over some mimber plvillent fitv itilcla"llon

of essimis of it given kilid. Thcv fcallirt's art. thull usud it) ill tilt- fichl.2,

discrimiuate between noTmal and inlrwive behavior. SuccvSS

fill featirc-s are conihinvil ill ervate -ill a(tivitY for cailt .. ....

It C,ý '-pvI-[- 101, 1w 10 fill'

fi"ni v, It, ....... :, - -r, ill,
f liat is, greater scssi,,ji detitil, would i mprove t liv cliscri millat (,If perlwiimli holýri pr ... .... dilll-, %%lilt Ill-1111W

bypo'.'i I Ili,, tV( Imique. I if pa [ I Wiflit r, curl If it tust cd fcaturv., ..... . I. n -1 1"',
Avvrv rt'l)( Tried t I) have f Tilvil fill- lit( 1, , if (lilt it , )f ,if lilcivii t (111,11i I Y.

lit cond ii.Nl, if , t lit, palw r t.LI cs i it pa rt : "I t Is also i I np,.t talit t ...... ill, it fill. t.tk oll"Ill"t'

determint- WINO ý,thvr itiouitoringdata, not noimiOlv colilailit-d

in aittlit trails, would be list-fid" i-11. Morr work ,if gelivric Ica III, mupv I
tht-V I[,. am, pr- 11- 1 -.io(c Tht-ir list- W-11111 I0111iff-

title devt'lopilivilt, batst'd I'll delailvd sYsivill movvillall(t. data, tilt, k-I milv (., intf-up".1 Ill,* 'I'do 1-1 "dil"I

is indicated by the stict-cs.4til feature., reported. it oil tit,- 11.-d, the 11,-ldvantal"t, "I ill, It", "I tr.lits sh-dd
r,.( I'lv lI,,f 11.,V1. I'ven "I itif vildrd 1-,r Net 11r;r

on[ un ;it
24 A ýllbjvo fit iy b, characterized a,; o perstv it it which ai. 1ý ;oll, llom'- olly 1�[ 1). st, lirt, 0-11, -- I IIlt I Ill' tolli( dAtj it I'l"do' CS 111"Y

111MIn -Io ()I)J-rf Withill tile 1111toill.1tCd infom ial ion bYstem . Ali ,I)JU, 1 111.1) )ý If qocl inlcjýl Oy
be cliararterized as tit item llf itif.rIll.L61-11, .111, 11 os a rc-t ord, I file, a mfcm
table or a Ilicii1tily stril(ttirt It 11ily also Ic I im ,grajo The accclis ,1 .1 27 lit ji: I id 2 it,,- r- dr v.-Il t..i,:
givril ,,)JC(t by a givell Sul-'ert is 111eiiialrd by I irt wity kerriel wlii( It ill; .1; g.drs. and n I-gv, I I ., lilt 12 1 or it , v "'Ith"r It.,,
plemmits a reference momtor to validatecad, The rvl-ýC,11,ý 111"nitor -inhincd tilt- i-id tist, Ilitur- Th-11 S g..Ie -ind lit,- tý "Ilmal S gat'.
Was ititrodticell ill I rellott by J--, 11 Andr,-, C., it. 1972 112]. Thi, tilt,- file -11,,1 1!1 fell, III, I-n
report drs(oh- tilt' Co"CIlt -11 ".1 116, IT it),- "o I,.- ' 11111111d, Ili ICA111%, ll'i, Iý "I m .
th"'j."I a"C', ,hjvtý, ,I I Ymcm." A sol(W.-ile lll.,(Illir Willi induprild(.111 littlic xiblilig
,efer,,ice aloatum -ehaijiin Was l de!;-d I,, `-, illiplemolLitiml Simil.irly, the system (all Sgate "Id 1/0 call S gatr are towhillrd III ýI-t

of the cfrm,,c ioolot,ýr comýpt. ...thot. Va!idalrS each rrference to tima ti.ts brei ternied th, svs1tmv,,-lll fol 'jillph'if w d.'
-r bY any 1-r lprogrim) a);ainst I Im Of illittlMiMI I N prs It f , its.,imi The his:-,rý -f S i,,ite pr,,xiittd ,. pakv 3 H-dwil
refuo,ý fo, tilat tiscr " The CriLvlij it tilill INItiollal Colillolter lýClirlt % A ClVdr is mogilized f"r thr dvýigll aild itilpiv:11tritah"ll .4 file tITSI. ."I'l
Critter drtilter I securit , v kernel ah: -I'lle haidware, firifiware, md slltwall su(crsifid, S gate, with tile ,rigill.o _,,,epts b.o it Ili 'I iii, mrk

rInnellis o[a frosted c,)Tlll)tltiilg bas, Lhat Itilpleillelit the refrrent- iiimit.ir wab d-w .11 Cly'le Pigit'll Svbtell j, 111,11-r Ill,- tL,'.i 11, tilt' ."lilt "r and

(oncept. It must ineiliate all accesses, be prot-r(Led Irmn modilt(-limi, and Willi privale fmicis Also. I disciissimi ld 50,j. ý f dject prmutiv, paoý May
be verifiable as correct." be f"und m, pag,ý I I ami 12ý
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3.4 Ctittipiiter Secuvrity 'I'Irert N'livxvtorivcg tand Suirveil- ccirr i ric'cariistrs are instislle-il cr tict- pt-ratiug sV5-

lanice I'teis, tic', nvid't'l Fr sc'crirttv audict trvail daita %%ill bce

A ew r' or cIllillci *(c c'iijiilcl S,. cciii N 'I Ill,-t \I~lccr iirciri 'til l, giacir: ii woill ci"t rilv e I)Icc'urc tic r ciii iii it

mccl( "iirt cil~i~iilc' t %% ti tllio rcccitcit mii-MIT8-29tlt11 lIm i'rrjmiled 11 Fmuliiirizi'i citt'(s-, hll! w\ill lit' virttiaill flu-

I:'lc '. \ril.c-.cr ('i. Ill civicl ti!)8 17 1 lo 1i inx it, -.% piic! 11,1it trttjcci- lit, whlich tsr-fr citimiis whicuri arc- itit liii

crrlrtrrF.rg- cl- .ctrc-xc-llmr- rccj)crim ilc)Iiq .. ci t i.t citmilticir 5S t~ I rIrk cc kli ix'llc-rrriric ;Illirw dtliiciitc tiiicl ie irlil

iIII(Iecit icIIg I I I I li % r-crliir, (ii Ii );I I f Ir I icci-gcir (( cici 1) tihcr (it orgcccctcr 1i tir[ t rccltircl 'if crittri,-ls

liii' I cit )iit I.I. is ~I i d l(Iii ri: 17 1 rii- gr st(I(c'rrc1 2 ~ l n srcri'ii/lrritil ch il , rlditii' a vtii r I c tricric r ails c lassit

A riciri trIl' cre aI c icir IcI I ci iri ,tir i ,-icc, it it ril rixI 'Ic Ictr M stFtrvctccrc..TII Il- ICIi t(I Ii vccc'cltcr' rcscri Irts is vhtc'r

lon tem \%((-l\-ormmihly bsis 'Ihis&Ii' .1 f-it tht anal .crilsic. if ra% c ctrili traIl cictccal.
2  S :let ev ini L'c ,c-rt arc'

I~cuing ti'ic tic-ht toc.iniocc~icýtcit) itrccscs I1cm -cirt-rr dsc'sribed'c ''f1)r tit-iul mnrccrat'ii gIC-rcc'rcct cr f "eirv-rit v c'x(ci'1rticcir

ccc'rrcrcccclcrrc'imin c 'rjcrcI icr wuit Frt :i-irrricrlvv stirrr rciirt.si (Sc'ctiicr I, St'rvcrrirc' cci ci Survreillantrr S ' Scstetrr 17,).

cccrirrtirrg~~~~~~~~~~~ rcgcrr.'ii crcicitci-circclfcri 'It, strrcitiire' jicctiris a si-t'cticir rrccgrciri tirat icluratcs cur
,SM 2 cc cl cillictici cicci1v fricric cr11 ttrciicrits in crtFitnrcwcritrildtcaidctirslitiu lcriic''sps

lirrcrr arnc Spic-dcicl 'nter. lIr: e ricci ciis Icrr1 ii irarilY cii-(I- tt-rwadtriIIdta nd v-lnsceimI maveesp s

cc siirscillcctcc' ricgrcctr that cliatcrie cii rc'rtccir resrclticcg ts.s
sciirtt,, cirtic sirglit file. . . friri, wdinch rice vicliciis sillvr1 'jiilb reciorcds. Thisrc is Arseil li~gi'tlcer itiri tire, ciririt hiristiry

srrrrcrscricirrctircg cric mirrit ta iril ri-cit crre prc

dclrril .\tcr ilt- scificris rt-cccrlý iloi gc-cc-'crc'l.d ric, dicilc loi prciiccc set'crritl'Y c-(vcc'i¶ crvcjrc t .

c'rit ti rL ( Ii Iiciilt' (ý tlu tic ofir c I rcict I ai FtrcrrrsiCt'r r'c tIc tccit'I)e.

Sc'vericci vicirs 4i fair accorfirrr g hlitmi frccrr alli st'strirls 3.5 Slvrciriovvs Evelict Testinig ani( Weighltedi Sccrciccg

arc, kecpt icr this rcrc-cicrrr. "'Fire Mhfi gricripurrblishiring iir this] irew Field cicrisists of i lt-i

Aiciit tracii caictc is rust riblrriri Ill cc vrciit 'ci ,firriitibli artircr -ci ird is assccciatc's liRob'rt A. Clyeinrd Jccmris ). Cates

a~~ ~ ~ Isfrrvv%*. II; nljlý ciiýmcrl Iia (lyric' D~igitali Sestc'rirs. Tv pcrlrirs arc' fondi tic' pro-

C--c'rs ir -cimi' cijrilciticiii i~ccctc' rrrric'r liccir Iclrft'irW, etcrieirrgs Icf rrrectirrgs cIf tin' iri~side 'iicrr'ct lic'tificcuicci Sys

irrit lileTt' rcjccitv gcn-:, loct lilt' crtUcrriX'rs ricrc pirir terris Wrrkirrg (;foiip .6, 7, 8 rind !):. 'l ire papeir biy FtcAl'rt A.

icssriig refccrrtccl Vccr tilt' irrit lrcrt tire, imrsii anrdr (plyri'8 dciscrusses rt'( tri. rici iris t't'crc ti-st ing ancci wc~glii fr

spccrcsccrs ofiii a citcc icci- If ciii iricliccitici fi catc rice O scorinig rcsf'c icy the Serctr) (;AIl E prcodluct lire." Thlis woirk has

revilpit'cctsccisec-cc ilt arc iit trcci d itti'ac. 1 7, becr Fbised (crc tilre arcia! . ~s (if systerlieer-ci'rt and riser- interaction

'The tiric: SMI F nvri'sir sx'stc'vr mlrclrcgo-iicr'rr c faccilitic's anti surt-cilianec' dat a. Hi gh scori1 riursers are presenited as anl ir-

am!;!cflcr c--ld-te l! cccl dft cerc'i list tin ci rc'rsirt jroriciciecl tic tile-c- i'ifit admn Sircsratir.

mnaircfracri's, sdici is! sc'ssrimi, tirici, itircccc i'i-'-ic, ir~st'r iclnt'itii- Ihicingic liticiteci ilr scopie, luiericircis actis cot ncisccirrciici' iriclrid-

caticci, lcfigrcmici runt, lilt's cic-iriri. recici, xtrit's anll re'Iatedt ingcirirrircal condurcct, havebicic et'tc'ttc' il cc se'nsitive cccrcllitcef

sctistmiis. 'li.is enctcim tire rr'-icirt g-i's ,ici ic chaicicrtttrizr' tin' systtI'is xx'itir thcis c'lc~aicilils'.
3  'l' fo cr rrisrcindtict in tire rIse

valtici arid telitii'iiitclicccs tif this r liý,o-- f raw siir-c'illacict ciata: <if ciargi-r-icilY privilegt'gid :y 'sYtecr Jrkrirrcccs depend critically cn
det aile it'in ctr- iccteracti nrc sicrvei a iicc'.

Sec'crritY~ cniriit trcails cani jclciY cii mipriirtcirt t(it' ill hit' Foir excimiplie, conisider a prig:crri uised toc install pcrivileged'r
setccrite lmcriircr fur cia ictiie sy'stt'r. As tirr'av pn ;rog'crams, ocr the cite list'(] to rrrairtccic access arnliicri-zatircr ta
prc'sr'rtIlv strrrcturir'r, ltit's' rimitcc crt' csc'fri icrirrar-ii'ardssecicss-rs.\itrrcitiral ysrradtir

us' iii detetn irrrictimiicriti acc'eiss ',- lilt s. Ti!c-icr a ytmadto

'(ill.(,tct-t iso e ui ril.,ar xicnedi arciriinticig JIgs9, tle perejitraitor tcct c'd iccil rc-ticame rice clan-
rertlec-cllcc-r-c crstiirir icilitt ull ili' '.'siictii ic gt'rnisit- priv'iC'gei': l)rrigrc~irin ci rilir tic c'xecrtc' it uindetec'tetd.

cittcotcirrcctitiri'rie acric.s tic ai cictacis.' ir' uair cit-ri Shiculdi tin'- ('x( i'ctiiirr of scjhicti aprrogramrcc lieiititisct, tict tradi
tilicts,. iic'tr, it rs t-c'icic't t hat sicci 41ntuit trails ticcircl uncuit ri'circis will nut ocffr'r cicc ircfcccraticcr aircict whrat
ilfi' ot cccrrlvicti. ts'rs. . it with dlirictl prrogrcminiirg rilt' rscr dlid." Foir 1tin pfrotectiion cif .arithi'rized users acting irc

acces tichat ast ..jj cci;clcrii(itc c)"diEcii iir faith arcc cvithicin tire- securit\ pcoliicy gnuideliniesc a rcccrci
Inn ircl lc~icses' icr'. cpi~irulcticcrrlve im d aitltiug and

aifiss~~~~~~~~~~ tuitrcs hr (cir s'tcIs h)ttticryrntr2 lie a11t0cc4 Icci u-ri tile worid siucc-iflaccc to describe arc origicrg riricir-

vrrnarngVicrccrct sysvtvi'irs, tin't-cc criricl cricrhc iifacicc's is -x- itcccicg cictivuty ci< the target sycteric ]'h'is' isage is cocnsisteint whicl rdu 1 icti

1ctcteri tic ice i otercicti vec. Pnicgrarcric'rs wvit It ire cibility v ctitiratre rlcat ham breen ir thre field ficr several Years- Anderson's use de-

tic list- access ir ccticl ccipirimcitivei s Facit Erelticrcc itly arccess sclilies cc sy stcrrc ticat anchyzes aud it trail clct cc

dtlccciic t' files riirec'tly ' itlmicit leaving any trac~e ii i lt-i 20 Ther SestrvGAI1t practuc, lure icclinics rice user ircreracti.orc scirveil-

aimiclicai-citicr acntss icritrIi card annul loigs. Underi' tint taicce Mdciucti cdrsignedi try Robcert A. Clyde andciiirplerretrtect withj asiStarcc
Fry iris cnij cct treacm at Clyde Di)gitlt Sc-st cirs, O remr U ta.ci - oteiisc,

ccrriicstccc'ssciic icilittril -iirit 1it c-rc iiilirlc' C ciiu erect ttests are in ci cceci wi thr weighctcei sccrinrg and uric cudoied list rig

yricr'' than aitte'mpt~ tic teti'c fri cr lci attacks ccc somira' ccisistimc tics uisers - starting with I tose dtde ricciced tic represenit titce highest

sc sti-ii 'i tcvri-c' risk of i rsicier t tircat [)8

Sc'crcitY circuit trails, c-artllc cury ;i Irmportatcr crid init cs' lo With recspect tic the uiser-ircterccrtui- sirs-ei
t
lcrire row icr rur Ccciii, rici-

arepreenly truti:1- (T, ostmahinschetai',ity whcichr has beein detected using sarme orc CI and C2 rated, scr

arc'lcr'scirllx'strcitci er)iir urc-c nccic cc'stimx' rc y-teiris tIc each instance, rice damcacge to rice sponsor war pierpetrated by

,intil nnot'full 1crirtarilt;- ill ilet-tcti ig croiucithicirizac ii ctc-c-' itstilirrs lTce c~idoieile gathIereid icy the srvceoiltance tecll-Ii ; ciihi(; ccIciles the

tic files. For thccse' cicipticter: which ircvec'1 c(s keystrokes cusii to rienetr'te the access. cocitrots, together reic~h the rorre-

conmrtroil crI'c-aircrcsci' Ficiilt inito Itilt- primarcry qw, ct-iturg spcninitig sy-stecci cestiiliose

svqeris te vdt tai bar te urdn f Ire~isr3 See hocre clcii tle footnocites 1 7 ac-ct 27 fii ac ct c-rtssirit of ac cecr-ti I ac

s'nc tenhristed at' dir trai seas tiem li rdt'vrcrs if a( i esibi rcgacrclio oper~ tatinrg systemi at ccc nd- cutle t radit octal auditi traiuis provided

csnartivirizd acess ic sslei rsiciries As t 'es wicti ci)tcccciicg systerns now in write uis-
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of keystrokes and systemn responses is essential For the perpe-
trator of damaging activity in thr tise of ilangeriiisly pricilt-gedl
system prtogranms, suich a recr''i is essential fir the' tiltimtate
dletectjion of t~in 'rii' perpet rrtiir orI thi't originial sor f 'S II onito the( ci'au puter with muedia Cointainiiilg ani cexelttitileili' hige

Promise. For exatiiplt', air autiliirizedicr sertxjn'rieiteivg altert-lted ~ nrpe oralln n~ ittii~ oi iiln

iuiitirttIiia likY give certaiii pris'rlt'gt's to iiititltiriztil p'i> that usenr-ptiedic fir tl blit-a iis-rti'i pofrlte-itiril legicthpt prt

SiolSis tit acoillabioraitioni ;f ctiiirtjiiiiitm aiiii i-xpotilltaiui. key\. W\itlh this, key thet ntirvi-illriics-ti-ii ileerstits, l"iidls itild

3.51 yseniSwvellutt Slecivtystarts itself. 'lhrererflvr, it il-rrx'-pts anid iitiiriirrgites the( pa -
3.51 ysem ureilatic Slecivtyraijvit,' tabile cre-ated iv tle iiiastcrt-iiiitrti iritilrle. Iraotlilei

In opiler !ii effectiv-ely' eitfoirce aI lrotet speierum if plxc iroitti'ri*.o the' tmister eiiiit nl Iii' irlit (aii lie. -'iii,ivt'i froiti the

reujitiremeints for s 'sytiet.srt airiillaitic ;trierts ýt range of antio- sisttiii sivhryito roil ii list,. ml ib nlt'iit4 ixteind houlIr t bC t
mated infofrmtatiini, ,systemis of xory- riOg seirsitiit\-N, tilit' stieccil fe(' i .t fesrom to it- 1,- lie tiitrrut rid ii.iliHC( siitrý'obiii; he IS-
lance techitilitgx rirtit lie high perefit iliaiii-c.'` all It Iiitst Ie ft~it( ftrvitnmic the estc1-ria li'iiiilt, a, ivti iogil
aIde to meet aduemn(iai furw fil-ri-'l*f~ ititttiiii tn'steeilaie sseui
hatch streaim activcities anid Y-tcmevt cnti, isalie reutitired. 'I'l
ileal with these varyitig relijiirvi'ivieis ani vtl %%iltwat tmor'- ie Pc-- 3.6 Raiw Siairveillaitee Data

gariled in istomeceases as ece tssivec stitvcilItan ite data, tlt-i survilr-i- Tht. *-ril raw siivii-iaidili- data is givt'l. lii-rt h) lirirl

lancet tectnuuLugy iiiiis surpport lirraniviiti-i,iiitiin fur seh-ic( ivt. teevsrelntdlieatYi. tIcitl-dadoiial
Of the' nioniturred actijititus and 1f tlit- l-itcat ure i- rc-1os tepirde sitr ,illit(e data.vi~i' exac ly sit. isui tapt trd ( .II b iuigiuit
to thle governing polic~y reotelb flit.surcilltiet sxsfrr Suc Iltactt i't

rcir sorie casest lie .-- t ur';to srilrpiet a it tiirti ulji-tivvs it, theituIartag-tiretu 'of !uitti
Fo oritcss h aindaor captiiie of just thre key- tinatit iitf;,rtiiiuioii vsstetris- 'I Itous iof i~puIiiu 1ll "" iitouuluiice Ioi

_itr'tkea of certaini, tir pvrhiaps all, of the users at all tiittes toa,',v a(ikw1no nilrfita deiiii~otss~lsHCtd'tl

beC a stittaite pa-mtrzto of t(,s Iveli ant NSterri fEic folluiow inrg:
the pttuicy in fource.' At lirtirer sites, there may- Ili' a pulitey of Dectoofspiil baiorlndaa-
blanket niunuitiritg. IThere art' numetrouuts sites ituiw using this * iseettno isiciist-usI>aiiuitu iil

moniorig wth scriiariximistivcililtcv 0* llivestigattice ritticities, fir pt-rtit-tratir it6trmifica-

3.5.2 Secutre Master Conitrol tnsb ietiip-io

itI oteder to asatsure secuire acceiss tou aitmaster couitriol rituiltl * vdit ~tr-riortg firr efas inrvcluujimcvt'el %
that is capable of' paramneterizi ng thle xcutinof thet surceil - -rtoiztdg-trt iiiir r viIltuc ky i ltiw-

lnessciand itt ortler toi asarir?- t hue sniper-resist antre irf edge base, used fire interactive, experf>seu

lane systetitncssvnisltot( iiusaeicmlcitd identilicatiuon iif litrliitfuttira

1). the' execiitalflt' ixalgi' Of tiltt' irast-r cI-tutruil priugrarul can be a Direct irisji'ctiuuri fir tdetatiledlis~sif'i of ktiruwit

kept encrypted for all except a siumall pirrtiiii of its user-intterface tlarnage

logic. ant(I '2) direi-t access tii the stirveillauct- sYsteii sirtilii itit a j(-covcry of utlit~iuttirul tat~ sl'ltrtcIipes

he given tooIi te' mtast cr ciontrril proogratit, jus~t its it is tnot givenl to * i)iuect in-,uie,-ti'o tintd airl- sis tif ittiltiuel lit-it -c

tile tuperautinig sy-st-ii, tIt(' triisrt-l ictttptititlig b)ase or arite othler -

facility. Il-s is ii orirlir toi asur tit'- iiiitt'ieweiiitt taiiittr- ci ratnit is for rniot xptcteci sveitkitesesc ill tlit( art c SS

resistance rif tile surv'eillanice s ystt-uit3  It is also inrijiortairt contrul1s

tiat thle texecuitioni of the( tister-iiterfutce logic require krtuiiwldge It rusY lire cum-iirlub- that tl~t- geiteratiut ilol ret-ttntio if Pit'

of the tiecr ,uitiuti key whic-l is externa~l to tire sy-stt-ii. sturevihartie dat a at ailttrctilr'r l1evul is tif sublstan-itiail Value-

'Fh, liiranirit'trs sr't by (he itarstt'r rioiteil rioditlt call be' lticed, 'ater itop-irtatit uu!ijt'tivt5 siugge_,t thln-iiselVes. aiild

eoicrypitcl minoii Labtllt fur stib~seqitetit ilt-tr twptiuiii by the stirs-cit although thirst- obj*utixiVs lit- niitsilc ill, scope oif this" littif,

lana( systeut. 'hue stirveillantce systern itut-f shilil lie birtuglhit tlityV irevertltt-tt'ss have at simuila~r ucpl~tildeitti uiii ivletilei raw

3, rliur veillarun'u data that can I)(- retatlit-u fit siilise~itll'mt iitsjiri titil
2Otte if thr ansI lilritiig tittutlrios with taiti-niiiiroi aruiit tratciliraa- soll[ use. 'lhtese rilujctives. iIc'iiil thit, foilloiniig.

bilities i-u Cciitly dliet e wcalla i the a aid-i' useil operatmrg systeims as a srI t ei-r ml.igkyt~lt
iof discrec inrary- ftir iir is is tlie inun inat e li de a tiles' iurmimse noiit tic tit, * A tuitutta ted dis i sa t e e- t'r'1ltiii i e-t k

ceisiot 'fie roneiinei1 iit is at tucsisrrntlli lixt ui interet ini celmulrd tiir suirviltiute dlata, gathetreid fiitiiiser iinteracioniir

processoe teso'urccc bet aciti lt- ceqru reelrier As e i pot~icyI ft-nr iimtiit,.i- puvti / - all

l,1g ant the intenrritd usýe 'if the svsti-ti iniuieit the Spmrslt'W uruntructiu'u a Attiut tiiitI ilisqistir ut-ocicrY tvpot ig1/

litjcti-uies, A he utirty tIPALt) witl rutW11,1)f Ire llu rcifcerit unles~s tile sutrveillarite d]alta
teehnoliogies ceqa ii ci ot thrat eiiforeenierunt (tu) a'it confic rt with tile jr~unu i ru
tioti objectiVes, (If tile taipei sysiCin:. a In-depIthi aitaivasis of systemi it:-" patteri fiti.1

33 At sonic sites, whuele rionittiritrtg attiviti', l-'rc lieci titawtced w-itth juaity planning
the limited tiautitiu~ritl auiditniug teiire it tints it-en~ sireVt-std (hL-,,' un * Ini-depth analysi'i ,of tainij~iug levels aid adei~iuacy'
sidetatile sttiie iliiihi te Uhtitutiliect trainl I )iiuitoiii p lotr Kex-stuikes uilt-r. It is
saggested biy sonrre thIrat thris is 5d Piceniit to thiat Zs4 ot successfull iltect ii ii ali depetilclit al aif it inug tif Ii ri. tress t-s . aganiot
of surpiie '''s -rt oolii by nui 'i i. utoted aio.-tysis uf sa tiitd tin-t ins- llw et cu i toe t linac ex ptoetd frim 'iii d ies ati tIiri icciii r's (e -g.-

syte tvsJionses -owice -rutetuuited, the evidteiiee -ilui of the raw -outselllntca "ltiig
tame da ta is reduced ii uceo'-erautry. leg-. It is dill,1itt I to deteo snwe wilitli)r a l tiir

certainty %hat took place wiici systemurcestuuuscs Me ii'it cap~rteul.) a ufrenn t, nuoe flbr taigene

34 See foot .. tot, 22 f-~ a disoeousiuini no ~ e - t al esuucaluce atud data tiidiiug. jitlitieb governing ist-asaitteitt of oiters,

together with dominat iidcpenueniceas aid tu'yeriiig. Also. see secticn -1 3. t --

otil uteriuitucat iustiritiie, in teterrluce !1 31 'theitistet cuat~ot courcetit teijuttul t, Robiriet A -Clytte at Clyil Dig

ii at S ystcins, tias been suiccessh it ly imrutue mciited by membtiters ef It- titter~c
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* m It~p loye per form a rce anid jI)roIfiiicl-i vitv illmeasture-

lilt-tit) stintc his iti, jditIt is not siji~j-et tio daiiiagc fron, electric (Jr
!t sn-tins clear thln russ- surveillance iiitai Shouldi lie, rct-tlit~l, 11agnetic fildtis. It is jlt-leld to Ili' Statble o-ver lonig tieriutbis(f
%vitiltmlt altteraltio, inl order t(o olffer So,oiiitiitut 5(ppi(rt lii it tiii-, citl aii liFe, ((F at( It-as? Ill ýilt's.
\ViditI\ rantginig s-t tif jiotititiAlls' 'oputtimt tielits in tIl',-
mimi;igt-cnici ((f ;nt'(nlii.tt-( Ifitiaotioio Si systt'tts. liiitIli'tiiiortx \Viti'((ii siitig -d irdt a(-quite spe i I t. I!()~l~ii~

tIil thte tiattetr F retentioii, lilt- criiij ((F alll. llilttidtlrl Set ((f that Wtill nlot aitei-iit ito restrilt- po~tv ofi tW iit',11(iiiirfii.Stl

licoll. ~~~~~aut too reiniic at-os tilr tius- class oFvilIIAdti r atrd st~orge.li I Wopllmr-lsn 5%%itll

Tle lilt- lolldller Is su~pplevd ;I, -:ilt.l as-I)- tiilt. tllillal(Fal-tr(-rf
3.6.1 Archtiving thle optical st((llgo(' lime. File liazaIitg s id-o( pronidu stil the

Thu artlfis-iig IF rawv sirveillialot tillti Frort a ltkitq Ilturi ýslivellilliocc sst'ttie produclt iI -mlerit tMllillpor! t ilt' tdvantltge

%%ill iltl user-hilt atittotl 511ivtilhiiall is, IlosS' loIltilYui trill'tme-ci~ic ttaiina mda Ace vieoc -r

l'htey are not, forl t-xaluple, trying to jtelitsititlt data itias' lit
If 5i11151'llllit vtlilte. 'Ilit' tli,:llllr (Jr l\1) (I lls f:;t'r-illttra(tioll 3.6.2.1 Cost Effectiveness

suciilat t'dta getlt-ratt'd f~omul c it,1 t(list-i luWl VillS Viillt'i

ilsec'the total 1byte counl~ts for Such1 diata ge-netratedl oIl a lilt'4 1(1S n it'te itioa nli-.tlllt, -Zliliitg5 medlliatl'lt ssitii

No xeit e la'l-ice is tet a-'itllillt- onl thlt blittlit. lel-tvei ls--ie th-an thait If tall' l(rwlllv dlirivs.ts7 \s furl biit, ofic iptir-a)
tal, irllt qaltitity itf that, ill titi' ilvatil of syttii a'i lilt storagie triVt' lilrrttIt~lY otftered(;ii 11 fi'ilttid itito 5.25 itttiiis ofhaitill1 strtetii slirvvtilllic ((5tS it st'tiiis iltar t fiat bltcli saiiic lc rti aksaei

tt( tilt (lilt;, ;trtikiisiig rt'tjlirt-hlll-lts ofiiF v ttst'r-ilt'.ti~lli slti-Veli r Iiii lhuiiii thi t(i tlt' o st atik ttug-o o pfr fetivca s ltvriagti
jalice. It is clci-irl"v- itf tilt' Sitllot charmlitr. Ili 11(111 cit-i's, i'C sltiliitg to i trlft'i~ml (tintg tsloag dhr rano (listac tiltst lttona

Iilal.seijiletts tif iilttttic:ai data, ttlget-ll-r witit largt- (itti lrvmgo-is4 ~% uviloc ol.I sul~d(ll
ititlulsl(ltltjhilts FIX' tilt' systepm ill tojlin tiiTll- user or tilt! tlargi-stgllofirlltiF raa surtgt-illl dct-(hpri %%ii It11C is i ilt-ltha t1I a h - r n a d s t r e a mll l c a n l l s l VI~ h Ct 0 I rtii i t i t 'ti. l t s c I io t aK c o t ius t in g t i a l 5 0 0 igi- 5 5 1 1 1 l itma g n e I t t ' it it e i . w l c t It i c ct iinfrmti-i an vpacý tt(-reetiiv inoralii t'.Ile Ia a Cis retired.Fo r lTivalI wtie((r meal~-i- ltdia, li %v lit-ri' areqitt-- ent

inftrteiintatinicl ýepri-pac tilt' art--iticitigitrti'iiotlit il' a
stlr-t'll~ttl- t~lutst' pror ti irt~ll~ulg. t~llllcllIt',(tOq~t iSrcqilrt-d. [or ttliscil' tlestlfor tiiis Irtlt' it.i'r-llr'l~t

and aillllllriatll iieli'ctiiin (If the- data captutrted iby Sys1itti tvctit Fjtesital iilOiuI((tfr'nrlti-t

Ft-ri-il Its oit it-il !,t rage' andi tin- expec-itatiiii iF dei'i-liitig losts
art' motiis i'ti rtllrgio Ip liii si bnl'tfits coin,, itt it tillt' %%iim-t it

3.6.2 WVnittt-oileNcdIietlt is ili((miiig li'oceimp, ulIrtail tlit Irt-iliti siulliiiiit qi~iiamtit it-s of

(Ipitalstir~gl tieliiiuux im offers a tiiititir 4 coutlle rit%%' siirs-jiiaiu-t dtiut 1, sllcct-ssFuli supipiort tlt- liljeitivc's tIf
itsi' 1(lilt ill tiltt- silugle and otiltijuim' gigaiuYti- raligt> smutl itisnitr thriat Idcntifictationi sstslt'tis. \\ithll ri'-oiiitll- hIal
itrodtittts ilrC it "t -iit-tfiucttis't solitti-ll IItt tilt- ;trti~iis'tg rt-tJirc- actittstii(riisit11''tut-r ilschdJ iiscl

Ilutiltsof rw s-ret-litie iu0 'I'lii- wvritt'-oti-t feallurt- (i tiiis Ill. sittctssFuills adiiitssedt'ti I irlgli tilt, slupport iiF irchiisiil, full
lt'l-clliodlogy is utimportanlt ill assulring ltllljlr- rt-sistiott for tlt-i systtemi, ra%%w sllrs'iillalis-t data, 'Fivrt- appilrompriate toniitratiiits

phliiiiigrajii ri-cord, goets ilitto A -arti'itgi- (lie tinit tiiick. It calt 3.7 Kitnowleilw Bansi!
-li -ak( ~sl ilsotdil(lali) vl l iie ill 'lite koi.iiu-itgci' uas that suppoi~rts tiit- 'xiutrt Ssy.telt in tilt-

36 'ostpici.,o, eve' ts d~epentd lciInat ity for t tic;r titeteit alt tn the anal ysis an al'si s for sus51i1'i( -,is C% I its is dic'iribii-d it-t-tv its it snir--veiflitce
,f tiC a t ~i(W51vrillaot-C li.-t1 set. Dttt-ti't l t'ii ;,( SISPI 55tio(is tVPI~i iit1 5,1 V Jttusiemlgi ba1se. Thie Suirveiitllance kmlol-tig- baiste ]lilt, at ii(:iainI

itoccus at a tiiiic all1 , Ii IS moisitlcrabtiv (5cr 1t1ll tile cvei'i itself (lace 11 t a iih k tiih r(ffl' C W rl tou ilv it'CSiI~so1 1(*i~ic(5tait 5vr, ;tS-tttcLLil ill]in((vstigat ('((Of raw surve'ilaiie at-1inta aa numtbte 5 llllitr of(Fl ft1t t clilttrutllleride-lsetsl-ifc. -tI iiearlici (enlds is utlanys Of valu1e ill cntati)Jlisiig 11wC tb-i of cvidenice UI [ilie anidiroflecnriilimsaitict/-es

17 IData alticil front ,( Systeli hmsctt ill ia tligl(y ilILMItrU(C i.1l'(ti iii1tI-ttCs pardlit-v wPetlettics l-qipil Systii Ccnpor1alii' 'It K51 Slallilge Siiysril d5(ivean avciage Idl ailuot 251J titit tyt Cs tplt (Vt, pier (1(5 Jl (tiS iilcliits ene Icrii.e-Ail~l.lI111t1(ei :r((ut(is 151ilit aehv
In~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~sv aiua 51t1(t r ilc-lsrln nIiinl 1 ilittCt0((c t(5 'algastrvat:er kalt'trtriilgCe Itw crceptits (,jticlsl tisktiartridtte Sk e,[it (i(((l S it(r1I , t C (ihl 1 i,- tiliwrvit (Iin it'] fort tvu n ot f 1)" 1 ('(0(11 Cl ri-nty proci rd;t $1) 24 ter itUgitis te viald the Digital 'Il<Stt laje caitrutlge islic jiw veu.ri- t g aiesul0 ts ofraw sui tv c Itll:l Ca I tli ii .c at(tel ifi s(lie ! tktnui III p ice IC tally at StO 305m C i uc iegatmVte. Fo r tue drivs, I 'i-ccpt irs is pi i cedHowver tle aout o ra suveiiace ataca~tued li il blnke Inde at $12.50 pinr riicgalvte an iiitlgtai is at $35.79 per itrgabtmvet a i l v a r y w id e ly , t l e l l e l d i -i g o ii t h le tm a t u r e of ('5 C C a c t i s i t e s o i l a g i v e ii s y s te m4.' i r c l t i p . a i k t r r d g t a m . .~ o ( I I 1 ei g i"38 I'lic SlrveillistcV (if l/(t-catt activity coull li-( linc~i( boriletnsill. lHo--tel1ucl ( Jlia tstcretg ~i~(t htt iii cgi

ever, in mo~st cases, it woulot seetm .ldetuilat to captur ( nlyPc~ a smiall I ji(tmiil 
33

[htut (I 13 ll) il width and 3jlnitm ( t13.14 in.) in dleptht
o f re.id-reploest intl[11 itli(t -Isiuig (lii, '(tileailitv to ctilat lerize ctuIrately

ttse events talking tplace 1,u tilie other li 1t it I/Ct Cill sllrvvillIiil(C IS 5 t(
lIe useti (,-' aul(tomated disaster recovery, tilel all w-tle 31rite a ~Iv tv lio til 0 -U
bjrlturt ( i CSI1(l ijii g t his level of pirotectio i woul W( d nave tCo1 be c apt (Cell
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3.7.1 Fact-brised Knowledge

JThe, Fact-Ilts(-d polrtiont of the, ,,t rveiiia nc,- ktluwiedig babv ~ sitrveiilaince), included in, tiLe 111-lvIatice recordl

S!tc I d ch the following diistinc~t sets If facts: a., reqltireli

@ .'utrveillartce' fact set decrivel fromt raIv sltiveiI * .illi-wll l i' t, fliothl t it, rvI51 ~ ,[SC f Ill, 5) '.tcmI .,

a I tlfvi-vli fi.ut 0I exterilill t)Il ilc SYslitlI, Icilhid tlc r m tt-a~ ,,;i t ikI ffI, w o

blig facts aioL~~ itattgi-S ill is~cr statuis, newI i:!sers dit t ai( 11 ý t I tI (it;lucithel (t1im T it i t I I r ,hb It' Is

a ltd( teruit it tell users pu -ulv t ~o d01cikIil t("ll .m i

* .lt 'Jjap rtlttg Tilt -set a fallts, s~stcml iIb ri'r This5 strzicti l -Ir i hc1 i ll iiractil/vd i, ;i t I tuplelII, %ilit-rc

fact,-, ((('5' ll~ihfj/,ata l F~lLS, 11(1 fact frrtil wil tUt 5 1 c11 t rl IVV ill;1i( tillod[it-lil %06 iliti 11  1 f\ilt-l
SltspicioubevviS t(I est IIloil(IIII5dd t t(1p itl

* o~ Iu ie (ct -set - the fact -fiet-itll p~ortionl (If till

she a ii t I IIc kitup: ledi e I ahtri e i I itr f tl i ( i (ei, )it. u ..lS it I 3.7.1 .3 External Faet.-sel.

testIIIing. TIF extulhiib' stic rite lifs flI 5115(ii1 11 (lm' it s xltn i

thei IttcIll e1dr ,Il] tI% iI tllnc t ha t Itlit *1v1111 rill[i LI b,~ Owll fatct

3.7.1.1f PrF ilar Dait'ttt' (fa u rtli ec dret li(tti liit(t 5.'l5 i t' pllft'iii oti k~of it-irdvc lhucfcaI ili tný l (lg l b am. rSuch facts

A~t vaity i la~e tI I -x rcC. - ingn rituig a tvtis m Yu e it.,vtis %Ilil'ttii t i 'ltlit (It, till' SY1t(ttI plolllotitel' seilri

3.7.pld1.2 w im Surveittnnee daa act-seudtisfil CIilttlantdllgil
1 5 1

' tal t'terltilit' if ;IIi(]~s tinformaiit Him mltaIrvl

A c lar ta-im fur ti ((Ftio s li ' ~Iil is injorttSili , mi51t Ia litre u.. c o, hi

stapp r of tit-se oi'rtill (I f titl' lirnl'iidlcl ki-alwiedgentfcltiase istj't 5 1t)Jltti cu:s NIf t rt m class (If fall (I ittl kttluilai

.if th iiil ilIia l I 'h n tctillil (I this tlo trrlilttiil apisra c a It strut5 fVud Cl.,t 3.7.1. ilillolth lt Fa t-sctil lr ejlll 'k l idg 1

ill' sltrs'iii-vlatlcl krlhi dge il~ ase'i glv rned by tixrate iI'b'l from11'cse. Ihsf' se t~lll il'LitilI' f11 Vfg

tin(. ielig ettgeineeric.dta. The~1 cxll ti( l't- proctl'li sh ul it (nv l'- raeiIft-lit 11( li't'ltt11f'lIns

aeset o knu leb d t na t tser e rito i e iiltlithet exctittu si tin i (i l e tr n ou illv -ll- r - .a t o tiiltli rty w ff - r

edI kn(CUSS-g attm ilrte Hittcie n11 tit ittcila c kiiwiti: 511111

daa *l Suthe eci(artion( It reduced dattCU -a stt-veThis rtcc r sk aeIT eacslilhrvtintbe; ivo ýýd-jt"'- I 11

ar r iadN ae tioa igntorc.tl'dt ti i setii i elici 3.7.1. ~iof dlaic diet-sut~ nteb~t-i ai h sc~i

policyili~t t(rveno~ d c'uscir hird) utdI~ i( fitt

3.7..2 S rveilan e Fa t-w.Comp tin bablt-('t(If, Oct rlmir i lan -vs fr rtttiett te'i r au (l~l t-ic

T he t r d c'd dt a I aIn t C i , Iiwj(' t -d ltc i t u i n h u v i-A g r a target offtt It h s i ta hs is~l ( dl (If tcilts stats tiý cal fittt I I hi

* IesocecIlsgI' sltit 1 1 f 1~1 tiii 1 1 1 (5 tll ~ltl~i~f ~ ftillt tz l su p1tcili.Ac opyl ofVtt thsittg Ita is file h trt "rc a s ailt ('.

fact at etatetds froites, rittl' s rvitiei llari e data atfcc 15th ,( tettdc Cirld eldctrlyc secr e daj~ltitg ix 1irsacti-dtiltii5'-Irelltic ka1111

as v i /i o p resou rc tiisc.l T e cnt rutc. hs oi~ilto isnF rice ssar -etlttl 51 -10iilIto (lt . cslm'Sillg.c km-II cdg bii t s vll

lotl t, it elances (t knoidedI ban eS ltIdis (I ati-ne by~l t ai d l i~15' 1(1 o tt 'rtit a IIu S Iifrd t tilltb il

hnov t1'dc 'vn ilciante r ogcd Ferenxwr y te . Th s ba el t ho l( a e. 'FIs h(ltis fittI st is tll' lrIcs l t ht e- stVal m i -c tsfon ave'rage

*ee d ito Keytrokeis-kystero es (furntamrenttralc~clt of S t hir- Ou the su ppcor t ifg csa taly ilmtar a t ol tlillsdfctd. ili

fiatse tis a utc'l anit su v iilidlI ke srcco ke ((ort- iltat-cilatfeallt- m a c nd t e -, ri ilr
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3.7.2 Rbile-hissed Knzowledlge
3.7.3 Profille Set

liesi ii'ti'iii ti-ilittidll c 'iit'tirt kniditlt'iige f Ystrii'ii tolipri ''lii' pnrillt set tilhiSisa (if a inumbier of pirofilet Structutres.

5,irvt'iliiiti' ikniiowc'iige Ifs Itv lIii lit' fiil-kiaiii fiiriii: rtecord idata. 'Iihe adaictiltge c lsk'i'of thi . ifdtia ii a tiht alillit i

If ( 1ii p, )ýitiiuIII ) ticei (it-i6,it) ti lick more ilostil 'a isi' pittelrtis. lt'v iriu Ii' Straiuctur Is

When'iltict lirooiii'ii tests t rut'. tue attima, is prfiormiitd rc~t'tit is tiE t his finuti:

vial, iii ifiiflvo'iiteciv-i'itt'cI s~i~isjluis 'evet'i iest is it Set if uiie'

or miore' rit's. Suite iropllutwis mtidi actioins art' fnile, tilde' I'lite foll'ia tg coiioliu'ilts ccf thle ptroiulet recorti dtie'Fiid oit

pendentle 4i tihe s d ilyaiiuit' 4f it systtrui cr re'lait'ed e'xte'rnial tilit suibject anid oillecit it a givt'n act'tss rt'latiionship:
voceulia. Othteir prujiuitiolis andi acttiuons FollaY sal'. * Subject pattern tilie piatt'rn. to muatchi with tit'

Suit' jlirminitiii'is it piropositionus antI acttions utna * litt ai- suibjiect strinig in thn siurvitilante' r'corid
tuuutlicaliy iciaingt'i iY ain uiiidate to the fart -orienteid poriintiu a ()byjct pa~tterni i le ;iaite'r: to) 'ialehi with tht'
,ii thit stirv'uliaiut't kuiwelecli' itiat'. (Ilwra IleucYe chi'ttangt'd. or obljt'tt atrinig in [liii siuveulilnict rt'cord

It Is At-t imiutrltiint Iithastie if tiii-c piiratiiiittr be i0  v l 6 1 1-act-sw!it ( htideis flli rc'usiit if one ocr moret'ala

tit ititi iist'st;gitliei' o'xipt'rt . Theii paramete'rizaiioin uo' som it'is- t'sti ;l It-IS, Ihe piaiallii-vlis fr lit'e sititfistial

picloub evenit tests: is ess' t~tuitl to ant iivt'stigptuiiii Ini w~liiitl ith miieol antadult'e liroiihiireeiirt! dependenlt't factst as

expert sx'att',t ii in
1 ed bY raieitil jiroi'vsaitalals lit ali Inet'rtaitive reiuirit-

riii it'. a iR uit'*aet inctludt's tertauut iiroteiht'-crt''ei tlepi'i

udetut roles ats re'quiretd

3.7.2.1 Sutrvejillane utile-set * lutn~e'aee laugh( is uise't in cuinjotnticit with irio-

'Ililt' aiir-i't'iut it-i is lasiiiltt'i iwithi thei s vilrs''ii~ltie fliit-retccut iiiiept'ndtenit knuuwledge ts p1ajrt iif the'

fact-set. 'The ecinstriutiecit of tins ciirtribiuition toi the Surv'eil- expert svtst'utI

lance know0'ledge itast' is giovsernetd by t.he Itas-e -Itel kntiw ledge '[he fotleowing cI i ompon'ents are in depentlldenti of tilit Sutbject
cgnvii -gc:i. ih-cxp tr..-st*-1."C or ujzct in, a giv'uli aces catinuiship:

tii just those' rules that c'aii lie iuitt'pt'uilt'rt iif a given s\'atit'ui. * Vaiablem flarn ---utnijuuvlY iuent'iifiies ti(' pureufile re-

cord for a given-li uiljeet petleut rnaiid oibjt'ct put-
3.7.2.2 External RUtle-set it'ern

'Ilii' istiruni-nli ict-si'l is aussocuiatedil atl the' t'xte'riiai fact~' * Sori'ivillaiii-t uutiliilt' plttirti lit'e pattern that

set. A\ ehtiiuiai expert is it lie siuipiirti'd with tootis for thuez moiiid ittlit's wilth tin' Suviln'ilanice' moiuilet iuc'uuifiua-

iiiratiiit aiid e'xte',iaiii (if the' rules in this aet." liT'est' rule's are' tioit st-itig Iin a suirve'illantet re'cordl

also lto Ile pa~rameteitriz'e'd where' piissiiile Ito suilillrt the' olaiiiniu * Actioin paetternl the patterni to iiatiii with liii'

e'xpiert ini 'ilsiis i erfontuulitg vairiouis Inetgtv exmFliu h acio atrn iii a !uvitncrecrdui
e'Iflie parame iiiite lct'nger igl 1 F Iir simprle t o it nderii r stn ie *hi o ? ('Still r le sager paIttera tlte itatte'rti to iiiat ci

efec ad us b ,ragtrrar t prfrm ithi ri-si iirev tisigi tiit ta iii a sitrvseil11lace rectird

3.7.2.3 Sutppoirtinig Rtle-sett * PIeritct 110 t'trui thn patteirnl maltchedl t tto ' iliur-
atitiru-ofatt-aiton inufourimationi as ticriveti frito hit

lThe siiupiirtiutg rilt-S-It ilslasoiateidt' with tile supop~rting dlate anii timeit iatti Iiii it Suvii''llanie' recturd
fact -set. As with the( e'xte'ntal ruile-set' t. domalinl expert is toi * lt'iystruiku- pattern -thle' jia~ein tii miatclh to key''
tilk alilulcertil with ttitls foin the( oEfiiit ctaiiitiont en xtenisionl cf stroke' data ii at suurveillantue reerlit
thi t' il's iii the( set. AntI againi the rule's ititst be paramue-

terized, tllure' lttss~ildr tic jit'ntit inivestigatiiin. Thet rite's art' a Subisequie'tt acttioni jiatttrn tihe' patterni to miatrli

con~structte'd to ailtlri'ss chaniges iniitist' notrmls all( tol ide.ntify seitli 'subsieqenitit acetion tdlta in a siir'eillaiit't rec-

ssiap iciouis art ivi ty 1ij' in1ferencl wha'len thle re i 1Cha'eubee cli anlg's Ordi

iii user status. In "act-su't sulspieituis eventt te'st to lie used anitl cer-

tin I pr( i le.I recrditrl O ltpt' iiiClln fitcts tha it rescil
3.7.2.4 Profile Ridle-set fromii iniferenice tir statistical anailysis (this fact-set

Tike pirofile rnh'-sct is associateid with tie pirofhile fart-sot. It tcrtiiiiigncl ideiithteiisractiity p rtateithesresult if iv-

iiieliili's ;ectivityv-lt'peiilecot nut's, totget'tier with nut's that may temnn tespiit) Natvkyfo h eut fi

lie estalilislie-d by the expert sy'stemi and iiiserted during the

ciiu rc itf analysis. 'IThe poetenti ial for siuclh inserte ruleiIcs muist 6 It id -st.t - inc1 odes centain~ 0 lftfilec- re'iirti indtid 'le I

exist tliri eighcutt the expert systemii. dent rides resulting front inficreiice or statistical
anlaly sis

Dmt itcslut A.- Waterman ill t1] clirac Lu' iie -e dna tiit expjert Ias- "Ai piersoni Each lire iftIl recioin re presenFts a spiet'i tie protfile deft neil
who, thrioughi years it t catirig tind cxpetic nite, icis heuni uiitrei nticiv r tiit
cinit at prtttlcii soilvicig in the' fluariciitar dmit n."l 'lhe dmitttic tire is ttiat untiquely by' thei variable n1ame, s ohjeit pat te'rin atid obije'tt pat -

of ex 1 e'ut ise iii systertil - i ciitrt ciiisi hg aiii penetrat iont techni qiues relmat -e lii tern. T[hle general wons truc ts for spedif finug a pat tcri i 1: 1 clii t.
bprn i tic secirlet polct

1
icy mds it

5y stem ch 
t
iarancteristics the f elI w in g:
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3.7.3.3 Program Profile Set
"* Character string

" Widrrd athig Fr ny trngA programr pnttile' set shoutld include suclh infor'mratiotn ats

"* Mildkard nuatahi rig for any stririg fles acocessed, Irtc'sses initiatoted atndt privilugeti a 'stern services
* ath 1

'r ry iorristngrequestedl. lvjiieal tiara vttIliriit's andit rates Iiuiiv tlso lit ill

"o Natcit for any sitring inl a giVenl lis-t cluded. fin adldititoi, data may' Ib' inieiletl fur tunie antI Fcc

"* lThe string nioctliec wvith a given ;trrig i: to h quericy of uise. Attriluttts for I,'( intI ciitmputitt jproicess ratitos

assciaed ith.1 ;ivll ialicnay be useful, togetlier wit It any special shirt tillio tictrtiiirntioti
assoi~it'd ith gixt'r riaia'rest rictionis.

"* M-atch pattern 1 foltlowt'd by partterri 2 [in somse casts, piolicV requires a hit imiago' cltt'kirtg of ilii'

I LMatchi pattern I or pattern 2 entire systemi Ilibrart agatinst itn iiin' 1t'uiieittl' secure cop' f

"* ivlatcli pattern I andi pattt'rct 2 sailor. Suich periodic testing can provitle ahssiriiiit aigainsat per-

"* M~atch Itfor all but thIle pat tern rianerit loss of lurogramiti rtilicatioti fromti coniprontise (Ilte to
art intrude~r act, mtalicious ttr tttherwise, tir iliie to sponttantetois

These' constructs are lise-,] to siiptport a variety if statistical mnedia faudt-;. 'This tecluinicqtt' muay- lit usedl to, "iisinifvt' a as's-
nmtdels. A nu bruiirrf such models arc discussed liv I).'itlilug 13,> tern library under at tack ýISg. 'Tlits piractice will riot, lhow-evt'r,
These nit dt'ls art' used tt lperformi sluttistically i~ri'ntedl bspir a offe r p rotectiotnr against. a sysatt' pe ;tntet rat iton i lien a rtirtt
ci its evt'n t testin rg by mr atc hi ng Itrttfit- recortd patte' rns againsi t is altt'ret Ibirieufly for ct'rtaiin intapp opri atct o I 6cc i vis mtidi thitu
selected stirveill~arsice recoirds. The rt'sults are acted tupotn Its ret't irned tor it S trigiruial Ct'rtiiei ICtrMrIiitit W.

ritles For detetrminirincg iltror-irtlit)y (suispiciton) Ibast'd iii tlirt'slt
old arid variance paratiecters. 3.7.3.4 User Profile Set

'the resilts of statistical anialysis fttr ct'rtai n profilt' mray' Itt'
iseti to con styruict newcx facts anid rule's. IlT'ese art' pl acet i I r t lit '[he( riser p rotfit' %vt sholt d ilicit te itt t ul' trac tt' i at itor tnof

independlen t fact - arid role- set cii oriijtrtents of the [trtofilIt rt-co rd prograrmns typjicallIs acevt'ssed tot thitt'ir fret tie royif ist'. [in siorie

and heconii t part tof the stirveillIanct' k tis alcdge base tin whIichI cases, intftiriration tri (t ti tre t f ilauy nitrr ally' t usted totr ton )tttiter

the :itiferenice- oriented suspicious evernt tests otperate. time-urse hiabits rtrr he fir'mpoltrtanit Similarly, tertain t'ttletl'

nmentary irnftrmaution abiouit Filt's atice~sa-i mittsitlt of lixul, ci'rti-

3.7.3.1 Profile Record Classes fled proeutmtires t'..with art u'tlrtr) sl!itiui Ilie incltudedl. Alati
habits in the rise oif varitous systemi services shoutld he char-ac-

A proihle record class is defined as one of a nuttmber of corn- terized.
hinatiotisofstibject -group and obijert grotp pairs. For exaitple, Iaformtatitun aboturt typical that a volitries itrocesst'd by' tir10
there is a protfile record class ftor actions hierflrtntet 18y a grutrji riser tinder different cirerncustance's acid ti Ihi dilft'rcrt st'ltecteil
of one subject aggregated oiver all itbjeets it) a grouup that fttrmrs priogramts shouilr lbe counsidered. lit stuttic casee: it mray' leit' rice
a classi. Suspticiotus ev'erit tests are 1terf irtti'c tor thIese aggrega- essary to ehcararterie itse, patternts itt a utt hqirtki' ievt'l, Iturt ic-

tins(f prtotfit'- rt'ctords . Sticeh tests t, I y as' -itt' cal l ji clss tests,.1 nI any in ft( li rse of dlanrgeroustly' pirivsi leget pirtog ramt andtt fir

critically sensitive files.
3.7.3,2 Systemr Profile Set 'lie inrliusiiin otf cc'rtaiir ptrivileges andI aiitlhtrizaitiitrs that

A sstinproe etsholdInlud i :st ifauhorzeitr ay lie compl erleticrYIc5 to s ptcific li- bjec t aett'55 r ighits fohit itlli
A ssteti rofle et hoilt irelnulea lstof ittttiizel po- the access airtliurizritittui tablets mitas alsoi lit icqutirril ly sttriic

grautnit frttmi ft'e tertilieuil systemnI lirar), titgetlher wilthi the fitl- tyeofscui plis.Frxa. pvtlsrfiab uho
lowing use attribuites: 1) use frequency, 2) typical dliiratiton, I') tyetfseritptces oeatul'alsrriyItaith-
typticad tirries tof clay' uised, 4) seattiaorpiticrt'aid ) rized tocthlange certain data ionly in spedific was's.

overall sys'sen u itrden. The t 'ylical s ' stt'ir loaidinrg ctaractt'ris- Soinie activity prutlilcs if patrticuilar intt'rest rutY bie ftutrdi
tics, includinrg such irnftorrnatiorn as jotb rtix arid peripihelral trsv, described Ity Dennintrg 13i. Others at' listt't in ouitlirit fortt)tinI
nity also bti u sefirl. IDaily, weeklyl' rumtnithlly arid] seastotral sy' s tent [ 15j. An t'xhautrtis'' list is rep rest'it etI I Y' all ol6 a r s iagt'i
ltoadinrg etoul d lie ctinside rt'd. Data movi eerrent and stiotrage oilt thbe by thfi au tornatt'i inrftormtra trion sy'steCmi crtstIlt: rt't against f lit'
systetm counld be characterized with current tiliurnes, antI with ptsssilble actitons wvitlr tlrtse oiujtcts. For exarhpit'. read, write,'
rates ctf change arid variancre. '[his should include nirveriient change, comapute, execrite arid rmttve itr copy.
intto and oilt of the systeni.i

No wtork inc the identfif'uatioii of insider threat is kno;w tos 3.8 Expert System Conrsideratioins
have bieen reptortedl for thisý type oif profile table. It is likely It is rerommrnderdlt that tlt' expiert systert fttr arialy'sis lie
that such iniftorniaticin mray treverthleless" enjoy somire use by a ctsr~cc itn lrcp i eei etntilne.ltrem
few goiverntintit arid rmilitary' groups itt identifying abntrmtnial usc cntutdaon ocp fgnrcts oue.Frcn

patterns5. Systerm pirofile tables cart clearly make a tonitribution venience three generically distinct test classifications arec ideitti-
to the fact-tirierited portion of a surveillance knowledge base fotr fled to span the domrain ttf pot ssiblt' suspicious event test~s. '['hey

expert systemr anialysis. are the ftollowing:

* Systemr 'lest Aliudole iriclurdes suspticiouis event
42 A brief description is given by Dentting for eacti generic class of profile tests that consider system activity as a wrhiole.

rccntd aggtegates ['l] * Programn 'lest Modrule includes suspicious evenrt

tests that consider prtigraisr activity.

e User 'fyst Alodr'le -includes suspicious evernt tests
that consider irser activity
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Each mii rtuaile generally consrilsts fif Somein ardiiirary aanit iir event tests. 'Ilhis approac~i'h will %i in t cib h)1I igh effli icienies rianad

iif test sliahiiaialalus, dlepeti'nulrg (li tire sa yait rcajiireaaar'aats of low (fists tot LIar carstoaaaizalioaa and produiction of siLt- Spec'ific

;t gisala ý YSI'sl' . 'Ii s:'sialoodlalil' aav'rate lapin tlt- sirvt'-il test sliaiiiiaaiilc- 'lha U'jae iii e'xpeirt Sys Vta'ii iaiseda alici' gVil--

'lanai kiiaaowia-ge. hl~se ais comipionen'its of' Olti expert sY~''-la'i. III criliir aiiilr fhsimisSi',ii here' ilaa:ake it pilfItiaalinal) iisY fair tlat'

ga'iicrll, tiaa- ualmidii duils rva'iti Ili iiriiile ri....airdalnalial rti'iaiar liallaldl a'Xii'at. tao a'i't, iler a sjii'ific'atioli sessioan, ilalia' cianigts

iiggra'gitta's iif proalilt- rci'arils. air[ rit'llwi'iala' turn-it ailili'.

l'I 'II(-(-x pii.,I s .N.Stemi iiihhyi\'s fiar siispiiii s ii.a '5iis iiiist bc It ;iappair-s ra'asoralcll ii saiggasI It lisi teratý ai(if Ililt knowis'

ablal ti, praaalai'a' a trua'e aif flha' inifereiace claaain thlat Isals to edagae a'iignv'arinag wliial relates Lit lie haigharn la-ri strucia irinag

tlt.i iaiui'iiia';taiii o tiii tn issertia saispicioaaa citivitt'J. Bathi il aif tiii' fiat-aarieaita'a piarliari air Iliiivai''l~ii iawtla ni

gairithiarili anal hicirist~ic roih'S amost Inc stiapiiarti'a. Suspiciioiuis cfiould lie irfagrialliii'a uinig Iliaa afala'ga'iiiratiar." Suiah Iraoe-

e'venits ari' tii bea veighitra '-v :ivl expe'rt SV'StLlni Waill ~aggraegati'd turing woiiuild dal'i %silia crra'ttilig rel~atiioashipsav :iariaig fIl ia'ili

to ciiaracta'tri-zc saaspiciaats aii-tns'itias. la se 511j111'llS ai'Livitia'v naai'a~l struartaires that siaj oitait ap;articaular slispiia'ials even'it

art' given it crataa'aaltty scare', laisa'd ,ii tit(' wcigligteal sciariragof the test siil,aiictial'.

Suappaortinig evi'nts .An : itra! -red listinag in; Lii be iiraaaci'a ivitha Saiaac su~iacioiaiis event testis require liig'ierl lava'1 striaa'tara's
the hight-st sa'ainiag siaspicialub evvoSiit l a oiaiii'ig first. Siniapaartinig ira tiat' siarveilitiane knoiwleadge base. Tle lagia' responrsiblea fair
doiatlaieiiLatifai is toi lie provsidledal ii dealnaa d at ali'ccalidnag lo'w this lank cahill c'aime friaom thei site e-ap'iaendoit knoawli'dge taigi
als aif ilnariasilag alt-adi. Fair exainaiala', ala ainvestigatoir moaist bo' riecrinng. Th~is woauldl lit pierfaormied lax tin' caade genieratoir itt
alala' toi rea~aiest tilt, pri'senatatiaon aif aI I ai'i aif thFit infi're'aia'a hai cila 'aajaanaetiaaaa %%ita that' geiiar~tia~ii air Si~t' spiicific' ýlsisiiiaa elawal
liar a spcii'ilivcal osplvsmia'n s activity. Otlicr la'c'l (if (Ialell ia'laaaoi. t estIs.
titi' strs'eillaiii'c lii'il atlat's, e'xce'rpts fronta tint raw surive'illiam'

data, anal firnally, tine raw snarveillanice data itsi'lf. 3.9 Mainateanate'

3.8.1 Codea G iteraintoir- Sxa~iipp 't Thei iilatliteL'ioi.i af tla' ,tsnapiciaaas i'x'i' tilm-ia odnidiles is prio-

vialtal by thea aaanla ga'eianeator. It is3 inte'nile'd that pcirsials aif less

'i'aa saalinaaiilnles art' Lti lie a'oinstruciti'a lay fuilly aaaliiraata'al expertise thiana the( domainii expert hai' aiaaalilietl toa last' tOat codei
c'ode ge'neriatiaon. Siaa-la gi';ar~atairs ire- themasielvi's it typel aif ajar gerairatnir fair rTiaiiatelanaaae aIf tlt' te'st aialiu)InaaIlI's.
cam! e'xpeart Systemi. lit t his laset'Ihere' is if spa'ai~al kriiawl(-i'alg

base that wouldi crarraspairna toacahl ga'naarir test aniaidaae. 3.0.1 Chairige of' User Statilus

'U ha' tser of tii coradea genornata r Watil ai he- a alamartmin a'xpa'rt,

wvhere the eprtn'is inn thu fiehl 4u iii-r threat iuli'ntiicatiinn. A canaarge aif use'r sala~as wilt oifteat rtiviiri' tart ad~justmetia'to i

Than. cxpaa'c wainla~l bui snaihiaaat'i lax tby a tilt'-ot genairatoir' in1 Spur a lalaaiabr if poiloilt a' faial'l irivaiviig tit lii' -ave Zan thei Sailji'i'.

ifyirag Nsnapia'iaars ievent ta'sts fair tuth genecrict'east rndiaitau-. This~ It. is latiatnailca tiaaL thish Fat piarfoirmeda lay tilt' s)tavin sa'aarit 'Y

type aof ca'abiaility ri'ijiirea a i'aaiiaja it-uaa pecif'mic'ationa lainguaga' adiniiiistiratoar. 'lia iaaraahigniis hinili ailia flit-' a aaia geva'aa'rit' for

witlaini fliit' franirawaark aif ain t'xpeirt SN'sli'ii laasa'al a')iaala genieratoar. staSta ?ai~ios atrL te'slinig art' iti largils', aiitaiiate tlin' lask f iauk-

'[ his is a raa'v faeld of ti'hialaagy thoat is attracting stialstaatiial ing pirafilea r'corrd clinauges luilseal onata few simtpli' deasigniationis aif

atL~caiaaial With jarn(IIthiats haiit Lra' la'gialilaiig It) stalailiZV'. " status charaga'.

'i'iia ga'rniratiaan if te'st sualariaaaialas can lit' a'laaraa'tci'n vd'c

;ifs thei creatiaor aif the sita' variabla' poartiaoa of tita' raale'iiasa'a 3.9.2 New Usaers

koikaaaass-h'l' r till th ' xpert syst,'ui. 'ilis aalare'sse's Lilt' i~s51,' 14 'lI he irsrtaiti iof pnifhile ri'iaras caarra'spaaaiiimg winia fi new¾
caist a'lfa'ativa'ieuss wheara' the( -set aif saaspcia'iaas avi's''t Lasts tania lasr is toIa he iarf'irrrne IayN tha' sY'sia'ra si'a'arit' aaliiinistrataar.
thetir indiavivduanl 'iatriacta'ristit's luau' laiave Iii vatr; siabstaratially 'l'iisis ta lie at highlyl aiit, iirala'u task using typiiial piaaaila' rca'aaa'i
frairr sit ta'Li sita', ala'enia'i rg oal poil icy and1 ciiri'aianiltites. temiplrates.

Thela coade gen'rai'toar c'onatribuate's a flaiL sa~t anal it ride si't Lii

fltl-a a'rri'spinariiig suappoartinig fiji-I aiad rirli'-a'ta af Lilt' Saarve'il 4. CIla'llsiiats
lanrce knowtlldga' biasa'. 'T'his a ncradar flit'St-t codl a'ga'rna'ratoa r's
iarailigria far ea'ch ge'naaric Lest nroduleaa. 'Ilii' c-adea gaenearatoar Sav'ilac't'iaaagyis ftill'assa'inial faaaaraaltiaai ofala ira-

in tuna Shanre's thei sir-vt'illaruae knowaaledge baiset with tiat' e'xpeart sialartLlrtat 'ian(miitai ssana Iii' i'iurtjiari'ii fnaaaat thi'lleiei

systa'ra fair analysis, fair uaser inti'rac'tionrsi slr'iillaluic a ruci'aaa'age's tlia' bthie'if that fuill'

'l'ririI)alaeS iif all sirsiiic-iiiaa ev'e'nt last Siall)ruiii mit's atin'o lie systi'ril siarvr'illarica' Cill Fit auiiit's't' (ltiast di'a'ati rely %%i li high

iruclaala'd witha tir' coi-iil gellrator its tilt: startimng polilat fla tiar' pi'rfaarriaarace pndtiats tbitt doi rlfat ri'Jira'si'ii axi a'xit'i'siva' hIrraIleni

doainrar e'xpent at each site. T1hiis is Oic~ toaal tiaat saippiartb thle Lii tire Syste'rm iiid'r sarva'ilianari. Aicajit:aaii'a' t ilt- siirxvailarat'a'-

doarmairt expert ia crreatixng, raodaifyinag arid exte'ndinirg stispni'.ias Conrcept hlas belaaai exparainilg saaiisumiatiiilly in tint pariv~ate sri-lir,
with gaiwiuag interest ana l irtalha'a sites tharoughouiit liar' Navy

"4 (Xirpaitei-aiiled Sailawar ne->giiveieni; is riow 'Ii active tietn il tile utri 44Sbtnia aaia be ieMCl~eDgtl YS~
'-ate si-a tar Lain aitiiatit alivei-i~Iail-ait S-iu i tI dilr i r-Ia' a I, ir ae liu-giio;iiumrilsaiiiiar;la ieiiarea ~ l'diia i ~istySrii
(" fulal I tie tiist-iiral 1 ariiiiise ait ah ga'-fiaiaiiii .ila-gaga'. 'lhe Iust fitern W (lyrani' hui-i l, fr"iCa tea-ai iliiier the aietiaaaliii (( lie oiitiiui, i'l cxtilor
nat ionial Wirkltaopa oia Grompsuter aided Software l';ngi ecrioilg, catted GASK syte bY

1
ia elaatd fiat!) aaiuawititeat wde ~ gretai m' at li-te a if, I, IPr 0(yDl-:

'87, was hield inl I-tatr. late it, Ma ay, t1987. A flail ...he, )I caditfig edge c-nriaiib nraw an1 the ficlii, 5upii itan3ciiatuges Lu a spec: ficatol andi arilegeileatuaf. ii;aIFCOaEC

aiftws sl~iatei ii-sitiiii paaaers iiiii curret eif trtalii.it staitlis in a pra'fessli'aa- with piaricil'atd eaie-'-
workialiip eaIisUIIriinaiai. 'The paoceerliiigS are as-ail~atie 'TIlc aiaiie salticiat 45 Gairacit extierienure with fulity aiatariiatel i-Dale genriatr ion anda a cciii.
aiaterat is tin tie aiibliislieal In the IEEE. (Tlvie D~igitual Systeislis a aid jaiit'atil high level apa'cihitariiii iiiteafaccecicouirages I ibe blit-i itwat at lteas
vaaarcat a prouacit al Ltar fielad which is u'teli'eat iiitari tatipale of aituttssnag ii mrtiara of tit, ala"niwlealge eng;ig'irriiig t(ali lie (14a1i17, site-s;'r'kii;ittIV, ayIh
the uaataleaa of supajirtirig a atoouiaii espeaft iii Lia iifairmiaiig the gealeric test ihmiaiiim esnurt 'Thig ii thre kinow-ledge -niginierriing a ̀ iat wouladi cccii- anie
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INlrDUc•TIN correctness.4 The construct was removed in

In January 3975,1 a joint-services High the 1980 version.

Order Language Working Group (HOLWG) was Meanwhile, back at the ranch.., the
established by the U.S. Department of Defense computer security (COMPUSEC) community was
(D(D) to identify requirements for DoD high continuing to grow. In 1981, the DoD Computer
or, Sr languages, evaluate existing languages Security Center was established, and COMPUSEC
against these requirements, and recommend the issues continued to get ever-increasing
adoption or implementation of a minimal set of attention. Tremendous strides have been made
programming languages. The HOIWG developed in the technical areas of COMPUSEC, and this
the following series of increasingly-refined year marks the tenth anniversary for the
requirements documents: STRAWMAN, April 1975; National Computer Security Conference. Due to
NOODENMAN, August 1975; TINMAN, January 1976; its formative nature, the inward-focused
IRONMAN, January 1977; and STEELMAN, June syndrome has affected the COMPUSEC community
1978. All of these documents went through a as well.
wide range of reviews from the DoD, academic,
and industrial communities. A study was An inward focus is necessary to establish
undertaken, with the release of TINMAN, to a core of expertise and experts; however, a
determine if any existing language(s) met the concerted effort must be made to focus
requirements. While it determined that no outward, each community to the other. While
language or set of languages satisfied the there has been a significant change in their
requirements, the study indicated the focus over the past 2 years, a relatively
feasibility of developing a new language to dichotomous situation still exists between
meet the requirements. these two communities. We must establish a

2 strong synergistic relationship between the
In April 1977, an international design Ada and COMPUSEC communities in order to

competition was launched, based on the IRONMAN effectively address the problem of using Ada
requirements. The language design was for secure/truisted systems.
completcd in May 1979. A testing phase
commenced and final revisions were made to the In the fall of 1984, the Center realized
Ada language. Ada was accepted as a Military the need to address this disjuncture between
Standard (MIL-STD) in December 1980 and the Ada and COMPUSEC communities. The Ada
established as an ANSI standard on 17 February Technology Insertion Branch was established in
1983. January 1985 within the Secure Computer

Networks Division of the Office of Research
The HOLWC Chairman, Lt Col William and Development at the Center. The goal of

Whitaker (USAF, now retired), realized the the branch was to foster expertise on the
need, during the language design phase, 3 for implications of using Ada for secure/trusted
programming support environments to be coupled computer networks. To achieve this goal, the
with the language to ensure the improvements branch outlined its objectives. The first
promised by the language. A series of three priority was to develop the necessary internal
documents were evolved to address the support knowledge base in Ada and COMPUSEC. A
issues: SANDMAN, early 1978; PEBBLEMAN, philosophy of "Learning by Doing" was
mid-1978; and STONEMAN, early 1980. The established as a means for developing this
STONEMAN document became the basis for Ada base. To focus the learning effort, the
programming support environments (APSE's). branch initiated the Secure Ada Protocols

Project (SAPP)
The Ada community was focused inward

during this formative time for the Ada SAPP
language. Little concern was given for the
suitability of Ala for developing trusted Given the previously described dichotomy,
systems. A language construct existed in the the SAPP team decided to approach the problem
pre-1980 version of the language that could from a real-world perspective by implementing
aid program verifiers in proving program a secure protocol suite based on the Defense

Data Network (DDN) specifications of transport
control protocol (TCP), ;nternet protocol

TMAda is a registered trademark of the (IP), and X.25. Further, we decided to do it
U.S. Government, Ada Joint Program Office. in Ada. We felt that implementation of this

1 secure protocol suite would give us a
Grady Booch, Software Engineering with significant grasp on protocols and Ada so that

Ada (Menlo Park, CA: Benjamin-/Cummings Co.-,
Inc, 1983), pp. 14-16.

2 4 peter Wegner, Programming with Ada:
Ibid., pp. 16-21. An Introduction by Means of Graduated

Examples (Engleweod Cliffs, NJ:
3 ibid. Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1980), pp. 77-78.
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we could begin addressing the problem of communications protocols. We first addressed
developing the same suite as a multilevel the lack of experience in protocols. Each
secure (MLS) suite. Our goal was to use Ada person was assigned the task of becoming
from beginning to end, including the use of intimately familiar with one of the major
Ada for the formal specifications and protocols (such as TCP) and acquiring a basic
verification activity. We understood several overall understanding of the entire protocol
things at that time: suite. Most of the training for protocols was

on a self-study basis.
a. The experts said Ada was not

useful for the development of secure/trusted Our initial programming facilities
software, were Telesoft and Janus/Ada subset compilers

for the IBM personal computers (PC's). With
b. There were problems with the the subset compilers, we also started a

language definition that must be addressed self-study of the Ada language. Using the
before we could complete our task. Janus/Ada, we prototyped a high-level data

link control protocol between two IBM PC/XT's.
c. The MIL-STD documents were This phase was completed in April 1986.

inaccurate, incomplete, and ambiguous with
respect to the TCP and IP protocols. Phase II

d. No one on the development team This phase began with the arrival of
knew anything about protocols, the RATIONAL computer system, a system solely

for Ada development, in February 1986. After
e. Only two of the team members had branch personnel received formal training in

ever written any Ada. Ada as well as training on the RA] )NAL, we
started work on the high-level design of the

f. At the beginning of the project, protocol suite. Each component (TCP, IP,
we did not have a validated (approved) Ada X.25) was implemented as a separate process.
compiler. An Inter-Process Communication (IPC)

specification, independent of operating system
Even with those problems facing us, we services, was developed to allow communica-

believed we could accomplish several important tions between components of the suite.
objectives:

We demonstrated the completed suite
a. Train our people irn Ada and (but not 100% full-featured) approximately 1

protocols. year after Phase II began. As the
implementation proceeded. we encnointered

b. Identify constructs of the problems with Ada and the pLotocol
language for use on secure/trusted specifications. Both TCP and In were
applications, developed from MIL-STD's (177S and ]777,

respectively). These specifications were in a
c. Identify constructs of the combination of state diagrams and structure

language requiring modification for use on declarations; the declarations were in a
trusted software. pseudo-Ada. Some of these were very difficult

to express in true Ada. Variant record
d. Develop an unambiguous, constructs needed to be used, but the protocol

programmatical statement of the protocol MIL-STD's were erroneous and contradictory.
standards in Ada. In addition, the description of variant

records in the Ada Language Reference Manual
e. Push the state of the art for (ALRM) was not clear. After overcoming these

developing a "beyond-Al" MLS system, obstacles, the resulting design was very solid
and provided a better (less ambiguous)

f. Develop a cadre of expertise with specification than the original MIL-STD's
respect to the development of secure protocols protocol specifications.
in Ada.

The X.25 specifications used were the
g. Introduce this technology to the CCITT X.25 Recommendation and the DDN X.25

outside communities for enhancement and Host Interface Specification. The specifics-
refinement. tions for the data link and physical levels of

X.25 are in prose. Translating these specifi-
h. Demonstrate that it could be cations into a high-level design was a pains-

done. taking activity. Even though the specifica-
tions were not complete, design decisions were

We defined the SAPP in three phases: easy to document, and the resulting Ada speci-
Phase I would develop a working understanding fication was very readable. The high-level
of the Ada language and the selected protocol abstraction capabilitieu of Ada were of great
suite, Phase II would develop a demonstrable help in this design. For example, the ability
Ada language implementation of the protocol to state user-defined data abstractions made
suite, and Phase III would develop a secure it much easuier to specify the checksum
implementation of the protocol suite, algorithm of X.25. We defined a package of

polynomial math functions and specified the
Phase I checksum algorithm as stated in polynomial

form. Some minor changes were required for
After the initial staffing and demonstration performance, but no change in

planning of the branch, work proceeded in two the polynomial abstraction was needed.
areas of learning - the Ada language and
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The use of Ada in our design and INrtEACTIC-S
implementation appears to have provided a very
-ortable, programmatic specification of the As the work progresses, the branch will
DDN protocol suite. While it was not continue to interact with the government,
optimized for real-time performance, our academic, and industrial communities to foster
implementation did demonstrate several of the interrelations with the Ada and COMPUSEC
objectives outlined earlier. We demonstrated communities. We have workee with two groups
that programmatic description is obtainable that are especially worthy of note: the
and more precise than the standards. In the Kernel Ada Programming Support Environment
area of Ada, we learned the language by using (KAPSE) Interface Team (KIT) and the Ada
it. We used all of the constructs in the Run-Time Environments Working Group (ARTEWG)
language, including generic packages with of the Special Interest Group on Ada (SIGAda).
internal tasks and dynamically allocated tasks
(via task types). KIT

At the writing of this paper, we were The KIT was established by a
in the process of porting our implementation memorandum of agreement between the Army,
from the RATIONAL to VAX/VMS with DEC Ada. Navy, and Air Force. As was mentioned, the
Phase II of the project is coming to a close DOD realized the need for programming support
and we are proceeding into Phase III. environments. It was also realized that a set

of interfaces needed to be defined for the
Phase III APSE's to the underlying operating systems

that would give much greater portability to
This phase of the SAPP involves the tools tha' were written and allow data to

prototype development of an MLS protocol interoperate among the APSE's. The set of
suite. Work begins with the development of interfaces that were defined by the KIT is
the Security Policy, followed by the Formal known as the Common APSE Interface Set (CAIS).
Model, Formal Top Level Specification (FTLS), Through our involvement with the KIT, MLS
and the implementation in Ada. The approach requirements were inserted into the CAIS in
to this phase is to take a global view of the 1985. Currently, CATS is the only DOD
development of a trusted protocol suite. Standard that references the need for both
While it is important that we pursue the use Ada and a B3-level security.
of Ada throughout the entire development, we
are not going to pursue basic research in the AMWG
area of developing proof rules and verifica-
tion systems. However, we will be working The ARTEWG is a part of the Associ-
cIosely with thuoLe whu are doiny this basiu dliull of Cuiutiuii Maeiiaezy * (ACM's) SIGA'3.

research, both within and outside the Center. Their objective is to address the issues of
the runtime environment for Ada. The Ada

There are initial issues about what language provides a sharp delineation between
is the correct policy and formal model for a the compiler, the runtine environment, and the
network, how does the DOD Trusted Computer operating system. Many of the obstacles that
Security Evaluation Criteria apply, and how need to be overcome in the verification arena
do you measure levels of trust outside of are directly attributable to implementation
verification technology. We will consider the dependencies in the runtime environment. The
use of requirements tracing tools and software ARTEWC has published three papers that give
engineering principles to provide higher tremendous insight into the Ada runtime.
levels of trust. We plan to concentrate on
some of these issues as work progresses. "A Canonical Model and Taxonomy of

Ada Rantime Environments" provides an
While proceeding through this phase. historical perspective on the evolution of

Ada and Ada-based technology will he used executives and operating systems to provide
wherever possible. We are committed to using services to the application programs. The
an Ada-baged specification language for the paper further suggests that the Ada
FTLS; Anna looks like an initial candidate to compilation system cen generate its own
use. No verification environment currently application specific, runtime system to run on
exists for Ada-based languages, and ouz a bate machine.
initial effort will proceed by using hand
verification of our specifications. The "Catalogue of Ada Runtime
ultimate benefits of not having to translate Implementation Dependencies" is a first pass
the FTLS to a different implementation at identifying all of the allowed options for
language will offset this initial problem. implementing the runtime support for Ada

compilers. The catalogue is going through
The ultimate hope is that this peer reviews in the ARTEWG, the Performance

project will produce a complete, programmatic, Issues Working Group (PIWG), and many ochers.
MLS description of the protocol suite which This paper is intended to be an exhaustive,
has been verified down through 90% or more of authoritative list of all the runtime
the source code. implementation dependencies.

"A Catalog of Interface Features and
Options for the Ada Run Time Environment"
(CIFO) is similar in intent to the CAIS.

5Anna is an AMso ated fda language Release 1.0 is a baseline document for the
developed at Stanford universi y by Dr. CIFO. This paper is geared towards providing
Luckham, et al. a standard specification for a set of common
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interfaces between the user and the runtime
environment.

These three papers ate very good in
relation to the Ada runtime environments, but
all three are devoid of COMPUSEC. The ARTEWG
is coiucerned about COMPUSEC and is seeking
input on the issues of security in relation to
the runtime environment.

CWOULUSIOUS

Concerns of the impact of Ada technology
on COMPUSEC, and vice versa, are moving to the
forefront with projects like the Strategic
Defense initiative (which has already decided
zo use at least an Ada-based Process
Description Language [PDL]) and the NASA Space
Station (which has decided to use Ada as the
implementation language).

We challenge both the COMPUSEC and Ada
communities to develop the synergistic
relationship that is necessary to understand
and resolve the problems of using Ada in and
for trusted systems.
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A Panel Discussion
* on

Ada and COMPUSEC

This panel presentation provides an open
forum to begin an earnest oialogue on Ada and
computer security (COMPUSEC) and their unique
problems and concerns in relation to each
other. From 1975 to 1983, two areas of
concern were being stressed within the Federal
Government (the Department of Defense in
particular) and industry: escalating software
costs and computer security. This concern
culminated in the establishment of two
standards. The Ada programming language
became an ANSI/Military standard on 17
February 1983, and the Department of Defense
Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria
was published on 25 August 1983 as a DoD
Computer Security Center guideline. In
December 1986, the Criteria was accepted as a
DoD standard (5200.28-STD). Both standards,
as well as their ensuing policies, were
developed separately from each other.

With projects like the Strategic Defense
Initiative (which has already decided to use
at least an Ada-based Process Description
Language [PDL]) and the NASA Space Station
(which has decided to use Ada as the
implementation language), concerns of the
impact of Ada technology on COMPUSEC, and vice
versa, are moving to the forefront.

The panel members ate:

Mr. Clarence Ferguson, panel Moderator,
Chief, Ada Technology Insertion Branch, Office
of Research and Development, National Computer
Security Center (NCSC)

Ms. Virginia Castor, Director of the Ada
Joint Program Office (AJPO)

Dr. Charles McKay, Director of the NASA
Software Engineering Research Center (at the
University of Houston, Clear Lake)

Mr. Robert Morris, Chief Scientist, NCSC

Ada is a registered trademark of the
U.S. Government, Ada Joint Program Office.
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THE USE OF AdaTM IN SECURE AND RELIABLE SOFTWARE

Mark E Woodcock
Office of Research and Development

National Computer Security Center

"Am I so crazy to feel it's here prearranged?
The music must change!!"

-Pete Townshend, "The Music Must Change"
Who Are You, Eel Pie Publishing, 1977

ABSTRACT PROBLEMS

The Department of Defense (DoD) has an Clearly these were ambitious criteria;
obvious need for secure and reliable computing they remain beyond the capabilities of any
systems. Its language of choice, Ada, should existing language. While making great strides
be well suited to the development of these in achieving several of these goals (particu-
systems. Although it currently has some larly in exploiting the newest developments in
features which make it better suited to these software engineering and usefulness foz real-
tasks than most programming languages, Ada time systems), Ada tried to be tea much for
still requires a number tof changes to properly too many people. Although the language does
fulfill its mission. The imprecise definition not have to be radically altered, some signi-
in Ada's Language Reference Manual renders Add ficant changes are needed in order to com-
programs inconsistent from compiler to com- pletely fulfill its requirements.
piler and cannot be guaranteed to be reliable
nor formally verified to meet the DoD computer 1. Security
security criteria. The Ada community must
make a commitment to see that the research is In approximately the same time
completed to enable Ada to fulfill both secu- period that Ada was being developed, the con-
rity requirements and its own requirements. cepts that determine the security of a comput-

ing system were being defined. The features
THE PURPOSE OF ADA of the language are not directly critical to

the security of the system, but they do play a
In the mid-70's, the U.S. Department of key role in the reliability (whether the sys-

uefense (uou) noticed its increasing depen- tem operates in a manner con!,istent with its
dence on mission-critical software and that specifLcations). Since secure systems are
the cost of this software was growing rapidly. supposed to be reliable (and the language
It has been estimated that as much as $30 bil- effects the reliability), the features
lion a year would be needed for software pro- indirectly determine a system's security.
curement.[l] Because one of the key contribu-
tors to this cost was the need to retrain pro- According to the DOD Trusted Com-
grammers and rewrite programs when different puter System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC) [4],
languages were used, a decision was made to the design of a system to 6cclassified at the
create a single programming language which Al level must be verified using one of the
could be used in all embedded systems (this tools endorsed by the National Computer Secu-
includes all mission-critical and weapon sys- rity Center (NCSC) (e.g., Gypsy Verification
tems).[4] Environment [GVE] and Formal Development

Methodology [FDM]). Formal verification of a
The DOD also noted that programs which design (or a program) requires that the

were almost identical in functionality were languagp used to describe it must be mathemat-
quite often implemented completely differently ically well-defined. (Ada, for reasons that
because of the choice of run-time environment will be described below, is not.) These tools
(compiler, operating system, etc.). What was require that a particular design language,
needed was not just one programming language, created specifically for that system (Gypsy
but one that was consistent from implementa- for GVE [5] and Ina Jo for FDM [6), be used
tion to implementation; an environment which in order to reach the highest security clas-
would enable programs and programmers to move sification.
freely from one machine to the next.

The DoD new requires the use of---
The result was Ada. "Ada was designed an Ada-based Program Design Languagej2], how-

with three overriding concerns: program relia- ever, in designing its software systems. This
bility and maintenance, programming as a human criterion is not completely consistent with
activity, and efficiency" (section 1-3, [3]). the TCSEC (particularly given DoD's desire no,.
it was intended to be usable in any mission- to allow waivers). Because the Al classifica-
critical system, to exploit the advances being tion does not address the issue of the imple-
made in software engineering, anJ to be easily mentation language, a system may be designed
portable (within system size and speed limita- using one of the endorsed tools and then
tions). implem.ented in Ada. This is possible because

no formal proof of the source code is neces-
sary for an Al evaluation. *Manual or other

TM Ada is a registered trademark of the U.S. mapping of the FTLS (formal Lop-level specifi-

Government, Ada Joint Programs Office. cation) to the TCB (trusted computing base)
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source code shall be performed to provide evi- Consider the following piece of

dence of correct implementation."(page 48, Ada code:
(4]) Therefore, any implementation language
may be used for an Al system. package example is

This will not be true of the function f (x:in out integer)
"beyond Al" criteria when they become better returns integer;
defined. One of the requirements being con- function q (x:in out integer)
sidered for the A2 criteria is: "The TCB must returns integer;
be verified down to the source code level,
using formal verification methods..." (page 51, end example;
[4j) unfortunately, Ada cooe cannot be veri-
fied because the language is not well-defined, package body example is
While we will soon reach a point where Ada
will be required for use in these secure sys- y:integer;
tems, Ada cannot meet the above requirement function f (x: in integer)
and could never be used in any phase of the return * 'eger is
development of a system intended to be begin
evaluated at the A2 level y.=x*x+y;

return y;

2. Definition and;

The present ver.ion of Ada is function g (x: in integer)
defined by the MIL-STD i815A. [3] The seman- return integer is
tics of the language are "described by means begin
of narrative rules" that are composed of y:=2*x+y;
t. chnical and otier terms. The t-chnical return y;
terms' "prEcise definition is given in the end:
text" and the other terms "are in the English
Language and bear their natural mezning, as begin
definied in Webster's Third New International y:=l;
Dictionary of the Fnglish Lapguage."(section end example;
1-5, [31). This means that Ada is defined by
the use of a natural language (Engr sh)-mrot a y:=f(x) + g(x);
well-defined, mathematical language.

Natural languages have proven to
be too compl(x to he used as tie basis of a This is obviou'=11' a very simple

mathematical proof (that is, it cannot be done example (of the order of evaluation problem)
and never will be . The exi--tence of the and any moderate)y-intelligent programmer
validation suite does not soive the p:oblem, would net generate such dangerous code. While

It cannot even guarantee that a compilf.r fully any third-year computer science student would

meets the requirements of the Language Refer- notice this, no Ales compiler is required to

ence Manual (LRM) [3) (not that any validation discover th's prcbl(m. Sinice the two func-
suite could), let alone be useful as a tions referenced is the assignment statement

mathematical definition. otnce verification have side effects, the value of the assignment

is dependent on the ability to perform statement will vary dependent on the order of

mathematical uroofs, Ada cannot be verified as evc..uation (left-to-rihbt oi right-to-left)
it present' -te.

There are also much more compli-
-,,,n he effort was made to tranislate cated problems. When passed as a parameter,

the 3 ' of Ada into some precise an atomic variable's (inteqer) value is passed

maLt, I r d-on (such as the denota- (copy in). When a structure (such as an

tioe recently completed by the array) is passed, however, it may be passed by

Dans `.enter IDDCI) , however, two reference )rts address is passed). Parameters

signi - of problems woulc remain, that are passed by value are zldays protected,
The first the DoD, in its quest te '-)t parameters passed by reference may be

leave no construct out of the lar,guage, altered by tlic operation of some other task

included certain language features whose (without the knowledge of the subprogram in

corrsctness may be impossible to formally question) whIch also has a pointer to the same

prove (e.g., dynamic tasking, generics). The variable.
second problem is that allcwinq compilers to
imple'e-t a particular feature in many di(- This situation is particularly
ferent ways (sometimes even to the point that bad because the operation of trw program may

one compiler may use more than one approach change from one execution to toe next, not

depe•ding on the situation-- optimatization just between machines or compilers. Even pro-
ve-sus normal operation' makes it imposs;ible tecrion schemes may fail, like checking the

to know cnactl,, what that feature really value of the variable and then performing some

mcans. dangerois operation on it (this is knnwn as
thn "time of check--time of use" proolem).
Foa example, a task might check it a variable
is zero before using it as a divisor, but the
cheek is no guarantee of correcLness if
another task may alter that location's value
befoze it is used This ,reans that a program
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could run perfectly when tested but still fail Ada Verification Environment (AVE), and a con-
(or give incorrect results) during actual tract award is anticipated late this year.
operation.

A number of other efforts are underway to
This scenario also raises the better define Ada, Dr. David Luckham at Stan-

possibility of a significant security flaw. ford University centinues to work on the Ada
One user (even at the unclassified level) specification language, Anna, which will pro-
could write Ada code using tasking, shared vi6e an operational definition of Ada. (Anna
variables, and call by reference which would is also being used in several other projects.)
enable him to bypass even the nost secure DDC has just completed a denotational semantic
existing computing systems and read any data definition of the language for the European
(at any level) in the system. While this is Economic Community. There are also several
not an Ada-specific problem, Ada does make it people working on axicmatic proof rules for
quite easy to accomplish. Ada,

Chapter 13, Representation WHY Ada HAS TO CHANGE
Clauses and Implementation-Dependent Features,
of the LRM [3] is a list of optional features The one thing which has to be made really
which may be implemented by the compiler. clear is that the changes suggested are not
While this list at least standardizes the just for some rarely-applied or as yet non-
variations between compiler versions, it does existent security criteria. While the primary
not change the fact that any program which motivation for this paper is convincing the
uses one of these features is limited to a Ada community that it should prepare to meet
compiler which implements that feature, the TCSEC security requirements, there are a

lot of other good reasons for these changer to
One of the biggest problems with be made.

Ada, though, is the Run-Time Support Package.
The run-time support needs of most programming 30th the Strategic Defense Initiative and
languages is quite small. C's support package the NASA Space Station project intend to use
of a few instructions is dwarfed by the Ada as a design and implementation language.
thousa ids of lines of code that may be Ragardless of how secure these systems turn
required to run an Ada program. Not only does out to be, they must be reliable. When
all this extra code (which is not validated) kinetic-kill weapons and high-powered lasers
open vast new possibilities for errors, the start firing, you want tz be very sure that
system-specific features of each compiler's they are working correctly. The only way to
support package make portability even more achieve the desired level of reliability is
difficult. through forinal VLeificdtion.

In the short run, it will be Moreover, it would be more cost-effective
necessary to select one valid implementation over the life-cycle of the product if Ada sys-
for the language's features, validate the sup- tems are formally verified. Tne maintena,.ne
port package, and avoid using the more complex cost on a system that works correctly will be
constructs to create a "verifiable" subset. virtually non-existent. Sh uld enhancements
(Note well that this does not necessarily ever be needed, the design of the system will
require that a subset compiler be used, only be so clearly stated and its interfaces so
that secure programs use only the appropriate precisely defined that the changes could be
subset.) Larger and larger parts of the made easily and cheaply.
language will be usable as verification tech-
nology becomes more robust, but the require- It is clear that Ada has still not met
ment for a concise mathematical definition its original criteria. There are programs
will Žmain. While this will not please the which have been written that will compile on
hardline Ada supporters, it could enable Ada one validated Ada compiler but not on others.
to be used for tnc design of secure systems. if this is possible, more subtle errors than a

failure to compile are possible. This means
RESEARCH EFFORTS there is no guarantee that an Ada program will

be portable in a reliable way and the existing
The NCSC, through the Consolidated Com- undeLstanding of Ada is not sufficiently

puter Security Program, is pursuing a two- better than that of any other implementation
pronged strategy to improve the state of Ada language. This suggests that even on the sys-
verification technology. The first is a tom for which it was created, an Iii proorant
short-term effort to demonstrate the feasibil- will be no more reliable than . am -a rit-
ity of such a verificati ) system and to give ten in another high-level lang'
the community a starting point for discussion
and future work. This effort is being con- CONCLUSION: WHAT HAS TO BE DONE
tracted through the Rome Air Development
Center to Odyssey Research Associates. The notion presently exists that Ada is

truly the single, clearly-defined language
The second part is a long-term effort to that the DOD originally requested Unfor-

produce a production quality system and is tunately, this is not true. Instead of having
being contracted through the Defense Communi- different version names (FORTRAN IV, 77,
cations Agency. The first phase is a back- vanilla) , we now have Ada differing by the
ground study and technology evaluation being compiler for which it was written. Even more
done by lIT Research Institute. After comple- significant is that Ada is not sufficiently
tion of this study, a request for proposal well-defined to make it useable in a secure cr
will be issued for the design of a complete reliable way.
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Ada is not much worse than any other
high-order language - it just includes all
their flaws. The difference is Ada promised
more, is expected to be used more widely (par-
ticularly for security), and has an organized
system for change (the Language Maintenance
Board).

What is needed is an acceptance by the
Ada community that Ada will have to become
formally defined and internally consistent if
it is to remain the language of choice. Ada
has made significant strides in syntax stan-
dardization and the inclusion of software
engineering techniques in the language struc-
ture, but it still needs significant improve-
ments. When the Ada community becomes con-
vinced of this fact, the existing work to
define Ada can he accelerated and goals of the
future, as well as the language's original
requirements, can be met.
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underlying logic is a logic of partial functions that correctly Ilan-

dles undefined expressions, and it is in this respect an advance
oil those systems. We have not yet studied proof checking and
term rewriting in this logic, but we expect standard techniques

A betract to apply.

A group at Odyssey Resea:ch Associates is building Bl11 PolyAnna will require new research in higher-order lan-

an environment for the formal verification of Ada pro- guages and polymorphism. The.e are active and fashionable
grams. These piograms will be verified against specifi- topics of research. At the end of this paper we sketch soome well
cations written in PolyAnna, a high-order specification known reasons why a polymorphic language is especially suited
language based on Anna. PolyAnna and Anna use asser- for specifying Ada programs.
tional reasoning. and we describe a logical foundation for
the assertion language. We present a thumbnail sketch Our primary goal for our software is that it support incremental
of Anna, and a list of ways we have modified Anna. We verification, rather than batch generation of verification condi-
present an overview of how PolyAnna differs from other tions. We want to provide asitornated assistance for the pro-

rie,•,-,i, 6vy'C-,,b, -,Ju vv tevtVW huiti itSLuic5 ofi AntrL gramr-img style prominently associated with Dijkstra, Hoarc,
that must be restricted to make verification of Adoa pro- and Cries, that of developing a program arsid its proof hand in
grams possible. We conclude with a prospective account hand. (See, e.g., [Gries 83] or [Dill 86].)
of the higher-order parts of PolyAnna, atnd an explana-
tion of why these are suited to Ada verification.

The ground floor

Introduction Assertional reasoning

One good reason to build tools for the fonnal verification of Our strategy for verification is assert-onai reas•oting about pro-
Ada programs is the expectation that they, and th verified grains. An embedded assertion is, in effect, a coimrmrent --it stip-

programs, might be used -Ada compilers, it is assumed, will be ulates that some condition (the assertion) is satisfied by the
widely available and Ada progransiners as numerous as fleas. If program state every time control reach,.s sorie pouilnt iii thie proi

formally verified software were in gencral use, one could learn grain text (the point at -which it is "eml-dded ). The language
whether tire higher production costs of such software are justi- in which these conrditions are expressed is called the as.iertror

fled by higher reliability and by ,i, irrgs in testing amid nirainte- language.
nance. A group at Odyssey Re"t-a, h Associates is designing a

specification language for Adia ad a verification envirotrunent Assertional reasoning about nrogranas, forrally ihtroduced in

for proving tire correctress of programns specified in that lair- the famous papers of Floyd [Floyd 67] arrd Heoare [Hoar G9], is

"guage. We plan to have a rumiirng system for a useful frag~ireint a set of techniques that riEduces tire' proof of genrral projiertict

of the specification language by the fall of 1988. of progran.s to the proof of finitely many logical forrxul.,, in

the assertion language. A t, pical programl, property provable
"The specification laiguage can be separated into two parts: inr this way is: if subprogramn P is called ini a start( satisfying

entry condition ýo, thern it will terminate ir a state satisfying

* A ground-floor larignage, based on Anna, supporting pro- exit condition V'.

grannraing in theý small (at the level of subprograrms and By contrast, transfonrrational methods begin with a sypecifica-
pacages); tion of the desired behravior arnd attempt to rewritt t, by air

* A higher-order polyirorphic language (naturally enough plying a series of nreaniing-pregerving trwaiNforinations, as ai ex-

called PolyAnna) supporting prograntiinig ii) the large. ecutable prograni. For exauiple, one nuight specify a progranrr
recursively arid apply air automatic transforinatimo to rewrite
the recursion as an iteration. The Europeanr Ecoronoric Comirirri

The ground floor will be iruplernentable by apprlicatiuni arnd n1ity is sponrsoring a coinsortiurir of sever-al Enropvarr unriversities
adaptation of established theory. Its expressive power is corr in a very ambitious project, PROSPECTRA [ND1 86], to build a
pfrable to that of Gypsy or EITDM (Gypsy 86,EIIDM 86]. Its transfornational prograirruring ervirornent for Ada.
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For our ground floor we use the assertional strategy because: -- : function ,)rted(a:T) return BOOLEAN;

-- I whore ...
* It is well understood and therefore holds out a reasonable

probability of suectiss;
After the where delimiter, the user ('liters his definition of the

*There is an estaldished pedagogy of writing programls as- notion "sorted." The user may supply a (virtual) body for this
sertionally, which we hope to support; function, which could be used to test arrays for sortedness.

a Assertional reasoning is unlikely to be entirely avoidable Annt has other aumotations such as propiagation aand context
a transformational system must provide a facility for es- annotations, which we doi't discuss here.
tablishing new transforoiation rules, and the best Linder-
stood way of doing that is aLssertional reasoning.

Writing assertions about Ada: Anna Modifying Anna

Aina, described by its designers as "a cautious extension of Anna is intended to sý.:pport both fornial verification (proof) and
Ada," is a method (iof inserting formal comninents into Ada pro run-time testing. Our efforts, mid our inodifications of Anna,
grains. Most of these comnents can be translated into eiii- are directed exclusively toward proof.

bedded assertions. The coxiiiniited Ada program is an Anna
program, amd it contains the full se:)se of the original Ada pro-
gramn, which is called the underiying Ada text. An Anna pro- Avoiding reduction to Ada The current Anna reference
grain caii be transformed into an Ada prograni that runs the manual defines the seniantics of Anna and of its assertion lan-
underlying text and checks isiany of the embedded atssertions. giage by reducing theiii to Ada seniantics [Anna 86]. Although
Accordingly, Anna can ibe thought of as an extension of Ada the mneaning of Anna's assertion language need not be stated
with extra checking const ucts, and which compiles into Ada. coinputationally, the reference nianual gives the meaninig of each

Aina obje.t aiod type annotation.A are associated with scopes. annotation in terms of values coiiputcd by Ada code. There-
These can be intcrpreted ai iniacro insi rctions emiibcdding as- fore one cannot provide the semantics for or the logic of Anna's
sertions at c..rtaxn pomints within.L th,,'i~. ,1,e (nt ierely at a-ssertion language without first providing a seiaiiltics for Ada.
entry anid exit points). Anna also allilmx axioms, which 9pec 'Nc give a nileaning to the assertion language that is independent

ify packages as abstract data types or as state iiachines, and of the seniantics of Ada.

virtual text, which can emibody speCificatioli concepts or instru-

liientatiou.

Ilere is a typical Aiia type annotation: Unprovable annotations Certain Aimnaaniiotatinns caniiot
be proved solely froni the definition of Ada, whether they're

type EVEN is INTEGER; true or not. 'I e annotation "if the stack is full push lprop-
-I where x: EVEN -> mood 2 =0; agates stackjf 1)" is -an example. Before push can execute

raise stackjfu'l a storage error or ininienrl overflow niay ror

The fornal coimnient (preceded by -- I ) says that cv-ry variable cur. The possibility of such iniplenieitation-depeldent events-- is, as• far a.s the verifier is oieonier,l-, aii act eif God (and is
"of type EVEN must contain aii even value (wheniever it contains a

"&dfilned value at all). It applies to e-very ,bscrvabdle state over the equally iiysteriouis).

whole scope of the declaration of type EVEN. If thn annotatii I is We chimge our interpretation of soin' of the unprovabh' aiinn-
transfornied into checking code, the code will raise the excipt iol tationis to Iiiake theni niore useful. For exaniple, we qualify all
ANNA-EXCEPTION whenever a variabh, of type EVEN is assigned ann-tti"ns hy the ilicit hyl)otbWSis that no storage error or
11 Vlldd vah., illUileric error occurs.
1h-r" are soine typical axioiis, describing the s(-iallt ics of a

stack type:

Erroneous behavior If oiic thinks of Anna as being defined
-- ]aziom by actuilh exe-cution of checking code, then there is no direct way
-- I for all st: STACK; X: ELEM in whi,-h to s.tate that certain executions are rrrocnous since
-- I pop (push(st, x)) Wst, they mianifcst thieijselvvs by ditlen'zices ill execution, under dif-
- -I top(push(et,zx))=x; ferent conipilers. PolyAnna hi•s safeguards built in that lirevent

its fromn certifying erroneous 1nrograins.
We assuinit that tylp STACK i:. a private type of a package, and
that pop, push, and top are visil)d.- subprogranis of that package.
The siliotaitiot says' whu'ever all calls referred to tCrniiinatc Partial correctess Anna's out annotatiiis hav' the inter-
hn, rially, thI' equations hold. -

pr,,tataoni: if the scori is t'xit(.-d lionoiriaLly, thIvIl t it' oat a111ita
Finally, as ta exiuni't' of virtual text, we (I.-t-lar,' a virtual rfuni tion is troe upnl exit. hliher is io way' to say that a suiiprogm ai
6-1! ibat tells us whcthi'r ai array of typ' T is s,)rl'd -'IL .. -- . will teinlilth', orimially. Terchniques of prlorving ttr'- 11u1 at ion fol
sigi Marks the virtual text text which, if the' coin, hcltiit sign detel llilliistic m'qut'iit tial prograis are w('Il unil'stoisd, am h we
w(r' ren-iliov.d, wonl' be b'g'al 4 .1a: inchludi- dlsin iin PolyAnnia.
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Semantics of virtual functions In the current description ii. the name of the state that results front state S after invoca-

of Anna the semantics of virtual functions is informal. A virtual t: -n of P and Q (ih that order) provided that both •nvociations

function can bc supplied with a body, if one wishes to generate terminate normally. If either terminates exceptionally, thlre is

checking code for annotations that refer to the virtual fune- no Anna naii e for the state that results. We extend Anna so

tion. However, the body does not defin,: the meaning of the that all reachable package states have names.

virtual fumction; there is no way to say in Anna that the body
"correctly" implements the annotations of the virtual function.

"Consistency" is not sufficient, since a body that never termii.- Concreteness By design, Anna assertions are "clset to fit'

nates on any input is consistent with any aunotation (excepting code." Although a specification like "this op,.'iating sa•;tni is

strong propagation anntations), secure" may ulti nmately be redniuible to a large collection of em

bedded assertions asout the relations of prograin variahl'ls to
PolyAnna's virtual functions are purely definitional entities. one another, tile connection betweeln those assertions amid the

Properly annotated virtual functions awe tnioslated, without original specification will be highly obscure. The difficulty of

appeal to Ada semantics, into contructor.q, whir'h are strings relating a comprehensible specification to what's- actiially been
of our logical language. A vell-formned constructor denotes a proved about the program is well known and is coiiinoim to ;11

partial function, and associated with it are rules of inference assertiomd systens. We expect to ameliorate this situatioli by

that define the meaning of that function. For example, there is providing som -nioteimlar specificat ion tneclaniins in iigi-le'el

a family of constructors that define functions by recnrsieii. The PolyAxinu, an: gous to the mechanisms of LARtCIH [Cl" tag 851.
logical details are contained in [ORA 871)] and [ORA 87cJ.

Subordination to Ada syntax Anna's conservative syntax,

Expressiveness We find it convenient to increase the expres-

siveness of the annotation language by generalizing several of which essentially follows Ada's, is useful in many ways: users

the Ann•a constructs, including wuaitiliers, tests for ddhiieduiess, With a knowledge of Ada encmuiter relatively few novelties; time
possibility is left open that Ada tools may bw modifiable iliti

and successor states. Anna tools; the job of generating cliecking aode is liloae st raight -

forward. On the other hand, Anna therelby iiilmerits sonie of

Quantifiers Anna's logical quantifiers are .inuisiitlJ. In Anna, Ada's coimiromises. For exaunph', if private types air declareid

"for all x, P(z)" is true if there' is, no value of - for , hich P(.r) is in a packagi , Ada requires that their iihln''ntmnat iiiis bC giveim

false. Otherwise, "for all x, P(x)" is false. (lxi Anna, quaist ified ill the private part of thlie I -- kage; so, therefore, does Aimila."

rexpressions are nrver undefined.) Sc, for ex:amle, za!! , Such itnplettenlatio;n dv-t':;i:..;_e- prei... i wha. w t m

x = 1/0" is true. This ia convenient and coimiact fom writding language wishes to abstract away front.

equational axiomns, when ono nieans to say: the equatioii• arte Here is a nmore esoteric exampjl, for Anna aficionados. Col.

true whenever all their constituent terms are definid. The rules sider the 1ieeleihn of comstrainingi gtueric firiiial subprograii

of inference obeyed by Aitiia's quantifiers are, iunfortuinately, not paranetes. Let sort hu a gecric sorting pa'kai4 . Wr wi.h
very convenient. For example, "for all a', P(x)" is not equiivdent to coinsti-laimll the foriimal lm rammlneter '' "<" Iy reqiiiriniig it to rip-

to a conjunction of the values of I(.c) for all po.,ssible vahles ofx. n a ditonAnn 's uanifirs t,- lit M 71, 07L op ratrs resent a total order. Stipt ,se, furthner, thatd |insteadt of wr-itinig
(e. In additioi, Anna's quantifiers ar- not t"ostotont oe]rators out the whole definiitiotn of "totml order" wc wish to iiipcirt its

definitiom from a plo'd-folm'd library Of sorting cotmI'ts aMid th'

Au expressive monotone language is desirable fitr th,. fotiiu- ory, a g'neric package called order-concepts. "lo, do so would

lation of recursive definitions. The PolyAmiina quantifiers ate require instaitintiatg the order-concepts packaghi with "<" at

nmonotone, and are mnore expressive than the' Aiini qiiaitifiets. sonic poinit ill the gciiric formnal part of sort. Si'h an instant i-

We cali define Anna's quantifiers imi PolyAnuna's ligieml Ian- at:oii is not legal Ada (amid, thl'refore, not legal Ai i t)) gn-i-is

guage. are inot treated as first-class objects, Twrt' is no oinc'ept nal
difficulty with this iiistautiition; it is in scril,,,d lh,.aisc it 's

Sbeyond the couipilet wri ten's art. Wc exp icect. that full olyA ii t
Definedne.ss tests• h x is a pr-ngraii varialb'e, thle Aitia attriliite will` tiot lie so tightly hinutdi to, Ado syiitmx.

x'DEFINED has value TRUE if x his beei initialized, auth other-

wise has value FALSE. If e is aii expression that is not a vma-iabl,.',
then e'DEFINED is illegal.* It is convbenimt to lImI" ain talogy' Limitations
between an uninitialized vaiiable and al ,'xpr'ssion that fails

to denote a value (because its evaluation fails to terniuinate, Our first inillip-viiiitatiou ',f tei ground floor will onilit o"iineil

terminates exceptionally, or is erroneous)- Ill our firuiialisiii rey, and will probably olni: aly special facilitis for rep'-

etDEFIiED is legal for asy exprtssiorti semiting interaction with devices (in this we inculitl' I/), or for
geneiics.

Successor stats., Ii Anna, the values of the local variables of a

package make 111) the staic of the package. Arnia uses a proce-

dural notation for naming package states: fur inistanc'e, S[P; Q1 Lessons learned from predecessors

'Although it i: at r night forward it in',it'-ient a ts: for x'DEFINED whcu; We have hrIcul mu griat dial froimi Amiuaa it ve tnic -u lasusca

X is a variable, there is ao gtieeral way it) test aim arbitrary expression for

definedness short of attem iting to evaluate it --but tiat evalaiaion may no: thic ways il whlich it nii 'st be nmodified tc suit ouri special titlr
ter iinate, may be erroneous, or uiay rhaiuge thb flow of control by raising poses . We have talso leariied fioui exiisiv- ex iu'riuic wills thi
an except ion0

lWe actually use a different notation *'li.i rcquru-minit makes t--'b.stlle sjl,arate collgat ioo
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FDN milndl Gypsy systvtill,. nil ii fr1liiia it 11(141111 Ileost iIctImiiIll is lit) way to tel 1. ilt Ne(rili-atiitjli couItos ar e~lglilt 015ll' dal 1 N1111 11

tmice1 with Ei Didl. (See jiFi)I Sti], [Gypsy 861 [Eill)M 86].) .'gcabily Comleli~tx Illitil it is 11)0 hlal'.

XWe dt'sefibea, 1 alow, waiys ill WlI .)b we hum't to inliptrnse Oil tlitimi.
juIcltlei'lt i ýIIlllipilris ;U d sylit ax - oilrr tedi((itoIls aic IS1 1(11iioi g

xloott witelt's avail able a iid t-c~lilql (lea for ob ii uig the Iirio TIil'-

Justifyilog assertin na reasolliig coitig ('wlct i Wll-ki 1(15,i1. Tlttst' tt'fll iii ez (l oilt' altl llt w 1110 s to b mi Pd

(11 ll' ~ llf llt ' 11: IgrtI 15 i I I l~ltl~itS ii 111 it vetilill lti wlltgt'iSt llilill11)'rtlt te It)slit I'itlt, 11.11 II iclitiiiCc I hy' i I itl ris li

TIe itill'tilct oi tf rdit'il'tilll is calle't all1 cr11 111ati .4ltlntirttl iiaX\t letllnds, of [C vies 83 anld [1k86].

lil1A ill t1It i15trti~l ol llI llglitgt' rtlt' foriniji iatie llolUC slorilll C witiser, foir exmiilde, it simple whio loopmi , grvl.ýe tot by cotltii-

1w jim' laie ii'i lillat a inalittlillalitifill dfl'lititnl (if tlie moll'i igii oIf taou b. Si ,1 4151 for ilijiity 'a sake thme thbert' Is 1(it, ot.ll- -Nit

till lltigraitllIligllNiiligr11agt, iiiitl tielt'o t'ilal rIl(, utshillo b"! is Itl~ 'llt' atilidlarti whl~e- loop roile dci erliliies tll cc- , -fetOl ex~vi -lot11

tI fii'i aginiist a mathatlt'ici al deffinitiovi of tit'lllt'mitlaitg (If the (If t lit' iti)iI) solel' from thlt t'tIllit 1011 b anid Ti I'ser-o- I pl it'd ill

;Isscrt5'ill illgiae V Irat 1., WI 1111 is rt'ýsttit'd by U 110)1 Ci~kirIit Of tICII 101( tilt'

t'fh'tt of tile loop is chlaracte'rizec lby thle fact thlat oil Um51 thlit

3111 tfficiail stanlditig:' it (Its ItSlitt yet etlilult lIý it st 11lailtlitCS foIr 1111(1 tielel comleteillt' I? illOcI of Oit' rest of the progitil i as hn'

Aila ]D DC 87]. Thit deit'iii tilI is s-ery comlellx, aril wve do ilotl- likes, idly iii tile loopoi body to bo filled illlit

Usý- cx Ii'nding all( ci niig i(H'~b w[1arr 84], swe lhavt' frida1101 tel ia

illmy -stortt'(l first -tordltr issc'rt itll lahlgivige ill which eXllosi'55itlS TIhe peculiarities of Ad a
illly Le lllit'fit Itd, the CIIIlee t itll o~f sorts tony hei dtelatrt'd to~

have't tarly giv'el ii srututtrte (If sill)ors.l arl th( 1le dIlll 111 tiieetl'iiiig Tihere is littl th-opt' If verifyiing ari
t
ntrary Ail 'In313 gral 1. Sor-

thei sorts 11ma'lt' b 'tlrrIpty. U iltltr it ;tAill iglit flo~irwa malitheimlatic al~t
(lefillitioll ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~'ty ofteila i.rgo hsIiiaeoi IIý f110fW cstinli Ias 0 HA 851,, [C'.ood 80lo], and1 0 1(11 8014] liisý iI ITTI'

del ii itii iftit'lli'Iti i ti i lltIci fu~l llr r(Idttye s i f 11 tfliii' d~ici'llti('. Here we reie5lw 5so11e of the tlollsial C l-ITllS's lf A dIi
sillilti atid detloit-ivt'l omi - - TIi- 11tli'

(ýXvpiýgt~tktyts)cmliet~sltt l TinfoiA t Yis~ iaiwtllfe'Th flud describe wha~llt Sx' do withi tlheml

111(11 Ito(f the( Adti typets. ( Stmit restrictt itit apply; iY e IC( (it)ot Programi errors Ad t1iritrtotdriiet' two i;p'cial 'att'gt ie It f

Illodlld' iiitti'ia o l')'ll' att ribtites, ant(i we' forid- l .(ie'-- prga t'rrtn-s, executitiois that art- "t'rrtittois" o1 fotlltt -111 hI

1111 i till(s Of Mildtly i'lltlt dolgi lull dr'aa tiS 'ttXT iii,11 cot-mect order depet idvietle" Tlit'st errors nVeI'dti '1) he noligt at

miiarn IcltCariltitlil I'itll iintl'S typlt equal to tilt wholte tof IAPTEGER oipltmeiiIrecn b h-edfritim ic.TwT

is i~llwe.)feet (i all errotleoltis ('xeititlil is ct'0ie.1t'C'13 tmiditiiiie(l and ii.:

i1vl~lilij tot (f "ftriwtllla P~ is Silt ~it'id ill sate at 1'111ilit'e Ilypolt1 sia 31i Ii to co111mpiler. For e'xaltmlle, iii a~t t'empt to readc tile v.1111' of

lhnt thle at hintalt itlis Ann are ttIlt'." Tlh' ill tiol of 113-thin 410 a all 1111 iiiltf11i1'tl SCiti 'r is -rroltn'nus, aS is a p11Ot''ilt, ire ',! ivi l01'

W~e thilk it esseilti'ii that the produtcts of a verifeictiotil liios't11

hicretnetital verificationt inletit CiIItai ii tit'it iltr errlil'tous exec',ititits Iltfir tlorrt'Ct tli'I'

d(11'etncli'tcs. Forbitditiig t11ese errrors also1 SiIILjilifil'5 IlIc' riest of

Tilt s''iles fict iiI 'l'tl 11111-niiets w se knowis Work inl 1111cii mod le. Adca's st'nmtia Cs anid shoti mi1  lake verific4ttit Il it-ore tI'at-d~t ild.

Theitsi- ilrwri tea a li Iritti I, sullpiplies ill 
1 

pi i 31 I 'iSte 'rtii 111, 1111(1 Sollie of lthese' sinl' illifk'attiotls" are discuissed belosw.

tlieu aoblli11taS it 11ll tl flt'e 53I'SttI , 5Y IliI'i gvi'i'rate ('5 z fiTihat to

cII lIt ho u: at list (S1omelim' s i larIgIe) O~f fI rtilt11lits ill thOi tsst'rt tilli Predeffined exceptions MNt' lliiSC h~tiotliig aoibllt theit'lr-ti'-

hiuigilagl' wvIos 1(5'trth is 1 s1tlt'tiClt Itoi 1111Ily tllhat. til IiXIN9Iil' fit l(d t'Xt'L'ti0115 STORAGE..ERROP. w21( NUJ*RI C-ERROR.' All vt'r

sat isfieits its Sleitf'icjatitons. - 'lilt' 5tlifict'ittill Ciii Iitiitnis 1ý1511s It'l iritrlls ar bulfeay h yohuittt neither fte

be sloolln~ tI) lit 11(.
OctCrs - Sincet' ali iipomietlrtsat loll may clhoose itot to repiort overt-

Ti'Il( draN'biick. so(f batch )roll'l-ssitlg ;iit', well killiW~I . Witt't a flow.s wet liitiist tessoitire ill addit io that rio mitlt'jt rteti tvl'i'lt w

tilittilll cl('Iuihitioli llS li e SIit'S be11 ho'bsicuire'. Ilit'lt l-l'ieiattv siae! ilgt' as CONSTRAINT-ERROR, are nevver raised, We swill alwatys

(If t'iilI' ilt~iol cl l 11itii lii gt n11 raitt are1 lImt It 01 istrs'l)i 111' 1 wtil' Rot liiii - pooltf that. thety art' nevet- raised.This ftorce., astyle till tilt-

_________________ ;rtgi aitý.ltier that forbidsi rise (If GUNSTRAINT-ERROR iii litrtlai'

NI Is t v ti g t-i - a.i 51 -s-rtio 1111 iige I 1515 ýSI 1ilb ll '-a o~f mi riftI'C 311 atic ti et g.,' ) -, t ilt(' intei 'illed exit ft'ouu a loop).

tiat art' logicaily lillIollili (qitlc iloi'tr iit-mh t of anly- t-o,'-ii-r-Sl ill of pr,, _____________

gramit Il l el m 'lirticiif) ilecamwtheyt hand11 leli iv Iljilld Cll-li cxnaSIOiis iW-ri-ft-ty. Soticsept-iins to thiis are tdescriiied ill JOlA S~a] -
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Optimi'iatkpns We lawn shown elsewhere that, if a. coxplieýr A big;lac:-order polymorphic iaihý,uagc
makes full use of thle allowed optiwlizattors to reorder coraiputa-
tions, it is rxIapc'ssible to gvrarautcte such) properties of the. cornl- I''gher type: ape (atlorrs raye izrrplsct, ici Ada. A geo':riz: fairc-
piled code as 'no -variable is read before it is, iiittcln" [ORA 85]. twal, for CXsarnipi, cair be thorugh t of mast higher typa' caper-

We tam undertake to verify tire effects ouly of prucgrarus executed alti.':, ti, accr'.; s types i-tad %oil 'bprlcgrucs as, pirciea'rs d
k., tire stanidard order. retarn.x) a f aintlic. A goneicii pockaig' Is ai hiogi-rIr ?Žpec'Ir rape

tiori that r'.tairns a 1 dit c' 1 )ackLg:':; 1) -iig obj cets thatliccg
to, ro:abr- Cm012 c aheatd type,-. Genicikt.s ;We riot (oilly Inigicttp ,x

Restricting Ada operations, 1Lilt polyrnomixe: a for-raid :praz x'ctvr ca-ar ha' vahialy

Here are sonlic of tile simnpificl-tioifs Wec wisýh to ulacose orn thxe The Ada attributes, inehidedJ pc-ricipaiy to faciliaetrwiin
nmtchd byuabpets f Icacrytype, oreven iwtvacs 0tltc ritiaslvs

Ada programs9 wc .mIndanam to velify. of gcnriirit•, areC P.Ju Inugler ty)pe', polyr'acc_ lra fci cx i~nix.

For practicail reasonis Adit treatts gvzieriý. .--s ax cticro:; i;,0 th thaczi

*We do riot platin totoe) He real stritliwetie or the irupicuieza- fccll-fledga'co y,;rrticfifs T escaztrie- difficealty fan Alm non tc'r cea
tation-deperident posts of thbe langiiage everl in full-se-air carrier, rcsenacc lg frorm A da's iriabil ity t-,inst I caitiat; oiw g'c'icic're\'
PolyAnn-a. aad oitecesi at priua r la':e in ti(ca' raio of aniot hex', arieks Pru-

Ciseh' ire~cause Ada rioes not tre-.at generics ws "first-rces;- (JI
* As rioted ablovc, wt treat thle raising of all predefiuieci vx- ject.," o-ifi a pair with vai uitls toxi ev(en on~l apar with -ca'ciri -class

ceit-ionsise i~aci -- m u ~iso oes- objects like fiunctions). Adia does ;ltr pimrsue its owii logic. to at
r-rostal-c's (N0'-RCEtUSTO8AGE..EhROR) and reqariri ratriral conclaxcxior, xvluc'a wouldi rivjucre generisrý lcc I el , to(
Iroof that tire! others will no cu.be typedt oh wets and accept. ats pairr'ucctersc akrgc jarckacrj-

and type-ret urn:: operciticsns. thle typo's of fur c-t icirt urn hag'* In ocder to prevenit progra, eoosrsligpruam ;er-ationsi,' et cetera. PolyA ivic will, i ix the nimaurier oT icidi ria y
p~rop,,r paralrecex: pxasinag, we: f01rb1d cetitzll iiistzsOic- of iiiatheliifititi rsrawg this e-orrchlrxconl by nccaliz;g all smi :2 t:tic's
acacisrag anxaurg the actutil pvay~anetercc of sitay procedcrrr 111t cla-ss.
call (and ketwiexi act cii pao-aucci rs and loars) IV(ic'i

this; is rrot ianedlicatcly guarauit.-ed by stat ic ;nalysis, Sec

roquiire a Iproof, that thile rpstrietioci has beanl :beyrd. Tihis Conclusion
has's the additional0 advantage of gretatly rciiiplifyirrg tire ~
logi: cd tir Llwjc)ceduip :-ail ;cic'oI raalnx.

An? Adlat Vriflicatiora eiavironrrier, atlfccrs tip chrrcr.e to part Nari
* We Ldopt the Alma r-eqnirectireo thlat rrnekagc( a ha've tire, fied code mite gener l use. 'We lhop!: to hint;*! 1 ic xrrnincrgs,'stc'icr,

' !rddcn state property [Ann1a 86], wrudi;c guarn'rotecs, Pessen- caqpable- of verifyi;ng yarogranr, spec(;fied xil ni mcodest lbnt us,-
tiauly, that tire effea:Ls of piinkagt' operaticars; repacarcl mc-iV fili forairir suiecifre'4t in language' (a vicricint of ikirra), by fall.
on tim pnT~u-rnicters to tire- operastiorn mrid orr larcal varirsicles of 19S6. It is, based (;ii well estaiHisit 1ch xtthiriqeis of x-ar

oftepickagc- not oar externally visiblle (.%ai thiercforx' tionirl rt-m-ronhrg abourt pcrogramos and is, nta'clda'd toi~aicv
excyflynidfal)variable-s or Oatvvralz global to oil its arace;toe-, Mi tIxnrt thre uuldccrlyirag, logic of theiis'tiuc

the package. This nmake,,; it possible tax specify ticc' behrccv- coalglragC i!; forIID to tally rined Cute darneistVAn-chy sound, arid cxim
bor of tire package inl isolation, proofs of pcaeanacair liedaicc irrcrtcrrrxc-itlkhh inl step wi' hi tiat-a

deveýlopnrrc lt. Exploitation a~iro Ada's rgiaciiiuamoxc foracl st rwt ';(.err
*Ir. order to avaid prcararain errors reesultinig fromrilardiseririr- r-qi::exnsoofkh; scol1aglq0vp,ýqb Ia m

mnate use of.side ccFe'ctq we forbid tire vise of furictionra- witmxrh irC Pla e terino thaisbt)lgis assa'rcý .or dnsgain jxlyl cpl ibwoaIri
Side effects ur1 e1Sc Static a Eavi ules out t1re j1SFiosihcihtY gagettisbtlilrrt-ia'4pyarrli
of & programi acrior.

Manly other rcstrietiorrs are mcatters ef style ars aaitaeii a: al' Va
grimnning language' theory for tiaer; is litx-,ic iroja of verify irg {A zh i ý,3] i Ar~it Va cga harc2i:z .Llmig'iiagi r -tctfc-" ec
comrpletely arbit~rary prugrarI1 in aniy language. 'We icrcrv im" thttrUc S 1 Dol), US G-.'verioniraer Priirtirrg Of
inacremnental verification will xiatuarrily ricaocia' mr at'e a:-,e a sale), ficce 1983, ANSI/MIlLS'I'i 1815A.4
axirrmablv to verification: a style ira whic ricme, irr efleect, oithli'ctS
tire proof of a routine arid tirern rirrpaleic'ts tire priaof olitliri. [A-,"ira SC] i)avi 'i 0_ Laackkhacai, Frieairich WI. -cil1ii aak'-,

1Wae b Anuiotatmng Ada Prop cain:, ft-f-r-ca

Poly~amnaMarnial, 1986.

Po~~yz1.nna- fu & i] B. Barri.,gefr, .1. 11. Cherag, Brid C. fl.lan,
We hatve so far described a systemn with ii ajcixitit't ml ai'ogxars to1 "A Logic Catwenirig Uarda'hia-ditarcs ira irograic
those of Gypsy or EHDM, burt Iritic certainl irlirjortfurtiqae. s Proof~s,' Act l Irionnatica 21, pp. 251 269. 194l.
zirents uradeý possible by soni c nw theory and anew tcchiaraur's [DC 7] 're irat orail'fatiaofA ,I)uk
in buildinag software enrvironmenrts. To exploit sinure fally tire- Diataaartil. Geaate'r, ý987.
resources of Ada requires: auiacla miore, anld that is tiwpre po"io
of full PolyAnna. Our acaount is necessarily parospective anrd idx, [Dijk 86] Ydsgae,- iDijlcsra, 'TIe lDiccipbrwne f.Prcgrcrncacraag,
to sonice extent, a firrir ercorseinxrurt of rraotleriaaod. Prentice 1ibji Eraglat w:K.cal Chlfht, 1986.
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Second, after the TCB receives the Procedure, the TCB validates points, it is felt that the SYSDS approach provides a solution to
it to insure that all internal structures and pointers are self- the multilevel DBMS problem
referencing. Essentially, the procedure is viewed as untrusted by
the TCB, so it is impossible for the Procedure to violate the
security provisions of the model. Next, the TCB performs a
discretionary access check on the databases and tables refer- REFERENCES
enced in the Procedure. If any of these steps fail, the error is
audited and the host is notified that the command could not
complete. If these chccks succeed, Query Execution continues to [AFSB83] Air Force Studies Board, Multilevel Data
execute the Procedure. Alanagemcnt Security, National Research

Council, National Academy Press,
When data are selected from the database, the TCB returns Washington, D.C., 1983.
them tlrough the Mandatory Security Check. Each security
label on each row is compared to the login-level clearance [BIBA77] Biba, K. J., "Integrity Considerations for
associated with the user process. If the user's security level is Secure Computer Systems," Technical Report
greater than or equal to the security level of the row, the row is ESD-RE-76-372, USAF Electronic Systems
saved by Query Execution, and is returned to the host. Other- Division, Bedford, MA, April 1976.
wise, tie row :s ignored and the selection process continues. The
data row, along with the security level of the row and a row-level [BOEB85] Boebert, W. E., and R. Y. Kain, "A Practical
CRC is then returned to the host. Alternative to Hierarchical Integrity Policies,

Proceedings of the 8th DoD/NBS Comuputer
When data are inserted or updated in the database, the TCB uses Security Conference, 1985.
the Update page CRC and Label code to perform the operation.
The Update Page CRC and Label code computes the CRC for [DODT83] Department qf Defense Trusted Comtnt~er
the updated data page and uses the user's login security level to System Evaluation Criteria, Dol,
update the row's new security label. Finally, it confirms the 5200.28-STI). Department of Defense Stan-
logical consistency of the row and the logical placement of a row dard, December 1985.
on a memory page.

[HENN86] Henning, R. R. and S. A. Walker, "Computer

Architectures and Database Security," Pro-
SIJMMARY t-eedinig. of the 9th A'BS!'NCSC National -

Computer Security Conference, September
The SYSDS design uses a reference rnonitor approach to system 1986.
security to achieve a robust multilevel secure DBMS without
sacrificing performance. It utilizes rows as thc mandatory [LAND82] Landwchr, C. E., "What Security levels Arc
securi*:y object, and databases and tables as the discietionary For and Why Integrity L.evels Arc Unneces-
security objects. This enables the system design to take advan- sary," NRL Technical Report Memo 7590-308:
.age of existing Sybase DataServer software whiie introducing CL:UNI, Naval Research L.aboratory,
new security mechanisms. The newly re-architected product is a Washington, D.C., February 1982.
major departure from the basic DataServer architecture, but
significant performance features of the commercial system have [LAND84] Landwehr, C. E., C. L.. Hictmcyer, and J. L..
been maintained, indicating that the SYSI)S approach will meet McLean. "A Security Model for Military
its goals of multilevel security with excellent performance. Message Systems," NRL Report 8806, Naval

Research L.aboratory, Washington, D.C., 31
Most of all, the SYSDS is intendea to be a commercially viable May 1984.
system, able to be used in a number of government, military,
and private sector data processing systems. The approach [SCI-L86] Schell, R., and D. F. D)enning, -Integrity in
addresses the concept of data integrity and additionally intro- Trusted Database Systems," Proceeding. (of
duces the concept of TCB integrity, since total system integrity is the 9th NBS/NCSC National Conmuter

a major concern in any DBMS application. Because of these Securi'v Cotference, September 1986.
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COMPUTER DISASTER RECOVERY I'IANNING:
A FAST-TRACK APPROACH

0. R. Paldo
Bechtel Eastein Power Corporation

15740 Shady Grove Road
Gaithlersburg, Maryland 2087"7

(301) 258-4023

1.0 DiSASTERS--LARGE AND SMALL--ARE line for? ? to 14 days 1161. In 1985,
CONTINGENCIES the General Accounting Office study

reported that only 9 of 25 computer
When we think of computer disasters, we systems; studied had existing, tested
tend to think of the large-scale disas- contingncy plans [15]. The requirement
ters: hurricane, tornado, earthquake, goes beyond business prudence into
or fire. Few of us are surprised to regulat 'on in many cases. The federal
hear that most of all disabling "das- government policy (Office of Management
asters" involve either water or fire. and Budget) requires a contingency plan
Several examples: for government facilities [151. Recently,

the Comptroller of the Currency re-
Location Year Cause iterated its requirement that "national"

banks have a contingency plan in place
State of 1973 Flood (river) for critical information systems [19].
Pennsylvania,
Hatrisburg This paper outlines a method of imple-

menting a contingency plan in a single,
Census Bureau, 1980 Sprinkler relatively short effort. The approach,
Maryland System called fast track, is to develop a

w,,rkablc plan by dcaling only with the
China Lake 1985 Flash Flood most critical systems first. This
Weapons Center, approach works best because it quickly
California reaches the crucial phase-- testing. It

often proves less costly because the
Two of these events involved natural critical systems can be run on a smaller
catastrophes, the third (Census) in- configuration than that required for all
volved a combination of human error and computer applications. It permits a
mechanical failure. Outage times varied recovery plan to be developed and tested
from 3 weeks (to partial restoration) to within a year; we target for 6 months.
several months [8].

However, although very few computer 2.0 FAST TRACK
centers have had to fully recover from a
disaster as massive as those listed The fast-track approach to contingency
above, most centers have had to recover planning is based on the principle of
from a small disaster--again, most often restricting the set of problems to be
resulting from human error, fire, or resolved wherever possible. It is
water 1O]. In my personal experience, predicated on three key beliefs: (1)
every data center that 1 have worked for restoration of a part of an organi-
or managed has had a flood, with plumb- zation's information systems will be
ing (broken, inadequate, or nonexis- better than none; (2) a contingency
tent) involved in every case. (One recovery plan must reach the test phase
reference reports that 90 percent of to demonstrate the full extent of an
outage contingencies are caused by organization's vulnerability and to
people--mostly by accident or ignorance.) develop managements' confidence; and (3)

a company can (in general) afford to
Because of the likelihood of an outage backup only a subset of its data and
resulting from an event other than a applications.
catastrophe, we will refer to the
"disaster" recovery planning process as 2.1 Management Commitment
contingency planning throughout the
paper. This term properly emphasizes Management commitment is the key element
the wide range of use of this type of to all contingency recovery planning
planning. [3]. In our recommended fast-track

approach, it is the first phase.
The ne,'d for contingency planning is Depending upon the breadth of the
widely reported [16,21]. In a key 1978 computer systems beinq analyzed, tle
study, the University of Minnesota management to be involved will range
Management Information Systems Research from the head of a department (for a
Center ruported that many American departmental system), to a division
businesses could not stay in business if general manager (in a divisionalized
their critical computer systems were off company), to the chief executive officer
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(CEO). The key characteristic of the cases, both the users of tile application
manager to make the decision is the and data processing must be fully in-
ability to recognize the computer volved. (For details on risk analy-
application as key to the organization's sis, see references 2 and 9.)
(and, therefore, the manager's) health.

Once the critical applications are
To gain management's conmitmient, the identified, and senior management
risk to the company of loss of infor- recognizes the company's vulnerability,
mation and/or information processing the risk analysis team (all managers)
must be put in terms of the company's must gain senior management commitment
ability to perform or in terms of to invest in a contingency plan and its
potential dollars lost. Once management ongoing maintenance. This will require
recognizes this risk, they must agree to a commitment to deliver a plan, ready
a budget for development and implemen- for testing, in a fixed amount of time.
tation of a contingency plan and for the We recommend 6 months, in four phases:
ongoing maintenance of the plan (and
enhancement if necessary). This is a Staff
significant challenge to many managers, Phase Required Time
who often find themselves two levels (or
more) below the level of the k,,v manage- 1 - Management 2 - 5 4 weeks
ment to be involved and in a ( mate of Commitment
reduced budgets.

2 - Workable Plan -
The fast-track method isolates the Pass 1 2 - 5 4 weeks
critical applications and their vulner- Pass 2 5 - 10 5 weeks
ability by applying two rules:

3 - Affordable 2 - 5 4 weeks
Limited extent. Establish the Plan
extent of contingency at the
walls of the computer room and 4 - Implemen- 5 - 10 9 weeks
develop the vulnerability of tation & 26 weeks
that room being disabled. Testing

* Limited duration. Establish It is essential that this commitment be
the extent of the contingency made if the plan is to be completed.
outaqe (to successful restor- Otherwise, the plan is likely to fail
ation--on site or at a restor- due to budget pressure, change in
ation site) at 7 days. management sponsorship, or worse,

disillusionment by the planning team.
By applying the first rule, the vulner-
ability (in terms of events per 100 2.2 Workable Plan
years, the standard measure) is real-
istically high because of combination of The next phase in the fast-track approach
catastrophe (major storm, flood, major is to develop a workable and affordable
fire) with the ordinary (human error, plan. Can it be done? We believe it
small fire, broken pipes, clogged sewer can, because the plan should only target
lines). By applying the second rule, to recover thie applications that are
the applications that are exposed are truly critical (i.e., identified in the
only those that. are truly critical first phase) and for contingencies that
(likely to result in major financial are limited to the computer room itself.
loss to the company) and most recogniza-
ble as such by senior management (1]. A ("Why?" the reader exclaims. " Shouldut I
key element in identifying the appli- we consider the secondary applicatiois
cationis is establishing recovery time (those which must be restored withi,, two
criteria (i.e., the maximum time that weeks)? Shouldn't we anticipate a major
the application can be out of opera- catastrophe in which half the staff is
tion). unavailable to support the recovery

process?" These questions are reasonable.
Tile process of risk analysis should be However, the Last-track approach does
conducted quickly and with as few people not answer them at this time. Fast
involved as possible. The data process- track is targeted to develop a workable
ing manager and his staff can develop and tested plan for the few truly
the flrst draft and then confirm their critical applications in a limited
findings with the managers responsible "catastrophe." Once a successful plan
for the functLions supported by the is in place, it is the author's belief
critical applications exposed. This (and experience) that secondary (and
group of managers then forms the team to even tertiary) applications can be
confront senior management with the risk accommodated more easily and at less
and the need for a contingency recovery expense.]
plan. (Note: if this group cannot
aglee upon the criticality, then it is The process of developing a workable
unlikely that a "sale" can be made to plan is described briefly below. The
senior management.) Other members of list of references provides several
the organization that nay initiate the sources that provide superb detail for
risk analysis include: the manager of this phase 1I,6,9,12,18,201. The key to
security, the manager of the function at this plan is a two-pass approach: the
risk, or (best of all) the CEO. In all first is conducted by a small team; and
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the second by tile team of key players resulting impacts on personnel,
identified in step 5. data transfer, teleconmmuni-

cations, and procedures).
1. Clearly define the range of

contingencies that are being 7. Develop an outline for the
planned for. For example, if contingency recovery plan
the computer room is destroyed manual. During the first pass,
(or made inoperable for a week this outline should be at least
or more), what is the effect on as detailed as that shown in
the telecommunicaticns network, Figure 2.01. During the second
what is the effect on the onsite pass, draft. sections are included
tape and disk storage, on the where they can be fleshed out.
lists of work in progress, and
on operating procedures? At the end of the first pass, the team

is expanded to include the principal
2. Develop profiles of the critical backup members identified in step 5.

applications: required computer This team now reviews, criticizes, and
peripherals, disk storage, tape modifies each product of steps 1 through
drives, telecommunicatons 7. The result should present a workable
requirements, unique operating plan containing all the elements required
system features, locally developed to get the critical applications back
operating software and utilities, into operation. The result does not yet
vendor (and third party) software, address cost, the actual method of
If data bases are involved: who backup, or the time it would take to
is data base administrator; recover. However, the result should
where are the lists of updates; identify those procedures, elements of
are audit tapes used? room layout, and application requirements

that will complicate the backup process.
3. Review operations procedures,

assure that they are up to date, In terms of staffing, this phase need
and list changes that. would not be too expensive. Many of the steps
minimize the exposure to any ot can be carried out ii, parallel. Thu
the expected contingencies. second pass can be staffed by the
Especially important are the additional members without removing them
offsite storage purocedures 141 from their current responsibilities in
(e.g , storage of duplicate f1,ost cases.
procedures offsite, more fre-
quent backups of critical files,
maintenance of backup records in
duplicate, etc.). I. Introduction and Overview

4. Review the computer center, 2. Mobilization
central telecommunications - Notification
network components, and data - Offsite storage
library for ways in which loss
of one can be segregated from 3. Operations kecovery
the others.

- Organization
5. Establish a recovery team roster - Backup facility

made up of the key operations, - Checklists
systems, telecommunications.
support, and and applications 4. Management Support Team
users' supervisors and managers.
Identify those that may be at 5. Administrative Support Team
risk (e.g., injured or dead) if
one of the (limited) contingen- 6. Site Restoration
cies occur. For all individuals,
select alternates. For those at 7. Maintenance and Testing
risk, select secondary alternates.
(Note: at this stage, it is all 8. Team Directory
right to use the same individual
for more than one role; however, Figure 2.01
care must be taken to avoid the
"all eggs ... " syndrome.) Contingency Recovery Manual

(sample table of contents)
e. Develop most likely backup

s c e n a r i o s : h o t - s i t e , c o l d - s i t e , - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
full redundancy, mutual backup
arrangement, etc. 14,18]. For 2.3 Affordable Plan
each, develop a telecommu-
nications backup concept 113]. The third phase of the fast-track
These should be simply sketched approach develops the action plan fox
out. At this point, the actual achieving a plan and recommends the
method of backup will not be best, affordable approach to backup. It
decided. Only the fact of is principally a task of cost estimating
backup is important (and its and problem simplification. It aims at
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providing a backup plan that will meet protection that likely did not exist in
the budget requirements set. iii the full (or part) before. Only the backup
management coimmitment phase as well as site need be reviewed again for cost
the recovery time parameters required by benefit. If the backup site fits tihe
the critical applications, original forecast budget (and already

committed to by senior management),
"* Cost estimating. The possible approval to proceed should be forth-

backup plans are estimated by coming. During this process of imp](-.-
reviewing the available market mcntation, the contingency recovery
options for backup recovery, manual should be completed and readied
Once these are known, the for use.
telecommunicationir backup costs
are developed, especially those Before proceeding on the backup imple-
thct arc ongoing (e.g., dialup mentation, the plan should be quickly
modems, ACCUNET reserve "local reviewed by the full team for "test-
loops," additional network worthiness." The team should agree that
nodes). At the same time, the plan will work as tested. As soon
offsite data storage costs are after the backup site is established,
developed, the plan should be tested 13,17].

During testing, an independent observer
"* Problem simplification. During should tr-ack tihe test in terms of

phase 2, it is likely that successes and failures. At the end of
several problems were identified the test (or at the point that the test
that complicated the backup has failed), the team should be de-
planning or added expense to tile briefed and an action plan put in place
backup recovery plan. Examples to correct the major shortcomings of the
of these are: telecommunications plan. A second test should then be
and/or data storage in the same scheduled and tile plan verified.
room with the computers; special
hardware for the critical If the budget will not cover the cost of
application that is difficult or establishing a backup method thal meets
expensive to duplicate; locally the recovery time criteria or the
developed software eptions or application requirements, then the plan
configuration-specific auplication should be reviewed with senior manage-
features; and data base layout merit. They should agree to one of
that combines time-critical data several conclusions:
with ritorical or infr-quently
referenced data. Now, the team * The recovery time criteria are
identifies changes that could too strinlgent.
mitigate the impact of these
problems on the backup process. The budget is inadequate, or the
For example, it may be cheaper applications involved are less
to build fire walls between the critical than originally deter-
three areas of the computer room mined.
than to plan for likely destruc-
tion and total backup of all The systems are too monolithic
three areas: it may be easier to permit backup. In th1s case,
to modify the application and to either redesign of tire appli-
restructure the data base than cations or redundant systems may
to duplicate expensive hardware be the only solution.
or restore all data within 24
hours. 2.5 Th1e Living Plan

In determining the full cost of the At this point, the company (oi organi-
.ngoing contingency plan, full cost zation) will have a tested arid working

should Le considered: a Contingency plan. The plan should now be reviewed
Planning Manager (a minimum of one- for its limits and most desirable
quarter of a person); cost of updating extensions. Several havw been d~scussed
the manuals at least annually; cost of or alluded to previously:
offsite storage of critical application
dat_,; duplicate communications equipment * Extension to cover loss of the
(arid data links if required); and the completu floor Uo building
co:st O1 having tire backup site ready and
tested (e.g., in the case of a "hot- 0 Extension to anticipat. the loss
site" this is usually a monthly fee that of key personnel
includes testing once or twice a year). * Inclusion* of tine remainrder of

the critical or near-critical
2.4 Imnlemertatlo:n and Testing app]ications.

At this point, we are ready to imple- These changes do not have to be wade
ment. The procedures and implementation immediately, but they slhould be described
of the offsite data backup, telecommurni- in s•ufficient detail so that management
cations network backup, operations car) assign priorities and consider them
changes, and applications changes can be for inclusion in future plans.
cost justified and proceeded with on
their own. Each will bring a measure of
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Just as important is the review of the Comnmitmnent and support from top
plans for compuler, telecommunications, management is essential. A
and applications modifications. The disaster recovery plan is
fast-track process of contingency recognition rhat the data center
recovery planning shou.d bring to light and the information systems
those critical factors that can be supported by the center are
eliminated with changes to the computer critical corporate resources. A
and telecommunications configurations disaster plan, even when estab-
and redesign of software and data base ]ished in one year, is a long-
applications. For example, future term progran, requiring testing
additions to the computer system can and review on a regular basis.
attempt to achieve redundancy in con--
figurations, especially where the * Critical systems identification
configurations can be separated by is the first step to the detailed
enough distance to reduce the chance of planning process. There are
both centers being placed out of com- usually three or four appli-
mission by a single event. In another cations that are key to a
instance, data base redesign may reduce company's survival. They are
the critical application to a more the ones that must continue in
transportable size. operation in event of a disaster.

Finally, the incorporation of the * The planning process is a
contingency plan procedures into the continuous, iterative process.
day-to-day operations is essential New and existing applications
[5,71. As new applications are developed, should be reviewed annually for
they should be tested to see if they inclusion (or removal) from the
meet the requirements of being declared plan- The plan itself should be
critical, and if so, added to the plan. tested periodically and modified
In the meantime, all secondary appli- when necessary.
cations should be encouraged to store
copies of software and recent data If a contingency plan is not in place
offsite to ensure their recovery (if not today, the first plan should be put into
immediate availability), action as soon as possible and updated

iteratively until management is satisfied
that adequate protection exits for

3.0 CONCLUSIONS critical business applications. With
the trend toward increased use of

The need for cuntinyeni:y recovtuy autotildiion, the dependence of critical
planning is clear for businesses and business operations on the data center
organizations whose survival depends on will increase. With the tendency toward
computer systems. The fast-track distributed (departmental and work
approach provides an alternative to the group) computing, the need fou a
traditional approach which pulls key corporate-wide understanding of contin-
people off their day-to-day jobs and gency planning will grow.
delays the demonstration of benefit for
1 to 2 years. The fast-track approach
minimizes expense and provides flexible 4.0 REFERENCES
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RETURN TO NORMALCY: ISSUES IN CONTINGENCY PROCESSING

Thomas C. Judd Howard W. Ward, Jr.
Assistant Director of the CPC Assistant Professor
Federal Reserve System Germanna Conmlunity College
Culpeper, Virginia Locust Grove, Virginia

Much time and many words have been shared all: Hlow much is it worth to be able to rc-
regarding data processing security measures store tihe information processing c;.)abilities?
and the recovery of lost data, Programs and
procedures are widely publicized as to their Too often information processing; is thought
monitoring and switching capabilities. The of only in torms of computor activities.
topic of disaster management, however, goes Regardless of the method of processing data
far beyond those measures. They are, of the adage of GIGO remiains true. Providing
course, important and crucial concerns. Yet, for the gathering of data at the lowest level
a false sense of security may render the most an,l the distribution of results at that saiae
elaborate plans worthless if the recovery level is the test which must not be failed.
process ignores the ability to return to
normalcy. This ability must address the Alternate procedures for both of these pro-
issues of confidence, reliability, integrity, cesses with a realistic audit trail rests at
availability, and the resumption of business the heart of any contingency plan.
functions with continuity of operations. Major mnanagement decisions must be ma,ýe at

the highest level. The degree of involvement
Certain industrial, commercial, and service and commitment are the highly visible signs
organizations may rely upon a totally auto- of the extent to which ,anagerm;ent truly
mated system. These entities usually include wishes to secure itself against the hazards
those activities which offer the consumer a of modern times. The relatively siimple
limited choice of vendor. Federal agencies, issues of yesterday such as the disgruntled
major municipalities, utilities, securities, employee or the interruption of power sources
monetary services, military, and public remain as day-to-day concern.s;, but new and
safety agencies quickly come to mind. more devastating evils must be dealt with.
Smaller organizations, but still including Such evils include but are not limited to
the major industries of any given area, are terrorism, nuclear damage, and environmental
much more affected by geographic locations of deterioration. Preoccaipation with backup
competitors. It is all of these groups to tapes and mainframes is being replaced by
which this mnA;or ip. dedinated, such concerns as who is left to operate thatstandby eqaipment, how are tnose people
The "cook book" approach has been used in an transported to that backup site, and by what
effort to provide a kind of checklist of means do our clients interact within a set-
things to do; and, one should not ignore the ting new to them; and perhaps new to us. The
many tasks involved in contingency planning. "hot-site" concept has introduced still a new
The position here is not that such approaches dimension to the art of "being ready." It
are wrong nor incomplete nor inappropriate; gains credence only in the context of C
they serve a very vital purpose. In the return to normalcy. Critical transaction-
government, OMB Circular A-130 and the based functions ordinarily require immed-
National Bureau of Standards' special pub- iate resumption to prevent serious business
lication NPS 500-134, "A Guide on Selecting damage.
ADP Back-up Processing Alternatives" are most
helpful. 0MB Circular A-130 establishes The position taken in this paper suggests
guidelines and authority while NBS 500-133 tLat new strategies are required and that
offers a useful contingency planning check- those neo; strategies involve a commitment of
list. However, planning for contingencies is the highest steps of the management ladder.
but the first step. The return to normalcy They require constant modification which
is, in our opinion, a more global and mnore implies extensive educational activities.
critical issue. Protecting "our" data is in- They mandate a conitunication process with
portant, but conveying to users the feeling clients which instills confidence that ve
of confidence that our continyency strategy will continue to serve with no loss of integ-
provides continuous business functions is of rity, that we will maintain a degree of reli-
a greater magnitude. ability which can and will surpass that of

our competitors, and that the availability of
To create such a mechanism requires a commit- our support o0 backup procedures is both
ment to the notion that contingency planning immediate and continuous to the extent
is both an attitude and a process; each re- necessary.
quiring flexibility of thought, firmness of
procedure, and commitment of resources. How.- fow are these strategies addressed? Simply
ever difficult it may be, there must be a put, they are addressed and effectively dealt
weighing of the cost of contingency planning; with through the concept categorized as the
and processing against the cost of not doing Return to flormalcy. This concept doas not
business. 'low long can a business function substitute for well written prograrms, docu-
be suspended before the business will fail in metitation, or procedures. ;,either does it
its attempt to return to normalcy? Because substitute for tile many commercially avail-
contingency processing is not an inexpensive able techniques which preserve already
activity, it may well be that it is not for gathered data. The value of the Peturn to
everyone. hIence, the most major decision of Normalcy concept rests in its ability to
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involve, stim;.ulator and sup)-ort. It eobraces Amoncj the possible alternative-, and a bi.zsed
the following concepts: choir.e on the part of the authors, is the es-

tabli:ohuent of a "hot site." By definition,
1. continued senior riaiiageiwent support a "hot site" is a staffed facility capable of

for contingency as a process. continuing information processing operations.
However, hot is a relative term and tnere are

2. ac close to sirmulatedl disaster as varyinn degrees of staffing.
is feasible in testing contingency.

The many possibilities including degree of
3. the ramificat-ions of a fully imple- readiness artd staffing mzke this a particu-

.ented "hot contincency site." larly difficult issue with which to deal.
Ideally, naralloling facilities and personnel

4. the cost-effective use of fully %'ould offer maximum coverage and security.
impicmented] bact-up) sites. However, even under these conditions consid-

eration is usually given only to computer
5. issues in providing contingency equipment arid rcl ated personnel. Issues of

backup for multiple sites. coi.koarable imp:ortan.e which are often over-
6. the cost of cyiality contingency looi;ed are input procedues including commu-

hackup services. nicatien links to the clienzt, control tech-
niques, storage, forrms, client sei vice, and

7. returning to "business an usual." audit trail.

Contingency preparedness, therefore, is not Perhaps the biggest problem wit-h the fully
Just a program; it is a 1LroceL, whici. i,•,us equippcd and staffed "hot site" is not the
effective only when it is reflective of a cost, as ont night think, but rather the in-
management attitude. ability to keep talented employees honed to

maximum efficien.-y. High turnover coupled
TO deal with the concept of senior managerment with excessive training time and costs con-
support requires a bold commitment of re- tribute to an expensive and inefficient
sources and a willingness to defend that operation.
position. It is difficult to prescribe ex-

actly what method of information processing A "hot siter with duplicate hardware but min-
backup is best. This is a relatively new imal staff providas a better solution. The
field although the notions of stuffing the limited staff can be cl,allenged by performing
ylaqt-res.ss filling the safe denosit box, and develoomental and testing functions. Train-
burying the secret treasure map have been ing rewains an important feature but it is
with us a long time. What makes today dif- more easily accomplished. However, a limited
ferent is the need or desire to maintain staff is unable to maintain full scale opera-
continuous processing regardless of the tions. TO overcome this shortcoming, contin-
operating environment, gency teams can be employed. Such teams con-

sist of selected key individuals, trained in
11ow best to do this involves extensive study specific aspects of operations, and who are
of the kinds of mishaps which might befall an regularly employed at remote sites. In the
organization and the measures which would event of a catastrophe, the team members
allow uninterrupted service to customers or report to the "hot site" to lend support to
clients. Fundamental to these studies are the "hot site" stal-l.
the measurement of tolerable down time, delay
in converting to the selected alternative, An approach of this nature overcomes one of
start--up time required to bring facilities up the major problems in disaster recovery:
to full perforrmiance capabilities, reconcili- getting required personnel to the contingency
ation of data and/or transactions, and the site. It cannot be assumed that employees at
conversion back to "business as usual", a damaged or destroyed location can be relo-

cated. They may be injured or may not have
A study of this magnitude is, in itself, time survived the incident. Travel may be inter-
consuming and expensive. Further it requires rupted or totally suspended. Furthec, when
parameters which delimit those alternatives the chips a-e down, employees may not be
to acceptable cost considerations. Because willing to leave families or may be too dis-
such a study adds nothing to the product or traught to be concerned with such things as
service and because it includes consideration contingency operations.
of events which may be considered ludicrous
by some, senior management stamina is vital. A well conceived "hot site" must also include

current backup data, supplies, and an elabo-

Even after the conclusion of the study senior rate set of procedures. While each of these
managements' role continues. A further deci- is important, procedures are the most criti-
sion must be made: is the reco.mmendation cal. They are also the most difficult to
acceptable or, if alternatives are presented, maintain current. Not only must they de-
is One acceptable? If mot, further study is scribe what must to done, when, how, and by
the likely next step. And so the process whom, they must also describe and prescribe
continues. At each crossroad senior manage- under what circumstances a contingency plan
ment must again test his or her degree of should be activated and by whom?. And,
conviction that the cost of contingency pro- further, they must blueprint how the organ-
paredness is less than the cost of not doing ization repositions itself to a state called
business, normalcy which may, in some cases, be a new

or improved environiient.
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Despit(e the completeness of outfitting the "hot Situ" personnel. The pressure of daily
contingency site, the staff training, and tile deadlines is absent and so is a normai rou-
detail of the procedures, no disaster re- tine. Hence, personnel must be highly ieoti-
covery plan can be considered remotely secure vated so as to direct their energies toward
without repeated testing. UnfOrtunately, constructise activities such as testing
most tests are limited to perfarnming parallel and training. These are key to providing
operations under rather ideal conditions, a high level of opoerational expertisc.
Mithough it may appear to be courting The ability to function as a cohesive team
self--imp[oscd disaster, a part of the testing suqgests the need for a selective recruit-
program must include a complete catastrophe- ment and dynamic developmaent process.
simulated situation. An unannounced date
should be selected without regard to Most of what has just been said has been
Vaca.l t ions, peak periods, or system directed toward the Contingency Cent er
conversions. This truly is a test of senior Specialist (Computer Operator). TzrcrŽ
management conviction. are many other per sons involved when dealing

with the "hot site." Prograimuiers face siri-
Carefully avoided, thus far, has been any lar problems, but face the awkkward situation
approximacion of cost and it will continue to of having to confora to objectives and speci-
be avoideu since the number of variables is fications developed at another location. This
significant. Worthy of exploration is the lends some support to the notion of using the
use of the contingency facility to serve "het site" as a developocotal center for ex-
several users. Two points are obvious. One perirnenting with new software or testing p•ro-
is that costs could be significantly reduced posed procedures.
it even a few users are involved. The other
is the dilemmia if two or more users are Probably the most difficult group of employ-
struck at nearly the same time. eCs to adequately deal with are those per-

forming t'i mundane and routine operations.
These are not the only considerations, how- Clerks, data entry and communications opera-
ever. Closely following the two major pro- tors, and like positions are difficult to
bleris are issues such as training and sup- keep occupied escept under production or-
plies. While thrre may be certain simi- iented condivjons. No disresect is inten,]ed
larities in comput,.. operations, the many sin~o many, or perhaps all, ray be of superior
other tasks necessa.y to make an organization ability. Tnut the opportunitieo for develop-
functict present an enormous training prob- ,.ent and growth in such areas are relatively
lem. Consider, if you will, the variations few. Somehow, a challenging educational oro-
iii order entry applica'-ions. These points g.ram must be integrated into the "hot site"
seem to lend added sueport to the skeletal environm.nt and it must be Lath intertAction
"hot site" supplemented by contingency teams, to t1ha e,,ployee and beneficial to the employ- rn

er. rerhaos the idea of an organizational
Certain cautions must be observed. t shared training center utilizing the raany re-
site cannot support two or more users from sources of thie "hot--site" is a concept worth
the same geographic area. Neither can it exploring. Keep in mind we are continually
reasonably support multiple users with heavy referring to the ideal "hot site" which
demands for testing. Depending ufpon the sup- represents a duplicate of the site being
Porting functions and the degree of activity backed up. Also kecp in mind thlat the
between user and client, the site manageraent position taken here is that maerely backing
tasks and responsibilities wultiply dramati- up tire computer capabilities does not ensure
cally. that all of the usual necessary tasks and

procedures which come before and after
Keep in mind that the scenario prompting -oraputer processing will also be backed up.
these comments covers more than a mere local T'ie fre:1 uent assuirotion is that simaply
fire or flood. It is possible that there is telling people to report to a different
no remaining staff to reinforce the contin- location usinq different machines will allow
gency Site. It is possible that radiation or for continuous operations. This assum:1-,tion11
a poisonous cloud has isolated the central is a luxurlius approach to an unrealistic
site. It is possible that the target loc solution. Although statistics are not
tion Just does not exist any longer, available, it is reasonable to assume

that the probability is less than slight such
What kind of person must be found to assure total devastation would occur so as to
that operations can continue? Many adjec- require complete backups. But that is pre-
tives might be used; intelligent, adaptable, cisely, the point; modern technology has pro-
fearless, patient, conscientious, loyal, and vided the opportunity to render entire com-
more. The obvious qualifications of loyalty munities decimated and useleso;.
and honesty go without saying. The security
Of anY site is important and the "hot site" To this point it would appear that we are
is no exception. However, there are sormle building to a crescendo Vhich suggests that
unique circumstances. If we assume that the there teally is no such thing as normalcy;"khot site" is not a commercial site but one that the potential proolems are uo great that
under the control of the principal then it is no solution can exist. To remain competi-
likely there is little, if any, actual pro- tive, business and indL~try must continue to
duction taking place. If there we'e, of strive for that better mousetrap which, in-
course, it is unlikely the description "hot cidentally, must cost less than those of the
site" would be applicable. This lack of pro- competitors. Can these two objectives bh
duction has a severe psychological effect on compatible within t he context of allowing for
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conitingency processing? This reinforces the the switchboard operators, file clerks, and
belief that senio,. management oust seriously supplies inventory clerk. These are often
and carefully weigh the cost of not doing positions which do not have their tasks spe-
bus incss. cifically defined or who have modified their

job descriptions on their own to more effec--
For governi.iental agencies the answer may be tively deal with their day-to-day operations,,
sooewhat easier. The profit motive is re- These highly important people who are frc-
moved. The public good doemiands a kind of cýuently at tae lower end of the pay scale are
protect ion that warrants such expensive the Rodney Dangerfields of contingency plan-
assurance. :ic.jor agiencies such as the ning. All too often they get no respect.
Department of Defense, Department of State,
Federal Reserve, Internal Revenue Service and Returning to normalcy does not necessarily
Social Security are illustrations of those mean relocating back to the original site.
entities which absollutely must have such One reason is that the site 'nay no longer
security. State governments and major cities exist. A second reason is that the original
such as Few York, Los Angeles, and Chicago location may no longer be inhabitable. If

would appear as likely candidates. Put what originally located near major client!; or cus-
of smaller munici nalities? what ripple ef-- towiers, they too may no longer exist. Hence,
fects ste;,wing from a disruption of major there may be no real incentive to return. But
local governments which depend heavily on senior management must make this decision.
automated facilities would influence govern-
maental functioning at higher levels? As ex- In any event, the "hot site" may not be the
asiples, consiider ' he impact o;f the loss of place in which to remain. It may be too small
services ; rovided -y Dade' County, Florida, for full-scale operations in an on-going
and Pairfax, Virginia. With standardizeo, re- mode. Even if it is adequace, attention must
cordingj and rep>orting techniques, regional- now be given to a new back-up lo.;ation. And
ized "not sites" with contingency teams or the cycle begins to repeat itself.
reserve forces e,2rhaps the degree of chaos

* could be significantly reduced. Can an organization return to norm-.alcy? At
this writing an answer does not appear to be

L.ot's now define that normalcy which has been immediately forthcoming. The nuiber of var-

tae center of autention throughout this pre- iables seem overwhelming. The extert and

sesIt tion. In most cases it would to defined type of disaster; the attitudes of individu-
as an environmect' whicu is farýli]iac and ac- als; the availability of replaceenit person-
coipli ishes the orrciuain objcutivu ill dl ntid; the -uc'ess of the cantingency plan; and
equally efficient mianner. Unfortunately, the availability of resources to permit a
that definition may be oversimplified, recuvery all contribute to the dileima.

A failiar environment is essential; but Some aspects of contingency planning do hold
fam,,iliar to who.e? Certainly tie onployees up regardless of the disaster enco'untered.
m'lust he able to consider the equipmcnt and First, the most feasible kinds of operations
procedures; famailiar. This implies ceziputers, to warrant consideration are those which deal
o[1ico equipment., com'unicatl on ecu'1ipent, with recordkeening activities. Governme!ntal
and! sul,'lies (particularly forms.'. But entities, insurance companies, monetary anl
clionba or cutOii.2rs lllust al.so find them-- investment firms, and orjanizations selling
selvesj in facil iar territory. In "any erit- services seem to be the mr3t likely candi-
ical transacsiou-oricntedl processes, the user dates.
expec•ts; (and may require) 100 percent avail-
ability with: no recognicable change in Second, providing facilities and staff is
functionality. They must know how to con- expensive.. Only those organizations with
muumicntc and cost be ;miade aware of any largn financial resources can acco,.,odate the
Chanc, es in the usual pJrocedures. A por-- financial roquirerienas. When an organization
trlo o& the :)roblef) is 'chat too full a dis- exists in the profit-making crena, the less
CleO:,ae of the contingncicy process co.:,pro- conservative comp1etitor who elects to risk it
ais. , its security which is p)art of the may, in fact, drive out (or price out) its

reason for its existence. non-risktaking counterpart.

cOC major i..nportance is the peole. If a new Governments with the ability to acgnirc rev-
staff vau; to be created, woul tile original enue th1rouojh increased taxes may be among the
c:.loyses still be available? If a newc site few w:ie cac; afCord this kin( atf lprotection.
inis ureated, es:)ecially at a distant location, Even in this case2, smaller goverinment.; simply
current, prsonnel be interested in relocating? may not be able to bear the pressures.
If a conuingency team has been used, wouls,
they want to return to their ho:,ie site? This is not to say no effort should be *ad',
There are no standýird an3-ers for these ques- especially in the private sector, to safe-
tj ons, * owever, ore point is clear; the guard the ability to maintain operations.
peoplc problem is sig:nificant and those ex- ihat is being said is that there are limits
poete® to play a role in contingency process;- beyond which the cost of not doing business
"ing must be informed and reminded of tie do- PIa-y: in tact, be less than those of continu-
,ant which isy be saade of tae,• in1 busines3. This truly is a point on the

contingency scale which tests the entrepre-
It is worth iienti,:nini one more time that tile neurial smpirit of every organization.
crucial issue involves the lower level cler-
ical positions; tila 1iail distribution c:erks, A third point wAhich is clear is that contin-
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qoncy planning is not an activity to be tal:en wiAll tahe if such a return i:n, io Fact, - os-
lightly. There is prob)ably some degree of sible at nill. Certainly without a contingenicy
contingency preparedness appropriate for plan no return can be ant~icipated. 'enaturc

ever Oraniatin rgarles of sir, oa conceivable disaster-s in tlodlay's 'zorlu
Cloarly, thle larger orcanization ias more Zuqý,Cut that innovaitive. a-pproa taosL are calleýd
resources and, iore to lose. Poor or mjade- for. Cooperative ventreLrs, "hot sites", conl-
quato planning eqjuates to no planning since tinq'eincy team~s, and standardized_ inroced~urc-s
it is ineffýective and maay, in fact, result im add, to the viab.ility of contingenicy planningj.
greater costs,. A return to nornalcy (for all out the mast

tars icjhted], creative, d3aring andl resourcefuýLl)
lTo com,,bat this noesit is esOse~ntial ta em o-eedlreyo h auea
the contin(c ne-y planning team. b)e co;mnosedýC at the disaster, and the continge2ncy tciuesn'.old;
the most cuali~fied individtuals. Th.e limits mar the cost o,- !scovery Ulestne cast Of

oftheir studIy and their reco;ame.indatious: :aiuse ntdig ute;,Or rvu vtlpoi
be clearly defined by senior manaije~ineuc service.
Their advice and proposals should bec cere.dul-
1ly consideredý. Their authority to initiate
action1 must also be well defined,. Too liberal
an approach, ma-y be too exleunsive to imple~lment4
and, too restrictive an app0roach iaay generate
intolerable frustration.

Fourth, a ýAlan whi'ich provides solely far tile
security of co:ni.uter o')erati( ns is nrals
tic. It is uind,-ow diressing dcosiineJi to d-ive
theQ appearnnce ofý securits in its sh'allowest
formi. Thek same may be s3aid of a clan which
z-_drezses only the haawr (an soiar o
a compu.Ater syst-em~. StaffiJng concerns, in oath
t:)e- compu.)Lter and. non-computer fu.nctions- in-
crea11se in come1.lexity in a diirect relationsh;'ip
with the m.agjnitudea of thie dlisaster. Providling
for buISinSs function mersonncl wherever thee\
nZay `e located is eqjually i-.mportant. Furthor,
continqe~ney -planninq extends beyond6 a Jiust-
covered1 man:`Ual. To0 serve its p~urpose. it ms
beo re~viewed- an(] regeýnerated, at a pace at
least e0ua to t'Li gjrvuth of tile organtiza-
ti-On it is expe--cted to serve.

Fifth, 1in izlstiflce wherc quich, convorsion
and,' nea Lfll-sncale ooerations are r~i-'
a "hot site", is the Safest choice. :lae'evfr,
tile degree of staffing hias a m-.ajor inf' luence
on the, s;ize's o- eration . Full straffingj is
ex. hens ive and( inef~ficient in personnel usageo.
:-inii~.ai teU cannot suaport continge~ncy
operat ions. Hence, a contingency tea,n or
reserve force is an acce ptaulcŽ corfd-roi.isa,
both in providing automat ionl capabiIit ies
as well1 as attendingj to the hllir.anlistic
capa)il it ies; i te., the bsiness function.
Inrcerim-. activities to m~aintain still and!
morale -lay includeo ap~plication testing,
documontat ion, and progýram development.

Lastly, none of the advantagesL of contingency
processing can be realized withiout a con-
tinuous andj active coanitment on thie part
of senior mianagement which m~ay possibly
sur-_nss all prior reqluiremeints. B-:eyond thi s
commitmnent is also an enorm~ous degree? of
involvement to weigh alternatives anti
deterrine that oeint at which) tile cost of
contingency exceeds tile cost of -net doing
business. The contingency process; p)lan-
nillg, testing and training, must be dynamic
in that it remains effective only to the
degree to whi ch it matches the changing
business environment.

Can an organization return to normalcy? Taoi
authors' op)inion is that the exftent of the
contingency wrill determiLne how long a return
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APVISORY )IMORANDUM ON OFFIEAUTOMATION SECURIT:X
AN OVERVIEW

Alfred W. ArsensuI&.:

National Computer Security Center
Ft. George 6. Neadse, D

abstract (SAISS) of the National Teleconmunications
and Information Systems Security (NTISS)

This paper presents an overview of National approved the publication of AYisory
Telecommunications and Automated Information Memorandum on Officetmt1 Security as
systems Security Advisory Memorandum an NTISSAM (WTISS Advisory Memorandum). In
(NTISSAM) COMPUSEC/l-87, Advisory Memorandum January 1987, NTISSAM COMPUSEC/l-87 was
gn-•C_ e Automation Security, which was signed by Lieutenant General Odom in his
issued in January 1987. This guideline is capac'ty as the National Manager for
divided into four parts. Part I is the Telecummunications and Information Systems
Introduction and Statement of the Problem. security. The purpose of this paper is to
part II consists of guidance to the users of provide an overview of that document.
OA Systems, Part III is guidanca to the ADP
system Security Officer responsible for OA Vistory of the Document
systems, and Part IV provides guidance to
Procurement Officers and others responsible The members of SAISS Working Group #3, which
for the procurement, disposal, and management is responsible for developing computer
of 0A Systems and their associated magnetic security guidelines, believed that guidance
media. Xn addition, there is an Appendix was needed in the area of Office Autoration
that addresses labeling of CA Systems and Security. The National Computer Security
m-rnetn-c medin. A distinctInn in mAd Center, which was alreauy working on an OA
between OA syate-s with fixed media and those security guideline, was tasked with drafting
with only removable media. Fixed media are a guideline that could be used by all Federal
defined as those that are not meant to he Government employees and contractors using OA
routinely removed from the system by a user; Systems to process classified or sensitive,
all other media are considered to be but unclassified, information. The working
removable. The guideline addresses group provided review and input to the
responsibilities of system users, of the OA process at each step, from the preliminary
system's sacurity officer, and of the outline to the final draft. When WG3 was
organization that owns the system. satisfied with the draft guideline, it was
Distinction is made between stand-alone OA sent to the members and observers of the
systems (those physically and electrically SAISS and the Subcommittee on
isolated from other OA systems) and connected Telecommunications Security (STS) for their
OA Systems (all others). Guidance is review. After several iterations of this
provided to the user for the secure operation process, the guideline was approved.
of stand-alone systems, of connected systems
used as terminals to mainframe computer Structure of the Document
systems, and of connected systems used as
hosts on a LAN. An overview of threats, Advisory Memorandum on Office Automation
vu1lnerabllities, and controls is provided. 2299=Y, henceforth referred to as "the
While the Advisory Memorandum addresses Guideline", is divided into four parts. Part
issues in the areas of physical, personnel, I is the Introduction and Statement of the
emanations, communications, hardware/ Problem. Part II provides guidance to the
software, and procedural security, this paper users of CA Systems. Part III is guidance to
concentrates on hardware/software security, the ADP System Security Officer responsible

for OA Systems, and Part IV provides guidance
Introduction to Procurement Officers and others

responsible for the procurement, management,
on December 5, 1986, the Subcommittee on and/or disposal of OA Systems and their
Automated Information Systems Security associated magnetic media.
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the system and its storage media.
These four parts are subdivided into ten
chapters that, when taken together, address Thirdly, we are attempting to prevent
all Of the major security issues associated (intentional or carileu) damage to the OA
With OA Systems. system itself. This requires following a few

simple rules that will help prevent the
Additionally, the document provides an system from being either stolen or damaged.
Appendix that addresses labeling of OA FR
Systems and magnetic medca, and a glossary of Fixed Media yi. Removable Mediaturns used in the Guideline.-_

In order to make the problem easier to deal
The purpose of this paper is to discuss each with, we make a distinction between OA
section of the Guideline, and to describe in systems with fixed media and those with only
certain cases why recommendations were or removable media. Fixed media are defined as
were not made. those that are not meant to be routinely

removed from the system by a user. Examples
Introfuotion and Overview of fixed media are fixed disks and

nonvolatile memory *xpaasion boards.

To start with, we must decide what is and Examples of removable media include floppy
What is not an "Of f ice Automation System". disks, cassette tapes, or removable hard disk
The Guideline defines an OA System as "Any cartridges.
microprocessor-based AIS or AIS component
that is conmonly used in an office The type of media employed within an OA
environment. This includes, but is not system affects what can be done with that
limited to, Personal Computers, Word system. Systems with only removable media
Processors, printers, and file servers. it can be used to process information of
does not include electric typewriters, different sensitivity levels at different
photocopiers, and facsimile machinos".[l] times ("periods proceased," if you will).
While this author readily admits to sometimes This means that information can be processed
find icg it hard to make a qeneric distinction on the system that not all users of the
between an "electronic typewriter" and a system have a clearance, authorizatlon; or
"word processor", it is thought that this need-to-know for. All that is required is
definition makes the distinction clear in that the information be removed from thi
most cases. system before these people use it.

The next step is to define the "GA Security Systems with fixed media can normally only be
problem". That is, what exactly are we used to process one level of information,attempting to protect? because the information cannot be removed

from the system. Therefore, all system users

The answer to this question has several must have a clearance and authorization for
parts. First of all, we are trying to all information on the system.
protect information from unauthorized
disclosure. United States Government policy User Responsibilities
requires that certain types of information
not be disclosed to anyone unless that person All users must realize that they play a vital
has an appropriate security clearance, and/or role in maintaining the security of an OA
specifically needs the information to do his system. In fact, the role played by users of
or her JoD.[2,3) Most current OA systems do OA systems is much greater than that played
hot provide the hardware/software security by users of mainframe systems, because there
necessary to enforce the separation of users are usually not Cab many "security
and information within the system; therefore, professionals" overseeing what is done.
procedure, personinel, and physical security Users should normally be responsible for the
measures must be taken to prevent following, as a minimum:
unauthorized personnel from accessing the
system, or from gaining access to magnetic (a) Knowing who the ADPSSO is for each
storage media used in the system. system, and knowing how lo contact that

person;
Secondly, we are trying to prevent
unauthorized modification of inforL ition. To (b) Being aware of, and following, all
do this, we must again control access to both applicable security guidelines.
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(i) At the end of a shift (or workday),
remove all media from the system, then

(c) Reporting to a security officer and overwrite the system's memory with some
known ox suspected security violation. pattern before the system is powered off. If
Violations of particular importance are those there is a key, remove it and store it in a
involving compromise or modification of secure place until the next shift or working
information, and theft of property. day. Remove printer ribbons that have been

used to print senaitive information, and
(d) Using only approved software. Software store or dispose of them.

should not be used without having been tested
by some responsible party (such an a security For systems with fixed media, the above rules
officer). Under no conditions should pirated also apply. The main thing to keep in mind
software be used. is that the sensitivity level of the system

as a whole cannot normally be lowered.
Operational Security for Stand-Alone systems Therefore, users should never be allowed

access to the system without clearance,
A stand-alone OA system is one that is authorization, and need-to-know for all
physically and electrically isolated from informatior on the system.
other OA systems. Some rules to follow when
using a stand-alone system with only Sensitive information can and should be
removable media are: removed from the system, however. When a

user is finished, and has some files that
(a) Place monitor screens, printers, or contain information that should not be seen

other devices that produce human-readable by other system users, these files should be
output where they cannot ba mean by casual copied to a volume of removable media, then
passersby. erased from the fixed media. (Note: for

most systems, use of the "delete" command
(b) Do not leave an OA system running will remove the information from the medium.

unattended while it contains information that The locations in memory must be explicitly
someone with physical access to it should not overwritten.)
see. Especially, do not leav%. a system
unattended while sensitive information is On&mTPtiul s"'curty for Connected Office
dicplayed on the screen. Automatiou Systems

(c) Do not leave printers unattended while A connected OA System is one that is not a
sensitive information is being printed, stand-alone. Normally, these systems are
unless the area in which the printer is used in one (or both) of two configurations:
located provides adequate physical security, as a terminal attached to a mainframe, or as

a host on a local area network (LAN).
(d) Remove output from printers at the

earliest possible time. When an OA System is used as a terminal, it
can create security problems for the system

(a) Ensure that all human-readable outputs it is attached to. One of tha more lucrative
are appropriately marked for sensitivity. if attacks is for a penetrator to program an OA
necessary, the user should apply the labels system to copy any password that a user
himself, types. Then, the penetrator returns later

and can log into one (or more) mainframe
(f) Do not eat, drink, or smoke while using computers as one of his (or her) innocent

an OA system. victims. The best solution to this attack is
to use only communications software that has

(g) Protect magnetic media from exposure to been tested and approved by a "trusted party"
smoke, dust, magnetic fields, and liquids. (such as a security officer), and to pr5'vent

unauthorized personnel from accessing the OA
(h) When a user !.a through with the system, system at all.

(s)he should remove all sensitive information
from it. It is also advisable to power the When an OA System is used as a host on a LAN,
system off. This way, there is little or no its inability to provide adequate
possibility that the next user can gain hardware/software protection becomes more
access to information, no matter who (s)he important. In most of today's OA Systems,
is. any information contained in the system can
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be accessed by anyone who can access the associated with OA Systems. These occur in
syster. This includes anyone who can access the areas of physical and personnel security,
the OA System via a network. Now, users must communications security, emanations security,
be extra careful not to leave sensitive hardware/software security, and magnetic
information on the OA System. remanence. While the Guideline addresses all

of these issues to some degree, we nov

Responsibilities of the ADPOSO concentrate on hardware/software security.

There should be one individual responsible OA Systems can be broken down into three
for the security of each OA System. This categories: single user systems, shared-use
individual may or may not be one of the users systems, and multi-user systems. Single user
of the system. There may be a different systems are those that are used exclusively
ADPSSO for each OA System, or one with by one person. Obviously, no
jurisdiccion over all. Regardless, the hardw&re/software security is needed for
ADPSSO should have the following t8ese systems, regardless of whether or not
responsibilities, as a minimum: fixed media is employed.

ta) Ensuring that each OA System is Shared-use systems are those that are used by
certified and accredited, if required by more than one person; however, only one uses
organization policy, the system at a time. Multi-user systems are

those that are used by more than one perann
(h) Ensuring that all users of the system at the same time. For shared-use systems, no

are aware of the security requirements, and hardware/software security is needed if only
assuring that all procedures are followed, removable media is used. However, if fixed

media is employed, then either all users of
(c) Investigating all reported or suspected the system must have a clearance and need-to-

security violations. know for all information, or the system
should meat the requirements of at least

(d) Reporting violations to appropriate class Cl, as specified in the TCSEC. Multi-
authorities (e.g., top management, law uOUL YMt"MHS UIIUu± iBooL U1u00 LetUiLU111eJtLU,
enforcement officials, etc.). regardless of whether or not they amploy

fixed media.
(e) Ensuring that the configurationmanagement program is followed. Currently, there are a large number of -

products available on the commercial market

(f) Reviewing the audit logs (if audit logs that ckaim to provide security for OA
are used). Systems. However, as of the time of this

writing, none of these products has been
Threats, Vulnerabilities, and Controls certified by the National Computer Security

Center as meeting even the class C1
A threat is a person, thing, or event that requirements. While many of these security
can exploit a vulnerability of the system, products are useful and do provide some
such as a wiretapper, a business competitor, protection, anyone using them should be
or a maintenance person. careful not to be lulled into a "Zalse sense

of security."
A vulnerability is an area in which an
attack, if made, is likely to be successful. There are several equipment vendors who are
Examples of vulnerabilities include lack of attempting to build OA Systems or
identification and authentication schemes, workstations that will meet specific levels
lack of physical access controls, and lack or of the TCSEC. If these vendors are
conmunications security controls. successful, it will be possible to control

sharing of information on the OA System
A security control is a step that is taken in itself, by using the hardware/software
an attempt to reduce the probability of controls provided by the OA System. The
exploitation of a vulnerability. Examples of procedural controls needed will then be less
controls include the use of encryptior, a severe than what is currently required.
configuration management program, or a
hardware/software security feature. Organisational Responsibilities

There are many threats and vulnerabilities The organization which "owns" (or leases, or
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is ot herwise reaponslble for the secure Information Systems that, will be connected to

operation of) an OA System has seveial the OA System should be considered.

responsibilities. Those include; conclusion

(a) flaying a security policy that defines,
at a minimum, what actions are permissible on This guideline provides an important first

an OA System, what information may be step in Assuring Offict Automation security

processed when and by whom, what the for the Federal Government and its

organization permits regarding the use of contractors. it is very useful by the

goVaernment-owned OA Systems offsite, the use private sector, also.

of personally owned OA Systems to do
government work, procedures for maintenance RL-ERIhNCS

of O Sytems, and procedures for the secure
handling, marking, storage, and disposal of 1. National Telecommunications and

sensitive information. Informat ion Systems Security Advisory
Memoiandum (N11SSAM) COMIUSLC/l-8 1,

(b) Setting up a training program to ensure 9 i"k.UILi otinQL1"&eAutoMAtM io -- i-I',
that users and ADPSSOr are aware of their January 1987.
responsibilit ies. Executive2. Eecutve Oder12356, 3iLd_ ' t'

(c) Having a policy concerning thle o ion, 6 April 1982.
procurement and use of hardware/ softwaze.
This policy should explicitly address tie 3. Public Law 93-579, "Privacy Act o0 19)4,'

topics of copyrights and licensing 31 December 1974.
agreements. 4. DoD 5200.28-STD, Qp___ I"

(a) Waving a configuration management Tlsj.Q Suirt.r '
program in p'ace. Lvaluaticnj Criteria, December 1985.

(r) Having a policy concerning the use of 5. Office of Management and Budget (OMB)

audit trails. Ci Cu) ar A-130. "Mange1Mcnt ef roeCral
Iifur malijn jRsources"•, 12 becember" 1985.

(f) Having a policy covering certification
and accruditation of CA Systems.

Procuring OA Systems

Befure an organization begins to procure OA
Systems, it should take several steps to
determine exactly what the security needs
will be. The first ot these steps it. a risk
analysis, as defined in OMB Circular A-
130.[5) In addition, the following issues
should be addressed:

(a) If the OA System will be processing
classified information, there are policy
requirements for communications security and
emanations security that. must be met.

(b) Sirce an CA System is generally
considered to be a high-dollar asset, it
should be either kept in an area where it
will not be stolen, or it should be locked to
a table or in a cabinet.

(c) Any nonvolatile parts of the OA Systeri

should be identitied.

(d) Security requirements of any Automated
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